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Preface

Preface
With member National Societies in 178 countries and over 90 million volunteers, the International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies is the world's largest humanitarian organization. Its secretariat strives to manage and
coordinate disaster response, build the network's capacity, represent member National Societies internationally and
advocate on behalf of vulnerable people and humanitarian values. The National Societies and the secretariat jointly
endeavour to improve the lives of vulnerable people by mobilizing the power of humanity.

The secretariat of the International Federation is pleased to present this fourth edition of Partnerships in profile, which
provides a comprehensive overview of the activities and organization of the International Federation's members. It is
our hope that by making information on National Societies available to the public, this publication will help
governments, civil society, the private sector and other partners to identify mutually shared goals in humanitarian
action. We also hope National Societies will find it useful to work together effectively and thus strengthen the network.

Although the National Society profiles contained in this 2002-2003 edition follow the same format as that of the last
edition, their number has substantially increased, making this the first edition to cover all the members of the
International Federation. Moreover, the profiles have been translated into the National Societies' respective official
languages. They are therefore available in both English and Arabic, French or Spanish (as relevant to each National
Society) on the International Federation web site (http://www.ifrc.org) and on a CD-rom.

A publication designed to enhance partnerships, Partnerships in profile 2002-2003 is itself a perfect example of
cooperation on an international level. We would like to acknowledge and thank National Societies for cooperating
closely with the secretariat to produce this document.

Didier J Cherpitel
Secretary General

~.,
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Introduction

Introduction
Finding concise, up-to-date information about the many and varied National Societies that make up the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies is not always easy. Partnerships in profile 2002-2003 aims to
remedy this by providing information on the activities and organization of all the International Federation's members.
It is hoped, too, that the publication will encourage and help cooperation either between National Societies themselves
or with other organizations - national or international - that want to join in the International Federation's collective
efforts to improve the lives of vulnerable people.

Originally launched in 1996, this fourth edition of Partnerships in profile covers all 178 of the International
Federation's members for the first time. For the first time, too, information has also been included on the National
Societies pending recognition and admission, and on the countries in which Movement activities have not yet
developed. This new edition follows the presentation of the previous one, however, a few changes were made, mainly
to increase the focus on National Societies and to make the publication more user-friendly. Thus, three annexes, which
give details on Movement membership and provide both National Society contact details and publication references
have been added, as well as special items such as subregional and alphabetical indexes.

Each profile provides key information concerning the most important aspects of the National Society. Thus, the
profiles are structured in the following main sections: foundation, which provides information on the societies'
mission, legal base and constituency; capacity, which covers issues such as leadership, resources and
organization/planning; and performance, which relates to members' activities and their relevance and effectiveness.
The profiles also contain an introductory section (national context), which gives a brief overview of the socio-
economic, political and humanitarian situation of the countries in which the National Societies are based.

The data in the national context section (population, GNP per capita, life expectancy, etc.) were in general supplied by
the National Societies themselves. In cases where they did not forward this information, it has been taken from the
United Nations Development Programme's Human Development Report 2000. With the exception of the GNP per
capita rate, which is in US dollars, all other financial data have been converted to Swiss francs (CHF), as per the
exchange rate on 1 July 2002.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003 is also available on CD-rom and the individual National Society profiles have been
posted on the International Federation's web site (http://www.ifrc.org), where they can be easily accessed under any
of the following sections: "Where we work", "Who we are", "Publications" and "Directory". Profiles on the web and
CD-rom are available both in English and in the members' respective official languages (Arabic, French and Spanish,
as relevant to each member).

Countries are listed in the contents by region, according to the coverage of the International Federation's regional
delegations (with the exception of Eastern and Western Europe, which are not covered by regional delegations).

Although every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained in this publication is accurate, it may
still contain errors and oversights. Regular updating not only adds greatly to the quality of the document as a tool for
dissemination and partnerships, it is also instrumental to ensuring that Partnerships in profile remains a basis for better
institutional memory. Readers are therefore encouraged to send any comments and/or suggestions to
secreteriat@ifrc.org

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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List of acronyms and abbreviations

List of acronyms and abbreviations

ACROFA Association of African French-speaking GNP gross national product
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies GTZ Gesellschaft fur Technische

AIDS acquired immune deficiency syndrome Zusammenarbeit

AORCRCS Arab Organization of Red Crescent and (German for technical cooperation)

Red Cross Societies HIV human immuno-deficiency virus

ARCHI African Red Cross and Red Crescent ICRC International Committee of the Red Cross
Societies Health Initiative IDPs internally displaced person/people

ART The Asian Regional Task Force on HIV/AIDS IDRF International Disaster Relief Fund
CAS country assistance strategy IDRL international disaster response law
CBDP community-based disaster preparedness IHL international humanitarian law
CBFA community-based first aid IMF International Monetary Fund
CBSR community-based self-reliance International Federation
CEO chief executive officer International Federation of Red Cross and

CHF Swiss francs Red Crescent Societies

(IDA Canadian International Development Agency 10M International Organization for Migration

CIS Commonwealth of Independent States IYV2001 The International Year of Volunteers

CORI Inter-American Regional Committee League League of Red Cross Societies (later League
of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies,

CPR cardiopulmonary resuscitation
now known as the International Federation

DANIDA Danish International Development Agency of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies)
DFID Department for International Development MEU Mobile emergency unit

(UK)
MoU memorandum of understanding

DP disaster preparedness
Movement International Red Cross and Red Crescent

DPP disaster preparedness programme Movement
ECHO European Community Humanitarian Office MCH mother-and-child health care
ECRE European Council for Refugees and Exiles MSF Medecins sans Frontieres
EFAC European First-Aid Certificate NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
ELSG European legal support group NGO non-governmental organization
ERNA European Red Cross/Red Crescent NORAD Norwegian Agency for Development

Network on HIV/AIDS Cooperation
ERU emergency response unit OCHA United Nations Office for the Coordination
EU European Union of Humanitarian Affairs
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization OD organizational development
FHI Family Health International OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation
GDP gross domestic product and Development
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List of acronyms and abbreviations

OFDA The Office of US Foreign Disaster UNAIDS Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS
Assistance UNDP United Nations Development Programme

PAHO Pan American Health Organization UNDRO United Nations Disaster Relief Organization
PERCO Platform for European Red Cross UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific

Cooperation on Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Cultural Organization
and Migrants

UNFPA United Nations Fund for Population
PHC primary health care Activities
PIROI Regional intervention platform UNHCR Office of the United Nations High

of the Indian Ocean Commissioner for Refugees
PLWHA people living with HIV/AIDS UNICEF United Nations Children's Fund
PNS participating National Society UNOPS United Nations Office for Project Services
SAPRCS Southern Africa Partnership of Red Cross UNRWA United Nations Relief and Works Agency

Societies for Palestine Refugees in the Near East
SIDA Swedish International Development USAID The United States Agency for International

Agency Development
STI sexually transmitted infection(s) UXO unexploded ordnance
SWOT strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, VCA vulnerability and capacity assessment(s)

threats
WFP World Food Programme

TB tuberculosis
WHO World Health Organization

TBA traditional birth attendant

UN United Nations
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Angola Red Cross

GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

US$ 380 (1998)
47 years (1997)
170 per 1,000 live births (1997)
45 per cent (1997)

Angola Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1978
20,000 (1998)
193 (1999)
CHF 1.4 million (1998)

1. National context
The situation in Angola has changed little. Lack of
access throughout the country, due to insecurity
constrained programme monitoring and supervision has
continued to dictate where the Angola Red Cross (ARC)
and International Federation can effectively operate.
In addition, the ongoing and prolonged civil war has
created a sense of short-term thinking and planning in
both the ARC and the country in general, leading to a
culture and mindset that consider change and
development - particularly originating from outside - as
threatening. The death of Jonas Savimbi in March 2002
led to talks between the two parties in conflict.

Since gaining its independence from Portugal in 1975,
Angola has endured almost constant conflict. The 1994
Lusaka peace accord and the formation of the United
Government of National Reconciliation in April 1997
gave rise to hopes of sustainable development and peace
in the country. However, in December 1998, Angola once
again plunged into full-scale civil war, increasing the
numbers of internally displaced people (!DPs).
Potentially one of Africa's richest countries with large
reserves of oil, diamonds and other minerals, an
enormous hydroelectric potential and plentiful
agricultural, forestry and fisheries resources, Angola
remains one of the poorest due to the protracted civil war.
The March 2002 peace accord between the government
and UNITA once again raises hopes of sustainable
development and peace. The expected end of country's
long civil war is coinciding with changing attitudes in the
National Society. This change process will enable the
society to take part positively in the reconstruction
process and to cope with the challenge based on the
characteristics of a well-functioning National Society.

Capital:
Population:

Luanda
11.7 million (1997)
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2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Angola Red Cross (ARC) is
implicitly stated in its statutes, which were updated in
1998 and ratified at the extraordinary general assembly
convened in July 1998. In July 1999, the ARC drew up
a strategic work plan for 2000-2003 and this will be
reviewed this year (2002) based on Strategy 2010, the
Ouagadougou declaration and actual ARC priorities.

The society formerly worked very closely with the
government, principally the ministry of health. Under
the past political system there was little distinction
between the government and the ARC. The situation has
now changed and connections are less important, but the
society still receives approximately 11 per cent of its
total budget from the government.

The ARC has a weak public image because of limited
resources. The emblem is commonly misused and the
country lacks a specific legal regulation on the use of the
emblem. This is still the case in 2002.

Legal base
The ARC was founded by executive decree in 1978 and
joined the Movement in 1986. The first general
assembly was held in 1986 and a second, extraordinary
general assembly took place in 1998. At this assembly,
new statutes were ratified, a national council, a new
president and a new secretary general were elected
together with an executive council including a finance
commission.

Constituency
The society has a nationwide coverage with provincial
branches in 17 of the 18 provinces. A number of
provinces also have municipal and local branches.

No precise figures on membership exist but the society
is estimated to have a total of approximately 20,000
members and volunteers. Of these, around 2,000 are
considered to be actively involved in ARC activities on
a regular basis. The composition of the membership
shows an equal gender balance although men are
predominant in governing bodies and top management
functions.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The main governing bodies of the ARC are the general
assembly, the national council and the executive
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committee. The general assembly is made up of the
members of the national council, executive committee
and a certain number of elected branch representatives.
Constitutionally, the national council comprises the
president, the secretary general, the directors of the
legal, technical and finance/administration departments,
the provincial branch delegates, elected representatives
from the general assembly, originating from provincial
assemblies, and a representative from each of the
following ministries: defence, health, foreign affairs and
social affairs; the secretariat for war veterans and the
organization for Angolan women. The executive
committee includes the president, the secretary general
and four others. It is a mixed committee consisting of
volunteers and ARC paid staff.

The successful convening of the extraordinary general
assembly of the ARC in July 1998 was an important
milestone in the development of the ARC as a well-
functioning and -governed National Society. The
distinction between governing structures and
management was clarified at the general assembly. A
new president was elected and the secretary general no
longer assumes the functions of the president. The next
step will be to hold provincial assemblies to install
governance structures at that level but this is still in
discussion because of lack of funds. However the
provinces work closely with headquarters to implement
most of the activities at the provincial level.

As part of the consolidation of the work started at the
general assembly, the ARC secretary general and
president attended a good-governance course in
Johannesburg. Management training and English
language training have also been provided.

Human resources
In 1999, there were 63 people working at headquarters,
the Viana training centre and the national car repair
workshop. Of these, 55 were professional and eight
were support staff receiving no salary but only incentive
payments from the International Federation. At branch
level, the ARC had a total of 250 staff, of whom 138
were professional and 112 were support staff. Of the
total of 313 people working for the ARC, 193 were
employees and 120 were considered volunteers
receiving a monthly incentive. The society had
difficulties in attracting staff due to low salaries and
reduced programme activities. The situation has
temporarily changed due to monthly incentives paid by
the International Federation to ARC staff. The poor
economic situation of the country makes it difficult to
run activities with volunteers. Volunteer activities have
restarted primarily around community health posts and
in newly activated youth groups. Today the situation has
changed because of lack of funds in the new social
environment. The number of people working at the
headquarters has been reduced drastically (by 60 per
cent) and it is difficult to maintain volunteers at the
province or branch levels.

Financial resources
In 1998, the ARC's expenditure was CHF 1.4 million.
The International Federation is the prime financial
supporter of ARC programmes and activities and the
government is responsible for payment of salaries to
ARC professional staff. Government subsidies, small
contributions from members and income-generating
activities also contribute to ARC finances. The ARC's
finances have not yet been audited.

First steps have been taken to increase and diversify the
ARC's resource base through renting out premises and
making the Viana training centre an income-generating
project. However, the development of an income-
generating base and financial systems of the ARC has
proved to be a slow process resulting in continued
dependency on donor funding for staff support costs and
the implementation of programmes. Donor fatigue means
that the ARC received 25 per cent less than it did in 1998.

Material resources
The ARC has a headquarters building, a newly built
training centre in Viana, a vehicle workshop, a
warehouse and a few buildings in Luanda and in the
provinces. Most of its offices are in buildings formerly
donated by the government but few legal documents
proving this ownership exist. The society also owns
around 50 vehicles, but around 70 per cent are in need
of repair.

Organization/planning
The society has recently produced a three-year strategic
work plan for the period 2000-2003. The priority areas
identified in the plan are health, disaster preparedness,
response and mitigation, youth and institutional
development.

Monthly programme coordination meetings are held for
senior staff at ARC headquarters. At the provincial level,
delegation teams have become increasingly involved in
planning, budgetary monitoring and decision-making,
displaying improved management and financial
technical skills resulting in a more open sharing of
information within the delegations.

Partnerships
In August 1996, the ARC signed a memorandum of
understanding with the ministry of health which
confirms the society's relationship as an auxiliary in the
area of primary health care at national and provincial
levels. The ministry of health provides some nurses for
the programme.

The ARC receives support from several donor National
Societies and the International Federation for its
integrated community health and development
programme. The society also has agreements with the
Spanish Red Cross concerning rehabilitation activities
in Bengo province.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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A partnership meeting attended by nine participating
National Societies, the ARC, the International
Federation and the ICRC was convened in Geneva in
January 1999. The objectives of the meeting were to
review the 1999 programmes and operations in Angola,
to present and discuss the Angola country assistance
strategy (CAS) 2000-01, and programme and operation
funding support. Following this meeting, the
International Federation delegation prioritized support
to the ARC to undertake its first-ever global audit,
which was considered to be important for the society's
institutional and resource development and donor
confidence. The International Federation assisted the
ARC to finalize agreed terms of reference and a global
audit was conducted by the international audit company,
Ernst and Young. Their final report, which highlighted
the lack of finance and administrative policy, systems
and structures within the National Society, was sent to
donor National Societies. It is expected that the
recommendations from the global audit will facilitate a
redirection of the ARC's three-year development plan
and allow various resource development initiatives for
the National Society to be investigated.

The ARC maintains close collaboration with the
government body for the removal of mines and UXOs-
INAROEE, the Mines Advisory Group and Norwegian
People's Aid. It also collaborates with BP AMOCO and
the Spanish Red Cross for local support to health and
social activities.

The ARC collaborates closely and frequently consults
the International Federation and the ICRC (as lead
agency for Angola).

4. Performance
Activities
Health
The integrated community health and development
programme was initiated in 1997. The programme
emphasizes preventative health, basic curative care and
the involvement of communities in setting up local
health committees. Work is carried out around
standardized basic health posts which are staffed by
ARC personnel and supported in certain activities by
ARC volunteers. In their role as auxiliary to the ministry
of health, the ARC participates in nationwide
immunization campaigns as was the case in the recent,
large-scale polio vaccination campaign.

Mines awareness
In May 1998 the ARC and the International Federation
began a programme of training ARC volunteers in mines
awareness and education. The programme works closely
with the government body tasked with coordinating de-
mining and mines education activities in Angola and the
main NGOs involved in de-mining. In 2001, despite
lack of funds, more than 50,000 individuals were
sensitized to the dangers of mines by ARC instructors.
In all, the programme has reached some 100,000 people.

Institutional development
This programme focuses on the human resource,
financial and institutional development of the ARC. The
need to link this aspect with financed programmes is
becoming necessary in order to demonstrate the impact
in the field.

Relevance/effectiveness
A mid-term review of the integrated community health
and development programme was conducted in March
1998 focusing on health, institutional development and
training at central and provincial levels. Although the
review was largely positive, it identified a number of
areas that required improvement; these included the
development of the governance of the ARC specifically in
the realization of the convening of the general assembly
(which took place in July 1998), the use of baseline
studies for community health operations, improved
methods of health-post operations and the clarification of
job descriptions for health workers and ARC staff.

Partnerships In profile 2002-2003

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy
(1999)
ARC Strategic Plan 2000-2003 (1999)
Angolan Red Cross - Integrated Community Health
Development Programme 1997-1999, A programme
framework document (1996)
Angolan Red Cross Branch Structures, Ian Christopolos,
Department of Rural Development Studies, Swedish
University of Agricultural Sciences (1996)
International Federation mission reports (1999, 2000,
2001) •



Red Cross of Benin

Red Cross of Benin
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1963
12,670 (2002)
41 (2002)
CHF 132,000 (2002)

1. National context
Benin gained independence from France in 1960. A
multiparty democratic system was established in 1990,
guaranteeing human rights and freedom of activity. The
economy is dependent on agriculture, which employs 70
per cent of the workforce. Benin experienced slow
economic growth in the 1980s, and liberal economic
policies introduced in the mid-1980s failed to produce
positive results. In 1998, the country experienced social
unrest as a result of discontent with the government and
its economic policies. One of the Benin's main
environmental problems is desertification, and the
country is subject to cyclical flooding. Malaria, guinea
worm and river blindness are widespread.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Porto Novo
6.7 million (2002)
US$ 380 (1997)
53 years (1997)
102 per 1,000 live births (1997)
39 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Red Cross of Benin (RCB) has a clear mission
statement, which reflects the Fundamental Principles
and ideals of the Movement. In order to ensure it was
well known by all of its members, the society arranged
for its dissemination in 1997.

The society maintains good relations with the
government, and works closely with the ministry of
health on primary health care, disaster preparedness
and relief. At the local level these relations are not well
developed. Since the establishment of democracy, the
RCB has had no problems preserving its autonomy and

independence when working with the government. The
society has a strategic development plan for 2002-
2004, based on the International Federation's Strategy
2010. Its public image has improved with the
implementation of the previous plan and through a

·1°restructuring process that promotes responsibility,
initiative and transparency.

Legal base
The RCB was founded by decree in 1963 and joined the
Movement the same year. An extraordinary general
assembly was held in December 1999 and adjustments
made in the steering committee to settle an institutional
problem. At the last general assembly meeting in May
2002, the society revised its statutes and held elections.

Constituency
Until recently, many local branch committees only
covered the town or village where they were
established. There are 55 local committees but only 29
are active, i.e., their activities cover at least two-thirds of
their local area through sections in communes, villages,
production units and schools.

The main governing bodies of the RCB are the general
assembly, the national council and the steering
committee. The general assembly comprises members
of the management council; three duly mandated
representatives from each local committee, including
the president; six women's representatives; six youth
representatives; one representative from each ministry
with special interest in Red Cross activities; and the
members of the departmental committees.

The governing board has 56 members, including
representatives from women and youth, and the
management council comprises 11 members: the
president; vice president; secretary general; treasurer
general; deputy treasurer general; and six chairmen of
advisory commissions. There are six departmental
committees, each with five members, and 50 local
committees, each with 11 members per office.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The roles of governance and management are clearly
separated in the society. The society has an adequate
administrative structure. The management council
meets the first Friday of each month, while the
president, the secretary general and the executive
secretary meet once a week. There are no training
procedures and programmes for leaders at present.

Human resources
There are 15 employees at the RCB headquarters, 11 of
whom are support staff, one of them seconded by the
government. In addition, ten staff are employed at
medical and social centres, and 16 at the blood

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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The society's leaders evaluated the 1998-2001 four-year
plan and studied the society's strengths and weaknesses
in order to clarify the definition of the three main
guiding statements: the society's vision; its mission; and
its outlook for the coming four years.

transfusion centres, the latter being paid by the
government. The society has problems recruiting and
maintaining staff because it can only pay low salaries.

The RCB has 12,670 volunteer members, of whom
2,991 are men, 209 women, 8,637 boys and 833 young
girls. Volunteers provide first-aid training for disaster
preparedness, run medico-social centres, manage micro-
projects, provide disaster assistance for Togolese
refugees and flood victims, disseminate international
humanitarian law, and increase awareness for blood-
donor recruitment.

Financial resources
In 2001, the RCB had a total expenditure of CHF
99,130. The society's main source of income was still
the Movement, which accounted for almost 80 per cent
of its budget. Other sources of revenue included
government subsidies (2 per cent), international
agencies (1 per cent), trusts/foundations/companies (1
per cent), individuals (3 per cent), fund-raising events (3
per cent), revenue-generation projects (4 per cent), cost
recovery (1 per cent) and investments (7 per cent).

Following its self-assessment exercise, the RCB has
worked to strengthen and diversify its resource base.
The tasks included: carrying out an audit; working out a
budget and accounting system; restructuring the finance
department; revising the agreements with the
government regarding management of medico-social
centres and blood banks; and setting up fund-raising
committees and income-generation projects at national
and local levels.

Material resources
The RCB has a small headquarters assigned to it by the
government. It also has a training centre, which
currently serves as the national head office; three local
committees also have a headquarters. The society owns
13 medical and social centres; two blood-transfusion
centres; two school infirmaries, ten plots of land; four
occupational training workshops; seven grain mills; and
three vehicles in good working order, including two
four-wheel-drive vehicles.

Organization/planning
Following a four-month planning process, the society
established a four-year plan It is the society's working
document and defines the broad lines it has set for itself
to carry out its mission.

This plan highlights the society's strong points such as
the existence of basic texts with decentralized
structures, an operational general secretariat with a
headquarters and qualified staff. Its also has expertise in
first aid, disaster preparedness and response,
information, education and communication,
community-based services, and advocacy and
community mobilization.
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It identified the following key ideas from these three
statements: ensure all citizens of Benin a state of
complete well-being; prevent and alleviate human
suffering of all kinds; and make the most of its financial
and human resources so as to achieve the humanitarian
objectives of the Movement in the long term.

Partnerships
In the coming four years, the society plans to strengthen
its ties with the state and international organizations
such as UN institutions and national and international
NGOs. It is currently working in close cooperation with
WHO, UNICEF, UNAIDS, health NGOs and the
government to combat STII AIDS and epidemic
diseases.

The society receives external assistance from the
American, Belgian, French, German and Spanish Red
Cross Societies, as well as the International Federation
and the ICRC. It is a member of the subregional Lome
Group, comprising the National Societies of Nigeria,
Ghana and Togo.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
Volunteers are involved in community actions, helping
health personnel and working with schools,
development associations and hygiene and sanitation
workers. In recent years they took part in campaigns
against epidemics, thus assisting the ministry of public
health in caring for meningitis victims in the target
areas, ensuring maximum vaccination coverage in the
affected communities, increasing the communities'
awareness of how to prevent meningitis and showing
them how to detect early symptoms of the disease.
Volunteers successfully took part in several events
including the national vaccination day during the 2001
mass campaign against measles in Benin.

Disaster preparedness
Disaster preparedness includes first-aid training for
young people and adults. The society has so far trained
4,119 first aiders, 42 first-aid instructors and 15
instructor trainers. Within the framework of the
International Federation's regional disaster
preparedness programme, the society has undertaken
contingency planning for elections in the region.

Health/water and sanitation
Each of the 13 medical and social centres handles a
monthly average of 150 ante-natal consultations, 210
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vaccinations and 915 cases of general care. The society
drills wells to supply the population with drinking water.
It also educates people on nutrition, organizes public
health campaigns and builds latrines. There is a
programme for health education including HIV/AIDS
awareness. In terms of first aid, the society organizes
first-aid posts at public gatherings such as sporting
events. The sale of first-aid kits and training courses are
important revenue-generating activities for the society.

Blood
The RCB has blood-transfusion centres in Porto Novo
and Parakou. The blood programme has become
financially self-supporting and provides a transfusion
service covering two-thirds of the country.

Social welfare
The RCB organizes micro-projects such as grain mills,
and the sale of market garden produce, handicrafts and
second-hand clothing. Sewing workshops are run for the
social rehabilitation of people with disabilities, and
there is an orthopaedic centre. Women's projects and
environmental protection activities are also carried out.

Youth
The RCB is concerned that youth sections should,
through the committees, contribute to training young
people. The committees' main motivating factors are
shared experiences between young people, national and
international camps, and other activities.

Information/dissemination
In this field, the RCB's activities include promoting
international humanitarian law through rural radio
broadcasts and putting on theatrical productions
throughout the country. The ICRC supports the
publication costs of a regular National Society
newsletter, pays the salary of the dissemination
coordinator and funds dissemination/information
activities.

Relevance/effectiveness
The steering committee regularly ensures all the
society's programmes, activities and policies are
relevant. Whenever a programme is not in line with
priorities or with beneficiaries' or the society's needs, it
is automatically stopped. A great effort is made to
contain costs .•

Botswana
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1968
3,350 (2001)
51 (2002)
CHF 441,000 (2001)

1. National context
Botswana became independent in 1966. Since then, it
has been a stable democracy and has developed
economically largely due to its mineral resources, in
particular diamonds. However, rapid economic growth
has led to increasing polarization between rich and poor.
It is a thinly populated country, with the majority of the
population still rural. Poverty continues to be a problem,
as the country is desert or semi-desert and water
resources are very restricted. HIV and AIDS is
widespread, with 30 per cent of Botswanan adults
estimated to be HIV positive. Botswana hosts a refugee
population from Namibia.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Gaborone
1.6 million (1999)
US$ 3,070 (1998)
47 years (1999)
60 per 1,000 live births (1999)
90 per cent (1995)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Botswana Red Cross Society (BRCS) has a clear
mission statement which was written in 1991, stressing
the building of a strong decentralized organization
working within a climate of challenge and openness and
in close cooperation with government and partners.
Efforts are to be directed towards creating a financially
secure and caring society. Contacts with the government
at the highest level are good and the BRCS preserves its
autonomy and independence with little abuse of the
emblem. The BRCS does not have a strategic plan in
place.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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as a lack of other incentives are obstacles to attracting
and retaining skilled manpower. The unresolved
relations between governance and management and the
difficulties in restarting branches and programmes also
contribute to the problem.

The society's public image suffered during a financial
crisis in 1992-1993 which forced a significant scaling
down of programmes. These financial constraints
reduced public awareness of the organization and what
it stands for. The image of the society is improving
slowly with the HIV/AIDS scaling up.

Legal base
The BRCS was formed in 1968, recognized by the JCRC
in 1970 and joined the Intemational Federation the
following year. The society is aware of the need to review
its constitution and formally approve any amendments.
The holding of a general assembly has been delayed since
1994 and so elections to the national executive committee
are also overdue. The main reason for this situation is
said to be the lack of active branches with members who
can perform their constitutional duties.

Constituency
The headquarters is situated in the capital, Gaborone, and
there is a main branch office in Francistown. The society
has some ten branches that are being revitalized. It has
more than 3,000 members in school clubs. The members
come from different educational backgrounds, most
having achieved primary or secondary education. A high
percentage of the society's volunteers are women.

The main categories of the population are not always
represented in the governing bodies, but the society is
aware of the issue and is planning to address it, together
with the issue of gender balance.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The national executive committee is the main governing
body. It has seven members, the seventh member being
the secretary general who is ex officio. The executive
committee meets monthly. A finance subcommittee was
re-established in 1992 to resolve difficulties and there is
also a legal adviser. A new secretary general has been
recruited and has a wealth of experience. At the local
level, the governing bodies have six to eight members.

There is a need to define more clearly the roles of
governance and management. A series of leadership
training workshops were initiated, but never completed,
for divisions and volunteers. A series of capacity-building
workshops for management were held in 1998-1999.

Currently divisions and groups are being revived.
However, a good number of the volunteers are new and,
hence, need a lot of orientation about the Movement.

Human resources
There were 51 paid staff in 200 I at national
headquarters including staff at the various institutions
run by the society. Several programme-related posts at
headquarters are presently vacant. Low salaries as well
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Volunteer activity is low due to lack of incentives. There
are 420 active adult volunteers, 20 per cent of whom are
aged 21-40 years, while the remaining 80 per cent are
aged 41-60 years. In addition there are more than 3,000
youth volunteers in school clubs who carry out a variety
of activities including education in family life,
HIV /AIDS peer education, tree planting, cleaning
campaigns, caring for the sick and elderly,
environmental issues, first-aid training and fund-raising.

Financial resources
In 2001 income totalled CHF 481,000 while the total
expenditure reached CHF 441,000. The government
supports the blood programme and the HIV /AIDS
counselling centre. Otherwise the society is mainly
dependent on income from its scratch-card fund-raising
operation for all other costs. There is a relatively small
income from general fund-raising, including renting out
office space at the headquarters building. The society
would like to consider ideas for further property
development. It also gets income from commercial first
aid.

Material resources
The society owns its head office and some district
offices. It has eight vehicles.

Organization/planning
The BRCS developed a work plan to cover 2000-2002.
Goals for this period include expanding the community-
based rehabilitation programme, AIDS counselling and
support programmes, developing AIDS education, a
social services programme, introducing home-based
care for the terminally ill, a comprehensive disaster
preparedness programme and strengthening youth and
volunteer services. Organizational goals concentrate on
branch development, recruitment of active volunteers
among youth and professional people, staff
development and increasing the society's fund-raising
capacity.

The financial management system has been
comprehensively reviewed since 1992 and there is now
a strict system in place. The finance officer reports
directly to the chairman of the finance subcommittee,
which manages all of the society's finances. Programme
budgets are reviewed, amended and monitored by the
finance committee, as is income. Audited accounts are
produced, and those relating to programmes funded by
outside donors have been shared externally. The society
faced a serious financial crisis in the period from 1992
to 1994 but was able to put financial control
mechanisms and appropriate fund-raising activities in
place to reverse the situation.
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Partnerships
The society collaborates with the government in its
blood and HIV /AIDS programmes. It is also represented
on Botswana's national disaster committee and is a
member of the Botswana council of NGOs, the
Botswana council for the disabled, the Botswana
network of AIDS service organizations and the women's
NGO coalition. The BRCS works with UNICEF (youth
programmes), UNDP (AIDS), UNHCR (refugee
programme), ICRC and WHO (blood transfusions).

The society receives assistance from the Austrian,
British, Norwegian and Swedish Red Cross Societies.
ICRC has provided support for its emergency
preparedness, information and tracing services.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
The society responds to local disasters when these
occur, floods and fires being the most usual. Needy
members of society are provided with clothes, food,
shelter and care. Home help is also available. Presently
a refugee camp is run by the Botswana government for
refugees coming into the country. The society plays a
supporting role and assists whenever called upon to do
so with support from the ICRC.

Health and social welfare
A community-based rehabilitation and health
programme has been in operation since the early 1980s,
providing training and guidance for home-based
rehabilitation and care. Two rehabilitation centres for
disabled people are also managed, and they include
small income-generating activities, which aim to
promote self-reliance. Some community health
activities have also been initiated in various districts in
recent years.

HIVIAIDSprogramme
There is increasingly a need for the society to get
involved with the care of people living with HIV/AIDS.
The programme has recruited an HIV /AIDS
coordinator, regional coordinators and field officers.
The programme focuses on youth peer education. The
programme aims to reach the most vulnerable. An
HIV /AIDS delegate joined the National Society in 2002
to support HIV/AIDS activities. The Botswana Red
Cross has started to intensify its HIV /AIDS scaling up
of activities in two districts, Tonota and Kanye.

First aid
The BRCS is one of the leading providers of first aid in
the country. The society trains its volunteers and the
general public. It also works closely with industries and
institutions to provide training and issue certificates.
The society is a member of the road safety committee

and the Botswana mining safety committee, and helps to
set national first-aid standards. The programme has a
commercial component and is therefore almost self-
supporting. First-aid training to private companies and
individuals is paid for as well as the sale of first-aid kits.

Youth
Youth empowerment is the main aim of the youth
programme which has different activities around the
country. The society is reviving youth groups,
introducing family life education and HIV/AIDS
education. Young people are also involved in tree
planting, care of the sick and the elderly, cleaning
campaigns, fund-raising activities and first aid.

Tracing
The tracing officer helps to re-establish contact for
separated family members.

Branch development
This programme is aimed at capacity building for the
Red Cross. It focuses on membership recruitment and
assists divisions in coming up with income-generating
activities .•

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Burkinabe
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1961
75,000 (2002)
97 (1998)
CHF 1.5 million

1. National context
Burkina Faso became independent from France in 1960.
A new constitution in 1991 has led to a multiparty
democratic system with more than 45 political parties.
The country has seen a strong increase in economic
growth and it is implementing an economic reform
programme, supported by the IMF. Agriculture represents
half of the country's export earnings, with cotton the
main cash crop, while livestock is another important
resource. Mining is of growing importance. The main
diseases affecting the predominantly rural population are
malaria, AIDS and meningitis; in 1998 the country had
only one doctor for every 25,000 people. Droughts and
floods are the main potential disasters.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Ouagadougou
11 million (1997)
US$ 250 (1997)
44 years (1997)
110 per 1,000 live births (1997)
21 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Burkinabe Red Cross Society (BRCS) has a clear
miSSIOn statement reflecting the Fundamental
Principles. While it works closely with the government
in relief work and in the health and social sectors, it has
been able to maintain its autonomy and independence
without difficulty. In the 1990s, reference to the
International Federation's Strategic Work Plan was
made clearly in the planning process. The society is well
known among the public and gets good publicity in the
media.
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Legal base
The BRC was founded in 1961, recognized by its
government by decree in 1962, recognized by the ICRC
in 1962 and joined the International Federation in 1963.
Its statutes were last updated in July 1991, when the last
general assembly and national elections were held. The
amendments to the statutes provide for a separation
between governance and management.

Constituency
The society's branch structure covers a large portion of
the 45 provinces and 300 departments in the country.
The society has approximately 75,000 members,
comprising 33,800 adults and 41,200 young people.
Women make up approximately 22 per cent of the
membership.

The society's main governing body is the general
assembly, which brings together the 40 provincial
committees and elects the 12 members of the
management committee, which currently includes three
women. The governing board is held every year, and its
organization covers all 40 provinces. The committees
include many volunteers, 20 to 30 per cent of whom are
women. There are women at all levels (management
committee and provincial committee) occupying senior
management posts in women and development and
fund-raising. They also occupy other posts (president,
treasurer, community health, blood transfusion, etc.),
depending on their skills and abilities. They manage the
finances and report to the management committees.

3. Capacity
Leadership
Meetings of the management committee are held on a
monthly basis. The committee comprises the president,
vice president, treasurer general and nine elected
members. The members of the management committee
are unpaid. This committee guides, works out, orients
and monitors the policy and management of the society.

A national director is responsible for management; four
coordinators report to him. Each coordinator carries out
a number of projects, with the assistance of project
leaders.

The national director is at all times responsible to the
governing board for his management. A finance and
administration secretary helps him. All management
members are employees who are recruited and can be
dismissed for unsatisfactory performance.

Human resources
The headquarters has 30 staff and the various
development projects in the provincial committees
account for a total of 104 employees. The provincial
committees employ essentially support staff, of whom
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there are 14. Only 16 of these committees have a branch
building. All programmes are carried out by volunteers.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 1998 totalled CHF 1.5
million. The society depends to a large extent on
extemal assistance, which comes mainly from the Red
Cross Red Crescent Movement. The sources of its
internal income are pharmacies, guest rooms, a bazaar
for second-hand clothes, rental of warehouses,
conference rooms and fees from its laboratory and
dispensary. There are also some membership fees and
local donations. The government assists by giving a full
exemption of import tax except for VAT.A fund-raising
committee has been formed to diversify the society's
resource base.

Material resources
The society owns its headquarters, 16 provincial offices,
three dispensary-laboratories, a kindergarten, nine
vehicles and four warehouses available in the event of a
disaster, and motorbikes and bicycles, acquired with
American Red Cross funding during the measles
campaign.

Organization/planning
The society has a five-year development plan covering
2000-2004. Its main priorities are institutional
development, community health, disaster preparedness,
women and development, resource mobilization, youth
and training, dissemination of international
humanitarian law and blood transfusion. The plan was
evaluated and a new development plan has been
finalized, the 2000-2004 plan now being implemented.

A comprehensive financial analysis and evaluation of
the society was made in 1994. Recommendations
concerned mainly management, administration and
finances, and relations between headquarters and
provincial committees. The management committee
develops fund-raising initiatives and has adopted a
national policy in this area. Each committee must pay 10
per cent of its annual profits to head office. Auditing is
carried out each year by an auditor and accounts are
made available.

Partnerships
The society cooperates with international organizations
(UNICEF, MSF, WHO, EU) as well as with other
national organizations such as village groups, the
national AIDS committee, the national committee
against capital punishment and the national committee
against excision.

The society has a development contract with the Danish
Red Cross for the "Hope in the desert" programme
covering the period 1996-2002. The contract with the
Swedish Red Cross and the International Federation for
community-based first aid ended in 2000.

It is seeking a partner that could help it set up the ARCHI
20 I0 programme. External assistance is also received
from the International Federation and the ICRC, and the
following Red Cross Societies: Danish (environmental
education, income-generation and community projects,
among others); Andorran (pharmacy); and French
(medico-social centre). The society has a programme of
youth exchanges with the Westphalia branch of the
German Red Cross, carrying out mini-projects (on
reforestation, drilling and accommodation infra-
structure). The facilities for children in difficulty (street
children) receive support from the Belgian Red Cross.
The BRCS is a member of the subregional "Sahel Group"
comprising the National Societies of Burkina Faso, Mali
and Niger. It complies with the recent regional delegation
division into sectorial work groups.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
Following heavy floods in late 1999, BRCS volunteers
distributed food and essential non-food items to 1,000
beneficiaries with funding from an International
Federation appeal. The society is also supporting
returnees fleeing communal violence in Cote d'Ivoire
since November 1999 with shelter, food and basic relief
items, as well as providing psychological support and
first-aid care. Other recent relief activities include
vaccinating against meningitis and measles and
providing assistance to Tuareg refugees.

Disaster preparedness
The society set up emergency teams in order to reinforce
its intervention capacity. Within the framework of the
International Federation's regional disaster
preparedness programme, the BRCS participated in an
early warning systems training workshop in 1999. The
society has prepared a plan of action to be effectively
involved in food security monitoring in concert with the
government. The society is also a member of the
governmental committee responsible for developing the
national disaster preparedness plan. It is a member of the
national disaster relief and rehabilitation committee
(CONASUR).

Health
The society runs dispensaries and a laboratory, provides
medical consultations and manages a medico-social
centre. It also has a programme to recruit blood donors.
The primary health-care programme's objective is to
have a trained first aider in each family. The
community-based first-aid programme provides training
for first aiders nationwide who carry out the ARCHI
programmes. The BRCS participated with the health
authorities on a disease prevention policy through an
expanded programme of vaccination and a mother-and-
child programme (ante- and post-natal care). The society
runs integrated activities relating to HIV/AIDS.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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Women in development
Income-generation activities are set up for women's
groups, such as village pharmacies and grinding mills.
There are also two training centres for girls, one in
Ouagadougou and the other in Bobo-Dioulasso. The
BRCS is carrying out integrated projects benefiting
women and mothers. These have several components:
drilling for potable water; literacy; livestock breeding;
first-aid training; and grain mills (with Spanish Red
Cross involvement).

Branch development
There are four income-generating projects on a branch-
to-branch cooperation basis with institutional
development elements. Fund-raising activities include
selling second-hand clothes and products from the girls'
training centres 'in a bazaar at headquarters.

Relevance/effectiveness
The first stage of the society's trammg programme
1995-1996 was assessed in 1996, and a second stage
was assessed in 1997. The integrated projects benefiting
women, and financed by the Spanish Red Cross, were
assessed in 1996 and 2001.

Each time an assessment was carried out, the National
Society was encouraged to apply greater rigour and
transparency in monitoring and managing at all levels.
This recommendation was taken into account. •
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Burundi Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1963
46,000
54
CHF 78,000 (1998)

1. National context
Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Bujumbura
6.97 million (2000)
US$ 140 (1998)
42.6 years (1998)
106 per 1,000 live births (1998)
45.8 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission and objectives of the Burundi Red Cross
(BRC) are clearly set out in its statutes. The BRC does not
yet have a framework agreement for collaboration with
the government of Burundi but it cooperates with the
ministry of health. The society has a positive reputation
among the population of Burundi and enjoys good
working relations with several international organizations.

Legal base
The BRC was set up in 1963 and recognized by
ministerial order as an independent voluntary relief
association, auxiliary to the public authorities in 1964.
The society was recognized by the ICRC and admitted
into the International Federation in 1963.

The society's statutes were amended in 1968, when a
republic was established in Burundi. An extraordinary
session of the general assembly was held in May 2002
in order to adopt the statutes. The general assembly will
meet in 2003 to elect new governing bodies.

Constituency
In 1996, provincial coordinators initiated activities and
set up Red Cross structures in the northern provinces of
Burundi. In 1998, the BRC decided to extend its activities
to nine of the country's 13 other provinces. In 2000, the
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society was composed of five departments and seven
provincial coordination centres, covering 13 of the 17
provinces, including the township of Bujumbura. The
society has developed branches to municipality level.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The Burundi Red Cross functions on three seperate
levels: national (the general assembly, the national
committee and the executive committee); provincial
(provincial assemblies and committees); and local
(community assemblies and committees). The BRC is
made up of 13 provincial committees, 93 community
committees and 13 subcommunity committees in
Bujumbura-Marie.

According to the society's statutes, the general assembly
is the supreme body of the BRC. It is composed of the
members of the national committee; two members from
each provincial committee; one member from
communal committees and one representative from
ministries that may be interested in the work of the Red
Cross such as those working in health, education,
defence, youth, social welfare and finance.

The BRC is led and managed, between general
assemblies, by a national committee elected by the
general assembly and composed of 15 people. The
executive committee is composed of the president, a
treasurer and his deputy in addition to four advisors
elected by the general assembly and the secretary
general. At the provincial level, there are provincial
assemblies and provincial committees. At communal
level, there are communal assemblies and committees.

Human resources
The BRC has a total of 46,000 members. There are 54
paid staff and 333 community health agents. The society
can also call upon 256 first-aid volunteers and four
emergency squads of 20 volunteers each.

Financial resources
In 1998, the society's expenditure was approximately
CHF 78,000. Until 2000 its only sources of revenue were
office rental and revenue from two poultry farms, which
jointly provided an estimated income of CHF 4,500 a
month. Nearly all of the society's operational charges and
running costs are covered by the International Federation.
The BRC has set up a system of annual accounts.

The BRC is striving to increase financial resources for
its work, and focused on promoting income-generating
projects in its strategic plan for 2000 and 2001. Equally,
it has also envisaged in its new statutes the creation of a
national fund-raising committee.

The BRC has a financial management system similar to
that in place at the International Federation delegation.

Until 2000, the finance department at headquarters
funded coordination work through operational
advances. The branches do not receive any funds from
headquarters.

Lacking sufficient financial resources of its own, the
BRC has carried out all of its programmes with funding
from the International Federation, ECHO, USAID and
several National Societies with which it has bilateral
cooperation ties such as the British, Canadian, French
and Spanish Red Cross, to mention but a few.

Organization/planning
In 1995, the BRC elaborated its first three-year
institutional and resource development plan, covering
1996-1998. In December 1998, the BRC held a self-
assessment workshop, and also evaluated the plan. This
evaluation found that 90 per cent of the plan had so far
been implemented. Recommendations from the
workshop included the following: the statutes should be
translated into the national language to facilitate
dissemination; meetings of the general assembly should
be convened on a regular basis; the effective
representativeness of the Movement should be ensured
throughout Burundi; increased awareness campaigns
should be launched to increase support to the
Movement; and the decentralization of governing
structures and management in favour of local and
provincial committees should be ensured.

Since 1997, the BRC has also produced plans of action
on a yearly basis. The sectoral activities provided for in
the plans are as follows: disaster response; disaster
preparedness; health/hygiene sanitation and socio-
community services; promotion of humanitarian values;
and institutional and resource development. This
process being initiated is now set to be continued in
2002 and 2004.

A consultant specializing in resource development has
been hired with funds from the French Red Cross and
has produced a report containing recommendations in
line with the Principles of the Movement.

Partnerships
The BRC works in close collaboration with the ministry
of health on health programmes, and in the field, with
the provincial health workers entrusted with the
promotion of hygiene and monitoring health activities.
The different departments at the ministry of health are
responsible for training and organizing refresher courses
for relief workers, especially community health relief
workers. In the field, community health workers work in
close collaboration with the provincial health
authorities.

In its assistance programmes to the displaced and
returnees, the Burundi Red Cross works in collaboration
with a number of national, governmental and non-
governmental organizations such as the ministry that is

Partnerships In profile 2002-2003
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community health workers and 15,000 young people
were trained and sensitized to HIV /AIDS-related issues.

in charge of the reinstallation and reintegration of
refugees and returnees, the ministries of the interior and
communal development, UNHCR, WFP, Oxfam,
CARE-Quebec and Christian Aid.

The BRC participates in all regional and international
meetings of the Movement. Its president was vice
president of the International Federation in 1987. He has
also been a member of the team of experts in charge of
activities undertaken as part of the ARCHI programme
in the subregion.

4. Performance
Activities
The activities of the BRC focus primarily around the
four main themes of Strategy 2010: health and
assistance in the community, disaster preparedness and
disaster response, and finally promotion. of the
Movement's Fundamental Principles and humanitarian
values.

Health, hygiene. sanitation and community service
Given the precarious living conditions of a large
proportion of the rural population and the sanitary
problems that they face, the Burundi Red Cross has
become involved in activities related to hygiene,
sanitation and community health.

These activities are under way in five provinces,
through the five provincial health agents and 334
community health agents. Their main function is to
build awareness within the population to a number of
hygiene and sanitation measures, provide first-aid
services and detect cases of malnutrition, epidemics or
serious diseases in order to report them to the health
centre. These agents are equipped with bicycles, tee
shirts, pictures and first-aid kits.

The Sanplast and Phast project enabled 8,500 latrines to
be produced and distributed in 200 I. With funding from
the French Red Cross, Cooperation francaise and
UNICEF, 124 volunteers in four provinces were trained
according to the participative Phast method for hygiene
promotion. Public latrines were installed in primary
schools with funding from the Spanish Red Cross, 32
out of the 150 programmed being already equipped.

HIVIAIDS
This programme aims at promoting adequate and
responsible health behaviour in order to stem
transmission of HIV /AIDS and other STI. It also seeks
to encourage the attitude and behaviour necessary in
certain target groups in order for these to be able to take
care of others.

Thanks to support from UNFPA, a programme to fight
against HIV /AIDS was launched in 2001 in three
provinces (Rutana, Makamba, Bururi). In all, 700
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In cooperation with the national programme for the fight
against AIDS, the BRC has organized intervention
workshops for community leaders. Other activities
include identifying health community agents and peer
facilitators who are trained to produce and disseminate
teaching tools. Condoms are made available by UNFPA
for distribution in the communities.

Malaria
A programme has been set up to fight against malaria.
Funded by ECHO, and the German and Spanish Red
Cross, it enabled 6,500 impregnated mosquito nets to be
distributed by 2001. Volunteers and community health
agents from the beneficary provinces have been trained
in spraying and impregnation, and taught how to dose
the anti-mosquito product correctly.

Cost recovery
A cost recovery system has been tested in the two health
centres rehabilitated by the Burundi Red Cross and has
already yielded positive results. The Burara centre has
become a reference as the quality of services and caring
provided there have greatly improved.

Thanks to a mobilization of the BRC's partners (the
International Federation, French and German Red Cross,
UNICEF, UNFPA), the health section has been
particularly successful. However, due to the BRC's
structure and the lack of funding to remunerate the
provincial health agents, the initiative may experience
serious difficulties due to a lack of follow-up in the field.

Disaster preparedness
Since the government has not as yet prepared a national
disaster intervention plan, the BRC is developing its
own plan, which determines its role as an auxiliary to
the authorities. The plan will be submitted to parties
involved for further discussion.

Each year the society increases its stock of disaster
preparedness materials to assist at least 50,000 people if
disaster strikes. The BRC trains its volunteers and
community health agents to be ready to intervene
rapidly and effectively in case of a humanitarian or
natural disaster anywhere in the country.

Disaster response
The aim of the programme is to alleviate the suffering of
vulnerable populations and to facilitate their
reintegration and allow them to retake control of their
lives. The humanitarian situation has deteriorated
enormously since 1993 and the BRC has been very
much in demand. The situation worsened in 1998-2000
due to drought.

Currently 432,800 people are estimated to be displaced;
353,700 of them are taking refuge in neighbouring
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countries, particularly in Tanzania. Each year the BRC
trains its volunteers in evaluation techniques; refresher
courses are also organized. The BRC provides non-food
assistance to at least 100,000 beneficiaries each year in
order to reduce their vulnerability. With the signing of
the Arusha agreements and the establishment of
negotiations between the govemment and armed groups,
the BRC is expecting a massive return of refugees from
Tanzania.

The society already has experience in building shelters,
distributing non-food items and assisting repatriated
people, and has therefore consistently approached the
HCR in order to offer its cooperation

A programme for the rehabilitation of community
infrastructure such as houses and schools has been
scheduled since 2000, in order to be able to satisfy the
needs of repatriated and displaced people.

An agricultural programme has also been launched with
funding from USAID and the German government via
the German Red Cross, in order to provide food to
repatriated and displaced people. In 2000, 4,835
families benefited from the programme.

Promotion of humanitarian values
The BRC endeavours to promote humanitarian values,
particularly amongst its members, youth, women's
groups and the general public. Women and young people
have been specially targeted for two reasons: women are
often the heads of households and represent a major focal
point since they are in a position to build awareness and
educate their children in line with humanitarian values; as
for young people, it has been demonstrated that in times
of crisis they play an essential role and must therefore be
granted all due attention.

A dissemination programme for humanitarian values
and IHL was launched in 2001 with support from the
ICRC. Five focal points and a coordinator were
recruited and are working in five separate provinces.

Community projects
The greater part of the budget for this programme used
to be provided through International Federation appeals.
It has currently been interrupted for lack of funds,
however the BRC has maintained its three centres for
street children which look after 240 children.

This is a critical situation, particularly since the country
is at war since 1993, and the government lacks the
means to take charge of these children. It continues to
appeal for help to humanitarian agencies, but the issue is
currently blocked .•

Cameroon
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1960
30,524 (2001)
35 (2001)
CHF 268,000 (2001)

1. National context
Cameroon has been a multiparty democracy since 1992
and the country is now one of the most stable of the
region. After the devaluation of the CFA franc in the
mid-1990s, the country suffered a severe economic
crisis, from which it is gradually recovering, following
years of structural reform. The economy is now picking
up. In 2000, civil servants' wages were cut in order to
reduce public spending. However, the purchasing power
for the population on the whole is still low. Cameroon
has been one of the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
(HIPC) since 2000. Appropriate measures are being
implemented to fight underemployment. Plumbing and
access to clean water are still, however, major concerns
for most of the population.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Yaounde
15.2 million (2001)
US$ 570 (1999)
55 years (1997)
64 per 1,000 live births (1997)
75 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation
Mission
The statutes of the Cameroon Red Cross Society (CRC)
clearly refer to the Fundamental Principles, although there
is no separate mission statement. The society has a fruitful
relationship with the government. Its president is a former
minister and secretary general of the Organization of
African Unity. A law for the protection of the emblem was
recently passed, and an ambulance service has been set up
in Yaounde. The society has no difficulty in maintaining
its autonomy and independence from the authorities.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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of part of the building in which the headquarters are
located. The rest comes from the cafeteria, the ambulance
service, the sale of cards and training fees. The
government contributes CHF 174,400. No new
investment is currently being made in the headquarters
building, which is the society's main source of income.

The CRC's image was very poor a few years ago.
Recently, however, it has gradually been improving its
public relations, and the local international and
diplomatic community is beginning to support it.
Renewing the governing bodies and involving new
people could greatly increase public recognition.

Legal base
The Cameroon Red Cross Society was founded in 1960
and officially recognized by the government in 1963. It
was recognized by the ICRC and admitted into the
International Federation in the same year.

The CRC's statutes, which were reviewed in February
2002 with the assistance of the regional delegations of the
International Federation and the ICRC and submitted to
the Joint ICRC-International Federation Commission,
will be adopted at the general assembly in 2002.

Constituency
The CRC is present in 57 of the country's 58
departments. Local branches are represented in the
departmental committees. Special attention is paid to the
support and follow-up of these departmental
committees, with a staff member acting as liaison
officer, and headquarters organizes coordinating
missions. An increasing number of women as well as
representatives of the different ethnic groups and youth
are members of the CRC.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The central committee that was elected by the last
general assembly holds regular meetings. The difference
between the roles of governing bodies and operational
management is increasingly understood and accepted.
Nevertheless, due to a lack of clear strategic vision and
volunteer leadership to ensure its implementation,
powers are still not sufficiently delegated to operational
managers for them to carry out their work in an efficient
and sustained manner.

Human resources
The CRC has a total of35 staff, six of whom are paid by
the state. In the first half of 1999, the CRC received
assistance from the International Federation in
recruiting several employees, including one accountant.

The society has 30,524 volunteers/members, of whom
15,287 are youth members. In 2001, 792 volunteers
were retrained (62 trainers, 197 instructors and 533 first-
aid workers). Volunteers play an increasingly active role
within the society.

Financial resources
The CRC's expenditure in 2001 was approximately CHF
267,600. Its overall domestic income is approximately
CHF 89,200, 12 per cent of which comes from the rental
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The society complies with Cameroon's financial laws.
Its finance and administration department is responsible
for day-to-day accounting, which is then checked by the
central committee.

Material resources
The CRC owns its headquarters building, a logistics
centre in the north of the country, a dispensary on the
coast, three ambulances and two vehicles. It also owns
the buildings where the committees of Mbouda,
Ngaoundere, Bertoua, Maroua, Bamenda, Kribi,
Douala, Limbe, Okola and Garoua are located.
Furthermore, the society owns a large theatre near its
headquarters. The roof of this building is in desperate
need of repair. The CRC has begun restoring the theatre,
which could be a major source of income once repaired.

Organization/planning
The CRC has carried out a self-assessment, and is
currently setting up a development" plan. Groups of
beneficiaries take part in the decision-making process
through a project that targets street children.

Partnerships
Several NGOs were recently established in Cameroon.
Although the society felt threatened at first, the presence
of these NGOs now represents a challenge that
encourages the CRC to establish strategic partnerships.
Proof of this is the excellent relationship with the fire
brigade in the field of first aid. The CRC has also shown
that it is ready to share experiences and information with
other National Societies, especially those in the region.

The CRC currently receives support from the following
organizations: the French Red Cross (medical
equipment); UNHCR (management of urban refugees);
UNESCO (restoring a culture of peace amongst young
people); and the Japanese embassy (health, medication
and ambulance service). The society also works with the
ICRC and the International Federation.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
The CRC has a proven ability to take effective action in
emergency situations, despite its limited financial and
material resources. In partnership with UNHCR, the
society has implemented a programme of assistance in
Poli for refugees from Chad and in Douala and Yaounde
for refugees from other countries. It also took prompt
action to assist displaced people in the Bakasi region
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along with the ICRC and the International Federation.
During the 1999 diarrhoea epidemics on the southern
border, the CRC cooperated with the Equatorial Guinea
Red Cross. It was also very active during the floods in
Douala (2000), the eruptions of Mount Cameroon (2000
and 2001) and the floods and landslides in Limbe (2001).

Health
The CRC runs a health centre in the capital, Yaounde,
where it provides health care to street children. There
are also health posts in Kribi, Limbe, Mebang and
Grand-Batanga. The creation of a social centre in
Yaounde has also been under consideration for several
years. The society cooperates with the ministry of health
in health education activities during vaccination
campaigns. CRC volunteers carried out an extensive
awareness campaign for environmental hygiene and
health education, following the outbreaks of meningitis
and cholera that affected the country.

First aid
The CRC's ambulance service is the only one in the
capital. It is equipped with short-wave radios and covers
its operating costs by charging reasonable fees, although
the service is free of cost for the poorest people, who
account for 25 per cent of total calls. The first-aid
service needs strengthening and more equipment is
required. First-aid training takes place regularly and
courses are always fully booked. Over half of the
participants are young girls. The training curriculum is
based on the manual Premier secours dans la
communaute (First aid in the community). Continuing
education (for first-aid supervisors and instructors)
enables the various departments to maintain the quality
of training provided by their trainers.

Youth
Youth members are very active. In recent years, a social
project targeting street children in the capital has been
implemented. The target group has been involved in the
designing and implementation of the project. There are
several university and secondary school Red Cross
youth groups in the main towns. The CRC operates
several programmes for young people and children
within the "Culture of peace" initiative. Red Cross
youth is also involved in an HIV/AIDS project.

Dissemination
The society carries out several information activities in
partnership with the ICRC, including radio broadcasts,
dissemination campaigns, newspaper articles and reports.

Relevance/effectiveness
Often, activities are not planned with a long-term
strategy. The follow-up, monitoring and assessment of
their impact on target groups are still insufficient.
Nevertheless, activities do meet the genuine needs of the
community. A position of programme coordinator was
recently created, and the latter will be in charge of
planning, monitoring and assessing activities .•

Red Cross of
Cape Verde

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1984
1,500 (2001)
105 (2001)
CHF 860,000 (2001)

1. National context
Cape Verde is a group of ten islands and eight islets of
volcanic origin, with a surface area of 4,033 square
kilometres. More than half of its 434,812 inhabitants
live on the main island of Santiago. Between 1990 and
2000, population density increased from 85.7 to 190
people per square kilometre, and the population grew on
average nearly 2.4 per cent a year. The economy is based
on agriculture (maize), but serious drought conditions in
recent years have affected crop production.

Cape Verde is traditionally a country of emigration. This
has a strong impact on the economic and socio-cultural
development process as funds and currency sent to and
invested in the country by the large Cape Verdian
community living abroad are an important income source.

The country has had a multiparty political system since
1990 and, in recent years, has experienced major change
with regard to democratization, changeover of political
power between parties, exercise of political rights,
liberalization of the economy and parliamentary system
and decentralization of municipal powers. Cape Verde
has relatively good socio-economic indicators by
African standards.

There was a volcanic eruption in 1995 and the country
has an active volcano on Fargo island. Chronic drought
year in year out increases the risk of disaster.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Praia
434,812 (1997)
US$ 1,354 (2000)
68.7 years (2000)
30.6 per 1,000 live births (1998)
70.5 per cent (2000)
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Red Cross of Cape Verde

other 13 branches mostly have one permanent support
staff member.

2. Foundation

Mission
The Red Cross of Cape Verde (RCCV) has a clear
miSSIOn statement reflecting the Fundamental
Principles. It cooperates with government in the social
sector and has close contacts with the national civil
defence service during emergencies. The society has an
agreement with the government concerning the share of
the income of the national lottery.

The society took the International Federation's Strategic
Work Plan into account in its planning process. All
branches run activities, especially in the fields of first
aid and special projects for those identified as the most
vulnerable.

The public image ofthe society is good. The RCCV puts
a lot of effort into information through weekly radio
programmes. Its image was also helped by a quick and
effective response to assisting people affected by the
1995 volcanic eruption.

Legal base
The society was founded in 1984 and recognized by the
Movement in 1985. The statutes have not changed since
it was founded. The last general assembly and elections
were held in October 2000.

Constituency
Cape Verde is divided into 17 county councils and each
one has a representation of the RCCV. There are
branches on all nine inhabited islands: six on the island
of Santiago, two on the island of Santo Antao, two on
the island of Fogo, and one on the other islands (Maio,
Brava, Sao Vicente, Sao Nicolau, Sal and Boa Vista).

The society has approximately 1,500 members, with
women making up 80 per cent of the volunteer force.
There are approximately 600 youth volunteers.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society is well structured, and there is a clear
definition and understanding of the roles of governance
and management. The governing bodies are the general
assembly, which meets every three years, the superior
council, which meets twice a year, and the executive
committee, which meets weekly. There are 11 members
in the executive committee, of whom six are women.

Human resources
Altogether the society employs 105 people, most
working at headquarters. The professional staff include
the secretary general, the programme coordinator, the
treasurer and the administrative secretary. There are ten
support staff. One branch has six staff members and the
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The society uses volunteers to implement all its
programmes. Medical assistance at the service centres
for elderly people is run by volunteer doctors and
nurses. Volunteers psychologists work at centres for
alcoholics. Active volunteers make up special action
teams.

Financial resources
In 2001, the RCCV's expenditure was approximately
CHF 860,000. In terms of internal income, the society
receives funding from the national lottery which
represents 95 per cent of its budget. The society also
receives income from running five kindergartens.

External funding comes from other National Societies,
the ICRC, the local American embassy, UNICEF, FAO
and WHO. The RCCV plans to diversify its resource
base by reaching the expatriate community and Cape
Verdians in the United States to extend first-aid
services.

Material resources
Most of the branches operate from their own offices,
which are the society's assets. It has one new
warehouse, which is partly rented out. It has five
vehicles.

Organization/planning
The RCCV has a development plan covering the period
2001-2003. A document exists on the 15 years of
activity (1985-2000) of the society.

A financial management system exists at headquarters
and at branch level and all headquarters services are
computerized with Internet connections.

Partnerships
There is cooperation with other national organizations
and the ministry of health in the HIV /AIDS and
expanded vaccination campaigns, and with the ministry
of justice in fighting drugs, focusing on information and
prevention, and in improving conditions for common-
law prisoners. The society also cooperates with the
government on the national lottery.

RCCV worked in partnership with UNHCR concerning
refugees from the armed conflict in Guinea-Bissau, and
has received assistance from the Luxembourg and
Spanish Red Cross Societies and the ICRC.

The RCCV is a member of the Praia Group which brings
together the National Societies of Cape Verde, The
Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Mauritania and
Senegal. The society shares with these societies its
experiences in fund-raising and providing assistance to
the elderly.
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4. Performance

Activities
Relief
Action teams carried out relief assistance to victims of
the volcanic eruption in 1995. In 1998, the society
provided support to refugees who had fled the internal
conflict in Guinea-Bissau.

Disaster preparedness
The society runs a disaster preparedness programme
with first-aid training and disaster preparedness and
prevention seminars. As part of the International
Federation's regional disaster preparedness programme,
a participant from the RCCV attended a disaster
preparedness workshop in 1999. Training was provided
on the use of the Internet and on basic skills to access
and interpret information provided by early warning
systems.

In February 2001 and February 2002, a society
representative attended the disaster management
training workshops held in Lome and Abidjan. The
RCCV prepared a plan of action to be effectively
involved in food security monitoring in concert with the
government. The society has also received a computer
with an Internet connection in the framework of this
programme.

Health services
Mother-and-child health care and family planning is
provided to 40 adolescents. There is also a blood-donor
recruitment programme, HIV/AIDS awareness
education and an expanded vaccination campaign
programme. In addition, people from poor communities
suffering from diabetes and those with hypertension
receive free medical consultations and follow-up once a
week.

Social welfare
The RCCV runs eight day centres for elderly people,
where meals are served, baths are offered and activities
are arranged. Free medical assistance is given by
volunteer doctors and nurses in the evenings. There is
also a housing construction project for poor people,
group therapy for alcoholics by psychologists and
medicines distributed to local hospitals for diabetics.
These activities are important in reducing the
vulnerability of old people and alcoholics.

In addition to assistance for the elderly, there are also
activities for the physically handicapped and common-
law prisoners in all the prisons in the country.

Youth
Girls aged 12 to 18 years who are at risk of becoming
prostitutes are a target group for youth activities. The
society organizes basic sewing, embroidery, cooking,
family planning, hygiene, well-being and home

economics instruction for them. Other Red Cross youth
activities include dissemination of information on the
Red Cross, and prevention of AIDS, alcohol and drugs.

Dissemination
The RCCV also carries out dissemination of
international humanitarian law.

Education
The society manages six kindergartens as a social
activity, catering for 420 children between the ages of 3
and 5 from poor families. Special attention is also paid
to literacy and adult education .•
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thus improving its image both inside and outside the
country.

Central African
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1966
10,000 (2001)
42 (2002)
CHF 133,000 (2000)

1. National context
The Central African Republic (CAR) is a landlocked
country in the heart of Africa. After the turmoil of its
recent history, the CAR has begun to benefit from a
certain degree of stability. A UN peacekeeping force was
deployed in the country in 1998 and in September 1999
peaceful democratic elections took place. However, the
country lives under the continuous threat of new
incidents and four of its neighbours are experiencing
serious internal conflicts. Social indicators are poor,
with 55 per cent of the population without access to safe
water. UNICEF's projects to dig wells in the hinterlands
is slowly improving the situation.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Bangui
3.4 million (1997)
US$ 320 (1997)
45 years (1997)
113 per 1,000 live births (1997)
46.9 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Central African Red Cross Society (CARC) has a
clear statement of its mission in its statutes, which refer
to the Fundamental Principles.

The society has an excellent relationship with the
authorities, both at central and local level. It has been
increasingly asked to take the lead in disaster
assessment and relief operations, and joint missions at
the highest level are frequent. Nevertheless, the CARC
has managed to maintain and strengthen its
independence and autonomy even during difficult times,
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Legal base
Founded in 1966, the CARC was admitted to the
International Federation in 1975. It was recognized by
the ICRC in 1973. The present statues are being revised
by an ad hoc commission, following the extraordinary
general assembly held in Bangui in August 1999. The
purpose of this revision is to separate clearly the tasks of
the executive and the administration.

Constituency
Through its network of regional and local branches, the
CARC is present in almost all the administrative regions
of the country. There is a fair balance between men and
women within its 10,000 members.

The executive committee consists of nine members, all
directly elected by the general assembly. The committee
is representative of the social makeup of the country and
its varied population groups.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The society's president, the secretary general and other
members of the executive committee are close to and
supportive of their volunteers and staff, and do not
hesitate to take an active operational role when needed.
Their experience and their readiness have been an
advantage, especially during the army mutinies of 1996
and 1997, as well as the failed coups d'etat of May and
October 2001. Although this pragmatic approach was
perfectly appropriate during the emergencies, a clearer
division of roles and mandates is currently being sought.

Human resources
The CARC has 42 staff. Due to lack of funds, most of
the society's staff are volunteers. Certain staff members
receive small incentives within the framework of
specific cooperation projects. In the branch offices, all
staff are volunteers. This creates problems for the
CARC, as the economic difficulties force directors to
leave the society; most are civil servants or employees
and are trying to supplement their vanishing income.
This situation encourages a drift of volunteers towards
better-equipped competing NGOs.

The CARC has the capacity to mobilize important
numbers of volunteers and first aiders, both in the
capital and in the rest of the country. CARC volunteers,
numbering some 10,000 in total, are usually the first to
respond when disaster occurs.

Financial resources
The total expenditure of the society in 1998 was
approximately CHF 216,700, this dropped to CHF
132,820 in 2000. Funds available are limited. The
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government contribution has been stopped, but contacts
with local donors (embassies, UN agencies, etc.) are
good, and they are the largest source of income for the
operations of the society, together with funds allocated
through the International Federation and the ICRC.
However, fixed costs are difficult to cover. The society
is fully aware of its dependence on external sources of
income and the need to diversify, and had started to take
appropriate steps in this direction: opening a pharmacy
and dispensary, plans to renovate a large building into a
conference room to rent and sale of services (training in
first aid). Unfortunately under the present circumstances
of severe political and economic crisis, it is increasingly
difficult to find local partners.

Material resources
The headquarters building has been put at the society's
disposal by the authorities. It is located in a large
compound. It contains buildings and depots in an·
advanced state of decay, and a completely dilapidated
theatre (without a roof, windows or equipment). The
compound includes other buildings that need
renovation. There are three vehicles, one of which is a
truck in poor condition, and a double-cabin pickup
truck. The ambulance was destroyed during the last
military action in Bangui. Only one four-wheel-drive
vehicle equipped with a radio is in running order. There
are two other radios in the building, and pactor
communication equipment provided by the International
Federation, but which is no longer in working order.

Organization/planning
The society has implemented a thorough self-assessment.
This started in 1997 when almost all its regional branches
performed a self-assessment session. The new finance
officer is putting the new financial management system
in place by gradually establishing and introducing
standard procedures and controls. A restructuring of the
general secretariat is in progress, at the behest of the
regional delegation of the International Federation in
Yaounde. This follows an internal review led the
executive committee and the managers of the society in
2001. The next step is to build a development plan.

Partnerships
The CARC works in close collaboration with the
ministry of health, especially in the area of HIV/AIDS
prevention. The society has signed an agreement with
UNHCR to care for Sudanese refugees in the eastern
part of the country, and also works in conjunction with
UNICEF and the French development agency (Agence
francaise de developpementy. Within the International
Federation, the CARC has promoted the creation of a
subregional Red Cross women's network and, during
the early days of the 1999 conflict in Brazzaville,
provided assistance to the Congolese Red Cross.

CARC currently receives support from the following
donors: Spanish Red Cross (sanitation - collection of
household waste; health - maternity and paediatrics,

ambulance and generic drugs; recruitment and salary of
headquarters coordinator); French Red Cross (provision
of medical supplies); UNHCR (management of health
services for Sudanese refugees); World Food
Programme (food aid for displaced people and refugees;
food collection point for nursing mothers and pregnant
women, AIDS sufferers and malnourished children);
World Health Organization (provision of drugs and
logistic support during Civil conflicts and epidemics);
UNICEF (health care for displaced people and an
expanded programme on immunization); UN Fund for
Population Activities (reproductive health for refugees);
French embassy (provision of relief supplies and drugs
during civil conflicts and epidemics); Japanese embassy
(medical supplies, drugs and general supplies for local
committees); and the Lion's Club (provision of drugs
and food aid for displaced people).

4. Performance
Activities
Relief and preparedness
The CARC has responded promptly and efficiently to
several crises: refugees from Chad, the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Rwanda and Sudan; floods;
political unrest and mutinies in 1996 and 1997, and
failed coups d' etat in May and October 2001. During the
1997 army mutinies, its light truck was the only vehicle
allowed on the road in Bangui.

A disaster preparedness seminar took place in March
1999, with the support of the International Federation
and the French Red Cross. Among its volunteers, 3,500
can be mobilized very quickly; 200 volunteers in Bangui
were taken on by the ICRC in 2001 and can also
intervene in any disaster.

Health services
The CARC's countrywide strategic health plan
emphasizes HIV/AIDS and STI and immunization, as
well as epidemiological surveillance. The society runs a
dispensary and a maternity centre at headquarters under
the supervision of a medical doctor. A pharmacy
provided a large quantity of low-cost drugs, donated by
the French and Japanese embassies, to people without
financial means.

Youth
Youth members take an active part in the campaign
against HIV IAIDS and STI. The other main youth
activities include first-aid training, community service,
dissemination of information about the Red Cross and
promoting friendship and understanding.

Dissemination
The CARC dissemination effort has increased since the
beginning of the troubles in the capital. Working closely
with the ICRC, the society organizes seminars on
international humanitarian law for the army. The
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information department, although small, is very active.
There are weekly radio broadcasts on the national radio.
A bulletin is published quarterly.

Tracing
In July 1998, the CARC set up a tracing service with the
assistance of the ICRC. The ICRC provided training for
32 of its volunteers in activities aimed at restoring and
maintaining family ties.

Relevance/effectiveness
An external assessment has been conducted recently,
which confirmed that the CARC provides a real service
to vulnerable people .•
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Red Cross of Chad
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff :
Expendi ture:

1983
22,215 (2001)
22 (2002)
CHF 271,000 (2001)

1. National context
Chad is a vast country situated south of the Sahara. The
north is very sparsely populated and settlements are
widely scattered; scarcity of rainfall often results in food
shortages. The more populous southern regions are
subject to alternating floods and droughts. In recent
years, cholera and meningitis epidemics have become
almost cyclical. Chad's social indicators show that only
24 per cent of the population have access to safe
drinking water. The country is emerging from a very
long period of internal armed conflict. Although its
present leadership seems to have taken a firm
engagement towards multiparty democracy, the risk of a
resurgence of violence and political unrest still remains.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

N'Djamena
7.5 million (2000)
US$ 230 (1997)
50.3 years (2001)
132 per 1,000 live births (2001)
88 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
Following a self-assessment, completed in March 1999,
the Chad Red Cross (CRC) has an explicit mission
statement, which relates to the Fundamental Principles.
Whilst acting as an auxiliary to the public authorities,
the society has managed to keep its autonomy and
independence during several radical changes in
government. It is a member of the early warning
system's coordination committee, which gathers
together technicians, ministries, NGOs, UN agencies
and donors. It works closely with the government and
local authorities especially during droughts, epidemics
or natural disasters.
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The society has a good reputation for its response to
disasters, whereas it used to be perceived as a food
distribution organization, and as an intermediary
between donors'and beneficiaries. At present, the CRC's
management is conscious of the limitations of its present
public image as well as its performance, and is working
to overcome them. Financial backers have confidence in
the CRC once again. The strategy agreed upon in the
three-year development plan 2000-2002 is being put
into action, to the satisfaction of everyone.

Legal base
The Chad Red Cross was created in 1970 following
flooding in the county of Koumi (Mayo-Kebbi
prefecture), the result of a burst embankment. This
caused the displacement of thousands of homeless
people. The CRC was recognized by the Chad
govemment in January 1983 by presidential decree
no. 134/PR MSP/83 as a national society of aid
volunteers. The CRC was recognized by the ICRC in
1988, and admitted to the International Federation the
same year. In 1993 it signed an agreement protocol with
the government. In November 1998, an extraordinary
general assembly adopted the society's new statutes.
The last national elections of the national governing
bodies also took place during this general assembly. The
board of directors was elected by an ordinary general
assembly held in February 2000.

Constituency
The CRC is present in all 14 provinces of the country,
which represents 100 per cent of the country's territory.
During 2001-2002 it supported 14 regional committees
and an urban committee in N'Djamena; 70 local
committees in the sub-prefectures, administrative posts
and zones; 150 county-level and village-level groups;
Red Cross youth clubs in N'Djamena, Moundou and
Mongo; and eight service offices for the re-
establishment of family ties after disasters.

District and local branches give good coverage in the
southem provinces and the capital, but the northern and
eastern provinces lack branches.

All ethnic groups are represented in the governing
bodies; women are increasingly represented and gender
equality has been respected.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society's main governing bodies are the general
assembly, the national committee (comprising 33
members) and the executive committee (11 people
elected by the general assembly). The executive is made
up of named technical directors. The distinction between
governance and management is in the process of being
clarified following the CRC's self-assessment, at both
national and local levels.

The executive committee representing governance and
the technical directors meet separately once a month in
ordinary meetings. However, due to the cost of transport
in this vast country and to financial difficulties, the
national committee meets only once every two years in
ordinary meetings. Furthermore, given the limited
resources of the society, there is little communication
with branch offices, even though the ongoing operations
against polio, meningitis and cholera provide the
opportunity to do so.

Human resources
The society has 19 permanent staff at its headquarters,
of whom three are seconded by the government. They
are the secretary general, the national director of
organizational development, and the IT director. The
other permanent staff members are financed by the
National Society (nine people), the French Red Cross
(financial director and water and sanitation project
coordinator), the Swiss Red Cross (rural administrator
of the Kournari health centre project), the lCRC (the
research agency), or by the International Federation's
regional delegation through the AIDS and ARCHI 2010
programmes.

In each of the local branches of Moundou, Sarh and
Mongo, there is one permanent staff member per site.
Some key posts are held by volunteers, namely public
health and aid; aid training; Red Cross youth; women
and development; and information service (monthly
allocation to two women who work in Arabic and
French). Volunteers hold all the management posts at
local branch level.

The society'S inability to offer good salaries and
continuous training severely limits the recruitment of
professionals and other skilled manpower.

The CRC has 10,978 adult members and 930 youth
members. There are 22,215 trained volunteer aid
workers, of whom 3,771 were trained in 2001, who can
be mobilized in case of emergency. The society also has
at its disposal 166 trainers and 52 instructors, unequally
distributed across the country, some committees being
without a single trainer. The society's management is
fully aware of the training needs of its professional staff,
both at headquarters and provincial branches. This
training would mainly concentrate on management
skills.

Financial resources
In 2001, the expenditure of the CRC was CHF 217,150.
Most of the society's income came from the Red Cross
Red Crescent Movement. The society received CHF
97,000 from the International Federation for the polio
operation, CHF 22,000 for meningitis, and CHF 19,000
for cholera; CHF 11,000 from the ICRC for information
campaigns and the research agency, and CHF 86,000
from Vivendi and the French cooperation agency. The
net funds of the CRC are CHF 35,350.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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the National Society during the latest cholera outbreaks;
it visited Chad in 2001 and wishes to fund a number of
projects in the triennial plan. The British Red Cross
supplies lapel badges.

Accounts are produced and audited by an external
auditor. The CRC recruited an accountant in 1999,
which has improved its accountability and its credibility.
The accounting department has just acquired some
accounting software with the support of the
International Federation's regional delegation. The
society is aiming to regain support from the government
and to diversify its income base.

Material resources
The CRC's headquarters are located in a house, which is
in need of renovation, temporarily made available by the
ministry of health. The society owns two properties:
1,500 square metres of land in the district of Chagoua II
(Abena), where the permanent headquarters could be
built, and another compound built in 2001 for a garage
or small shop. The construction of a real mechanical
workshop capable of generating revenue is under
consideration. This workshop currently has no funding
and includes a fleet of vehicles in bad condition which
would require renovation in order to serve in an
emergency response role.

Organization/planning
In March 1999, the CRC carried out a self-assessment
which indicated a need to draw up a development plan
based on clearly identified strategic priorities. The
triennial plan 2000-2002 that resulted is 50 per cent
implemented, and requires a mid-term evaluation before
June 2002 for possible technical and financial fine-
tuning.

Partnerships
The branches cooperate effectively with the local
authorities in informing and alerting headquarters, and
in providing preliminary assistance when needed. The
society is supported by the ICRC and the International
Federation; it has good relations with, among others, the
French and American international cooperation
agencies. The youth department plays an active role in
the Movement's youth network for Central Africa.

Since its creation, the Chad Red Cross has been
receiving significant yet insufficient support from a
number of sister societies. In recent years, the most
frequent supporters have been the French Red Cross (for
the construction of several regional branch premises and
donations of ambulances and hearses); the Japanese Red
Cross (vehicle donations); the Spanish Red Cross for
first-aid instructor training; the Italian Red Cross
supplied ambulances as well as workshops and mobile
clinics; the Norwegian Red Cross helped with
reforestation, etc. Since 1999, the French Red Cross has
provided a permanent delegate to assist the CRC in its
development, and who is increasingly working on the
water and sanitation programme. Today, the Swiss Red
Cross, based in Biltine, is funding the Kournari health
centre (in the Chari Baguirmi), and assists the regional
committees of Biltine and Ouaddai. The Spanish Red
Cross supports the women's handball team and assisted
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In order to better coordinate future assistance, and to
maximize efforts and results, the society is willing to
establish a permanent dialogue mechanism open to all
Red Cross and Red Crescent partners in development.
From outside the Movement, CRC has received support
from the World Food Programme (food aid during
periods of drought and flooding) and the US embassy
(assistance for victims of floods, droughts and
epidemics).

4. Performance
Activities
Relief and preparedness
The experience gained during various drought and flood
operations over the past several years helps the society
react promptly in times of disaster. This has not yet led
to a disaster preparedness approach, although the CRC's
management is fully aware of the importance of this
approach and of its own role in disaster preparedness,
even more so in a country where an efficient early
warning system has been successful in alerting for
drought-related disasters. Nevertheless, the CRC will
play an important role in the regional disaster recovery
team that the International Federation's regional
delegation is setting up.

Health services
The society intervened effectively in support of the
public health authorities during the latest cholera
epidemics, providing treatment to several hundreds of
cases, as well as health education and information to
their communities. Epidemic prevention and control is
emphasized in the society's strategic health plan. In
some of the branches in the southern regions, first aiders
provide community-based activities to promote primary
health care.

Thanks to the Swiss Red Cross, the Kournari health
centre is nearly operational; the completed building will
be fully equipped and the state has offered to place
qualified personnel there.

In the context of public awareness, the CRC organizes a
yearly action week, in which it demonstrates good
environmental practices (cleaning of markets and other
public places).

Dissemination
In collaboration with the ICRC, the society has been
promoting for several years the dissemination and
respect of international humanitarian law and of the
Fundamental Principles.
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The search agencies work well in the eight areas where
there have offices: Adre, Biltine, Abeche, Moundou,
Doba., Gore, Guite and N'Djamena. The one in Sarh
will be operational as soon as the aid workers are
trained.

Training
The society regularly trains first aiders, supervisors and
instructors. The community-based first-aid approach has
been followed with support of the International
Federation's regional delegate for community-based
first aid and health, in order to alleviate vulnerability in
the population. The priority is on local work (volunteers
working in their own community).

Relevance/effectiveness
Generally speaking, the society responds effectively to
disasters. The CRC is capable of undertaking simple
evaluations, but still needs support to reinforce its
capability in this respect. •

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership.
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1. National context
The Federal Islamic Republic of Comoros is made up of
three islands: Grande Comore, Anjouan and Moheli,
After a number of years of separatist tendencies by the
island of Anjouan, the three islands were reunified under
a federal constitution, approved in December 2001.
Comorans, who are of mainly mixed Bantu-Arab
descent, are closely related to other Muslim
communities along Africa's Indian Ocean fringe. The
population density in the habitable areas of the islands is
high, leading to serious health problems. The main
island of Grande Comore has been experiencing a
serious cholera outbreak since December 2001.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capital:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality:
Adult literacy rate:

Moroni
568,000 (2000)
n.a.
58.8 years (2000)
67 per 1,000 live births
58.5 per cent (1998)

2. National Society
The Comoran Red Crescent (CRCO) is one of two
unrecognized National Societies on the African
continent. Despite the political complexities in the
country in recent years, the National Society has
remained quite unified, with representatives of the three
islands sitting on the national committee. The CRCO has
established regional committees on each of the three
islands and there is one Red Crescent representative in
most local communities. This structure has allowed the
National Society to respond effectively and swiftly to
cholera epidemics. The CRCO is a very important partner
to government in responding to the population's health
needs, with some volunteers devoting up to 50 hours a
week to provide back up support to the ministry of health.

Apart from some French Red Cross organizational
development support in the 1990s, and an ongoing
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health programme, the CRCO has never had consistent
technical support from the International Federation. The
National Society is currently finalizing its strategic plan
2002-2004 and revising its statutes.

A recent successful application to the International
Federation's capacity-building fund will allow the
regional delegation in Nairobi to give regular support to
the CRCO in the following areas for at least one year:
the development of an understanding of good
governance and management practice; strengthening of
the regional committees on the three islands;
strengthening human resource capacity; and improving
the foundation of the National.Society (finalizing statutes,
designing a general assembly, etc.) .•

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

Red Cross of the
Democratic Republic

of the Congo
Founded: 1888
Members/volunteers: 85,000
Staff: n.a.
Expenditure: CHF 318,000

1. National context

The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) is
characterized by very weak governance and political
disorder (rebellions, secessions, tribal warfare)
stemming from a single-party dictatorship regime that
was in power until May 1997. This regime caused the
collapse of all public services and infrastructure as well
as the full-scale erosion of most of the country's vast
resources.

In May 1997, rebel forces, led by Laurent Desire Kabila,
seized power in the country. This triggered widespread
hope, not only in DRC but also in the international
community, that a large-scale rehabilitation of the
country's infrastructure would lead to stability and
poverty alleviation. After a brief period of peace,
however, civil war broke out, first in the eastern region,
then in the north, rapidly dividing the country into areas
that are controlled by various armed parties with
different international supporters.

The country has remained in a state of internal conflict
that has increased the vital needs of a population
already living in abject poverty. It is estimated that over
2.5 million people have died, not as a direct result of
violence, but rather indirectly, as a result of increased
levels of vulnerability (malnutrition, lack of health care)
caused by the conflict.

After Laurent Desire Kabila's assassination in February
2001, his son Joseph Kabila, aged 29, became his
successor. This has facilitated attempts to resolve the
existing conflict, through a - still fragile - reconciliation
process, based on the Lusaka agreement, the October
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2002 meeting in Addis Ababa and the start of the inter-
Congolese dialogue (lCD).

In the latest phase of this process, an agreement was
signed at Sun City in South Africa, within the
framework of the lCD, in which it is proposed that
Joseph Kabila should remain in office as president and
that Jean Pierre Bemba, the leader of the MLC
(Mouvement pour la Liberation du Congo) should
become prime minister. The agreement is considered to
be a major contribution towards resolving the conflict.
Its final value, however, will depend on future events
given that the RCD-OOMA (a Rwandan-backed rebel
movement that controls large areas in the east of the
country) has refused to sign it or to accept the
ministerial posts that it was offered.

Nevertheless, increased stability and, hopefully, even
the end of the war have seemed more likely over the last
couple of months, as illustrated by the disengagement of
troops in various parts of the country, an overall
decrease in intensity of military clashes, and operations
that seem to reflect increasing battle fatigue from the
various parties to the conflict.

Capital:
Population:
ONP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Kinshasa
51.75 million (2000)
US$ 110 (1998)
51.2 years (1998)
128 per 1,000 live births (1998)
58.9 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Red Cross of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (RCDRC) is clearly stated in its
statutes. It refers primarily to the Fundamental
Principles and to providing relief assistance. Neither the
general public nor RCDRC members are very familiar
with the mission. Cooperation with both old and new
authorities at all levels is very good. However this
cooperation needs to be reinforced in order to ensure the
RCDRC's independence under the new government.

The RCDRC's image is good, particularly in relation to
its relief assistance to Rwandan, Angolan and Congolese
refugees over the past few years. The plan of action for
2001-2003 is currently being finalized and is based on
the International Federation's Strategic Work Plan.

Legal base
The society was founded in 1888, recognized by the
government in 1961 and joined the Movement in 1963.
The emblem is subject to abuse and the society has
requested the authorities to approve a law to protect it.
Its original statutes, approved in 1969, have been
revised and were submitted for approval at the last
general assembly held in November 2000.

Constituency
The RCDRC consists principally of the general
assembly, a central committee and the executive bureau.
It is well represented throughout the country with 11
provincial committees and 280 local committees. Six of
the 11 committees are loosely organized.
Communication between the headquarters and branches
is currently being improved. About 20 per cent of the
RCDRC's youth members are female.

3. Capacity
Leadership
A needs-assessment mission, carried out in April 2002,
concluded that the National Society's capacities have
significantly improved at headquarters level, with the
arrival of a president who is committed both to
community service and the Movement's Fundamental
Principles, and of a secretary general who has the
potential of being an effective manager. Both have been
officially recognized by the general assembly and can
therefore represent the society before donors and other
partners. Furthermore, both are considered to be
reliable and have an impeccable reputation when it
comes to integrity, which is a prerequisite for donors'
confidence.

Human resources
Capacity building at the National Society received most
of its support from the Tripartite Project in the first half
of 2000. Ongoing support to the National Society's
institutional development focuses on improving
financial management reporting, internal and external
transparency, the relation between governance and
management, and restructuring. In accordance with
recommendations made by PriceWaterhouseCoopers,
the RCDRC committee recently elected has started
restructuring management and has set up an improved
financial management system. Senior staff have been
recruited on the basis of experience and qualifications.
After the provincial assemblies were held, the newly
elected members started setting up new branch
committees.

The DRC Red Cross is a highly respected NOO, if not
the leading NOO in the country, thanks to its 85,000
volunteers and its recognized prestige relating to
community mobilization and health interventions III

emergency and post-conflict situations.

Financial resources
The society has adopted a budget of some CHF 318,000,
40 per cent of which is covered by the ICRC, 10 per cent
by the International Federation, 10 per cent by
participating National Societies and 40 per cent by the
RCDRC itself. Although the society is endeavouring to
improve self-financing, its ability to mobilize funds is
very low.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Mbandaka and Mbuji-Mayi) and the construction of a
multipurpose centre in Goma; fighting malaria, by
informing the population about malaria prevention;
providing extra reproductive health services for women
victims of sexual violence in three provinces; and
increasing polio vaccination coverage by 100 per cent in
Bas-Congo, Kinshasa and Bandundu.

4. Performance

Activities
Community activities
Water and sanitation (e.g., supplying drinking water,
cleaning activities, waste management, use of latrines);
putting in place the ARCHI process: identification of
local risks, implementation of activities relevant to the
community and to the list of key activities defined by
ARCHI 2010 (community-based first aid and food
security, i.e., activities aimed at reducing the incidence
of malaria, cholera, measles, Ebola fever, HIV/AIDS,
the eradication of polio and addressing the needs of
women affected by sexual violence); supporting micro-
projects that benefit the community as well as income-
generating projects for the Red Cross.

Disaster preparedness and response
Mapping risks; community-based disaster preparedness;
assessments and the provision of the minimum
resources required for rapid response (human, material
and structural); redefining the role of the Red Cross and
tailored training.

Reinforcement of RCDRC operational capacities and
management; increasing the volunteer base; community
involvement and the use of local human resources;
building and managing external relations; promoting
humanitarian values and the Fundamental Principles;
evaluating and reporting, financial and administrative
management and volunteer management.

Programme areas requiring external
support
Organizational development
Promoting and ensuring the smooth running of
governance and management activities; encouraging the
development of the RCDRC in the provinces of
Kinshasa, Mbandaka, Mbuji-Mayi, Goma and
Lubumbashi; reinforcing the society's human resource
capacity; and reinforcing the financial and material
capacities of the society at national and regional levels.

Disaster preparedness and relief
Assisting in the local provision of water and sanitation
to affected populations in Goma, Mbandaka and Mbuji-
Mayi; assisting provincial committees to develop hazard
maps of high-risk disaster zones to enable disaster
planning and management; organizing activities in the
fields of disaster prevention and preparedness in
selected high-risk zones, in cooperation with selected
communities and branch committees.

Health and care
Scaling-up activities to increase the health of targeted
populations affected by STI and HIV/AIDS through
simple preventive measures, home care and fighting
stigmatization in Kinshasa, Matadi and Bandundu;
supporting the rehabilitation of two health centres (in

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

Promotion of humanitarian values
Promoting IHL, the Fundamental Principles and the
protection of the emblem in four provinces (Kinshasa,
Mbandaka, Mbuji-Mayi and Goma) .•
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Congolese Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1964
13,000 (2001)
7 (2002)
n.a.

1. National context
The Republic of Congo has experienced horrendous wars,
which led to an unprecedented worsening of the economic
and social situation in 1997 and 1998. A return to peaceful
and normal living conditions is now increasingly visible.
All accessible regions have become involved in
production. These improvements have allowed for the
democratic process to be launched and several elections
organized, the first of which were a great success
(constitutional referendum and presidential elections).

Activity on major building sites has resumed, such as the
CFCO (the railway between Brazzaville and Pointe-
Noire). Various sectors will no doubt start to be fully
developed again if peace and tranquility take a firm hold.

Despite economic results (implementation of the interim
post-conflict programme, which is estimated at CHF 1.2
billion), a growth rate of7.5 per cent in 2000 and 3.6 per
cent in 2001, inflation of 2 per cent, the effects of the
wars will no doubt continue to have a negative impact
on food supplies, and weaken the health system further.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Brazzaville
2.8 million (2000)
US$ 1,044 (2000)
49 years (1999)
80 per 1,000 live births
80 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Congolese Red Cross (CRC) felt the need to review
the statutes and rules of procedure that were adopted at
the last general assembly in 1997. The preliminary draft

of the statutes, reviewed in July 2001, was considered at
the regional and communal assemblies. It was
summarized and sent to the Joint Commission in
Geneva for approval. The CRC hopes to have adopted
statutes that comply with the guidelines of the
Movement by the end of the fifth general assembly,
which is to take place in April 2002.

Legal base
The society was founded in 1964, recognized by the
ICRC in 1976 and joined the International Federation in
1977. Two ministerial decrees, dated 1965 and 1976,
recognize the CRC as a voluntary relief agency and
auxiliary to the public authorities. The CRC regularly
holds general assemblies during which the statutes are
improved (in 1980, 1990 and 1997). The fifth general
assembly will take place this year. A central committee
of 51 members (of whom 10 per cent are women) holds
ordinary or extraordinary sessions between the general
assemblies. An executive committee with seven
members (five men and two women) ensures continuity
for the central committee. The central committee and
executive committee both have terms of office of four
years, whereas the regional assemblies and their local
committees have terms of office of two years and one
year respectively.

Constituency
The CRC's structure is based on the country's
administrative structure: throughout the country there
are 11 regional and communal committees as well as
several branches in districts and main towns. These
committees have all become operational, not only
through peace being restored, but also thanks to the most
recent regional and communal assemblies, held in
February 2002. In accordance with Strategy 2010 and
ARCHI 2010, volunteer work is the main means of
carrying out effective and long-term activities. The
number of volunteers has almost doubled and their work
is of far greater quality thanks to the substantial increase
in membership as well as training, which is now adapted
to the needs experienced in the field during previous
wars (13,000 volunteers).

3. Capacity
Leadership
There are three governing bodies: the general assembly
meets every four years unless it is unable to, as has been
the case lately due to repeated wars; the central
committee, which is the coordinating and decision-
making body between general assemblies; the executive
committee, as a permanent body, manages and carries
out decisions made by the central committee; and the
general secretariat, which finalizes the National
Society's priorities and drafts reports that sanction
expected results. The general secretariat, which has five
main departments, is the main body in charge of
administration within the National Society.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Human resources
The CRC only has seven paid staff even though it
requires more. The number of volunteer first-aid
workers almost doubled, from 7,000 in 1998 to an
estimated 13,000 in 2001, including over 3,000 youth
members (both men and women).

The CRC has a very active volunteer base both in towns
and in the countryside. Many of the 13,000 volunteers
have been trained: 600 in community-based first aid,
850 in polio immunization campaigns, 500 in
HIY/AIDS, etc.

The CRC's volunteer network has enabled it to
successfully manage emergencies and "National Polio
Days"; it is now launching a development programme.

Financial resources
The National Society is implementing initiatives to self-
finance some of the programmes. In this regard,
cooperation focuses on mini-investment programmes,
such as a boat with the assistance of the Spanish Red
Cross. The government has recently been making
concerted efforts to support the CRC. Thanks to its
substantial implication in the management of
emergencies and other disasters, such as the floods in the
north of the country, the National Society has received
annual subsidies ofCHF 23,300 from the government for
each fiscal year. Two pick-Up trucks of a value close to
CHF 105,000 were also received in 2000.

Material resources
The ICRC renovated the communal headquarters in
Brazzavi lle at the end of the 1997 hostilities. The
executive committee currently shares these offices
whilst waiting for its headquarters in the town centre to
be renovated. The entire general secretariat as well as
the technical services are thus working in very cramped
and difficult conditions.

Organization/planning
After having experienced extremely difficult times due
to sporadic wars, the Congolese Red Cross is now
regaining strength. The CRC laid down three priorities
after the events: rebuilding and rehabilitating premises;
reinforcing organizational and operational capacities;
and a short-term plan for relief, dissemination and
information activities as well as resource management.
The National Society has just started strengthening its
capacities by reorganizing its branches. Good
governance is emphasized in all aspects of the
programmes at various levels.

Activities throughout this year, which will be followed
up by assessments, must be based on Strategy 2010 and
ARCHI 2001, whose priorities are AIDS, fighting
poverty and volunteer work. The fifth general assembly,
due to take place this year, will be the ideal time for a
good start.

Partnerships In profile 2002-2003

Partnerships
The CRC has two reliable partners within the
Movement: the ICRC and the International Federation.
Apart from its regional delegation, the International
Federation also has a national delegation in Brazzaville.
Assistance and technical support are provided through a
series of cooperation agreements in various fields
(training, dissemination, communication, equipment
and logistics).

The society not only cooperates with the government
(its main partner), but also with the German,
Netherlands and Spanish Red Cross Societies. It has
already begun negotiations with the Belgian Red Cross
for work on street children.

4. Performance
Activities
Institutional development
The wars have affected the operating of all structures,
from top to bottom. A plan to reinforce organizational
and operational capacities has been launched.
Preparations for the fifth general assembly, whose
cornerstone is the review of the National Society's
statutes, are well under way.

Relief
Training has increased in the fields of community-based
first aid, polio, haemorrhagic fever, malaria, HIY/AIDS
and other sexually transmitted infections as well as
epidemics and common diseases in Congo. An
increasing number of volunteers are getting involved in
the field.

Given the national context, preparing for disasters is an
ongoing task.

Health
A programme to improve access to basic health care has
been launched in the regions that have been most
severely affected by war (the Pool region is currently a
trial area).

The Pointe-Noire local branch runs a health post. The
primary health care (PHC) programme, carried out as a
tripartite agreement between the CRC, the ministry of
health, and the French and Spanish Red Cross Societies
in 61 villages, has experienced financial difficulties with
regard to the renewal of stocks and supplying the health
posts with relief equipment. •
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Red Cross Society of
Cite d'ivoire

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1960
7,000 (1998)
36 (1999)
CHF 3 million (2002)

1. National context

Cote d'Ivoire has a population of approximately
15,600,000, one-third of whom come from countries in
the subregion. It is a young country, where people under
20 represent 57 per cent of the rural population.
Population density is 40 inhabitants per square
kilometre, a figure that has doubled in the past ten years.
Ethnic groups include Agnis, Baoule, Malinke and
Senoufo.

Agriculture is the main activity in the country and
employs 54 per cent of the active population. The main
crops are cocoa (ranked first in the world), coffee
(ranked fifth in the world) and maize. Fifty per cent of
production is exported. The fall in world prices and the
reduction in forest resources are real problems.

The health and social situations are far from satisfactory.
Epidemics are a constant concern and the socio-health
system is not well developed. Most of the primary
health-care indicators point to an average to poor
system.

There were 18,670 cases of AIDS reported in May 1994,
compared to 466 in 1987 and only two in 1985. The
number of HIV-positive pregnant women increased from
3.6 per cent to 8 per cent in rural areas between 1989 and
1993 and from 10 per cent to 16.2 per cent in urban areas.
Tuberculosis (TB) is on the rise following the progression
ofHIY. The number ofHIV-positive people with TB rose
from 26 per cent in 1989 to 50 per cent in 1992.
Approximately one sick person in two is HIV-positive.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:

Yamoussoukro
15.6 million (2000)
US$ 710 (1997)

Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

47 years (1997)
90 per 1,000 live births (1997)
43 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Red Cross Society of Cote d'Ivoire (RCCI) has
clearly defined its mission in its statutes as well as in the
preamble of its national development plan 2000-2002.
The Fundamental Principles of the Movement are
mentioned in the statutes, completing members'
understanding of its mission both at headquarters and in
the local branches.

The society is independent while recognizing and
assuming its role as auxiliary to the public authorities in
its missions and humanitarian activities.

Legal base
The RCCI, founded in October 1960, is based on the
Geneva Conventions, to which Cote d'lvoire is a party,
and the Fundamental Principles of the International Red
Cross and Red Crescent Movement.

The RCCI was recognized by the ICRC in August 1963
and is part of the International Red Cross and Red
Crescent Movement. Itwas admitted to the International
Federation in August 1963.

The RCCI is a member of the national inter-ministerial
commission for the implementation of international
humanitarian law in Cote d'lvoire, of which it is the vice
president. This commission prepared a draft law on
misuse of the Red Cross emblem. Political events in
December 1999 delayed presentation to the Ivoirian
parliament for adoption, but once the republic's new
institutions are in place, it will be adopted.

Constituency
There are 39 local committees, eight of which are in the
city of Abidjan. There is a slight imbalance between the
sexes, with women underrepresented, although there are
women at the highest level. The RCCI has a general
assembly, a central committee and a management
committee. The central committee is composed of
members elected by the general assembly, together with
the presidents of local and regional committees. The
management committee is composed of the president and
vice presidents, the treasurer and his assistant. There are
no specific arrangements providing for the representation
of young people or women in the central committee or
the management committee. There are, however, women
and young people sitting on each committee. The
categories of the different types of members are well
defined, and the rights and obligations of each of them
are specified in the rules of procedure drawn up
following the general assembly in March 2002.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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their own building which could enhance their activities.
The society owns four vehicles, including one
ambulance.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The society has a management structure in which roles
are well defined. The management committee meets
once a month and the central committee once a year.
Elected members have a three-year term of office. Since
the last general assembly, the RCCI elected a new
president who has the time to monitor programmes and
provide guidance to the members.

Human resources
The society has 36 salaried staff members. The
committees are run exclusively by volunteers. An effort
to assume this responsibility can be noted in some
branches such as Korhogo and Daloa.

With the construction of health promotion centres in ten
cities in the interior, salaried positions may be opened.
These centres will use volunteers trained as community
health workers. Only one centre is currently operational,
but five others will soon open.

Out of a total volunteer base of approximately 7,000,
there are around 5,000 young volunteers. The RCCI
makes use of its volunteers in its first-aid and awareness
activities. Volunteers are an important resource, having
gained experience through the Liberian refugee
operation, the cholera epidemics in the district ofGuiglo
and the centre of the country in 1995 and 1997,
aeroplane crashes in recent years in Cote d'lvoire
(looking for missing people), as well as during the post-
electoral political violence in 2000. Volunteers are also
becoming more actively involved in the planning of
activities at the local level, including the community
health programme and other aspects of the society's
development plan.

Financial resources
In 1998, the RCCl's expenditure totalled approximately
CHF 1.3 million. It now amounts to CHF 3 million.
Domestic income accounts for around 35 per cent of the
budget, whilst funding from external partners provides
the remaining 80 per cent. The RCCI's domestic income
comes from its membership and from the schools it
operates. It receives CHF 25,000 from the communes
each year. The largest source of income is the
Movement. The RCCI has put in place procedures for
producing annual accounts. Some income-generating
activities are carried out, and the society recognizes that
this is an area that it needs to strengthen, together with
improvements in financial management.

Material resources
The RCCl's property includes its headquarters, a
complex with a pre-school education centre, a primary
school, a health centre and a first-aid training school. It
also has a plot of land measuring 15,000 square
kilometres. Most local branch committees do not have
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Organization/planning
The society had a three-year development plan 2000-
2002, which was drawn up in 1999 following an
evaluation workshop. The society's different plans
always took into account the main orientations of the
International Federation's strategies and the declarations
of the Pan African Conference.

Partnerships
The RCCI cooperates with the government and UN
agencies in the field of assistance to refugees. The
society is also a member of the national planning
committee for the national disaster preparedness plan
and regional health plan.

In addition to support from the International Federation
and the ICRC, external assistance has been received
from the British, Netherlands and Spanish Red Cross
Societies for community health, institutional
development and programmes assisting children in
difficulty.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief and preparedness
The society carried out a large-scale operation providing
assistance to refugees from Liberia from 1990 onwards,
with a good level of beneficiary involvement in the
implementation of the programme. Under the
programme, the society managed distributions of food
provided by UNHCR. As part of its development plan,
the RCCI aims to develop a disaster preparedness plan
with a clear definition of potential risks and the
establishment of action teams.

Community health
The society runs a community-based health programme,
based around a network of health posts. In 1999, 70
health posts out of the 108 planned and six health
promotion centres out of the ten planned had been
completed. Nutritional education sessions take place at
the centre and the health-post staff work towards
awareness building in relation to STI and HIV/AIDS.
The programme provides health facilities for a
population of 600,000 who would otherwise have no
access to health care.

Combating HIVIAIDSand other infectious diseases
The society set up a prevention support programme for
young people in rural areas. The programme includes
training of peer educators in villages; strengthening the
capacities of the committees in the interior; setting up a
community-based condom-distribution system in the
villages; support for better voluntary screening by
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setting up voluntary test centres (this project will be in
cooperation with Retro-CI); care for AIDS orphans
(project under way); support for youth associations
engaged in combating STIIAIDS; support for voluntary
blood-donor associations; and the organization of
volunteer brigades in cities with a blood bank.

First aid
The society runs first-aid courses for the public and
special target groups including children, workers and
drivers. It also provides first-aid services at public
gatherings such as sporting events. In 1999, the society
opened a first-aid training centre in Abidjan.

Social welfare
The society runs an assistance programme for street
children, with literacy courses, primary health care,
hygiene education for young prostitutes and training for
"street leaders".

The social service receives an average of 150 people a
month seeking support. In general they need advice and
guidance, and someone to listen to them. Food and non-
food assistance is given to them. Social action is also
aimed at refugees. Approximately 200 refugees came to
the service and were directed to the UNHCR or other
structures.

Youth
The youth department has initiated a course on the Red
Cross Red Crescent Movement for schoolchildren
during their holiday period. Other youth activities
include education in schools on family life, health
education and blood donation.

The RCCI youth department has a literacy project for
children in difficulty. Twelve youth sections have been
created; they plan to teach the Fundamental Principles
and humanitarian values, to promote first aid and to
increase awareness of HIVIAIDS in schools.

The youth department, together with other
organizations, is involved in combating child trafficking
and exploitation in Cote d'lvoire.

Community development
The society, in cooperation with the Spanish Red Cross,
is initiating micro-projects for unmarried mothers in the
communes of Adjame and Treichville. It is involved in a
nutrition education project at Korhogo, cattle raising
and agriculture projects as well as projects to install and
run mills in four cities in the country.

Dissemination
Dissemination is a basic activity of the society; the aim
is to make the whole population aware of what it does.
The department organizes activities around
dissemination, information and an "exploring
humanitarian law" programme. The society trained six
trainers in dissemination who in turn trained 18

volunteers in the local branches who now make up the
society's network of disseminators.

The RCCI has very good relations with the press and the
media, and invites the press to cover its events and
attend press briefings. A ''journalists friends of the Red
Cross" network is being created; it is to train journalists
in different bodies to write precise, objective messages
and articles.

The RCCI is one of the National Societies trying to have
the "exploring humanitarian law" programme included
in the national school curriculum. The aim of the
programme is to increase young people's awareness and
respect for IHL, thus stemming the rise in violence as
well as the destruction and suffering caused by armed
conflicts. It has a humanitarian outlook.

Relevance/effectiveness
Evaluations have been carried out which have resulted
in positive changes in a number of programmes,
including an evaluation of the community health
programme conducted by the International Federation,
Netherlands Red Cross and the RCCI.

The last general assembly, in March 2002, heralded the
beginning of good governance in the society. The
statutory bodies were renewed and the statutes
completely revamped .•
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3. Capacity

Red Crescent Society
of Djibouti

1. Nationa I context
Djibouti, the former French territory of Afars and Issas,
gained its independence in 1977. It is a volcanic desert
country of23,000 square kilometres, located in the Horn
of Africa. Its ranking at 149 on the Human Development
Index 2000 places it six points below Sudan.

Poor sanitary conditions, lack of access to water and an
intolerably hot climate encourage the spread of
communicable diseases. Cholera and malaria are
endemic. In June 2000 UNAIDS estimated HIV/AIDS
prevalence to have reached 11.5 per cent of the
population in the 15-49 age group. Malnutrition is
estimated to be at 51 per cent. Life expectancy is 50 and
the infant mortality rate is 106 per 1,000 live births.
Devising methods of reversing some of these statistics is
complicated by the fact that close to 40 per cent of the
population is illiterate and secondary school enrolment
is 14 per cent of school age children. Almost 25 per cent
of the population lead nomadic lives. The Red Crescent
Society of Djibouti (RCSD), whose volunteers live
close to the community, is one of the few organizations
in the country that has a potential to reverse these trends.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality:
Adult literacy:

Djibouti
687,000 (2000)
n.a.
50.7 years (1998)
III per 1,000 live births
62.3 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Legal base
The Red Crescent Society of Djibouti was admitted to
the International Red Cross and Red Cross Movement in
1986. However, the National Society had been dormant
for the eight years preceding its re-launch in January
2001.
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Similar to the country itself, the DRCS has lived from
crisis to crisis mainly providing relief to the population
in times of famine and civil war. The National Society,
the only humanitarian organization with a network
throughout the country, has never had the advantage of
long-term structured support to develop its capacities.
The result is that branches have not developed the skills
to respond to new crises and a chronic lack of funding
and technical expertise prevents the headquarters from
recruiting and training people to provide leadership to
its five branches.

Human resources
There are a number of well-motivated volunteers
attached to the society at both central and local levels.
They lack, however, the skills and guidance to
communicate health information to the population. The
society currently has two full-time employees.

Financial resources
The government is anxious that the DRCS develop its
profile and currently gives it both financial and technical
support.

4. Performance
In February 2002, a two-year programme of capacity-
building support to the Djibouti Red Crescent was
submitted to the Finnish government by the Finnish Red
Cross and was accepted. The programme, which will be
supported technically by the Sudanese Red Crescent and
the International Federation's regional delegation in
Nairobi, has the following overall objectives: to
encourage a change in attitude and behaviour of young
people regarding HIV/AIDS; to contribute to the
reduction of mortality due to malaria; to strengthen the
skills of the society's governance; and to build up a team
of volunteers to implement Red Crescent activities.

It is anticipated that after the two-year period, RCSD
personnel will have developed the skills and
competencies necessary to form partnerships locally.
Once the visibility of the National Society is raised
through its programmes, there will be opportunities to
cooperate with the business sector in the long term .•



Red Cross of Equatorial Guinea

Red Cross of
Equatorial Guinea

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1985
4,100 (1998)
39 (2001)
CHF 179,500 (1998)

1. National context
Equatorial Guinea is a small country situated between
Cameroon and Gabon. Its capital, Malabo, is located on
an island off the Cameroon coast, while its mainland
counts for 90 per cent of the overall surface. The official
language is Spanish. Large communities of Equato-
Guineans live in Cameroon and Gabon. The discovery
and exploitation of large oil reserves has contributed to
dramatic economic growth in recent years, and work on
improving infrastructure is in progress. This explains a
relatively high gross national product (GNP) per capita,
but the redistribution of the nation's riches to the
population at large is not visible. Although the socio-
political situation has calmed down since the country
experienced outbreaks of inter-communal violence in
1998, 2002 started with the arrest of some members of
opposition.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Malabo
450,000 (2001)
US$ 4,000 (2001)
50 years (1997)
109 per 1,000 live births (1997)
80 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Red Cross of Equatorial Guinea (RCEG) has a well-
defined mission statement, which fully conforms to the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement. It has
managed to grow and preserve a high degree of
independence and autonomy from the authorities. The
RCEG's management and members are aware of the
good image of the society, which is confirmed by

international organizations present in the country.
However, the society also realizes the importance of
striving to maintain and improve its image in the future.

Legal base
The RCEG was founded in 1985. It was recognized by
the ICRC in 1995, and admitted as a member of the
International Federation. the same year. The statutes
were elaborated taking into account the advice of the
relevant bodies of the Movement.

Constituency
The RCEG is present all over the country through a
network of local (provincial, district and municipal)
branches. Membership is increasing, especially among
youth. The RCEG had 4,100 members in 1998,
including 1,300 youth members, and the gender balance
is fair. The society's governing body, the national
committee, is broadly representative of the population.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society has accountable governing bodies both at the
central (national) and at the local levels. The different
roles and responsibilities are well defined. Harmony in
approaches results in a shared long-term vision. The
secretary general is a permanent paid staff member.

Human resources
Although the central staff is dynamic and its members
work efficiently as a team, there is a need for further
training to meet the multiple future challenges of the
institution. The society has a total of 39 staff. Most local
branch managers are unpaid volunteers. During its short
existence, the RCEG has shown a rational and efficient
use of its human resources, especially during the recent
epidemics, when hundreds of its first aiders actively
disseminated health-care information to affected and
threatened communities. The principle of voluntary
service is well understood.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 1998 was approximately
CHF 180,000. The RCEG's own financial resources
provides approximately 30 per cent of the budget. The
government provides an annual subsidy of around CHF
10,000 and the remaining funds come from external
sources. Accounts are regularly produced and audited.

The society's leadership is fully aware of the importance
of sustainability and diversification of sources of
income. With the support of an external partner, the
society has built a second floor at its headquarters and
now lets these new premises. The RCEG has also
concluded an agreement with the government to
organize a lottery, based on the experience and success
of the lotteries of Cape Verde and Sao Tome and
Principe Red Cross Societies.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Health
The society's first aiders have demonstrated their
capacity in providing health information and education
to communities, thus reinforcing their presence and
knowledge of the communities' needs. The society's
approach implies the search for the root causes of health
problems. For example, the decision to support the
improvement of the water supply in Malabo was based
on the sudden increase of diarrhoea cases in the town.
The RCEG runs several first-aid posts in the country,
and a school for the deaf and dumb in Malabo.

Material resources
The society owns its headquarters, a small two-storey
building in the centre of Malabo. It has eight vehicles,
and two long-distance high-frequency radio sets, one in
Malabo and one in Bata. Provincial branch offices are
usually made available by local authorities.
Headquarters is adequately equipped.

Organization/planning
The RCEG has a two-year development plan, and works
on the basis of a one-year plan of action. The latter is
prepared during a one-week national planning workshop
with the direct involvement of provincial branches. This
workshop is also the occasion to analyse successes and
failures of the previous year.

The RCEG seeks support to elaborate training materials
and train branch leaders, staff and first aiders, and for a
vulnerability and capacity assessment, in order to plan
its actions on the basis of vulnerability criteria.

Financial and administrative management systems are
efficient and appropriate. The headquarters provides
funds to the provincial branches for the start-up phase of
projects.

Partnerships
The RCEG is developing fruitful partnerships with
international organizations present in Equatorial Guinea
(World Bank, UNDP, European Union, WHO, UNICEF),
thanks to its extended network throughout the country
and its efficient intervention. The society also works
closely with the ministries of health and home affairs.

Since its foundation, the RCEG has been receiving
continuous assistance and support from the Spanish and
Swiss Red Cross Societies. The cooperation between the
societies, especially in the area of institutional
development, has proved very fruitful. The ICRC
provides organizational support, especially for
information activities and the newsletter

Despite the language barrier, the society has a very open
attitude towards the exchange of experience with sister
National Societies from the region. For example, the
RCEG has provided support to the Gabon Red Cross for
the development of programmes in Gabon.

4. Performance
Activities
First aid
The RCEG's efforts in training of first aiders is based on
the actual needs expressed by the local branches.
Training is based on the community-based first-aid
manual. The society puts health education and water and
sanitation activities at the top of it priorities. Training of
trainers takes place regularly.
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Social welfare
Assistance (food and non-food items) is provided to the
elderly and the disabled. There are sewing and literacy
classes for women. The society also assists prisoners
and provides clean water to the prison in Malabo.

Youth
The society's youth department organizes youth camps,
exchanges of experience with neighbouring societies,
and seminars on the Movement's activities.

Institutional and branch development
Since its foundation the society's main priority has been
to have an active network of branches throughout the
country. A major effort is made to constantly monitor,
supervise, advise and support the local branches in their
planning and implementation of activities.

Resource development
The RCEG pays special attention to reducing its
dependence and becoming self-sufficient. To do so, it is
actively exploring new sources of income: rental of an
apartment and some of the rooms it owns; a lottery; sale
of services; and partnerships .•
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Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1991
8,000 (2001)
126 (2001)
CHF 1.5 million

1. National context
Eritrea gained its independence in 1991 after a liberation
war that lasted 30 years and left the country with both its
infrastructure and its economy in ruins. Almost a decade
later, Eritrea still ranks among the ten poorest countries
in the world, with almost 80 per cent of the population
lacking access to basic needs including safe water. Since
its independence, Eritrea has been in a process of
reconstruction and rehabilitation, for which the country
has developed a policy of self-reliance rather than
counting on foreign relief assistance or loans. Though
positive results are visible in many parts of the country,
there is still much to be done. In May 1998, a border
conflict with Ethiopia degenerated into a full-scale war
between the two countries.

The UN-established Eritrea and Ethiopia boundary
commission has now delivered its verdict which has
been accepted by both states. A border demarcation is
due to start soon, and it is hoped this will signal a return
to lasting peace and development in Eritrea.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Asmara
3.5 million (1997)
US$ 200 (2001)
51.8 years (1997)
70 per 1,000 live births
51.7 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Red Cross Society of Eritrea (RCSE) carries out its
activities according to the Fundamental Principles of the
Movement. Although the society is not formally

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership.

recognized by the government, written programming
agreements exist with the ministry of health and with the
Eritrean Relief and Refugee Commission (ERREC),
responsible for the registration and coordination of
voluntary organizations in Eritrea.

The RCSE's programmes focus on community-based
primary health care. The society has a 2001-2004
development plan which provides a framework for its
activities and priorities. A new strategic development
plan will be developed during the year 2003.

The society's good reputation and public image are
mainly the result of its strict adherence to the
Fundamental Principles, and its involvement in the
ambulance service and relief activities.

Legal base
The RCSE was established in 1991 when Eritrea
became independent. It is classed as a National Society
in formation, since it has not yet been recognized by the
government. Progress in relation to recognition
continues to be slow despite RCSE, ICRC and
International Federation efforts to facilitate the process.
There are some. indications that the Eritrean government
will make reservations when signing the Geneva
Conventions and will request the use of the double
emblem (Red Cross and Red Crescent) for its armed
forces' medical services and the National Society.

Constituency
The RCSE has its headquarters in the capital, Asmara,
and an operational branch in each of the other six zobas
(provinces). An equal distribution of Red Cross services
and activities is aimed at in all zobas. The RCSE has a
total of over 2,500 active volunteers throughout the
country, and over 5,000 passive volunteers who can be
deployed if necessary. In four of the zoba branch offices,
selected Red Cross executive committees exist with
members from different government ministries, NGOs
and community elders.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The secretary general is the chief executive of the
organization and is responsible for the operations and
management. The management is strong and effective,
but governance needs to be developed, and branches
need further strengthening. Headquarters personnel and
branch secretaries have received training on
organizational development, project management,
finance reporting, and health and disaster preparedness
programmes from the International Federation's
regional delegation in Nairobi, participating National
Societies and other sources.

The RCSE is trying hard to make its structure clear and
transparent. Quarterly meetings are held with branch
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secretaries and key headquarters staff to follow up on
plans and activities.

Human resources
The RCSE presently has a total of 126 employees all
over country, but the precise number varies according to
relief activities. More than 50 per cent of the workers are
drivers involved in ambulance services, transportation
of relief items and water trucking.

The society has been training youth volunteers in
community-based first aid (CBFA) since 1981, and
presently there are about 2,500 youth volunteers
providing regular services in ambulance, relief and
CBFA programmes.

Financial resources
The RCSE's expenditure in 2001 was approximately
CHF 1.5 million; its income for the year came from the
following sources: local sources in Eritrea; ICRC;
International Federation; and the American, British,
Danish, Italian, Netherlands, Norwegian, Swedish and
Swiss Red Cross.

Pending recognition by the Eritrean government, the
RCSE is not allowed to undertake public fund-raising. It
is also negotiating for its ambulance services to be
funded by the community and local public authorities.
The society also anticipates covering its core costs from
different income-generating activities, as well as
through membership recruitment, once government
recognition is secured.

The headquarters' finance department handles the
accounts and produces monthly, quarterly and annual
financial reports. The. accounts are externally audited on
an annual basis.

Material resources
The RCSE's major asset is the headquarters complex
consisting of four buildings, secured in 1987 from the
National Society's own fund-raising efforts, and with
support from ICRC, Norwegian Red Cross and other
National Societies. One of the buildings is used as a
vehicle workshop/warehouse taking care of a vehicle
fleet consisting of six 22-tonne trucks, four five-tonne
trucks, three water tankers, seven ambulances and
service vehicles.

The National Society also owns the branch-office
buildings in Massawa, Assab and Keren. The Barentu
(Gash Barka) branch building is currently under
construction, supported by Netherlands Red Cross.

Organizational/planning
The society has developed a plan for 2001-2004 that is
linked to the International Federation's strategic work
plan. A new strategic development plan will be
developed during 2003. Self-assessments have been
taking place on an annual basis for the past two years.
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Partnerships
The society currently receives support from bilateral
donors and through the International Federation. Since
1991, when Eritrea became officially independent, the
RCSE's development programmes have been supported
by the International Federation and, increasingly in
recent years, bilateral arrangements between it and
supporting National Societies, and the ICRC. Support
for emergency situations during the recent border
conflict was mobilized through the ICRC.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief/preparedness
Emergency assistance has been given to Eritrean
deportees from Ethiopia and voluntary safe passage
arranged for Ethiopians. In terms of disaster
preparedness, the objective is to establish a minimum
standard of preparedness to support emergency
situations. The RCSE is part of the standardization
working group on disaster preparedness established by
the International Federation's Nairobi regional
delegation.

Ambulance services
This traditional activity was established in 1981 under
the auspices of the Ethiopian Red Cross. The activity
was carried out successfully throughout the war, and
was expanded in 1992 to cover the capital and six
provincial towns and their surroundings. There is no
other public ambulance service in Eritrea, and the RCSE
plans to provide this service until the ministry of health
is able to take over. The number of beneficiaries has
increased over the years from 21,585 in 1990 to 42,490
in 2001.

Health
Core programmes include community-based first-aid
training in communities and schools, with emphasis on
common diseases, water and sanitation problems,
disease vector problems, and HIV/AIDS and other STI.
The society is also involved in setting up first-aid posts
with basic materials in schools and villages after
conducting first-aid training. Also, it conducts training
activities in health-related capacity-building activities
such as home management and income generation
which aim at making families self-supporting, with
female-headed households as the main target group. It
also implements community-based water and sanitation
projects in vulnerable communities, with major
involvement of local communities.

Water trucking
Water has been a problem for most areas of the country
for a long time. The RCSE and ICRC continues to
provide water to the displaced population.
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Institutional development
The main objective of the institutional development
programme is to develop the organizational structure at
headquarters and branch levels. Most of the National
Society's staff in headquarters and branches have
participated in various training programmes at national
and international levels. Quarterly meetings of branch
secretaries and key headquarters staff are held to plan
and discuss progress and the various activities.

The society is organized to fulfil a common purpose and
the staff work together in a coordinated way.

Relevance/effectiveness
External evaluations took place in 2000 and 2001. An
external evaluation of the health programmes is planned
for the last quarter of 2002.

As an auxiliary to the government, the RCSE, along
with other humanitarian agencies, contributes to
assisting the most vulnerable by not only responding to
emergency situations, but by helping to prevent such
situations, mainly through utilizing the presence at
grass-roots level of volunteers .•

Ethiopian
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1935
815,827 (2002)
1,011 (2002)
CHF 2.4 million (2000)

1. National context
Ethiopia is a federal democratic republic divided into
nine autonomous, ethnic-based states. It is in the early
stages of a free-market economy, with a move towards
privatization of some state industries. All land remains
in the ownership of the state. Over the last 20 years,
drought and civil war have left Ethiopia with hundreds
of thousands of destitute, abandoned children and
orphans, disabled people, refugees, demobilized soldiers
and female-headed households, who are unable to
support themselves and their families. Approximately 8
million people remain dependent on external food aid
assistance because of environmental degradation,
natural disasters, the Ethiopian-Eritrean border conflict
and a gap between domestic agricultural production and
the food needs of the people.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Addis Ababa
63.1 million (2001)
US$ 100 (1998)
43 years (1998)
107 per 1,000 live births (1998)
38.5 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Ethiopian Red Cross Society (ERCS)
is to prevent and alleviate human suffering and to
contribute to the well-being of mankind and prevalence
of peace, in conformity with the Geneva Conventions
and the Fundamental Principles of the Movement. This
mission statement was adopted in 1999 and has been
disseminated to its members and branches.
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There are no formal links between the ERCS and the
government at the national level. At the regional and
local levels, there are close relations with government
representatives and ERCS governance, staff and
volunteers concerning operations and programmes. The
auxiliary status of the Red Cross is well understood by
the government.

The society enjoys a relatively high profile and
countrywide recognition among the general population.
It has frequent press coverage for its various activities
and the Red Cross symbol is widely known and
respected.

Legal base
The ERCS was founded in 1935 and recognized by the
ICRC the same year; it joined the International
Federation in 1950. Revised statutes entered into force
in 1999. Changes to the statutes have led to a revision of
the electoral procedure and the composition of
governing bodies at all levels. The revised statutes form
the framework for a comprehensive change process that
the society is currently undergoing with a strengthened
role for members and volunteers, representing the
communities.

The ninth ERCS general assembly was held in 1998.
Elections of members of the national executive
committee took place at this same time. The next
general assembly is scheduled for April 2002.

Constituency
There are II regional branches, 23 zonal branches and
41 woreda branches and a network of about 1,500 local
committees throughout the country. Each branch
employs at least one branch secretary and a few general
support staff. The size and capacity of the branches vary
widely from one or two staff to large branches with
several staff and a large number of youth volunteers. All
regions have at least one branch. Three regional offices
have opened recently as part of the National Society
change process.

3. Capacity
Leadership
Governance and staff roles are clearly defined in the
charter of the ERCS. The national executive committee
generally meets on a monthly basis, but extraordinary
meetings can be convened to deal with urgent matters.
Branch executive committees also meet monthly.

For those who facilitate grass-roots development (staff
and volunteers), various courses and workshops related
to the society's change process have been conducted.
Dissemination workshops have also been conducted for
the newly elected regional and zonal executive
committee members.
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Human resources
The ERCS currently employs 301 staff at headquarters,
of whom 170 are men and 131 are women. Among this
staff, 46 are professionals and 255 are support staff.
Headquarters employees include those working on the
essential drugs programme, the blood service and
training centre staff. At the branch level, there are 710
staff, of whom 524 are men and 146 are women.

Despite the improvement of wage scales in 2000 at
headquarters and branches as part of the society's
change process, which has resulted in substantial rise
(15-20 per cent) in salary for all positions, wages are not
competitive enough to attract and retain more qualified
and experienced staff.

The society has 725,827 fee-paying adult members and
about 90,000 youth volunteers. Youth volunteers (aged
16-30) provide useful services in the various
programmes of the society such as first aid, ambulance,
blood transfusion and relief. They are provided with a
nominal fee to cover out-of-pocket expenses.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 2000 was CHF 2.4 million.
Domestic income totalled CHF l.2 million, of which 25
per cent came from government contributions, 31 per
cent from rental income, 25 per cent from income from
the training centre and interest, 5 per. cent from local
donations, 6 per cent from fees for services, 7 per cent
from contributions from branches and 2 per cent from
other sources. One of the objectives of the society's
comprehensive development programme is a shift from
a high degree of reliance on international support to a
situation of self-reliance.

Material resources
The society owns a central warehouse, branch office
buildings with warehousing facilities in several of the
branches, a national headquarters building and meeting
hall, ten blood-bank buildings, a maintenance garage
and one national training institute. The society has also
acquired 5,000 square metres of land in Addis Ababa
from the government on which a high-rise building will
be constructed for revenue generation. The society owns
124 vehicles and 74 ambulances, several of which are
not in good working condition.

Organization/planning
A change process was initiated by the ERCS general
assembly in 1995. During 1996-1998, continued dialogue
and consultation with internal stakeholders and the
society's key partners led to a consensus about the key
strategies for the development of the society. The
comprehensive development programme (CDP) 1999-
2001 was formulated, which forms a structured
framework for international support to the overall ERCS
change process. The CDP, which was approved in 1998 by
the ERCS's ninth general assembly, focuses on four main
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areas: grass-roots development; advocacy;
restructuring/decentralization; and resource development.

In 1997 and 1998, capacity assessments of the branches
and headquarters took place. A pilot vulnerability and
capacity assessment (VCA) was conducted in relation to
community projects, and the International Federation's
guidelines for VCA have been adapted to ensure
operational relevance.

In the partnership meeting held in Addis Ababa in
December 2000 it was decided to shift from CDP to
strategic development planning (SDP). The change was
necessary to synchronize SDP with the International
Federation's Strategy 2010 to incorporate major current
issues like ARCHI, HIV /AIDS and food security and to
incorporate core activities of ERCS like the ambulance
service, blood bank and essential drugs programme
which were not included in the CDP. The ERCS
Strategy 2005 was published in early 2002.

The society has separate and different accounting
systems for its various administrative functions. There
are 37 people in the headquarters finance and property
department. The ERCS produces audited annual
accounts.

Partnerships
The ERCS has a status independent of the government's
NGO coordinating entity, the commission for disaster
prevention and preparedness. The relationship with the
local government, especially the relevant ministries,
regions and municipalities is maintained.

In 1996, the ERCS signed an agreement with the
International Federation, and in 1997 a memorandum of
understanding was signed between the ERCS, several
participating National Societies, the ICRC and the
International Federation. The ERCS also has a
memorandum of understanding with the ICRC covering
the areas of tracing, dissemination and health (first aid),
and as a partner to the CDP.

The ERCS has formal contracts/memoranda of
understanding with the following National Societies:
Danish Red Cross (essential drug programme, primary
health care, HIV/AIDS prevention and control, and as a
partner to the CDP); Swedish Red Cross (integrated
urban development programme, branch partnership, and
as a partner to the CDP); German Red Cross (integrated
rural development programme and branch partnership);
Korean National Red Cross (integrated rural
development programme); British Red Cross (branch
partnership and as a partner to the CDP); Belgian Red
Cross (integrated rural development programme); and
the Netherlands Red Cross (branch partnership).

4. Performance

Activities
Relief/rehabilitation
The ERCS provides food, shelter and medical services to
victims of natural and man-made disasters, in conjunction
with the International Federation. It follows up its relief
activities with rehabilitation, preparedness and prevention
programmes, including provision of farm tools and
agricultural inputs such as seeds to drought victims.

Disaster prevention/preparedness
These are branch- and area-based activities focusing on
such areas as environmental rehabilitation, soil
conservation, safe water provision and tree planting.

Health
The society runs primary health-care activities including
training of traditional birth attendants and community
health agents, health-post construction, provision of
vaccination programmes, and spring development and
protection to provide relatively clean drinking water. The
prevention and control of HIV/AIDS is conducted
through awareness-building in secondary schools, Red
Cross youth clubs, and during blood screening through
the society's blood-transfusion service. The essential
drug programme provides drugs at affordable prices
through pharmacies located throughout the country. The
society partners with the ministry of health during times
of epidemics as was the case in mobilizing the population
for meningitis vaccination in early 2001 and 2002.

First aid
First-aid trammg is provided by ERCS branches in
schools, factories, businesses, and governmental and
non-governmental organizations. First-aid services are
provided by Red Cross youth in schools and during
public gatherings.

Ambulance service
This service is provided in communities where there is
municipal financial support and adequate branch
management capability. It generally operates within a
radius of30 kilometres of the respective town or village,
although transport is also provided to distant medical
institutions in exceptionally critical cases.

Blood
There are ten blood centres whose activities include
donor recruitment, blood collection, blood screening,
blood-product manufacturing, training for medical
professionals and public education. This programme
provides 80 per cent of blood and blood products in the
country.

Tracing
A tracing service, carried out in conjunction with the
ICRC, provides tracing and reunification of family
members separated by disaster or conflict.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Relevance/effectiveness
Extensive reviews and evaluations have been carried out
to examine the relevance and effectiveness of the
existing programmes and services in the context of the
overall change process objectives.

5. Further information
ERCS comprehensive development programme, 1999-
2001 (1998)
ERCS - Strategic Development Plan, 2001-2005
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Ethiopia (1999)
Assessment on the organisation and management of
programme and non-programme resources of the ERCS
(1997)
ERCS - The change process towards grassroots
development with a focus on decentralised capacity
strengthening and self-reliance (1996).
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Gabonese
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1997
2,500 (2001)
14 (2001)
CHF 58,000 (2001)

1. National context
Gabon is a relatively scarcely populated, oil-producing
country situated on the equator. Tropical forests cover a
large part of its territory. The country is a presidential
parliamentary republic. The exploitation of large
offshore oil reserves has endowed it with one of the
highest per capita gross national product (GNP) rates in
Africa. Its infrastructure, concentrated mainly on the
coast and around the capital of Libreville, is developing
rapidly. Social indicators, however, remain mediocre: in
1998, the interior of the country and the capital city were
affected by an outbreak of haemorrhagic fever caused
by the Ebola virus. In the last quarter of 200 1, the same
epidemic hit the cities ofMakokou and Mekambo in the
north-east of the country.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Libreville
1.3 million (2001)
US$ 4,120 (2001)
52 years (2001)
85 per 1,000 live births (2001)
66 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
In its statutes the Gabonese Red Cross Society (GRC)
makes explicit reference to the Fundamental Principles
of the Movement. The statutes were debated with all the
existing regional branches. They were adopted by the
last general assembly in October 200 I.

The GRC has a fruitful relationship with the authorities
of the country, whilst maintaining its independence and
autonomy. During the Ebola epidemics, for example, the
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society alerted the authorities to the risks involved, and
cooperated with the ministry of health in conducting an
awareness campaign, as well as the follow-up, the
monitoring of cases and the distribution of kits to the
relations of victims, thanks to the participation of the
International Federation. The GRC is actively
developing its image and promoting its activities
through well-planned campaigns.

Legal basis
The official presidential decree recogmzmg the
Gabonese Red Cross was issued in August 1997. The
society was recognized by the ICRC and admitted to the
International Federation in 1999. The GRC held its last
general assembly in October 2001.

Constituency
The GRC is reinforcing its presence throughout the
country; 19 local committees - of which seven are in
Libreville-Owendo, and 12 in the interior of the country
- cover the whole territory. The first campaigns to
encourage the population to join the society were
launched in 1997, and whilst still limited, membership is
rising. In 1998, the society had 1,630 members; in 2001
this rose to 2,500. Half of the members are women.

The executive committee is the main governing body of
the society. It consists of eight members: the president,
the vice president, the treasurer, the assistant treasurer
and four others whose duties have yet to be defined in
the internal statutes. Women currently hold the positions
of vice president and treasurer.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The distinction between the roles of the executive
committee and the general staff is fairly clear in the new
statutes. They have nevertheless not yet been fully
implemented in practice, the rigorous application of
which is a learning process for the organization.

Human resources
The GRC employs 14 full-time staff: a secretary
general, aided by an assistant; a financial secretary;
three secretaries; five managers; three heads of
department; one receptionist; and one caretaker. The
society relies on additional resources as needed.

Trained medical staff were employed during the Ebola
epidemics to inform the population and follow up the
contact cases. Increasing numbers of young people are
approaching the GRC to become members but there is
no appropriate structure to meet this demand. The
ARCHI 2010 strategy is not yet in force.

Financial resources
The total expenditure of the GRC in 2001 was CHF
58,000. The budget is financed mainly by the state and

the ICRC. The International Federation's regional
delegation has; for its part, supported the post of
financial secretary in order to improve administrative
capacities. The National Society lacks the funds to pay
the salaries of permanent staff. The GRC's own fund-
raising initiatives include the sale of Red Cross stamps
and activities on World Red Cross and Red Crescent
Day. The society aims to improve its resources by
revenue-earning activities.

Material resources
The honorary president of the GRC (the spouse of the
head of state) has donated a building in the centre of
Libreville which houses the national headquarters of the
society. The International Federation has provided some
equipment. The society no longer possesses a vehicle,
which makes it difficult to follow up activities in the
interior of the country. The ICRC installed a high-
frequency radio at GRC headquarters in 1999, the
society is thus part of the regional Red Cross
communication network with Yaounde.

Organization/planning
Emphasis is placed on the development of the institution
(improving operational capacity, increasing the society's
presence throughout the country, and sustainability
through fund-raising) in addition to priority areas of
intervention. But this young society is confronted with
management problems, and is taking active steps to
improve the skills of its new management team.

Partnerships
The GRC collaborates with international organizations
such as UNHCR, UNESCO (restoring a culture of peace
among young people) and the United Nations Fund for
Population Activities (prevention of sexually
transmitted infections). The ICRC has provided
financial and technical assistance to the society. The
support of the German and Swiss Red Cross Societies
for institutional development was stopped in December
2001, after one year of cooperation.

4. Performance

Activities
Disaster relief and preparedness
The main activity of the society during its short
existence has been the intervention during the recurrent
Ebola epidemics. A medical doctor coordinated its
response during the last epidemics. Trained relief
workers were used for first aid, family support and
follow-up, as part of a joint effort with the health
authorities. The society benefited from the support of
the Chad Red Cross to bolster volunteer training during
the Ebola operation. The GRC is also cooperating with
the government and UN agencies to provide assistance
to refugees from the Democratic Republic of the
Congo.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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First aid
The first training of community-based first aid (CBFA)
trainers took place in 1996 and training of relief workers
began in 1998. With the support of the French Red
Cross, the National Society trained some instructors in
2001. The first aiders are present at all sporting events in
the capital.

Dissemination
The GRC has an excellent collaboration with the only
continental broadcasting radio station, Africa N° 1,
based in Libreville, as well as the national channel, RTG
II. Several programmes have been broadcast; both the
society and the radio station have agreed to increase

. their collaboration in the future. On 8 May 1997, eight
societies of the central African subregion and the radio's
correspondents in these countries worked together to
broadcast short summaries of their activities throughout
the day. Managers of local, regional and departmental
committees are undertaking training in information
technology .•
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The Gambia
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1966
25,0.00 (2001)
33 (2001)
CHF 192,000 (2001)

1. National context
In 1996, a democratically elected government took
power in Gambia, following two years of military rule.
A presidential election was held in October 2001. The
population is predominantly rural and approximately 80
per cent of the workforce is involved in agriculture.
Gambia's economy is based on peanut exports and
tourism, and the country imports one-third of its food,
all its fuel and most of its manufactured goods. Human
development indicators are weak with a third of the
population lacking access to safe water. Potential
disasters are floods, fires, sea and road traffic accidents,
epidemics and environment degradation. The Gambia is
home to refugees escaping conflicts in Guinea-Bissau,
Senegal and Sierra Leone.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Banjul
1.2 million (1997)
US$ 340 (1997)
47 years (1997)
66 per 1,000 live births (1997)
33 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Gambia Red Cross Society's (GRCS) vision is
"Ensuring the availability of the required resources and
improving the situation of the most vulnerable through
the Power of Humanity". The National Society is the
government's main implementing partner for all relief
operations. It works in close collaboration with
department of state for health and social welfare in
health and community services sectors and the
government's national disaster and resettlement
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committee in relief and emergency operations. It has no
trouble in maintaining its autonomy. In 1999 the GRCS
used the International Federation's Strategic Work Plan
as a guide in its planning process. The GRCS has a good
reputation and enjoys trust from the government, which
encourages the general public to contribute to relief
activities directly through the society.

Legal base
The society became independent in 1966, was
recognized by the ICRC in 1974 and joined the
International Federation in 1975. The GRCS's
constitution and statues were revised and approved by
the society's general assembly in 2001.

Constituency
Based on the country's administrative structure, the
GRCS has seven branches countrywide. About 80 per
cent of the National Society's volunteers are young
people. Members can be active, honorary or
subscribing. A deliberate move has been made to
include more women in the central committee
(governing board) in 2001 and, since the establishment
of a volunteer management department in 2001, the
society is now recruiting more adult members.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The central organization comprises a general assembly,
which meets every three years, and a central committee.
Central committee meetings are held quarterly. The
president of the republic of Gambia is the patron of the
National Society.

A workshop was held in 1999, facilitated by the
International Federation, on good governance and
management. The objectives of the workshop were to
create a better understanding between governance and
management and to adopt a plan of action for
dissemination of both issues. This included possible
changes to be undertaken in order to achieve better-
defined roles and responsibilities. A low representation
of women in governing bodies was identified as a
weakness, an issue that will be addressed in the plan of
action.

The National Society intends to organize a similar
workshop for the new central committee. In this regard,
financial support is being solicited.

Human resources
The National Society currently employs 33 staff, 24 of
whom are at national headquarters. These are secretary
general, deputy secretary general, finance officer,
accountant, accounts clerk, research planning and
development officer, disaster preparedness and response
officer, information/dissemination officer,
administrative officer, health officer, HIV /AIDS, S'TIs

and blood-donor recruitment officer, volunteer
management officer, national first-aid instructor,
resource development officer, branch development
officer, branch officers, secretaries and storekeeper, plus
the rest of the support personnel (records clerk,
secretary, watchman, caretaker, four drivers and motor
mechanic, gardner and cleaner).

At branch level, all the seven regional offices have a
salaried officer and are equipped with motorcycles paid
for by a donor-funded branch development project.

Competition within the NGO community for trained
personnel is great, but the National Society has been
able to retain its present staff for several years. The
GRCS has over 25,000 volunteers and they play an
active role in organizing fund-raising events, first aid,
and disaster and relief operations.

Financial resources
Internal income sources are fund-raising events, chair
rentals, airport/hotel collections .and the occasional sale
of second-hand clothing. A two-storey building (shops
and offices) is now completed and serves as a major
income-generating source for the National Society.
External sources of funding come from some
participating National Societies, the International
Federation and the JCRC. Audits are conducted
annually. The building now contributes about 30 per
cent of core costs. More income-generating projects are
being planned. With the successful funding and
implementation of these planned projects, the National
Society hopes to achieve self-sufficiency by 20 IO.

Material resources
The National Society owns its headquarters, which
comprises an administrative building, a warehouse a
cafeteria and a two-storey building with eight shops and
eight offices, which are rented, and an emergency
ambulance station. It also owns two branch office
buildings. The Bavaria branch of the German Red Cross
provided an ambulance and ambulance station. The
International Federation and the ICRC have provided
two four-wheel-drive cars, one saloon car and five
motorcycles. However, the vehicle fleet is now ageing
rapidly and needs replacement.

Organization/planning
The GRCS has a strategic work plan covering the period
2001-2004. The main activities include programme
management and support services; resource
development; community-based first aid; HIV /AIDS;
youth development; disaster preparedness and response;
branch development; and information/dissemination.

An evaluation of the National Society in terms of
organization, performance and relevance was conducted
in 1996 by an external consultant. The National
Society's strategic work plan 1996-1999 was reviewed
and evaluated internally.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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project (sea rescue) is being developed because of the
high number and frequency of fatal sea accidents
compounded by similar occurrence of road accidents.

The National Society has now completed a national
vulnerability and capacity assessment (VCA) and is using
the results to design a new three-year strategic plan 2001-
2004 in line with the four core areas recommended in the
International Federation's Strategy 2010.

The finance department at headquarters comprises a
finance officer and two accounts clerks. The department
has now been computerized and financial procedures
developed. The design and implementation of a
financial management system is considered a high
priority. The GRCS produces financial statements and
annual accounts, which are audited by an external
auditing firm.

Partnerships
The Gambia Red Cross has an agreement with the
department of state for health and social welfare, with
which it collaborates in health-care delivery. The
National Society is a registered member of The
Association of Non-Government Organisations
(TANGO) and cooperates with other organizations. It
also collaborates with the government in disaster relief
and is an active member of the national disaster and
resettlement committee chaired by the office of the vice
president of Gambia.

In the past, the society received support from UNHCR
for reception and settlement of refugees. The National
Society has signed a memorandum of understanding
with an international NGO in Gambia, known as
Concern Universal in The Gambia, in the field of
emergency preparedness and training, locally and in the
subregion. A similar agreement will be signed with
Oxfam America.

The GRCS plays an important role in regional
cooperation and works very closely with National
Societies in the region especially with the Praia Group.
External assistance has been received from the British,
German, Icelandic, Spanish and Swedish Red Cross
Societies as well as from the ICRC and the International
Federation.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and response
Relief is provided for refugees and victims of natural
disasters. A disaster preparedness and response plan
manual is being produced based on the results of the
nationwide VCA conducted in 1999. The society is also
a working member on the government's national
disaster preparedness plan.

An emergency ambulance service started in 1999 with
financial assistance from the Bavarian branch of the
German Red Cross. The GRCS general assembly in 2001
approved the disaster preparedness policy. A safety-at-sea
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Health
The GRCS operates a community-based health-care
programme. A community-based first-aid programme
provides services and training of trainers nationwide.
Formal HIV/AIDS and STI programmes began in
January 2001 with the support of the Spanish Red Cross
and the International Federation. This included training
of young volunteers, students, peer health educators,
formation of groups, etc., in collaboration with the
national AIDS secretariat, national AIDS control
programme and other HIV /AIDS-related institutions.
Programmes aimed at preventing malaria, the number-
one killer disease in Gambia, and at the recruitment and
retention of non-remunerated blood donors are other
activities that need support.

Volunteer management
A volunteer management department was established in
2001. This department is divided into two sectors: the
youth sector and the adult sector. The department was
created to enhance a better system of coordination and
accountability of volunteers, facilitate volunteer
involvement and participation in programmes and
activities of the National Society, and to put in place a
recruitment and retention system.

Youth
The youth sector is active and dynamic and carries out a
range of health, social and dissemination programmes.
The National Society has a series of youth exchange-
visit programmes with the National Societies of Ghana,
Guinea-Bissau, Guinea and Senegal.

Fund-raising
Projects such as the sale of second-hand clothing,
hotel/airport collections and chair rental are
implemented. Branches are also involved in fund-
raising activities such as mini ice plants, restaurants,
orchards and chair rentals. The National Society intends
to intensify its income-generating activities such as
setting. up an Internet cafe/computer centre, a first-aid
training school, a conference centre, Red Cross shop, a
radio station, etc.

Branch development
All seven branches are operational and each has a paid
branch officer. The Icelandic Red Cross supports branch
development activities.

The National Society also takes part in twinning
programmes with other National Societies in the west
African subregion.

Information and dissemination
Information and dissemination activities on the
principles of the Movement and IHL are carried out for
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various target groups such as the national army, police
and other security forces, schools, government circles,
etc., in collaboration with the ICRC. Newspaper, radio
and television dissemination programmes are also
carried out.

Relevance/effectiveness
The GRCS refugee programme was evaluated in 1995.
Another external evaluation is planned for 2005 .•

Ghana
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1958
71,352 (2001)
53 (2002)
CHF 540,500 (2000)

1. National context

Ghana gained independence from the United Kingdom
in 1957. Following a period of military rule, a new
constitution was introduced in 1992 establishing a
multiparty system. Ghana's economy is based on
agriculture, although mining plays a significant role,
especially in foreign trade, with gold being the country's
main export. Major health problems are communicable
diseases, poor sanitation and poor nutrition. There is a
lack of food security in some regions due to inadequate
rainfall, poor soil quality, high population density and
long periods of drought (eight months a year). .

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Accra
18.8 million (2000)
US$ 390 (1997)
58 years (2000)
56.7 per 1,000 live births (2000)
50 per cent

2. Foundation

Mission
The Ghana Red Cross Society (GRCS) has a mission
statement that reflects the Fundamental Principles. The
society is an auxiliary to the government in disaster
preparedness, relief, health and social sectors. It enjoys a
cooperative relationship with the government and has no
problems maintaining its independence and autonomy.

Legal base
Formerly a branch of the British Red Cross, the Ghana
Red Cross Society was founded by a Red Cross act in
1958 following Ghana's accession to independence. The
GRCS was recognized by the Movement in 1959. The

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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meets every two years and the central council which
meets quarterly - and those of the implementation
bodies (management committee, regional committees,
district committees, chapters, mothers' clubs and youth
link executives).

society's constitution was revised in 1972 and again in
1989, and there have been no calls for any fundamental
changes. Elections are conducted according to the
statutes. The general assembly is the highest authority,
and is held regularly every two years. It last met in June
2001.

There is abuse of the Red Cross emblem by private
doctors, clinics, the fire service and other groups. A draft
law to update the law on the emblem and incorporate the
Geneva Conventions and their additional protocols into
Ghana's domestic law is being processed through the
legislative system.

Constituency
The GRCS is active in all ten administrative regions of
the country and in 76 out of 110 districts. The branch
network covers about 60 per cent of the territory. The
society has a well-defined structure based on local units
(chapters, mothers' clubs and youth links) through
district and regional branches to the national level. The
national and regional branch levels are highly functional
and effective and headquarters has a coordination role.

Adult membership comprises those in the middle- and
lower-income bracket, with a large percentage of these
being members of the society's mothers' clubs. The
entrepreneurial, professional and top administrative
social groups represent a small proportion of the
membership but hold the majority of elected positions.
Membership is classified into honorary, corporate, adult
and youth members. The society has a sizeable youth
membership in all active districts, but most of the youth
programmes are limited to schools.

The GRCS has a plan of action in relation to gender
issues. A gender awareriess workshop was held in 1999
and concluded that gender awareness had been raised in
the society, but that it was necessary to review official
texts which did not specify the need for the inclusion of
women in decision-making structures. It was also
proposed to reinforce women's groups in order to
increase the visibility and promote the contribution of
women to GRCS activities.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The GRCS has a well-defined and -functioning
management structure. Its leaders are all volunteers and
are of good calibre at the regional and national levels,
but are weaker at district level. The society's structure
has built-in arrangements facilitating internal
consultation with the different levels of the organization.
The society provides an ongoing training programme for
its managers with internal and some external courses.

The constitution clearly defines the functions of the
policy-making bodies - the general assembly which
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The chief executive officer is the secretary general. He
and his secretariat are the implementation and
administrative instrument of the executive bodies
(management, regional and district committees). The
management committee meets every two months and is
made up of the president, vice president, honorary
treasurer, honorary health adviser, honorary public
relations adviser, honorary legal adviser, national youth
representative and the chairpersons of standing
committees. There are six standing committees (finance,
fund-raising, disaster preparedness and relief, health and
community services, information and youth) which
meet quarterly.

Human resources
As of 31 December 2002, the society had 71,352
members, of whom 20,340 are adult members and
51,012 are youth members (aged 6-25). However, the
GRCS hopes to increase membership to a target of
100,000. There is competition from other NGOs and
voluntary associations for membership and the difficult
socio-economic situation in the country also acts as a
barrier to voluntarism.

The GRCS has 28 paid staff (13 professional and 15
support staff) at its headquarters in Accra and 25 (four
professional staff, ten secretaries/field officers, ten
clerks/typists and one driver) at its regional branch
offices. Job descriptions exist for all staff. In addition,
there are volunteers holding staff positions without pay.
There are four volunteers at regional level: a regional
youth officer; a regional mothers' club facilitator; a
regional first-aid training coordinator; and a regional
emergency first-aid team coordinator. At district level,
there are only volunteers, with a district organizer
supervising a district youth officer, a district mothers'
club facilitator, a district chapter organizer and a district
emergency first-aid team coordinator. Volunteers from
the district level also assist at the regional level.

The society taps external expertise for its training
programmes. Staff are being trained in first aid,
information, dissemination, fund-raising and
membership development, disaster management,
planning, budgeting, management and reporting.

Financial resources
In 2000, the society's total expenditure amounted to
CHF 540,496 and its income to CHF 542,975. Half of
the GRCS's core costs are funded by participating
National Societies (PNS), the other half is covered by
fund-raising activities, membership fees, corporate and
private donations and government grants (which
account for 4 per cent of income). The GRCS owns
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three hostels. A plot of land donated by the government
is being developed into a conference centre. These
structures are intended to provide a reliable and
permanent source of income to support the society's
core costs.

Material resources
All buildings - headquarters, regional and district
offices - except one were donated to the GRCS by the
government. The GRCS has five vehicles at
headquarters and there is also one vehicle in each
region. However, many are old and need to be replaced.
There is one motorcycle each in 70 districts. There is a
telephone link between headquarters and all regional
branches and five regions also have HF radio facilities.

Organization/planning
The society has a strategic plan for 2001-2005. In order
to develop this plan, a vulnerability and capacity
assessment and a GRCS self-assessment were carried
out at headquarters, regional, district and chapter levels.
The plan was approved by the general assembly in June
2001 and served as a basis for development assistance
negotiations with PNS, the International Federation and
the ICRC.

The GRCS has drawn up a three-year implementation
plan for 2001-2003 which covers community services,
youth, disaster preparedness and relief and
organizational development and formed the basis of
support from the Swiss Red Cross. The society is also
being supported by the European Union (EU) and the
German Red Cross in implementing the health
component of its strategic plan 2001-2005.

GRCS headquarters accounts are audited annually by an
external firm of accountants while regional branch
accounts are audited annually by the government's audit
department. A report on the society's accounts is
published yearly.

Partnerships
In addition to serving as an auxiliary to the government,
the GRCS works in conjunction with UNICEF (youth
peer education - HIV/AIDS; mother-and-child health),
Save the Children (reproductive health), UNHCR
(refugee programmes, ActionAid (youth AIDS peer
education), UNAIDS (youth AIDS prevention), USAID
(disaster relief), the EU (primary health care) and with
an NGO consortium and the government in disaster
relief. The GRCS is also providing technical support to
a number of organizations.

The GRCS consortium terminated on 31 December
2000 and the society currently has bilateral agreements
with the German and Swiss Red Cross, the International
Federation and the ICRC. Assistance has been received
from the following PNS in addition to their general
programme support to region: American Red Cross
(child survival project), German Red Cross (mothers'

club programmes) and Swiss Red Cross (eye care,
capacity building). The International Federation
supports HIV /AIDS and organizational development
whilst the ICRC assists with emergency preparedness
and dissemination.

On a regional level, the GRCS is a member of the Lome
Group (a subgroup of the regional group) and
participates actively in regional cooperation activities.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief and preparedness
The society has a disaster preparedness and relief
committee at all operational levels (national, regional
and district), emergency first-aid teams in each of the
regional capitals and in 48 of the 75 districts, two relief
trucks and a core group of trained volunteers. The
GRCS's main role in disasters is needs assessment and
the provision of first aid and relief. The country does not
have a disaster preparedness plan but the society has
drawn up a three-year plan to update its disaster
response capacity. The plan includes standard operations
procedures to be followed in times of disaster. The
society has also assisted 40 local government areas to
draw up disaster preparedness plans and is seeking
funds to assist the remaining 70 local governments.

Assistance to refugees
The GRCS is an implementing partner of UNHCR and
provides food and health care to Liberian, Togolese and
other refugees. The experience has been a training
ground for the society's staff and volunteers. Two staff
have been trained in disaster management at Cranfield
University in the UK through this programme. The
society is responsible for distribution of food and non-
food items, maintenance of water supply and shelter in
the Krisan refugee centre in the western region of the
country.

Health services
The society carries out the following activities: health
education; HIV /AIDS prevention (general health
education on AIDS prevention as part of first-aid
training, a youth AIDS project, medical screening and
counselling services for sex workers in Accra);
immunization; blood-donor recruitment; development
of community health infrastructure such as clinics, wells
and latrines; women in health and development;
reproductive health; and eye care programmes.

Social welfare
Development programmes undertaken are mainly
vulnerability reduction and capacity building, such as
provision of dams, dugouts and seed banks for dry-
season gardening in drought-prone areas. The GRCS
also works with women, and runs literacy and
environmental programmes and a night shelter for street
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girls in order to provide protection from sexual violence
in Accra.

Youth
Activities include excursions, exchange programmes,
first aid and relief work training, library service, games
and camps, leadership training, peer HIV prevention
education, cultural drumming and dancing, and skills
training for school leavers.

Dissemination
Courses are given as part of the orientation programme
for new members. Information on the Movement and
the principles is also part of all training programmes,
including first aid. International humanitarian law is
taught to specific groups such as security agencies (the
armed forces, the police, the fire service, prison
wardens) and teachers who are responsible for youth
links in schools.

Relevance/effectiveness
The first external evaluation conducted on GRCS
activities was carried out in 1988 and was followed by a
second one in 1992. A third was carried out in May 2000
by external evaluators. The reports made several
recommendations on the society's structure,
management, programmes, resource development and
the consortium's memorandum of understanding.

At the request of UNICEF, a management audit was
conducted by Price WaterhouseCoopers in May 2001
and resulted in UNICEF directly funding the society for
the youth HIV/AIDS peer education project.

Other external evaluators have assessed the American
Red Cross-sponsored child survival project and the
HIV/AIDS youth peer education project.

Activities are reviewed quarterly at all levels and
quarterly and annual reports are compiled. The society
has a review system by which meetings are held at the
regional and national levels for all staff concerned to
review performance and provide feedback for corrective
action.

5. Further information
GRCS strategic plan 1996-2000
GRCS implementation plan, 1999-2000
Annual report and audited financial statements
GRCS Strategic Plan 2001-2005.
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Red Cross Society of
Guinea

Founded:
Members/vo lunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1984
12,000 (2002)
29
CHF 200,000

1. National context
The Republic of Guinea has a population of 8 million
inhabitants, 70 per cent of whom live in rural areas.
During the 1990s the country experienced both political
and economic instability. Guinea has low socio-
economic indicators, with nutritional deficiencies and
diseases resulting in a short life expectancy and high
infant mortality rate. Since 1990, the conflicts in
neighbouring Guinea-Bissau, Liberia and Sierra Leone
have generated an influx of around 600,000 refugees.

In September 2000, at a time when it appeared that the
refugees could return to their country thanks to
reinstallation and rehabilitation programmes, rebel
attacks on the Guinea border with Liberia and Sierra
Leone caused large-scale population movements and
major material and human destruction, plunging the
country back into a difficult situation. New needs and
priorities such as assistance for displaced people,
hygiene and rehabilitation of water points arose. Now
that peace has been restored in Sierra Leone, the
refugees have returned to the country. Hostilities did,
however, resume in Liberia in 2001 and 2002, triggering
another influx of refugees in the south of Guinea, in the
zone some humanitarian organizations consider
dangerous.

The country is prone to droughts (north) and floods
(upper Guinea and forest Guinea), and there are frequent
epidemics of cholera, yellow fever and meningitis due
to the poor sanitary conditions.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:

Conakry
8 million (2000)
US$ 550 (2000)
47 years (2000)
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Infant mortality rate: 126 per 1,000 live births (2000)
Adult literacy rate: 42 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Red Cross Society of Guinea (GRC)
is to be prepared to cope with disasters and their impact;
to provide effective assistance to communities in times
of emergency and to carry out activities for the most
vulnerable groups in the different regions of the country.

Legal base
The GRC was founded in 1984 and was recognized by
its government in 1986. It was recognized by the ICRC
and joined the International Federation in October 1986.
A decree regulating the use of the Red Cross emblem
was signed by the president of the republic in 1995.

The statutes were last reviewed in February 2002 during
the third national council. They stipulate that the society
is officially recognized by the government as the only
Red Cross society in the country and that it is an
autonomous, neutral, voluntary service organization,
auxiliary to the public authorities. The general assembly
is the highest GRC body. The last time it met was in
September 1997. The second national council in August
2000, however, functioned for organizational purposes
as a mini general assembly.

Constituency
The society organizes its activities through a network of
prefectoral, communal, subprefectoral and district
structures that cover the entire country. There are 33
prefectoral and five communal committees in Conakry.

The GRC recruits its members broadly from all social
and professional sectors of the community and the
number of volunteers in 2001 was estimated to be
12,000, with 3,500 active members, 1,500 young
members in camaraderies, 860 trained first aiders in 45
first-aid brigades set up and equipped in the context of
the society's disaster preparedness programme and some
20 trained disseminators. The GRC uses about 100
volunteer refugees (social and health workers, etc.)
recruited in the camps, trained, hired and coached by the
Red Cross in the refugee assistance programme
supported by UNHCR and the International Federation.

3. Capacity
Leadership
At national level, the society is made up of the general
assembly, the national council and the national steering
committee (CDN). The seven-member national steering
committee meets at least once a month. The executive
secretary of the CDN is the highest GRC official. He
runs the entire national executive secretariat and IS

responsible for implementing general policy and the
directives established by the national committee and the
national steering committee.

In February 2002, the GRC national council changed the
society's structure to ensure good governance: the
technical departments are managed by qualified staff
who report to the executive secretary. These
departments are aligned with the four core areas of
Strategy 2010; there is also an organizational
development department and a tracing agency service.
The GRC's vision 2004 also provides for the regular
holding of statutory meetings (national council, general
assembly, etc.) in order to harmonize the society's
programmes and achieve its humanitarian objectives.

Human resources
The national executive secretariat comprises 14
permanent staff: an executive secretary, a finance
administrator, a logistics manager, an officer for
committee development, a project officer, four technical
directors or department coordinators (youth, promotion
of humanitarian values, health, relief, disaster
preparedness, social welfare and tracing) and support
staff (one secretary, two drivers and one guardian),
financed by the International Federation (12) and the
ICRC (two coordinators for relief and
information/dissemination).

In addition to the above-mentioned staff at national
headquarters, the society has qualified managers paid by
the International Federation and by cooperation budgets
with UNHCR in the field: four regional coordinators;
two refugee assistance programme coordinators; two
social administrators; two health supervisors; two
finance administrators; two assistant logistics staff; one
nutritionist; coaches and social advisers; community
health workers, etc.

Women are underrepresented in the society despite a
policy favouring them, but there is a large proportion of
young people. Volunteers are generally educated and
well trained, and they take part in all activities of the
society.

Financial resources
The total annual income of the society averages about
CHF 50,000, while total annual expenditure reaches
approximately CHF 200,000. The financial resources of
the GRC come principally from a government subsidy,
the sale of cards, refunds from the refugee assistance
programme and contributions from the private sector.

A resource development strategy has been elaborated
and a technical commission set up to improve and adapt
it to the society's vision 2004. To enhance its financial
capacity, the GRC's third national council adopted
several strategic provisions such as the creation of a
national fund-raising commission, a national finance
commission and the official participation of civil society
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country in 2000. The International Federation is funding
the refugee operation which, since 1997, includes a
strong development component for the society. In 1999,
the International Federation signed a one-year
cooperation agreement with the GRC covering relief
and disaster preparedness activities.

in the society's bodies. Most funding for the society's
programmes comes from International Federation,
participating National Society and/or ICRC cooperation
budgets.

Material resources
The society still has no national headquarters, which is
now a priority. It owns offices in the N'Zerekore and
Forecariah prefectures; offices in Kissidougou are under
construction. The authorities have granted a plot of land
to the Dinguiraye prefectoral committee. The society
owns six computers, four of which are second hand,
three vehicles (one small car for the city and two land
cruisers) and other office equipment at headquarters.
The society has no emergency relief stocks.

Organization/planning
In the 1990s, the society adopted the International
Federation's Strategic Work Plan and took account of
the Kampala Declaration in its activities. The society's
plan of action 2001-2003 also takes account of Strategy
2010 core areas, ARCHI and the Ouagadougou
Declaration, and is set in the framework of the society's
vision 2004.

Since 2000 the components of the Movement (GRC/
International Federation/ICRC) in Guinea harmonize
their efforts, in the spirit of the Seville Agreement. Thus,
in the refugee assistance operation, in partnership with
UNHCR, the International Federation has gradually
begun to withdraw its delegates and to give the society
greater responsibility. The society must maintain an
effective partnership with all the operational partners
and also strive to achieve its vision 2004, namely "in
2004 the GRC is a well-functioning National Society,
with its own national headquarters and functional
prefectoral committees so as to assist the vulnerable
better".

Partnerships
The GRC's vision 2004 provides for stronger
cooperation and partnerships. With regards to the
operations it runs for refugees and displaced people, the
GRC works in harmony with the two other components
of the Movement (International Federation and ICRC)
and in close cooperation with the local authorities,
particularly in the field of health, and with UN agencies
and NGOs, particularly UNHCR, WFP, GTZ and MSF.
GRC is a member of the NGOs in Guinea coordination
group.

The GRC works closely with the International
Federation and the ICRC. It receives support from
various participating National Societies including the
American, French, German, Norwegian, Spanish and
Swedish Red Cross.

The ICRC assists the society In information and
dissemination activities and in its programmes for
displaced people, following armed fighting in the
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4. Performance
Activities
The GRC carries out many assistance actrvities for
refugees and displaced people in reception regions, in
particular in the south of the country (resource
mobilization and income-generation projects). It is also
involved in branch development, community actions,
health promotion, dissemination of IHL and combating
misuse of the emblem, and always keeps its sights on
achieving its vision 2004.

Based on national realities, the society's pnonties
(2002-2003), in the framework of its vision 2004,
include disaster preparedness, disaster response, health
and care, dissemination of humanitarian values,
organizational and local branch development, tracing
agency, training and/or refresher training for the
society's volunteers and managers and equipment for
the committees, and the programme to combat
HIV /AIDS and potential epidemics. The GRC also tries
to promote voluntary blood donation by raising
awareness at the community level and the creation and
organization of voluntary donors clubs. It will also
conduct a vulnerability and capacity assessment (VCA).
In addition, the society has a pilot food security
programme (advice, awareness and village granaries).

Relevance/effectiveness
The population and the Guinea authorities generally
consider the GRC as an effective humanitarian
organization in emergency situations.

The International Federation and other operational
partners such as UNHCR appreciate the GRC's skills
and capacities in the refugee assistance operation. The
International Federation has thus managed to transfer
the necessary skills to the GRC and has begun to
withdraw its expatriate delegates in the region of
Kissidougou, leaving the entire responsibility to the
GRC, which has so far been quite successful.

The society conducted a self-evaluation in April 1997.
Its main conclusions and recommendations concerned
the holding of a general assembly, the restructuring of
the national commissions, resource development,
communication and training of staff and volunteers. The
GRC produced a three-year institutional development
plan (1997-1999), which focused on the development of
headquarters and of 15 committees, planning of long-
term health and social programmes and resource
development. This plan was assessed at the beginning of
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2000, enabling the society to identify the broad lines for
its plan 2001-2003.

In 1999 the society organized a workshop, with the help
of the International Federation, to evaluate
implementation of the recommendations for good
governance. The results of the evaluation, together with
Strategy 2010, ARCHI 2010 and the Ouagadougou
Declaration, pointed to the need to organize a national
workshop on project planning by objectives (PPO) and
to take this into account when defining the society's
vision 2004 .•

Red Cross Society of
Guinea-Bissau

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1977
675
11
CHF 69,000 (2001)

1. National context
The population of Guinea-Bissau is predominantly
rural, with agriculture representing more than half the
country's gross national product. Cashew nuts and
fishing products are the main exports; other production
is for local consumption. The country has poor social
indicators with less than half of the population having
access to safe water and adequate sanitation. Malaria,
diarrhoea and acute respiratory infections are the most
common causes of mortality in the country.

Following the conflict in 1998-1999, the political
climate in the country became less tense and a
government of national unity headed by the military was
in charge until the general elections. Koumba Yala won
the presidency with 72 per cent of the votes in the
multiparty elections held in January 2000 and the PRS
(National Renewal Party) won a simple majority in the
legislative elections.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate
Adult literacy rate:

Bissau
1.3 million (2001)
US$ 160 (1998)
45 years (1997)
277 per 1,000 live births
75 per cent(1996)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Red Cross Society of Guinea-Bissau (RCGB) had
been essentially dormant since 1988 because of serious
governance problems. In 1994, the International
Federation reinitiated contacts with the society with the
aim of revitalizing it. The RCGB has close relations
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External funding is now provided by participating
National Societies (PNS), such as the Spanish and
Swedish Red Cross and the Kuwait Red Crescent, the
International Federation and the ICRe. The society
received funds from the government, FAO, UNICEF
and WHO as well as from the organization of galas
(2000 and 2001). Total expenditure for 2000 was CHF
68,502.

Material resources
The society has been offered a renovated building
belonging to the government for its headquarters. Only
one regional branch has small buildings for its
headquarters; however, all the regional branches have a
plot of land on which to build their headquarters. The
annex to the national headquarters was damaged during
the military conflict in 1998. The society has only one
vehicle donated by the International Federation in 1998.

with the government, which pays its salaries, supports it
financially and provides free office space and a few
employees. The society assists the ministry of health,
especially with increasing public awareness of
epidemics, vaccination campaigns and assistance to the
most vulnerable in the Plaque II health centre, funded by
the Spanish Red Cross. The RCGB's mission is clearly
outlined in its statutes and reflects the Fundamental
Principles. The society's image has improved as a result
of its role during the armed conflict (1998-1999).

Legal base
The society was established in 1977 and recognized by
the Movement in 1986. The statutes and rules of
procedure were revised at the general assembly in
January 2000. A 25-member national council and a nine-
member governing board were also elected.

Constituency
The RCGB has 11 regional branches covering the entire
country. These branches meet regularly although funds
are lacking to carry out activities in their communities.

·3. Capacity

Leadership
The society made changes in its structures following the
general assembly in January 2000. It now has
governance bodies (general assembly, national council
and governing board) assisted by two advisory and
guidance bodies (the finance commission and the human
resource development commission).

The governing board meets regularly and has set as its
priority National Society organization, regional
decentralization, training of local elected officials and
preparation of a realistic strategic plan.

Human resources
The society has 11 staff (one secretary general, one
accountant, one head of information and dissemination,
and seven subordinates - secretary, cashier, archivist,
handyman, cleaning lady, driver and clerk).

The state pays the salaries. There are no salaried
personnel at branch level.

In 2001 the society had about 675 members and is trying
to recruit more. There are 429 active members, 243
subscribing members and three honorary members.
About 80 per cent are men. Most of the volunteers are
young people. The volunteers take part in relief, fund-
raising, health, social assistance and sanitation
activities.

Financial resources
The RCGB is looking to cooperate with sister societies
in order to diversify its resource base and, above all, to
identify internal ways of increasing its resources.
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Organization/planning
The society has prepared a two-year strategic
development plan (2000-2002) which focuses on
activities among the core areas of the International
Federation's Strategy 2010 ..

Partnerships
The International Federation, the ICRC and some PNS
have provided assistance to the RCGB, including some
salary support. The Plaque II centre project received
support from the Spanish Red Cross for 18 months. A
three-year cooperation strategy with the Spanish Red
Cross is being prepared, with technical support from a
delegate seconded to the society in January 2002.

4. Performance

Activities
Community support
Volunteers cleaned up the markets and cities in all the
branches to prevent common illnesses. The society
distributed 82 tonnes of food donated by the Kuwait Red
Crescent to the vulnerable populations in Guinea-
Bissau. It evaluated the disaster situation in Djomet
(northern part of the country) to see whether the
populations affected by the strong winds and rain
needed assistance. The society distributed clothing
donated by the Swedish Red Cross.

The society is also involved in women's projects for
tinning fish, conservation of farming products and food
security.

Health
The society's vaccination campaign increased the
population's awareness. More than 50 first aiders have
been trained in the country. Latrines (43) have been built

. in Bissau. In 2000, the Plaque II health centre assisted
more than 5,000 people in Bissau through the
distribution of impregnated mosquito nets.
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Disaster preparedness
The analysis in three localities in Biombo (Ondame,
Blom and Bijimita) identified potential threats such as
health, disasters, population movements and
environmental deterioration. After establishing
priorities, target community members were identified.

Youth
The society trains youth in project development. Young
people are active in a health-education awareness
campaign to prevent malaria and AIDS and to
strengthen public hygiene. It holds youth camps and has
organized day-long sessions in which young people
reflect upon voluntary service and income-generating
projects .•

Kenya
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff :
Expendi ture:

1965
69,000 (2001)
40 (2001)
CHF 893,000 (2001)

1. National context
Kenya is mainly an agricultural country with a population
of approximately 30 million people, of whom 80 per cent
live in rural areas. Kenya has suffered from ethnic
tensions in parts of the country and a rising level of crime
in its urban areas as a result of increasing poverty among
the general population. The main environmental problems
are soil exhaustion, erosion and desertification as a result
of deforestation. This has reduced the land-carrying
capacity of some of the rural areas and, inevitably, the
economic livelihood of communities therein. The
percentage of the population with access to safe water is
53 per cent and that for sanitation, 77 per cent.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Nairobi
30.8 million (2001)
US$ 350 (1998)
47.5 years (2001)
68 per 1,000 live births (2001)
80.5 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The vision of the Kenya Red Cross Society (KRCS) is
to be the leading humanitarian organization in Kenya
delivering services of excellent quality to prevent and
alleviate human suffering among the most vulnerable
people in the community.

In pursuit of its vision of preventing and alleviating
human suffering, the KRCS's mission is to build
capacity and respond with vigour, compassion and
empathy to the victims of disaster and those at risk in the
most effective and efficient manner

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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whom 60 per cent are professional staff and 40 per cent
support staff. Of the total membership, 20,500 are adults
and 48,500 are youth.

Legal base
The KRCS was established in 1965 by the Kenya Red
Cross Society Act. It subsequently became a member of
the International Federation following recognition by
the ICRC in 1966.

A constitutional review process was carried out in 1998.
As part of the process, branch representatives had the
opportunity to make their recommendations pertaining
to the review of the society's constitution. The final draft
was presented and adopted at an extraordinary general
assembly of May 2000. The last branch and council
elections were held in 2002.

Constituency
There are a total of 45 branches covering most of the
districts in the country. Six of these have full-time
branch coordinators while the rest are manned by
volunteers. In 1999, the society undertook on a pilot
basis plans for regionalization. Three pilot regional
offices were opened, but in 2001 these offices were
closed, due not only to a lack of funding but also to the
lack of a clearly agreed strategy within the society;
branches in these regions were not consulted prior to
their establishment. Most of the branches mobilize
resources for their work locally with minimal support
from headquarters. Three of the branches have twinning
arrangements with other National Societies.

Since May 2002, the society has enlisted consultants
from the University of Nairobi to facilitate a strategic
planning process aimed at establishing the KRCS's
direction for the next two to five years.

3. Capacity
Leadership
At the national level, there is a national council which
consists of elected members under the leadership of a
governor; all the regions are represented in this body.
The executive body of the National Society is the
executive committee which is made up of members
elected from among national council members. The
executive committee meets regularly once every two
months, as does its statutory subcommittees (finance,
health, development and disaster relief). This body, in
addition to being the interface between the National
Society and both national and international institutions,
also directly supervises the secretariat. The secretary
general is an ex officio member of both these bodies.
Work is planned to clarify and strengthen the roles of
and relationship between governance and management.

Human resources
The society has a total of 69,000 registered members of
whom approximately 40 per cent actively work on
National Society activities throughout the country. Their
services are supported by a secretariat of 40 staff, of
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Financial resources
The total expenditure ofKRCS in 2001 was approximately
CHF 893,000. It relies on external resources and its own
local resource mobilization efforts to finance its activities.
Of the total income for 2001 (CHF 600,000), extemal
donors provided 45 per cent while the other 55 per cent
came from local resources. Local resources included local
fund-raising (7 per cent), grants and donations (46 per
cent), rental income (19 per cent), lease of motor vehicles
(1 per cent), branch level (0.3 per cent), first-aid training
(2 per cent), project salaries' recovery (9 per cent),
administration charges (17 per cent). External donors in
2001 comprised ICRC (47 per cent), Swedish Red Cross
(27 per cent), Norwegian Red Cross (10 per cent), Family
Health International (FHI)/USAID (11 per cent), French
Red Cross (1 per cent) and other relief-related income (5
per cent). The National Society does not receive any
assistance from the government in cash.

The society is looking into ways of expanding the local
resource base by consolidating its commercial first-aid
activities as well as by diversifying the scope of its
income-generating projects. The ICRC and the British Red
Cross are funding the expansion of commercial first aid.
The move was aimed at empowering branches to meet the
core costs of operations within their respective regions.

Material resources .
The society owns two office blocks and a house in
Nairobi. One of the office blocks houses its headquarters
while part of the other houses the Nairobi branch. The
rest of this second block is rented out. The warehouse is
currently rented to the International Federation while the
house is rented to an individual private company. The
majority of the branches have plots of land but only five
have succeeded in building their own offices. The rest
operate from either rented offices or office space
donated by local authorities. In addition, most of the
branches lack basic office furniture and equipment, an
area that the headquarters is looking into. The National
Society has a total of 13 light vehicles, one heavy-duty
vehicle and eight motorbikes.

Organization/planning
A management review of KRCS was carried out in 1996
and a constitutional review in 1998. The
recommendations in both cases pointed to a need for
changes in practices relating to both governance and
management. A strategic plan 2003-2005 is currently
under development. This plan will be the society's main
information and planning tool from which an annual
plan and budget will be developed on a yearly basis.

Partnerships
The KRCS works closely with the office of the
president, provincial administration, ministry of health,
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other relevant ministries as well as other local and
international NGDs working in Kenya. The National
Society collaborates with UN agencies in the area of
disaster preparedness and response as well as in the
health programme.

Bilateral agreements exist between the KRCS and the
French, Norwegian and Swedish Red Cross in the areas
of branch development, youth, disaster preparedness
and primary health care. ICRC continues to be the single
largest donor particularly in the areas of dissemination
and information, tracing and conflict preparedness
programmes. The International Federation continues to
provide the KRCS with technical and logistical support.

The society is also hosts the International Federation's
regional delegation for east Africa.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and response
The KRCS is constitutionally mandated with the
responsibility of assisting the Kenyan government to
carry out relief work in times of peace or conflict.
Natural disasters such as drought, famine, flood, fire,
major accidents and other national calamities affect
many Kenyans daily. The KRCS, with support from
other members of the Movement, has responded timely
with food, water and distributions of clothes, blankets
and seeds to affected families during clashes, floods,
fires at schools and residential areas, accidents, entry of
refugees in the country, drought, etc.

For its disaster preparedness activities, human and
material resources. are mobilized and coordinated
through the Red Cross action teams which have
undergone disaster management training. They are
established in the branches and form a network of
volunteers who are able to carry out rescue operations
and provide relief supplies and utilities to affected
populations. The KRCS also stockpiles emergency
supplies, which it obtains through appeals and
organizing fund-raising events where relief materials are
collected.

Whenever a disaster occurs the public have often looked
upon the KRCS for response. The society responds by,
first, carrying out a needs assessment to determine the
situation and emergency needs of the affected people; it
then distributes emergency relief supplies; and, finally,
helps the rehabilitation of the affected community, if
such a need has been identified.

Tracing
Conflict, war and natural disasters around the world lead
to separation of families, displacement and
disappearance of people while others are imprisoned.
The programme plays a vital role in bringing comfort to

those cut off from their families and loved ones through
three main activities: searching for missing people (this
is done when someone has no idea of the whereabouts
of a loved one and forwards a tracing request to the Red
Cross); reuniting family members, whom the Red Cross
has been able to trace; and exchange of Red Cross
messages between family members.

The programme is obliged for humanitarian reasons to
act fast so as to alleviate anxiety and worry.

First aid
The programme empowers people to have the ability to
respond in times of a health crisis. This is achieved
through the provision of first-aid training and services
by branches to their local communities. Community-
based first-aid training is provided to students and
volunteers.

Commercial first aid is provided to both the private and
the public sectors for a fee. The training helps them
increase their level of preparedness and response
capacity in an emergency, while at the same time raises
funds for the society.

Blood donors
The KRCS is one of the humanitarian organizations
mandated to mobilize voluntary non-remunerated
donors as a community service. Through a combined
effort and partnership with the ministry of health's
blood-transfusion services, the society promotes and
facilitates collection of safe blood. The programme is
currently funded by USAID through FHI.

HIVIAIDS
The global threat of HIV/AIDS is a growing public
health concern. Since 1986, the KRCS, working closely
with the ministry of health, has been involved in
HIV /AIDS programmes. Currently, the KRCS assists
affected and infected populations through a family
health home-based care programme in Central Kolwa,
Kisumu district and Nakuru. The programme is set to
expand to Mombasa and Siaya districts. The French,
German and Norwegian Red Cross have funded this
programme.

Organizational development
The programme coordinates and supports the society's
capacity building by developing its human and financial
resources. It also supports the institutional development
of branches and volunteer management. Volunteers are
trained in leadership skills so that they are better
equipped to serve the vulnerable in their respective
communities; this may range from financial
management skills, first-aid, dissemination, tracing and
disaster management. The programme also facilitates
the twinning of local branches with others overseas so as
to improve their capacities. The aim is to ensure a strong
branch network that links grass-roots units to
headquarters.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Youth
As mandated by the constitution, this programme
ensures that the junior Red Cross movement among the
youth of all races is promoted. Young people are
encouraged to take an active role in four major areas:
promotion of life and health (e.g., organizing clean-up
campaigns, health campaigns on HIV/AIDS, etc.);
community service (visiting the aged, the sick and other
vulnerable members of the community); promotion of
international friendship and understanding;
dissemination of Red Cross Red Crescent knowledge.
Youth programmes are developed to encourage
voluntary service, promote self-esteem and allow young
people to participate actively in community work.

Dissemination
The programme promotes the understanding of
Movement's Fundamental Principles, humanitarian
values and IHL, as well as of KRCS activities. The
purpose is to ensure that these are understood, respected
and applied throughout Kenya. The programme also
carries out campaigns on specific themes (for example,
campaigns about the emblems, misuse of land mines,
small arms, etc.).

Information and public relations
The KRCS advocates actively to ensure that information
about the society's activities are well disseminated.
Facts about the preventive health, disaster preparedness,
response and relief, and institutional development
programmes are shared with the general public,
partners, branches and the media so that the society is
better known, respected and supported locally.

As a non-profit institution, the KRCS relies on the good
will and contributions of the public, revenues from sale
of products and the provision of first-aid training to
institutions and factories at a fee for its financial
stability. This support will be forthcoming when the
society is projected positively and well understood.
Whenever a donation - whether cash or in-kind - is
made to the Red Cross, the KRCS works hard to make
sure that contribution goes towards saving a life in the
community.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Kenya (2000-2001)
KRCS Annual Report and Accounts, 2001
KRCS Strategic Plan 2003-2005
Web site: http://www.kenyaredcross.org •
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Lesotho
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1967
20,000 (1998)
69 (1999)
CHF 267,000 (1998)

1. National context
The Kingdom of Lesotho is a small landlocked country
completely surrounded by the Republic of South Africa.
It is a multiparty democracy with a constitutional king.
About two-thirds of the country is mountainous with
many areas accessible by four-wheel-drive vehicles
only. Snow, rainstorms, floods and drought are frequent
disasters. Harsh environmental conditions combined
with limited agricultural land and natural resources have
affected the country's economic potential. More than a
third of the population lack access to safe water.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Maseru
2.1 million (1999)
US$ 680 (1997)
56 years (1998)
92 per 1,000 live births (1999)
82 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Lesotho Red Cross Society (LRCS)
is to improve the quality of human life, enhance self-
reliance and concern for others, and to help people
avoid, prepare for and cope with emergencies. It does
this through services that are governed and directed by
volunteers. LRCS operations are based on rolling three-
year strategic development plans which are consistent
with the Fundamental Principles of the Movement.

The government accepts and respects the independence
of the society. The Red Cross enjoys a high profile in the
country and the LRCS has excellent relations with
government and international agencies. The king is the

http://www.kenyaredcross.org
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chief patron of the society. During past relief operations,
communities used to confuse Red Cross relief assistance
with govemment handouts. Education campaigns by the
society have led to a better acknowledgement of its
assistance to vulnerable groups. Many communities rely
on the LRCS for support in disaster relief, health and
AIDS education, environmental awareness and blood-
donation activities.

Legal base
The LRCS was established by an act of parliament in
1967 and joined the Movement in 1971. The present
constitution was last updated and adopted by the annual
general assembly in 1998. The last general assembly and
national elections were held in March 1999.

Constituency
The LRCS is operational in all ten administrative
districts of the country. In 1998, the society had 20,000
members. The membership is derived from various
professional and social groups such as teachers, doctors,
government workers, students, out-of-school youth,
veterinary surgeons, accountants, factory workers,
social workers, etc. There is no policy on gender, but the
composition is 55 per cent female and 45 per cent male.
About 60 per cent of LRCS members are youth.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society has a well-defined governing structure with
the roles of governance and staff clearly expressed. Staff
are generally responsible for implementation whilst the
volunteer leadership formulates policies.

The annual general assembly, which is the highest
policy-making body, consists of the president, two vice
presidents, chairmen of divisional (district) committees,
and four elected representatives from each of the ten
divisions of the society. Elections are held annually
except for the positions of president and two vice
presidents which are held every two years. The national
executive committee serves as the board of directors of
the society. It is assisted by nine standing committees:
disaster preparedness and first aid; health and related
projects; divisional development, youth and
environment; headquarters; staff and constitutional
affairs; information and training; finance; awards and
celebrations; and fund-raising. Programme coordinators
are the ex officio secretaries of the standing committees.
The national executive committee meets quarterly. The
secretary general briefs the president twice a week.

Training on Red Cross principles and activities is
usually provided for newly elected members of national
and divisional committees. This has been irregular due
to financial constraints. Specialized training has been
carried out for staff and volunteers from time to time.

Human resources
The LRCS has 69 paid staff. There are 37 people
working at national headquarters, 22 of whom are
support staff. Only six of the divisions have paid
secretaries. Although LRCS salary scales are better than
in government, there is a high turnover of staff,
especially after being trained in specialist skills, due to
better working conditions in neighbouring South Africa.

Volunteers are the mainstay of LRCS disaster relief,
drought mitigation, youth and environment, divisional
development, HIV /AIDS prevention and control, first
aid, fund-raising, information and dissemination
activities.

The LRCS is in the process of setting up a database
which will include, inter alia, details of the society's first
aiders and disaster preparedness action teams. This will
help the society to contact the team members easily
whenever the need arises.

Financial resources
The society produces annual accounts which are subject
to external audit. Its expenditure for 1998 was CHF
266,400. Its main sources of local income come from
the rental of two office buildings it owns in Maseru,
rental of part of its headquarters and residential flats in
Maseru, commercial first aid, fund-raising events (such
as soccer matches, cycling races, fun walks, film/video
shows and music shows), membership fees and the sale
of second-hand clothing.

The LRCS is initiating steps based on its divisional
development programme, to restructure its resource base.

Material resources
The LRCS owns its headquarters building and four other
buildings in Maseru, a community centre with an
orchard and vegetable garden, and four clinics. Nine of
the ten divisions own their offices. The society has
seven vehicles, although only two are working.

Organization/planning
A new strategic plan was designed in the beginning of
2000 with participation from policy-makers, volunteers
and staff from national, divisional and branch levels.

The society uses community-oriented approaches such
as participatory rural appraisal (PRA) and livelihood
and vulnerability assessment (LAVA). LAVA enables the
society to assess the resilience of household strategies in
order to identify vulnerable areas or groups.

An external evaluation of financial management
systems at national headquarters was carried out in May
1997. Headquarters has four accounts clerks, one
finance officer and one finance director. Seven divisions
are able to cover all of their core costs; two divisions
(Quthing and Thaba Tseka) will be in a similar position
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to train more first aiders and give refresher courses to
already existing action teams in order to be better
prepared for potential violence during the country's
elections, as well as for other disasters. The society also
needs to maintain sufficient reserves of first-aid
equipment for drought victims. There is close
collaboration with the government's disaster
management authority, the Lesotho Council of NGOs,
the Christian Council of Lesotho, WFP and Save the
Children Fund.

once their offices are built and are able to generate
income through rental; while the last division (Mohale's
Hoek) is due to receive assistance from headquarters to
pay its divisional secretary.

Partnerships
The LRCS cooperates with the ministry of health in
public health education and health-care delivery, and
receives support from the government towards the
salaries of health workers, training of community
workers and other health-related activities. The society
cooperates and collaborates with the ministry of
agriculture, utilizing their extension workers for
nutrition demonstrations. The forestry department of the
ministry of agriculture assists the youth and
environment programme with technical advice on tree
planting, nursery establishment and assessment of tree-
planting sites. The society is also on the governing board
of the disaster management authority.

The ICRC supports the LRCS's first-aid programme
through the provision of first-aid equipment; pays 50 per
cent of the salary of both the first-aid and
information/dissemination coordinators; and supports
emergency preparedness through the disaster
preparedness and relief programme.

The International Federation provided assistance for the
1998-99 drought programme including follow-up
drought mitigation projects such as rain catchment and
seed banks, and is also assisting with water projects, a
community early warning system project, capacity
building of LRCS staff, technical support in various
areas through training, planning meetings and
workshops, and payment of some LRCS programme
staff.

The LRCS is a member of the Southern African
Partnership of Red Cross Societies, and is an active
participant at meetings and programmes of the
International Federation's southern Africa regional
delegation. In the past, it has received support from
several participating National Societies including the
British, Icelandic and Japanese Red Cross Societies. The
society cooperates with UNICEF (training community
health workers), WHO (community mobilization on
AIDS prevention), and several international and
national NGOs on a number of programmes. The LRCS
works with UNAIDS and the European Union on
HIV /AIDS activities.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief
The LRCS distributes blankets, food and other relief
items for victims of fires, floods, rainstorms, snow,
drought and communal fighting. The political
disturbances in 1998 highlighted the need for the society
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Disaster preparedness
Since 1995, the society has been gradually shifting from
a disaster relief to a more developmental approach,
creating awareness on disaster preparedness to
strengthen the ability of communities to be able to
respond to disasters. With the assistance of the
International Federation, the society has implemented
drought mitigation activities such as spring protection in
drought-prone areas, roof-water catchment, seed banks
and income-generating activities such as grinding mills.
The society is also undertaking a community early
warning system pilot project with the support of the
International Federation. The LRCS has conducted
training in community drought and disaster mitigation
for sustainable livelihood in collaboration with some
other NGOs in the country, with the society playing the
role of focal agency. The University of Western Cape
supported this initiative.

Health
The society operates four health centres in remote areas
of the country with support for the four nurses' salaries
from the ministry of health. The LRCS organizes
HIV/AIDS education activities in collaboration with the
national AIDS control programme of the ministry of
health, the coordinating body of all AIDS activities in
Lesotho. The society participates in regular
immunization campaigns organized by the government.

Blood
Blood-donation recruitment campaigns are organized
during Red Cross day celebrations (World Red Cross
and LRCS days). Collection and distribution is carried
out by the Lesotho blood-transfusion service.

First aid
This programme provides first-aid training for schools
and disaster-prone communities, especially in areas of
communal fighting. Commercial first-aid training is also
provided for factories and other establishments. First-
aid services are provided at public and sporting events,
and during emergencies. LRCS first aiders played a
significant role during the political disturbances of
1998.

Social welfare
The society operates ten Red Cross day-care centres for
working mothers at divisional and branch level.
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Youth
The national youth programme is currently engaged in
organizing youth leadership workshops where youth are
trained in various Red Cross activities. The society has
been implementing a youth and environment
programme which includes tree planting, soil
conservation, environmental awareness, establishment
of tree nurseries, gully reclamation, work camps and
skills training for youth and volunteers. The society
receives technical advice for this programme from the
forestry department, and organizes soil conservation
work camps with the Lesotho Work Camps Association.

Dissemination
The ICRC has been providing financial and technical
support for dissemination activities on IHL, the
Fundamental Principles, prison visits and purchasing
some dissemination equipment. During and after the
1998 political disturbances, the society utilized local
radio stations and newspapers in explaining its mission,
the Fundamental Principles and proper use of the
emblem.

Fund-raising
Activities include the sale of second-hand clothing,
raffles, concerts, music performances, film shows and
the sale of promotional materials (i.e., pins, pens,
umbrellas, T-shirts, scarves and caps). The society also
runs income-generating projects such as the sale of
eggs, vegetables and fruits produced from the Majara
community centre, and the sale of sewn and knitted
items produced by the community centre's women's
groups.

5. Further information
LRCS evaluation report on youth and environment
(1998)
Evaluation report on community drought mitigation
project in Lesotho (1998)
Evaluation report on LRCS financial management
systems (1997) •
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Liberian
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1919
3,500 (2001)
55 (2001)
CHF 214,000 (2001)

1. National context
After seven years of war, peace was restored to Liberia
in 1997. However, since 1999, the increasing insecurity
and armed hostility in the northern/north-western region
(Lofa, Gbarpolu, Cape Mount and Bomi) as well as the
central counties of Bong (Bong Mines/Hindii) and
Margibi (central town of Kakata) has triggered an acute
increase in population movement and has further
exacerbated the present humanitarian crisis with
consequences for thousands of internally displaced
people (lDPs). The humanitarian community's most
recent update (April 2002) indicates an IDP population
of 76,285 people representing 19,726 families in
recognized IDP centres. About a month before, the
registered population was 49,952 (13,204 families).
About 50 per cent of the IDPs are children. The majority
of the IDPs are from the strife-tom counties of Lofa,
Gbarpolu and Bomi.

The humanitarian situation is made more difficult by
acute socio-economic problems in Liberia. Poverty is
pervasive, with 76 per cent of the population living
below the world poverty level ofUS$ 1.00 a day, and 52
per cent of the population lives in absolute poverty. The
unemployment level is estimated at 85 per cent, access
to clean water has been reduced to 26 per cent,
sanitation services to 11 per cent, health service to 25
per cent. About 40 per cent of school-age children are
not in school. HIV/AIDS prevalence stands at 8.2 per
cent and is increasing, and the risk of other
epidemiological hazards are unacceptably high. If these
dangerous trends are not halted and reversed, there will
be long-term humanitarian consequences. The Human
Development Index (HDI) ranks Liberia 174th out of
175 countries.
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board comprises a president, the immediate past
president, three vice presidents, the treasurer, the
secretary and the secretary general. The youth congress
and no more than 10 eminent persons of the community
and chairpersons of the 13 chapters also form part of the
national executive committee. This committee meets
quarterly to deliberate on policy matters. In between,
there is a nine-person management committee
comprising the president and other members of the
board and secretariat which decides on specific
management issues in the absence of the full
board/council. This committee meets monthly.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Monrovia
2.4 million (2000)
n.a.
47 years (2000)
157 per 1,000 live births (1997)
48 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Liberian National Red Cross Society (LNRCS)
aims to provide basic preventive and curative health and
other humanitarian services and facilities to vulnerable
groups and depressed communities, and to strengthen its
institutional capacities towards the attainment of this
objective. The National Society is currently developing
its five-year strategic development plan (2003-2007) to
identify its development priorities and strategic
objectives in line with the Fundamental Principles, the
Strategic Work Plan, ARCHI and Strategy 2010, the 5th
African Conference, Ouagadougou Declaration and the
Liberian government's national development priorities.
The relationship between the LNRCS and the Liberian
government is cordial. In its functional cooperation with
the government, providing social services to the most
vulnerable, the LNRCS has maintained its autonomy.
The National Society considers itself to have a good
public image.

Legal base
The society was established by an act of the national
legislature of Liberia in 1919, but was not recognized by
the Movement until 1959 following its reorganization.
The statutes were last updated in 2001. The last national
council meeting (general assembly) and elections were
held in April 200 I, at which time an election for the
national president and the national executive committee
members was held. Elections are held every four years,
with the next elections scheduled for December 2005.

Constituency
The LNRCS has a chapter in each of Liberia's 13
counties. These chapters are subdivided into nearly 68
branches throughout the country. The gender balance of
LNRCS is approximately two-thirds male and one-third
female.

The LNRCS is made up of a central organization
consisting of a national council and a national executive
committee; local executive organs; and the organization
of the junior Red Cross.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly meets once every four years and
it is the highest decision-making body of the LNRCS.
Elected by the general assembly, the national executive
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The national secretariat, headed by the secretary general
is responsible for the management of the LNRCS. With
the recruitment of a new secretary general in 2001, it is
planned to streamline the society's senior management.

Training on governance and management was
conducted in December 2001, at the start of the third
quarter national board meeting. This exercise targeted
national executive board members, staff at headquarters
and chapter officers.

Human resources
In 2001, 55 people were employed at headquarters, of
whom 40 per cent were professionals and 60 per cent
support staff. At chapter level, there were a total of 26
paid staff (two in each of the 13 chapters). LNRCS has
3,500 volunteers, whose services are used by the
branches to carry out relief and emergency operations.
The society is currently experiencing a large turnover of
staff due to low and unattractive salaries and incentives
compared to other organizations in similar operations. A
streamlining exercise is under way to adjust the staff
position to reflect the reality at the LNRCS.

Financial resources
In 200 I, the LNRCS's total expenditure was
approximately CHF 214,000; 27 per cent of the
society's income came from the ICRC, 51 per cent was
project income from external partners (WFP), 2 per cent
came from rental income, 16 per cent from fees for
services (clinic and mini laboratory at the national
headquarters), and 6 per cent from private donations and
other sources.

The LNRCS produces annual accounts but these have
not been audited for the last two years due to the high
cost of auditing and stringent financial constraints on the
part of the society.

Material resources
The LNRCS owns its national headquarters (main
office, clinic and laboratory), two chapter offices, three
chapter clinics and a guesthouse. All other chapter
building are rented. The society also owns some land
and seven vehicles, including two ambulances, and ten
motorcycles which are assigned to various chapters.
However the vehicles and the motorcycles are no longer
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road-worthy, especially for long-distance and off-paved-
road operations. This has made monitoring and
evaluation difficult.

Organization/planning
In 1997 the LNRCS, with support from the International
Federation, developed a three-year development plan
covering the period 1998-2000. The plan prioritized
chapter development, health, rehabilitation, disaster
preparedness and response, water and sanitation, youth,
women, information dissemination and administration.
The plan has since expired but the International
Federation has offered its assistance to the National
Society during its ongoing planning process.

The budget formation process seeks to encourage a
bottom-up planning approach. Plans, requests and
programmes are derived from the branches by chapter
administration, compiled and forwarded to responsible
departments of the national secretariat who in turn
consolidate one national programme which is presented
at the annual council meeting for approval.

The finance department of the LNRCS oversees the
operation of the financial system at headquarters and has
four paid staff. Chapters are provided working advances
upon presentation of adequate and appropriate
accounting for funds provided to them by the finance
department. However, since December 2000, the
chapters have not received such advances, which has
undermined the overall productivity of the chapters.

Partnerships
The LNRCS collaborates with governmental and non-
governmental organizations. The society was a WFP
implementing partner (food distribution up to December
2001) and UNDP (IDP resettlement programme). The
society also conducts a water and sanitation project in
rural Liberia with funding from UNICEF and an
agriculture project for Sierra Leone refugees in the Sinje
refugee camp in Cape Mount.

Between 1998-2000 the LNRCS was supported by the
International Federation, IeRC and several participating
National Societies for a number of activities, including
a youth vocational skills training programme; the British
Red Cross (capacity building, community-based first
aid, clinics, medical laboratory); Netherlands Red Cross
(integrated health programme); and the Norwegian and
Finnish Red Cross (relief and institutional
development). In 2001 the International Federation
temporarily withdrew its development cooperation to
enable the National Society to undergo a period of self-
assessment and to identify its priorities. Following this,
the International Federation and the LNRCS are
presently redefining a suitable framework for a
development cooperation expected to begin in the fourth
quarter of 2002.

4. Performance

Activities
Relief
The LNRCS, with support from the ICRC, participates
in an emergency response programme for internally
displaced people (IDPs). The programme has so far
assisted more than 60,000 IDPs hosted in camps in
Montserrado and Bong Cape Mount. The National
Society is involved in the distribution of relief items
(e.g., non-food items: shelters, materials, utensils, pots,
blankets, health clinics, hygiene, water and sanitation,
and clothes). The LNRCS has also assisted 2,500 Sierra
Leonean refugees with seeds, agricultural tools and
technical services with assistance from the Ethiopia-
based African Humanitarian Action (AHA).

Health
The society operates a clinic in Monrovia providing
preventative and curative care for an average of 850
people a month. The society plans to support an
additional five clinics, when funding allows. The
LNRCS also carries out first-aid training and
community-based first aid, which includes mothers'
health clubs, in several chapters. The Netherlands Red
Cross was sponsoring a major health programme in the
south-eastern region. The project is only 80 per cent
completed due to lack of funds. A 24-hour ambulance
service was operating up until June 1999, but was
reduced to 12 hours and later suspended due to lack of
funds and questions concerning its long-term
sustainability.

Water and sanitation
A water and sanitation programme provides rural
communities access to safe drinking water (16,500
people) and latrine facilities (8,145 people).

Institutional/resource development
In collaboration with the International Federation, the
LNRCS is working to rehabilitate and strengthen its
headquarters and chapter structures. At the chapter level,
this includes construction and renovation of chapter
offices and guest houses and the provision of equipment
such as motorcycles and VHF radios. A process of
decentralization is under way, with chapter offices being
empowered to be directly responsible for the
implementation of projects. With the restructuring of the
secretariat and the preparation of a strategic
development plan, it is planned to strengthen the
LNRCS finance system, improve programmes and
realistically adjust the staff position.

Women and development
This programme involves the detraumatizing and
training of 1,000 war-affected women and girls,
providing them with counselling, and literacy and
vocational skills training. Sponsored by the Spanish Red
Cross during 1999-2000, the programme also provided
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a free medical service for the women at LNRCS clinics.
In the future, LNRCS aims to strengthen the capacity
and activities of women's groups at the local chapter and
branch levels.

Youth
The LNRCS youth programme includes leadership
training for youth and volunteers; the formation of youth
groups in schools; and health awareness through peer
education counselling and family life education.
HIV/AIDS awareness campaigns are carried out in
schools and communities. LNRCS youth also operates
income-generating projects funded by the International
Federation and Empress Shaken Fund. A youth vocational
skills training project with support from Swedish Red
Cross provided training for 200 young people.

Information/dissemination
This programme seeks to promote humanitarian values
and the Fundamental Principles of the Movement. There
have been 765 dissemination sessions for soldiers of the
Liberian armed forces and security law enforcement
officers, government functionaries, diplomatic missions,
youth, the business public, staff and volunteers.

Community projects
The Montserrado and Bassa chapter are training first
aiders at the rate of 60 people a session. The Rivercess
chapter implements a farming project with local farmers
with support from UNOPS. Nimba chapter has
completed a contract with UNICEF to provide water and
sanitation facilities. Several chapters conduct academic
schools serving 6,000 pupils annually as part of effort to
attract wayward youths from the streets to school.

Relevance/effectiveness
The International Federation arranged a review of the
National Society in June 2001, which led to the
restructuring of programmes and staff, and the
preparation of a strategic development plan for the
National Society. Leadership training and other training
in resource development, community health initiatives
as well as logistical support are required to improve the
effectiveness of the society's work.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Liberia, 2001-2002
LNRCS constitution
Framework for development cooperation with the
International Federation
LNRCS and International Federation cooperation
agreement
Annual reports.
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Malagasy
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1963
Members/volunteers: 5,000
Staff: 9
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
Over the last few years, the history of Madagascar has
been characterized by an economic decline which has
worsened poverty levels for many sectors of the
population; 70 per cent of Madagascans are now
affected. This situation has grave consequences for the
health and well-being of the Madagascan population.
Moderate malnutrition affects approximately 40 per cent
of children under five years old, and severe malnutrition
a further 9 per cent of the same age group. Furthermore,
48.6 per cent of children between 3 and 59 months are
underweight, 26 per cent seriously so. More than 50 per
cent of Madagascan households obtain their water from
uncontrolled sources. Cholera and malaria are endemic.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Antananarivio
15.4 million (2001)
US$ 277
53.6 years
80 per 1,000 live births
34.5 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The Malagasy Red Cross Society (MRC) is a publicly
recognized charity which prevents and alleviates the
suffering of vulnerable people through national and
international humanitarian activities according to the
seven principles of the Movement.

Legal basis
Founded in August 1915, the MRC was recognized as a
charity association by ruling no. 60-133 of 3 October
1960. It was recognized as a voluntary aid organization
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by decree no. 63-489 of 7 August 1963. It was
recognized by the ICRC in 1963 and became a member
of the International Federation the same year.

The statutes of the National Society are currently under
review.

The general assembly meets every two years in ordinary
session. Elections are held every four years.

Constituency
The society comprises six provincial and 106
departmental committees covering the whole country.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly is the highest authority of the
MRC. It consists of members of the national committee,
two delegates per province, and of a person chosen by
each provincial committee for their competence or their
special interest in the MRC. In between general
assemblies, the MRC is led by a national committee
which meets at least once a year, and by an executive
office (a subsection of the national committee) which
meets once a month.

Human resources
The headquarters of the MRC has a permanent staffing
of nine people. There are no paid personnel at provincial
level. The MRC has 5,000 volunteers and 730 first-aid
workers.

Financial resources
The majority of financial resources come from the Red
Cross Red Crescent Movement (90 per cent), annual
membership fees of members, occasional fund-raising,
collections during public events, donations, sale of
promotional articles and provision of services. An
external audit was performed in 2001. With the support
of the International Federation's regional delegation, the
MRC will build an efficient fund management system in
2002.

Material resources
The MRC is one of the few organizations in Madagascar
that possesses its own buildings; specifically, the
headquarters and a presence in five of the six provinces.
The restitution of MRC property seized during the
socialist period has not yet taken place. In terms of
vehicles, the MRC has a truck, three off-road cars and a
saloon car.

Organization/planning
The MRC's strategic plan was unveiled in 2001. The
main objectives of this plan are the improvement of the
society's effectiveness, the health of the population,
disaster response and public awareness. The budget for
the 2002 action plan is now available.

Meetings of both the provincial assemblies and the
general assembly are planned during 2002, as well as the
drafting of new statutes. The society wishes to increase
its involvement in cholera, malaria and HIV /AIDS
prevention. The MRC will remain an active member of
the Indian Ocean subregional working group (supported
by the French Red Cross) which trains volunteers for
disaster response and preparation. The collaboration
with the ICRC in the areas of awareness and first aid
will also continue.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster response and preparation
Provision of emergency services to those affected by
natural disasters or other catastrophic events.

Hygiene campaign
Contributing to the fight against epidemic disease, to
improving health and hygiene awareness.

Youth
The society works to promote the Red Cross Red
Crescent youth movement.

Dissemination
The MRC collaborates with the ICRC in promoting the
awareness of international human rights and of the
Fundamental Principles.

Community-based first aid and basic services
The MRC is working to improve and expand these
activities.

5. Further information
Malagasy Red Cross Strategic Plan 2001-04
Malagasy Red Cross Action Plan 2002
Statutes of the Malagasy Red Cross.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Since September 2001, the MRCS has a revised strategic
plan which is consistent with Strategy 2010, the
Ouagadougou Declaration and ARCHI 2010. This
strategic plan revises the programming and prioritizing of
programmes activities as follows: disaster preparedness
and response, community-based health programme,
HIV/AIDS and a water and sanitation programme.

Malawi
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1967
30,000
80 (2002)
CHF 500,000 (2000)

1. National context

Malawi is a small, densely populated country.
Economically it is almost totally reliant on agriculture
because it has few natural resources. It became
independent from the United Kingdom in 1964, and in
1993 the country voted for multiparty democracy to
replace a long-running one-party political system.
Malawi's problems are exacerbated by a high birth rate,
inadequate health-care systems, and frequent droughts
and poor harvests. About 43 per cent of the population
is without access to safe water and 97 per cent lacks
access to adequate sanitation.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Lilongwe
11 million (1999)
US$ 210 (1999)
40 years (1999)
132 per 1,000 live births (1999)
59 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Malawi Red Cross Society (MRCS) recently
adopted a clear mission statement, which is slowly
being promoted in all its divisions (branches). The
society is now coming to terms with a refocusing of its
activities and structure, since its ten-year programme of
supporting Mozambican refugees has ended. During the
refugee programme, an extensive assistance programme
providing food and non-food supplies to over 1 million
refugees in cooperation with the government and
international organizations was carried out. The work
during the refugee programme won it strong support and
a good public image.
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Legal base
The society was originally formed as a branch of the
British Red Cross, but became independent by an act of
parliament in 1966. It was recognized by the IeRC in
1970 and admitted into the International Federation in
1971. The statutes are currently being updated and
revised. The current term of office for volunteer-elected
positions is three years and the last national elections
took place in 1997. The draft statutes propose to restrict
elected office-holders to two three-year consecutive
terms. The last annual general meeting took place in
November 1998 and the council last met in November
1999.

Constituency
There are 27 MRCS divisions, which cover all 27
administrative districts of Malawi, with an average of 10
subdivisions. Subdivisions are the active units of the
society. The main governing body is the council which
generally meets twice a year. Female representation on
the council is limited.

3. Capacity
Leadership ,
The MRCS has a clear governing structure in which the
roles of the council and executive committee are well
defined. The executive committee is a delegated body of
the council and meets quarterly or more often. The
council generally meets twice a year.

A number of initiatives are being undertaken to develop
the skills of leaders. Both the council and the executive
committee have taken part in a volunteer leadership
training programme, which is being adapted for
volunteers in the divisions. Other workshops aimed at
developing the leadership of the society are held
regularly and are supported by the International
Federation.

Human resources
In 2002, the society employed a total of 80 staff, of
whom 56 were project staff and 24 were based at
headquarters.

The MRCS previously had an estimated 30,000
volunteers but this relates to the period when the refugee
programme was still ongoing and so includes many
people who were recruited to assist with food
distribution. An attempt is under way to gather statistics
on the current situation. Volunteers mainly carry out
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activities such as first aid. Action teams of 30 members
in each of eight selected divisions have been trained by
the ICRC and the International Federation. Although the
MRCS has carried out membership drives, membership
is not expanding sufficiently to meet needs.

Financial resources
The society's total expenditure for 2000 was
approximately CHF 500,000. Accounts are regularly
produced and audited. The society receives support from
the government representing approximately 10 per cent
of its budget. Support from UN agencies equals a further
10 per cent and is used for disaster management
programmes. Funding is also received from the
International Federation and several participating
National Societies. The MRCS engages in some
incoming-generating projects which cover 40 per cent of
the society's costs. These include the sale of second-
hand clothes, rental of office space, donations from
companies and branch-level income-generating
activities. However, local fund-raising efforts are in
need of support and revitalization.

Material resources
The MRCS has a good material infrastructure partly as
a result of the resources built up during the refugee
programme. In districts where there were refugee
camps, the society owns good-quality divisional branch
buildings, although in other districts, office space,
where it exists, is of a much lower standard. The
headquarters building is a new office owned and
managed by MRCS. Space in the office is rented out to
other agencies. It also owns its former headquarters
building in Blantyre, as well as two warehouses
containing non-food relief items, for the southern and
central regions, both of which were built with external
support. The MRCS has a national training centre near
Lilongwe (Dowa), which needs to be renovated as the
structures are dilapidated. The society has about 17
motor vehicles in good condition. There is a good short-
wave radio network covering the whole country, and
linking with the ICRC in Harare.

Organization/planning
A strategic development plan for 2002-2006 has been
prepared. The plan includes a range of proposed
activities for the society, including objectives and
responsibilities for each department. There are specific
plans for the development of youth activities and
programmes that are gender sensitive.

The financial management system at headquarters is
weak and work is being done to address this. The
finance committee is a delegated subcommittee of the
executive committee, which oversees the planning and
budgeting of the finances of the society. The day-to-day
running of affairs is managed by the financial director,
who runs the society's financial system with three staff.
A project is being undertaken to computerize the
society'S fixed assets register and the nominal,

purchases and sales ledgers. Once this is finalized, it
will be possible to cater for the divisions.

The International Federation's regional delegation, in
close collaboration with the MRCS, has developed a
country assistance strategy (CAS). It will continue to
support the MRCS in its institutional development
efforts, ensuring that the society reviews and develops
its constitution, strategic plans, human resource systems
and management in order to provide the foundations of
a "well-functioning National Society".

Partnerships
The MRCS works in partnership with other UN and
NGO organizations including UNHCR and WFP, and
through the NGO umbrella body, CONGOMA (Council
for Non-Governmental Organizations in Malawi). The
society is working on developing an agreement with the
ministry of health.

The MRCS receives support from the International
Federation, the Danish Red Cross (community-based
health development project and HIV/AIDS home-based
care project), the British Red Cross (water and
sanitation project) and the Icelandic Red Cross
(HIV IAIDS project and donations of second-hand
clothes).

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and response
The society has a water and sanitation programme
which aims to protect water supplies for vulnerable
communities. The MRCS is managing a camp for 6,500
refugees and asylum seekers on behalf of the UNHCR.
Red Cross action teams were trained to prepare for
possible election violence in 1999. The MRCS has
received support from the International Federation on
developing a work plan for its disaster preparedness
programme.

Health services
The MRCS is implementing a community-based health-
care project. The programme is to be developed for a
further four-year period with Danish Red Cross support.
First-aid training is given to workers, communities,
MRCS members and pupils in schools.

HIVIAIDS
The society has developed a plan to address the
HIV/AIDS pandemic. Activities will focus on
prevention, education, home-based care and provision
of condoms in a number of districts targeting at least
5,000 clients a year. This programme is being supported
by a number of donor National Societies (American,
Danish, Icelandic and the Netherlands Red Cross), as
well as support from the International Federation's
regional delegation in Harare.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Blood
The blood-donor programme needs revitalizing as
activities have been suspended due to limited financial
resources.

Youth
The main MRCS youth activities include first-aid
training, awareness campaigns against drug and alcohol
abuse, blood-donor services and environmental
conservation. In 2002, the society had an estimated
21,000 youth volunteers and 50 youth leaders.

Refugee support
With the support ofUNHCR, the MRCS responds to the
needs of 6,500 refugees at the Dzaleka camp, carrying
out camp administration, distribution of food and non-
food items and social services. It also provides tracing
services as a cooperation activity with technical
assistance from the ICRC .•

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

Mali Red Cross
Founded: 1965
Members/volunteers: n.a.
Staff: 20 (2001)
Expenditure: CHF 128,000 (2001)

1. National context
The Republic of Mali gained independence in 1960. A
popular uprising in 1991 ended a single-party regime
and led to the establishment of a multiparty democratic
system. In 1996, a peace agreement was signed ending a
conflict between the government and Tuareg rebel
groups. The economy is based primarily on agriculture,
which represents half of the country's gross national
product. The combined effect of its debt burden, its
structural adjustment programmes and the devaluation
of its currency has compounded the economy's
weakness, and Mali remains one of the poorest countries
in the world. Drought has become an established feature
of the region, with peaks and troughs over the past three
decades.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Bamako
11 million (2001)
US$ 260 (1997)
53 years (1997)
145 per 1,000 live births (1997)
36 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Mali Red Cross (CRM) has a clear mission
statement which makes reference to the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement. The society's statutes and
rules of procedure have been sent to committees at
training sessions and there are follow-up visits. from the
management committee. The Mali Red Cross used the
International Federation's Strategic Work Plan as a base
for its plans of action in the 1990s.
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The society is an auxiliary to the public authorities,
particularly the health services, but also in civil defence
(training and first-aid activities) and IHL (awareness
campaigns for the armed forces and security services).
The image of the CRM remains good amongst the
authorities and the public, despite having suffered some
difficulties in the last three years.

Legal base
The CRM was founded in August 1965, based on the
Geneva Conventions and ruling 59 PCG of 28 March
1959 governing associations, NGOs and humanitarian
organizations in Mali. It was recognized by its
government in January 1966. It was recognized by the
ICRC in September 1967 as the 109th National Red
Cross and Red Crescent Society. The Mali Red Cross
was admitted to the International Federation in
November 1967. The general assembly meets every four
years. The statutes were revised and the most recent
elections held at the general assembly in November
1999. Amendments to the statutes more clearly defined
the respective roles of the president and the secretary
general.

Constituency
The CRM's structures cover all Mali's administrative
regions. They include the management committee in the
capital Bamako and the local committees in the village
districts and nomad groups. The national youth section
and the network of mothers' clubs need to be
reactivated. Members are recruited from all sectors of
the country, and can be active, benefactor or honorary.

The management committee and the regional
committees each have 13 members (a president, two
vice presidents, a secretary general and a deputy, a
treasurer general and a deputy, secretaries for women's
development, communication, disaster relief and youth
and plus two auditors), while the local subcommittees
are run by seven elected members.

The general assembly is the highest governing body of
the society. It is composed of the members of the
management committee, three delegates from the
regional committees - including the president - three
delegates from the district of Bamako, two delegates
from the central women's committee, two delegates
from the central youth committee, five people chosen by
the central committee for their ability or interest in the
Red Cross and observers (executive secretary, a staff
delegate, the International Federation, the ICRC,
representatives of the ministerial departments directly
concerned by the MRC's activities). The central
committee comprises the members of the management
committee, the eight presidents of the regional
committees, four people chosen by the central
committee and members of the ministerial departments.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The general assembly approves the reports of the central
committee (including financial) and elects its members.
Itmeets every three years or at the request of two-thirds
of the regional committees. The management committee
meets at least once a month and oversees the day-to-day
running of the society.

In 1999, internal rules and regulations were adopted in
order to overcome some difficulties the society had
experienced. A resolution clarifying roles and
responsibilities within the management committee as
well as between governance and staff members was also
adopted.

Recent training activities have included a training
session for trainers, primary health care, management of
small enterprises and various craft activities for
women's organizations.

Human resources
The CRM has 11 staff at its headquarters, three of whom
are professionals. There are nine staff at branch level.
The National Society has difficulties in recruiting and
retaining competent staff due to the lack of financial
resources.

There are volunteers, who participate in planning and
monitoring programmes, in training and disaster relief
activities. For tasks outside the scope of its staff, the
society has recourse to volunteers or external consultant
services.

Financial resources
The society's annual income averages approximately
CHF 25,000. Its internal income comes from
membership fees, commissions from projects, rental of
premises (hostels and offices), two training centres and
fund-raising campaigns. Training services and rental
represent 60 per cent of the society's local annual
income. The CRM also receives a subsidy from the
ministry for social development and the national social
security fund. The last accounts were published for the
general assembly in November 1999. In order to enlarge
its own resource base, the society has undertaken
internal resource development training.

Material resources
The society owns three office buildings, a reception
centre, four training centres, nine health centres, two
clinics and three warehouses. It also owns some vehicles
to transport people, 12 motorbikes and 45 bicycles, four
station-wagon ambulances and a lorry. The clinics and
health centres have small items of equipment for
examining patients and providing nursing care.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Women and youth
The CRM has been active in organizing its women's
section and its young people's section around revenue-
generation activities. These include craft production,
managing latrines and public drinking wells and
household refuse collection. Women's clubs promote
saving of firewood by using gas (in towns) and
improved stoves (in rural environments) and set up mills
and tools to hull cereals to lighten the load of women's
domestic work. Agricultural projects promote food self-
sufficiency with women's groups. There are also
activities for underprivileged children including a
rehabilitation centre for street children in Bamako. The
youth programme focuses on community health,
emergency response, sanitation, and national and
international youth exchanges. A youth reforestation
programme combats desertification and carries out
environmental education.

Organization/planning
The CRM prepares annual activity plans. The society's
third development plan is under preparation with the
support of partners. The priority areas are institutional
development, health, women and youth development,
environmental protection, training, communication,
disaster prevention and partnerships. The plans are
drawn up with the local branches, and finalized at
sessions including the central management and
representatives of the regional committees.

In 1999, the CRM conducted a national trainmg
workshop on vulnerability and capacity assessment
(VCA). The society plans to use the results of a national
VCA to determine its long-term programming strategy.

The finance department only employs one accountant.
Head office gives ad hoc support to the committees.

Partnerships
The CRM has received long-term support for its
programmes from the Spanish Red Cross and from the
ICRC.

The CRM also works with other organizations active in
the fields of health, disaster management and protection
of the environment. The CRM also participates in
activities organized by the Abidjan regional delegation.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief and preparedness
As well as responding to emergencies such as floods,
epidemics and internal conflicts, this involves the
stocking of relief supplies, creating emergency brigades
and carrying out training for staff and volunteers. The
society receives assistance within the framework of the
International Federation regional disaster preparedness
programme, which includes a focus on food security and
early warning systems.

Health services
About 700 paramedics are trained each year. These
include nursing auxiliaries, safety supervisors and basic
health workers. The society also provides first-aid
courses for the general public and CRM volunteers.
Preventive health-care activities are vaccination,
sanitation and malaria, HIV /AIDS and health education.
Seven treatment centres situated outside zones covered
by the ministry of health are responsible for people
suffering from leprosy and tuberculosis. Nine
community health posts give medical assistance and are
specialized in disease prevention through mothers' clubs
and rural youth structures. The society actively recruits
voluntary blood donors in cooperation with the national
blood-transfusion centre.
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Dissemination
Events are held to disseminate the Fundamental
Principles and ideals of the Movement to the armed
forces, schoolchildren and the general public using all
appropriate means of communication .•
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Mauritanian
Red Crescent

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1970
4,000 (2001)
20 (2001)
CHF 45,000 (2001)

1. National context
The Islamic Republic of Mauritania gained
independence from France in 1960. The country
experienced a period of military rule in the 1980s, but a
new constitution, approved in a 1991 referendum,
established a multiparty system and paved the way for a
return to civilian government. Approximately a quarter
of Mauritania's population is nomadic, and more than
three-quarters live by traditional, subsistence activities,
mainly livestock raising. Agriculture and fishing
accounts for one-third of the gross national product,
with the industrial sector, including mining, contributing
about one quarter. Desertification is a serious problem
for the country.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Nouakchott
2.5 million (2001)
US$ 440 (1997)
54 years (1997)
120 per 1,000 live births (1997)
38 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Mauritanian Red Crescent (MRC) considers itself
autonomous and independent, while working closely
with the government which grants the society customs-
duty exoneration, administrative facilities and a subsidy.
The mission statement is defined in the statutes and
reflects the Fundamental Principles. The society has a
generally positive image thanks to its relief and
development programmes.

Legal base
The MRC was created in 1970. The law and the decree
on the society date from 1971. The last general assembly
was held in February 1998, when the National Society
statutes were amended.

Constituency
The MRC has 13 regional councils and 56 branches, and
a total of 4,000 members. The MRC drought operation
in 1997 strengthened the society's institutional
development through the reactivating of 16 out of the 56
local Red Crescent committees.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society has a structure in which the roles of
governance and staff are well defined. The highest body
of the society is the general assembly followed by the
central committee and the executive committee. The
central committee has meetings every six months
whereas the executive committee meets once a month in
ordinary session. The executive committee comprises
eight members.

A workshop for women leaders of local branches was
organized in 1999 with the support of the International
Federation's regional delegation. The workshop focused
on Red Cross Red Crescent knowledge and financial
management of micro-projects. Other traming
workshops were organized in 2000-2001 for local
branch managers, with support from the Italian and
Spanish Red Cross Societies. These workshops are to
familiarize the leaders with planning and management
methods for relief and development activities.

Human resources
In 2001, the society employed 20 people. There is a
team of 20 to 30 trained volunteer relief workers at
headquarters who are available when needed. There are
no paid staff members in local committees, all
responsibilities are carried out by leaders and
volunteers.

Financial resources
The 2001 total domestic expenditure of the society was
CHF 45,000. There are two main sources of income: an
annual subsidy from the state and income from the rent
of property and shops. In addition, donations from
individuals and first-aid courses contribute to the
funding of activities. Since the end of the large drought
operations in the 1980s, the MRC has had problems to
ensure its smooth functioning. Its new development plan
foresees diversification of funding sources. This
includes the rehabilitation of the MRC garage and the
recruitment of new members.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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the regions of Dakhlet Nouadhibou and Tiriz Zemour in
the north, the regions of Brakna, Gorgol Guidimakha
and Trarza in the south and south-west, and the regions
of Hodh and Assaba in the east.

Material resources
The society owns its headquarters building. It has a
central warehouse with a capacity of 600 tonnes in
Nouakchott. It also has a warehouse with a capacity of
400 tonnes in the south-eastern part of the country
(AssabalKiffa). The society, with the French Red Cross,
manages a regional information and STIIAIDS
screening centre at AssabalKiffa. There are also three
women's centres in Nouakchott. Its vehicle fleet
consists of one lorry and two four-wheel-drive vehicles.

Organization/planning
The MRC has a strategic plan covering the years 2001-
2002, but has yet to carry out the self-assessment
exercise scheduled for end 2002. The financial
management system is based on the country's
legislation. Annual financial accounts are produced and
audited.

Partnerships
The society cooperates with other national
governmental and non-governmental organizations in
the fields of health, nutrition and other development
activities. It currently has a partnership framework with
the participating National Societies of France, Italy and
Spain.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
The society conducts drought operations combined with
activities to support communities. In 2001, the MRC
provided food assistance to 17,700 people living in the
regions most affected by drought and to victims of bad
weather. A total of 9,000 women and 6,000 children
received food aid in six surveillance and nutrition
education centres, as part of a health and nutritional
programme. Forty-five volunteers participated in two
operations. In 2002, the society also provided relief to
the victims of heavy rain, which followed by a severe
cold wave.

Disaster preparedness
The MRC is participating in the International
Federation's regional disaster preparedness programme.
Within the framework of this programme, the society
has received a computer with Internet link in order to
access information in anticipation of potential drought
and flooding, and in 1999 took part in a workshop on
early warning systems. A national vulnerability and
capacity assessment (VCA) was carried out in 2000-
2001, leading to an assistance strategy taking into
account the real needs of the vulnerable communities.

As part of disaster relief and preparedness, the society
submitted a three-year emergency relief and
preparedness strategy for three high-risk border areas:
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Health and social welfare
First-aid and health and nutrition courses are given to
people identified in the communities at risk. The society
is providing women with sewing and dying training in
its women's promotion centres. In cooperation with the
peace corps, the MRC will build 200 mud and straw
dwellings (without wood) for 200 families victims of the
recent heavy rainfall followed by a severe cold wave in
the regions of Trarza and Brakna, in January 2002.

Information and dissemination
IHL dissemination activities are carried out on a regular
basis. In 2002 the society, in close cooperation with the
ICRC and the ministry of national education,
programmed two workshops on looking at IHL in
schools.

Agriculture
The society has been running a model garden project in
Nouakchott since 1975 and provides technical and
financial support to operational farm cooperatives. In
2001-2002, as part of the food security programme
funded by the Spanish Red Cross and the Spanish
.cooperation agency, the society organized two training
workshops on basic farming techniques (enhance
production, conservation and transformation of farming
products) for more than 210 people representing
cooperatives and small farmers in areas at risk of food
insecurity in the regions of Brakna, Gorgol, Tagant and
Assaba. The participants received good-quality seed at
the end of the training. With this they put into practice
what they had learned and launched their 2001-2002
farming season .•
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Mauritius
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1939
Members/volunteers: 750 (2001)
Staff: 17
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
The Republic of Mauritius is a sovereign state in the
Indian Ocean, 880 kilometres from the east coast of
Madagascar. It belongs to the Mascarene group of
islands and consists of two main islands, Mauritius and
Rodrigues, and several smaller islands to the north, such
as the Chagos archipelago. The population is 1.2 million
and the gross domestic product is CHF 5.8 billion.

Mauritius was a French colony in the 18th century and
was taken over by the British in 1810. It achieved its
independence in 1968 and became a republic in 1982. It
is governed according to the "Westminster"
parliamentary system. Its population is multiracial and
multi-lingual, with English and French as main
languages.

The island is of volcanic origin and its fertile lowlands
have been turned into sugar cane plantations, its main
crop. There are tea estates and exotic flower plantations
on the central plateau. Its numerous coral sand beaches
along the sunny coasts have been judiciously used to set
up a prosperous tourist industry. Industrialization has
now become the main foreign exchange-earning sector.
Another promising venture will certainly be the fishing
industry which is being developed along with the
service sector and setting up a cyber-city in the coming
years.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Port Louis
1.2 million
US$ 3,730 (1998)
71. 7 years (1998)
19 per 1,000 live births
83.8 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Mauritius Red Cross Society (MRCS) acts in all
circumstances in accordance with the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement. Its goal is "to prevent and
alleviate suffering impartially without discrimination as
to nationality, race, sex, class, religion or political
opinions".

Legal base
The Mauritius Red Cross was founded in 1939 as the
Mauritius branch of the British Red Cross. It became the
Mauritius Red Cross Society by parliamentary act in
1973, after Mauritius had become an independent state
in 1968, and was recognized by the ICRC as the 132nd
National Society.

The society is officially recognized by the government
of Mauritius as "an independent and autonomous
voluntary relief organization, auxiliary to the public
authorities".

Constituency
The MRCS's headquarters are located in Curepipe at the
centre of the island. Branches have been set up in five
regions, along with a south branch, thus covering the
whole island. The branch on the small island of
Rodrigues is located in the main town.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The council of administrators is at the head of the
Mauritius Red Cross. It consists of the president, the
director and the treasurer along with their deputies, as
well as the presidents of the branch committees. There is
also an executive and a finance committee.

Human resources
The MRCS has 17 members of staff.

Financial resources
The main sources of income are the government's NGO
trust fund, membership fees, donations and fund-raising
activities.

Partnerships
The MRC is a member of the Mauritius council of social
service, the national disease committee and the national
humanitarian law committee. It is also a founding
member of the PIROI (Regional Intervention Platform
of the Indian Ocean) for national disasters and
epidemics in Indian Ocean islands.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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4. Performance

Activities
The main activities of the MRCS are training in first aid
for individuals and organizations (state and private);
first-aid posts at public gatherings; emergency relief for
victims of cyclones, floods and fires; promoting IHL
and the Fundamental Principles for the youth of the
country; an 18-month course in "auxiliary nursing" for
adults; a "school feeding" programme in a primary
school in the southern district; a free ambulance service
for needy hospital out-patients who require specialized
treatment; and relief (food and clothing parcels) to
needy individuals.

Projects for 2002 include the installation of a high-
fidelity radio communication system between Rodrigues
and Mauritius, donated by the ICRC, and further training
for PIROI's disaster and response team .•
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Mozambique
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1981
Members/volunteers: 74,400
Staff: 211
Expenditure: CHF 6.3 million (2001)

1. National context
Mozambique has made tremendous progress in the past
few years. A sound economic reform programme has
been implemented, with substantial support from
external partners. The transition from war to peace and
from a central planning system to a market economy is
producing positive results. However these advances
have been achieved from an extremely low base and
mainly affected a small proportion of the population,

Mozambique is still one of the poorest countries in the
world. Poverty, isolation, illiteracy and disease
characterize the everyday life of most Mozambicans.
Mozambique is a disaster-prone country affected by
droughts, floods, cyclones and epidemics, and the
capacity of communities and government to respond is
limited. Recently, in 2000 and 2001, devastating floods
killed more than 800 people, displaced over 750,000 and
affected about 5 million people out of a total population
of 17.5 million. At present Mozambique is facing
drought in nine provinces, with Gaza, Inhambane and
Sofala among the most affected.

The challenge facing Mozambique today is how to
sustain growth and reduce poverty.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Maputo
19.6 million (2000)
US$ 210 (1998)
47 years
134 per 1,000 live births
42.3 per cent (1998)
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2. Foundation

Mission
The Mozambique Red Cross Society (MRCS) has a
mission statement, which is outlined in its statutes and
reflects the Fundamental Principles of the Movement.
MRCS statutes were revised and approved at the general
assembly, held early 1999. They are still awaiting
approval by the government and publication in the
government gazette.

In line with the International Federation's Strategy
2010, the MRCS strategic plan 2001-2003 specifies that
the main objectives of the society are to strengthen the
capacity of the most vulnerable populations in disaster
prevention and disaster response; playa major role in
the fight against the HIV IAIDS pandemic through
prevention and provision of basic health and social
support to people affected by HIV/AIDS; and improve
health conditions and the social well-being of the
populations through promotion of community-based
health and social support.

Target groups are the rural population in the poorest
districts, especially in areas prone to natural disasters,
poor people in urban areas, with priority for women,
children, the elderly and disabled.

In order to achieve these objectives, the MRCS is
working on strengthening its governance and
organizational structures from the localities and
districts, up to headquarters, developing a strong
member-based society, able to cover at least its basic
costs from its own resources.

Legal base
The society was founded in 1981 and a government
decree was issued on 17 May 1988. The MRCS joined
the Movement in 1989; it was recognized by ICRC in
September 1988 and became a member of the
International Federation in October 1989. The last
general assembly took place in 1999 and is due to meet
again in 2004 when the next national elections take
place. In November 1999 MRCS was recognized as
collective person of public utility by government decree.
So far, this decree has not yet been followed by
regulations on its implementation.

Constituency
The society covers all provinces of the country with II
provincial and 94 district branches. The executive
council of the society has nine members, four of whom
are women. The society has approximately 70,000
members and 4,400 active volunteers. The majority of
volunteers are young, live in rural areas and often
belong to vulnerable groups themselves.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The general assembly meets every five years and the
central commission annually. The last central
commission meeting, held in May 2002, approved
national policies for disaster preparedness and response;
people living with HIV/AIDS within the MRCS; and
income generation. It also created work groups for the
fight against HIV/AIDS, income generation, finance,
human resources and international relations.

The national executive council meets every month and
has appointed working groups which meet with the
respective sectors as needed. Its members have an active
role in the monitoring of the provincial branches. The
provincial branches are governed by provincial
commissions and executive councils, district branches
by district commissions. Provincial executive councils
normally meet quarterly.

The secretary general is a paid staff member, as are all
others working at headquarters and the provincial
branches. The secretary general is supported by the
director of programmes, the director of finance and the
director of institutional and resource development, who
together with the secretary general constitute the senior
management of the society.

The provincial branches are headed by a paid provincial
secretary. District branches are completely run by
volunteers.

Human resources
As mentioned above, MRCS has about 4,400 active
volunteers, who implement all the activities. In addition
MRCS has paid staff to manage the programmes, to
mobilize resources and train, support and supervise
volunteers.

In 1997 and 1998 MRCS had to cut its staff from about
450 to 150 as a result of a drastic reduction in external
support after the war and drought emergency period,
which was an extremely difficult and painful exercise.
Due to the severe floods in 2000 and 200 I and the
resulting growth in partners and activities, the MRCS
had to increase its staff again. Presently headquarters
has 84 employees and the branches have a total of 127
paid staff.

A comprehensive review of human resources policies
and systems is currently being carried out. It is expected
that implementation of its recommendations will start in
2003.

Financial resources
The society relies heavily on external funding. Local
income generation exists, but is still insufficient. The
total expenditure 2001 was CHF 6,274,220, while

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Priority areas of development are governance, volunteer
management, branch development, financial
management and financial resource development,
human resources management and information systems.

income generation amounted to CHF 461,100. Both
figures are relatively high because 2001 was a year of
emergency operations and rehabilitation activities.
Current income-generating projects include building
rentals, truck rental, provision of first-aid services at
sporting events and commercial first-aid training.

There is no longer financial support from the
government. The government supported the MRCS
financially during its first ten years of existence.
Increasing fund-raising and income-generating projects
are a priority. A key objective is to reinforce the
financial management capacity at branch level, to
improve the computerized accounting systems at
headquarters and introduce them in the branches. Since
2000 the MRCS has been carrying out global audits of
its accounts. The findings and recommendations are
being used for further improvements through training
and follow-up visits to the branches.

Material resources
The society owns a logistics and garage complex in
Maputo and has been granted the use of its former
national headquarters building for 50 years.

The MRCS owns a training centre in Chimoio, Manica
province and an office building with meeting space in
Pemba, both of which are used for income generation. It
also owns an industrial mill which is about to be run as
a joint venture in Manica province and five
houses/apartments in towns. All provincial branches
function in office buildings, but which are not all owned
by the society. Most district commissions have no office
space and function from the house of one of its
members. In the aftermath of the 2000 floods, new
office buildings and warehouses or storage space were
built for Gaza provincial branch and 11 district branches
in various flood-affected provinces. There are plans to
build an additional nine district offices with storage
space. The plan is to use these buildings partly for
income generation to ensure sustainability. Several have
one or more guest rooms for this purpose.

The MRCS also has the use of several plots in different
parts of the country for future development.

All provincial branches have at least one or two vehicles
in good condition.

National headquarters is quite well equipped with
computers and each of the provincial branches has at
least one computer. Since 2001 headquarters and
provincial branches are linked bye-mail.

Organization/planning
Since the 1997 -1998 restructuring process,
organizational development has become a major
concern, as it aims to strengthen the foundation and
structure of the society at all levels and increase its
degree of sustainability.
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In 2001 a new organization chart for headquarters and
provincial branches was approved by the national
executive council. The changes reflect the priorities set
in the revised strategic plan 2001-2003. Disaster
preparedness and response, the fight against HIV /AIDS,
volunteers and youth, and logistics are areas that have
been strengthened, both at national and provincial level.

In 2001, with the assistance of the International
Federation, the MRCS drew up a cooperation agreement
strategy (CAS) for 2002-2004. Based on this CAS,
annual programmes are developed for the various areas
of intervention.

Partnerships
The MRCS collaborates both at headquarters and branch
levels with various ministries (mainly health, education,
environmental action, women and social action, and
public works and housing) and with the national
institute for disaster management (INGC). The MRCS
attempts to complement the work of these ministries and
is establishing cooperation agreements with them.

At beginning of the 2000, a two-person International
Federation delegation, focusing on institutional and
financial development worked alongside the Norwegian
Red Cross's resident representative. Other National
Societies supported the MRCS either bilaterally or
through the International Federation but with no
representatives in country. In the aftermath of the 2000
floods, several PNS established operational delegations
in Mozambique, creating an entirely new dynamic with
MRCS, which once again was faced with a high level of
support and institutional demands. The cooperation
between PNS and the MRCS has been close since 2000,
with all the parties involved in planning, using
standardized mechanisms of operation. Currently the
society has cooperation agreements with the American,
Austrian, Belgian, British, Canadian, Danish, German,
Icelandic, Italian, Netherlands, Norwegian, Spanish and
Swiss Red Cross. Some of these societies also support
the MRCS through the International Federation; the
Finnish and Swedish Red Cross channel all their support
through the International Federation.

The International Federation's regional delegation
provides technical support, especially in the fields of
water and sanitation, health, HIV /AIDS, disaster
preparedness and response, branch development and
information systems.

The ICRC supports the MRCS's information and
dissemination department and activities, tracing,
conflict-related disaster preparedness and
telecommunications, through its regional delegation.
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The MRCS is a member of the Southern Africa
Partnership of Red Cross Societies (SAPRCS).

In addition to the above, MRCS receives support from
Jaipur Limb Campaign, UNICEF, WFP, ARCI Cultura
& Sviluppo, Terre des Hommes (Germany) and AusAid
for specific projects.

During the past two years, several major private
companies and banks have made donations for victims
of specific disasters.

As working with many different partners is very
demanding, the MRCS attempts to attain a maximum of
standardization in its cooperation. All cooperation
agreements should also include aspects of
organizational development and MRCS's sustainability.

4. Performance
Activities
Community-based disaster preparedness
and response
The government has approved a national policy on
disasters. The MRCS also prepared its own based on the
government policy. Main activities are community-
based disaster preparedness (such as risk mapping, early
warning systems, evacuation plans, etc.) to strengthen
the community's ability to reduce their vulnerability and
respond to emergency situations and disasters.

Important activities in this programme are pre-
positioning of stocks in all provinces for 5,500 families,
training of staff and volunteers in disaster preparedness
and response and logistics, and collaboration with the
authorities.

HIVIAIDS
Training of peer youth education volunteers, community
health-care volunteers and community leaders in
education, hygiene and personal care, nutrition and
basic psychosocial support for people living with
HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) and their families, awareness
sessions in schools and communities, distribution of
condoms through culturally sensitive channels, home
visits to chronically ill people, distribution of basic
medicines, improving access to services and support to
PLWHA and their families, identification of social
networks and facilitation of family integration of
orphaned children.

Community-based health
Activities include training of trainers, volunteers and
traditional birth attendants; first-aid treatment of the
most common diseases such as malaria and diarrhoea;
home visits; distribution of mosquito nets and education
on their use; community education on correct use and
treatment of drinking water; searching of cases of severe
malnutrition for referral to therapeutic feeding services;

provision of counselling about nutrition to mothers and
supplementary feeding; education through door-to-door
visits on preventive and relief activities during cholera
outbreaks; and provision of oral rehydration solutions in
areas affected by cholera.

Water and sanitation
Construction and rehabilitation of water sources;
mobilization of communities on water chlorination;
latrines and garbage-pit construction; building of VIP
latrines in areas of communal interest such as schools
and health posts; training of community volunteers in
the maintenance and repair of water sources; vector
control and hygiene promotion.

Community-based social support
Identification of families and individuals at risk;
particularly children; home visits; cleaning activities;
collection of water and firewood; construction and
rehabilitation of houses; latrines and granaries for the
elderly, disabled people, and chronically diseased
people; facilitating access to services such as schools for
orphans and disabled children; health services for the
sick; linking family members through the exchange of
Red Cross messages for prisoners and refugees; material
support in situation of sudden crises, such as house fires
or other disasters.

Another area of social activities is mine awareness;
setting up of mine awareness committees; placing and
maintenance of danger signs; reporting of suspected
areas; dissemination of information on assistance;
identification and registration of amputees; facilitating
transport to orthopaedic centres.

The MRCS also runs two centres for children at risk in
Maputo and Beira, as well as a small rural orthopaedic
centre which provides prosthesis and other mobility
aids, physiotherapy, support with social rehabilitation
and follow-up visits.

Youth
Education on the Movement, participation in MRCS
programmes, recruitment of new members, recreational
and sports activities, exchange visits and youth camps.

Information and dissemination
Information dissemination on the Movement, MRCS
activities, IHL, among staff, volunteers, armed forces,
police, students and the general public.

Relevance/effectiveness
In the past, evaluations have become common practice
for the main programmes and projects, such as the 2001
floods review, evaluations of community-based health
programmes and the Jaipur orthopaedic project. Annual
audits have been carried since 2000. There is a growing
concern to monitor results of the interventions according
to pre-established indicators.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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5. Further information
MRCS strategic plan 2001-2003
International Federation cooperation agreement
strategy for Mozambique 2002-2004 •
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Namibia Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1992
4000 (2001)
180 (2001)
CHF 1.8 million (2001)

1. National context
Namibia gained independence from South Africa in
March 1990. The country and its people face many
challenges in order to achieve an equitable, developed
country. The Namibian constitution promulgates a
multiparty democracy with fundamental rights and
freedoms. Mining, fishing and cattle farming are the
main industries in the country. However, the colonial
legacy and deliberate underdevelopment has resulted in
an extremely unequal society. Namibia has applied to be
reclassified as a least developed country.

Approximately 80 per cent of the land is classified as
arid and 20 per cent as semi-arid, making Namibia the
most arid country in sub-Saharan Africa. About 73 per
cent of the population is rurally based and engaged in
subsistence farming, which contributes to 3 per cent of
the gross domestic product. Namibia is currently home
to approximately 25,000 Angolan refugees. The country
is affected by drought, food deficits and malaria, and an
estimated 20 per cent of the population is infected with
HIV/AIDS.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Infant mortality rate:
Life expectancy:
Adult literacy rate:

Windhoek
1.8 million (2001)
US$ 992 (2001)
57 per 1,000 live births (1998)
43 years (2001)
80.8 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Namibia Red Cross (NRS) is to
develop working partnerships with identified vulnerable
communities to foster human dignity by addressing the
basic needs of people in accordance with Fundamental
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Principles of the Movement. The NRC's strategic plan is
based on the International Federation's Strategy 2010.

The National Society works in partnership with several
government ministries for the provision of safe water,
HIV IAIDS education, health education, disaster
preparedness and social programmes. There are no
problems concerning its autonomy or independence.
The NRCS has a good image and enjoys growing
confidence in the Namibian community and excellent
relationships with the media.

Legal base
The NRC was established in 1992, following an act of
parliament in 1991. It was recognized by the ICRC and
admitted as a member of the International Federation in
1993. The statutes were last updated in 2001. The last
general assembly and national elections were held in
June 2001.

It has an auxiliary status with the ministry of health and
social services (MoHSS). The NRC was established to
assist vulnerable communities in partnership with other
stakeholders.

Constituency
The NRCS is a small society, reflecting the country's
small population, but is growing and very active. The
society has a network of five regional offices and each
region has a regional committee. Activities have been
prioritized in the four regions with the lowest human
development index. Its volunteer base is made up of
youth volunteers (who form the society's main human
resource in disaster preparedness), water project
volunteers, health volunteers and regional committee
members. Youth volunteers are also active in fund-
raising and providing social services in the community.
The NRC is well represented by both youth and women
in all its structures.

The NRC has about 4,000 volunteers. The society has
six regional offices. In some regions, branches exist at
village level, where village committees assist with
volunteer management.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The central organization comprises a general assembly,
which meets annually and a governing board, which
meets monthly. The headquarters is divided into three
major departments - programmes, operations and
finance - all of which are coordinated by the secretary
general's office. The secretary general was a member of
the strategic planning commission, which produced the
International Federation's Strategy 2010, and a member
of the working group that produced the Movement's
strategy. The NRC is represented on the International
Federation's Governing Board.

Human resources
The NRC employs 180 staff, with 26 based at the
headquarters in Windhoek. A majority of the staff has
been employed at the refugee camp in health and
education programmes. The society has 4,000 active
volunteers nationwide.

Financial resources
Income for the 2001 fiscal year was CHF 1,688,015 and
expenditure totalled CHF 1,769,000. The NRC accounts
are audited annually by PriceWaterhouseCoopers.

Material resources
The society inaugurated a shopping centre development
in March 1998, which assists greatly with core costs.
The society owns two properties. The remaining six
NRC properties are on land owned by the local
government. Negotiations are under way to secure the
land and upgrade regional office structures. Disaster
relief stocks are very limited.

The NRC has an e-mail network that links three regional
offices. The network also allows access to the Internet.
In addition, the telephone system is fairly efficient. The
society has a total of 15 vehicles; however, travelling is
proving to be very costly due to the huge distances
between NRC headquarters and regions.

Organization/planning
The NRC developed a ten-year strategy, which was
approved at the annual general meeting held in June
2001. This document covers development from 2001 to
2011 and focuses on progress in programme activities,
institutional development and resource development.

The financial management system consists of three staff
at headquarters (finance officer and two accountants).
There is a quarterly reporting system. Headquarters and
regional development programmes finance over 90 per
cent of the core costs of the regions.

Partnerships
The NRC works in partnership with several government
ministries including the ministry of agriculture (for
water and sanitation programmes), the ministry of
health and social services (for HIV/AIDS education,
other health and social programmes), the national
emergency management committee (for disaster
preparedness), the ministry of basic education, sports
and culture, and the ministry of home affairs (for
refugee work and tracing).

Technical support and financial assistance are provided
by the International Federation, the ICRC, the American
Red Cross, Belgium Red Cross, Canadian Red Cross,
Netherlands Red Cross, German Red Cross, the
European Union and Soul City.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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nationally to every child between the ages of 12 and 16
and to those out of school. The publication is
accompanied by a marketing campaign with radio
jingles, a launch and involvement of stakeholders like
parents, teachers and educators. A five-year contract of
cooperation with Soul City will be finalized for the
production of print, television and radio materials.

4. Performance

Activities
Ohangwena home-based care programme
The NRC has successfully implemented a home-based
care programme in the Ohangwena region over the past
two years. The project aims to provide community-based
care to terminally ill patients and to care for orphans. To
date, 64 volunteers have been trained as home-based care
facilitators (HBCF) at Eenhana hospital. The HBCF have
also recruited 190 home-care providers. In addition, the
project has also benefited some 3,500 orphans who were
provided with school uniforms.

Reintegration of street children
In Rundu district in the Kavango region, the NRC
established a street children project. Rundu is one of the
districts hardest hit by HIV/AIDS. According to the
MoHSS and the NRC, orphans are a major problem in
the region, particularly in the urban areas of Rundu. The
project provides counselling and a drop-in entertainment
centre with a soup kitchen where street children, mostly
orphans, get two meals a day. The project also
emphasizes reintegration: of children with their families
and re-enrolling them in school. To date, 80 children
have been registered and 75 are benefiting from the
project. Volunteers make home visits where they discuss
with parents or guardians in extended families about
reintegrating the children and assisting orphans with
homework.

Puppet power project
Another NRC project involves a team of puppeteers
who develop scripts and travel around the country,
staging educational performances that focus on
HIV IAIDS prevention for various audiences. In the
future, the puppet power team will be responsible for
training various fledgling drama teams throughout the
country in the methodology behind the development of
quality educational scripts and how to perform for
groups. The team reached approximately 100,000
people in 200l.

Pilot reproductive health project - Kunene region
A pilot reproductive health project was implemented in
Kunene region for a one-year period from August 2000
to July 200l. This involved the training and regionwide
performances of a youth drama group, with the
messages focused on HIV IAIDS prevention and safe
motherhood practices.

Choose Life project
The NRC carried out a nationwide research focused on
Namibian youth, and developed and published a national
magazine, Choose Life, in collaboration with Soul City, a
South African NGO. The magazine educates Namibian
youth about HIV/AIDS and sexuality. The publication
has the largest print-run ever (400,000 copies) of any
publication in Namibia and has been distributed
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Water point rehabilitation and sanitation
The NRC maintains an integrated disaster preparedness
and community-based health care approach in its project
implementation, with active community participation. A
water rehabilitation programme in Opuwo district aims
to provide safe water to rural communities, thus
reducing the incidence of water-borne diseases. There
have been 26,000 beneficiaries of the Opuwo water
rehabilitation project. Initiated in 1992, a cumulative
total of 137 water points have been rehabilitated. An
innovative health education campaign has been
implemented since 1999 that complements the
rehabilitation of water points.

First aid
The NRC teaches both commercial first aid (for miners
and mariners) and industrial first aid (basic, general and
community-based). The NRC's largest client is the
mining sector. Increasingly, training of trainers courses
are being taught to leaders of mine work groups who in
tum train all miners. The ministry of tourism is another
major client. The NRC is involved in training farmers
who run game farms for tourists. Other clients include
schoolchildren and the general public. Income generated
through first-aid training ensures the financial
independence of the first-aid department. In 2001,1,647
participants received first-aid training.

Refugee camp management
Until the end of 2001, the NRC was responsible for
overall management of the Osire refugee camp, with
over 20,000 refugees, 95 per cent of them coming from
Angola. This involved the management of student
grants and the primary school, logistics, food
distribution and warehouse management, preventative
health programmes, water sanitation and the provision
of shelter. The society worked closely with the UNHCR
and the MoHSS.

Disaster preparedness
The NRC has developed an action plan for disaster
preparedness. In 2000, preparedness planning and
training was carried out with support from the
International Federation and ICRC. The disaster
preparedness officer maintains NRC cooperation with
the national emergency management unit and the
regional offices serve on the regional emergency
management units.

Information and dissemination
Courses are provided to the ministries and other
authorities and to the general public. A number of
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information campaigns are carried out to disseminate
the Movement's principles.

The NRC often uses the print media and radio to market
itself in its awareness activities. Television broadcasting
is also used, but has proved to be very expensive. The
society also produces a quarterly newsletter called
Humanitarian Challenge that informs the public about
its activities. Regional staff also frequently visit NRC
headquarters for reporting, training, planning and
networking.

Tracing and message service
The tracing services handled 3,600 incoming Red Cross
messages (RCMs) and 3,000 outgoing RCMs in 200l.
Most of the work of the tracing department involves
refugees at the Osire refugee settlement. Requests for
tracing are high in Rundu on the Angolan-Namibian
border and in Caprivi due to the secessionist uprising in
1999. In 2001, 1,440 messages were circulated inside
Namibia.

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.members.xoom.com/namcross/ •

Red Cross Society of
Niger

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1963
10,000 (1998)
53 (1998)
CHF 198,000

1. National context
Niger is a landlocked country situated in western Africa; it
has a surface of 1,267,000 square kilometres. Niamey, the
capital, is 1,035 kilometres from the closest harbour
(Cotonou). The population, estimated to number 10
million, is predominantly rural. The primary activity is
agriculture. Cattle breeding and natural resources (coal,
uranium) are major economic sectors. A pluralist political
system was established in 1999, after several years of a
military regime. Niger has extremely low social indicators,
and suffers from frequent food shortages, drought and
flooding. With a GNP ofUS$ 200 per inhabitant, Niger is
one of the poorest countries in the world.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Niamey
10 million
US$ 200 (1997)
49 years (1997)
191 per 1,000 live births (1997)
14 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Red Cross Society of Niger (RCN) is
clearly set out in the statutes, which reflect the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement. These
statutes have been distributed to the heads of regional
sections.

The RCN is involved in the national policy on disaster
relief, and the government seconds staff for Red Cross
activities. The population is acquainted with the work of
the society but is not always aware of the concept of
voluntary service.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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kindergartens and a primary school in the capital and
another kindergarten in the interior of the country. The
society has also on occasion been able to boost its
financial resources through relief operations using
income generated by its logistics base (including a
garage and a warehouse).

Legal base
The RCN was recognized by its government in 1963 and
the Red Cross law was updated in 1991. The society
joined the Movement in 1965. The statutes were
amended at the general assembly held in December
1997. The last general assembly took place in December
2001. There are problems with abuse of the emblem in
the country.

Constituency
The society has a regional branch in each of the
country's eight administrative divisions and 42
subsections covering the whole country.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The main governing body is the general assembly, which
is composed of members of the board, two delegates
nominated by each regional committee and a
representative of Red Cross youth. The board of directors
is composed of the steering committee and also the
president and secretary general. It meets once a year. The
steering committee is elected by the general assembly and
is composed of eight people, of whom two are external
auditors. The steering committee meets when necessary.

The administrative structure is run by various senior
staff. A reorganization of the structure has resulted in the
creation of an administrative secretariat with an elected
secretary general.

Human resources
The RCN has a total of 53 employees, of whom 14 are
remunerated by the society and 39 by the government. A
permanent secretary, an information/dissemination officer
and a doctor responsible for the health programme are
employed at headquarters, as well as two senior managers
who assume the roles of head of administration and head
of programme development. Support staff include one
typist, one accountant, one office junior and two drivers.
The government is prepared to second staff for relief
operations. In each regional branch, there is a permanent
secretary and support staff (caretakers). At the local level
there are no paid staff members.

The society has a total membership of 10,000 members,
including 4,800 volunteers who participate in relief
operations. There are problems in recruiting new
members.

The National Society, with the support of the regional
delegation and the French Red Cross, has initiated a
training programme for managers and volunteers.

Financial resources
Income and expenditure were balanced in 2001 at CHF
197,841. The main sources of income are three
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Material resources
The society owns its national headquarters and all the
regional sections have their own headquarters, while
seven out of eight sections have warehouses. The
society also has a logistics base, with offices and four
vehicles (two four-wheel-drive vehicles, one car and one
ambulance). These resources are insufficient for the
needs of the National Society.

Organization/planning
The society's three-year development plan for 1997-
1999 has been evaluated, and a new plan is being
developed on the basis of these findings.

The RCN has an accounting department at headquarters
and two external auditors appointed by the general
assembly. The regional branches pay an annual
contribution to the national budget. The budgets and
annual financial reports are available.

Partnerships
The society is autonomous but maintains close relations
with the government and particularly with the ministry of
health which is the supervisory authority. The society
also receives a grant from the government for its pre-
school and primary education programme. Several
ministries are represented at the general assembly in an
advisory capacity. With regards to UN agencies, the RCN
works with UNHCR on projects for refugees from Chad
and Mali and with UNICEF on its street children project.

In addition to support from the International Federation
and the ICRC, the RCN has benefited from assistance
from several National Societies in the past. Its main
partner within the Movement is the French Red Cross,
and in 1999 the two societies signed a cooperation
agreement covering institutional development. The Red
Cross of Niger is a member of the subregional Sahel
Group, made up of the Red Cross Societies of Burkina
Faso, Mali and Niger.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief
Since 1984 the National Society has been involved in
various drought operations. The drought operation in 1997
involved the provision of assistance to 2,500 beneficiaries
including first aid, immunization, distribution of dry
rations, health and nutritional education. With the support
of its partners in the Movement, the society provided
assistance to flood victims in both 1998 and 1999. Over
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800 trained relief workers are available. Over 130
emergency relief team members were trained in 1997, in
collaboration with ICRe.

Disaster preparedness
Within the framework of the International Federation's
regional disaster preparedness programme, the RCN has
received a computer with an Internet connection so that
it can obtain information in anticipation of potential
drought and flooding. The society conducted a VCA
workshop in 1999.

Health
Activities involve training of trainers, first aid,
construction and equipping of dispensaries, purchase of
vaccines (meningitis) and medicines, and training of
ambulance drivers. The society also has an AIDS
awareness and prevention programme, and a community
health-care programme in the north of the country
supported by the French Red Cross.

Social welfare
The RCN provides second-hand clothing for social
cases and runs community services such as the
installation of grinding mills and tree plantation. The
society also has four kindergartens and two primary
schools, and income-generation mini-projects (market
gardening, stock raising) for women. The RCN has
developed a programme for 250 street children called
"one ball, one home", consisting of activities such as
sport, training and theatre. The programme is run in
cooperation with Caritas, and was funded in 1998 and
1999 by the Mission Francaise de Cooperation,
UNICEF and the French Red Cross. A water and
sanitation project is under way in 20 primary schools in
Niamey, funded by Cooperation Francoise, UNICEF
and the French Red Cross.

Youth
The RCN runs mini-projects in the areas of health,
sanitation and first aid. Youth volunteers are also
involved in dissemination, community service and
disaster response.

Dissemination
The society disseminates international humanitarian law
to armed forces and the media, trained the military in
2001 in IHL, and participates in IHL information
campaigns in the departments ofTahoua and Agadez, in
cooperation with the ICRC.

Relevance/effectiveness
The society has assessed its programmes in the context
of its self-assessment exercise.

5. Further information
RCN development plan, 1997-1999
Evaluation of RCN development plan, 1997-1999 •

Nigerian
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1960
Members/volunteers: 600,000
Staff: 300
Expenditure: CHF 2.38 million (2002)

1. National context
In May 1999, a democratically elected civilian
government replaced the military regime in Nigeria. The
economy has been deteriorating for several years, with a
large external debt and one of the world's lowest GNP
per capita. This has led to a decline in social and health
conditions of the population, compounded by periodic
outbreaks of infectious diseases. The country's multi-
ethnic character - it has over 250 ethnic groups - means
the potential for political unrest and ethnic conflict
looms large. Nigeria is prone to flooding in the coastal
states, landslides in the east, drought and fires in the
northern Sahel region, and rain and windstorms south of
the Sahel.

Capital:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Abuja
US$ 280 (1997)
47.5 years (2000)
105 per 1,000 live births (1999)
49.3 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The National Society's mission statement is to alleviate
the situation of the vulnerable people, which includes
people affected by disaster, epidemics and the poorest
communities in both urban and rural areas especially
women, children, the aged and disabled people.

Legal base
The Nigerian Red Cross Society (NRCS), a
humanitarian non-governmental organization
committed to saving lives and alleviating human
suffering, was established by an act of parliament in

Partnerships In profile 2002-2003
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constitution in 1995 and the subsequent changes in the
organizational and administrative structure of the
society were among the results of the recommendations
put forward.

1960 and was recognized by the Movement in 1961. The
National Society's constitution was reviewed and
revised in 1995 to make its structure and operations
more relevant to its environment. The act establishing
the society is currently under review, as are the rules and
regulations, in an effort to inject more dynamism into its
organizational structures.

Constituency
The society now has 37 active branches. Five of the 13
members of the central council executive committee are
female. The membership of the society is made up of60
per cent women and 40 per cent men. The different
ethnic groups in the country are well represented in the
society.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The role of governance and management are well defined
following the recent structural changes in the society. The
highest decision-making body is the central council,
which meets once in a year and includes branch
representatives. The executive committee, according to
the revised rules, meets quarterly. It is made up of elected
national officers and branch representatives. There is no
systematic leadership training except for youth
volunteers. An annual training session is organized for
branch secretaries and training officers, both staff and
volunteers. Volunteers participate actively in these
programmes.

Human resources
At present, the NRCS has 34 staff at the headquarters
including 16 management staff and 12 zonal officers. It
intends to recruit more over the next year. At the branch
level, 238 staff members including 37 full-time branch
secretaries are employed. However, 20 of these
branches also have full-time training officers. It is
relatively easy to attract new staff, but it is difficult to
retain highly qualified personnel because the society
cannot afford to pay appropriate wages.

The society has an estimated 350,000 registered members
and 250,000 volunteers of whom 80 per cent are youths.
They are involved in all activities of the society.

Material resources
The NRCS has a headquarters building in Lagos, state
headquarters' offices and a national training centre.
There are three new disaster relief warehouses and some
branches have relief stores. The society also has several
ambulances, other vehicles and radios in 27 branches.

Organizational/planning
The recent history of the Nigerian Red Cross has been
characterized by change and growth. It went through a
self-evaluation exercise in 1994 from which 19 major
recommendations were made. The review of the
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The NRCS is currently implementing a revised strategic
plan 2002-2004. This plan has a range of activities based
on 11 objectives which cover: dissemination activities;
disaster preparedness and response; community-based
health care, including prevention and control of
HIV /AIDS; headquarters institutional development;
resource development; and branch development.

Two full-time accountants, overseen by an elected
treasurer, at headquarters, run the financial management
system. Development of a central accounting and
reporting system is one of the society's priorities, as is
auditing, which is carried out by external auditors. At
present, the audit conducted at headquarters relates only
to its own accounting/governance system.

Partnerships
The NRCS is a member of the national emergency
management agency (NEMA) and participates in the
national environmental sanitation programme. The
society also cooperates with the ministry of health on
the expanded programme on immunization.

The National Society cooperates with some UN bodies
and international aid agencies including UNHCR,
UNICEF, WHO and USAID. It has been the major
operating partner ofUNHCR in Nigeria since 1990 and
runs a refugee camp in Oru, in Ogun State. All matters
concerning urban refugees are also managed by the
society.

The NRCS works in close collaboration with UNICEF
in the area of community health, health education and
immunization. In collaboration with WHO, the society
monitors potential epidemics and worked, for example,
in 1996 during the campaign against the outbreak of
cerebrospinal meningitis, which occurred in six northern
Nigerian states. USAID is particularly involved in
supporting community health, child welfare and
community development initiatives. The organization
provided financial support and equipment to the
National Society after the 1998 Jesse oil pipeline and for
the construction of warehouses; it also assisted victims
of floods and communal clashes.

NRCS participates actively in International Federation
activities and is a member of the development
commission. From 1998 to 2000, the society benefited
from the tripartite pilot project, which was facilitated by
the International Federation. The Swedish Red Cross
also supports the NRCS health programme. The ICRC
provides an annual contribution to the institutional
development programme and disaster preparedness
activities, as well as funds for relief materials that are
stocked for use in times of emergency.
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4. Performance

Activities
Disaster response
The NRCS is still the major implementing partner of
UNHCR in the care and maintenance of refugees in
Nigeria. The society is the main indigenous relief
organization that has been responding to the emergency
situations and needs of the victims through first aid,
evacuation, search and rescue, psychological support
and distribution of relief materials to victims of such
emergencies in the country. Emergencies to which the
society responds include: ethnic/communal conflicts;
religious conflicts; petroleum pipeline explosions;
kerosene explosions; floods; fires; collapse of buildings;
health emergencies; cholera; etc.

Disaster preparedness
Much training of volunteers in disaster preparedness has
been carried out nationwide. The 2000-2002 disaster
preparedness (DP) programme concentrates on the
organization and further practical training of volunteers
so as to develop effective disaster response capacity in
each state. The NRCS adequately covered the relief
operation after the Ikeja military cantonment bomb blast
on 27 January 2002.

To date, the society has DP programmes for 12 branches
and a total of 60 emergency teams have been established
(five per branch). National headquarters and the 12
branches now have. disaster contingency plans.

Health
The NRCS runs highway ambulance services in Lagos,
Kaduna, Kano and Benin. A health clinic, a clinic for
people with disabilities and home nursing centres
provide assistance to mothers in rural areas. First-aid
training is given to members and first-aid services are
offered at public events. Local health-care services
include vaccinations and information on combating
diseases such as cholera and diarrhoea. Branches carry
out health education and HIV/AIDS prevention
programmes. A community-based health programme
was started in 1997 and this is now a core activity of the
society with the support of an International Federation
health delegate. There is a water and sanitation
programme for prisons that is implemented at branch
level with ICRC support.

The NRCS has established 200 mothers' clubs and
trained 48 mothers' club coordinators, 56 facilitators and
222 leaders. The HIV /AIDS programme is also one of
the society's priority health activities; 12 programme
branches have been established and efforts are under
way to extend it to other branches.

The society has recruited and trained staff for the
purposes of commercial first-aid activities. In addition,
27 trainers have been trained and serious efforts are

under way to commercialize first-aid training fully. The
prospects of achieving very satisfactory results are
good.

Blood donation
Some branches participate in blood-donation exercises
but facilities are still not up to date and it is difficult to
recruit voluntary donors

Social welfare
Five of the society's branches run seven motherless or
abandoned babies' homes that are funded either locally
or through donations to national headquarters. Other
social welfare activities include visits to hospitals and
orphanages; distribution of gifts to charity homes, and
childcare services.

Youth
Youth members form the bulk of the society's
membership and they carry out most of the field
services. Many branches organize annual training camps
and the society organizes international youth camp
programmes. A youth movement has been established to
project ideas and opinions of young people.

A partnership prgramme also exists between the
Merseyside branch of the British Red Cross and the
NRCS Lagos state branch under the global youth
awareness programme.

Information/dissemination
The NRCS, in collaboration with the ICRC, has been
promoting the knowledge and understanding of IHL
among the Nigerian military and police, and in
universities, schools and in civil society in general
(including the media). The Fundamental Principles of
the Movement with respect to the emblem, activities of
the society and the history of the Movement are also
being promoted among the general public.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Nigeria (1999)
1994 Joint Evaluation, International Federation, ICRC
andNRCS
NRCS Revised Strategic Plan 2002-2004 •
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Rwandan Red Cross

work in cooperation with the RRC at the grass-roots
level, participating in the identification of the
beneficiaries of programmes to help the most
vulnerable. Prior to 1994, the National Society was
controlled by the government, which appointed its
officers. Since 1997, however, the members have been
responsible for electing their own leaders. Additionally,
the image of the National Society, which was tarnished
by the events of 1994, has undergone considerable
improvement.

Rwandan Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1964
50,000 (2002)
80 (2002)
CHF 1 million (2001)

1. National context
Rwanda is situated in the centre of Africa in the Great
Lakes region. Its subsistence farming economy accounts
for 60 per cent of gross domestic product and 80 per
cent of the country's labour force. Rwanda has been
seriously affected by the genocide and massacres which
took place in 1994. The facts and figures relating to
these events paint a distressing picture: over 1 million
dead, with several hundred thousand surviving orphans
and widows, several tens of thousands of handicapped
people (traumatized, amputees, etc.) and 85,000
households with children living alone, in addition to
incalculable material damage. In 1997 and 1998, the
northern provinces bordering on the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC) were the scene of
massacres perpetrated by the interahamwe militia and
soldiers formerly belonging to the Rwandan armed
forces. The process of democratization began in 1999
with the election of representatives at the cellule and
secteur level.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Kigali
8 million (2002)
US$ 210 (2002)
46 years (2002)
103 per 1,000 live births (2002)
65 per cent (2002)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Rwandan Red Cross (RRC) is clearly
defined in the revised statutes adopted by the general
assembly in 2002 and in its strategic plan. The RRC
maintains good relations with the government, which
awards it a small grant, and a pledge has been made for
more substantial support in the future. The authorities
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Legal base
The law that provides official recognition of the RRC
was passed in 1964. The society was recognized by the
ICRC in 1982 and admitted into the International
Federation in 1983. The statutes of the National Society
were revised in April 2002 at the third general assembly.
The National Society has obtained the agreement in
principle for official recognition of these statutes and is
now awaiting their publication in the official journal.
The current president and members of the National
Society's central governing committee were elected by
the members of the general assembly in April 2002.

Constituency
The supreme body of the RRC is the general assembly,
which elects a central governing committee from among
its members. This committee is responsible for
supervising the general administration of the National
Society. At the provincial level, there are provincial
assemblies and provincial committees, while at the
district level, there are district assemblies and district
committees. At present, there are provincial committees
in all 12 of the country's provinces and 106 district
committees. The RRC currently has 50,000 members, of
whom 12 per cent are young people and 25 per cent are
women.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The RRC has a governance structure represented by the
central governing committee, which closely monitors
the functioning of the National Society to ensure that it
is operating as required. The roles and duties of the
members and staff are clearly specified in the statutes.
The central governing committee meets once every
three months.

Human resources
The RRC employs 17 people at headquarters (the
secretary general, three heads of departments, three
heads of services, four assistant heads of services, two
secretaries, two drivers and two cleaners) and four
people in regions (regional coordinators). As part of the
support received by the National Society from the
Rwandan government, the ministry of health puts at the
disposal of the RRC three people whose salaries it pays.
Given the small number of staff members, the National
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Society appeals to volunteers for assistance in
emergency operations. At present, the main obstacle that
could affect the ability of the National Society to attract
and keep staff is the salary, which is not in keeping with
the work load. In order to implement its programmes, it
relies on the services of its 650 volunteers trained in
community-based first aid.

Financial resources
In 2001, the society's expenditure totalled
approximately CHF 1 million. Almost all of the
National Society's expenses are covered by the
International Federation. The small amount of income it
has of its own comes from rents on the buildings it
owns, and services rendered by its two ambulances and
ajoiner's workshop. It has also received a grant from the
government for just over CHF 37,000.

The RRC presents financial statements annually, and an
external audit was conducted in 1997. Currently a
development plan is in place and it includes fund-raising
activities.

Material resources
The RRC owns the buildings that house its headquarters
and two provincial centres which were constructed as
part of the disaster preparedness and prevention
programme. It also has six warehouses at headquarters
and two in the provinces, in addition to 23 vehicles and
22 motorcycles.

Organization/planning
In May 1999, the RRC carried out a self-assessment.
The main recommendations were to restructure the
general secretariat, ensure the judicious recruitment of
personnel, improve working conditions, improve the
public relations system, diversify sources of finance,
formulate a long-term plan, involve members in
decision-making and tailor objectives to the level of
development attained by the National Society.

Following the self-assessment, a task force met consisting
of the RRC, International Federation, ICRC and three
participating National Societies. A strategic action plan
was formulated, which resulted in the National Society's
staff being cut by almost 80 per cent, from 60 to 13
people, in 1997; a drastic reduction which effectively
lowered administration expenses. The strategy adopted is
essentially a move towards decentralization, with the
branches taking on greater responsibilities and
headquarters personnel providing only technical support
for Red Cross committee activities.

A development plan is now in place, which covers a six-
year period (2000-2006). The plan focuses essentially
on reinforcement of the capacities of the branches,
which will be required to take on greater responsibilities
than in the past, the mobilization of resources to cover
part of its operating costs and the implementation of
micro-projects for particularly vulnerable groups.

Until now, financial resources mobilized by
headquarters have been used to finance activities both at
headquarters and in the branches. From now on,
however, branches have started raising funds for
themselves.

Partnerships
The RRC cooperates with WFP in the area of food-aid
distribution. Following the recent volcanic eruption in
Goma (DRC), the RRC ran a refugee camp at Mudende
in collaboration with WFP, and also cooperates with the
organization with regards to urban refugees.

Since 1995, the International Federation has supported
the RRC in its rehabilitation efforts, as well as in the
areas of institutional development, community-based
first aid, disaster preparedness and relief. The ICRC
provides support for training members and producing
dissemination and promotional materials.

The RRC also receives support from a number of
National Societies, including: Spanish Red Cross
(micro-projects for women and children living alone);
Norwegian Red Cross (support for children head of
families); German Red Cross (street children); Belgian
Red Cross (unaccompanied children); and French Red
Cross (support for water and sanitation projects).
Assistance has been provided by the International
Federation and various National Societies for the
construction of shelters. The RRC cooperates with other
National Societies in the region through participation in
International Federation regional forums.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
In 1999, the RRC conducted relief operations providing
assistance to those returnees who had still not been
resettled completely, including the distribution of non-
food items and medicines. The RRC also set up a
reception centre at the request of the government to
provide assistance to Rwandans who were being
repatriated from jails in the DRC.

Disaster preparedness
The RRC has produced a disaster preparedness plan
targeting four main provinces (Gikongoro, Cyangugu,
Gisenyi and Kibungo), including a disaster prevention
strategy, a system of early warning mobilization, a
logistics plan and a disaster response training
programme. There is also a food security programme to
assist 5,000 households in case of famine or drought in
the provinces of Gikongoro, Kigali-Ngali and Umutara.

Health
The RRC runs a community-based first aid (CBFA)
programme, which focuses on the development of
health micro-projects in communities using CBFA
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volunteers. These include developing concrete actions
in the areas of first aid, water and sanitation,
HIV/AIDS/STI prevention, mother-and-child health and
family planning, vaccination, nutrition, health education
and the development of agriculture and animal
husbandry projects. Training is provided to CBFA
volunteers in schools, communities and to the military.

Social welfare
Social projects target particularly vulnerable groups
composed essentially of women and children in difficult
situations. These projects include income-generating
micro-projects; livestock and agriculture micro-projects
for women and children head of households; assistance
to orphans and children affected by AIDS; school
rehabilitation; assistance to female victims of sexual
violence; assistance to sick women, children and elderly
people without resources; and social integration of street
children.

Information and dissemination
This programme focuses on raising awareness amongst
beneficiary communities, government partners, non-
governmental partners, the Movement and the general
public of the activities carried out by the RRC in favour
of vulnerable people.

Relevance/effectiveness
The conclusions drawn from the appraisal of CBFA
training were that the trained volunteers were in need of
refresher courses, with the addition of new subjects to
supplement the current curriculum, and that preliminary
training was too brief. It was also concluded that
activities designed to motivate volunteers are needed
and that volunteers should be provided with the
appropriate equipment. Little progress has been made in
the area of disaster preparedness for lack of an expert in
this area. Institutional and resource development is still
in its initial stages, while dissemination activities
covering the whole country have led to the recruitment
of 50,000 members. Pilot projects are being carried out
as bilateral programmes. The RRC stresses the
importance of the beneficiaries themselves taking
responsibility for the management of their projects.

5. Further information
RRC self-assessment report (1999)
RRC report the third General Assembly (2002)
RRC strategic plan 2000-2006
RRC rehabilitation framework document
Rwanda task force report.
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Sao Tome and
Principe Red Cross

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1976
200 (1998)
10 (2000)
CHF 298,000 (2000)

1. National context
Sao Tome and Principe is a small country composed of
two main inhabited islands off the coast of Gabon. Once
a transit port for Portuguese boats heading towards
Brazil with slaves, the country became independent in
1975. In recent years its one-party political system
became a multiparty democracy. The first elections were
held in 1991. Foreign investors are discovering the
beaches and fishing resorts of the small islands that
surround the two main islands, where some tourist
infrastructure has been built. One of the country's main
sources of income is coffee exports.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Sao Tome
0.15 million (2001)
US$ 290 (1997)
64 years (1997)
61 per 1,000 live births (1997)
75 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Sao Tome and Principe Red Cross Society (STPRC)
mission statement clearly defines the priority areas of
activity. The society's statutes explicitly refer to the
Fundamental Principles.

The STPRC has developed an excellent working
relationship with the public authorities, while keeping
its independence and autonomy. As an example, the
government authorized the society to set up and operate
the "Totoloto" lottery. The society's positive image is
based on its credibility, the social welfare activities it
runs in favour of the most vulnerable people through
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income generated by the lottery and Spanish Red Cross
cooperation.

Legal base
The STPRC was founded and officially recognized by
the government in 1976. It was recognized by the ICRC
in 1985 and joined the International Federation the same
year. Its statutes were last revised during the 1996
general assembly. The last general assembly was in
September 2000, during which management elections
were also held.

Constituency
The society has five branches on the two main islands,
thereby covering all administrative districts in the
country. There is a considerable distance between the
two islands and communication is difficult but these
factors do not prevent the society from running
smoothly. The STPRC has 200 members, representing
all categories of the population, a substantial number of
whom are young people (75 per cent); 15 per cent of
members are women.

3. Capacity

Leadership
Governance and management are clearly defined. The
society's chief executive is the secretary general, an
appointed and permanent paid member of staff. The
society's main governing body is its executive
committee, which meets regularly. The committee,
whose members have complementary responsibilities,
supervises the implementation of decisions made by the
general assembly, to which it is accountable. The youth
section is represented by its national director.

Human resources
Ten members of staff have been employed at
headquarters since 1998. Volunteer professionals run the
programmes; the former secretary of state for social
communication, for example, runs the information
department. Volunteers and beneficiaries are involved in
planning and implementing social welfare activities,
aimed mainly at the elderly. First-aid workers and
volunteer health professionals, including doctors, take
an active role in planning the activities of the society's
health programme.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 2000 was CHF 287,899. Of
its income, 17 per cent is generated by the "Totoloto"
lottery. The remainder comes from cooperation with the
Spanish Red Cross (80.61 per cent) and from the ICRC
(2.39 per cent). Accounts are produced quarterly and are
regularly audited; financial results are published each
year. Although the lottery generates enough funds to
cover 17 per cent of operating costs, the society is fully
aware of the risks involved in relying on a sole source of
income and of the importance of diversification.

Material resources
The headquarters are located in a small building near the
capital's port. The society owns three vehicles and two
ambulances.

Organization/planning
The STPRC's development plan covers a two-year
period and sets out priority areas for the society.
Financial management is of a high standard and has
been computerized to ensure efficient management of
the lottery. The headquarters assists branches in
covering their operating costs, whilst also encouraging
them to raise funds locally.

Partnerships
The Spanish Red Cross has become one of the STPRC's
major donors. UNICEF has provided the STPRC with
support in the field of health and reintegrating street
children.

Sao Tome and Principe is a Portuguese-speaking
country. This does not, however, prevent the society
from frequently sharing experiences with other National
Societies in the region. The secretary general and other
members of senior management speak French.

4. Performance

Activities
Health
With the support of the Spanish Red Cross, two mobile
clinics provide free health assistance in rural areas
where there is no access to health facilities. This service
is provided by volunteer doctors, nurses and first-aid
workers. Occasionally, the ministry of health asks the
society to assist it in covering costs for the medical
evacuation of patients who cannot be successfully
treated in the country. Main fields activity include
increasing public awareness in the use of impregnated
mosquito nets to combat malaria; HIV /AIDS training
for instructors and public awareness campaigns;
building springs and improving water supplies to
combat diarrhoeal diseases; and public awareness
campaigns concerning vaccination.

First aid
Instructors are regularly trained. The STPRC has
adopted the community-based first-aid approach and
priority is given to supplying water, sanitation, social
services for the elderly and health education.

Social welfare
Funds generated through its lottery and cooperation with
the Spanish Red Cross enable the STPRC to provide
assistance to more than 500 elderly on the island of Sao
Tome. These people have been identified as the most
vulnerable people in the country, since the social
network that previously took care of them - the enlarged
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family - has disintegrated. The elderly receive
assistance to build their own little wooden houses that
are shared by two to three people. Groups of 10 to 20
houses are built on land that the authorities have handed
over. In addition, the society provides these people with
medical and psychological support, as well as food and
clothes. The main success of this activity is that the
beneficiaries are fully involved in it. The STPRC also
runs a day centre for elderly people.

Youth
There are several youth activities such as seminars on
dissemination, dance and theatre workshops, regular
outings and health education.

Dissemination
The information department produces radio and
television programmes on a weekly basis, and publishes
a quarterly newsletter that informs the general public
about both lottery winnings and the society's activities.

Relevance/effectiveness
Although the STPRC's social welfare activities have not
been assessed recently, the positive feedback from both
beneficiaries and the authorities prove that it meets the
needs .•
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Senegalese
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1963
71,000 (2001)
106 (2001)
CHF 354,000 (2000)

1. National context
Senegal has a well-established multiparty system of
government, with presidential elections held at the
beginning of 2000, in a democratic manner. In the
southern part of the country, a group of armed rebels has
been fighting for independence for the region of
Casamance since 1982, resulting in an influx of
displaced people towards more secure areas. Agriculture
employs about 70 per cent of the workforce and about
40 per cent of farmland is taken up by groundnut
cultivation; fish is the main export commodity.
Approximately 60 per cent of the population live in rural
areas. Potential disasters are drought, floods, epidemics,
population movements and technological risks.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Dakar
7.2 million (2000)
US$ 456 (2000)
52 years (2000)
510 per 100,000 live births (2000)
42.3 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Senegalese Red Cross Society
(SRC) is defined in its statutes which make reference
to the Fundamental Principles of the Movement. Its
statutes and rules of procedure are communicated to all
regional committees and to the departmental and local
committees. In the 1990s, the society used the
International Federation's Strategic Work Plan in its
planning process. Since 2000, it has used Strategy
2010.
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The society has a close relationship with the
government, which seconds personnel to the SRC,
paying a third of salaries. There is cooperation with the
ministry of health in the fields of health policy, disaster
relief and preparedness, and education. However, the
society maintains its independence and autonomy. Its
public image has gained renewed credibility after a
period of crisis in the late 1980s.

Legal base
The SRC was established by decree in 1963 and joined
the Movement the same year. Its statutes and rules of
procedure were last updated at an extraordinary general
assembly in May 1997.

People working in the society's basic structures are
regularly renewed. Seven different people have been
president since its creation.

Constituency
There is a regional committee in each of the ten regions
of the country. The SRC has 31 departmental
committees, nine community committees and local
committees. The society has approximately 71,000
members and volunteers and 10,000 Red Cross youth
members. Women are in the majority (60 per cent). In
the board of directors, 21 per cent of the members are
women. In 2002, a new region was created, in which the
society will set up another regional committee and more
departmental and community committees.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The functions of governance and management are
separate and well defined. Job descriptions and terms of
reference exist for the different permanent positions.

The national office includes 20 members. The board of
directors (103 elected members and representatives of
the country's president) elects the president and
members of the national bureau, of all whom have a
three-year mandate.

The national bureau meets when convened by the
president or at the request of two-thirds of the
membership. The executive committee (the president,
secretary general, treasurer general and executive
secretary) meets once a month for coordination
purposes.

Human resources
In 2000, the SRC had a total of 108 employees,
comprising 65 permanent staff, 13 temporary staff, 12
paid interns and 18 civil servants. The civil servants are
paid by the government and the society pays allocations
to 14 of them. Both professional and support staff are
employed in the management and technical
departments; project staff are paid, while regional

directors are volunteers. The society's ability to attract
and retain staff is good. The SRC has approximately
6,000 active volunteers who participate in the society's
disaster relief, first-aid and fund-raising activities.

Financial resources
In 2000, the SRC's expenditure amounted to CHF
354,000. Sources of income included grants from the
government, national assembly and municipalities (CHF
87,000); revenue from activities and fund-raising events
(CHF 198,000); proceeds from the sale of membership
cards (CHF 1,500); and various other sources (CHF
67,000).

The SRC submits a budget plan and a financial report
each year to its board of directors. These accounts are
monitored by auditors appointed by the general
assembly, by external auditors assigned to particular
projects, and by the state of Senegal for public funds
received.

Material resources
The SRC owns its headquarters building, a headquarters
for each regional committee, five kindergartens, 11
health centres and a central warehouse in Dakar. It has
11 vehicles available including a six-tonne truck and
three new mobile hospital vehicles. The SRC also has a
centre for the elderly.

Organization/planning
The SRC's five-year development plan underwent
internal evaluation and an evaluation by the
development partners in 1999. This evaluation was the
basis for the elaboration of another five-year plan for the
period 2000-2004. The main programmes covered by
the plan are: capacity building; promotion of
humanitarian values and IHL; emergency relief and
disaster preparedness; community health; and resource
development.

Partnerships
An agreement has been reached with the government,
providing for cooperation in the fields of health, disaster
preparedness and relief. The society works with UN
agencies including WHO and UNICEF, as well as with
USAID and national NGOs.

The SRC has signed another five-year agreement (2002-
2007) with the Danish Red Cross for support to a
community health programme. The society has also
received assistance from the Belgian, Finnish, French,
Italian, Norwegian and Spanish Red Cross Societies. The
society has supplied delegates for various International
Federation operations and plays an active part in regional
programmes through the Abidjan regional delegation.
The society cooperates with other National Societies in
the region through its membership of the subregional
"Praia Group" and with the Red Cross of The Gambia.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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and has three mobile hospital units. It has also set up
eight health huts in the region of Fatick, with the help of
the French Red Cross. A medical centre at Kolda has
been constructed with financial assistance from the
ICRC.

4. Performance

Activities
Relief
The SRC has provided assistance over the past years to
victims of drought and floods, and the conflicts between
Senegal and Mauritania, and in Casamance.

In 1999, the SRC and Spanish Red Cross, with funding
provided by ECHO, assisted 5,000 people affected by
floods along the River Senegal. A further 25,000 people
received food and non-food items. The society, with the
support of the ICRC, is carrying out an assistance
programme for internally displaced people. In the region
ofZiguinchor in Casamance, 13,138 displaced people in
2000 and 7,822 in 2001 benefited from this assistance.
In 2001 it distributed used clothing and food and gave
advice to some 425 asylum seekers from neighbouring
countries.

In January 2002 the society provided food and
impregnated mosquito nets to 6,002 people during
unusually heavy rainfall followed by a severe drop in
temperature (from 370 C to 110 C).

Disaster preparedness
Some disaster preparedness work is carried out through
a very extensive network of volunteers, recruited
through schools, among community health workers and
at workplaces. As part of the International Federation's
regional food security programme, the society has
received a computer with Internet connection so that it
can obtain information in anticipation of potential
drought and flooding. Within the framework of this
programme, the society, in collaboration with the
government and other partners, has also prepared a plan
of action to be effectively involved in food security
monitoring to determine the level of food security and
respond appropriately.

The society has set up and equipped seven operational
emergency relief brigades and has organized disaster
management workshops for these brigade's first aiders.

Health
The SRC complements the government's health
programme through its medical centres and its primary
health-care training centre. The society runs health
centres that carry out mother-and-child health, family
planning, vaccinations and general consultations, using
certified nurses and midwives. The society also runs an
HIV/AIDS prevention programme. Equipment has been
supplied for an emergency medical brigade and a centre
installed for providing essential medicines.

Cooperation with the Danish Red Cross has allowed the
SRC to establish seven health posts and 14 health huts.
With the support of the Spanish Red Cross, the society
has also set up seven health huts in the Kolda region,
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Community projects
The society runs community projects that focus on
income generation, paying special attention to women
and youth groups. An International Federation-funded
self-managed women's agricultural project in
Thiemping covers literacy, gardening, irrigation and
health education activities.

Another major project for cattle rearing is part of its
activities to reduce the vulnerability of rural
populations, in Touba Toul region, with Spanish Red
Cross funding; this project is also self-managed. The
SRC plans to develop grain stores, fodder stores and
micro-credit facilities for women.

Institutional development
In cooperation with the ICRC's regional delegation in
Dakar, and that of the International Federation in
Abidjan, the SRC carries out youth and volunteer
promotional activities and fund-raising, information and
dissemination activities. Its institutional development
priority is branch development.

Relevance/effectiveness
The cost, impact (number of beneficiaries, distribution
of targets, improvements noted) and effectiveness (cost
and performance, use of available resources, time frame
of implementation) of the society'S projects are
regularly evaluated .•
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Seychelles
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1989
550 (2002)
2 (2002)
CHF 84,000 (1999)

1. National context
The Seychelles is an island republic in the Indian
Ocean, more than 1,600 kilometres off the east coast of
Africa. The country consists of 115 islands (most of
them uninhabited) covering an area of 450 square
kilometres. A former British colony, the Seychelles
gained its independence in 1976. In 1979, it became a
socialist one-party state headed by a president and, in
1993, multiparty democracy was re-established. The
economy of the country, which is heavily dependent on
tourism, is currently undergoing structural adjustments
given tough challenges resulting from the effects of
globalization. The tourist industry is the highest foreign
exchange-earning sector and progressively facing
intensive competition with developments in the
fisheries industry.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Victoria
0.1 million (2000)
US$ 6,420 (1998)
73 years ( 2000)
9.9 per 1,000 live births (2000)
91 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Seychelles Red Cross Society (SRCS) is a
voluntary aid society which empowers its members to
respond to the needs of the most vulnerable and
advocate on their behalf, nationally and internationally.

Legal base
The SRCS was founded in 1989 and established as a
corporate body by the Red Cross Society of the Seychelles

Constituency
The headquarters of the SRC is located in the capital

10
Victoria. The central organization of the SRC comprises
a general assembly and a national committee. The local
organization consists of local committees. The society
has set up branches on Praslin and La Digue.

act, 1991. The society was recognized by the ICRC in 1992
and admitted into the International Federation in 1993.

The society has approximately 550 members. They are
registered as active, subscribing or honorary members.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly is the highest authority of the SRC
and meets every two years in ordinary session. It elects
the members of the national committee and finance
commission. The chairman of the general assembly is
elected among members of the national committee.

The national committee meets every month and controls
and administers the SRC. The committee is composed often
members elected by the general assembly, and the
chairpersons of the branches. The term of office of members
of the committee is two years and may be renewed.

Human resources
The SRC has one full-time member of staff, an
information officer, whose salary is partly financed by
the ICRC. It also employs a temporary member of staff
as administrative officer.

Financial resources
In recent years the society has faced increased
competition for financial assistance from its usual
benefactors as the number of NOOs has risen and the
business sector has performed poorly. Fund-raising has,
therefore, continued to be difficult for the SRC. As part of
the society's capacity-building programme, a fund-
raising committee is being set up to explore ways of
making the National Society financially self-sufficient in
the future. The society produces audited financial reports.

Material resources
The SRC is equipped with a computer system and other
office machines that facilitate communications and
coordination of activities. It operates two ambulances
(including one for Praslin) for its first-aid activities but
capacity needs to be increased. Earlier this year the
National Society made an application to the Empress
Shaken Fund for sponsorship of an ambulance but this
has not been successful. The government has reallocated
a parcel of land that it had given to the SRC for the
construction of its headquarters and warehouse;
negotiations are still under way to identify an alternative
site. The SRC is presently renting an office from the
association for NOOs, LUNOOS, which it uses as
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National Society are published. With the support of the
ICRC, the "Exploring Humanitarian Law" programme
has been accepted in the national education system and
teachers are being familiarized with the project.

headquarters. However, with the growth of the National
Society, the office is now too small.

Organization/planning
The national committee has agreed to develop a
framework for capacity building in line with
International Federation policies in order to better
respond to the needs of the most vulnerable. This will
focus on developing the human, material and financial
resources of the society in an integrated manner in order
to ensure the sustainability of programmes.

In 2001 the SRC's five-year strategic plan was drafted
based on recommendations of the International
Federation's Strategy 2010. Also drafted was its activity
plan of action for 2001 to 2003. These were launched
publicly in January 2002. Focus areas are promoting the
Movement's Fundamental Principles, disaster
preparedness and response, and the prevention of HIV
and AIDS. A project has been drafted to train peer
educators to help in HIV IAIDS prevention, which will
be funded by Barclays Bank.

Partnerships
The SRC supports and assists other organizations working
for the most vulnerable sections of society such as the
committee for awareness resilience and education
(CARE) against drug and alcohol abuse, the council for
the elderly and the national council for children.

The National Society has actively responded to disaster
appeals in the region. Following Cyclone Hudah in 2000,
a container of used clothes was sent to the victims.
During the flooding in Mozambique the same year, the
society sent two containers of clothes and canned tuna for
the affected. After the earthquake in Gujarat, the SRC
helped raise funds to assist the victims of this disaster.

The SRC is also a member of the regional platform for
intervention during disasters (the PIROI) which is based
in Reunion. Training programmes have been held for
members of the regional task force and members of the
SRC have been included.

The SRC has also contributed to restructuring the
Malagasy Red Cross.

The National Society has accepted to host the meeting of
French-speaking Red Cross Red Crescent National
Societies (ACROFA), due to take place in October 2002.

4. Performance
Activities
Dissemination
The SRC has organized workshops and training camps
for members and volunteers. Humanitarian law has been
introduced in the police and defence academies. A
quarterly newsletter and other publications on the
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Since March 2002, the SRC has a radio programme to
inform the general public about the Red Cross and its
activities.

Disaster preparedness and response
A lot of effort is being concentrated on community-
based disaster preparedness and response. There has
been positive response from the authorities to put in
place a national disaster committee. Plans are under way
to create Red Cross action teams at district level to
respond to disasters.

The SRC has participated in national joint exercises to
test the effectiveness of all emergency organizations in
the country.

First aid
The society provides first-aid stations at almost all large
events in the Seychelles and carries out training for
individuals and organizations. Given the increase in
demand for these services, the society has been training
more instructors, first aiders and ambulance assistants.

Blood
The SRC cooperates with the rmmstry of health to
recruit blood donors. During 2000 and 2001, the society
has worked in partnership with the Seychelles defence
forces and the police in recruiting their own members as
blood donors. The defence forces also provided support
to produce publicity posters. The SRC believes that
blood donors form an important component of disaster
preparedness.

5. Further information
Report of the Red Cross Society of Seychelles,
February 2001
Red Cross Society of Seychelles Strategic Plan 2001-2005
Web site: http://www.seychelles.netlredcross •

http://www.seychelles.netlredcross
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Sierra Leone
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1962
5,872 (2001)
145 (2001)
CHF 1.2 million (2001)

1. National context

Sierra Leone has just emerged from a brutal ten-year
civil conflict following the symbolical burning of
weapons at the Lungi Garrison on 18 January 2002. The
conflict resulted in the destruction of the social and
economic infrastructure of the country as well as the
local coping mechanisms of many communities. A large
number of former combatants have been disarmed and
demobilized, and their reintegration process through
skills-training schemes is ongoing.

The general security situation is quiet and presidential
and parliamentary elections took place peacefully on 14
May 2002. More than ten political parties vyed for 112
seats in parliament.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Freetown
4.4. million (1997)
US$ 160 (1997)
37 years (1997)
182 per 1,000 live births (1997)
33 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation

Mission
The mission statement of the Sierra Leone Red Cross
Society (SLRCS) is "to create a service delivery and
resource organization that assists with impartiality in
meeting the basic humanitarian needs of vulnerable
persons in all parts of the country, working in close
collaboration with other related governmental and non-
governmental organizations and the International Red
Cross whilst maintaining its independence".

Legal base
The SLRCS was founded by an act of parliament in 1962. ~
It was recognized by ICRC the same year and joined the II
International Federation in 1963. A new constitution was

so
passed by the general assembly in March 2000. The
constitution clearly defines the respective roles of the
central organizations - the general assembly, central
committee and managing committee - particularly with
regards to the terms of office of elected officers and the
composition of communities.

Constituency
Like the rest of the country, the SLRCS is recovering
from the severe disruption and destruction caused by the
conflict, and is steadily refurbishing and reopening its
provisional branches. It currently has ten operational
branches offices in ten of 13 districts. Two other districts
have SLRCS group offices in their main towns.

The society had over 9,000 members but this number
has been reduced drastically because of the war. About
two-thirds of members are young people. A third of the
membership is female as are about one-fifth of the
committee members. There is a conscious effort to
promote gender balance in all activities, including
governance.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The roles of governance and staff are well defined. Staff
members are responsible for implementing policies and
monitoring programmes. Governance ensures that the
statutory committees meet as required by the
constitution - the general assembly once a year, the
central committee every six months and the managing
committee every two months. Meetings are normally
held on schedule but this was disrupted during the
conflict, when scheduled committee meetings were not
possible.

The officers of the society, particularly the national
president, the national treasurer and the two vice
presidents, have been taking decisions on behalf of
governance. They have been carrying out these
responsibilities on a daily basis.

The SLRCS organizes leadership training programmes
both at national and branch levels for volunteers and staff.

Human resources
There are core members of staff plus staff who receives
incentives. Headquarters staff include the secretary
general, three directors, four coordinators, two accounts
officers and a fund-raising manager. Other staff include
secretaries, drivers and office assistants. The number of
branch staff varies according to the level of activity, but
branches all have at least three core staff: a health officer
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well as with various UN agencies (UNHCR, UNICEF)
and NGOs.

(in five branches), a secretary/accounts clerk and a
messenger. Three regions have regional field officers. A
fourth regional field officer will be appointed when the
proposed decentralization process commences.

Staff are paid on a scale which is higher than that of the
civil service but lower than the private sector, but staff
usually stay once recruited. The society makes extensive
use of volunteers in its disaster preparedness, relief, first
aid, information dissemination and tracing activities.
First-aid training is now a prerequisite for membership
into the society.

Financial resources
In 2001, the society's expenditure was CHF 1,245,376.
Despite efforts to tap into local funding sources in order
to minimize dependency on external contributions, the
SLRCS is still heavily dependent on external funding.
Some 70 per cent of the core costs are directly or
indirectly generated by externally supported
programmes. The fund-raising plan has not been
successful due to the general socio-economic situation.
The plan is being reviewed for implementation in 2003.

Material resources
The SLRCS owns its headquarters building in Freetown,
branch buildings in Bo, Makeni, Kambia, Port Loko,
Lungi and two fund-raising buildings in Freetown and
Makeni. Multi-purpose buildings in Kono and Kenema
are being built, but financial constraints are hindering
their completion. The headquarters has reasonable
communications and logistics support, but branches are
poorly equipped.

The 1999-2001 plan drawn up by the SLRCS had to be
modified continuously to take into account the
emergency situation. Now that Sierra Leone has entered
a post-conflict period, the society is planning to draw up
a plan for 2003-2007.

The SLRCS has made substantial progress in producing
acceptable financial and activity reports. The then
director of finance and resource development made a
study visit to the International Federation's secretariat in
Geneva and to the regional delegation in Abidjan to
learn the financial procedures used by the International
Federation. All development programmes are in line
with the development policy of the government and the
Fundamental Principles.

Partnerships
The main partners of the SLRCS are the International
Federation and the ICRC. The society also cooperates
through the International Federation with the British,
Canadian, Danish, Finnish, Netherlands, Swedish and
Swiss Red Cross Societies.

At the government level, the society cooperates with the
ministries of health, information, social welfare, gender
and children's affairs; development and agriculture, as
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4. Performance
Activities
Relief
The SLRCS is assisting returnees - both refugees and
mps - in resettlement and rehabilitation by providing
seeds, shelter material, tools, kitchen utensils and other
materials as well as providing health care and water and
sanitation interventions. The SLRCS and the ICRC
cover 12 chiefdoms with a pre-war population of
225,000. Institutional feeding is also being carried out in
Freetown and Bo.

Health
The society runs a community-based health programme.
The major components are training of volunteers, IDPs
and returnees at the community level in environmental
sanitation, prevention and control of diarrhoeal diseases
and health education. The programme also meets
emergency needs such as immunization and water
treatment. At the end of 200 I, a total of ten SLRCS
clinics were in operation.

Disaster preparedness
As part of disaster preparedness, the society trains
volunteers and organizes first-aid materials in disaster-
prone locations. Following the events of 8 May 2000,
the SLRCS mobilized available first-aid emergency
preparedness volunteers to assist with casualties at the
Connaught hospital in Freetown. Disaster management
training has been conducted for both members of staff
and volunteers. The society prepared branches and
headquarters for response during the general elections.

Blood
The National Society is the major blood-donor
organization in Sierra Leone. As such, 30 per cent of
screened blood is donated directly through the society
which also supports organizations and services which
provide a further 30 per cent of available blood. The
programme proved extremely valuable when Freetown
was taken over by the rebels, as it was the only source
of safe blood for the victims of the conflict, with more
than half of the blood being given to children under five.
The SLRCS envisages expanding the present activities
from the support to the Connaught hospital and the three
clinics operating in Freetown, to cover the other
hospitals and additional SLRCS clinics both in
Freetown and in some local branches.

Social welfare
Humanitarian values programmes (job aid for amputees,
child advocacy and rehabilitation project, and the
community animation and peace support project) are
being implemented and gaining ground in parts of the
community.
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Tracing
The SLRCS runs a tracing and message service to
restore family contacts through the Movement's
network, in collaboration with related NGOs, the
government and the UN. The society works to raise
awareness of this service amongst the public,

Institutional development
In collaboration with the International Federation, the
SLRCS is continuing to rehabilitate the National Society
headquarters and branches and further enhance its
operational capacities (personnel restructuring, training
of staff and volunteers). The programme will seek to
rebuild the positive Red Cross image, enhance its ability
to provide well-targeted services to the communities as
well as strengthening the society's capacity to develop
programmes and manage them. Itwill also improve staff
administration, financial accounting and the audit
system.

Fund-raising
A three-storey building has been bought by the SLRCS.
Half of the purchase cost came from funds raised from
the sale of used clothing. The entire top floor is rented
out, whilst part of the first floor and the ground floor are
occupied by the fund-raising centre.

Information dissemination and public relations
The SLRCS works to disseminate IHL and the
Fundamental Principles and maintain the positive image
of the society through the following activities: coverage
of departmental/branch activities for the media;
publication of a annual magazine, Crossing Point;
publication of a half-yearly newsletter; contribution of
articles for the International Federation's regional
bulletin; compilation of a weekly situation report; and
conducting seminars and workshops.

Relevance/effectiveness
An external evaluation of the blood-services programme
was carried out in 2001.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Sierra Leone, 2000-2001
SLRCS Community-based health programme (2000)
SLRCS Relief and rehabilitation programme (2000)
SLRCS constitution (2000)
SLRCS Finance procedures manual (1999)
SLRCS Branch development manual (1999)
SLRCS Staffmanual.

Somali
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1963
5,800 (2002)
408 (2002)
CHF 5.2 million (2000)

1. National context
Somalia still suffers from a devastating civil war that
started in 1991 and continues in many regions of the
country, resulting in geographical fragmentation and
absence of a central government. Almost the entire
infrastructure of the country was destroyed during the
conflict, and the frequent outbursts of fighting continue to
provoke population displacements. While some areas of
the country enjoy relative peace and stability, most of the
southern regions still suffer from inter-clan and faction
fighting as well as banditry. Nationwide peace initiatives
have failed so far, and even though efforts at
reconciliation continue, no tangible political
reconciliation is foreseen in the near future.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy:

Mogadishu
8.8 million (2001)
US$ 210 (1990)
47 years (2001)
125 per 1,000 live births (2001)
17.1 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The Somali Red Crescent Society (SRCS) has a mission
statement which states that the society's aim is to
prevent and alleviate human suffering wherever it may
be found. It also strives to prevent diseases and promote
health and social welfare. The SRCS has a well-
accepted image in Somali communities.

Legal base
The SRCS was founded in April 1963 and was
established by a government act in 1965. It was
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recognized by the ICRC in 1969 and became part of the
International Federation the same year.

Constituency
The SRCS has its headquarters in Mogadishu and a
coordination office in Hargeisa. By the end of2002, when
the ongoing restructuring process will be completed, the
SRCS will have 19 fully operational branches with
committees, including newly established branches.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The SRCS has so far not been able to re-establish its
governing bodies, except for the executive committee,
which has been meeting on a regular basis. The SRCS
has a liaison office in Nairobi where the president and
secretary general maintain the necessary contacts and
communications with the partners of the Movement.

Human resources
The SRCS has 408 staff, of whom 32 are core staff and
376 are programme staff.

Financial resources
The situation over the last few years has made it
extremely difficult for the SRCS to raise or generate any
significant income inside the country, and has made the
society fully dependent on external support. In 2000,
total expenditure amounted to CHF 5.2 million. The
International Federation, the ICRC, the Norwegian Red
Cross and UNICEF provided this funding.

Material resources
Most of the society's branches operate form their own
compounds, in general donated by the local authorities.
All buildings where the SRCS provides orthopaedic and
physiotherapy services are properties of the society. The
SRCS also has a big warehouse and a former blood-
. bank building in Mogadishu. Five of the branches and
two of the rehabilitation centres located in areas with
better security use their own vehicles.

Partnerships
The SRCS works in partnership notably with the ICRC
(running of surgical hospital; tracing services;
dissemination activities), the International Federation
and the Italian Red Cross (Garoe community hospital
support), and the Norwegian Red Cross (rehabilitation
workshops for disabled).

4. Performance

Activities
Health
The society runs 49 mother-and-child health/outpatients
clinics distributed throughout the country which
promote and provide preventive and curative health care
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to vulnerable people. The SRCS runs one surgical
hospital, Keysaney, with the technical and financial
support of the ICRC. It has 90 beds and 132 staff. The
average annual number of beneficiaries is 19,595. The
SRCS also supports the Garoe community hospital,
which has a capacity of 65 beds and provides curative
services to the local community and acts as a referral
hospital for several regions in the north-east of Somalia.
This hospital is supported by the Italian Red Cross and
the International Federation.

Rehabilitation services for disabled
The SRCS has three rehabilitation centres with
orthopaedic workshops and physiotherapy services in
Mogadishu, Hargeisa and Galkaio, where orthopaedic
appliances and physiotherapy treatment are provided to
disabled Somalis. These rehabilitation workshops employ
a total of 65 people and are financially and technically
supported by the Norwegian Red Cross. On average,
64,407 people are treated in the centres each year.

Tracing
With the support of the ICRC, the society provides
tracing services and family reunions for people
separated by the war.

Dissemination
The SRCS runs dissemination and information activities
throughout the country with the support of the ICRC.

First aid
First aid is one of the core traditional activities of the
SRCS. Most of the branches provide first-aid training
and services to the communities.

Relevance/effectiveness
Since 1991, and following a devastating civil war, the
SRCS, with the support of the Movement, succeeded in
providing services in a country where all formal
structure and services had collapsed. The society,
continuously adapting itself to a very volatile and
unstable environment, has managed to respond to the
needs of the most vulnerable groups in the Somali
community.

Most programmes run by the society have been
evaluated. The last evaluation carried out was on long-
term cooperation between the SRCS and the Norwegian
Red Cross. Recommendations to increase the
involvement of the population are now being
implemented by the society .•
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The South African
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1896
10,139 (2001)
166 (2001)
CHF 4 million (2001)

1. National context
South Africa held its second multiracial elections in
June 1999, with the African National Congress (ANC)
securing almost two-thirds of the seats in parliament.
Challenges facing the new government include the need
to boost economic growth; tackle the employment crisis;
continue to build houses for the many who live in sub-
standard accommodation; improve access to health
services and education; and reduce the very high level of
violent crime in the country. The number of people
infected with HIY or living with AIDS has been
estimated to exceed 20 per cent among the sexually
active population. HIY/AIDS is now recognized as
having reached epidemic proportions. About 40 per cent
of the deaths of adults aged 19-49 years were due to
HIY/AIDS (2000). Also, the gap between rich and poor
in South Africa is still very evident.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Pretoria
43.1 million
US$ 3,310 (1998)
54.7 years (1997)
45.4 per 1,000 live births (1998)
84 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The South African Red Cross Society (SARCS) adopted a
new strategic framework in 2001, including a mission and
vision, which reflects the Fundamental Principles of the
Movement. Cooperation with the government at national
level is positive, with the society seeking stronger
partnership as it progresses through its recovery phase.
Discussions with the government have taken place with a

view to enacting legislation to establish the auxiliary
status of the National Society and to clarify its mandate.
Provisions to prevent misuse of the emblem are also an
issue being discussed with the government. Cooperation
with the authorities at regional and local level varies but
is generally good, particularly for relief operations.

The society is publicly recognized and valued for its
historical work with victims of violence, especially for its
first aid and its ambulance cover during times of political
violence when the SARCS was the only humanitarian
organization able to enter many areas of conflict. Its home-
care project for the terminally ill is receiving increased
recognition. The air mercy service, now operating in three
provinces, has contributed to its credibility.

Legal base
The society was founded in 1921, with the
amalgamation of various Red Cross entities present in
the country, although the Red Cross has been
represented in South Africa since 1896. It was
recognized by the ICRC in 1928 and admitted into the
International Federation in 1929.

The statutes were last revised in 1992, with the new
constitution relaunching the society before the end of
the apartheid era. Constitutional amendments are
drafted with a view to being adopted in October 2002.
The general assembly was last held in 2001. National
elections are staggered, with the main office-holders
elected every three years.

Constituency
In 1999, the society moved its national office from
Johannesburg to Cape Town for financial reasons. A
recovery plan was set in place for 2000 and 2001, which
prioritizes the rebuilding and re-skilling of the national
office management and programme support capacity,
and the development of regional structures to encourage
and support programme implementation, income
generation and service delivery. Regional structures
were foreseen for four geographical areas, including the
already functioning Western Cape region. In fact, five
regions were established covering the nine provinces in
South Africa.

The aim of the recovery plan was to make SARCS truly
representative of the country's diverse population and to
reach as many vulnerable people as possible through
extending Red Cross presence and services
countrywide. By strengthening regional structures,
formally establishing three new branches and creating
new local committees, the society now has a presence in
all nine provinces.

There are currently 31 branches and 99 affiliated local
committees. The society has a standard list of criteria
which branches need to meet before recognition. The
SARCS also has a voluntary aid corps. The air mercy
service operates under a separate trust.
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(statutory contributions) and the balance of the bank
overdraft have been paid off.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The national executive committee is the main governing
body, implementing policy decisions of the general
assembly. It has eight members and meets quarterly. A
new secretary general is being sought.

At all SARCS levels, training in governance and
management needs to be supported in order to help build
understanding about roles and responsibilities. Experience
from within the Southern Africa Partnership of Red Cross
Societies (SAPRCS) will be drawn on as appropriate.

Human resources
There were six paid staff and one full-time volunteer in
mid-2002 serving the national office but a plan is in
place to recruit new staff, including a financial manager
and new secretary general. Three regional directors and
two area managers are also on the national office
payroll, though responsibility is to be shifted to the
regions for covering these costs, as is currently the case
in the Western Cape region.

All staff will be employed at national or regional level
and not at branch level to improve human resource
management.

Financial resources
The society had a total expenditure of approximately
CHF 4 million for the financial year 2000-2001,
including the air mercy service. The SARCS produces
annual audited accounts.

The society took steps in the last two years to clear the
deficits accrued over 1996-1999, totalling CHF 2.2
million. A bank overdraft stood at CHF 1.4 million at the
end of the 1998-1999 year.

Nine donors contributed to an International Federation
coordinated soft loan arrangement and cleared the
equivalent ofCHF 834,000 of the overdraft. Support for
the two-year recovery plan was also sought through
raising funds through the International Federation for
rebuilding the national and regional infrastructure.
Against the target budget of CHF 1.5 million,
approximately half the amount was contributed. This
enabled the rebuilding process to start but created
budgeting difficulties for the society owing to
obligations for staff contracts being under-subscribed.

Main funding sources for the national office include the
national lottery, international donors through
contributions to programming costs and a subvention
payable by all branches amounting to 15 per cent of all
income raised in the previous year.

The society has worked to clear its debts and virtually
all the creditors, except the International Federation
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Material resources
The society owns a large office in Cape Town (Western
Cape regional office) and an office in Johannesburg.
There are smaller offices elsewhere in the country. It
also has vehicles with a book value of CHF 178,571.

Organization/planning
The society implemented the recovery plan and
prioritized rebuilding national and regional
infrastructure to support programme development and to
generate income. All provinces now have an active Red
Cross presence, which was not the case at the end of
1999. The Western Cape region has the strongest
organization, level of activity and branch structures.
Fund-raising activities have not, however, met
expectations and a new strategy is being developed.

The society has now decided its core programme areas
and is in the process of finalizing an operational plan
after widespread consultation with the membership. A
business plan will bring together all elements with the
definition of the structure and budget needed to
implement the activities.

The core programme areas have been defined as disaster
preparedness and response, community-based primary
health care (including a focus on HIV/AIDS),
dissemination and tracing, training and volunteer
management. Youth activities are strong in some parts of
the country.

Capacity building cuts across all sectors and is a priority
identified by the society. In response to a request, the
International Federation is recruiting a delegate to be
based in South Africa to assist in this area.

Partnerships
The society seeks to strengthen collaboration with the
government. Support for HIV and AIDS projects has
come from the British, Icelandic and Norwegian Red
Cross Societies, the International Federation and ICRe.
The British Red Cross has placed an HIV IAIDS
delegate to support the national office. The Finnish Red
Cross has contributed to capacity-building and strategic-
planning processes.

Ten National Societies contributed to the recovery plan
(soft loan and CAS), i.e., the American, Austrian,
Australian, British, Finnish, Icelandic, Netherlands,
Norwegian, Swedish and Swiss Red Cross Societies.
The ICRC also contributed to the CAS.

The ICRC continues to support funding of a community
health project in Gauteng province and supports the
national office with information, tracing and dissemination
activities. It also contributes (50 per cent) to the funding
for a full-time tracing officer at the national office.
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As a member of the SAPRCS, the society also benefits
from regional delegation programmes. It is also
becoming involved in supporting the work of
neighbouring National Societies through the transfer of
first-aid knowledge and training. An academy has been
formed to develop training standards, curricula and
certification. This facility is available to SAPRCS
members.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and relief
The society is active in disaster relief in response to
small to medium-sized disasters, such as floods, fires
and drought. With the threat of population movements
from Zimbabwe in the run-up to the 2002 presidential
elections, the government asked the society to act as
camp manager for a site set up in the Northern province.
With support from the International Federation, the
society played a major role in addressing an outbreak of
cholera in Kwa Zulu Natal. It also runs an ambulance
service in certain parts of the country.

Community-based health care
The programme focuses on training communities in
preventive health and home-based care for HIV/AIDS
victims. A national programme exists for the home-
based care project and a target of seven projects has
been established against the longer-term goal of 18.

Dissemination and tracing
A three-year dissemination plan was put into place at the
beginning of 2002 with the assistance of the ICRC.
Target groups include governance, staff and volunteers,
plus outreach to other stakeholders through publications
and newsletters. Tracing activities are given importance
due to the large numbers of refugees in South Africa.

Training
A training academy has been established to coordinate,
set standards, assure compliance with regulations and
market first aid and other medically-oriented training
courses. A basic first-aid manual has been produced.
The society runs a first-aid training programme and is
trying to recapture some of the market lost in recent
years by offering high-quality tuition.

Volunteer management
The aim of this programme is to ensure that the society
has a trained pool of volunteers to carry out its activities
and support the decision-making structures. There is an
active volunteer aid corps with 1,079 members
providing first-aid and disaster relief services. The youth
programme provides skills training, peer counselling
and income-generation projects for young people. In
2001, the society had approximately 2,410 youth
volunteers and 112 youth leaders.

Relevance/effectiveness
Following the SARCS's implementation of the recovery
plan, the society reassessed its position and the need to
focus on core programme activities. A strategic planning
workshop was held and resulted in a strong consensus
within the society as to the way forward. The
programmes selected fit with the International
Federation's Strategy 2010 and the Ouagadougou
Declaration, and take account of what the government
expects the society to do in the fields of disaster
management and community-based health.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
South Africa (1999) •
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The SRC enjoys good cooperation with relevant
government ministries and agencies, and is a member of
the higher council for civil defence. At the same time,
the society cooperates with components of the
Movement, UN agencies and other organizations in
disaster situations and other community development
actors.

~---------------------------'

The Sudanese
Red Crescent

Founded:
Members/vo 1unteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1956
400,000 (2001)
350 (2001)
CHF 1.6 million (2001)

1. National context

Sudan is the largest country in Africa and is prone to
both man-made and natural disasters, including floods,
famine, endemic and epidemic diseases, drought, tribal
conflicts and civil strife. Since independence in 1956,
Sudan has suffered 23 years of civil war. This state of
affairs has caused a considerable degree of damage in
people's physical, social, political, cultural and
economic environments. Mass displacement, vagrancy
and destitution are common phenomena in the social life
of the affected groups in particular, and the society at
large.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Khartoum
31.9 million (2001)
US$ 127 (2000)
53.6 years (2001)
108 per 1,000 live births (2001)
53.4 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation

Mission
The mission statement of The Sudanese Red Crescent
(SRC) was adopted in August 1999 and is in-cluded in
its strategic work plan 2000-2004. The mission commits
the society to "alleviate the suffering and strengthen the
capacity of the most vulnerable groups of the
community through emergency relief and development
programmes, independently and in collaboration with
public authorities, other components of the Movement,
and non-governmental organizations in accordance with
Red Cross Red Crescent Fundamental Principles and the
Geneva Conventions".
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Legal base
The SRC was established in 1956 and became a member
of the Movement in 1957. A major revision of the
constitution took place in 1996, when the general
assembly approved a resolution passed by the central
committee related to decentralization of the
management and volunteer structure. Subsequently, the
regional branches gained autonomy as the decision-
making process was transferred from headquarters.

Constituency
The SRC has state branches in 21 of the 26 federal
states, with three more being planned. The main reason
for the absence of branches in some states is
inaccessibility due to conflict and insecurity. State
branches are subdivided into over 700 units at provincial
and district levels.

The society now has more than 400,000 volunteers,
covering the entire territory of Sudan. Approximately 75
per cent of these are youth volunteers and the gender
breakdown is 65 per cent female and 35 per cent male.
The number of active volunteers is estimated at 20,000.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The general assembly is the society's highest authority.
It is held every two years, with national elections every
four years. The central committee meets every six
months to follow up on the implementation of the
assembly's resolutions and recommendations. The
executive committee meets on a monthly basis to follow
up and monitor the performance of the SRC
management. There are branch executive committees
and youth and women's committees, which meet
regularly at state, district and local levels.

The role of the society's governing bodies with regard to
the management is well defined. The departments at
headquarters and at state branches have clear mandates,
which relate to the mission of the SRC. The SRC
regional branch directors meet regularly with the
secretary general to share reports, exchange views and
participate in training sessions, often with technical
support from the International Federation and other
components of the Movement. The other headquarters
and state branch personnel have also participated in
trammg workshops on project planning and
administration and other topics in their respective fields.
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Human resources
In 2001, the SRC had 400 staff members, of whom 70
worked at headquarters. Of these, 25 per cent are profes-
sionals and technical, 45 per cent support staff (clerical),
10 per cent drivers, 10 per cent guards and 10 per cent
cleaners/messengers/labourers. The society has
generally qualified and well-experienced staff in each of
its main programme areas, but finds it increasingly
difficult to retain qualified staff due to its limitations in
paying competitive salaries.

Volunteers participate actively in the society's various
health and social activities and are the SRC's main asset
in its endeavour to assist vulnerable people.

Financial resources
In 2001, the SRC's expenditure totalled approximately
CHF 1.6 million. The SRC headquarters income was
equivalent to CHF 220,000, excluding projects. The
society raised 55 per cent of this from its own resources
- mainly revenue from buildings' rents, resource
development projects, donations' from Sudanese
businessmen, membership and certificate fees. The
budget for the projects for the same period was about
CHF 1.4 million. All SRC funds are subject to external
audits. The auditors produce a report, which is
submitted to the central assembly for consideration.

The SRC now approaches the Sudanese public whose
contributions are becoming more significant, especially
at the time of festivals and other social occasions. The
society attaches importance to the collection of member-
ship fees and soliciting funds from institutions both at
home and abroad.

Material resources
The society owns good buildings in 20 state capitals
including Khartoum, and other premises belong to
branches and units at village and district levels. It has six
warehouses around the country. The SRC has a fleet of 50
vehicles all over Sudan, including light vehicles and
trucks. Most of the vehicles are more than seven years old.

Organization/planning
The SRC produced a framework for development
cooperation in 1993. Since then, efforts have been made
to initiate and maintain a process of change, aiming at
decentralization and autonomy of state branches. In
1998, a study was conducted to review this process. The
society was examined critically as to its role, profile,
beneficiaries, programme orientation and objectives, as
well as organizational and professional capabilities and
overall performance. The findings of the report were
analysed at a workshop in April 1999. A task force was
appointed to draft a new strategic work plan, which was
approved by the central committee in August 1999.

The SRC has adopted the strategic work plan 2000-2004
mid-term review, which took place in February 2001.

Partnerships
The SRC has projects with the UNHCR, WFP, UNICEF,
Help Age International and CARE International. In the
health field, it collaborates with WHO for primary
health care.

The SRC has recently signed cooperation agreements
with the German and Spanish Red Cross and is proposing
such agreements to other long-standing partners such as
the Red Cross Societies of Denmark, Italy, the Nether-
lands, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom.
Bilateral support currently comes from the Danish Red
Cross (community development), German Red Cross
(schools rehabilitation, health projects), Netherlands Red
Cross (primary health care), Norwegian Red Cross
(community development) and Spanish Red Cross (rural
development projects). The International Federation has
supported a number of health projects, strengthening
disaster preparedness in strategic branches, assistance to
refugees, water distribution to camps for internally
displaced people (IDPs) and women in development
activities. With the ICRC, the society is engaged in
operations in the southern states including tracing and
dissemination activities.

The SRC's president and secretary general frequently
participate in International Federation affairs. The presi-
dent of the SRC was vice president of the International
Federation and a member of the Standing Commission
in 1999. The secretary general heads the regional task
force on strengthening National Society networking and
partnership.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster response
The SRC has for years provided food, health and other
forms of assistance to several hundreds of thousands of
displaced and disaster-affected people in different areas
of the country. SRCIWFP food distribution reaches
people in five states; interventions with the ICRC care for
large numbers ofIDPs in the south; and emergency relief
has recently assisted drought and flood victims. With
UNHCR, the society assists refugees from Ethiopia and
Eritrea in camps at Kassala and Gedaref.

Disaster preparedness
Priority is given to six state branches, situated in
transitional zones bordering the troubled southern part
of the country, to allow them to respond more efficiently
to IDPs' recurrent need of assistance. Drought and flood
contingency plans have been initiated following the
most recent disaster in 2001.

Health
Volunteers at. branch level help in community
mobilization, dissemination, training of first aid and
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primary health care, vaccinations and HIV/AIDS control
programmes. They also participate in rubbish campaigns,
construction and maintenance of institutions such as
schools, health centres, building dams and digging
shallow wells. Malaria control projects for lOPs around
Khartoum and in areas within the White Nile state have
been implemented with support from the International
Federation. Programmes for reproductive health and
home-based child health care have been introduced. Safe
drinking water is provided to residents of camps for
displaced people in the Khartoum area.

Community development programmes
A number of community development projects have
been carried out, notably in different areas with the
support of participating National Societies.

Institutional development
Institutional development is the first and foremost
strategic goal in the new work plan. A comprehensive
programme has been developed to initiate reforms aimed
at creating the most advantageous environment for the
decentralization and development of state branches.

Relevance/effectiveness
In 1994, an evaluation of the community-based health
programme was carried out by the Netherlands Red
Cross in cooperation with the Sudanese Red Crescent.

The Derudeb and Hayia development projects were
evaluated in 1996. The evaluation team comprised a
Danish Red Cross representative, an external consultant,
the SRC and the local community's committee.
Recommendations stated that project activities should be
reviewed and that the SRC should give priority to human
resource development to strengthen its local branches, and
thus enhance the sustainability of the programme.

Evaluations have also been carried out regarding two
major relief operations: assistance to flood victims in
2001 and a meningitis campaign in 2000. The major
lessons learnt from the relief operations are the need for
a decentralized organization, with branches in all states
equipped to take on the operational responsibility for the
projects and for an emergency stockpile to speed up the
disaster response.

5. Further information
Perspective, a magazine on SRC activities
Strategic Work Plan, 2000-2004 (available in English
and Arabic)
Plan of Action 2000-200i, Section I (programmesfor
international Federation assistance) and Section II
(pro-grammesfor bilateral and external support)
International Federation Country Assistance Strategy
for Sudan, 2000-2003
Volunteerism in Sudanese Red Crescent by Omer
Osman (SRC secretary general) •
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Baphalali Swaziland
Red Cross Society

Founded:
-
1933

Members/volunteers: n.a.
Staff: n.a.
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Mbabane
984,000 (2000)
US$ 1,400 (1998)
38 years (1998)
64 per 1,000 live births (1998)
78.3 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
According to its mISSIOn statement, the Baphalali
Swaziland Red Cross Society (BSRCS) is a
humanitarian organization, aimed at preventing and
alleviating suffering and facilitating development for
vulnerable people in accordance with the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement.

The society's vision is that by the year 2004, the society
will be an efficient institution which addresses the
crucial needs of the most vulnerable people in a more
effective manner.

The society has a good reputation in Swaziland. The
general public has high respect for the society's health,
social welfare, first-aid and disaster programmes.

Legal base
The Baphalali Swaziland Red Cross Society was
established in 1933 as a branch of the British Red Cross.
In 1970 it became the Swaziland Red Cross and His
Majesty King Sobhuza III, its patron, renamed it the
Baphalali Swaziland Red Cross Society. In the same
year, the society was enacted by the 1970 act of the
Swazi parliament referred to as "the Baphalali
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Swaziland Red Cross act of parliament". In 1979, both
the International Federation and the ICRC recognized
the society. The BSRSC covers the whole of the country.

In 1999, the society reviewed its constitution with the aim
of improving and strengthening its governance structure.
A special commission was set up by the general assembly
to review and update the constitution. The draft
constitution addresses the profile of the board, the election
process, the creation of other commissions, volunteers
and members, subscriptions and the role of youth.

3. Capacity
Leadership
King Mswati III is the patron of the society. He plays a
pivotal role in promoting the society's profile and in
raising funds. The national executive board is elected by
the general assembly. The board members represent the
four "regions of the country. There are currently two
subcommittees, the resource development committee
and the finance committee. The society has five
divisions (Hhohho, Manzini, Shiselweni, Piggs Peak
and Manzini). The divisions are governed by the
divisional committees, which are formed by the
divisional assembly. Each division has several branches
that are responsible for branch activities. The youth
group is represented at all levels. Each division has a
youth representative who submits reports and monitors
youth involvement and development in the respective
divisions. All divisional youth representatives are
members of the general assembly. The five youth
representatives then elect one youth representative to
serve in the national executive committee.

Human resources
The society has volunteers scattered throughout the rural
areas, where the majority of people live. The society has
dynamic young staff in all the divisions. Most of the
staff members have been with the Red Cross for over
three years and are highly knowledgeable and
experienced in their field of activity.

In recent years, many NGOs have been set up in
Swaziland. These NGOs have ties with politics and
royalty. Most of the new NGOs are able to recruit
quality volunteers and staff. In the past two years, the
BSRCS has lost good staff who have moved to other
NGOs and the government.

HIV/AIDS remains a threat to the Swazi nation. Groups
of the young, working-age population are infected by
the disease. This situation will inevitably affect the staff
and volunteer base of the society.

Financial resources
Due to the economic recession, Swaziland has failed to
attract direct investments in the country. This has had an
effect on raising local income for the society. Moreover,

there is little donor interest in Swaziland due to the size
of the population and the economic situation.

The society enjoys government tax exemption at
customs whereas most NGOs do not have this privilege.

Material resources
The BSRSC is the largest humanitarian agency in
Swaziland covering the whole of the country. The
society owns buildings in all the big towns and cities of
the country.

The society has three clinics (the Mahwalala, Sigombeni
and Silele clinics). The Sigombeni and Silele clinics are
based in rural areas where basic health care services are
insufficient. The ministry of health and social welfare
works very closely with the BSRCS in the provision of
primary health-care services and the government
provides the clinics with subsidies. The government
subventions pay for drugs and part of the nurses' wages.

Organization/planning
In 1999, the society, in consultation with the
International Federation, developed a four-year strategic
plan. This four-year rolling plan aims at addressing the
challenges faced by the society. Volunteers, staff,
members of the governing board and officials from the
government produced the document. The facilitator was
a Red Cross volunteer who had in-depth knowledge of
the society and the development of a strategic plan.

Partnerships
The Baphalali Swaziland Red Cross Society works
closely with the Swaziland government through the
national disaster task force (NDTF). During the
devastating floods in February 2000, the society was
requested by the NDTF to train national disaster teams
on assessments and also coordinate the distribution of
the relief items. In the national disaster policy, the
society plays an important role in managing disasters
both at national and regional level.

The BSRCS also works closely with the Swaziland
government (ministry of health) in running a blood-
collection service. The BSRCS also works in
cooperation with the Swiss Red Cross in this
programme.

In 1994, the coordinating assembly ofNGOs (CAN GO)
formed a consortium to mitigate and redress the effects
of drought in the country. The society was one of the
organizations that assisted in forming the consortium.
As such, it worked in four communities in rural areas,
where it was involved in water harvesting, pasture
fencing, cattle rearing and a number of income-
generating projects. The BSRCS has served on the
CANGO executive committee for six years. The
society's secretary general was elected to be chairperson
for two terms and it was only in 2001 that the society
declined.
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in developing fund-raising skills at branch and
divisional level.

The society plays a pivotal role in "Partners in action"
(PARINAC), a UNHCR initiative aimed at coordinating
activities for refugees and internally displaced people.

The society was one of the agencies in Swaziland that
called for the creation of an HIV /AIDS consortium. The
consortium consists of all NGOs that are involved in
activities related to AIDS. The goal of the consortium is
to coordinate and solicit funds for HIV/AIDS-related
activities.

4. Performance
Activities
In line with the African Red Cross Red Crescent Health
Initiative (ARCHI), Strategy 2010 and the
Ouagadougou Declaration, the society has five core
areas of activity: health and social welfare; institutional
development; disaster preparedness and response; IHL
and information dissemination; and branch
development.

Health
HIV/AIDS remains an integral component of the
society's programmes. Activities include care and
support, prevention among youth groups and support for
people living with the disease. The support and care is to
be integrated into the clinics operated by the society.

As far as blood collection is concerned, in 1994 the
BSRCS, with support from the Swiss Red Cross, signed
a contract with the ministry of health to run blood-
collection services in the two regions, Hhhohho and
Lubombo. A national blood-transfusion service (NBTS)
should have been established under the legal authority
of the Swazi government after two years, but there were
problems in setting up the service, in spite of the further
extension of the contract by the Swiss Red Cross. The
government of Swaziland then requested the society to
act as the agency for blood collection and now pays for
all costs. Given the complexity of the blood programme,
the society, in consultation with the Swiss Red Cross
and the International Federation, decided to focus
exclusively on blood-donor mobilization services, using
Red Cross volunteers and youth in schools.

With regard to first aid, the society provides community
and emergency first services. The BSRCS remains the
leading provider of first-aid services in the country. The
society is also active in the field of social welfare and
care, providing social welfare services to the destitute.

Institutional development
The programme aims to improve and strengthen
governance at both national and divisional levels;
review and improve staff conditions in order to reduce
the high staff turnover, as well as streamlining the
society's activities in order to focus on key programme
areas; and, with regard to resource mobilization, assist
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Disaster preparedness and response
The society intends to develop a disaster preparedness
policy and plan to address its needs and collaborate with
the other components of the Movement; linking food
security to disaster mitigation and HIV/AIDS.

IHL and information dissemination
The society educates and disseminates IHL to the armed
forces, university and public authorities. It intends to
improve communication systems through the use of
information technology in all divisions.

Branch development
The society hopes to facilitate development through
recruiting volunteers, particularly in the youth group .•
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Tanzania Red Cross
National Society

Founded:
Members/vo Iunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1962
6,500 (2001)
470 (2001)
CHF 9.75 million (2001)

1. National context
The United Republic of Tanzania remains one of the
most politically stable countries in East Africa, having
undergone a successful transition to a multiparty system
after 36 years of socialist-oriented single-party rule.
Despite this political stability it is ranked by the World
Bank as the third poorest country in the world, with a
population of over 32 million reported to be growing at
about 2.8 per cent per year. The economy and most of
the people are heavily dependent on agriculture, which
accounts for some 50 per cent of gross domestic product
and provides 85 per cent of exports. The income and
expenditure levels of most of the population are often
extremely low and food security is limited. Despite
recent improvements in economic growth, the country
continues to suffer from a very high debt burden that has
impacted heavily on its social service budgets. The
result is that poverty in both urban and rural areas is
compounded by a lack of health services, making people
vulnerable to outbreaks of disease. HIV /AIDS is now
estimated to affect 9.4 per cent of the adult population.
Tanzania is vulnerable to natural disasters such as floods
and droughts, and ongoing conflict and instability in
some surrounding countries has resulted in large-scale
refugee movements into the country. In 2001 the country
was host to more than 500,000 refugees from the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Burundi and
Rwanda.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Dodoma
32.1 million (1999)
US$ 478 (1998)
51.1 years (2000)
90 per 1,000 live births (2000)
71.6 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation

Mission
The mission statement of the Tanzania Red Cross
National Society (TRCS) clearly reflects the
Fundamental Principles of the Red Cross Red Crescent
Movement. The society is working to comply fully with
its own constitution and aims at safeguarding these
principles. Its framework for development cooperation
sets out the general goals of the society, which was
based on the International Federation's Strategic Work
Plan.

The TRCS complements government efforts whenever a
major disaster occurs. It has built a positive national and
international image and is perceived as one of the main
national organizations to respond to emergency relief
situations, either natural disasters as in the case of floods
and drought in 1997, or refugee operations such as
assistance to the Rwandan, Burundian and Congolese
refugees since 1994.

Legal base
The TRCS was founded in 1962 and joined the
Movement in 1963. The statutes were last updated in
1985. Further revision is planned to make the
constitution as relevant as possible. Revitalization of
governance is an ongoing process. Grass-roots elections
took place in early 2000 culminating in the general
assembly and election of the national leadership in May
2000.

Constituency
The TRCS branch structure reflects the administrative
regions of the government with a regional branch
structure in 17 of the 21 regions on the mainland and
five branches on the islands of Zanzibar. Leaders are
drawn from members of the respective branches.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The main governing bodies are the general assembly, the
national managing committee and the regional, district
and branch managing committees.

The TRCS has an accountable structure of governance
with well-defined volunteer leadership roles (chairman
and treasurer), and the secretary general who oversees
day-to-day activities. Efforts are being made to
strengthen the involvement of volunteer leaders at the
national and regional level.

Human resources
In 2001, the society employed a total of 470 staff, many
of whom work for the refugee relief operation (RRO) at
the Kigoma base and at five refugee camps in Kasulu
and Lugufu. One hundred people are employed to run
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information, dissemination, conflict preparedness, water
and sanitation in Zanzibar), the Swedish Red Cross
(twinning - Mwanza branch), the American Red Cross
(African Women's Initiative (AWl) which focuses on
capacity building, health and branch development in the
Kigoma region) and the British, Canadian, Japanese,
Netherlands and Norwegian Red Cross Societies. Major
international donors include ECHO, DFID and the
European Union (Euro Aid).

the Burundi refugee operation in Ngara. At the
headquarters, there are 18 professional staff and 37
support staff. At the branches there are 11 professional
staff and 14 support staff.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 2001 was CHF 9.75
million. The RRO accounted for CHF 8.8 million of this
expenditure; the Ngara operation for CHF 440,000; the
strengthening Tanzania disaster response project
(STDRP), CHF 305,000; and the ICRC-supported
tracing programme, CHF 175,000. The society's local
income is derived from the following sources: leasing
office premises; government subvention; contributions
from programmes; and donations to various
programmes from donor National Societies. A more
secure resource base is envisaged through potential
commercial development of headquarters property and
diversification to the corporate sector.

Material resources
The TRCS owns its headquarters building, several
branch offices, land for future development and a small
fleet of vehicles. Added to this are assets used in the
management of the RRO, including a fleet of vehicles.

Organization/planning
Following a strategic planning workshop held in
December 2001, the society defined its main portfolio of
core activities as disaster management and
preparedness, health and youth. These will be backed up
with strong support functions in information and
dissemination, as well as fund-raising and income
generation. Social welfare and gender issues were
considered a second priority since the society did not
enjoy comparative advantage as there are many
specialized NGOs working in these areas. Nevertheless,
one board member has been tasked to focus specifically
on, and monitor, gender issues relevant to the society.

Guided by Strategy 2010, ARCHI 2010, the
Ouagadougou Declaration and the recommendations of
the Evaluation Report of the RRO conducted in April,
2001, and following a self-assessment, the current
strategic plan of the society will be revised in 2002. The
plan will address this self-determined portfolio to enable
the society to draft a three-to-five-year development
plan. The society has recognized the need for and will
undertake structural changes at headquarters level to
provide an active centre for a unified society and a
holistic approach to achieving its core activities, and for
branch development to increase the base for the society.
Strengthening of governance has long been a strategic
priority. The financial management system, including
computerization of the finance department, is being
strengthened.

Partnerships
Within the Movement, the society is supported by the
International Federation, the ICRC (tracing,
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4. Performance
Activities
Relief.
With the support of the International Federation, the
society has assisted more than 300,000 refugees from
the DRC since early 1996 and from Burundi and
Rwanda since 1994. This assistance has included camp
management, medical services, food distribution,
sanitation and safe water provision. Following the
signing of the cooperation agreement between the
International Federation and the TRCS in April 1997,
the society has taken over responsibility for the
implementation of the RRO, with the International
Federation delegation in Tanzania offering a monitoring,
advisory and support role. This has helped the society's
capacity building, as it has had to manage a complex
operation with over 400 staff and volunteers and an
annual budget of currently about CHF 8 million. An
important part of the RRO is empowerment of refugees
and extending the skills and expertise gained in the
operation to establish community-based water projects
to benefit local Tanzanians living near the refugee
camps. The society is also active in responding to
natural disasters such as floods and drought and
assisting victims of disasters including the bombing of
the American embassy in Dar Es Salaam (1998) and the
sinking of the MV-Bukoba in Lake Victoria (1997). The
society provides first-aid training to other institutions. In
2000-200 I, nationwide first-aid training was planned
with funding from the United States government.

Disaster preparedness
Based on the RRO, the society is planning to embark on
a disaster preparedness programme in the western
border area, and to reinforce the establishment of new
branches in the region. The strategic disaster response
programme funded by USAID to support disasters in the
country is ongoing.

Health
Plans for restructuring the society in 2002 include, as a
priority, the establishment and staffing of a health
department with the assistance of the American Red
Cross. Health is a major component of the RRO and the
society is the main partner in Tanzania for UNFPA to
implement reproductive health programmes. A five-year
strategic plan for HIV/AIDS was drafted in 2002.
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Youth
The main youth activities include trammg in
community-based first aid, community service,
dissemination and building friendship and
understanding. In 1999, there were approximately 150
youth leaders.

5. Further information
International Federation cooperation agreement
strategyfor Tanzania
International Federation Appeal 2002-03 (Tanzania
documents) • Togolese Red Cross

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1959
8,000
34
CHF 788,000 (2001)

1. National context
The Republic of Togo suffered political and economic
turbulence during the 1990s along with several
attempted military coups. Elections took place in 1998,
but the ballot was called into question by the opposition
parties. The economy and political stability were
seriously affected by a 50 per cent devaluation of the
CFA franc in 1993, and a structural adjustment
programme and the withdrawal or freezing of external
development aid also contributed to economic
problems. Togo hosts around 4,000 refugees and
displaced people.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Lome
4.8 million (2001)
US$ 330 (2001)
49 years (200 I)
81 per 1,000 live births (1998)
53 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Fundamental Principles of the Movement are
clearly stated in the statutes of the Togolese Red Cross
(TRC), which have been distributed to all branches.
During the 1900s, the International Federation's
Strategic WorkPlan was used as a basis for planning
TRC activities.

In principle, the TRC's autonomous position is
acknowledged by the government, although minor
problems can occur at local level, due to lack of
information and the unstable position of local branches,
and during periods of internal political tension. The
public image of the society was boosted by support given
to victims of the political troubles of the early 1990s.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Legal base
The TRC was founded in 1959, recognized by its
government in 1960, and admitted to the Movement in
1961. The statutes were last updated in 1996. The last
general assembly and elections took place in December
1996.

Constituency
The TRC has a network of 213 local branches, of which
126 are active. Although unevenly distributed they
cover all the administrative regions of Togo. The society
has 13,321 members, of whom 32 per cent are women
(1996 statistics). Out of the membership, approximately
8,000 are youth volunteers.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The administration of the TRC, including monitoring
local branches and planning, executing and supervising
of activities, is carried out by the volunteer leadership
and a paid permanent staff at the headquarters and in the
regional coordination offices. Internal regulations define
the responsibilities of the members, the volunteer staff
and the technical departments, as well as procedural
matters relating to the governing bodies at all levels of
the TRC.

The highest decision-making body is the general
assembly, which meets every four years. It is composed
of representatives of local branches, members of the
central committee, the managing committee,
representatives of youth groups and some ministries.
The central committee is the supreme management
body; its members meet every year to review the
activities adopted and decisions taken by the general
assembly. It comprises the members of the managing
committee, the regional delegates, a youth
representative, and representatives of some ministries,
holding an advisory but not voting position.

The managing committee is the body that supervises the
implementation of decisions taken by the general
assembly and the central committee; its members are
elected by the general assembly for a period of four
years. It meets at least monthly and reviews past and
current activities, and launches new projects according
to the decisions taken at the general assembly. The
committee is composed of the president, two vice
presidents, a treasurer, a legal adviser and six national
technical advisers. The managing committee has a five-
person bureau that meets weekly to oversee the work of
the secretary general.

Human resources
The society has 34 staff, of whom seven are paid
managers at headquarters and three are coordinators at
the regional level. Other staff include support staff, i.e.,
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the messengers, drivers, guards, accountant and clerical
employees. These employees are paid by the National
Society. The PNS, International Federation, and the
ICRC fund managers' salaries. There are no employees
at branch level.

Financial resources
The TRC's 2001 domestic expenditure totalled
approximately CHF 787,500. Local fund-raising
represented 20 per cent of this total, made up of
membership fees and subscriptions, sale of Red Cross
goods, use of a lorry, subsidies and donations. The
society is making efforts to develop a resource
development policy, in order to become more
financially independent.

Material resources
The society owns its headquarters buildings in Lome,
with two annexes for storage and a kindergarten, a
separate kindergarten building and a school for training
midwives. TRC also owns a I5-seater minibus, five
four-wheel-drive vehicles, two of which were acquired
in 2002, one ambulance and one motorbike. These are
all well used and will need to be replaced.

Organization/planning
The TRC prepared a development plan for I998-200l.
The plan focuses on the following main areas:
institutional development; primary health care; women
and development; disaster preparedness; and
information and dissemination.

In 1995, a self-assessment was carried out and identified
the main problem areas as being: the functioning of the
headquarters (no permanently employed personnel), and
of the local branches (lack of monitoring and
encouragement of members); the society's centralized
administrative and management structure; the weakness
of youth activities; and the lack of sustainable financial
resources. All of these areas are currently being
addressed with an emphasis placed on decentralization
and improving the standards of professionalism.

The TRC treasurer (a volunteer) and the head of finance
and accounting department, with the help of two full-
time employees, manage the finances of the society;
annual accounts are produced and presented to the
central committee and the general assembly; a regular
external audit is foreseen.

Partnerships
The TRC cooperates with the ministry of health, social
affairs and women (provision of nurses, blood
donations); ministry of education (youth-related
activities); ministry of the interior and ministry of
national defence (dissemination of Fundamental
Principles, first aid). The society also works with the
Togo scouts movement on an HIV /AIDS peer education
programme, and with UNHCR which closed its offices
in Lome in December 2001.
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A PNS consortium, made up of the French, German,
Italian, Spanish and Swiss Red Cross Societies, plus the
International Federation, has signed a cooperation
agreement for the provision of overall assistance to the
TRC, covering the period 1999- 2001. Another
development plan for the period 2002-2005 is being
prepared. The ICRC supports emergency preparedness
and dissemination.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
During political disturbances in the first half of the
1990s, TRC volunteers provided first-aid services to
wounded people and supplied food and medical
assistance to displaced people, both through the
society's own resources and through a relief programme
supported by the International Federation and the ICRC.
During a general strike, the TRC transported sick and
wounded people. From 1994-1998, the society
supported Ghanaian refugees in northern Togo in an
operation funded by the International Federation and
UNHCR. Since 1998 the TRC has continued to support
some community development projects amongst the
refugee groups.

Health
Primary health care is a major field of activity of the
TRC: 46 health centres were built and equipped in
cooperation with local communities, and 19 medico-
social centres have also been established. Training of
women's groups (mothers' clubs) in health, community
health-worker first aiders and of peer educators in
HIV/AIDS is being carried out in several localities in
the Maritine, Plateaux, Centrale and Kara regions.

The network of volunteers comprising the women's
groups, the community health-worker first aiders, peer
educators and care personnel increase the population's
awareness of easily preventable diseases.

A community care programme was set up for people
living with HIV (PLWHA), in cooperation with
religious groups and UNDP in Lome-Commune. The
health sector was also involved in managing cholera
epidemics. Social mobilization was good during the
measles campaign in December 2001. Five wells were
renovated, and 115 family latrines and one community
latrine built in Centrale region.

First aid
In all, 153 first-aid trainers (39 instructor trainers and
114 trainers) and 3,640 volunteer first aiders are
members of the local branches. About 150 mobile first-
aid team leaders have also now received first-aid
training. In 1999, a national camp in community-based
first aid was organized, with financial support from the
International Federation's regional delegation.

Blood
Two blood banks have been set up. The state is
responsible for the management and the society
increases awareness of voluntary unpaid blood
donation.

Social welfare
Provisions and other goods are distributed to vulnerable
people in times of disaster. The society also manages
two kindergartens in Lome. Needy people are regularly
assisted to the extent of the TRC's resources - provision
of eyeglasses, supplies for the disabled, free
consultations and medical analyses.

Youth
The TRC promotes the creation of Red Cross school
clubs to spread the principles of the Movement and to
enhance awareness of human rights matters among
young people. In view of the spread of HIV /AIDS, the
TRC has embarked on a joint programme with the
Togolese young scouts to educate youth and to
strengthen communication among them. In 1999, an
international youth camp was held in Togoville, with the
theme "youth power", promoting the Fundamental
Principles and humanitarian values.

Dissemination
With the help of the ICRC, the TRC carries out regular
information programmes on the Fundamental
Principles, the Geneva Conventions and human rights.
Major target groups are the general public, the army and
the police.

Resource development
This focuses on income-generating activities to support
the local branches and secure funding of the health
centres (salaries and medicines). Six local branches
benefit from the installation of maize mills. One local
branch manages a village shop. The headquarters sells
first-aid kits and derives income from a waste-disposal
truck and a pirogue for sea fishing.

Institutional development
Efforts are being made to strengthen the structures and
programmes of the TRC.

Relevance/effectiveness
Evaluations of the income-generating projects and the
health centres have been carried out. While noting
considerable achievements in both areas at village level,
these evaluations revealed the weak monitoring capacity
of the TRC. As a result, recommended steps to address
these weaknesses are being taken as part of the
institutional development programme, including the
employment of permanent personnel charged with
monitoring and capacity building. This staff is now at
headquarters and in the regions .•
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The Uganda
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1964
150,000
129 (2001)
CHF 5.5 million (2001)

1. National context
Uganda became a republic in 1962 when it gained
independence from the United Kingdom. In recent
years, the country has benefited from relative stability
under a system of no-party rule and a rigorous economic
reform programme. The country's economy is
dominated by agriculture, which accounts for almost all
export earnings and 88 per cent of the labour force. Its
main export is coffee. The regional conflict in the Great
Lakes region and the civil war in southern Sudan have
led to massive population movements in the region,
resulting in Uganda hosting some 185,000 refugees and
400,000 internally displaced people (lDPs).

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Kampala
20 million (1997)
US$ 310 (1998)
40 years (1997)
86 per 1,000 live births (1997)
64 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Uganda Red Cross Society (URCS) miSSIOn
statement is "to mobilize the power of humanity for
improving the lives of the vulnerable in Uganda". The
society's main goals are set out in its framework for
development cooperation. With a sound institutional
framework developed under the 1999-2001 strategic
plan, the society has developed and is implementing its
strategic plan 2002-2006, which sets out to address
consolidation of institutional development and effective
programme delivery.
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Close collaboration with the government is one of the
society's major strategies. The URCS has not.
experienced any problems of autonomy while working
with the government. It has been able to build a positive
public image through its emergency relief and health
programmes .

Legal base
The Uganda Red Cross Society existed formerly as part
of the British Red Cross. The Uganda Red Cross
constitution was adopted by an act of parliament in 1964
and the National Society became a member of the
International Federation in 1965. The society's
constitution was last reviewed in 2001 and adopted by
the national council (general assembly) in February
2002.

Constituency
The society's branch structure stems from the national
council. There are 45 branches, which cover all the
administrative regions in the country.

In 1998, the society had 77,000 male, 43,200 female and
9,522 youth members. Branch volunteers, where
available, are recruited as staff in relief operations.
Women are underrepresented at all levels in the society,
and 43 of 45 branch secretaries are men. An in-depth
gender analysis has yet to be carried out.

A national youth council has been formed after changes
in the Uganda Red Cross constitution and the central
governing board has a youth representative.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society is governed by a national council headed by
the president, and a central governing board which
comprises a chairperson, a vice chairperson, a treasurer,
two youths, three women representatives, four advisers
representing special skills and expertise, and nine
regional representatives. The board meets quarterly and
is charged with formulating the society's policies. It
reports to the national council every year. Governing
boards in all 45 branches are responsible for branch
activities. The secretary general is the chief executive
and as such oversees the day-to-day running of the
society.

Human resources
The URCS employs 84 staff at headquarters and 45 field
officers in the branches. The society is increasingly
attracting professional staff with the improved
institutional framework. Some departments such as
youth and information often use volunteers who are paid
a small allowance, especially when they work in the
field because of the increasing activity in the
programmes.
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Financial resources
The total income of the society in 2001 was CHF 5.5
million. The main sources of funding were participating
National Societies and the International Federation as
well as some local sources

The society's funding has been improving since the
restructuring process. Several externally funded projects
have been initiated. After the restructuration process in
1998, many staff posts were terminated, which left the
society with significant liabilities for termination
payments, 85 per cent of which have however been
settled. The society has a sound financial system in
place (Navision Financials), and its accounts are audited
annually by internal auditors (Price Waterhouse
Coopers).

The society continues to rely heavily on external
funding, although its local fund-raising is gaining
momentum. The fund-raising programme has income-
generating projects and has developed corporate
relations for fund-raising purposes.

Material resources
The URCS owns a five-in-one warehouse complex
(which is rented out), a maize mill, a petrol station, a
motor vehicle workshop (which are presently not
operating) and a number of vehicles. It has also acquired
several plots of land, some of which have been
developed for use in the branches. The society has its
own office buildings, which were acquired on loan, the
largest percentage of which has now been repaid.

Organization/planning
The 1999-200 I URCS strategic plan focused on
institutional development and restructuring within
URCS in order to establish a sound institutional
framework. With such a framework in place, the
strategy 2002-2006 sets out to address consolidation of
institutional development and the effective programme
delivery agenda. The document that covers the 2002-
2006 period outlines the strategic objectives, activity
areas, expected impact and outcome under each
strategic objective and key indicators of achievements.
Annual work plans and budgets are produced on basis of
this document. The plan is compatible with Strategy
2010, the Seville Agreement, the Ouagadougou
Declaration, ARCHI 20 I 0 and Ugandan national
humanitarian concerns, which form the basic standards
for the strategic objectives.

The strategic plan captures the shared and clear
understanding of URCS strategic direction to serving
vulnerable people in Uganda better. This document was
developed in a participatory manner with contributions
from the URCS headquarters and branch staff, and
central and branch governing board volunteers. It has
also been developed through extensive consultation
with partners in and outside the country.

Partnerships
The society's relationship with the Ugandan
government is strong. The govemment increasingly
contracts the URCS to provide services on its behalf, for
example, in the control of the malaria epidemic in south-
western Uganda. A memorandum of understanding
between the URCS and Uganda blood transfusion
services under the ministry of health has been reached
and is hoped to greatly improve our services. The
URCS, UNHCR and WFP also signed a memorandum
of understanding for continued support of the Mbarara
refuge operation. Other partners with whom an
understanding has been reached include FAO
(agriculture) and African Youth Alliance (adolescent
reproductive health). The URCS has also collaborated
with World Bank, UNICEF, WHO and OCHA.

It has also continued to form alliances in the private
sector with companies such as TNT, Global Express,
Shell Uganda and Total Uganda. The aim of such
initiatives is to improve the partnership network and
funding possibilities for the society.

Most of the society's programmes are funded for the
time being by external donations from other National
Societies. The ICRC finances the tracing, dissemination
and emergency relief programmes, covered by an
agreement which was signed in 1998. Some of the
programmes funded by PNS are covered by
development contracts, for example, the branch
development programme (supported by the Norwegian
and Swedish Red Cross); the youth programme (British
and Danish Red Cross); and the health programme
(American, Danish and Norwegian Red Cross). The
disaster preparedness programme is supported by
British, Danish and Norwegian Red Cross, while the
British and Netherlands Red Cross support projects in
the fund-raising department.

Increasingly, the society has been asking for technical
guidance from the International Federation's regional
delegation, especially with regards to institutional
development. The URCS successfully hosted the 1996
Pan-African conference and acts a focal point for gender
in the east Africa region. The URCS, with the support of
the International Federation, is working with the
government to come up with a national disaster
management policy.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and response
This programme covers disaster preparedness and
response activities, strengthening URCS branch
activities and disaster preparedness capacity to provide
humanitarian services wherever the need arises. Relief
operations are being carried out in two refugee camps,
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Tracing services
This service traces and links up individuals and families,
and facilitates exchange of family news as a result of
disasters. These activities assist a large number of IDPs
and refugees in Uganda.

Orukinga and Nakivale (south-western Uganda), where
the majority of refugees come from Rwanda. The
society is a member of the government's national
disaster committee.

Health
The health programme has four components; first aid;
blood-donor recruitment; immunization; and
community-based health care. Through the community-
based health-care programme, the society carries out
primary health care, HIY /AIDS awareness and training
activities. It promotes mother-and-child health care,
disease prevention and control, and general community
development. The URCS provides safe drinking water
to communities and promotes proper sanitation. It is
also involved in essential drugs support activities with
the objective of empowering families and communities
to take responsibility for their own health. This is being
accomplished by improving their knowledge and
promoting rational and proper use of drugs through
information campaigns. The society is starting home
care for orphans, widows and people living with AIDS.

Blood
This is a component of the health programme through
which the society assists the national blood-transfusion
service by organizing voluntary blood-donor orientation
sessions throughout the country and encouraging people
to donate blood.

Immunization
The society is a partner of the global initiative for the
eradication of measles and carries out routine
immunization campaigns. Through this, the URCS
contributes to reduction of death and disability caused
by childhood vaccine-preventable diseases.

First aid
Under this component, the society teaches life-saving
skills and provides first-aid services at functions. It also
includes road safety initiatives which, in collaboration
with government structures and corporate bodies, aim at
reducing the number of fatal traffic accidents.

Youth
Young people are encouraged to be involved in Red
Cross work. Today there are several "youth links" in
Uganda whose members play an active role in the work
of the local communities. They assist the sick and
elderly people, practise first aid and are trained as
instructors. Youth are well represented at all leadership
levels of the society, in addition to their own organ that
addresses youth affairs. This organ, which is headed by
the national youth council, is bound by the constitution
of the Uganda Red Cross Society. There are several
youth projects such as the out-of-school youth project
on sexual reproductive health and the global youth
awareness project, all contributing to the development
of an integrated and vibrant youth programme.
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Branch development
The society has embraced decentralization in order to
strengthen its programme operations by empowering its
branches to plan, implement and manage the society's
activities at the grass-roots level. A decentralization
action plan is being implemented. This involves
building branch capacity, putting management and
control systems in place and filling human resource
gaps.

Information and dissemination
This programme creates awareness of the Movement in
order to promote understanding, support and respect for
its humanitarian activities.

5. Further information
URCS Strategic plan 2002-2006
URCSAnnual and audit report.
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Zambia
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1966
12,878 (2002)
84 (2002)
CHF 400,000 (1998)

1. National context
Zambia gained independence from the United Kingdom
in 1964. The country was a one-party state until 1991,
when a multiparty democracy was introduced. Zambia
is divided into nine administrative provinces and has an
elected president who is both the head of state and of the
government. The country is affected by disasters
including floods, droughts, epidemics and refugee
influxes. In terms of refugees, the country is currently
home to an estimated 50,000 refugees, who fled the
conflict in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC) and another 100,000 Angolan, Rwandan and
Congolese refugees settled in Meheba,
Mayukwayukwa, Nangweshi and Ukwimi refugee
camps. While 62 per cent of the population has no
access to safe water, 25 per cent has no access to health
services and a further 29 per cent no access to sanitation.
In June 1998, UNAIDS estimated that 19 per cent of the
adult population was infected by HIV.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Lusaka
10.3 million (2000)
US$ 330 (1998)
40.5 years (1998)
109 per 1,000 live births (1998)
75 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Fundamental Principles are clear in the mission
statement of the Zambia Red Cross Society (ZRCS),
which was revised in July 1994. The society works
independently from the government and there are no
problems concerning autonomy or independence. With

the latest strategic plan now in place, the public image
of ZRCS should improve and more support is expected
from the local community.

Legal base
The ZRCS started out as a branch of the British Red Cross
in the 1950s and became a National Society in 1966 by an
act of parliament. Itwas recognized by the ICRC the same
year and joined the Intemational Federation in 1967. The
statutes were last updated in 1994 and, in 1999, a
committee was formed to revise the statutes in line with
the draft Intemational Federation guidelines. The last
general council and national elections were held in August
1999 and a new executive committee is in place.

Constituency
The society is composed of 57 branches and "members
groups" (branches with less than 200 members). These
cover all the country's nine provinces and are supported
by voluntary aid detachments, cadet units and junior
links. All these groups have an executive, who are
elected once every two years. The mining council of
Zambia and the Zambia railways council also form part
of the society'S constituency. Seven government
ministries are ex officio members of the general
assembly.

Approximately 11,346 members (2002) are active
volunteers and are responsible for organizing and
running all activities at the branch and members groups'
level. The majority of committee members are dedicated
to their work, but there is a need for improved
dissemination throughout the branches and members
groups including the youth group. In 2002, the ZRCS
has a total of 12,878 registered members of whom 5,532
are adults and 7,346 are youths.

3. Capacity

Leadership
Headquarters is coordinated by the secretary general,
who is assisted by the managers of the programmes,
finance, human resources, administration/resource
development and public relations departments. The
secretary general and heads of department collectively
form the management team, which meets every month.
This team is responsible for decision-making in areas
pertaining to financial and administrative matters and is
responsible for ensuring the implementation of policy
decisions made by the national executive committee
(NEC) and of the society's strategic goals. The NEC
meets once a quarter, though extraordinary meetings can
be convened.

Human resources
In 2002, the society has an estimated 84 employees of
whom 40 are contracted staff under the refugee
programme, and 35 are based at headquarters. These
include the secretary general, four departmental heads,
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assistance of an International Federation finance
development delegate in 1997.

one internal auditor, programme officers and support
staff. Within the finance and administration department,
in addition to the head of department, there are staff
positions for a finance officer and an accounts clerk.
There are five staff at the ZRCS street children's centre
at Lusaka, and ten employees at a hostel in Livingstone.

There has been no revision of salary structure and
remuneration since 1995 and this has made ZRCS's
salaries uncompetitive compared with other NOOs and
similar organizations in Zambia, prompting a higher
than desired staff turnover.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 1998 was approximately
CHF 400,000. Internal funds came mainly from property
investments (90 per cent of headquarters income in
1997), which cannot cover all of its core costs. External
funds come from certain participating National Societies,
the JCRC, the International Federation and UNHCR.
Local donors and well-wishers provide funds for the
street children programme. Current income-generation
projects include golf tournaments, dinner dances, fashion
shows, flag days, sale of first-aid kits and income from
rental properties. The resource development department
has yet to develop a vigorous programme that will raise
funds to meet the shortfalls. The financial statements for
the year ended 31 December 1998 have been finalized
and audited.

Material resources
The ZRCS owns its head office and has an additional
office building, which it rents out. The society has office
buildings/warehouses in six branches and a compound
of six residential flats in Lusaka, which is rented out. It
also owns a hostel in Livingstone.

The society has six vehicles and a number of motorbikes
distributed to field project officers, branch field officers
and tracing officers. The society has no disaster relief
stock. The old stock comprising blankets, second-hand
clothes, plastic sheeting, tents and some medicines was
depleted with the influx of DRC refugees, which began
in March 1999, and following a cholera outbreak in
some of the major cities. The society also has 23 radio
communication stations, provided by the ICRC, placed
around the country thereby linking the headquarters
with the branches.

Organization/planning
The society is currently carrying out a management
organization review with the aid of external consultants.
The new organization structure, salary structure,
conditions of service and evaluation procedures took
effect in October 1995. The society's strategic plan for
2000-2004 is being reviewed to incorporate issues
covered by ARCHI 2010 and Strategy 2010.

The ZRCS developed and uses a manual accounting
system, which was evaluated and improved with the
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Partnerships
The society works in partnership with the following
organizations: UNHCR and WFP (refugees); UNICEF
(street children, youth and HIV/AIDS awareness); WFP
(relief food distribution); WHO (youth drug and
substance abuse); Round Table and Lions Club (street
children); CIDA-SAT Youth Skills Enterprise Initiative;
and the ministries of health (HIV/AIDS, home-based
care and cholera mitigation) and mines (first-aid
training). The ZRCS is also a member of the national
disaster management and mitigation committee.

Within the Movement, the ZRCS receives support from
the Netherlands Red Cross (street children's
programme), the ICRC and the International Federation.
The national health adviser represents the society on the
International Federation's health and community
services advisory committee.

4. Performance
Activities
HIVIAIDSprevention and care
Projects funded by the International Federation since
2001 are implemented in Livingstone, Maamba in
Southern province and Kapirimposhi in Central
province. The Mansa Luapula province will soon be
included. HIV/AIDS activities focus on home-based
care, orphan support and youth peer education. The
community members are fully involved in
implementing the activities. Identified community
members receive training in home care of the
chronically ill and are equipped with necessary material.
The activities are implemented in close collaboration
with the ministry of health.

Water and sanitation (WatSan)
Activities in WatSan started in 1992 as a drought relief
mitigation operation and in 1999 were continued as a
development initiative with funding from the British
Red Cross. In 2001, the Norwegian Red Cross funded
the project. WatSan projects have been implemented in
Choma and Kalomo districts of Southern province and
aim at providing safe water to vulnerable rural
communities; improving community sanitation through
the construction of suitable pit latrines; improving the
health status of target communities through health
education and hygiene promotion interventions;
empowering target communities through training in
community-based maintenance of water points; and
building the capacity of ZRCS volunteers in
community-based water and sanitation interventions.

Cholera mitigation
The ZRCS works very closely with the ministry of
health to mitigate the effects of cholera outbreaks in
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selected areas. The role of the ZRCS is to train
community agents in cholera prevention, promote health
education and hygiene and mobilize the communities
for cleaning public places.

First aid
Although a traditional activity of the Red Cross, first aid
in the ZRCS has not developed to expected standards. A
few branches, mostly in the urban areas, have been
involved in the provision of commercial first aid but lack
standard facilities for effective implementation.
Industrial first aid provided by Red Cross special
branches, such as the mining council for first aid, has had
a great impact within the mining industry but is not under
the direct coordination of the Red Cross secretariat.

Disaster preparedness and response (DPR)
DPR is one of the core programmes. The main activities
ofDPR are training in disaster preparedness; conducting
vulnerability and capacity assessments; provide relief
materials for disaster preparedness to Red Cross
branches; and provide relief to disaster-affected
populations. The programme has mostly been involved
in relief food distribution to flood- and drought-affected
populations in partnership with the WFP and the
government, and in refugee assistance as lead
implementing agency for UNHCR.

Even though the ZRCS works in close collaboration
with the government through the national disaster
management and mitigation unit, it has yet to develop its
own disaster policy and plan.

Congolese refugee assistance
Since March 1999, the ZRCSlInternational Federation
renders assistance to approximately 25,000 Congolese
refugees settled in Mwange camp, and an average of 38
refugees who pass through Kaputa transit camp and the
Chiengi, Nsumbu and Mpulungu reception centres on a
daily basis. Red Cross activities include distribution of
food and non-food items, provision of both curative and
preventive health services, reception and registration of
refugees, tracing, and provision of water and sanitation
facilities. All the activities are implemented in
partnership with the International Federation and
UNHCR.

Street children programme
In response to the growing numbers of children on the
streets of Lusaka, the ZRCS in association with Street
Kids International (SKI) of Canada, established an
outreach programme in September 1991. The
programme assisted the street educators to identify
street children in order to build up trust and friendship.
A drop-in centre was opened in September 1992,
benefiting over 8,000 children with informal education,
skills training and recreation. The Street Kids
programme's main activities are improvement of
literacy levels amongst street children aged between 7
and 18 years through informal education and placement

in formal schools; counselling aimed at behavioural
change towards society integration; skills training in
tailoring and carpentry; transit home for children
awaiting community integration; outreach and
recreation. The programme also provides a meal a day to
all children attending the drop-in centre as an incentive
to keep away from the street and as a means of
maintaining good nutritional status. The Street Kids
programme is currently funded by the Netherlands Red
Cross and the Swedish development agency, SIDA. The
programme has also received support from a number of
service clubs, church organizations, companies and
individuals.

Youth Skills Enterprise Initiative (YSEI)
The objective of the YSEI is to provide economic and
social empowerment to street and other disadvantaged
youths aged between 17 and 26 years through business
and life skills training. YSEI started in 1996 as a
partnership project initiated by SKI Canada, ZRCS and
Young Women's Christian Association of Zambia. The
programme has since assisted 80 per cent of the target
group and is currently operating in six compounds in
urban Lusaka. The core activity areas of the YSEI
programme are training youths in basic business
management and life skills; enabling trained youths
access to and promoting responsible use of micro-credit;
and integrating awareness and raising opportunities
applicable to the life experience of the street youths.

YSEI targets youth in five shanty compounds of Lusaka
(Garden, Chaisa, Chipata, Kabanana and Chawama) and
DAPP Children's Town in rural Kabwe. Funding of the
project is from CIDA-SAT (Canadian International
Development Fund and Southern Africa Aids Training).

Tracing
The greatest numbers of beneficiaries of this programme
are refugees located in various refugee camps as well as
those spontaneously resettled across the country. This
service was established in 1986 and is funded through
the ICRC.

Branch and resource development
Branch development activities were initiated in 1992
with the assistance of the Finnish Red Cross. It seeks to
build the capacity of headquarters and branches to
mobilize and develop the human, financial and material
resources required for them to implement the society's
programmes effectively.

Information and public relations
Information dissemination and public relations has been
set up to promote the ideals, values and Fundamental
Principles of the Movement and the ZRCS.
Information/dissemination activities are funded by the
ICRC. Dissemination activities are carried out through
radio and TV programmes, newsletters and
dissemination workshops in Red Cross branches.
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Relevance/effectiveness
The branch development programme was evaluated in
collaboration with the Finnish Red Cross in 1998. Other
evaluation recommendations have resulted in changes in
the society's health programme and training curricula
for first aid and HIV/AIDS .•
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Zimbabwe
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1981
39,000 (2001)
65 (2001)
CHF l.8 million (2001)

1. National context
Zimbabwe gained independence from the United
Kingdom in 1980. It has abundant resources, a well-
developed infrastructure and a diversified economic
sector. However, in recent years the country has been
suffering internal unrest as serious economic pressures are
pushing an increasing number of people below the poverty
line. Approximately 50 per cent of the rural population
lacks access to safe water and 65 per cent is without access
to adequate sanitation. Zimbabwe is seriously affected by
HIV/AIDS, with an estimated 25 per cent of the sexually
active population (15 to 49 years old) infected.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Harare
12.4 million (1999)
US$ 620 (1998)
42.9 years (1999)
60 per 1,000 live births (1999)
88 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation
Mission
In 1999, the Zimbabwe Red Cross Society (ZRCS)
developed a new mission statement to guide its
activities. The society functions as an auxiliary to
government in all its main programmes and its
initiatives are discussed with the government, at the
national and/or local level, at an early stage. However,
the ZRCS maintains its autonomy and independence. In
the country, the emblem is used by the ministry of health
and private organizations working in health.

The International Federation's Strategy 2010 has been
used in the planning process; in particular for the
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development of a long-term strategic plan. The society's
image is good and it is recognized as the leading non-
government actor in times of disaster. Knowledge of the
ZRCS is good at the local level as well as within the
government and civil service.

Legal base
The society existed as a branch of the British Red Cross
for 49 years until it was established by an act of
parliament in 1981. In 1983, it was recognized by the
ICRC and became a member of the International
Federation. The statutes were last updated in 2000. The
general assembly is held annually and the last one took
place in July 2001.

Constituency
The ZRCS operates countrywide under a similar
administrative structure to local government. Beneath the
national executive council (NEC) are eight provincial
committees, then 57 district committees. At present, there
are 282 branches. Membership is comparatively low in
the provinces of Manicaland, Mashonaland East and
Mashonaland West. In 2001, men constituted 48 per cent
of the total members, however at NEC level, they
represent 83 per cent of the elected membership. At
headquarters, women constitute 53 per cent of the senior
staff members. This is a result of the equal opportunities
and affirmative-action policies.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The NEC comprises the president, two vice presidents,
honorary national treasurer and eight provincial
chairpersons. The secretary general is a member of the
NEC. Elections take place every three years on a
rotational basis. Three other NEC members are co-opted
representatives from the ministries of education, health
and child welfare, and social welfare. Provincial and
district committees follow the same electoral process.
The NEC meets quarterly. An NEC subcommittee on
administration meets quarterly prior to NEC meetings
whenever necessary. The management committee meets
weekly and there are quarterly meetings of the
programme management unit, which includes the
provincial programme officers. A series of workshops
on governance and management during 1998 formed the
basis for several change processes involving both
headquarters and provinces.

A new secretary general was appointed in 2002. The
society has defined plans for volunteer leadership
training for 1999, covering roles and responsibilities as
well .as the history and mandate of the Movement.
Quarterly meetings of programme staff include short
training sessions on particular topics. The ZRCS has a
volunteer development policy implemented through its
development programme for leadership at the grass-roots
level. This has concentrated on senior leadership in the

past, but the emphasis is now on developing mid-level
leaders. The society's policy on staff development
includes provision for study leave approved by NEC and
several senior staff are taking this.

Human resources
In 1998, the society employed a total of 65 personnel.
Headquarters staff include the secretary general,
finance, personnel and administration officer,
information officer, chief training officer and two
programme officers. There are also support staff and
nurses. At each provincial office, a programme officer
supervises a field officer(s), and an administration and
finance secretary. There are no paid staff at district or
branch level. There are support volunteer personnel at
district level to facilitate and coordinate activities. The
main limitation on recruiting and retaining staff,
particularly those with technical skills, is the low wage
rates. However, the society attempts to compensate for
this problem by having core groups of volunteer
professionals at national and provincial levels. The role
of the ZRCS staff is to coordinate and monitor the work
carried out by volunteers. The society has approximately
20,000 adult members/volunteers and 19,000 youth
members/volunteers.

Financial resources
The society's domestic expenditure for 2001 was
approximately CHF 1.8 million with 71 per cent of
income coming from international donors. Domestic
income composed of property rentals (2 per cent), local
fund-raising and training (8 per cent), food and drink
kiosk operations (15 per cent), membership fees, interest
and dividends and local donations (4 per cent). The
government's contribution to the ZRCS is CHF 1,875
(0.1 per cent). Full accounts are audited and published
annually. The latest produced are for 2001.

The ZRCS is looking for ways to diversify its income
base and is therefore seeking funds to develop offices on
a piece of land that it owns in the capital, Harare, at a
total cost of around CHF 4.4 million. Other priority
areas to increase its income base are the expansion of its
small business projects such as hospital kiosks,
livestock rearing, grinding mills and bakeries, and the
extension of its commercial first-aid training.

Material resources
The ZRCS owns its head office and another piece of
land in central Harare, a training centre in the outskirts
of the city, and seven of its eight provincial offices. It
has 25 vehicles and 15 motorcycles.

Organization/planning
The society has a strategic plan 2000-2010, which
outlines goals and activities for the period. Goals
prioritize capacity building and decentralization,
focusing on the strengthening of human resources (both
staff and volunteers) to maximize the impact on target
groups. Under the health and social services department
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national provision of first aiders to support for structural
development through disaster preparedness committees
at provincial, district and branch levels. Current
activities include supplementary feeding programmes
and community health training. The ZRCS also
responded to a cholera outbreak in 1999, carrying out
health education, water purification, water-point
rehabilitation or reconstruction and latrine construction
activities. Non-emergency relief consists of the
distribution of second-hand clothes to the destitute. In
2000, ZRCS responded to the Cyclone Eline flood
disaster and had overwhelming support from well-
wishers from both within the country and abroad. The
ZRCS is currently planning its response to the food
shortages being experienced in 2002.

are community-based health, water and sanitation, and
HIV/AIDS. Disaster preparedness and response,
community and institutional development, and youth
development are the other main activities.

The society's framework for development and
cooperation was produced in 1999. It covers planning,
reporting and administration and the role of partner
National Societies and the International Federation.
Priorities for assistance are identified as organizational,
human resource and financial resource development.
Programme prioritization is for youth education,
disaster preparedness, relief and HIV IAIDS.

The financial management system is run by the
administration, personnel and finance officer who
reports to the secretary general. In addition, there is a
finance officer, to whom the provincial administration
and finance secretaries report on financial matters. The
society has a financial manual that sets out all required
financial procedures and systems. Monthly accounts are
submitted by the provinces, and subsequent transfers are
dependent on this. The head office meets provincial
office expenses and salaries if they are included in pre-
agreed budgets. Funds raised locally are retained and
spent locally on activities relevant to the respective
communities. The aim is for provinces to raise the funds
to meet all of their own expenses.

Partnerships
The ZRCS has a working relationship with the
government through governmental coordinating bodies
such as the national AIDS coordinating programme. It is
also represented on the boards of the national blood
transfusion service, the national injury control board, the
ministry of health's public health advisory board, the
national disaster committee and the national refugee
committee. It is a member of the national association of
NGOs. The ZRCS has received support for its drought
relief operations from the Netherlands embassy and
UNICEF (with support from the Danish embassy). A
long-term working agreement with UNICEF is in place
and ZRCS also works with WHO.

Until 1999, external support came from the ICRC (tracing,
emergency preparedness, information dissemination),
Danish Red Cross (youth, HIV IAIDS), German Red Cross
(drought reliet), Netherlands Red Cross (provincial
development) and the Canadian Red Cross (community-
based health and branch development). The ZRCS's
president is the vice president of the International
Federation's disaster relief commission.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and relief
The disaster, development and relief programme
provides emergency preparedness and relief from the
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Health and social services
This programme includes the integrated AIDS activities,
water and sanitation, community-based health care and
training.

The integrated AIDS activity project includes the
following components: HIV IAIDS awareness and
prevention; home-based care for the terminally ill;
counselling for people living with HIV/AIDS and their
families; support for the establishment of support
groups; income-generating projects for economic
sustainability; support with food and other material
resources such as clothes; support for orphans and other
children affected and in difficult circumstances with
school fees, food and clothing; and collaboration and
networking for resource mobilization.

The water and sanitation project provides the following
services: community mobilization for water and
sanitation activities; health education and training;
construction of blair toilets; sinking of boreholes;
protection of shallow wells; and rehabilitation of water
sites.

Community-based health care includes training of
community members in health and hygiene, nutrition,
mother-and-child care and first aid; health education with
respect to diseases and risks such as cholera, dysentry,
etc., water and sanitation provision, mobilization of
community members in the implementation of activities
aimed at mitigating epidemics.

Training includes courses in basic, higher and
proficiency first aid, training of trainers, training of care
groups and professionals.

Youth
Community projects and environment conservation
activities are carried out in three provinces. Following
the cholera outbreak in 1999, a youth drama group
attends village-level meetings to promote cholera-
control awareness. Other activities include tracing,
branch and volunteer development and resource
development.
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Relevance/effectiveness
Most programmes have been evaluated within the last
five years. The society's major programme, the
integrated youth and HIV/AIDS project, was last
evaluated in 1999, but a review was carried out in 200l.
The project will again be fully evaluated in August
2002. Evaluation recommendations have generally been
implemented, including ongoing discussions concerning
future plans for the youth and HIV/AIDS projects.

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.users.harare.iafrica.comlzcrs/ •
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difficulty in maintaining its independence and
autonomy. The ministry of home affairs has
responsibility for the Red Cross and aid agencies.

Antigua and Barbuda
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1941
865 (1998)
6 (1998)
CHF 59,000 (1997)

1. National context
The two islands of Antigua and Barbuda are populated
by 75,000 people in a total area of 442 square
kilometres. About half the population is concentrated in
the area of St John's, the capital, and altogether 50 per
cent of households are headed by women. The country
suffered a major earthquake in 1974 and it was hit badly
by two hurricanes in 1950. Hurricanes struck again in
1989, 1990, 1995, 1996 and two more in 1999.
Economically, it is the most debt-burdened country in
the region in terms of per capita debt. Agriculture is
increasingly marginal, with tourism and the service
sector growing in importance. Politically, the traditional
two-party system was challenged in late 1995 with
moves to establish a third political party. One feature
which characterizes local politics is the aspiration of the
smaller island of Barbuda for a certain amount of self-
government. Antigua and Barbuda gained inde-
pendence from Britain in 1981.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

St. John's
0.1 million (1997)
US$ 5,380 (2001)
72 years (200 I)
15 per 1,000 live births (200 I)
95 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Antigua and Barbuda Red Cross Society (ABRCS)
has a clear mission statement, which cites the
Fundamental Principles and has been distributed to
members and branches. It has a good working rela-
tionship with the government and has experienced no
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The society has used the International Federation's
Strategic Work Plan as guidance since 1997. The
ABRCS is well known for its disaster relief activities on
Antigua and Barbuda and its sister Caribbean islands.

Legal base
The ABRCS was founded in 1941 as a branch of the
British Red Cross. Following independence, the
ABRCS was established as a National Society by an act
of parliament in 1983, recognized by the ICRC in 1992
and admitted to the International Federation in 1993.
The ABRCS has not updated its statutes since 1983. The
general assembly meets every year. The last general
assembly took place in December 2001.

Constituency
The society has a branch structure covering three out of
ten Red Cross districts, including the capital St. John's.
There are two active youth groups, and women are well
represented in the society.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The role of governance is clearly defined. The day-to-
day running of the society is administered by the
director general. In the area of relief operations, the full
executive committee membership is involved.

The term of the executive committee is two years.
However, because of volcanic eruptions on Montserrat
and several hurricanes during 1998 and 1999, the
executive committee has not been able to end its term
and has had to continue on duty. The executive
committee has 18 members and is scheduled to meet
monthly.

The following committees are supposed to meet once
every three months: the women's committee, welfare
committee and young adult committee. Leadership
training has been started, with the junior chamber of
commerce assisting in this area.

Human resources
The ABRCS staff comprises the director general, two
welfare clerks, a depot sales person, an office secretary
and a cleaner. The director general is paid by a grant
from the government and the other staff are funded
through government programmes.

In 1998, the society had 865 members: 210 adult
members (75 per cent female, 25 per cent male) and 655
youth members (70 per cent female, 30 per cent male).
A disaster relief/disaster preparedness committee has
recently been established. Since Hurricane Luis in 1995
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there has been a notable increase in the number of
volunteers willing to help in times of need, particularly
during the long Montserrat crisis and after Hurricanes
Georges (1998), Jose and Lenny (1999), when the
ABRCS played an important coordination role in
helping evacuees and delivering relief to the affected
population.

Financial resources
Accounts for 1997 show an income ofCHF 79,000 and
expenditure of CHF 59,000. Income sources include
government grants, commercial income-generating
activities, membership fees and fund-raising activities.
The ABRCS produces annual audited accounts and
makes a limited number of copies available. However
the 2001 income was CHF 62,000.

The society has a fund-raising committee. Fund-raising
strategies include the sale of certificates of membership
and appreciation targeted at corporate supporters. It
rents out two rooms in its headquarters and hires out
medical equipment. Money is also raised through a
second-hand clothing shop. First aid and swimming
instruction generate funds from the tourist and business
sectors, greatly assisted by the fact that the ABRCS has
no competition in this area. Otherwise there is strong
competition in fund-raising from other NGOs.

Material resources
The society owns its headquarters which is valued at
nearly CHF 432,000 and includes a large kitchen,
auditorium and store rooms. Additionally, it has three
vehicles, two response trailers, four storage containers
filled with emergency stocks, and various
communications and training equipment.

Organization/planning
The society has a development plan (1993-1998),
which needs to be updated, covering the following
areas: extension and retention of membership; training;
disaster preparedness and relief; health, welfare and
community development; development of financial
sustainability; strengthening of the organization;
administration; public relations, and communications
and public image. The development plan is based on
the society's own evaluation of existing programmes,
how to improve them and how to make them more
relevant to the needs of the most vulnerable on the
islands.

Partnerships
The society plays an active part in the regional grouping
of National Societies in the Caribbean and was involved
in providing disaster assistance to neighbouring islands,
notably Montserrat during the volcano crisis which
started in July 1995 and, more recently, to Barbuda and
St Kitts and Nevis. It is paired with the Tidewater,
Virginia, chapter of the American Red Cross.

4. Performance

Activities
Disaster relief
This is ABRCS's main pnonty and, during the last
hurricane seasons, the society has been very active. In
1998 and 1999, the ABRCS provided support to the
affected populations in Antigua and Barbuda, and St
Kitts and Nevis following Hurricanes Georges, Jose and
Lenny. It also played a key role in coordinating relief
material for Montserrat. In addition to larger disasters,
the society responds almost weekly to house fires,
providing victims with food, clothing, beds, comfort
kits, relocation assistance and financial support for
medical care.

Disaster preparedness
The ABRCS is implementing the regional community-
based disaster preparedness programme (CBDP). The
impact of Hurricane Georges is still being felt in
Antigua, and as a result the society has fallen behind in
the implementation of the project. However, training
activities continue in the two communities
implementing the CBDP programme. With the addition
of a full-time coordinator, the number of communities
implementing CBDP should increase.

Social welfare
A programme exists for the distribution of food parcels
and visits to the elderly. A Red Cross home-nursing
programme assists disabled and elderly people at home
and in hospital, but because of a lack of volunteers it is
not very active.

In addition, the ABRCS receives a steady flow of tracing
requests and has a programme of swimming instruction,
but this needs more water safety and swimming
instructors.

Relevance/effectiveness
An assessment has been made to determine the progress
of the community-based disaster preparedness
programme, the government's expectations of the
society's role in disaster relief and its capacity to
respond.

5. Further information
Antigua and Barbuda Red Cross Activity Report
(1995-1997)
Antigua and Barbuda Red Cross Activity Report
(1997-1999)
Antigua and Barbuda Red Cross 'Hurricane Luis'
(1995-1996)
Hurricane Georges donors and relief distribution
(1998) •
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social, political and economic crisis the country is
undergoing. The results focus on vulnerable groups the
society needs to help, as well as the project management
model. The ARC is reviewing its position in relation to
its public image, while at the same time giving serious
thought to the need to give a clear and concrete image
on the basis of increased activities in various fields of
work.

Argentine Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1880
10,100 (2001)
1,578 (2001)
CHF 5.9 million (2001)

1. National context

Argentina is 35th on the Human Development Index:
The population of the country is currently 35 million
people. Life expectancy at birth is 72.6 years. The adult
literacy rate is 96.2 per cent. The mortality rate for
children under the age of five is 25 per 1,000.

Macroeconomic figures are those of a developing country
(Argentina is one of the countries with high human
development). However, it has been suffering from a
financial crisis since the end of 1994, with a high
unemployment rate of 20 per cent and underemployment,
which affects 22 per cent of the working population.
Some 88 per cent of the inhabitants live in urban areas,
mainly in big cities, where a large percentage of people
live below the poverty line (15 million people).

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Buenos Aires
36 million (2001)
US$ 3,000 (2001)
72.6 years (2001)
22 per 1,000 live births(2001)
96.7 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation

Mission
Based on its statutes, the Argentine Red Cross (ARC)
has clearly established its mission and stated its
objectives. In 1996, with the approval of the national
work plan (for a period of four years), these were
reviewed according to a global strategic planning
criterion. A new national development plan will be
prepared in 2002.

In 2002, the society began to redefine beneficiary
groups and priority lines of action, on the basis of the
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Legal base
The Argentine Red Cross was founded in 1880 and
recognized by the ICRC in 1882. In 1890, its capacity to
act as the legal entity of the "Argentine Society of the
Red Cross" was recognized. The ARC has an agreement
with the government with regard to nursing schools. In
addition, the society is part of the nation's civil defence
system. The most recent and only updates of the
society's statutes took place in 1973 and in 1986. They
were approved by the state in 1974 and 1987.

In October 2001, the representatives of central
government bodies and the branches of the Argentine
Red Cross held a national convention at which the
foundations were laid for a reform of the statutes, which
will take place in 2002. The most recent general
assembly was held the end of 2000.

Constituency
The society has 79 branches, which cover 95 per cent of
the administrative structure at the first level of the state,
i.e. the provinces. The number of branch members
varies considerably from one branch to another. The
number of men and women in the ARC is balanced.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The ARC has a structure of governance that is clearly
specified in the statutes, which also define the roles of
the governing body and of its members.

Personnel at central headquarters have clearly defined
roles, although in most cases these roles are not put
down in writing. In practice, the roles of governing
bodies and staff overlap. Due to the change in the type
of management used in the organization, which began at
the end of 200 1, the functions and roles of the team are
being defined.

The supreme council of the Argentine Red Cross meets
every 45 days and the executive committee meets once
a week. A training programme for leaders will be held in
2002.

Human resources
According to the last annual report, the society currently
has 10,100 volunteers and 1,578 employees, 1,005 of
whom teach in nursing and specialized paramedical
schools.
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Men and women are equally represented among
members of the society: approximately 54 per cent of
the institution's members are women and 46 per cent are
men. Ethnic groups and other groups of society are not
formally represented.

Financial resources
The society compiles its accounts annually; the details
are published in the ARC's annual report and the annual
general balance sheet. An independent auditing firm
audits the accounts and there is an internal accounts
control commission. The annual report and the balance
sheet are submitted to the state for review and approval.
The last annual report was approved at the general
assembly in December 2001.

During the last few fiscal years, all branches presented
their annual reports and balance sheets on time; this is
why central headquarters provides branches with
technical assistance. In addition, in order to optimize
management, a budget is being prepared for central
headquarters.

The society does not have a resource development plan,
although there are attempts to diversify sources through
the incorporation of resource development teams and
philanthropic marketing firms.

The finance department consists in one professional,
who is in charge, and three people who provide support.
According to the statutes, branches pay a contribution to
support central headquarters, but this is not the case for
all branches.

Organization/planning
The Argentine Red Cross defined a national action plan
in 2002, the first part of which analyses the social and
economic context, as well as the society's and the most
vulnerable people's needs, which have been caused by
the social crisis.

The action plan consists of three phases and the initial
duration is 12 months. The plan identifies the most
vulnerable groups and priority groups for the ARC:
elderly people in day centres or homes, or who are alone
with no resources; infants and youths in homes,
community centres and school centres; people in general
who are located in emergency zones; people with
HIV/AIDS; and adults and young people in development
programmes that have already been established.

The actions to be developed by the ARC are based on its
priority work with the elderly, infants, people living in
emergency housing and people with HIV/AIDS. They
focus on providing food, health care and fostering
health, disaster prevention and disaster preparedness,
and support activities for this population.

ARC capacity building and that of its branches, and the
support for management, administration, follow-up and

implementation operations need to be carefully
considered.

Partnerships
The ARC experiences no difficulties in carrying out
independent and autonomous work in relation to the
government. But the relationship of the ARC with the
state is limited as it is difficult to coordinate efforts in
order to provide a response to overall social problems;
and this situation affects the rest of civil society.

Relations with other organizations, however, are
important. At local and national levels, 51 per cent of the
agreements executed during 2001 were carried out with
civil society organizations, 37 per cent with the public
sector and 12 per cent with the private sector.

The ARC receives a subsidy for its teachers' wages at
the 38 nursing and paramedical specialization schools,
which are spread throughout the country. The subsidy
was reduced last year due to issues with the public
budget and changes in the national law on higher
education, which makes it difficult for schools to
observe legal standards. The ARC is part of the nation's
civil defence system.

4. Performance
Activities
Community care network
The general purpose of the programme is to contribute
to improving the coverage and efficiency of the care
services the Argentine Red Cross provides to social
groups that are in extreme situations.

Initial intervention unit
The goal is to increase response capacity in the current
social situation, which is one of intense social conflicts.
This would lead to an improvement in disaster response.

Nursing schools
Teaching in this field began to be developed in 1920.
The 38 nursing schools in the country are currently
extending their courses to include teaching in other
fields.

Health education programme
This programme is carried out by the youth Red Cross
in schools and youth centres.

First aid
Volunteers and the general public attend courses at most
of the branches. Although there is a standardized 30-
hour course, other courses with different contents and
levels are offered. Lifeguards are also trained.

Health
Some activities are carried out in the branches located
inland. These activities are related to prevention of
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diseases such as cholera, infant diarrhoea, breast cancer
and Chagas disease.

National HIVIAIDSprevention programme
These activities aim at raising the community's
awareness about the subject.

Disasters
Activities include community administration and
education activities relating to disasters, training in first
aid, sanitation support at sports, political and musical
events, and coordinating and supporting the
strengthening of the various relief-related fields in the
branches.

The coastal branches form part of "Camalote", the
regional programme in the field of disaster prevention
and disaster preparedness as well as community
development.

Relevance/effectiveness
The use of vulnerability and capacity assessments is still
limited in ARC activities.

No overall self-assessment has been carried out recently.
Partial assessments have been made of some of the
society's programmes. ~

In the youth section, experiences are exchanged with
other societies of the region. Some ARC volunteers have
taken part in relief training, within the context of the
disaster prevention and disaster preparedness
programme, at other National Societies.

The society is also reviewing its position with regard to
its public image, while also giving careful consideration
to the need to project a clear and specific image on the
basis of increased activities in various fields of work.

5. Further information
ARC Annual Report and Balance Sheet 200112001
ARC Statutes and regulations
ARC National Action Plan
ARC Programme for care of the community and
intervention during disasters or social conflict
ARC Camalote programme
Web site: http://www.cruzroja.org.ar •
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The Bahamas
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1939
1,480 (1998)
9 (2002)
CHF 749,000

1. National context
The Commonwealth of the Bahamas consists of some
700 islands and coral keys. Most of the country is
swampy, useless for agriculture and almost at sea level.
The economy is based on tourism, off-shore banking and
oil refining. The incidence of HIV /AIDS has increased,
which is thought to be linked with tourism and drug
consumption - evidence points to the Bahamas as one of
the most active points in the region's drug trafficking.
Large numbers of Haitians continue to arrive in the
country illegally, and there may be as many as 30,000
illegal Haitian immigrants residing on the various
islands. Since mid-1994 the island has also seen an influx
of Cuban boat people, as well as other foreign nationals.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Nassau
0.3 million (1997)
US$ 11,000
74 years (1997)
18 per 1,000 live births (1997)
96 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Bahamas Red Cross Society (BRCS) has a clear
mission statement reflecting the Fundamental
Principles. It has stable and positive relations with the
government, whose social service agencies often refer
cases to the BRCS.

Legal base
The BRCS began in 1939 as branch of the British Red
Cross and became a National Society in 1975 with the
passing of an act by the Bahamas parliament. It was

http://www.cruzroja.org.ar
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recognized by the ICRC in 1976 and joined the
International Federation the following year. The statutes
were last updated in 1992 and conform to the model.

Constituency
The Commonwealth of the Bahamas is spread over
233,000 square kilometres of the Atlantic Ocean. The
BRCS conducts its work through four central
committees and more than 75 member groups on the
islands. It encounters many coordination and
communication problems in its activities throughout the
islands. Committees are only allowed to become
branches once they have achieved a measure of self-
sufficiency. A majority of executive committee members
are women, a fact which also applies to the staff and
general membership.

In 1998, BRCS had a total of 1,480 members/volunteers
comprising 430 members (25 per cent male, 75 per cent
female), 700 volunteers (30 per cent male, 70 per cent
female) and 350 youth volunteers (20 per cent male, 80
per cent female). Youth groups are important to the
society as they ensure a certain continuity.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The role of governance and staff are well defined. The
director general is responsible for the day-to-day
management of the society and is assisted by the
management, finance and executive committees. The
director general and the treasurer prepare the annual
budget and the director general is responsible for the
proper disbursement of funds with the help of the
treasurer and members of the finance committee.

The central council represents the National Society as a
whole and is its highest deliberative body. It meets in
ordinary session once a year to elect the officers and
members of the executive committee, and approve the
audited accounts and the annual report. The executive
committee, which meets every three months,
administers the society, and elects the management and
finance committees and appoints the director general.

The recently established ad hoc presidents' advisory
committee, representing the country's top business
leaders, provides valuable guidance and support to the
National Society's leadership in strategic and operational
issues, particularly in the area of resource development.

Human resources
The society has nine paid full-time staff, and three on
loan from the social services department.

Financial resources
Annual expenses have increased steadily in recent years,
with domestic expenditure at CHF 748,700 in 2001. The
government provides an annual grant of approximately

CHF 66,500 while the annual ball, fair and car raffle
account for 50 per cent of the other income.

The director general prepares the annual budget and is
responsible for the proper disbursement of funds with
the help of the treasurer and members of the finance
committee. The society does not have a finance
department, the handling of finances being the
responsibility of the deputy director general. The
Bahamas Red Cross produces annual accounts which
are audited by PriceWaterhouseCoopers, a well-
respected accounting firm with offices worldwide.

Material resources
The society built its own headquarters in 1983 with a
bank loan which was repaid by 1994. The main building
has offices and a large meeting room. A separate
building is used as the kitchen for the meals-on-wheels
programme and storage facilities for the food. The
society also has four well-functioning vehicles, and a
26-seater bus, two ambulances and a wheelchair bus,
which are all more than 12 years old and need to be
replaced. Following the 1996 hurricane season, a
storage trailer was donated to the society to house relief
supplies. However, in June 2001, the society completed
a disaster and emergency relief centre with storage
facilities at a cost of CHF 1,351,127. This was made
possible through a bank mortgage.

Organization/planning ,
The society does not have a development plan. The
BRCS took part in the Study on the Future of the
Movement in Latin America and the Caribbean which
recommended the following: redefinition of the
structure; orientation of services to cover the neediest;
development of a planning system; a budget-making
system; a human resources development policy;
establishment of a branch development programme; and
improvement of institutional administration and of the
coordination and collaboration with other NGOs.

More assistance is needed for the poor and suffering, to
defend the human rights of prisoners and illegal refugees,
and to pay more attention to women's problems.

4. Performance
Activities
Social welfare
About 120 people benefit daily from the meals-on-wheels
programme. In addition, food parcels are provided
monthly to people who can cook for themselves and milk
is distributed to about 1,125 schoolchildren in the Family
Islands schools and approximately 500 in New
Providence. The BRCS administers jointly with the
ministry of education a centre for deaf children which
includes a primary school. At the day rehabilitation
centre, people with disabilities receive occupational
therapy three days a week. Home cleaning is offered to
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the elderly and a day-care programme assists young
mothers who cannot afford to pay for the care of their
young children while they work. A youth club provides
out-of-school services for impoverished children aged 6
to l6. The society also operates a medical equipment loan
programme and provides hygiene and other personal
items on a regular weekly basis to illegal immigrants
detained at the govemment's detention centre.

First aid
First-aid courses (including HIV/AIDS prevention) and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation courses are given to both
volunteers and the public. In 2001, more than 500 people
were trained in Nassau and the Family Islands. The
society also provides a first-aid service to all national
functions and sporting activities throughout the country.

Disaster preparedness
Continuing to focus on enhancing its disaster response
capabilities, the society provides training in disaster
preparedness and shelter management to the
community. The BRCS has recently completed an
emergency and disaster relief centre with proper storage
facilities to store emergency and welfare supplies in
order to facilitate its response capability. Additionally,
plans are under way to service, maintain and upgrade
radio communication equipment in the Family Islands,
which will become the primary emergency
communication link throughout the country.

Youth
The main youth activities include training workshops,
social welfare programmes, summer camps and after-
school programmes. The youth department will be
developed as part of the Caribbean youth development
programme as the Bahamas suffers from some of the
highest AIDS rates among youth in the Caribbean.

Dissemination
The BRCS is involved in dissemination of the
Fundamental Principles and the Geneva Conventions.

Relevance/effectiveness
The society manages its programmes and services well
and is fully supported by the community. However,
disaster preparedness and response could be improved
by additional training. Hurricanes Andrew in 1992, Erin
in 1995, Lili in 1996, Floyd in 1999 and, most recently,
Michelle in 2001 showed that BRCS has the capacity to
respond in times of disaster but this needs to be
reinforced. The irregular frequency of major
emergencies in recent years has made it difficult to
convince people to attend emergency and disaster
preparedness training courses.

5. Further information
Mission report of regional resource development
delegate (1997).
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The Barbados
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1960
550 (2001)
13 (2001)
CHF 363,000 (2001)

1. National context
Barbados is only 267 square kilometres in area, quite
flat with the highest hills in the east of the island. The
island lies farthest east of the Caribbean islands chain
and has been fortunate to escape the ravages of
hurricanes that have affected other territories. The
population of 267,900 (2000) makes it one of the most
densely populated countries in the region. The
unemployment level is relatively low. There are high
indicators in terms of life expectancy, per capita income
and literacy compared to other islands in the Caribbean
region. Despite this, cost of living is high, and there are
unacceptable levels of drug abuse, crime, HIV/AIDS.
Tourism and offshore business services provide the bulk
of foreign exchange.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Bridgetown
267,900 (2000)
US$ 8,050 (2000)
72.6 years
12.9 per 1,000 live births (2000)
97 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Barbados Red Cross Society's mission statement
reflects the Fundamental Principles of the Movement.
The society has a satisfactory relationship with the
government. It has been able to strengthen its public
image in the community and the media, since the
appointment of the director general in 1999, who has a
strong background in media - locally, regionally and
internationally.
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Legal base
Parliament passed the Barbados Red Cross Society act
in 1966. The society had been a branch of the British
Red Cross since 1960. General assemblies are held each
year.

Constituency
There is a headquarters secretariat and two branches (the
St. John branch and the St. Andrew branch) in the east
of the island. There is also a temporary office of the
emergency ambulance service.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society is administered by its council, which
currently meets every two months and includes
representatives of government departments that work
closely with the Red Cross. The secretariat was
strengthened with the appointment of a programme
officer. The general assembly represents the society as a
whole and meets once a year. Officers are appointed in
rotation of one-third of the council each year.

Human resources
The Barbados Red Cross has four full-time secretariat
staff, two part-time cooks and two part-time assistants in
the meals-on-wheels kitchen, as well as one 24-hour
emergency ambulance service supervisor and four part-
time emergency medical technicians. There are some
550 volunteers and members, including members of
youth links in secondary schools.

Financial resources
The society's financial position has strengthened
significantly and in 2001 expenditure was CHF 362,600.
The society raised most of its money through fund-
raising activities, a government grant and revenue from
training in basic first aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) and care-giving courses. Full financial statements
are presented by the treasurer every two months, along
with annual audited statements.

Material resources
The Barbados Red Cross Society's headquarters
building, equipment, furnishings and files were
destroyed by fire in 1999. Its operational capacity has
been severely affected, as the society has to share a
small office in the ministry of health. The society owns
two vans. One, just over two years old, is used for the
ambulance service. This service is badly in need of a
second vehicle. There is a small, old vehicle used for
general purposes that needs to be replaced. In November
200 l, parliament vested for the use of the Red Cross an
area of land in Warrens, St. Michael, for the purpose of
constructing its headquarters. The land is excellently
located in a central part of the island and will provide
the Red Cross the opportunity to better serve the entire

country. However the Red Cross now has to raise money
for the construction of the new headquarters. The
architects Selby Rose Mapp have designed a
headquarters structure that will cost US$ 1.65 million.
The Barbados Red Cross would appreciate any
donations from other National Societies.

Organization
The regional delegation is currently working with the
National Society in updating its national development
plan and revising its constitution.

Partnerships
The Barbados Red Cross is looking to build more
fruitful partnerships with other National Societies.

4. Performance
Activities
Youth development HIV/AIDS peer educators
prevention programme
Trained facilitators and peer educators conduct ongoing
workshops for schoolchildren and community youth.
Young people from other National Societies in the
Caribbean also participate in its facilitators and peer
educators workshops.

Youth commission
Peer educators and facilitators formed the Barbados Red
Cross youth commission in 2000, and their work is
focused on the youth development HIV IAIDS peer
educators prevention programme.

However, the members of the youth commission plan to
expand their activities to include community
environmental projects.

Youth links
The Barbados Red Cross has "youth links" in 11
secondary schools and one primary school. On average,
three young people benefit from Red Cross training in
each school.

Ambulance service
There is a 24-hour daily emergency ambulance service
for the country.

First aid
The society provides first-aid personnel at public events,
including sports, shows and national events.

Medical loan scheme
Wheelchairs, walkers, crutches and canes are loaned to
the injured, incapacitated and elderly, as well as to
visitors to the island who need such equipment.

Disaster emergency response
This programme provides disaster response in
collaboration with other agencies, in times of disaster in
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Barbados. Red Cross personnel also provide help to
other countries in times of disaster. The Barbados Red
Cross has a number of trained members and provides a
community-based training programme, to better prepare
people to take preventive and response measures in
times of disaster.

Fire victims
Fire victims are assisted with food items by the Red
Cross during the first weeks following a fire. They are
also given clothing. When fire victims are subsequently
housed, the Red Cross assists by giving beds and items
of furniture.

Training
Public classes and classes for businesses are provided in
basic first aid, CPR and care giving.

Compassionate leave
During times of illness and death, the Red Cross
provides a service to family members overseas, who
need to request time off (compassionate leave) in order
to be able to visit their relatives or to attend the funerals.

Tracing services
When people need to find family members and friends
with whom they have lost contact, the Red Cross uses its
international network to help in locating them.

5. Further information
Barbados Red Cross s activity reports (1998-1999)
Mission report of regional resource development
delegate (1997) •
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Belize
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1950
1,200 (2001)
18 (2001)
CHF 276,000 (2000)

1. National context
Belize obtained independence from the United Kingdom
on 21 September 1981. It has a multi-ethnic society, with
Mestizos making up almost half of the population (46.4
per cent), followed by the Creoles (27.2 per cent) and the
Maya (10.0 per cent). There is little difference between
the size of the total rural and urban population.

Economic growth has been fairly slow over the last
decade, averaging about 4 per cent per annum. The
largest upswing in growth is predicted in the tourism
sector, in which Belize is currently investing
significantly. There is a heavy reliance on agricultural
exports. Belize is richly endowed in natural resources,
has low population pressure, a strong democracy and a
high level of sensitization towards the environment.
There have been substantial improvements in social well-
being. Nevertheless poverty is pervasive, and is
particularly extreme in pockets of the country and
amongst certain groups.

Belize is situated in a tropical area regularly affected by
hurricanes and has been hit by three storms in the last
four years. Hurricane Iris, the worst the country has
suffered since Hurricane Hattie 40 years ago, tore
through the poorest areas of the country in the south and
left behind environmental damage that has dealt a
devastating blow to agricultural production. Other
disasters experienced on an annual basis are floods (the
county is below sea level and has many river basins),
drought and fires often caused by the slash-and-burn
method of agriculture and made worse by the traditional
use of wooden and thatch houses.

Capital:
Population:

Belmopan
249,800 (2000)



Belize Red Cross Society

GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

US$ 2,660 (1998)
73 years (2000)
21 per 1,000 live births (2000)
75 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Belize Red Cross Society (BRCS) has a clear
mission that reflects the Fundamental Principles. The
society has a good relationship with the government,
notably the ministries of health, education and human
development. The most important areas of cooperation
with the government are health including HIV /AIDS
and disaster preparedness. The society maintains good
relations with other organizations at the local level and
has a very good image in the community and the media
especially after Hurricanes Keith and Iris.

Legal base
In 1950, the BRCS was founded as a branch of British
Red Cross. In 1983, the Belize Red Cross was formally
recognized as a National Society in its own right. In
March 1984, it was recognized by the ICRC and admitted
to the International Federation in April 1984.

The statutes were last updated in 200 I and conform to the
model statutes. The last general assembly took place in
September 200 I when a second vice president and two
new members of the central committee were appointed.

Constituency
The BRCS is a small society, reflecting the country's
small population, but it is very active. It has seven
branch committees in six districts of the country. It
differs from many other societies in the region in that its
volunteers are organized into "branch groups" according
to geographical boundaries, and within each according
to specific programmes and projects.

The society has approximately 1,000 members, of
whom approximately 80 per cent are women. At the
executive level, 50 per cent of members are female.
There are also 200 active volunteers, of whom 125 are
women and 75 are men.

The society has approximately 175 youth volunteers.
Youth development is considered an area of priority and
there are plans to improve the involvement of young
people in Red Cross activities, particularly in view of
the fact that the Belize Red Cross has representation on
the International Federation's youth commission.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly is the highest authority of the
Belize Red Cross, and is comprised of members of the

central committee and representatives of each branch
committee. The general assembly elects the members of
the central committee and approves the budgets. The
central committee elects the president and treasurer and
appoints the director general and deputy director
general. It is composed of a maximum of 25 people
including the president, vice presidents, treasurer,
chairperson, disaster management committee, director
general, deputy director general, assistant to the director
general, accountant, a youth representative, eight
committee members and representatives of the
ministries of health, human development and education.
The general assembly meets biennially in ordinary
session, while the central committee meets in ordinary
session every two months.

The director general is the society's chief executive
officer and is responsible for implementing the general
policies of the organization according to its specific
guidelines.

Human resources
In 2001, the society had 15 full-time staff (ten at
national and five at branch level) and four part-time staff
members (one at national and three at branch level),
including the director general, deputy director general,
assistant to the director general, first-aid instructor at
national headquarters, two coordinators, one health
officer, one supervisor, one cook and one day-care
assistant in Belmopan.

Financial resources
The BRCS's expenditure in 2000 was approximately
CHF 275,764. Of the society's domestic income for the
fiscal year 2000-2001, 43 per cent came from
government subsidies with the remainder coming from
donations, first-aid activities, fund-raising, and income-
generation projects: a snack shop, membership fees,
appeal boxes, equipment rental, dividends and
miscellaneous. There is also a thrift shop at the
Belmopan branch that supports the day-care and feeding
programme there. International contributions came from
participating National Societies (PNS), including the
Norwegian and Spanish Red Cross Societies, and the
Japanese government. The society continues to produce
annual accounts which are audited.

Material resources
With the assistance of the Japanese Red Cross and the
government of Belize, the BRCS completed new
buildings for the Toledo and Cayo branches in 1999 and
2000 respectively. The new facilities provide adequate
space for meetings, training and youth activities.
Additionally, branch buildings in Belmopan, Cayo,
Toledo, Stann Creek, Corozal and Orange Walk now
have 12-metre containers with emergency stock being
used as warehouses that are weatherized with a roof and
ventilation in order to reduce interior heat and humidity.
A new roof has also been erected at the BRC national
headquarters, a second storey has been added to the
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Orange Walk branch building and the Belmopan branch
building has been upgraded. In addition, five branches
benefit from the installation of emergency water
systems built on a reinforced concrete base with
hurricane straps. These have all been made possible
through the International Federation. The
telecommunication system has been expanded by the
installation of six VHF base stations, six VHF mobile
stations, 1 repeater station and 1 HF station. This system
enhances the BRC's communication with its branches
especially during an emergency. The society owns five
vehicles (one purchased in 2000, one in 1999 and the
other three in the 1980s), four computers, a photocopier,
and other office equipment and new plots of land have
been acquired in Stann Creek and Toledo districts.

Organization
The society is in the process of developing a new five-
year development plan covering the period 2002-2007,
which will serve as the basis for the planning of
activities. The plan is to focus on branch development,
disaster preparedness and health including home
nursing and HIV /AIDS activities. Incorporated in all
programmes will be the promotion of the Fundamental
Principles and humanitarian values.

Partnerships
The Belize Red Cross has received support from the
International Federation, the American, Norwegian and
Spanish Red Cross Societies, and the Japanese
government. The society continues to benefit from a
cooperation agreement with the ICRC for its
dissemination programme.

It works with the government of Belize, the Inter-
American Development Bank, United Nations
Development Programme, the Pan American Health
Organization, the British High Commission and
USAID.

4. Performance
Activities
Health services
This is the main activity of the society, and relates
mostly to health education and promotion. A very
successful "Child Alive" programme in the 1980s
continues to impact the health of children especially in
the rural areas. HIV /AIDS has been an ongoing interest,
but has focused mostly on social support, youth peer
activities and as a part of first-aid training; nevertheless,
the society is committed to strengthening its advocacy
role to help address the issue of stigma and
discrimination reduction.

First aid
The society offers income-generating first-aid and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation trainmg to the
community and private sector. First-aid services are also
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provided at public events and meetings. The demand for
training is increasing with the development of the
tourism industry which brings stringent demands for
certification. Improved public knowledge has also
increased the demand for training.

Social welfare
The society offers care for the elderly, and a weekly
distribution of food and clothing to people of limited
means, including refugees, prisoners and, sporadically,
to victims of household fires. At its Belmopan centre, it
offers a school feeding programme and day-care centre.
One of the society's concerns for the future relates to the
situation of specific groups in the community, among
them the homeless, delinquent children, people
suffering from HIV /AIDS and adolescents who have
dropped out of school. A project for disabled youth,
financed by the Empress Shaken Fund, has just started
up in the northern district of Orange Walk. The purpose
is to offer vocational skills/training and to advocate for
the rights of the disabled.

Disaster relief
The BRCS has a good team of volunteers, trained to act
in disaster situations and other kinds of emergencies,
and is an essential support to the public authorities in
this field. This was illustrated in the last three hurricanes
(Mitch, Keith and Chantal) with consequent floods. A
coordinated team of Red Cross volunteers and staff also
provided assistance to the people affected by Hurricane
Iris, which caused huge structural and environmental
damage. Members of the national Red Cross disaster
management committee have now had the opportunity
to further hone their skills, guided by a comprehensive
disaster preparedness and response operational manual
that has been in a dynamic process of improvement as
dictated by real-life experiences.

Disaster preparedness
In 1998, a disaster management committee was
established. At national headquarters, in Belmopan, San
Ignacio, Toledo, Orange Walk, Corozal and Punta
Gorda, radio communication systems have been
established and seven 12-metre containers have been
purchased for the storage of emergency supplies.
Blankets and first-aid supplies have been purchased for
all the branches and funds for food have been identified.
A partially constructed ferro-concrete building has been
purchased in Dangriga, Stann Creek district and is in the
process of completion. It will also act as an emergency
operational centre, the lack of which proved to be a
costly logistical challenge after Hurricane Iris. A
disaster preparedness booklet, posters, video and audio
tapes have been produced. Training materials have also
been printed, training workshops held in communities,
as well as shelter management and emergency supplies
management courses. Since May 1999, approximately
2,600 people in over 212 vulnerable communities have
participated in the introduction to community disaster
preparedness workshops and water and sanitation
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courses. Red Cross staff and volunteers are represented
on five of the national emergency management
committees both at national and district levels. At
present a community disaster preparedness mitigation
and education project is under way in two high-risk
communities funded by the American Red Cross and the
US Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance.

Youth
The main youth activities are community visits with the
elderly and disabled; relief; first-aid training and
services; HIV/AIDS education; and fund-raising. Youth
have also been an active component of the society's
response to disasters.

Dissemination
Through the dissemination programme, financially
supported by the ICRC, the society promotes the Red
Cross through a sustained public awareness and media
campaign. A quarterly newsletter highlighting the work
of the society also features information on the ICRC and
the International Federation.

5. Further information
Belize Red Cross Society Constitution
Hurricanes Keith and Iris Reports
Belize Red Cross Audit 2000-2001 •

Bolivian Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1880
950 (1998)
148 (1998)
CHF 2.1 million (1998)

1. National context
Bolivia is situated in the central part of Southern America
with tropical, subtropical, warm and mountainous areas.
The constitutional capital is the city of Sucre, but the
government is seated in the city of La Paz. Although the
current economic growth rate is nearly 5 per cent, the
average income is low and Bolivia remains one of the
poorest countries in South America. It is estimated that
almost half of the economically active population is
employed in the informal sector. The country is affected
by recurrent earthquakes, droughts and floods.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Sucre
8.8 million (2001)
US$ 1,010 (1998)
61 years (1997)
65.6 per 1,000 live births (1997)
80 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Bolivian Red Cross (BRC) is "to
improve the quality of life of the most vulnerable
people, families and communities in Bolivia, promoting
their development by mobilizing the power of
humanity". This mission statement was adopted in the
October 1998 general assembly and is included in the
society's strategic development plan for 2000-2004.

The BRC is recognized by the government as a
voluntary, autonomous and independent private service
association, while acting as an auxiliary to the public
authorities. No problems have been encountered as
regards the autonomy and independence of the society.
The BRC aims at having the image of a technically and
economically solid development-oriented institution.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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The limitations for recruiting staff include the fact that
operations are centralized, as are the channels of
information and communication. The main problems
encountered in recruiting volunteers are the lack of
attractive programmes, concentration on relief and the
lack of economic resources.

Legal base
The society was founded in 1880 and was recognized by
the ICRC and admitted to the International Federation in
1923. The Red Cross law was approved in 1938. On the
basis of the popular participation law and the
administrative decentralization, Red Cross activities and
operations are backed up by inter-institutional
agreements signed between the Red Cross and the
municipalities, local authorities and community
organizations.

The statutes were renewed in October 1998. The last
general assembly was organized in June 1998 when
governance elections took place.

Constituency
The National Society's headquarters are located in La
Paz. The BRC has a departmental branch in each of the
nine departments of the country and 30 provincial
branches. The society has a total of 950 volunteers,
nearly two-thirds of whom are young people. The
gender balance among volunteers is roughly fifty-fifty.
The population groups are well represented in branch
and national governing bodies.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The BRC has a governing structure established
according to its statutes, manual of functions and
internal regulations. The national board holds meetings
once a month, and more frequently in case of an
emergency, but the members of the board have
continuous and permanent duties in the society
according to their positions on the board. The national
committee of the BRC is comprised of a president, vice
president, treasurer, secretary general, public relations
secretary and a secretary.

The departmental boards meet twice a month and in case
of an emergency. The members work permanently in
coordination with the heads of operational departments.

Leadership training was last organized in August 2001.
All nine branches participated and an agreement was
signed between headquarters and the branches. The
agreement includes the necessity for branches to report
on a quarterly basis to headquarters. The
decentralization process initiated in 2001 is being
followed up in 2002 through an organizational
development programme funded through the
International Federation's capacity-building fund.

Human resources
At headquarters, the BRC has 11 professionals and
seven support staff members. In the branches there are
110 professionals and 20 support staff members. All the
board members are volunteers.
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The volunteers participate in the projects according to
norms and regulations defined in each branch. All
activities are supposed to contribute to the institutional
development ofBRC through the training of volunteers.

Financial resources
In 1998 the BRC implemented programmes and projects
with CHF 2.1 million worth of humanitarian assistance
with funds mainly provided by international donors. The
society produces annual accounts of its own funds and
the projects that have been implemented.

The society has a national resource development plan
that is currently being implemented. A director of
resource development was contracted in February 1999.
Various fund-raising activities have already taken place
and others are planned at the national level and in the
branches.

Material resources
At the central level, the society has not been able to
recover all its possessions that were expropriated in the
1960s under the military dictatorship. Eight branches
have their own buildings, while seven have medical
equipment for ambulances. The society owns nine
workshops for training and 21 vehicles.

Organization/planning
The BRC has a five-year strategic development plan for
2000-2004, which was approved at the general assembly
held in October 1999, and which takes into account
Strategy 2010. The plan concentrates on community
development - encompassing relief, youth, health,
social welfare and development - and institutional
development, consisting of human resources, financial
resource development, communications and
dissemination.

The plan was drawn up following a process of reviewing
and renewing the previous national development plan
(1994-1997) which started in June 1998. Due to limited
time and economic resources, the evaluation process of
the old plan was not as extensive and participatory as the
society had planned. However, consultations did take
place with the branches, the International Federation's
regional delegation and the Spanish Red Cross.

In order to assess the vulnerabilities and capacities of
the beneficiary population, the BRC applies statistical
analysis, participatory community diagnosis and
participatory planning that encourage volunteers to
interact with the communities.
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Some of the main strengths of the society are its image,
the technical team at headquarters, coverage of the
national territory, sensibility of the population towards
the Red Cross and permanent training of the branches.
Some of the weaknesses include the decreasing number
of volunteers, limited number of professionals among
the volunteers, human resources not being trained,
volunteers not staying with the institution, insufficient
economic resources and dependence on external funding
sources.

The administrative accounting department consists of
two people, an accountant and assistant accountant. In
1997 the administrative accounts system was introduced
in a workshop with two participants from each branch.
Computers and printers were donated to each branch
and training given accordingly. The implementation of
the system has depended upon each branch's capacities.

Partnerships
The BRC cooperates with other institutions mainly in
the areas of health, blood, education, youth, relief,
emergencies and social welfare. Within the International
Federation, the BRC coordinates the regional health
network, forms part of the regional social welfare
network, the inter-American blood network and the
commission drafting regulations for youth.

The BRC has received support from, inter alia, the
Swedish Red Cross (institutional development,
community development), Swiss Red Cross (health and
community development), Spanish Red Cross (health
and community development, social welfare, disaster
prevention), Finnish Red Cross (community
development), Canadian Red Cross and Canadian
government (health and community development),
ICRC (institutional development) and ECHO (disaster
prevention).

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief and preparedness
The BRC responds to natural disasters, including floods
and fires. Other key activities include first-aid training,
the provision of assistance at public events, Andean
rescue (mountain climbers) and community education
on disaster prevention. The society has a national
telecommunications network.

Health and social welfare
The BRC promotes community involvement in mother-
and-child health, particularly through health education
and public health care. It also works through "mothers'
clubs" to strengthen family ties, women's
empowerment, adult literacy and the creation of
income-generating projects. Other social welfare
activities include schooling for girls and the prevention
of family violence. The "strong people" programme

(supported by the Canadian Red Cross) consists of
primary health care and promotion in communities in
the border region between Argentina, Bolivia and Chile,
where the prevalence of cholera, Chagas disease and
TB, and the high maternal and child morbidity and
mortality rates call for immediate action. The BRC is
also training traditional midwifes and local health
workers, and runs a school for nurses.

Blood
Under a national blood law, the BRC has been assigned
responsibility for the promotion of voluntary, non-
renumerated blood donation.

Youth
Children and teenagers are recruited and trained through
both school brigades and out-of-school activities.
Projects include the prevention of drug abuse and
HIV /AIDS, first aid, environmental protection, the
promotion of national and international friendship, and
visits to orphanages, jails and asylums. In 1998, the
society had approximately 50 youth leaders.

Information and dissemination
The society creates information materials. It also has a
special international humanitarian law documentation
centre.

5. Further information
Bolivian Red Cross strategic development plan,
2000-2004
Web site: http://www.come.to/cruzroja.org.bo •
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2. Foundation
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Brazilian Red Cross
Founded: 1908
Members/volunteers: n.a.
Staff: 19
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
The Republica Federativa do Brasil, the biggest country
in South America, borders on all the other countries on
the continent except Chile and Ecuador. The main
physical features of Brazil are a vast region of high
plateaux and the Amazon basin. More than two-thirds of
the country is drained by the Amazon and Tocantins-
Araguala rivers, around one-fifth by the Rio de la Plata
and the rest by the Sao Francisco and other small rivers.

Brazil is a major agricultural country with at least 8 per
cent of its land surface used for farming. It also has
several large mineral deposits. The country comprises
26 states and a federal district. For statistical purposes,
it has been divided into five very large regions: north,
north-east, south-east, south and centre-west.

Catholics represent 88 per cent of the population
although the practice of rituals of African origin is
widespread. There is also a Protestant and a Jewish
community. Primary school is compulsory and free;
secondary and university education is divided between
municipal establishments and private bodies. Some 76
million people, 40 per cent of whom are women, make
up the workforce.

The Brazilian constitution was adopted in 1988 and
provides for the direct election of a president; the
legislative power is bicameral, with a senate and
deputies.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Brasilia
170 million
US$ 4,630 (1998)
68.8 years
32 per 1,000 live births
84.5 per cent (1998)
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Mission
The purpose of the Brazilian Red Cross (BRC) is to
prevent and alleviate human suffering with impartiality,
making no distinction as to race, nationality, social class,
religious beliefs or political opinion.

In conformity with its statutes, the society is prepared to
act in times of peace and of war, under the Geneva
Conventions, with civilian populations and the military to
improve health through care and training programmes
and by organizing emergency services, recruiting,
training and making available the necessary volunteer
staff, encouraging the participation of children and young
people and disseminating the humanitarian principles.

The society is going through a renewal process and is
revamping its statutes and national development plan. A
capacity-building process was begun at central
headquarters and in the branches in 2002.

Legal base
The society was founded in December 1908. The last
general assembly, held in December 2001, elected a new
president and team.

Constituency
The society's activities and resources are currently being
reactivated. It has 18 state branches and 35 municipal
branches.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The main governing body is the national directorate
comprising the president, the vice president and the
director treasurer. The national council comprises 30
councillors representing the state branches. The national
general assembly elected the current team in December
2001.

Human resources
Human resources are being reorganized. There are 19
paid staff at central headquarters - six professionals and
13 maintenance and security staff.

Financial resources
In an agreement with the national cancer institute,
headquarters receives an income of CHF 7,500 for the
rental of a plot of land as a car park.

The branches are being revived and an external audit is
being made to get an idea of their financial situation and
initiate new work plans to solve the problems left by
previous leaders and to draw up work plans for the
coming four years.
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Material resources
The headquarters and its branches have their own assets.
The headquarters has a building and surrounding land. It
has no vehicles.

Organization/planning
A severe ten-year crisis has seriously weakened the
society which is now beginning to draw up its national
development plan. Resources are being sought to
strengthen the headquarters and to initiate a work
process with all the branches reuniting them fully and
planning for the future.

Partnerships
The International Federation, through the capacity-
building fund and a group of National Societies
(including the American, Austrian, Canadian,
Portuguese, Spanish and Swedish Red Cross) is
supporting the revival of headquarters and of the society
as a whole. An International Federation delegate has
been supporting the renewal process since May 2002.

4. Performance
All the state and municipal branches are currently
reactivating their activities. Central headquarters is
beginning to be strengthened and to become a
coordination and service office for its network.

Branch network
Activities include nursing schools, hospital care centres,
adult training centres, health care, disaster prevention
and relief activities, first aid, some programmes for care
in the community and for children and young people, as
well as HIV prevention.

Central headquarters
The central headquarters activities include the
production of an information bulletin for the branches
and a web page. Contacts with the mass media are being
developed. The communications department is seeking
funds.

With regard to health and education activities, there are
projects to strengthen central headquarters and to set up
a nursing school, a primary school for needy children,
an ophthalmologic clinic and a street children care
programme. It also needs to identify unified criteria for
community health and first aid.

Central headquarters also intends to re-establish
international contacts, set up a tracing service and
coordinate support for branches .•

The Canadian
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1909
Members/volunteers: n.a.
Staff: 6,800
Expenditure: CHF 237 million (2001)

1. National context
A land of vast distances and rich natural resources,
Canada became a self-governing dominion in 1867
while retaining ties to the British crown.

Economically and technologically the nation has
developed in parallel with the United States, its
neighbour to the south. As an affluent, high-tech
industrial society, Canada today closely resembles the
US in its market-oriented economic system, pattern of
production and high living standards. Since the Second
World War, the impressive growth of the
manufacturing, mining and service sectors has
transformed the nation from a largely rural economy
into one primarily industrial and urban. Real rates of
growth have averaged nearly 3 per cent since 1993.
Unemployment is falling and government budget
surpluses are being partially devoted to reducing the
large public sector debt. With its great natural
resources, skilled labour force and modem capital plant,
Canada enjoys solid economic prospects.

Its population is made up of people from around the
world. Its government is a confederation with
parliamentary democracy. Administratively it has ten
provinces and three territories.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Ottawa
31.2 million ( 2002)
US$ 19,170 (1998)
79.6 years
5.0 per 1,000 live births (2001)
99 per cent (1998)

Partnerships In profile 2002-2003



The Canadian Red Cross Society

2. Foundation

Mission
The Canadian Red Cross (CRC) has a clear mission
statement which mirrors the mission enunciated in
Strategy 2010. All of its activities are guided by the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement. Every three to
five years, the society's mission, "ends" and strategic
directions are reviewed through a strategic planning
process that involves volunteers and staff at all levels of
the organization through consultations and focus groups.
Annually, the board of governors approves an operational
plan and budget presented by the secretary general.

In recent years, the society has come through a difficult
transition brought about by the sale of the blood
programme to a newly created agency. After 50 years of
managing Canada's only national blood programme and
being subjected to liabilities related to HIY/AIDS and
hepatitis C infections through blood transfusions, the
society was forced to seek bankruptcy protection in
order to continue to carry out its other humanitarian
activities at home and abroad.

Having successfully negotiated with victims of the
blood tragedy and creditors, the Canadian Red Cross has
emerged stronger than ever with a clear mandate to
provide disaster services as it primary function
domestically. The society maintains an active and high-
profile international programme which includes
dispatching on average 80 international delegates each
year to the ICRC and the International Federation.

With the turbulent years behind it, the society enjoys a
very collaborative and cooperative working relationship
with the government of Canada, receiving support and
funding from a number of departments including the
department of foreign affairs, Immigration Canada, the
Canadian International Development Agency, Health
Canada and national defence. The society is held in high
regard by its government which respects its autonomy
and independence

In spite of media scrutiny over the years, the Canadian
Red Cross is well regarded by Canadians as
demonstrated through recent opinion polls.

Legal base
In 1909, the Canadian government passed the Canadian
Red Cross Society act to establish the society as the
corporate body responsible for providing volunteer
humanitarian aid in Canada in accordance with the
Geneva Conventions.

The society was continued under the Canada
Corporations Act by letters patent issued in 1970 by the
federal minister of consumer and corporate affairs. The
letters patent have been amended from time to time by
supplementary letters patent.
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The by-laws of the society were revised by the annual
meeting in September 2001 and subsequently approved
by Industry Canada in March 2002. The current by-laws
reflect a new governance model for the society known
as good governance practices (GGP). The new by-laws
also give rise to a general assembly which will meet
once every three to five years for the purpose of
formulating the mission and "ends" establishing the
overall direction for the society.

Official agreements and/or memoranda of
understanding with various federal government
departments exist which define specific roles and
responsibilities for the society further to its mandate.

Constituency
The society is made up of some 400 branches or
"service delivery units" at the grass-roots level
organized in 25 regions which are linked geographically
into four zones (the Atlantic, the Quebec, the Ontario
and the Western zones). The national office is located in
Ottawa.

The governance framework of the Canadian Red Cross
includes a general assembly, an expanded version of an
annual general meeting in which volunteers and
members from across the country participate. Its
primary responsibility is to determine the mission and
the overall direction of the society commonly referred to
as "ends".

The board of governors, entrusted with the mission, is
the guardian of the society's direction. It is also
composed of elected volunteers, proposed by a
nominating committee, with the majority of the
governors recommended by the zones complemented by
other members following a society-wide consultative
process. The board's responsibility is to define the
strategic directions to achieve the "ends", to adopt a
three-year overall plan and yearly operational plan and
budget. Italso monitors the overall performance of the
society.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The governance structure consists of regional councils,
zone councils and a board of governors. The board of
governors is made up of 15 members, eight of whom
represent zone councils and the remaining members
being officers of governors-at-large. The board of
governors meets on average four times a year. The board
is elected by the annual general meeting at which
members elected by their respective zones have the right
to vote. Every three to five years, a general assembly is
organized to review the society's directions and mission.

Each governor undergoes a thorough orientation about
their governance role and their duties and
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responsibilities. Members generally accept to become
part of one or more subcommittees of the board, for
example, the national finance committee, the trust funds
advisory committee, the development committee or the
nominations committee.

Human resources
The CRC is led by thousands of volunteers who are
occupied in a wide variety of activities including
governance, disaster services, "meals on wheels", youth
initiatives, education, fund-raising, family reunification,
first aid and a huge variety of community-based
programmes.

The national office of the Canadian Red Cross has
approximately 75 employees, including the secretary
general and CEO and most of the executive team.
International programmes resides in the national office
and, each year, deploys approximately 100 delegates on
ICRC and International Federation missions.

The real engine of the society, is the balance of its
approximately 6,800 employees spread across the country
and organized into geographical areas. These employees
are involved in the design, support and delivery of key
programmes for the vulnerable including community
health services, disaster services, first aid, water safety,
abuse prevention ("RespectEd"), family reunification,
global education and local community services.

To be effective, the CRC embraces partnership between
volunteers and staff. The society values its volunteers
and strives to use them fully in every aspect of its work.
The society also recognizes the value of staff in the
operational side of its work.

Management is done largely by staff but sometimes by
volunteers in charge of supervising services or
operations. Management matters are referred to the
secretary general, zone general managers, regional
directors, branch managers and their respective staff.
While there are boundaries between governance,
management and service delivery, they do not mean to
exclude volunteers and staff in interaction and decision-
making. Together, volunteers and staff provide the most
effective way to meet the needs of the vulnerable people
in the communities.

Financial resources
Total annual operating revenues for the CRC average
CHF 237 million. Almost 75 per cent relates to
programme-specific funding by both local foundations
and govemment. The majority, approximately 60 per
cent, relates to fees received for home-care services
provided by the government. The remaining 25 per cent
of revenues is generated through local fund-raising
activities and fees for first-aid and water safety courses.

In addition to funds generated for operations, the CRC
also raises public and government funds for

international development and relief activities. On an
annual basis, approximately CHF 7.4 million of public
funds and CHF 44.5 million from government agencies
are provided through CRC trusts and designated funds
to international projects.

The accounts of the CRC are audited annually. Audited
statements are available after approval at the annual
general meeting usually held in September.

Material resources
The CRe owns a national office as well as a significant
number of regional offices. In addition, a fleet of
vehicles are owned to assist in providing services.

Organization/planning
The planning process is a circle ensuring that the strategic
directions (emanating from the grass-roots level) set by
the board (further to the mission and "ends" established
by the general assembly) will be realized at each level
and actions attached in order to implement them.

Early in the planning process, each branch (or informal
units, councils, community-based committees, service
delivery unit (SDU) or other configuration where they
exist), region and zone council presents to the next level
governance body a report of activities and results of the
previous year and proposes for approval priorities for
the year to come. Each branch (where it exists), region
and zone prepares its annual plan aligned with the
"ends", strategic directions and priorities of the society
for approval by their respective council.

The board of governors, through a consultation process,
defines the strategic directions every three years and
priorities on an annual basis to meet the "ends". Branch
and regional councils are accountable to zone councils
which are accountable to the board of governors. The
board itself is accountable to the annual meeting and
ultimately the general assembly.

The board of governors approves annually the society's
priorities and operational plan for the delivery of
services, budget and performance indicators to monitor
its implementation in keeping with the strategic
directions and "ends", and financial targets. The
secretary general reports quarterly to the board of
governors on the achievement of the operational plan
within normal executive limitations.

Governance and management participate in a
collaborative planning cycle that spans a three to five
year period. Volunteers and staff are involved with
planning functions that require attention to the operation
in the previous, current and future years. At any time
and from any level within the governance framework,
proposals or solutions for innovation, change and
improvement are to be encouraged and facilitated
through a "bottom-up" process that is best represented
by the annual planning process.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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offices across the country held events in recognition
their volunteers, without whom the Red Cross could not
provide such far-reaching assistance. New orientation
and training programmes introduced in the past year will
ensure that the society's volunteer resource remains
strong and effective.

The board of governors has adopted a three-phase
strategic planning model and encourages all parts of the
society to participate in all phases by conducting
workshops, focus groups or other means of involving
volunteers, staff and the society's clients and
stakeholders.

The three phases of the strategic planning process
include strategic review and analysis, review of mission,
and the strategic plan which is followed by an
operational plan and budget for each year.

Partnerships
The Canadian Red Cross works in partnership with
multiple levels of government including municipal,
provincial, territorial and federal levels. The most
significant thrust behind these partnerships is the
articulation of the Red Cross role in disaster response,
mitigation and management.

The society also enjoys established partnerships with
numerous Canadian corporate entities. These
partnerships increase the society's visibility to the
Canadian public and provide it with additional resources
in the execution of its duties in preparing for and
responding to domestic disasters.

I

Formal agreements exist between the society and the
federal government in relation to international activities
and with respect to the monitoring of immigration
detainees on Canadian soil. The society manages, on
behalf of the government of Canada, a rapid response
disaster centre and works in conjunction with numerous
other NGOs across Canada to coordinate the most
effective Canadian response possible to world disaster
events.

Collaborative partnerships exist between the society and
national NGOs ranging in topic areas from abuse
prevention, drowning research, injury prevention,
ethical fund-raising to home health care and the
voluntary sector.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Emergency relief
In 2001, CRC staff and volunteers who responded to
countless disasters and situations across Canada and
took part in the relief and recovery efforts following
11September. Local Red Cross volunteers and staff
also reached hundreds of thousands of Canadians
through transportation, clothing, outreach, prevention
and health-care services, wherever a localized need
was identified.

International Year of Volunteers
The year 2001 was the United Nations International
Year of Volunteers (IYV). To celebrate IYV, CRC
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National programmes
National programmes are organized into eight service
areas: disaster services; first aid; water safety;
RespectED (formerly abuse prevention services); home
care; community services; external relations; and
volunteer resources.

International activities
As a member of the Movement, the CRC helps the
world's most vulnerable populations through its
international services, in collaboration with the ICRC in
situations of conflict and the International Federation in
situations of disaster response.

In 2001, the society responded to emergency appeals
launched by the International Federation for
international assistance for fires, floods, droughts,
volcanic eruptions and sudden outbreaks of deadly
diseases. With funds from the international disaster
relief fund (IDRF), the CRC was able to contribute to
the international response to these largely "unknown"
disasters and emergencies.

The CRC also supports disaster preparedness
programming. Once the initial disaster relief phase has
come to an end, the CRC also works with affected
communities in projects of reconstruction and
community rehabilitation.

Beyond the relief efforts, the society is also working
with local National Societies and communities on
longer-term initiatives to assist people in addressing
underlying, systemic poverty.

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.redcross.ca •

http://www.redcross.ca
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Chilean Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1923
21,780 (2001)
31 (2001)
CHF 357,000 (1998)

1. National context
Chile has a population of 14.8 million (1998), a growth
rate of 1.7 per cent (fourth quarter 2001) and a gross
national product (GNP) of US$ 36,488,981 (2000).
Approximately 40 per cent of the total population lives
in the metropolitan area (where Santiago, the capital of
the country, is situated).

Life expectancy at birth is 74.7 years. The general
mortality rate is 5.5 per thousand inhabitants. The infant
mortality rate is 13 per cent. An average household
comprises four people. The average annual income is
US$ 2,379. In 2000, 4.4 per cent of the population was
illiterate; the population had on average 9.31 years of
schooling (1999).

Although reports exist indicating that poverty and want
are being overcome in the country, official data shows
that there are currently more than 3 million poor and
800,000 very poor people in Chile. The society thus still
has a great deal to do to improve the situation of
vulnerable Chileans.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Santiago
14.8 million (1998)
US$ 2,495 (2000)
74.7 years (2001)
13 per 1,000 live births (2001)
95.6 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission and objectives of the Chilean Red Cross
(CRC), set out in its new statutes which were approved in
November 2000, are to contribute to respect for the
Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the Additional Protocols

of 1977, ratified by the Chilean government, and the
agreements of the International Conferences of the Red
Cross and Red Crescent; contribute to the improvement of
public health, prevention of disease and alleviation of
human suffering; cooperate with the public authorities on
health and social well-being; provide emergency relief in
times of disaster; coordinate its action with the public
authorities and other institutions that pursue aims similar
to those of the Chilean Red Cross; promote and encourage
Chilean Red Cross objectives and actions among youth;
recruit the necessary professional staff to operate its
services and train the society's members; act, in times of
armed conflict, as an auxiliary to the military medical
services; and promote initiatives for peace, friendship,
solidarity and trust both nationally and internationally.

Legal base
The law setting up the Chilean Red Cross was adopted
in April 1923. In March 1963, a supreme decree was
issued which approved the society's general regulations.

The society last updated its statutes in November 2000.
It held its most recent general assembly in November
2000 and elected its current president on that occasion.

Constituency
The society has a central cornmittee based in Santiago
and headed by a national presidency, assisted by two
vice presidents, a legal adviser, a secretary general and
seven national directorates: finance and accounting;
development; communications; volunteers; health and
well-being; relief; and youth.

It also has 11 regional committees, which cover the
entire country and encompass the 180 local branches
scattered from Arica to the Antarctic territory.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The roles, responsibilities and structure of the governing
bodies are described in detail in the society's statutes.
The central committee, which is the highest authority of
the Chilean Red Cross, holds ordinary sessions on a
quarterly basis and extraordinary sessions at the request
of the president or a majority of the members. The
executive board implements the society's decisions and
holds ordinary sessions twice a month and extraordinary
sessions at the request of the national president or, in his
absence, of the first or second vice president, whenever
emergency measures must be taken.

The central committee has regularly organized
leadership workshops for national directors, directors of
departments and heads of programmes. The regional
committees have recently been included in these
workshops. The training department of the national
directorate for volunteers and the national directorate for
youth is responsible for this activity.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Human resources
At the central committee level there are eight paid and
five volunteer directors, and three paid and 20 volunteer
administrative staff. There are also 20 paid general
service staff and 22 volunteers responsible for
departments and programmes.

The society has a total of 7,049 active volunteers (445
men, 6,604 women), 14,456 youth volunteers (4,931
young men, 9,525 young women), 230 founding
volunteers (30 men, 200 women) and 45 honorary
volunteers (10 men and 35 women).

The main difficulty the society faces in hiring and
keeping professional, technical and administrative staff
is that it is unable to offer salaries on a par with those
found on the national labour market. Volunteers
therefore play an important role in the design,
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of all the
projects and programmes of the Chilean Red Cross.

Financial resources
The society has annual accounts. Each year a
commission is appointed from among the members of
the central committee to audit the accounts, and an
external audit is performed every two years.

The Chilean Red Cross has concluded an agreement
with a team of professionals which has been placed in
charge of fund-raising activities. The department for
financial resources, which comes under the national
finance and accounting directorate, has recently been
created for this purpose.

Organization/planning
The five-year national development plan 2001-2005
establishes as its mission to improve the situation of
vulnerable people by mobilizing the power of humanity,
through integrated, systematic and planned action of
volunteers in the branches all over the country, in its
capacity as an NGO, auxiliary to the public authorities
and complementary to the social policies to eliminate
poverty and vulnerability in the country.

The strategy agreed upon was to focus action on
modernizing and developing the organization and
carrying out good-quality work for the vulnerable
community, demonstrating the society's efficient and
effective services. Priority is given to areas of action
addressing local, regional or national community needs,
in particular those where the society has a comparative
advantage with respect to other public or private
institutions.

Work is carried out in three areas: education; assistance;
and development of people. Account is also taken of a
gender perspective, identifying the human resources and
beneficiaries by sex and age.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

The objective of the 2001-2005 five-year plan is to
complete and strengthen the modernization process for
the programme and administrative areas, as part of the
mission and strategies defined for the period. Essential
administrative areas included administrative and
institutional structure, institutional development, and
institutional image. Essential programme areas were
identified as health and social well-being, relief,
institutional principles and youth.

The essential administrative and programme areas are
developed in 18 national programmes, each with annual
goals assessed at the end of each year. At branch,
regional and central levels a SWOT analysis is used in
all the society's planning bodies.

The Chilean Red Cross, represented by its national
president, is a member of the International Federation's
Governing Board.

Partnerships
The society carries out a great deal of community work,
with its representatives taking an active part in
addressing needs and encouraging development rather
than engaging in mere assistance work.

Strategic alliances with public and private institutions
also strengthen its action. The same approach is used
with projects for which funds have been requested
nationally or internationally to increase and improve
services and contribute to institutional development.

The society is seeking external funding for 15 projects:
an integral youth drug and alcohol prevention centre; a
vehicle to help the elderly in Caldera participate in
recreational and training activities; improve family and
community health in five towns in the Elqui valley;
contribute to creating a healthy lifestyle among the
population on Easter Island; develop skills among the
elderly with scant resources; improve family and
community health conditions in the "Lo Espejo"
commune; promote access to eye care for elderly people
in Copiap6; "creation, youth and Red Cross" project, to
create a training and recreational centre for 350 young
people in Salamanca; cardiopulmonary resuscitation;
extension of the mobile dental clinic; health education
and accident prevention at home in La Chimba; basic
and advanced first aid; audio-visual training resources
for volunteers and the community in the metropolitan
region; formation of a national Red Cross voluntary
blood-donor network; and the extension of the mobile
blood-donation post.

4. Performance
Activities
The society's main activities are volunteer traimng,
communication and use of the image, community
health, care in polyclinics, first aid in the community,
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blood bank, integral care for elderly people, disaster
preparedness, disaster response, telecommunications,
activities at large public events, dissemination of the
institutional principles, tracing agency, drug and alcohol
prevention, blood and organ donation, school units, sex
education and prevention of HIV /AIDS, and "youth at
the sea". In 2001, 370,794 people benefited from these
activities.

5. Further information
Chilean Red Cross five-year national development plan
for 2001-2005
Chilean Red Cross annual reports
Web site: http://www.cruzrojachilena.cl •

....

Colombian
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1915
64,000 (2001)
1,800 (2001)
CHF 17 million (2000)

1. National context
For many years, Colombia has achieved a stable record
of economic growth. Since 1999, however, the endemic
armed conflict and drug trafficking have taken their toll
and the economic situation for most Colombians is
getting more difficult with unemployment close to 20
per cent. The country is one of the most violent in the
world and homicide has become the most prevalent
cause of death for young men. The armed conflict has
caused the displacement of close to 2 million people,
half of whom are children. Colombia is also vulnerable
to natural disasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes,
floods, landslides, avalanches and volcanic eruptions.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

2. Foundation

Bogota
43.1 million (2001)
US$ 2,170 (1999)
71 years (2001)
21 per 1,000 live births (2001)
91 per cent (1999)

Mission
The Colombian Red Cross Society (CRC) is a vigorous
and capable institution with a good level of institutional
development.

In 1991, the Colombian government revised the national
constitution, which has long-term repercussions for the
CRC. In response, the society carried out a national
study, which was concluded by the end of 1995, and its
results and recommendations have now been partially
implemented.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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The CRC has a resource base of around 64,000
volunteers. Of these, there are about 14,000 active
volunteers, most of whom are relief volunteers (7,000),
along with 5,100 youth volunteers, 20,134 youth
brigades and 1,650 "grey ladies", who carry out social
welfare and community development programmes. In
addition, there is a less active body of indirect
volunteers who support specific activities but do not
belong to one of the traditional volunteer groups.

The National Society has close coordination and good
relations with the government, especially with the
ministry of interior and defence, the high commissioner
for peace of the president's office and in the fields of
disaster preparedness, health and education.

Legal base
The CRC was founded in 1915 and joined the Movement
in 1922. Its statutes were reformed in December 2001.
Various national laws have been passed relating to the
CRC, including the recognition of the Red Cross (1922),
creation of the relief department (1948), creation of the
lottery (1964) and protection of the emblem (1998).

The society has a four-year cycle for elections to its
governance body. The next national convention is
scheduled for April 2005.

Constituency
There are 232 local branches, which operate in 31 of the
33 administrative regions of the country, giving it one of
the broadest coverages in Latin America. Ten
operational regions coordinate the chapter offices.

3. Capacity
Leadership
There is a formal structure, which is composed of three
bodies: the national convention, the president's board
and the executive committee. The national convention is
held every four years and comprises members of the
president's board and executive committee, and three
delegates per chapter, who all have voting rights. The
president's board is composed of the 31 presidents of the
chapters. The executive committee consists of the
president and two vice presidents of the society, as well
as ten members elected from the 31 chapters and three
members from the community. The gender distribution
is approximately 40 per cent female, 60 per cent male.

In practice, headquarters provides technical and
financial support to the chapters and branches, which
have the operational responsibility for administering the
programmes. Technical support is provided by
departments, which report to the secretary general, vice
presidents and the president. These departments are
finance/administration, development/international
relations, dissemination, operations, health and social
welfare, volunteers (including youth, first aiders and
"grey ladies"), lottery and legal.

Human resources
There are 230 employees at the national headquarters.
The average period of employment at headquarters is
around 15 years. Most of the employees belong to a
union, which tends to be resistant to any changes. In
2001, the union members voted for a strike that
paralysed the national headquarters for two months.
Nationwide, there are approximately 1,800 employees.

Partnerships In profile 2002-2003

The role of the volunteers has been subject to debate,
amid concern from some members of management that
without sufficient training, volunteers might endanger
the quality and image of the organization's work. The
declining number of volunteers is also an issue that is of
deep concern.

Financial resources
In 2000, the society's total expenditure was CHF 17.05
million. The national lottery currently represents
approximately 43 per cent of the society's revenue; other
sources of income include investments and services. With
respect to services, around 37 per cent of the revenue
comes from the blood services and clinical laboratory.
Contracts and agreements with the govemment and other
national organizations represent around 2 per cent of the
general income. The income from the lottery is by law
earmarked towards health-oriented activities. It is
mandatory that the CRC budget be approved by the
ministry of health and the society has to comply with all
the internal revenue regulations of the country.

The CRC underwent a significant change in 1964 when
a national lottery was created, which provided funds for
the society to expand its infrastructure, especially in the
area of health services. However, its relationship with
the national health system changed in 1990 when a new
law prevented the CRC from maintaining full control
over this source of financing and subordinated its
policies to the ministry of health. This resulted in the
need for the society to secure other sources of revenue
and has led to the view that medical services should be
offered on a cost recovery basis. In addition, the internal
conflict in the country has added an additional burden
on the society's finances.

Organization/planning
The statutes of the CRC were reformed in December
2001 and are pending ratification by the Colombian
government (ministry of health). The five major
changes, introduced in 1996 and ratified during this
convention, include: the society adopted a federal
organization and the chapters became legal entities,
which has reinforced administrative and operational
decentralization; government representatives are no
longer represented on the national convention, nor on
the executive committee, which has strengthened the
independence of the society; three community
representatives have been included on the executive
committee to increase the representative nature of the
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society; community representatives and a member of
each of the volunteer groups have also been included at
the chapter level; and the national headquarters were
given clear planning, management, evaluation,
financial, follow-up and doctrine functions, and
operational and implementation responsibilities were
entrusted to the branches and chapters.

The society's development plan, designed in 1994 with
the participation of representatives of the different
chapters and headquarters personnel, is no longer valid
due to the deterioration of the conflict situation, as well
as the economic situation of the country. The priorities
identified in the plan have had to be changed in order to
focus on humanitarian assistance to the displaced
population, victims of natural disasters and/or conflict,
and strengthening the dissemination of international
humanitarian law and the Fundamental Principles. The
CRC is also strengthening its managerial system and is
facing the challenge of developing new sources for
fund-raising.

All 31 local branches of the CRC receive financial
support from national headquarters.

Partnerships
The CRC has cooperated for several years with UN
agencies in the area of disaster prevention, and
collaborated with UNICEF in implementing mine
awareness projects and providing assistance to children
affected by the armed conflict. Embassies, government
agencies, especially the ministries of health and the
interior, and ECHO also cooperate with the CRC III

specific projects.

The ICRC has been present in Colombia since 1969 and
supports the society in the areas of dissemination,
assistance to the victims of violence, conflict
preparedness, protection and communication. A new
cooperation agreement between the two organizations
was signed in 2001. Several National Societies are also
working bilaterally with the CRC, including the Spanish
Red Cross (humanitarian assistance in disaster areas and
smaller development projects); French Red Cross
(humanitarian assistance in disaster areas, health);
Netherlands Red Cross (development projects, social
projects, including street children, and humanitarian
assistance); Swedish Red Cross (international friendship
and PACO (peace, action and coexistence)); Canadian
Red Cross (primary health care and community
development); and the Norwegian Red Cross
(international friendship, staff on loan, a programme for
handicapped children, PACO and Adios Violencia); and
American Red Cross (disaster prevention). Other
National Societies cooperate with the CRC in the area of
disaster response.

The society cooperates with the International
Federation's regional delegation for South America in
several areas, such as the Amazonas programme, the

Andean programme, the Better Programming Initiative
and the regional delegates programme. It participates in
the Americas communication forum and disaster
preparedness, and in some of the International
Federation's ad hoc working groups (principles, resource
development, first aid, street children and children
affected by armed conflict, human resources). The CRC
also works with the International Federation in the area of
blood to strengthen quality control in the region. In terms
of disaster relief capability, the society is probably one of
the most advanced in the region, and has cooperated with
other societies in Latin America and has seconded
delegates to the International Federation.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness
Colombia invests a significant amount to maintain a
state of readiness in this area, and has gained
considerable expertise, which is shared with others in
the country and with sister National Societies. Activities
include providing first-aid kits for communities,
emergency plans for schools, developing integrated
plans for hospital security, first aid, evacuation and fire
prevention. However, the 1999 earthquake highlighted
the need to strengthen activities continuously at the
community level, with community leaders and in
schools, in order to strengthen their capacities. Within
the CRC, one of the most important internal
preparedness measures is the setting up, strengthening
and training of staff and volunteers in
telecommunications, search and rescue, logistics, basic
health, emergency medical response and the system of
integrated management of disasters.

Relief
Together with the ICRC, the CRC provides assistance to
people who have been displaced owing to the political
violence and who are experiencing psychological,
physical or socio-economic difficulties. The programme
is designed to provide large numbers of displaced
people with emergency assistance such as medical care,
food and non-food items. In 1998, the society, in
conjunction with the ICRC, assisted over 100,000
displaced civilians. The CRC also responds to natural
disasters, such as the earthquake that hit Colombia in
January 1999, when 370,000 people were assisted.

Health
The majority of the 31 branches offer first aid, medical
care, dental care, relief posts and ambulance services. A
few offer more specialized services such as radiology,
kidney dialysis, speech therapy, pharmacies and eye
banks. One branch runs a children's hospital and another
runs a rehabilitation centre for disabled children and
youth. Through the primary health care (PHC)
programme, health education activities are carried out,
with a focus on the prevention and treatment of

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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population. The programme has been expanded through
agreements with the ICRC and some Colombian
universities, which run postgraduate programmes in
IHL, with the CRC's participation. Of particular
relevance is the CRC's cooperation with the university
of the armed forces.

diarrhoea and respiratory diseases, the most common
ailments, and on mother-and-child health. Activities are
also based on the community development approach and
not solely on PHC. The branches work closely with the
local health authorities in the strategic planning of these
programmes.

Blood
In eight of Colombia's main cities, the local branches
manage blood banks, which collectively process and
distribute approximately one-quarter of the total blood
needs of the country. HIV /AIDS prevention and
counselling is carried out by the blood banks.

Social welfare
The main social welfare activities are protection and aid
to victims of violence and the internally displaced, youth
activities such as camps and recreational activities, and
training of adults who carry out publicity on disaster
preparedness and IHL. Some of these activities have been
implemented with assistance from, and in cooperation
with, international and national public and private
agencies. The CRC also has programmes for disabled
children, children affected by the conflict and sexual
education. The society runs a major outreach programme
offering health care, psychosocial support and recreation
activities for street children .

. Youth
The CRC attaches great importance to its youth brigades
project, because of its numerous programmes, quality,
geographic coverage and number of volunteers. This
project has a national impact as a result of its promotion
of humanitarian values. In 1992, the youth department
set up the PACO programme (peace, action and
coexistence) that promotes peaceful coexistence, respect
and solidarity amongst children, youth and adults. The
programme is oriented towards the dissemination of the
Fundamental Principles and the basic principles for
social coexistence such as negotiation and tolerance.
The programme targets the institution itself and its
volunteers, as well the general public.

Institutional/resource development
This is one of the priority programmes of the CRC,
especially with the challenges it is facing due to the
economic and political upheaval. However, although it
has the human capacity, the CRC has not advanced as
much as originally planned due to economic restraints.
The society needs to elaborate a national development
plan, redefine its fund-raising strategies and improve its
human resources and .managerial capacities. This
situation requires the definition of new management
strategies based on the mission and image building.

Dissemination
Given the situation of internal violence in Colombia,
one of the society's key activities is the dissemination of
international humanitarian law, the Red Cross principles
and the protection of the medical mission to the civil
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Relevance/effectiveness
The CRC is an important health-care provider in
Colombia. As such, it has developed management
practices that will enable it to operate these facilities
profitably and in the public interest. The blood banks are
a major part of this programme, with high quality in the
level of service and high control standards.

5. Further information
Cruz Roja Colombiana - Informe de Gesti6n (2000)
Web site: http://www.cruzrojacolombiana.org •

http://www.cruzrojacolombiana.org
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Costa Rican Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1885
7,146 (2002)
713 (1999)
CHF 4.1 million (2000)

1. National context
The UN Development Programme's Human Development
Report 2001 states that Costa Rica has made major
progress in human development, although national
income has increased only slightly. In the last decade of
the 20th century, UNDP reports placed Costa Rica among
the countries with the highest human development. In
2000 it was ranked 48 in the human development index.

The report on the state of the nation in 2000, presented
in 2001, declares that the country is unable to exceed
certain critical thresholds with respect to growth in
national product, internal savings, reduction in poverty,
average schooling and underuse of the workforce. The
country's capacity to adopt institutional and political
decisions on the future of the society is stagnating,
compounding this inertia. According to the national
institute for statistics (INEC) there were 3.8 million
inhabitants in 2000. The recorded unemployment rate
that same year was 5.2 per cent.

Family poverty hampers the achievement of equality
and social integration. Based on incomes, a little over 21
per cent of households were below the poverty line in
2000, a percentage slightly higher than in previous
years. If this measure is combined with the unmet basic
needs method, 38.7 per cent of households in Costa Rica
suffer a degree of poverty, with 46.1 per cent of
households in rural zones falling into this category.

The country's institutional care system continues to
make major health improvements. The country has
conditions similar to those in the developed countries in
this respect. Infant mortality rate dropped to 10.2 for
1,000 live births and life expectancy is 77.4 years.

The state of the nation report points out that accidents
are the main cause of violent deaths, 61 per cent of

which are traffic accidents. The second cause of
accidental death is drowning in the sea or in rivers. This
is very important to the Red Cross as its services are
involved in these areas which directly impact upon the
population's living conditions.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

San Jose
3.8 million (2000)
US$ 2,770 (1998)
77.4 years (2000)
10.2 per 1,000 live births (2000)
95 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Costa Rican Red Cross (CRRC) is a humanitarian
organization, governed by the Fundamental Principles
of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement. Its main aim is to contribute as an auxiliary
to the public authorities to improving the lives of the
population in a sustainable manner. It thus assists
disaster-stricken people, promotes respect for human
dignity, has activities for youth, community health and
disaster preparedness, cooperates in environmental
protection and provides regular pre-hospital care. These
services are particularly for the most vulnerable people.

Legal base
The society was founded in 1885, under executive
decree no. 35 of 4 April. It is now legally constituted as
a non-profit-making association, in conformity with
Law 218 of 8 August 1939 and amendments thereto. On
25 September 2000, the Costa Rican legislative
assembly approved Law 8031 (use and protection of the
Red Cross and Red Crescent emblems) whereby the
government of the republic established regulations for
the protection of the emblem.

Its statutes were most recently revised and updated in
February 2002. The last elections of the members of the
governing bodies were held in March 200 I. All posts in
the highest governance body, the national board, were
elected at that time for a mandate to last from I April
200 I to 31 March 2005.

Constituency
The society is organized in nine regions covering all the
country's administrative regions. Each region has a
seven-member regional board appointed by the national
board. The primary function of the regional boards is to
manage and ensure implementation of the policies and
agreements issuing from the national board, in each of
the regions. They furthermore channel auxiliary
committee concerns to the relevant central bodies.

These auxiliary committees are the society's permanent,
basic units for action. They provide pre-hospital and
emergency care, first aid and transportation of patients,

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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communication to promote and develop a positive image
of the Red Cross, spreading knowledge of its principles,
mission, objectives and daily work to benefit the
population, thus enhancing the population's awareness of
what the institution does; the planning office, which
develops the society's planning system, giving advice on
the definition, formulation, implementation and
evaluation of short- and long-term plans, programmes
and projects for institutional improvement; and the
resource-raising office which, created in 2000, develops
and consolidates a programme of regular income so as to
finance society plans, programmes and work projects to
fulfil its humanitarian task.

and implement community-development programmes.
There are currently 124 committees and subcommittees.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The functions of the staff and the society's governance
bodies are fairly precise and well defined. The statutes,
rules of procedure and organization and functions
manual as well as the operational plans are kept up to
date and define the responsibilities and functions of the
society's bodies.

The society's president has ultimate power and is not a
paid officer; the other members of the national board,
the general treasury and the ethics and disciplinary
board are not remunerated either. The national board,
the body that defines and guides institutional policy,
meets twice a month in ordinary session, as do the
regional management boards and the boards of the
auxiliary committees all over the country.

To carry out its humanitarian task, the society has an
organizational structure to manage and deploy its
human, financial and material resources. It has the
following bodies: a general assembly; a national board;
a general treasury; an ethics and discipline board; a
general management; six national directorates; and 124
auxiliary committees.

The general assembly is the society's highest body. It
comprises all the honorary and active members and
meets regularly once a year. It appoints the national
board. In February 2002, 568 active members belonged
to the assembly.

The national directorates carry out the society's
activities; there are five national directorates with
different institutional weight and organizational
complexity. These are the national relief and operations
directorate (DINASO), responsible for issuing standards
and guidelines for the alleviation of the impact of
disasters and mass emergencies, the provision of pre-
hospital care services and tracing and rescue operations;
the national youth directorate, the aim of which is to
recruit and train young people in voluntary service,
through community prevention and care programmes;
the national regionalization directorate designed to plan,
organize, implement and monitor the regionalization
process; the national training and dissemination
directorate, which organizes and manages the society's
training system for the promotion and development of
Red Cross human resources; and the administration
directorate which procures, monitors and manages
goods and support services needed to achieve the
institution's objectives.

Other organs include the institutional communications
and press department, whose objective is to use
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Human resources
In 2002 the society's headquarters employ a total of 126
staff members, at both professional and support levels.
There are 632 employees in the regional committees. Of
the 758 employees at the national level, 626 are men and
132 women.

As in past years, the society has a limited ability to hire
and keep university-level professional staff since private
and public sector salaries are slightly higher than those
offered by the society. This difficulty is compounded by
the fact that there is no proper programme for the
promotion and training of staff.

According to human resource department files, the
society has a total of 7,146 registered volunteers, of
whom 5,152 are men (72 per cent) and 1,994 are women
(28 per cent), in governance bodies.

Financial resources
The headquarters financial statements for 2001, under
preparation in March 2002, contain the breakdown of
income. The statement for 2000 shows that the society
received CHF 4.3 million. Expenditure amounted to
CHF 4.05 million.

The society's sources of income were as follows: 81.7
per cent of all income was self-generated by the
society's projects (fund-raising), 12 per cent took the
form of state subsidies and 6.3 per cent came from
national and international donations.

As for accountability, the society publishes its financial
and accounting statements each year. These reports are
duly audited by the internal audit department and
submitted to an external auditor. Financial reports on
public resources are sent to and audited by the general
accounting office for the Republic of Costa Rica, which
oversees proper management and use of state
contributions.

In conformity with accounting procedures, the society's
most recent financial statements are for 2000. Financial
reports for 2001 will be submitted to the general
assembly for approval in March 2002. The most recent
final budget statements for state resources are for 2001.
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As for the financial management system, the financial
accounting department at headquarters has ten
employees, as well as nine regional inspectors who
evaluate the financial management of the auxiliary
committees in each region. Headquarters and the
auxiliary committees manage their financial resources to
a large extent independently. Funds raised by the
committees are for their own use.

Material resources
Most of the buildings and premises used by
headquarters and its 124 auxiliary committees are
owned by the society.

In 2002 the society had 439 ambulances, 31 advanced
life-support units, 9 rescue units and 81 other means of
transport (trucks, minibuses and vehicles used for
emergencies and administration).

Organization/planning
In the coming years the society will maintain its leading
role as the biggest volunteer humanitarian organization
in the country. It will continue to be the primary
provider of pre-hospital care services and of assistance
in disasters. It will, at the same time, expand its role to
new areas of endeavour in disaster preparedness,
community health, promotion of youth, and respect for
human dignity and humanitarian values. It will seek to
consolidate its institutional finances so as achieve
sustainable human, material and financial resources that
help strengthen its independence and capacities.

The society is preparing its new strategic development
plan for 2002-2006. It is now in draft form and defines
and explains the society's mission and tasks. More than
one year has gone into preparing the new plan as a
participatory method was adopted for its formulation.

Partnerships
Several agreements have been established and signed
with various organizations such as Costa Rican social
security (INS) and the Costa Rican port authority
(INCOP), for pre-hospital services and transportation of
patients; and, for training exchanges, the University of
Costa Rica (UCR), Latin American Science and
Technology University (ULACIT), Free School of Law,
Latin University of Costa Rica and the national
apprenticeship institute (INA).

Agreements have been maintained with the ministry for
public security for the training of police academy staff
in international humanitarian law. An agreement was
recently signed with the Costa Rican institute for water
supply and sewage (AyA) to support this organization's
efforts to supply drinking water and community health
education.

The society currently enjoys external cooperation and
funding for some of its projects. Cooperation
agreements have been signed with the German Red

Cross for the construction of infrastructure and fitting
out local Red Cross committees, and with the Spanish
Red Cross, which has provided resources for the
implementation of the health and community
development projects and the health and drinking water
supply project. The International Federation's regional
delegation in Guatemala financed the national
community education programme for disaster
preparedness in the country.

The society will submit several projects to external
donors in 2002 and 2003. They are part of the major
goals and core areas of Strategy 2010 as well as the
work priorities in the society's strategic development
plan. Funds will be requested for the following projects:
community education and prevention project for AIDS;
first-aid project in schools; community first-aid training
project; drinking water supply and health-education
project; community disaster preparedness and education
project; and a project to strengthen and train the
society's governing bodies.

4. Performance
Activities
The society's main areas of activity are disaster relief
and pre-hospital care services. It is best identified by
these services. There are, however, other areas of
activity just as important and in line with the
Movement's humanitarian task.

Disaster relief and pre-hospital care
The society trains vulnerable communities to cope with
disaster situations, evacuates and registers victims,
receives, stores and distributes donations, sets up
temporary shelter and provides pre-hospital care.

Dissemination and promotion of humanitarian values
The society has an ongoing programme to disseminate
the Red Cross Red Crescent principles and philosophy
and international humanitarian law, both within the
society for volunteers and staff and externally for the
staff at the police academy, communicators and
university students.

Youth
As in all National Societies, the CRRC has a youth
programme that focuses on training and prevention of
AIDS and ST!, youth projects and camps for the
promotion and conservation of the environment and first-
aid training as well as leadership training for young people
and, more recently, the promotion of school brigades.

Training
This programme includes training of volunteers, staff
and local communities. Training is organized in first aid,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, car and mountain rescue
and disaster preparedness. First-aid assistants are trained
and training for relief activities is encouraged.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Community health and social development
A number of community social development projects
have been promoted, such as putting in latrines, pumps
for the distribution of drinking water and the
construction of small water-supply systems in remote
rural communities. Other activities include community
training to strengthen the organizational capacities of
the most vulnerable groups and communities and
training in first aid and health education.

Community disaster preparedness and prevention
education
This programme encompasses the society's community
preparedness activities to cope with possible
emergencies. It is intended to contribute to and
strengthen community organizations. This education
helps communities identify threats and risks to which
they are exposed and to prepare a plan of action to cope
with possible disasters.

Relevance/effectiveness
To identity programme achievements, the society has
organized an annual evaluation of the activities and
results obtained in its different areas of activity. More
recently, on working out the new development plan, the
society evaluated in 2001 to what extent the previous
development plan had achieved its objectives. It
recommended that, to assess the achievements and
effectiveness of development cooperation projects, the
policy and practice directorate is to prepare financial
evaluation and performance reports, as established in
cooperation agreements.

5. Further information
Profile of the Costa Rican Red Cross, Institutional
Planning Office, March 2002
Web site: http://www.cruzroja.or.cr •
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Cuban Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1909
22,400 (2002)
372 (2002)
CHF 504,000 (2000)

1. National context
The dissolution of the former Soviet Union and Eastern
European communist governments has deprived Cuba of
its traditional allies and trading partners, and has driven
its planned economy into a crisis since the early 1990s.
The situation is aggravated by a trade embargo imposed
by the United States. As a result, the country is suffering
a gradual deterioration of its social development
indicators, as living standards decline and vulnerability
increases. These economic conditions have led the
government to impose a set of emergency measures and
programmes compnsmg energy cuts, export
diversification, import substitution, redirection of foreign
trade, and promotion of tourism and foreign investment.
Even though the economic situation in general and life
conditions of the population have improved, it is
uncertain what the future repercussions will be as a result
of both Hurricane Michelle and the effects on the tourism
industry due to the attacks of 11 September.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Havana
11.2 million (1999)
US$ 2,400 (1999)
76.2 years (2000)
7 per 1,000 live births (2000)
96.5 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
"The Cuban Red Cross in its National Development
Plan has the social commitment to achieve the important
mission of working more professionally, strengthening
their work towards the vulnerable communities, offering
support to improve their living conditions. To work as a
Government auxiliary in helping vulnerable
communities" (from the draft strategic plan 2002-2006).

http://www.cruzroja.or.cr
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The Cuban Red Cross (CRC) has a clear mission which
reflects the Fundamental Principles and which has been
distributed to all members and branches. The CRC
works closely with several government ministries and
also maintains close interaction with the popular
assemblies at the provincial and municipal levels.

The society has adapted the International Federation's
Strategic Work Plan to Cuba's particular situation. Since
1994, the Cuban Red Cross has given importance to
promoting its independent status amongst the general
public while still respecting its relationship with the
Cuban authorities.

The CRC is gaining local, national and international
recognition for its successful planning, implementation
and reporting related to its recent image-building, relief,
rehabilitation and disaster preparedness programmes.

Legal base
The Cuban Red Cross was founded in 1909 by an act of
parliament. It was recognized by the ICRC the same
year and joined the International Federation in 1919. In
1981 by the decree 177, the Cuban Red Cross was given
institutional and legal status. This has allowed actions
such as the proposal for a law on the use of the emblem,
which is currently before parliament. It has also
generated the structure necessary for the development of
new statutes and rules, which are to be approved by the
next general assembly in 2002.

Constituency
The structure of the society, with its 14 provincial and
169 municipal branches, is based on the administrative
division of the country and covers all of the national
territory. The youth Red Cross has a strong constituency
and social base, with one of the largest memberships in
the Caribbean.

The CRC has three national bodies. The general
assembly meets every five years. Every municipal
branch elects one member to the general assembly and
each provincial branch elects two members. The general
assembly discusses the society's policy for the following
five-year period, elects the four vice presidents and the
35 members of the national council. The national
council meets twice a year and invites, as observers,
representatives of NGOs that cooperate with the CRC.
The national council appoints the society's secretary
general and treasurer general, as well as electing the
CRC's president and 11 representatives to the executive
committee. The executive committee is chaired by the
president and consists of the four vice presidents, four
members of the general assembly who are assigned for
one year, 11 members elected by the national council,
the secretary general and the treasurer general. A similar
but simpler structure is reflected at provincial and
municipal branch level. Women, who represent 70 per
cent of the members, are present at all levels of the
society's leadership.

3. Capacity

Leadership
There is a well-defined difference between governance
and management. The statutes and internal rules and
regulations clearly specify the functions and
responsibilities of the different levels of the society. The
International Federation and some PNS, such as the
Spanish Red Cross, have promoted training to local and
provincial branch secretaries and programme directors.

Human resources
The CRC employs 372 people, all of whom are salaried
staff, including provincial branch secretaries and
national programme directors. Of this total, 27 people
work at the headquarters.

The academic level of staff is, as for the rest of the Cuban
population, very high, with most branch secretaries
having attained university-level education. More than 95
per cent of volunteers have completed secondary school.

The society is working on its volunteers' profile and on
developing a strategy to attract, train and motivate
volunteers.

The 22,400 members and volunteers are active at all
levels of the organization including in tracing, social
welfare and relief operations. Of the total membership,
approximately 10,000 are youth (under 30 years) and
12,400 are adult members. The gender balance is 68 per
cent female, 32 per cent male.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure for 2000 was approximately
CHF 504,000. All financial resources required for the
functioning of the society are provided through the
government, although these have been reduced
considerably under the current situation of economic
emergency. Currently, these resources are part of the
Cuban government's budget. For this reason and
because of other revenues received through cooperation
projects in foreign currency, the financial controls of the
CRC have been tightened.

Material resources
Of the 169 branches at local and provincial level, 65 per
cent have independent offices. The remaining 35 per
cent share offices with other governmental institutions.
The society has its own national radio communications
network, but certain areas are not yet covered.

The financial resources received through international
cooperation projects have enabled the CRC to increase
the number of its vehicles, as well as the information
technology (IT) network at headquarters and in branches
over the past few years. The CRC runs several water
rescue training centres and an information and training
centre for the dissemination of IHL in Havana.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Social welfare
Assistance is provided to the elderly and people with
disabilities through Red Cross youth volunteers.

Organization/planning
At the beginning of 2000, with the support of the
International Federation's regional delegation in Santo
Domingo, the society started to develop their national
development plan 2002-2006, which will be approved
by the general assembly in 2002. In addition, the annual
operations plan is being completed at central, provincial
and municipal levels.

A decentralization process is now under way whereby the
national headquarters sets the general guidelines and work
strategies, whilst the committees have the responsibility
for implementing them and making them operational.
This process is organized through regular meetings
between branch directors and the secretary general.

The CRC's development plan is the result of an ongoing
needs assessment and evaluation of existing activities.

Partnerships
The CRC works closely with the ministries of health,
education, justice, defence, interior, transport and the civil
defence agency, in its daily tasks and during times of
disaster. It also maintains close interaction with the
popular assemblies at the provincial and municipal levels.
The youth Red Cross keeps close working links with other
Cuban youth associations, especially at the local level.

In late 1997, the CRC signed a memorandum of
understanding with the International Federation. The
society also works closely at the international level with
the ICRC (information, IHL training centre) and other
National Societies, including the French, German,
Netherlands, Norwegian and Spanish Red Cross
Societies. Recently, the society has been supported in its
disaster preparedness efforts by a grant from the United
Kingdom's Department for International Development
(DFID). The CRC also works with international
organizations such as UNHCR and the International
Organization for Migration (lOM) (Haitian refugees).

Currently, the International Federation is financing a
capacity-building programme which includes training
and technical and financial assistance to improve the
society's IT network at headquarters and branch levels,
as well as the CRC's buildings. Through the
International Federation, the Japanese Red Cross is
financing a container project designed to improve the
capacity of the society to respond to an emergency,
through the provision of basic relief items.

4. Performance
Activities
Health services
These activities include special programmes for mother-
and-child safety, blood-donor recruitment, and first-aid
and cardiopulmonary resuscitation training.
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Disaster relief
Assistance is provided to refugees. The society also
carries out disaster relief in response to natural disasters,
such as Hurricane Georges in 1998, Hurricane Irene in
1999 and Hurricane Michelle in 2001.

Disaster preparedness
Since January 1999, the CRC has been implementing a
disaster preparedness programme in seven disaster-prone
provinces with support from DFID and ECHO. The
society has developed four training manuals on disaster
preparedness - disaster preparedness, safety at home,
primary health and shelter management - for use at
community level. In 2001, individual and team
equipment for 14 selected emergency response teams
were purchased. In 2002, under the International
Federation's operation to respond to Hurricane Michelle
victims, four intervention teams were equipped. Under a
community-based disaster preparedness programme
funded by the French Red Cross, eight additional teams
were equipped during the same year.

Water safety
The CRC runs a special summer season water safety
programme. The society has a central school for
lifeguards in Guanabo, and also works on beaches and
swimming pools throughout the country.

Youth
The Red Cross youth programme complements National
Society activities in the areas of first aid, Red Cross
dissemination and support to special health
programmes, amongst others. Together with these
activities, the youth section conducts other social
activities such as care for the elderly and the disabled;
environmental protection; recruitment of blood donors;
and STIIHIV/AIDS prevention in secondary schools.

Other activities
Tracing, dissemination and guidance to schoolchildren
interested in the Red Cross are other activities.

Relevance/effectiveness
All activities undergo a periodic evaluation by the national
headquarters. In the case of the Intemational Federation-
funded relief operation, the regional delegation provides
permanent supervision and follow-up .•
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Dominica
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1983
660 (2001)
5 (2002)
CHF 219,000 (2000)

1. National context
The Commonwealth of Dominica is the largest of the
Windward Islands. The country gained independence
from Britain in 1978 and suffered an economic setback
in 1979 as a result of the devastating effect of Hurricane
David. Economic recovery was gradual but significant
in the following 15 years of the Freedom Party
leadership, which was superseded by the United
Workers Party in the 1995 general elections. However,
Dominica's main source of income is banana exports,
and this makes it economically vulnerable. In
September 1995, Hurricanes Luis and Marilyn severely
damaged the banana plantations and now the industry is
faced with intense competition from Latin America
which has further reduced its market share. This
mountainous island also faces risk of volcanic eruptions,
earthquakes and landslides. There are five live
volcanoes in southern Dominica, one of which, the
Patates area of the Plat Pays Volcanic Centre, has a one-
in-five probability of eruption in the next ten years.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Roseau
71,000 (2001)
US$ 3,247 (2000)
76 years (2000)
17 per 1,000 live births (2000)
95 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission statement of the Dominica Red Cross
Society (DRCS) reflects the Fundamental Principles and
is an integral part of its development plan which has
been updated to cover the period 2000-2005. The

society has used the International Federation's Strategic
Work Plan in its planning process.

The society has played a key role in managing the
country's relief distribution programme for food and
building materials in recent times, which has enhanced
its public image, particularly in the wake of Hurricane
Lenny in November 1999.

Legal base
The society last updated its bylaws at its general
assembly in 1993 with specific attention given to
reduction of the quorum and convening of the general
assembly biennially instead of annually. However, there
remains a need to further review the statutes in order to
bring them in line with the development changes that
have taken place in the last years.

Founded in 1958 as a branch of British Red Cross, the
independent society was recognized by the government
of Dominica in 1983. It was recognized by the ICRC
and admitted to the Intemational Federation in 1989.
The last general assembly took place in May 2001. The
next general assembly is scheduled for May 2003.

Constituency
Resulting from increased public awareness of the Red
Cross role in community-based disaster preparedness
and response activities and training, several new
branches have been formed throughout the seven
districts of the island, thereby bringing the number of
active Red Cross branches to 14.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The central committee meets on a quarterly basis and
controls and administers the society. It approves the
annual budget, appoints the director general and the
treasurer. Members of the central committee include the
president, vice president, a government representative,
director general, treasurer, two prominent citizens and
four elected people. Each branch has one vote plus an
extra vote for every 20 branch members.

The management committee meets monthly and makes
decisions about the day-to-day running of the society.
The board comprises the president, vice president,
director general, treasurer and four elected members.

There is little delineation between governance and
management due to the fact that most of the functions
are concentrated in the position of director general.

Human resources
The society employs three full-time staff: the director
general, a secretary and messenger. At the request of the
National Society, the government has seconded a staff
member to fill the post of disaster officer for a one-year
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period. A Peace Corps volunteer is attached to the
society as coordinator of a new HIV /AIDS youth peer
education programme for the period 2001-2003. The
inability of the society to support salary payments
continues to be worrisome, with the need for a full-time
youth development officer becoming more critical as
new branches and groups are formed.

The society is establishing a database to better track and
manage volunteers. Most categories of the population
are represented amongst volunteers. There are 393 adult
volunteers (of whom 277 are women) and 200 youth
volunteers (of whom 164 are female). Due to the
shortage of staff, volunteers are much involved in the
implementation of projects and programme activities.

Financial resources
In 1998, the Dominica Red Cross recorded an
expenditure of approximately CHF 219,423. The
director general and the treasurer are in charge of the
society's finances and an annual audit is carried out by
external consultants.

The branches are supposed to submit a small
subscription per member, but in reality a very small
number do so. Funds generated by the branches are
retained for their development.

Material resources
The society owns its national headquarters building
which includes a small warehouse, a conference room,
which is rented for meetings, and a room which is rented
to the amateur radio club. It has a 14-seater minibus. An
HF and VHF radio system is operational and an HF
network is being used by Caribbean Red Cross Societies.
An inadequacy of stocks of emergency supplies was
resolved through the donation of supplies by the Japanese
Red Cross. A plot of land adjoining the headquarters
property was acquired from the government to extend the
society's headquarters and a funding proposal has been
submitted to the International Federation for this purpose.
Currently there are no branch offices, and the lack of
fixed meeting places and other facilities is viewed as a
hindrance to their operational capacity.

Organization/planning
The programmes and activities outlined in the society's
strategic development plan 2000-2005 are in accordance
with the core areas identified in Strategy 2010.

The accounts are computerized, with monthly reports
submitted to the management committee and a budget is
prepared each year.

Partnerships
The DRCS liaises with several government ministries,
especially during times of disaster. It has been designated
by the government as the primary agency for first-aid
instruction on the island providing training to health
personnel, the police and special services units. An
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official from the ministry of community development has
a seat on the society's central committee. As a member of
the national emergency planning organization (NEPO),
the society has been assigned responsibilities in the areas
of first aid, welfare, relief distribution and international
tracing and serves on the subcommittees of health,
welfare, food and general supplies, and telecom-
munications. The director general serves in the national
emergency operations centre when it is activated and as a
task force member in normal times.

A memorandum of understanding was signed in 1999
between the DRCS and the International Federation in
respect of dissemination of the regional community-
based disaster preparedness (CBDP) programme. This
CBDP programme was successfully implemented in 20
communities island-wide during the period 1997-2001
and was instrumental in promoting the formation of five
new branches. A community disaster preparedness,
education and mitigation programme co-funded by the
American Red Cross and OFDA will begin in 2002 and
will provide similar training in a further five
communities with a focus on increased community
awareness of disaster preparedness and response
measures to be adopted in their respective communities.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief
This is one of the priority activities of the DRCS and is
highly regarded by the government and the community.
In 1999, when Hurricane Lenny struck the island, the
society coordinated a relief distribution network that
provided assistance to the affected population. The
society has played an important role in supporting other
Caribbean societies affected by disaster, such as St Kitts
and Nevis, Guyana and Montserrat.

Disaster preparedness
With its national role in disaster management, the DRCS
focuses on training volunteers, government personnel
and members of the public with an emphasis placed on
community preparedness. Disaster committees have
been formed in 20 communities. The society also has a
leading role in the implementation of the regional
disaster preparedness programme.

First aid
This is another important activity of the DRCS and is
closely tied to disaster response. Demand for first-aid
training is high and produces a consistent source of
revenue. Such training has been introduced into the
tourism sector with first-aid training now being a
requisite for tour guide certification.

Social welfare
Assistance is provided on request, with fire victims
accounting for a large percentage of the budget in this
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programme. The society runs a service providing
wheelchairs and crutches to the community, either on a
rental or free-of-charge basis depending on the means of
the individual

Tracing
This activity is generally limited but increases greatly
when a disaster strikes.

HIV/AIDSyouth peer education
In response to the increasing incidence of HIV /AIDS in
the Caribbean, this programme was introduced in early
2002 with the training of six trainers. This is to be
followed by the training of 28 peer educators selected
from 14 branches during 2002.

Radio communications
This forms an integral part of the traimng actrvities
provided to volunteers. A VHF network allows for the
efficient transfer of information during mass casualty
incidents, first-aid stations and disaster relief services.
An HF network enables information exchange between
National Societies both during disasters and in normal
times .•

Dominican Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1927
9,000 (2002)
241 (2002)
CHF 1.7 million (200 I)

1. National context

The Dominican Republic shares the island of Hispaniola
with Haiti. Tourism and the industries of the free trade
zones are the primary economic activities, with, in
addition, a substantial influx of foreign currency from
Dominicans living abroad. Rural migration to urban areas
remains an issue, as a result of problems generated by
climate change and the unstable prices of the main
exportable goods (coffee and cocoa), as well as due to the
lack of services in rural areas. Deficiencies in
infrastructure, especially in communications and transport,
are still evident, and particularly so in areas affected by
Hurricane Georges in 1998. The flow of emigrants IS

constant, especially of women to European countries.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Santo Domingo
8.4 million (1999)
US$ 5,500 (1999)
71.2 years (2000)
43 per 1,000 live births (2000)
82.9 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
"The Dominican Red Cross makes public in its National
Development Plan, a social commitment to develop a
desired mission for those who have to implement it, a
hopeful one for those who receive it, and a proud one for
the Dominican society in general, a Dominican Red
Cross more unified that has the commitment to
strengthen its work with the most vulnerable
communities, and to continue with its support to
improve the conditions of life of the most needy. A
mutually binding commitment with our society to act in
favour of those most in need" (National Development
Plan 2001-2005).

Partnerships In profile 2002-2003
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Legal base
The DRC was founded in 1927, recognized by the ICRC
the same year and admitted into the International
Federation in 1931. A new Red Cross law seeking to
ensure better autonomy and independence for the
society was approved by the senate and ratified by the
Dominican Republic's president in February 1998. A
new constitution was approved in November 1998 and
new internal regulations in April 1999. The law
recognizing the society and its constitution has been
published in brochure form and distributed amongst all
provincial and local committees. The president and
members of the board were directly elected by the
society's volunteers for the first time in its history. In
June 1999, the first democratic general assembly took
place according to the society's constitution. The
approval of the new constitution and internal regulations
were confirmed and the new president and members of
the national council were elected directly by the
municipal presidents and, in consequence, by the
volunteers. However, an internal crisis was provoked by
different factions within the organization which affected
the its public image, as well as its operational capacity.
As a result, in August 2000, the newly elected
Dominican government, by way of a new decree (no.
673-00), dissolved the board and put in place a
provisional directive commission charged with restoring
the institutionality of the DRC. Currently, there are 23
active local committees which are recognized by and
participate in the general assembly.

Constituency
The society has approximately 5,000 members, of
whom 3,000 are men and 2,000 women.

3. Capacity
Leadership
In an extraordinary general assembly, the society
enlarged the provisional directive commission as
decreed by the government. It is now composed of six
(previously three) committee presidents and one
external president, a total of seven members. The
directive commission is already working on the process
to elect a new council in 2003.

Human resources
In 2001, 241 people were hired by the society, 60 of
whom work in different committees and the rest at
headquarters.

The different departments of the DRC such as relief,
youth and information make full use of volunteers to
improve recognition of the Red Cross and to implement
its programmes. The society is working to set up a
community health programme in all the committees, and
is studying the creation of a national disaster
preparedness plan.
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Financial resources
The main income comes from a government grant
through the ministry of public health, complemented by
10 per cent of revenues from private donations for
activities and special operations. Expenditure in 2001
was CHF 1,715,722.

Material resources
In 2001, the society undertook for the first time a
systematic inventory, at headquarters as well as at
provincial committee level. No final inventory is yet
available, although the DRC can confirm that it has
more than 80 ambulances; it is the foremost provider of
sanitary transport services throughout the country.

Organization/planning
For the first time, the DRC has a national development
plan approved unanimously by the general assembly of
2001. This plan has an operating time of five years and
includes a strategic bi-weekly plan, and an annual
operational plan.

Partnerships
The society plays an active part in the life of the
International Federation and enjoys close ties with and
support from the Santo Domingo regional delegation.
The DRC is still receiving support for the rehabilitation
and development phases following Hurricane Georges,
especially in water sanitation and community health,
through the American and Spanish Red Cross Societies.
The Netherlands Red Cross provides assistance to
youth, AIDS, sports and drugs programmes. The
International Federation and the Spanish Red Cross,
through their regional delegations in Santo Domingo,
support disaster preparedness programmes. The Spanish
Red Cross's main work is in the southern region of the
country.

4. Performance
Activities
Blood services
The three blood banks are the DRC's most important
activity and collect more than half of all blood units in
the country, covering 40 per cent of the blood needs of
the country and ensuring a high security standard.

Relief and preparedness
The society has a national first-aid school which offers
training courses in basic and specialized first aid,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, rescue, water safety and
disaster preparedness. The society is actively involved
in disaster preparedness and coordinates its work with
the Dominican disaster reduction committee and other
NGOs. The DRC has prepared a water safety national
plan and is currently awaiting funds to cover security on
the beaches across the country.
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Youth
There is a school safety programme, in which the youth
director and the officer in charge of Red Cross youth
school brigades take an active part. There is also an
environmental education programme and a programme
to strengthen Red Cross youth in the provincial
branches.

Health and social welfare
The society provides assistance to HIV-positive people,
including outpatient care, advice and monitoring of
these patients, as well as a laboratory service which
guarantees the confidentiality of the HIV/AIDS test
results, and psychological support. The society is trying
to implement the health programme across the entire
country.

5. Further information
Hurricane Georges, Red Cross response, International
Federation (1999)
DRC National Development Plan, 2001-2005.

Ecuadorian
Red Cross

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1910
4,696 (2001)
413 (2001)
CHF 4.8 million (1998)

1. National context
Ecuador is a South American republic. Following the
economic crisis of the 1980s, the country has undergone
years of stringent stabilization and structural adjustment
programmes which have had a great social cost.
Ecuador now has the challenge of meeting the basic
needs of much of its population, especially the urban
poor and peasants, the majority of whom are indigenous
people. The country is prone to floods, earthquakes and
landslides. The conclusion of a peace agreement
concerning the border dispute with Peru has done much
to reduce regional tensions.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Quito
12.2 million (1998)
US$ 1,520 (1998)
70 years (1997)
30 per 1,000 live births (1998)
90.6 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Ecuadorian Red Cross (ERC) has a clearly stated
mission and objectives which are reflected in the 1997-
2002 national development plan which was approved by
the national convention in 1997. Two facilitators from
each branch were trained to disseminate the
development plan in their respective regions. Being an
auxiliary to government and a key part of civil defence,
the ERC's role is reflected in the national security law.
The society maintains its autonomy and independence
from the government. Based on a survey conducted in
1996, 80 per cent of the population considers the ERC
to be credible, honest and effective.

Partnerships In profile 2002-2003
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Legal base
The ERC was established in the city of Guayaquil in
April 1910. Its statutes were ratified by the law of the
congress of Ecuador in November 1910. The statutes
were revised and approved by the ministry for social
welfare in February 1992, in accordance with a
ministerial decree.

Constituency
The society has provincial, cantonal and parish
assemblies. Each provincial, cantonal and parish board
consists of the president, two vice presidents, one legal
adviser, the president of the women's committee, one
auditor, directors for administration, finance, relief,
health and youth and a few members. In addition,
provincial boards have one delegate from each cantonal
board.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society has a well-defined governance structure.
Each person responsible for an area prepares his work
plan each year, in line with the budget. The executive
committee meets once a month.

Human resources
The society has 4,696 members, of whom 43 per cent
are men and 57 per cent women.

The society had a total of 413 staff, 796 members and
3,487 volunteers in 2001. The main limitations in
recruiting and retaining staff are the uncompetitive
salaries offered by the society and the absence of any
career plans, staff appraisal systems or employee
welfare plans. The society has recently developed a
human resource development programme which will
focus on planning, evaluation, recruitment and training.

The directorate for volunteers is separate from the
directorate for staff, each with its own head of human
resources.

Financial resources
In 1998, the society's expenditure was CHF 4.8 million.
Of the ERC's budget, 88 per cent comes from earnings
from the laboratory and blood services, 11 per cent from
profits from financial investments and 1 per cent from
the government subsidy for the blood bank. The costs of
the laboratories, blood banks, ambulances and
emergency assistance accounted for 77 per cent of
expenditure, administration costs totalled 22 per cent
and 1 per cent was spent on other services.

Material resources
The society has a good physical infrastructure including
a headquarters building and three other premises. Within
the central infrastructure there is a warehouse, where
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supplies are stored. In terms of vehicles, the society has
seven ambulances, one lorry, two trucks and various
other operational vehicles.

Organization/planning
Since 1997 the society has been implementing its first
five-year national development plan, which focuses
mainly on defining the society's vision, image and
objective and its general development policies, and
specifying the approaches and areas of action for the
national programmes.

The plan also establishes links for international
cooperation and emphasizes the processes of
decentralization and administrative change.

Partnerships
The society cooperates with local governments and
NGOs, especially in the Amazon region (the provinces
of Napo, Zamora Chinchipe, Morona Santiago and
Pastaza). It has formed teams with these organizations to
identify, work out, implement and assess four local
plans and their respective projects. Other branches have
been inspired by this practice to work closer with the
local authorities and NGOs in their areas.

For over five years the society has been working on
international development cooperation and disaster
relief and preparedness programmes.

The Spanish Red Cross has a bilateral cooperation plan
with the ERC focusing on humanitarian assistance,
community development and institutional development.
Community development encompasses basic drinking
water and sanitation infrastructure, health, education
and community training and a small-scale income-
generation programme. The French Red Cross, with
financing from ECHO, has provided support in the area
of humanitarian assistance and is helping to strengthen
the national radio communication network. The
Netherlands Red Cross has recently established a
cooperation agreement with the ERC, focusing on
health, IHL, community development and small-scale
income-generation projects. The American Red Cross,
via the International Federation, has proposed to work
with the ERC in the field of child health, and the
German Red Cross has offered assistance to projects for
vulnerable children.

4. Performance
Activities
National service programmes
The society is active a number of national service
programmes: health, blood service, disaster relief,
dissemination and action for peace, and social welfare;
as well as in national organizational development
programmes: human resources; and communications
and public relations.
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Blood
The national blood programme is the primary activity of
the ERC. The society is responsible at the national level
for the supply and use of blood and its derivatives. The
ERC has a network of26 blood banks which supplies 70
per cent of all blood in the country. However, the society
does not have government support for a fully
comprehensive quality system.

Disaster relief and preparedness
This programme comprises four main programmes
(building up relief capacity, disaster relief and policy,
strategic relief warehouses and community-based
relief), which together provide global disaster relief
coverage.

One of the main tasks is the development of contingency
plans, emergency plans and intervention plans. The
society's specialist areas are the emergency medical
unit, and telecommunications and rescue services. The
ERC also has a group of disaster management delegates.

First aid
There are approximately 1,200 volunteer first aiders in
the country, including more than 170 registered first
aiders in Quito including 28 professionals in different
areas (engineers, architects, doctors, nurses, chemists,
psychologists, lawyers, etc.). In Quito there are also first
aiders on bicycles who provide assistance in the main
parks in the city.

Social welfare
Volunteer ladies carry out various social welfare
activities such as organizing a national network of
orthopaedic banks, a primary health-care programme in
marginal urban communities, visits to hospitals, and
donations and equipment for the community health
centres.

Youth
The main youth activities are in the areas ofHIV/AIDS
and drug prevention. Programmes have been developed
using theatre, puppets and group techniques.

The ERC is seeking external funding for the following
projects: community development, humanitarian aid,
disaster preparedness, institutional development and
fund-raising.

Relevance/effectiveness
Between June 1998 and July 1999,21 vulnerability and
capacity assessments, one for each branch, were made,
which allowed the society to change and improve plans
based on the current situation. The ERC agreed with the
branch presidents to support, advise and train local Red
Cross teams in management processes and participatory
planning.

All ERC projects have four phases - identification,
elaboration, implementation and evaluation. The

Amazon project in particular has established agreements
including methodologies for the general programme,
monitoring and evaluation of the system and gender.

A calendar of visits was worked out for participatory
planning workshops, with plans, programmes and
projects using this approach. This will improve their
elaboration, implementation, evaluation and impact.

Following these visits, the society's planning and
project department identified the most important needs
and noted a slow organizational process in the branches
and the need to strengthen central headquarters and the
national directors. It was noted that it was necessary to
move on from empirical practice to planning, including
local development plans as basic integral tools in the
national development plan. Furthermore, the branches
need to coordinate specific regional actions so as to
avoid undertaking activities they are unable to carry
through. The society and its branches must review the
decentralization process with regard to organization and
administration, so as to strengthen training, disaster
relief plans, community development and institutional
development.

The president needs to strengthen internal
communication thus streamlining the transmission of
information, dissemination and social communication.
A priority is to reach a consensus for amendments to the
statutes. Lastly, the society must help its branches build
technical committees, as advisors for the institutional
strengthening policy.

5. Further information
Web site:
http://irc.ifrc.org/irctools/movementimovframe.htm •
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Salvadorean Red Cross Society

includes an updated mission to be carried out over the
next five years. The society enjoys a fairly positive
image vis-a-vis the authorities and the community,
thanks to the role it played recently in the January and
February 2001 earthquakes, and throughout its long
history of 117 years (1885-2002) of providing
humanitarian service in EI Salvador.

Salvadorean
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1885
26,140 (2001)
480 (2001)
CHF 3.9 million (1998)

1. National context

Following 12 years of intense internal conflict (1980-
1992), the 1986 earthquake and the signing of peace
agreements in 1992, macroeconomic figures for the
country were acceptable. All sectors of the population
began participating in politics and major improvements
were made in institutions, with the creation of a supreme
court of justice and a public prosecutor's office which
are independent from the executive. A parliamentary
assembly was also created, but no political party has an
absolute majority.

However, Hurricane Mitch and the earthquakes of 200 1
contributed to weakening the country's economy.
Thanks to the cooperation of sister societies, the
Salvadorean Red Cross has nevertheless been able to
strengthen its national structure, despite the fact that
technical problems relating to communication and
coordination between branches still exist. Measures are
therefore being taken to establish and develop an
adequate training policy for human resources under the
national development plan.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

San Salvador
5.9 million (1997)
US$ 1,810 (1997)
69 years (1997)
31 per 1,000 live births (1997)
77 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Salvadorean Red Cross (SRC) approved the
national development plan in December 2001. The plan
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Legal basis
The Salvadorean Red Cross Society was founded in
1885 and recognized by the Movement in 1925. The
current statutes were approved in 1995 and the
respective regulations was updated in 2000.

Constituency
At present, the SRC consists of an executive council
with national jurisdiction, 12 departmental (provincial)
delegations and 52 local boards with municipal
jurisdiction. Its volunteers belong to "branch bodies" of
relief workers, rescuers, women volunteers and the Red
Cross youth, which belong to both departmental
delegations and local boards.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The governing management body is the supreme
authority. The general assembly, which meets once a
year with representatives from all sectors, elects a
national committee, made up of regional and local
delegates and volunteer bodies, which meets quarterly.
The national committee elects an executive council,
which meets every week. Departmental delegations,
local boards, branches and paid staff are all placed under
its authority. The national committee is in charge of
administrative management, led by general management
which has been granted the relevant authority by the
executive council, in accordance with the statutes.

Human resources
On 31 December 2001, the SRC had 240 employees in
the central offices, 145 administrators, 35 employees
working on delegation projects, 60 employees in the
sectional offices, 400 managing volunteers, 2,500
volunteers in branches and 23,000 volunteer blood
donors. It had a total of 26, 140 members.

In 2001 there were 2,900 volunteers at various levels in
the institution, who contribute more than 1million hours
of work every year.

In order to ensure that volunteers are motivated, they are
offered free training in their specialized fields of
activities. They also receive equipment and material in
order to be able to provide efficient services during major
operations. They have priority in receiving training and
participating in international events according to their
merits and performance within the society.
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The anniversary of each corps of volunteers (relief
workers, women, rescuers, youth and blood donors) is
celebrated each year, when they are awarded certificates
and merit decorations. They may opt for management
and leadership responsibilities in the electoral process
provided for in the statutes and regulations.

Financial resources
On 31 December 200 I, the accounts showed that
government assistance provided by the ministry of
health accounted for 60 per cent of the budget and the
remaining 40 per cent was raised by the SRC. The total
budget amounted to approximately CHF 2.8 million.

Material resources
The Salvadorean Red Cross currently has the basic
infrastructure required for the services it provides to the
community, which range from first aid, ambulance services
and water rescue to the blood bank. It has 30 buildings, 70
ambulances and a national radio communications network,
which was upgraded at the end of 2001.

Organization/planning
Since 2000, the SRC has an organized system for
disaster preparedness, which has been updated, and
daily organization is gradually incorporating the Series
3000 administration system.

The society established its pnonties for the new
millennium in accordance with assessments carried out
by the executive council, which estimates that the
national development plan will provide continuity to
service programmes and reach new objectives for
development. Priorities include strengthening
community service functions; first-aid services;
ambulance services; relief services; blood services; and
support to community health services. It also stated that
the strengthening of general support functions was
necessary, such as volunteers, training, administration,
disseminating IHL and the Fundamental Principles, and
fund-raising through strategic alliances.

Partnerships
The SRC has close technical and administrative ties
with the health and public welfare ministry. It has a
close relationship with the ministry of finance regarding
financial issues related to the subsidies it receives. The
national emergency committee is financially dependent
on the ministry of the interior; it therefore has close
relations to the latter in the fields of coordination and
support, as well as for IHL dissemination. It has
relations with the ministry of education mainly for inter-
school Red Cross youth programmes. It organizes
consultations for missions in zones of conflict and
assists in IHL dissemination. The society organizes
environmental awareness-raising campaigns with the
ministry of agriculture and livestock, as well as
emergency care in droughts. Its cooperation with the
ministry of public works is mainly based on the steps to
be taken for construction or reconstruction programmes.

The society also cooperates with the chamber of
commerce and industry and the Salvadorean association
of industrialists to disseminate Red Cross services,
organize prevention campaigns for workers and
employees, and promote blood donors, fee-paying
members and benefactors. The SRC has ongoing work
relations with over 400 firms and institutions such as
universities, the media, schools at all levels of
education, etc.

In addition to its relations with members of the
Movement, the society cooperates with international
accredited organizations in the country, in particular
with PABO, UNHCR, UNICEF, USAID and the Italian
cooperation agency.

The society requires support to carry out the national
development plan, especially with regard to
strengthening the sectional offices and disaster
preparedness, as well as for human resource
development, and to carry out the community
development programme.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness
The SRC has 70 ambulances and a first-aid service,
which operate permanently throughout the country. The
society is therefore able to respond effectively when
disasters occur. Its preparation system is part of the
government's national emergency committee (CO EN).

National blood programme
This SRCprogramme is part of the national blood-bank
system and reference centre, due to its efficient
collection, processing and distribution of blood products
to all hospitals in the country.

Health and social welfare
This SRC programme helps support primary health care
and public welfare programmes.

Community development
The programme is based on the reconstruction and
rehabilitation pogrammes, and participates In

community development projects in the fields of
preventive health, the environment and social
rehabilitation. The office for community health will be
operational from 2002.

Relevance/effectiveness
The Salvadorean Red Cross continues to benefit from
public recognition mainly for the excellent relief
services that it provides to the most needy people in the
country .•
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Grenada Red Cross Society

International Federation in its planning. The leadership
of the GRCS believes changes must be promoted at the
local level in the public's perception of the organization,
which is seen almost exclusively as a trainer and
provider of first aid. Therefore, the society is trying to
share more information with the public about the
Fundamental Principles, its organization and its work.
The GRCS has a good working relationship with the
government. Together they are trying to address social
problems, and the GRCS also has an excellent
relationship with the government's disaster management
agency.

Grenada
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1981
Members Ivolunteers: 1,950 (2001)
Staff: 7 (2002)
Expenditure: CHF 104,000 (2001)

1. National context
Grenada spent the' 1980s trying to stabilize its economy
and stimulate economic growth in the wake of political
turmoil and a military invasion by the United States. It
achieved major advances at the beginning of the 1990s.
However, despite economic growth, there is still poverty
in certain sectors of society as well as high
unemployment, which particularly affects women and
young people. There has also been an increase in youth
marginalization, and drug trafficking and consumption.
These issues make young people a priority target for
social development. The island is volcanic, and given its
location, hurricanes, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions
are potential natural disasters. One factor that makes its
inhabitants particularly vulnerable is that many houses
are built of wood with inadequate foundations and are
very fragile during earthquakes or hurricanes, even of
low magnitude.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

St. George's
0.1 million (1997)
US$ 3,140 (1997)
72 years (1997)
24 per 1,000 live births (1997)
96 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Grenada Red Cross Society (GRCS) has a clear
mission statement which was updated in 2000 and
which reflects the Fundamental Principles of the
Movement. The society is committed to helping the
vulnerable in Grenada, Carriacou and Petit Martinique
and it has used the Strategic Work Plan of the
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Legal base
The GRCS was established in the wake of Hurricane
Janet in 1955 as a branch of the British Red Cross. It
was recognized as an independent National Society and
admitted to the Movement in 1987. The last meeting of
the general assembly was held in 2001 with the election
of the central committee.

Constituency
The society covers the whole island with local
committees in all six parishes. This comprises a total of
65 groups; eight are adult groups and the rest are youth
groups. An overwhelming percentage of members are
female. The society's recruitment programme aims to
target more young people, both male and female, in
order to diversify its membership. The gender balance is
even within the governing bodies.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society has a central organization, consisting of a
general assembly, a central committee and an executive
committee. The general assembly is composed of the
members of the central committee, the chairman of each
local committee and elected representatives of the local
committees. According to its statutes, the general
assembly should meet annually and its responsibilities
include electing the central committee and approving
the annual reports, budgets and accounts of the society.

The central committee is composed of 12 elected
members, the chairmen of the local committees, three
members appointed by the government of Grenada and
no more than two outstanding citizens chosen by the
central committee. The central committee meets every
three months and is responsible for electing the president,
vice president, executive and finance committees,
appointing the director general, and establishing local
committees. The executive committee meets once a
month and, by delegation from the central committee,
makes decisions on the day-to-day affairs of the society.

The president supervises the general administrative
affairs. Good communication exists between
headquarters and the local committees, due in part to the
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excellent national system of communications and the
efforts of the director general.

The society conducts leadership training programmes
for members and volunteers, which include information
about the Movement, programme planning and team-
building skills, etc.

Human resources
The society presently employs seven staff: a director
general, a health and safety director (three-year support
under a special programme with funding from the
American Red Cross, 1999-2002), a youth officer (funded
by the govemment of Grenada), youth coordinator (one
year support from Spanish Red Cross youth empowerment
project 2001-2002), community-based disaster
preparedness coordinator, administrative secretary, office
attendant. The society has approximately 1,950 members
and volunteers, including 1,500 youth members.

Financial resources
During 2001, the GRCS's expenditure was
approximately CHF 104,000. Accounts are audited each
year by chartered accountants.

Material resources
The headquarters building is a small two-room office on
approximately one-quarter of an acre of land donated by
the government of Grenada. The GRCS has a Toyota
bus for its first-aid programme donated by the Empress
Sh6ken Fund in 1999.

Organization/planning
The society's priorities are set out in its strategic plan
and include the following: establishment of an effective
organizational structure; recruitment of volunteers;
training; disaster preparedness; health and water safety;
first aid; fund-raising; development plan for a day-care
centre for the elderly; other social welfare programmes;
and dissemination of information about the Red Cross to
members and to the public.

In 1999, a joint mission of the International Federation
and American Red Cross conducted, through a series of
meetings and interviews, an extensive review of the
needs of the vulnerable population, the capacity of the
Red Cross to address these needs and the feasibility of
public support. As a result, a comprehensive capacity-
building plan - "service delivery excellence" - has been
developed to establish an income-generating health and
safety unit to support and expand the community
initiatives of the society. Through a pairing programme
with the American Red Cross's Philadelphia chapter and
in coordination with the International Federation,
technical and financial support will be provided to the
GRCS in developing an extensive training and
education curriculum with an initial focus on workplace
safety, and then expanded to include home nursing and
community public health. This initiative will address a
key vulnerability of the country, and also provide

sustainable funding for the society to address other key
issues, including youth development.

The society produces accounts for its various activities,
and budgets are prepared by November each year and
approved by the central committee for the following
year. The treasurer is responsible for the society's
finances together with the director general, who is
responsible for the day-to-day collection of funds.

Partnerships
The Icelandic Red Cross has been one of the principal
supporters of the society in the past, providing technical
and financial assistance. In 1999 the society was paired
with the Philadelphia chapter of the American Red
Cross. The American Red Cross has made a significant
contribution to the GRCS over the past three years
(1999 to present) and continues to be of great support to
the society. The Spanish Red Cross supports youth
development programmes and the GRCS.

There is keen competition amongst NGOs on the island
for volunteers and for the limited financial contributions
from the general public, but the Grenada Red Cross
maintains close relations with the girl guides, as well as
the Lions and Rotary Clubs and other NGOs. The
society maintains a healthy relationship with the
business sector and the media. The absence of large
multinational corporations on the island affect the level
of financial funding received locally, however support is
given by the few small businesses that are present in
Grenada. Their involvement and patronage testify to the
relevance of the work that the GRCS has been doing.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness
The GRCS has revised its disaster relief and
preparedness plan and has become an integral part of the
national emergency relief organization. It is focusing on
radio communications, disaster training for schools and
community-based disaster preparedness workshops. The
society, with the assistance of the Japanese Red Cross,
now has a 12-metre container storage facility with
emergency relief supplies.

Social welfare
Social welfare activities are centred on care for the
elderly, conducting of a senior citizens' health fair,
donations in kind and care for the physically challenged.
The GRCS provides or assists in looking for financial
resources to cover medical assistance. It also loans
medical equipment such as crutches, wheelchairs,
walkers and commodes. Assistance in emergency
situations, such as fires, is provided including cash, food
and assistance in rebuilding. The society provides a
tracing service especially to families with relatives
overseas in the United States army, when there is a
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family emergency. The society plans to improve its
social services to the general population with particular
emphasis on developing programmes for drug addicts,
alcoholics, youth and adult literacy programmes, hot
meals for the underprivileged, and home nursing and
day-care centres for the care of the elderly.

First aid
The society provides first-aid services at all national
events, religious, entertainment and sporting activities.
Training is provided to volunteers, service groups and
the business community. From 1999 to 2001 over 600
people from various sectors were trained in standard
first aid. The GRCS is now the foremost provider of
quality first-aid services, training and products (first-aid
kits) on the island.

Youth
Youth activities focus on the establishment and
involvement of youth groups in primary and secondary
schools. The department offers a comprehensive all-
round holistic programme for the development of young
people with community involvement. The programme
also targets youth out of school through training in life
skills, youth empowerment and development and
community projects.

HIVIAIDSprogramme
The society launched its HIV/AIDS youth peer
education programme in January 2002, a project that
was welcomed by all sectors of the population and is
already tremendously successful. Within the first two
months, 105 youth educators have been trained and they
have begun to disseminate their knowledge to their
peers. A first-aid module for HIV/AIDS has also been
included in our first-aid training .•
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Guatemalan
Red Cross

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1923
600 (2002)
80 (2002)
CHF l.5 million (2001)

1. National context
After 16 years of civil conflict in Guatemala, a peace
agreement was signed in 1996. However, social conflict
and violence still exist, and threaten the fragile stability
of the country, despite peace commitments to reinsert
groups affected by the conflict, strengthen democracy
and modernize structures. Thirty per cent of the
population does not have access to clean water and 40
per cent has no access to health services. Respiratory
infections, malnutrition, cholera and malaria prevail
throughout the country. Guatemala is also subject to
frequent earthquakes and flooding, and has many active
volcanoes. In 1998, Guatemala was one of the four
Central American countries devastated by Hurricane
Mitch, and it has been suffering from the effects of a
drought since July 200l.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Guatemala City
12 million (2001)
US$ 444 (2001)
60 years (2001)
50 per 1,000 live births (2001)
60 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
After the end of the civil war, the Guatemalan Red Cross
(GRC) redefined its role in order to contribute to the
peace process and the strengthening of civil society by
meeting fundamental needs through well-defined
activities. It has identified two priorities in order to
achieve these goals: its own institutional development
and a human development initiative that will improve
health and the quality of life through community
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programmes which will incorporate primary health and
disaster preparation in communities.

In accordance with its statutes, the society assists the
public authorities, while remaining independent from
them. It cooperates with the ministry of health and social
welfare to provide health services to communities that
have no access to them. It is also a part of the national
coordinator for the reduction of disasters (CONRED), in
which it has four assigned commissions at national level,
in accordance with the national disaster response plan.

Legal base
The GRC was founded in 1923 and joined the
Movement in the same year. Its constitution was
approved and enacted by a ministerial resolution in
1997. The status of the society in Guatemala was
reaffirmed and it was granted legal status to implement
its mandate as a member of the International Red Cross
and Red Crescent Movement.

The most recent elections were held in April 2001, when
half of the board of directors was renewed and the
general assembly approved the National Society's new
statutes.

Constituency
The organization of the branches has been modified and
the term "delegation" is now used. There are 24
delegations, 12 of which are in the south-west, the rest
being spread throughout the country. Each delegation is
responsible for its own administration and accounting.

Under the development plan for delegations, new
delegations have been set up in Peten, Escuintla, Zacapa
and San Juan Cotzal, with the support of the
Netherlands, Spanish and American National Societies.

The Maya are the largest population group in
Guatemala, but they only account for 20 per cent of
membership. Women are also poorly represented,
accounting for only 20 per cent of members.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The main governing body is the national executive
council and there are 24 local groups. There are a total
of 192 governing members, 30 of whom are women.
The executive council meets once every two weeks,
whereas local groups meet once a week, once every two
weeks, or once a month, depending on the region.

The Guatemalan Red Cross has a team of eight national
secretaries for the departments of planning and projects,
dissemination and training, youth, relief, health,
communications and the press, in addition to the
financial administrator and the general auditor, all of
whom are supervised by the new director general. In

addition to improving performance, the team focuses on
differentiating between its role and mandate, and
governance.

Human resources
Eighty people work at central headquarters in
maintenance, emergencies, the X-ray laboratory,
ambulances, the administrative departments. These
members of staff are hired by participating National
Societies and the management group.

At present the National Society has 600 volunteers
throughout the country and there is a growing number of
volunteers in the youth groups and the committees of
volunteer women. The society has a database of all
members and volunteers of the Red Cross.

Financial resources
According to the general balance sheet, the society's
total income from donations, government support,
income from services provided and other revenues was
approximately CHF 536,000. The books are up to date
and internal and external audits are carried out regularly.

Five employees and an internal auditor work in the
accounting and finance department at headquarters.

There is no fund-raising plan. Efforts have been made
sporadically but the results have been disappointing.
The executive council has appointed a specific
commission to consider this problem and suggest
alternatives. Resource development is part of the GRC's
capacity plan, under which the society will gradually
become responsible for financing its services. Activities
will include national campaigns, attracting donors and
members, improved cost-saving for some services and
better fund-raising both at national and departmental
delegation levels.

Material resources
Central headquarters are located in a building that is
owned by the society; they take up almost an entire city
block. With the support of the American and Spanish
Red Cross, central headquarters reopened services for
outpatients, paediatrics, X-rays, ultrasound, cardiology,
odontology and a modem clinical laboratory, which at
present is the main source of all income generated by
these services.

Half of the delegations own buildings and some also
own land. The fleet of vehicles is small and inadequate
and the vehicles are in poor condition. Just over half of
the delegations own an ambulance.

Organization/planning
In the early 1990s, the GRC was affected by a crisis: the
National Society was weakened by the slow decrease in
activities combined with the deterioration of its financial
situation as well as internal conflicts. Departmental
delegations were, however, able to continue a certain
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number of activities during the crisis. In mid-1996 a
reorganization process was launched, backed by support
and advice from the International Federation. A national
planning commission was set up and the National Society
underwent a complete assessment. Strategic planning has
improved with the strengthening of the management
team, and the GRC now has a national development plan.

Partnerships
The society works with the following organizations: the
ministry of health; the ministry of agriculture; the
national coordination body for disaster response
(CONRED); the national institute for weather and
volcano information (INSIVUMEH); and the Pan
American Health Organization (PAHO).

There are three participating National Societies (the
American, Netherlands and Spanish Red Cross) at the
Red Cross in Guatemala, as well as the regional
delegation of the International Federation. The GRC
plays an active role in the International Federation's
regional programmes, such as disaster preparedness,
resource development, the regional first-aid meeting, the
course on disaster information and other events.

The GRC also has strategic alliances with the World
Food Programme (WFP), the ministry of agriculture and
food and the social investment fund. In October 2001,
the Guatemalan Red Cross signed a cooperation
agreement for the implementation of a special support
programme for food security due to irregular rainfall in
the country. Through the agreement, WFP will supply
several tonnes offood to the GRC, which will distribute
the food aid for two months to 2,856 families who were
affected by drought in the departments of Baja Verapaz,
Jalapa and Chiquimula. It also works closely with the
University of San Carlos of Guatemala. University
students are supporting, for six months, institutional and
community work in Escuintla and Jalapa departments by
providing delegations in these areas with technical and
professional support.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster response
After Hurricane Mitch in 1998, the GRC assisted 70,000
people with food, medicines, clothing, shelter, seeds or
tools. The National Society launched a national post-Mitch
rehabilitation plan, which it implemented with the
assistance of the International Federation and several sister
National Societies. The hurricane highlighted the need to
improve the response system and volunteer training.

Disaster preparedness
The GRC has a community programme that provides
training in disaster preparedness, first aid, rescue, the
most common household accidents, risk management
and disaster response.
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Health
At central level, activities focus on X-rays, ultrasound,
outpatient consultations and cardiology. The ambulance
department deals with specific events. Delegations
provide rescue services, transport of wounded people and
first-aid courses. There is a community health
programme, which includes community health services,
and education and training. The AIEPI community health
programme focuses on four main areas: health services
for women; children's health; general health, including
HIV/AIDS and STI prevention; and environmental
health. Activities cover mobile health teams, training of
health promoters and midwives, education in health and
community pharmacies. Furthermore, some delegations
are involved in community-based education in health and
environmental health, using either their own resources or
external help.

Blood
The GRC's only blood bank IS at the Coatepeque
delegation.

Human development programme
This project aims to improve quality of life and health
through the establishment of a primary health-care
system in the community, disaster preparedness,
dissemination and activities in favour of peace. A first
pilot project focuses on communities in three regions
(San Marcos, Alta Verapaz and Quetzaltenango) and
will be extended to other regions of the country in one
to two years' time.

Institutional development
The capacity-building programme includes developing
the governance and management capacity, training of
branches and resource planning, training of paid and
volunteer staff, as well as infrastructure development.
Relations between headquarters and the branches will be
strengthened. A national training programme has been
launched, with a view to developing human resources,
increasing skills and improving services.

Information/dissemination
In order to create the image of a reliable organization
and an impartial provider of humanitarian aid that is
committed to the needs of the population, the National
Society has taken on two approaches: public
information and work within the communities
themselves. A strategy relating to institutional
communication has been developed, which includes a
web page, a degree in disaster information for
professors in three national universities, and the
development of an open and distance-learning
programme to train those involved in promoting
information in the Guatemalan Red Cross.

Plans to strengthen the capacity of the society also
include a project to disseminate international
humanitarian law and the Fundamental Principles, with
the support of the ICRC.
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Projects
In June 2001, four projects were drafted with a view to
strengthening the National Society's capacities. The
projects were sent to the International Federation's
secretariat to find funding. Of the four projects, three
were approved and will be financed by the International
Federation and other participating National Societies: the
creation of the national volunteer directorate, whose main
objective is to strengthen and broaden the volunteer
system; the promotion of first aid in Maya languages in
order to decrease communities' vulnerability regarding
health and to promote healthy practices through first-aid
courses given in their mother tongue, using local
facilitators; and the promotion of training for volunteers
in delegations and for members of the board of directors
who are part of teams that develop and foster activities
aimed at strengthening their delegation as well as the
ability to manage human and financial resources in order
to fulfil their vision and mission.

These projects will have coverage at national level and
will last for one year.

Community projects
Community and emergency development: several
projects were drawn up with the delegations and
community committees. These include building a
system for drinking water in Chichimeca, Quiche and in
the EI Paraiso community, Coatepeque; agricultural
rehabilitation for the region of Jalapa and Baja Verapaz;
an aid programme for poor children on the outskirts of
the capital; a support programme for food emergency in
the municipal districts of Jocotan and Camotan; and a
preventive health and training programme in the
communities of Palestina de los Altos, Quetzaltenango.
In addition, as part of the society's strategic plan, eight
workshops were held, with the participation of the
members of delegations, as well as four consultation,
analysis and consensus workshops. The objective of the
workshops was to obtain proposals and consensus for
the strategic plan from volunteers, administrative staff
and members of the board of directors. The last regional
strategic planning workshop was held in June 2001.

The GRC's executive council approved institutional
development policies for 2002-2006, which were
prepared in the above-mentioned workshops. These
policies' main goal is to promote self-sustainable
programmes for the National Society. The policies were
also the foundation of the National Society's five-year
strategic development plan. It is the GRC's first
strategic plan to take into account the input from
delegations and operational staff in accordance with the
International Federation's Strategy 2010.

Preparation of the database for projects
An updated database was set up, containing information
provided by those responsible for the projects, in order
to keep a record of all projects being implemented with
the support of the participating National Societies.

Projects implemented by the GRCwith the support
of participating National Societies and the
International Federation, 1998-2001
In the projects that have been prepared and reviewed, a
focus on participation has been included and
highlighted; this ranges from involving the delegations
through their volunteers to the participation of the
community, and gender focus is included as a cross
section. In Guatemala, 65 per cent of the population
belongs to an indigenous ethnic group. Therefore, one of
the fundamental pillars of the GRC's actions focuses on
ethnic differences in the country and respect for the
various differences.

Programmes and projects
Health programme: its actions are based on prevention
and care for diseases in different communities. The
projects that have been implemented, are being carried
out or planned include: rehabilitation and construction
of a drinking water system in the communities of
Quetzaltenango, Tejutla, regions of Izabal, Coatepeque
and other communities; HIV/AIDS prevention in
communities of the Izabal department; construction of
drainage and training in the communities ofTejutla, Las
Marias EI Palmar; and support to the emergency health
infrastructure in Izabal.

Organizational development (OD): the projects that
have been implemented, are being carried out or
planned include: OD of the Puerto Barrios, EI Estor,
Santo Tomas, Jalapa, Escuintla delegations, among
others; and rehabilitation of headquarters and
improvement of services to strengthen the capacity of
the GRC.

Cooperation for development: the projects that have
been implemented, are being carried out or planned
include: education support programme in Olintepeque;
construction and rehabilitation of schools in the
communities of San Marcos, Izabal, Tejutla, EI Palmar
and Coatepeque; radio-communications systems;
training of volunteer staff; construction of housing in
Lacama, Quiche, Estacion Gerona Guatemala,
Quetzalito and Jimeritos Izabal.

Agricultural rehabilitation: the projects that have been
implemented, are being carried out or planned include:
post-harvest activities in EI Estor and Panzos, Cerro San
Gil and Livingston, Izabal; support- to agricultural
rehabilitation for maize and beans due to the drought in
the region of Jalapa; food and seed distribution in zones
affected by the drought in Jalapa; rehabilitation of the
school for agricultural promoters, Rio Dulce Izabal;
agricultural programme, warehouses, greenhouses and
pilot plots (Tejutia) in San Martin Sacatepequez,
Quetzaltenango; mini-irrigation project in San Martin
Sacatepequez, Quetzaltenango and Tejutla San Marcos.

Economic development: the projects that have been
implemented, are being carried out or planned include:
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community development programme in Santa Catarina
Ixtahuacan, Solola; integral development programme
for the communities of Palafunox, El Palmar, San
Miguel las Pilas, Retalhuleu and El Tablero, San
Marcos; productive projects in Izabal, Rio Dulce, Puerto
Barrios, Morales and El Estor; and productive fisheries
project at Punta de Manabique, Izabal.

Relevance/effectiveness
The International Federation has assessed all GRC
programmes on a regular basis. The society has decided
to assess its human development projects in order to
readjust them and to strengthen national coordination.
The most serious limiting factor is the lack of results in
GRC fund-raising.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Guatemala (1999)
Guatemala Red Cross national development plan (2001)
Guatemala Red Cross disaster response plan (2001)
Guatemala Red Cross human development plan (2001)
Web site: http://www.guatemala.cruzroja.org •
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The Guyana
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1967
950 (2001)
33 (2001)
CHF 91,000 (2001)

1. National context
The population of the Co-operative Republic.ofGuyana
lives mainly along the coastal plain and in the capital
city of Georgetown and its environs. The country gained
independence from the United Kingdom in 1966 and is
the only English-speaking country in South America.
The country's main economic assets are sugar, rice,
bauxite, timber and minerals. HIV/AIDS, poverty,
access to medical attention, illiteracy and social
problems such as violence and substance abuse are of
concern. Dengue, malaria and other vector-borne
diseases occur regularly. Guyana experienced floods in
1996 and drought caused by El Nino in 1998.
Inadequacies in environmental protection and disaster
preparedness were highlighted in 1995 when a dam
storing mining effluent collapsed, polluting the
country's largest river system.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Georgetown
0.8 million (1997)
US$ 800 (1997)
64 years (1997)
59 per 1,000 live births (1997)
98 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Guyana Red Cross Society (GRC) has a clear
mission statement: to provide voluntary service in
accordance with the Movement, thus preventing and
alleviating human suffering and promoting the
Fundamental Principles amongst all peoples. The GRC
has used the International Federation's Strategy 2010 as
a planning tool and for reviewing its activities. There

http://www.guatemala.cruzroja.org
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continue to be good relations with the government and
the head of state is the society's honorary patron.

Legal base
Established as a branch of the British Red Cross in 1948,
the GRC became an independent National Society in 1967
and joined the Movement the following year. The next
general assembly will be held before November 2002.
The council meets as required. Government ministry
representatives, as well as representatives from the wider
community, are members of the council. The National
Society is in the process of reviewing its statutes.

Constituency
The society is not active in all regions of the country.
Volunteers are active in varying degrees in eight of the
ten administrative regions. Branch development will be
a focus for the Guyana Red Cross over the next few
years.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The main governing body is the executive committee,
which consists of the chairman, the vice chairman, the
secretary general and ten other members. The executive
committee has an equal number of men and women. The
executive committee meets on a monthly basis and other
occasions when necessary. Members of the executive
and the council, as well as volunteers, serve on
subcommittees to address issues of health, first aid,
disaster preparedness and emergency response, resource
development and social welfare.

Human resources
The society has a total of 33 staff. There are five staff
working at headquarters, another 22 operating the
children's convalescent home, three staff for the "meals-
on-wheels" programme, one youth and HIV /AIDS
coordinator, one first-aid coordinator and one part-time
driver.

The society counts a total of 950 members and
volunteers. There are 90 members (30 male, 60 female),
260 active adult volunteers (45 male, 215 female) and
600 youth volunteers (120 male, 480 female). All
categories of the population are represented.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 2001 was approximately CHF
91,000. Income for the year came from donations (23 per
cent), fund-raising activities (15 per cent), cost recovery
and training revenue (20 per cent), and other categories
(42 per cent). A new committee for resource development
has been working to improve the resources of the society.

Material resources
The headquarters building was destroyed in a fire in
December 1996 and, with input from the government and

a government agency, a new building was commenced in
2001. This is expected to be completed in 2002 and the
National Society has to find the necessary finances for
the drains, driveways, fencing, as well as the fixtures and
furniture. In addition, the society owns a building used
for the children's convalescent home. It also has three
very old vehicles and a warehouse for relief supplies, as
well as two containers for relief supplies (donated
through the Japanese Red Cross).

Organization/planning
The Study on the Future of the Movement in Latin
America and the Caribbean recommended that the society
should implement a human resources development
programme; extend geographic coverage; broaden the
focus, coverage and efficiency of health and social
welfare services; improve the institution's financial base;
adopt a short- and medium-term planning methodology
and draw up a development plan; standardize the
organizational situation in accordance with statutory
provisions; and improve its public image. The society is
working towards overcoming these inadequacies.

The 1996 accounts were presented as unqualified
accounts, due to the loss of all support documents in a
fire in 1996. The following years' accounts are being
finalized by external auditing and will be presented by
November 2002.

Partnerships
The society has contributed to the national disaster plan
and works with the civil defence commission in training
in disaster preparedness, and also takes a leading role
during times of disaster.

Assistance to capacity building has been provided by the
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). A
partnership with the University of Waterloo cooperation
programme in Canada allows the National Society to
benefit from up to three students per term, who assist
with the health education and youth programmes. A
community-based disaster preapredness (CBDP) project
is being implemented with the assistance of the
American Red Cross and OFDA.

4. Performance

Activities
Social welfare
For more than 50 years, the Guyana Red Cross has
managed a convalescent home for malnourished
children in Georgetown. The average number of
children at the home is 30 with an individual stay
averaging nine months. Twenty-two staff are employed
at the centre, providing 24-hour care for the children,
who range in age from six months to five years.
Increased collaboration with government agencies and
other NGOs has improved the management of the home.
In 2002, renovations will have to be made to the home.
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collaboration with ICRC, IHL was again a subject of
training with the Guyana defence force. A poster
competition depicting humanitarian issues was held.

The "meals on wheels" programme serves
approximately 60 elderly people on weekdays in
Georgetown, including a number of HIV IAIDS sufferers
and affected families. Other welfare activities include
assistance to approximately 90 malnourished children
who are referred from government clinics. Another
1,000 people benefit from donations of food and
clothing and medical aids as required. There are also
two active senior citizen clubs with a total of 300
members.

First aid
First-aid training, on a cost recovery basis, is one of the
most important activities of the GRC, which trains an
increasing number of people each year. The Red Cross
certificate is recognized widely in Guyana. The courses
are being upgraded and mass casualty first aid is being
included.

Health education
Other certificate training courses offered include the
"care-giving" series: fundamental health care, youth
child care, mother-and-child care, care of the elderly, as
well as community first aid and disaster preparedness,
health and hygiene and home nursing. The first-aid
course is a prerequisite for all other courses, and the
participants are the first to be called upon when there is
need for first-aid posts or disaster response personnel.

Disaster relief and preparedness
The GRC responded to severe flooding in 1996,
providing assistance to 5,000 people, and to the EI Nino
drought of 1998. The improved radio communication
system proved invaluable at this time. Assistance is also
provided to fire victims. The society recognizes the need
to build its supplies of disaster response items, in order
to respond to disasters in a more effective and timely
manner.

Youth
Youth are a vital part of Red Cross activities in Guyana.
Through educational classes, leadership building
activities and community service, these young people
will form the Red Cross in Guyana tomorrow. The
senior youth participate in the president's youth award
scheme and have commenced a "wreath of smiles"
project, in which over 600 vulnerable children and
adults were given Christmas packages.

HIVIAIDS/STI
The GRC are participating in regional training for
STI/HIV IAIDS peer education instructors. This is
receiving attention from UNAIDS. The National
Society works closely with the national AIDS
secretariat.

Dissemination
Dissemination is included in the orientation sessions of
all courses offered by the GRC. Information is
disseminated in schools during Red Cross month. In
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5. Further information
Web site: http://www.sdnp.org.gy/redcross/ •
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Haitian National
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/vo lunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1932
5,000 (2002)
113 (2002)
CHF 399,000

1. National context
Haiti remains economically and politically vulnerable.
Since 1986, the democratic transition is continuing,
although with great difficulties. Following the coup d'etat
of September 1991 that ousted the first democratically
elected president of Haiti, economic sanctions and weak
judiciary, executive and legislative institutions have not
been conducive to fair economic and social development
A high unemployment rate combined with a large
informal sector (providing a little more than half of all
jobs) have affected all social classes of civil society.
Deforestation and environmental degradation have
reduced forests to a mere 5 per cent of what they were in
the 19th century, thus challenging land reform and
agricultural production. As a consequence, social unrest
and violence are rising. In spite of this, political and
economical transitions are still under way, with a move
towards multiparty politics. Although still in insufficient
numbers, more children are going to schools. Access to
health care is on the increase, as is access to water, More
women have access to micro-credit.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Port-au-Prince
7,9 million (2000)
US$ 389 (2000)
54 years (2000)
80 per 1,000 live births (2000)
35.7 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The statutes of the Haitian National Red Cross Society
(HRC), revised in 1997, have been updated and will be
submitted to the government in mid-April 2002. The

current president of the Haitian Red Cross has been
named by presidential decree, issued on 18 May 2001.

Relations with the Haitian government have improved.
The HRC considers itself to have a positive public
image. Indeed, despite all constraints and limitations,
the society is present, active and visible in cases of
disaster and in assisting many of the social problems
faced by vulnerable people, The two activities for which
the society is well known in Port-au-Prince are the
blood-transfusion service and the ambulance centre, In
the regions, an active network has been revitalized in
recent years, Regional committees are developing
through local branches, mostly with the dissemination
of humanitarian principles, community-based disaster
preparedness training and micro-projects, training in
first aid for volunteers and AIDS prevention.

Legal base
The Haiti Red Cross was founded in 1932 and
established by presidential decree in 1934. The society
was recognized by the ICRC the same year and admitted
to the International Federation in 1935.

The structures and activities of the Haitian Red Cross
were studied in-depth between March and May 1995
with the Study of the development of the structures of the
HRC. All HRC management bodies were reconstituted
in July 1995.

Constituency
In principle, the HRC covers the entire national territory.
There are 13 regional branches, including the Port-au-
Prince branch. Haiti is divided into nine departments, three
of which host two different HRC regions. Some regional
committees are more active than others, especially those
that have benefited from a specific project with external
funding (ECHO, PNS and/or International Federation).
Each region is managed by a committee of five members
elected for a period of two years.

The society has more than 5,000 volunteers, 40 per cent
of whom are women. The majority of volunteers are
young and unemployed. The list of HRC members is
currently being updated.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The roles of the managing bodies are clearly defined in the
statutes of the National Society. The main governing bodies
are the general assembly, the central committee and the
executive committee. The central committee has 35
members elected by the general assembly and five
government members appointed from the ministries
concerned with HRC activities. Over 25 per cent of the
central committee members are women. Two vice
presidents, one male and one female, are elected by the
central committee. The executive committee is made up of
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the president, the two vice presidents, the secretary general,
the treasurer and seven advisors. The central committee
meets every three months. The executive committee meets
every month between those meetings, with the president
and the secretary general, with the assistance of the vice
president, assuming the executive function.

The HRC is currently elaborating a national training plan
for its leaders and heads of sections. For the past two
years in particular, the HRC has been increasingly
involved in training sessions and seminars organized at
the regional level. Most of these workshops and training
courses will be sponsored by the International Federation,
the ICRC and other international organizations.

Human resources
There are 113 professional staff employed at
headquarters, including employees of the blood-
transfusion centre. Some of the staff, particularly those
working at the blood centre, are paid through a state
subsidy to the HRC.

There are few permanent staff employed in the
branches. Each regional committee has five members: a
president, two vice presidents, a secretary general and a
treasurer. All are volunteers elected at the regional
assemblies. Volunteers are used in the following
activities: reception of repatriates; ambulance service;
disaster preparedness and response (first aid and food
distribution); first-aid training and community health,
dissemination of humanitarian principles.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 2001 was approximately
CHF 399,000.

The last financial audit was conducted for the year
2000-2001. An audit report was issued in September
2001.

The society has diversified its resource base. The central
committee established a fund-raising commission in
March 1996 and a resource development section was
established in December 1996.

Material resources
The society owns its national headquarters building in
Port-au-Prince (built in the 1970s), a blood-transfusion
service in Port-au-Prince (built in the early 1980s) and
regional committees in Les Cayes, leremie, lacmel,
Gonaives and St Marc, Hinche, Port de Paix and Cap
Haitien. A provisory regional committee has been set up
in Mirebalais, in the Bas Plateau Central. They have two
warehouses, a training centre and the ambulance centre.
The society also owns a total of 25 vehicles.

Organization/planning
In October 200 I, the society began the process of
elaborating a national development plan. A nationwide
consultation process has taken place and every
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constituency of the HRC has had the opportunity to
contribute to the future development of the HRC.

Partnerships
The society receives support from the ministry of health
for its blood services, and cooperates actively with other
NGOs locally and also at the national level. The society
contributes to the International Federation's work and
participates in regional meetings. The International
FederationlHRC cooperation agreement - which was a
tripartite agreement including the JCRC until 1996 and
enables the society and the International Federation
delegation to work closely - has now expired. Currently,
the society is working closely with the International
Federation's delegation in Haiti for the elaboration of its
national development plan.

The society currently receives support from the Spanish
Red Cross (ambulance seryice, disaster preparedness
and response, training centre), French Red Cross (first-
aid training, disaster preparedness), Netherlands Red
Cross (disaster preparedness, HIV) and ICRC
(information and dissemination).

4. Performance
Activities
Ambulance service
This service was established by the society with its own
resources and donations from the Spanish Red Cross,
WHO and the Japanese embassy. There are plans to
expand this service to the regions.

Blood
The HRC has been in charge of the national blood
service since 1986. A national commission chaired by
the HRC vice president was created in 1996 and issued
recommendations for the implementation of a project to
ensure a reliable service nationwide. Recently a
hepatitis test has been introduced to increase the safety
of blood donations.

Disaster preparedness and response
The society played an important role during the
Hurricane Georges operation (1998-1999), providing
assistance to 10,000 affected families. Also, the HRC
has been operating disaster preparedness programmes in
75 per cent of the country. The International Federation
and the Japanese Red Cross will be supporting the
creation of a nationwide radio network and the pre-
positioning of relief supplies in key intervention areas.

Medical and social assistance
The society carries out first-aid training and community
health training with its own resources. In particular, a
youth drug and STD prevention programme is
implemented throughout the southern and central
regions with the support of the Netherlands Red Cross.
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Information and dissemination
The information and dissemination section is sponsored
by the ICRC delegation. Several activities are held year-
round, in particular the refresher course for the regional
dissemination officers and for different programme
facilitators throughout the branches.

Regional development
The regional development section was created in 1996,
with no external support, and has established 13
regional committees following the regional assemblies.
The two-and-a-half-year branch development project
(started in February 1997), in partnership with the
Netherlands Red Cross and the government of the
Netherlands, ended in December 2001. The national
development plan process has included the organization
of consultations with all branches throughout the
country. Itwill encompass the future development needs
of the branches.

Training
The training section is the most recently created
department of the society. The society has built, with
support from the Spanish Red Cross, a training centre on
land the government recently gave it. The French Red
Cross (with ECHO funding) has facilitated the work of
the centre with equipment, material, training and the
technical advice of a bilateral delegate based in HRC
headquarters.

Institutional development
A complete review of the institution will take place by
the end of 2002. The development of the institution's
structures will be targeted in the national development
plan.

Relevance/effectiveness
Review sessions on "lessons learned" and project
evaluations are usually conducted with the support of
the different technical sections and the executive
committee of the HRC. This helps in reviewing the
different sectoral policies and assess the impact of
programmes.

5. Further information
Report on activities 2001
HRC statutes (1997)
Study of the development of the structures of the HRC
(1995) •

Honduran Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1937
3,000
258 (2002)
CHF 3.1 million (2002)

1. National context
Honduras is located in the tropics, which makes it
subject to the cyclical effects of climate phenomena.
The impact of the climatic effects of the late 1990s
(particularly Hurricane Mitch in 1998) and climate
change due to the effects of EI Nino and La Nina, with
recurring droughts and floods cycles, have weakened
the national economy, especially in the context of
agriculture and small to medium-sized industries,
considerably diminishing employment opportunities.

The third-poorest country of the Americas, Honduras,
after long years of structural adjustment policies,
currently confronts a deep economic crisis, which
exacerbates existing inequalities in the health, education
and housing sector and has an adverse effect on security.
The international price of cash crops such as coffee have
dropped dramatically, further impacting on the country's
entitlements.

AIDS cases count for more than 60 per cent of all cases
in Central America; HIV prevalence is higher in the
main towns and in the northern, Caribbean coast.

A new centre-right government was sworn in in January
2002. The new president, Ricardo Maduro, has started
implementing a "zero tolerance" policy against crime.

At the international level, Honduras has two unresolved
territorial conflicts with El Salvador and Nicaragua.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Tegucigalpa
6.5 million
US$ 795
66 years
41 per 1,000 live births
80.5 per cent
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council, and the presidents of the departmental and
municipal councils. It convenes every two years.

2. Foundation

Mission
The Honduran Red Cross (HRC) clearly refers to the
Fundamental Principles in its mission statement,
approved in 2002, that defines the HRC as a volunteer
humanitarian organization that mobilizes national and
international solidarity to improve the living standards
of the most vulnerable people. Strategy 2010 permeates
the work of the HRC and is disseminated together with
the mission statement to governance, managers and
volunteers of the 48 branches of the society.

The Honduran Red Cross maintains close relations with
several ministries, including health, planning and social
infrastructure, interior and defence, and the coordinating
governmental agency for disasters (COPECO).

The society has maintained its autonomy and
independence recognized by the state of Honduras since
1937, the year of its foundation; this has contributed to
a good public image that allows it to obtain the approval
and support of the population.

Legal base
The Honduran Red Cross was founded in September
1937 in Tegucigalpa and recognized by the state of
Honduras through Executive Agreement 475 of 6
October 1937; it was recognized by the ICRC in 1938
and admitted as a member of the International
Federation in 1945. The statutes approved in 1986 are
currently being revised and will be approved during the
next ordinary general assembly, scheduled for July
2002. The emblem and name are protected by the state by
decree 32 "Law for the protection of the Red Cross name
and emblem", approved by congress in August 1970.

Constituency
The HRC has 48 branches that cover 15 of the country's
18 departments. It is organized through departmental
and municipal branches. Each branch holds its assembly
and elects its governing body.

The HRC has approximately 2,500 volunteers. Another
500 are reservist volunteers, who can be called upon in
the case of emergencies. Recently, a new volunteer
component has been created, besides the existing three
traditional ones (ladies, first aiders and youth) as
volunteers for programmes. Most ethnic groups and
minorities are represented in the HRC; youth members
have a seat and presence within the governing bodies
both at central and branch "level.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The highest authority of the HRC is the general
assembly, formed by the members of the national
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The national council is composed of 15 members
elected from the general assembly, the presidents of the
departmental councils, and the national representatives
of the auxiliary organizations. It executes the decisions
of the general assembly and convenes in Tegucigalpa
every two months.

The executive committee is composed of the president,
vice presidents, secretary, treasurer and the national
attorneys. It is the permanent governing organism of the
society. It convenes in Tegucigalpa and has weekly
sessions. With the authorization of the national council,
commissions and consulting committees can be formed
for technical assessment in line with the requirements
drafted in the society's development process.

Human resources
The society has a clear structure reflected in its
organizational chart. The director general oversees three
main programme areas (programmes and operations,
volunteering, administration) and five support services,
including organizational development, human resources,
information technologies, fund-raising and institutional
communication. The national council controls the
internal auditor. Each department and coordination plans,
manages, implements and monitors its programme.

Financial resources
The annual functioning budget (except projects funded
by external donors) amounts to approximately CHF 3.1
million. The HRC covers its operational expenses with
fund-raising and cost recovery (sale of services, such as
pre-hospital, blood programme). The society is
reinforcing its ability to procure funds. The Honduran
government supports the activities of the HRC through
an approximate annual contribution of CHF 215,000, or
just 7 per cent of its annual budget. Programme
activities (especially community projects) are partly
funded through cooperation with other National
Societies. After Hurricane Mitch, the HRC received
large contributions for rehabilitation projects.

Annual accounts are produced and audited. The HRC is
presently updating and modernizing its accounting,
financial and administrative systems, with the support of
an external consultancy,

Material resources
The national headquarters is located in a three-storey
building, which is the property of the society. There is
also a second building (logistics base). The HRC has
just received an additional compound where a training
centre will be built with support from a cooperating
National Society.

All the branches have their own buildings, some of
which were renovated after Hurricane Mitch.
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Organization/planning
Honouring the commitments made during the XXVII
International Conference of the Red Cross and Red
Crescent, the HRC began an organizational
development process in 2000 that resulted in the
strategic planning process. These actions are based on
the recommendations and resolutions that were adopted
both in the CORl meeting and the XVII meeting of
presidents and technical seminars of the Americas
subregion I held in Tegucigalpa in 200 I.

The society has a national development plan, which orients
its activities for the period 2001-2005. Operational plans
are drawn yearly. The national development plan identifies
priority humanitarian programmes that contribute to the
mitigation of the impact of disasters on populations living
in hazardous areas through the reduction of vulnerability;
the promotion and respect for the Fundamental Principles,
humanitarian values, and international humanitarian rights;
the promotion, recruitment and development of volunteers;
and improving health standards of the most vulnerable
communities.

Partnerships
The HRC maintains close cooperational links with the
various National Societies that have provided support
for the society's development through programmes and
projects that benefit the Honduran population. It also
has excellent working relations with the International
Federation and the ICRC.

4. Performance
Activities
Health
The HRC's health programme includes health
campaigns carried out jointly with authorities from the
ministry of health, the national blood programme,
ambulance service, community health, programme for
the prevention of HIV /AIDS and tropical diseases.

Disaster preparedness and response
The society aims to reinforce institutional capacity in
order to respond in the event of disasters and
emergencies, and to set up a programme of communal
education for the prevention of disasters and assistance
during emergencies and rehabilitation efforts during
droughts and floods, among other activities.

Community development
This programme includes all projects that are executed
for the improvement of the standards of living of the
most vulnerable people (potable water, basic sanitation,
basic sewers, latrines, health education, etc.).

Training
Training both within and outside the society include
courses on dissemination, first aid, rescue, technicians

in medical emergencies (paramedics), disasters,
communications, etc.

Relevance/effectiveness
In line with the International Federation's Strategy
2010, the Honduran Red Cross has incorporated in its
national development plan the four core areas guided by
the three strategic directions: a well-functioning
National Society, adaptation of and concentration on
programmes that respond to vulnerability and working
together efficiently.

The HRC now has extensive experience of community-
based work, especially in the areas of disaster
preparedness, rehabilitation, youth AIDS prevention and
community health. Communities have been taking part
in the decision-making of the different projects. The
challenge for the future, as highlighted in the national
development plan, is to extend such initial capacities to
more vulnerable communities.

The HRC regularly evaluates its cooperation projects,
and provides information of its activities to the public
and to the Red Cross Red Crescent network. •
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Since the passage of the Hurricane Gilbert in 1998, the
expectation of the general public regarding the type of
assistance that can be obtained from the JRC has
increased significantly. This is due in large part to the
rehabilitation projects which were undertaken during
that period. The society is well respected by the general
public and has a positive image, particularly among the
poorer sections of the community where its actions are
most visible on a day-to-day basis.

Jamaica Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1964
21,000 (1998)
19 (1999)
CHF 471,000 (1998)

1. National context

Jamaica is an independent state within the
Commonwealth, with the British monarch as head of
state, represented by a Jamaican governor-general. The
prime minister is head of the government. Previously a
sugar monoculture, Jamaica now produces bananas,
coffee, citrus fruit, vegetables and rum. Tourism is also
expanding and has become a major foreign exchange
earner. However, while the income and savings of the
wealthier sections of society have risen, those of the
majority of the population have deteriorated
dramatically and more than half the population now live
in poverty. The country suffers from destructive social
problems including a high incidence ofHIV/AIDS, drug
abuse and one of the highest murder rates in the world.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Kingston
2.5 million (1997)
US$ 1,550 (1997)
75 years (1997)
10 per 1,000 live births (1997)
86 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Jamaica Red Cross (JRC) has a clear mission
statement which reflects the Fundamental Principles.
The society works closely with several government
ministries especially during times of disaster. This is
reflected by the fact that four positions on the central
committee are reserved for representatives from the
ministries of foreign affairs, health, welfare and defence.
Although these seats are currently vacant, regular
interaction takes place with representatives of these
ministries and individuals should be named shortly to sit
on the committee.
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Legal base
An act of parliament incorporating the Jamaica Red Cross
was passed in 1964, and the society joined the Movement
the same year. The statutes were last updated by its general
assembly in October 1994. The tenure of the president was
limited to two consecutive terms and it was specified that
an outgoing president should be automatically given a
position on the central committee. The general assembly
also ratified the society's fund-raising policy, and the
quorum for national executive meetings was dropped from
50 per cent to 40 per cent. The last general assembly was
held in October 1998 when new central committee officers
were elected. The society's legal base will be revised and
updated by its general assembly in October 2002.

Constituency
The JRC has 13 branches covering all the country's
administrative districts (Kingston and St Andrew
constitute one branch). Each branch is made up of area
groups. The area groups' chairmen meet with their
branch chairman on a quarterly basis. Each area group
has a vote at the general assembly.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The central committee meets on a quarterly basis. It
controls and administers the society, prepares the annual
budget, approves the annual report and appoints the
director general and the treasurer general. Members of
the committee include the president, vice presidents,
branch chairmen and a maximum of four people
appointed by the government.

The national executive meets monthly and makes
decisions about the day-to-day running of the society. It
comprises the president, two vice presidents, director
general, five chairmen of section councils (finance,
membership and public relations, care, youth and
emergency services), the treasurer general and four seats
for co-opted specialists. About half the national
executive members are women.

There is a well-defined difference between governance
and management. The society stages an annual national
leadership workshop, complemented by regular training
seminars. The national executive goes on a retreat every
year and often invites specialists from different fields to
address it.
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Human resources
In 2001, 14 staff were employed directly by national
headquarters including the director general, three
ancillary workers and seven project specific people.
Additionally, there were 27 people employed at the
branch level, with 16 in Kingston and St Andrew, two in
St Catherine, seven in St Ann and two in St James. It is
difficult for the society to retain staff due to financial
constraints.

In 1998, the society's membership stood at
approximately 12,000 adults and 9,000 young people.
Efforts are being made to establish memoranda with
service clubs, citizens' associations and other groups to
provide additional personnel in the event of disasters.
Volunteers are used at all levels of the organization from
policy formulation to project implementation including
relief work, social welfare, sexually transmitted disease
(STIIHIV) education, evaluation and fund-raising.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 1998 totalled CHF
470,700. A resource development programme and
improved fiscal management have been implemented,
reducing the gap between income and expenditure. New
and revitalized fund-raising activities, personal
solicitations, development of new revenue-generating
projects and investment income are all contributing to
the improved financial situation of the society. JRC is
planning a major fund-raising initiative with hotel and
airline representatives with tourism interests, which
would lead to the establishment of a trust fund. It is also
examining ways of developing the potential of a prime
piece of beach property it owns on the north coast. It
continues to maximize existing income-generation
activities including hospital canteens, sale of first-aid
kits and fire blankets, rental of premises and medical
equipment, and training fees for first aid and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Material resources
The JRC has a large warehouse at headquarters and a
smaller one in Kingston, with storage containers
strategically based across the island. Several branches
have agreements with external organizations for
warehousing space. There are two serviceable
ambulances, one based at headquarters serving the
eastern end of the island and another operated by the St
Ann branch serving the western end, one minibus for
"meals-on-wheels" in Kingston, one four-wheel-drive
vehicle based at St Catherine branch and three staff cars
at headquarters, two of which are project designated, as
well as one four-wheel-drive at headquarters. Branch
offices are either owned by the society (four), rented
(four) or provided by the government or church (two).
The society has a radio communication network linking
all 13 branches on HF and VHF. The headquarters has a
computer network.

Organization/planning
In 2000, a two-day workshop was held to assess the
current situation of the society and draw up a development
plan for the period 2000-2005. The development priorities
incorporate the four core areas of Strategy 2010. The
process included revising current programmes and
prioritizing the society's action for the most vulnerable
people. The areas of focus of the plan include branch
development, disaster emergency services, youth
programme, finance and fund-raising, and dissemination
and public relations. The society's last development plan
ran from 1995 to 1998, and was used to guide the
programmes and project implementation from the
national headquarters through its groups and branches.

The accounting officer handles the day-to-day finances,
while the director general and the treasurer are
responsible for the approval of budgets. The treasurer
also administers donations and a finance commission
provides advice on budgets and annual accounts.
Headquarters finances some branch activities and some
branches provide financial support to headquarters.

Partnerships
The society works actively with the ministry of health
particularly in hospital and ambulance services; the
office for disaster preparedness and emergency
management; the ministry of welfare; UNICEF; Lions
Clubs; office of the prime minister; and the fire
department. The JRC is also a member of the national
disaster committee which is chaired by the prime
minister and is supposed to meet quarterly but rarely
does. It is also a member of the council of voluntary
social services. There are cordial working relations with
the Salvation Army, as both organizations have national
responsibilities in the area of disaster relief. Branch
directors and personnel within the emergency services
section council also sit on the parish disaster
committees. At the area group level, the JRC is seeking
working agreements with groups such as neighbourhood
groups, citizens' associations and schools. The society
has developed closer relations with the US-based Food
for the Poor. Both organizations have joint operations in
distribution of relief and medical care equipment.

The JRC participates fully in Red Cross activities in the
region, and is interested in supporting other societies
which may wish to adapt some of its programmes. It has
conducted successful fund-raising drives for Red Cross
disaster relief in the Caribbean, in addition to coordination
of relief shipments and a summer vacation programme for
children affected by the Montserrat volcano. The JRC has
also been involved in relief activities in the region. Staff
members were released on different occasions during the
1998-1999 hurricane seasons.

The JRe receives support from the Norwegian Red
Cross for institutional and branch development, and
HIV/AIDS.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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4. Performance

Activities
Disaster preparedness
For national emergencies or disasters, the prescribed
procedure is for information to flow from branches to
the JRC national headquarters (NHQ). During
operations managed out of the JRCINHQ, the
chairperson of the national emergency/disaster services
section council (NEIDSSC) is the operations head,
while the director of the NE/DSSC is the principal staff
officer responsible for directing operations. The
NE/DSSC has overall responsibility for disaster
preparedness (DP) and disaster response (DR) and its
members include some of Jamaica's leading disaster
management practitioners supported by a well-trained
core of staff and volunteer disaster workers.

The society has an ongoing public awareness campaign
on DP, with the support of local companies. Its current
focus is on training in disaster management, radio
communication, warehousing and shelter management,
as well as the revision of the society's disaster plan. With
support from the American Red Cross, the JRC has
developed a team of 24 mental health professionals
trained in psychological disaster support. The team's
current objective is to respond to major disasters, violent
situations and internal tensions/disturbances. Technical
support for the programme has also been received from
the Psychological Reference Centre based in Copenhagen
with financial support from the Finnish Red Cross. This
area is slated for further development on a national scale
with the intention of integrating psychological support
into all JRC programmes. Within the framework of the
International Federation's regional disaster preparedness
programme, the society has implemented a community-
based disaster programme, whereby disaster committees
have been formed in 28 Jamaican communities.

Disaster response
The JRC has an excellent capacity in disaster response,
demonstrated in reaction to the last national disaster
with Hurricane Gilbert in 1998. This capacity has
improved significantly over the last two years through
institutional development with assistance from the
International Federation, participation of JRC staff and
branch personnel in management courses, and the
establishment of community-based disaster groups
throughout the island. The society provided the region
with technical expertise during the very active hurricane
seasons in 1998 and 1999. Each year the society also
responds to hundreds of floods and fires.

In October 2001, heavy rains brought by Hurricane
Michelle, a category 4 hurricane with winds reaching up
to 216 kilometres per hour, caused flash floods,
overflowing rivers and significant damage to farms and
infrastructure across sections of Jamaica. After eight
days of continuous heavy rainfall, over 30 communities
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were severely affected in the parishes of Portland, St
Mary and St Ann. The JRC mobilized 150 disater
service volunteers for the operations.

The JRC assisted in relief distribution, search-and-
rescue operations, evacuations, shelter management,
damage assessment and psychological support in the
affected communities.

First aid/search and rescue
This is a project designed to train individuals at
community level to act as the first responders as a great
need exists particularly in the rural areas. Efforts are
being made to revitalize the water safety programme in
all parishes and to focus more on community-based
disaster preparedness. Also, the society has started a
project to train north-coast hotel staff in first aid and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation. The society established
a health and safety department in 2001 with the
intention of marketing courses, advocating first-aid
practices and standardizing training courses.

Health services
The Kingston and St Andrew branch runs a monthly
clinic in a converted warehouse, while similar activities
take place occasionally in St James, Westmoreland and
Clarendon.

HIVIAIDS
The HIV /STI prevention education programme
continues to receive international attention and is being
used as a base for establishing a similar programme in
other societies in the region. Over 9,000 young people
are reached through the society's peer education
programme which targets young teenagers with
information on safe sex. Local health promotion
programmes have also been established resulting in
extensive networking with other agencies and
community-based organizations. The original funding
arrangement with Family Health International and
USAID has come to an end, but the Norwegian Red
Cross has provided further funding. The programme is
scheduled to include a new component, home-based
care for PLWHA in 2002. Currently the programme is
being implemented in other Caribbean countries within
the framework of the International Federation's regional
HIV /STI programme.

Social welfare
The society's welfare programmes include first aid,
home nursing, hospital visits, assistance to the health
services, sponsoring of free clinics, and daily feeding
programmes such as "meals on wheels". Arrangements
are also in place for providing leftover food from hotels
to street people.

Environment
Funds have been received from the Norwegian Red
Cross to undertake an environmental project in St
Catherine. Its focus will be on training members of the
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community in ways to protect the environment and on
planting trees in strategic areas. St Catherine was chosen
because of the existence of factories that use chemicals,
which have severely affected people in the parish,
resulting in their being diagnosed with respiratory
illnesses and children being born with birth defects;
other local activities have also led to the pollution of
water sources. Other NGOs and government agencies
with interest in this area are also involved in the project.

Information/dissemination
The society is an auxiliary agency for government
ministries and statutory bodies, and is required to act
when epidemics strike and during severe weather
conditions. The society recently issued brochures,
leaflets and posters about its activities and services.
With technical and financial support from the ICRC, the
JRC has established a communication and
dissemination department, with the primary goal to train
volunteers and the general public in Red Cross Red
Crescent principles and ideals, as well as international
humanitarian law. The department also seeks to increase
the visibility of the JRC, as well as establish a database
of its volunteers and donors, a home page, and explore
other means to provide further publicity.

Youth
The youth section is the training ground for young
volunteers. The section's programmes include peer
education (HIV /STI), leadership and uplifting
adolescents, which teaches youth (10-14 years) literacy,
numeracy and technical skills, as well as information on
HIV/AIDS prevention. In 1998, the society had
approximately 300 youth leaders.

Relevance/effectiveness
The youth and the HIV /STI programmes have been
evaluated, as well as projects involving the women's
centre.

5. Further information
Quarterly JRC newsletter, The Bridge
Youth department newsletter, Newswire
Web site: http://www.jamaicaredcross.org •

Mexican Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1910
24,444
5,796
CHF 53.8 million (2001)

1. National context
Since the new government took office in Mexico more
than one year ago, the country has progressed in creating
and founding the basis for a new internal and
international policy. The Mexican government's
involvement in daily international politics is increasing
each day.

The economy of the country is prormsmg increased
benefits. Fortunately, the conflict in Chiapas seems to be
dissolving. During 2001, Mexico was affected by few
disasters with minor consequences.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Mexico City
97.01 million (2000)
US$ 3,840 (1998)
72.7 years (1998)
28 per 1,000 live births (1998)
91.1 per cent (200 I)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Mexican Red Cross (MRC) is a voluntary, non-
profit organization that provides assistance to all people
whose life or health are in danger, without distinction as
to race, religion, economic condition or political beliefs.

Legal base
The society was recognized by presidential decree in
February 1910 and was published in the official
newspaper of the Federation of Mexico in March of the
same year.

The Mexican Red Cross's statutes have been revised and
updated. They were sent to the ICRC for revision and
ratification. The Mexican Red Cross has rules of
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people responsible for fund-raising at the state level.procedures and is' subjected to the private assistance
institutions' law for Mexico City.

Constituency
The national assembly is the main deliberative body. It
meets during the first three months of each year. The
executive entity with the highest rank is the national
board of directors. The boardconsists of 24 councillors,
one of whom is elected as president of the national
board of directors.

The general manager is responsible for executing the
decisions made by the board and by the national
president with the assistance of the national board of
delegations, the fund-raising department and the
national committees.

The states' delegates are the representatives of the
national headquarters in each state.

Several committees, either operatives committees or
internal management committees, aim to improve
service quality. The Mexican Red Cross delegations are
autonomous but not independent.

The Mexican Red Cross has 449 branches.

3. Capacity

Leadership
There is a defined managerial· structure for both
volunteers and the remunerated personnel. The
executive committee meets whenever it is considered
necessary.

Human resources
There are a total of 24,444 members of whom 5,796 are
paid members and 18,648 are volunteers. There are also
a total of 300,000 external volunteers for disasters.

The MRC is at present working on a career plan.
Volunteers participate in leadership in areas such as
disasters, youth, ladies' committee, fund-raising and
relief.

.The national committee for training as well as local
committees and a state coordinator are represented in
each delegation and grant training courses for internal
and external personnel.

Financial resources
The total expenditure in 2001 amounted to CHF 53.8
million. National fund-raising and the lottery cover 24
and 4 per cent of the budget respectively. The shortfall
is about 60 per cent and is covered by local collection
systems in each state, such as donations, recovery fees
and special events.

There is a fund-raising department at headquarters, and
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Material resources
The Mexican Red Cross has 449 branches, 127 schools
for technicians in medical emergencies (basic level), 87
relief schools, 14 nursing schools, 1 national training
centre (CENCAD), 13 voluntary blood-donation
centres, 1,421 ambulances, 107 rescue units, 235
administrative vehicles, 35 vehicles for use during
disasters and 1 cancer research centre.

Organization/planning
The society is implementing an institutional
development plan divided in 11 areas. These areas made
up of 55 programmes that will allow the MRC to
achieve in the short, medium and long term the
objectives set by the national board of directors through
their national president.

In order for the Mexican Red Cross to achieve better
coordination and control of all its branches in Mexico, it
has one representative (the state delegate) in each state
or federal entity. The state delegates oversee and
coordinate the work of various local delegations. This
territorial division permits the society to exercise a
better control and have a local approach with all its
sections, and it permits the MRC to respond more
quickly in times of need.

4. Performance

Activities
Health care i
Pre-hospital care is the principal service offered by the
Mexican Red Cross. It has 127 schools for technicians
in medical emergencies to train people for this
countrywide service. Over 3 million acts of pre-hospital
care services were carried out in 2001.

Chiapas I
In collaboration with the ICRC, a specific programme
has been set up in Chiapas, due to the internal conflict.
The German and \Spanish Red Cross Societies
collaborated in the programme of nutritional care in
Chiapas. Other projects include medical care, and health
and hygiene campaigns for the prevention of disasters.

Relevance/effectiveness
Recently, headquarters visited every branch of the
Mexican Red Cross. These visits were part of the
national visits programme for situational analysis with
the objective of approaching all MRC members and
getting acquainted with the activities undertaken by
each branch.

As team work is a priority for the Mexican Red Cross,
meetings are held periodically with the states delegates
and states administrators, who in tum meet with the
presidents of the local steering councils and the
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presidents of their local committees.

In addition, a national convention is held regularly and
other conventions are held in various states.

5. Further information
MRC Statutes
MRC Rules of procedures
MRC Institutional development plan
MRC National Normative and Operative Programme
for Disasters Relief, Series 3000
Web site: http://www.mexico.cruzroja.org • Nicaraguan

Red Cross

1. National context

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1934
2,800 (2001)
344 (2001)
CHF 2.7 million (1998)

Nicaragua is a tropical country with an area of 131,812
square kilometres, including the islands it possesses, of
which Iii ,428 square kilometres are on the mainland;
the remainder is the surface area of its two lakes and
lagoons. From a political-administrative point of view,
the country is divided into 15 departments and two
autonomous regions. The right to vote is granted at the
age of 16.

The current gross domestic product (GDP) per capita is
CHF 585. Nicaragua is a country specialized in farming
and livestock. However, 50 per cent of the GDP comes
from services, 20 per cent from manufacturing and 30
per cent from agricultural production.

Unemployment stands at 60 per cent of the working
population, with a 53 per cent underutilization of the
labour force, including underemployment. The
minimum wage barely covers 31 per cent of the basic
subsistence basket (based almost exclusively on food).

In the 1980s, the illiteracy rate was 13 per cent (the 12th
place in the Americas). However, due to high exclusion
and dropout levels in primary schools, a 29 per cent
increase in the number of illiterate people has been
recorded. The number of children working on the streets
has also increased.

According to the survey carried out in 1993, 75 per cent
of homes were poverty-stricken. Extreme poverty levels
then crept in, and in 1999 affected 59.6 per cent of urban
homes and 85 per cent of rural homes, levels which only
aggravated the situation caused by the destruction by
Hurricane Mitch in October 1998.
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Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Managua
4.8 million (1998)
US$ 370 (1998)
68 years (1997)
42 per 1,000 live births (1997)
71 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Nicaraguan Red Cross (NRC), in line with its
principles, aims mainly at preventing and impartially
attenuating the suffering of humanity regardless of
reasons of race, religion, nationality, sex, class or
political opinion. It also strives to seek and promote
peace and complete observance of human rights.

Its mission therefore mainly consists in: ensuring that its
human and material resources are always organized in a
way that enables it to carry out its institutional mission;
promoting work in cooperation with other institutions as
well as strategic partnerships, in line with the
programmes it develops and which deserve it, whilst
always maintaining its functional autonomy; promoting
the training of volunteers; disseminating the doctrine,
philosophy and ideals of the Movement, as well as the
programmes, activities and achievements of the
institution; disseminating international humanitarian
law (Geneva Conventions and additional protocols) and
cooperating with the corresponding agencies in the
dissemination, promotion and regulation of the
implementation of human rights; taking part in
programmes aimed at improving health; getting
prepared in times of peace to take action in cases of
conflicts or disasters; promoting cooperation with the
other components of the Movement and the protection
of human life, health and dignity; and fostering mutual
respect based on peace and friendship among peoples.

Legal base
The Nicaraguan Red Cross, which was initially created
on a provisional basis after the earthquake which
destroyed the city of Managua on 30 March 1931, was
officially founded in 1934 as the Society of the Red
Cross, a single institution that would operate throughout
the territory of the republic as an auxiliary to the health
services of the armed forces.

The legal base of the Nicaraguan Red Cross is to be found
in the document dated 10 January 1934, and updated in
July 1992. The Nicaraguan Red Cross became a member
of the Intemational Federation in 1992.

It is officially recognized by the Nicaraguan government
as the national association of volunteer relief, which is
voluntary, autonomous, non-governmental and non-
profit-making. It enjoys full autonomy, which the state
guarantees and observes.
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The NRC is a non-profit-making association with its
own legal capacity to act, under Decree No. 357 of the
national assembly which was published in the Official
Gazette No. 248 of 29 October 1958. Its statutes were
approved by resolution of the ministry of justice on 23
February 1984 and its term is unlimited, with the
exception of the causes foreseen in Article No. 54. It
also covers the entire territory of the country.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The national council and the executive committee
cooperate with regard to decision-making, with
decisions mainly being made by the president and the
executive committee. However, a director general will
be hired and will be responsible for administrative and
management issues. The statutes cover the make-up of
the executive committees and national, departmental
and local councils. The structure of services at central
headquarters are well planned and structured, and these
are projected at national level.

Human resources
At central headquarters, the society employs 250 people,
and another 94 are employed in the branches. The blood
bank employs 66 people, in which the role of volunteers
is not clear. Other programmes, such as youth, relief and
health are managed by paid staff, but rely on the services
of volunteers. The GRC has approximately 2,800
members, including 1,700 youth volunteers.

Financial resources
There is integrated financial administration at national
levels. A review of the financial management system
was carried out in the operational society plan for 1998.
In 1999, with UNICEF and the American Red Cross, a
new automated accounting system was set up at central
headquarters, and it is expected that it will be set up in
all branches. Steps are being taken to finance this.

The blood bank is the largest source of income. Other
fund-raising initiatives include new fund collection
systems, such as Telebingo, and a drive to encourage
more people to become contributing members.

Organization/planning
The NRC approved the national development plan in June
1997, after the departmental and local branches gradually
became more involved. Technical assistance is provided
by the Intemational Federation's regional delegation and
financial support for the development of community
projects and the NRC's national programmes is provided
by a number of Red Cross Societies and NGOs such as the
Spanish Red Cross, ICRC, ECHO and UNICEF.

Partnerships
In order to carry out the NRC's national development
plan successfully, technical and financial support is
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required for all existing programmes. The priority areas
are: relief and disaster prevention; health and social
welfare; fund-raising; the identification, drafting and
formulation of strategic and financial plans; and the
redrafting the manuals on duties and procedures, the
statutes and regulations.

4. Performance
Activities
The main activity at national level is the provision of
services by the blood bank. Other programmes,
including health; dissemination and actions for peace;
youth; and development and administrative activities,
depend on funding from donors for their maximum
development, since complete self-financing has not yet
been achieved. The International Federation's regional
delegation provides technical assistance in the fields of
disaster prevention, community health, communications
and development. Some agreements have been signed
between participating National Societies and the NRC,
and with the ICRC, UNICEF and ECHO.

The society is making an effort to revitalize activities
that slowed down during the internal economic crisis.

Based on its general goals, activities belong to three
types of national programmes: the national service
programme; the national youth programme; and the
organizational development programme.

National service programme
The national relief and disaster prevention programme
consists in: assessment of a disaster situation; an
information system for emergencies and disasters;
attracting and training leaders in disaster prevention and
relief; increasing the number of relief workers;
strengthening links with communities and grass-roots
organizations; community-based work in disaster
prevention; improving equipment, material and logistics
bodies.

The national community health and social welfare
programme supports the national strategy for primary
health care by promoting the participation of
communities in the entire process of preventive health at
all times. The feasibility and viability of creating a
network of basic units of care which may be
consolidated and grow gradually is currently under
study. The core operational programmes are: community
health education; projects with community-based
educational components; the strengthening of the
quantity and capacity of community health trainers; with
volunteer groups, the consolidation of community
education activities in at least 20 communities and in all
branches; sexual and reproductive health education and
AIDS prevention; mother-and-child health; sexual and
reproductive health; and social solidarity with
underprivileged groups (elderly people, battered

women, the disabled, low-income families) and in
communities and neighbourhoods to improve housing,
water supply, construction of latrines, upgrading of
school buildings.

The national blood-service programme consists of
blood-donor promotion, blood extraction, teaching and
medical care, and the production and' analysis of
components.

The national dissemination programme and action for
peace disseminate the Fundamental Principles of the
Movement and IHL (at internal and external levels), and
work to build and preserve peace, at both internal and
external levels.

National youth programme
This programme consists mainly of incorporating the
NRC's statutes to the national programme, redefining
specific functions and strengthening cooperation with
other national programmes.

National organizational development programme
The human resource development subprogramme works
with volunteers, ensuring that they are are considered
members of the NRC, attracting new volunteers,
ensuring common training for all staff and volunteers,
deciding whether more staff and volunteers are needed
to carry out specific activities and designing and
implementing a labour motivation system.

The purpose of the territorial coverage subprogramme
assesses branches, improves the national
communications system, strengthens the capacity of
branch directors, promotes the involvement of branches
in the society's strategic planning process, and increases
cooperation between branches.

The communications and public relations sub-
programme improves internal communications,
strengthens the institutional image and manages external
communications (inter-institutional and the press).

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.nicaragua.cruzroja.org.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Red Cross Society of
Panama

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1917
2,752 (1998)
65 (2001)
CHF 1.2 million (1998)

1. National context
Panama joins South Americato the rest of the continent.
Thanks to human ingenuity, it is also the link between
the planets' two great oceans, the Pacific and Atlantic,
through the famous Panama Canal, which was returned
to Panama on 31 December 1999.

Public power belongs to the people. It is exercised by the
state in accordance with the constitution (which came into
force in 1972 and was amended in 1983) and is established
by means of the legislative, executive and judicial bodies,
which act separately, but in perfect cooperation.

The Republic of Panama, with a population of 2,856,000
inhabitants in 2000, has a surface area of 75,517 square
kilometres. The territory of the Panamanian state is
divided into provinces, which in turn are broken down into
districts and divisions under a corregidor. It has nine
provinces, 67 districts or municipalities, four indigenous
regions (San Bias, Embera, Kuna de Madungandi and
Ngobe Bugle) and 549 districts under corregidors.

The main export commodities are bananas, shrimps,
coffee, clothing and fish products. The main causes of
death in the country are malignant tumours, accidents,
suicides and other violent acts, cerebro-vascular diseases
and acute infarctus of the myocardium.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Ciudad de Panama
2.8 millon (2000)
US$ 2,990 (1998)
74 years (1997)
18 per 1,000 live births (1997)
91 per cent (1997)
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2. Foundation

Mission
The Red Cross Society of Panama (PRC) has had a
clearly defined mission since 1992. After the 1989
armed conflict, the institution began a period of serious
instability, one of the reasons being the government's
attitude which considered the society too close to the
government before the invasion. Therefore, between
1990 and 1992, the Panama Red Cross carried out an
internal reorganization process with a change of
directors, and re-established its operational capacity,
activities and services. Its mission and vision were then
defined and widely disseminated among the members of
the society through the general and provincial assembly.

With every activity being based on the Fundamental
Principles and the society assisting the authorities, the
PRC has managed to coordinate emergencies
successfully with the authorities and organizations. The
society belongs to the national commission for
emergencies and social security. The society, on the
advice of the ICRC, is also part of the national standing
commission for the observance of international
humanitarian law.

Legal base
The National Society was created under Law 40 of
1 March 1917. Its reorganization was based on its
statutes (decree 1451 of 1 August 1968). There is only
one paragraph in article 11 which states: "If the
president of the republic is married, the first lady will be
the honorary president of the Red Cross."

Constituency
At provincial and regional levels, the society has
chapters in all nine provinces, including the Darien
province (a zone bordering on Colombia), where it
already has a volunteer organization and fully equipped
headquarters, and a branch in the Kuna Yala region (the
largest and best organized indigenous group). There are
25 committees at district level.

The sectional offices are organized and made up of boards
of directors and volunteer groups such as relief workers,
women, youth and legionnaires, as is the case of the Colon
chapter. Currently, a new group of "non-traditional"
volunteers is being integrated and trained. Only the main
headquarters have paid staff (one administrative secretary)
and each sectional organization has 50 volunteers. Men
outnumber women, even on the boards of directors.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The secretary general is the PRC's main executive
officer, and is responsible for the administrative and
operational structure. This structure continues to be
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based on departments that are managed by national
officials, whilst volunteers in each group are managed
by national directors.

Human resources
The society has 57 employees, including those who
work for the promotion and fund-raising programme; 15
employees are professionals in various fields. In the
sectional offices, eight employees work as chapter
administrators. There are not enough administrative
staff, especially with professional qualifications, due to
financial problems, the lack of adequate training and the
lack of flexibility in the assignment of positions.

Financial resources
The PRC receives funds from members' fees and
income from firms and fund-raising, in addition to
government and other kinds of subsidies.

The society carries out a financial audit every year and
every four months during the year. The year 2001 is
being audited at present. The society has a resource
development plan with different activities to raise funds
such as raffies, plays, premieres, donations, etc.

Material resources
The Panama Red Cross owns 14 buildings, including the
headquarters building and Albrook building. It has 16
ambulances, 13 rescue vehicles, two cargo vehicles,
three vehicles for administration, two boats, five
outboard engines, canopies, tents, stretchers, cots, etc.

Organization/planning
The PRC general assembly guaranteed that the
development plans for 1992-1996 and 1996-1999 would
be implemented in the Red Cross chapters, establishing
objectives, goals and exact time periods for each one.

To a large extent, the society used vulnerability and
capacity assessments to increase programmes and
activities focused on extreme poverty and greater
vulnerability at national level.

The chapters and committees manage their own budgets
on the basis of how little or how much they can obtain
as permanent allocations. With very few exceptions,
there are initiatives to increase the sources of income,
which depend largely on headquarters for some
programmes, such as those for training volunteers and
relief.

Partnerships
Regarding cooperation, various community-based,
development, assistance and health projects are being
developed, which are coordinated successfully with
government authorities. On the basis of cooperation with
the ICRC and the International Federation, the
communication and dissemination programmes have been
strengthened, thereby enabling all people to know and
understand better the PRC's doctrine and what it does.

A humanitarian assistance project for displaced people
from Darien and Kuna Yala is being developed with the
support of the JCRC and the Norwegian Red Cross.

In the case of the International Federation, this
cooperation and its follow-up at regional levels has
increased in recent years. Cooperation includes training
at other National Societies within the region and
elsewhere for the PRC's staff and volunteers. This has
strengthened the exchange of experiences with other
societies and, along with an agreement regarding the
communications policy, has been vital in enhancing a
positive image for the society.

The society is seeking outside assistance, particularly
for projects related to communities and development
and for assistance to the vulnerable population.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief and assistance programme
Despite the country's past crises, extreme poverty,
illiteracy and the lack of services, the PRC is
strengthening and increasing its programmes and
services with international and national help. The relief
and assistance programme is its main programme, and
in this framework, activities are planned in the field of
disasters and emergencies, including ambulance
services, relief operations centre, first-aid service, and
services on beaches, roads and at special events.

Other fields of activity include care of abandoned
children; care in old people's homes; a canteen room for
malnourished children; a programme to enable children
to live in indigenous areas; awareness-raising and
prevention of cholera, dengue, HIV/AIDS and STI; a
programme for child orientation centres at the national
level; providing social and medical assistance and
distributing clothing and medicine to rural communities;
eye operations for people with few resources; providing
the disabled with wheelchairs; reconstructing and
equipping 11 health posts for community-based primary
health care; community assistance to inhabitants of
Ngobe Bugle (Bocas del Toro province); training 50
communities about clean homes and hygiene; a long-
distance communication and capacity-strengthening
programme; humanitarian assistance to the displaced
people in Darien and Kuna Yala; and disseminating the
Fundamental Principles, values and IHL.

There is constant and effective cooperation with the
International Federation in the development of the
society, including the programme on long-distance
communication and capacity strengthening in the field
of information, which has trained volunteers as
information promoters and allowed the PRC to integrate
the Red Cross Red Crescent communications network.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Relevance/effectiveness
An annual assessment of existing programmes and their
impact on the population is carried out. Depending on
requirements, these programmes may be extended and
new suggestions will be made. Each project and
programme includes the quarterly and final assessment
by coordinators and the fund provider.

Recently the Pan American Disaster Response Unit
(PADRU) was set up in Panama. It provides services to
the International Federation's regional delegations and
is a focal point for disaster response, the purpose of
which is to contribute to improving coordination and to
increase the consistency of international relief
operations.

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.panama.cruzroja.org •
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Paraguayan
Red Cross

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1919
590 (2002)
385 (2002)
CHF 2.8 million (1998)

1. National context
Paraguay is experiencing a severe social and economic
crisis due to political instability, social and legal
insecurity; and companies closing down, which
increases unemployment. The intensity of the situation
increases year by year. Recently this crisis became
worse due to the bad economic situation of
neighbouring countries, particularly Argentina. Crime,
such as street hold-ups and stealing in rural and urban
areas have become alarming, and kidnappings for
extortion and ransom payments, unprecedented in
Paraguay, have started to occur in the country. There are
nevertheless some signs that the Paraguayan economy
will improve. No improvement will be possible,
however, if current corruption, which is rife in the
country, is not eliminated as soon as possible.

Close to 60 per cent of the population has no access to
sanitation, drinking water or health services. The
country suffers from frequent flooding and periodic
droughts in some regions.

Asuncion
5.7 million (2001)
US$ 4,750 (2000)
70 years (2001)
29.8 per 1,000 live births (2001)
92 per cent (2001)

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Paraguayan Red Cross (PRC) is well
defined, as are its objectives, which have been widely
disseminated at branch level. The society's development

http://www.panama.cruzroja.org
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plan for 1999-2004 was prepared before the
International Federation's Strategy 2010. The objectives
and projects, however, relate to vital fields. The PRC has
no difficulties in maintaining its independence from the
government. On the contrary, it has good relations with
the senate, the parliament, the president and ministers,
and with the judicial power.

Legal base
The PRC was founded in November 1919 and
recognized by the Movement in 1922. The Red Cross
law was enacted in 1923 and tax benefits were granted
to the society in 1991 and 1993. The last version of the
statutes date from 1996 and no changes are foreseen to
the present statutes. The last general assembly was held
in 2002 and the next one will take place in 2003. The
last elections were held in 2001.

Constituency
The PRC has ten regional committees (branches), of
which three have a local committee (sub-branch) each
and two more are being established. Central
headquarters also acts as the Asuncion branch. Given
that half of the population lives in rural areas, the
structure of the branches cannot cover all administrative
regions of the country. Of the ten branches, six are
presided by men and four by women. In all, 27 people
are members of the main governing bodies (presidency
and vice presidency, general secretariat, international
relations, treasury, central committee and trustee), of
whom 21 are men and six are women. All population
groups are represented by volunteers, a majority of
whom are women.

3. Capacity
Leadership
PRC governance is well structured. Governing bodies
do most of the decision-making, including on
operational issues. The executive committee meets once
or twice a month and the central committee meets every
two to three months. Each department meets once a
week, or more often if required. Training of governing
bodies has been carried out systematically at all levels of
the society, both at central headquarters and regional
committees.

Human resources
There are five professional and ten supporting staff
members at central headquarters. There are no
employees in the branches, where volunteers carry out
all activities. The PRC manages a mother-and-child
hospital in Asuncion with approximately 370
employees, whose wages are paid by the Paraguayan
government, and 15 Red Cross volunteers. The society
has 425 active volunteers, both men and women, and
150 passive volunteers (who are called upon whenever
required). The number of volunteers has not increased
much. Retaining volunteers is difficult given that they

do not have enough time to devote to Red Cross
activities, and due to the lack of financial resources and
activities that they could find attractive.

Financial resources
Overall income is over CHF 2.9 million and total
expenses amounted to more than CHF 2.8 million in
1998. The society's income comes from services
provided at the hospital (which is supported by the
government and charges minimal fees for its services),
the sales from its "almost new" clothing store,
paramedical services, relief training, interest on
investments, and members and donors from other
National Societies.

The PRC has a fund-raising programme. The most
important event in this field is the annual collection of
the Fiesta de la Banderita which is held at national level.

The most recent accounts available are for 2001, which
were audited in March 2002.

Material resources
The relief and youth departments have new offices,
which were built as part of the two blocks of the former
hospital and were restructured with PRC funds. The four
blocks of the old PRC hospital have been refurbished
thanks to the contribution of the Andalusian branch of
the Spanish Red Cross. Technological equipment for the
mother-and-child hospital came from donations. Only a
few branches own their own property, such as the
Concepcion, Fuerte Olimpo, Cordillera and Neembucu
branches. The municipality loans premises to the Guaira
and Pedro Juan Caballero branches; the remainder are
leased for the development of programmes.

Another regional committee will be set up shortly in the
Boqueron department in Central Chaco.

Organization/planning
An assessment was made of the national development
plan in 1996, and in 1998 an assessment meeting was
held, during which it was decided that a new plan would
be prepared. As a consequence, the society currently has
a national development plan which was prepared and
approved during the first half of 1999 for 1999-2004. It
covers the whole country and focuses on two related
goals: institutional strengthening and social intervention
(community work).

Two administrators, working under a treasurer who is
elected by the board of directors, are responsible for
managing the finances of the PRC. Central headquarters
has an office with eight employees.

The PRC's finance department does not finance
branches. The latter are partially autonomous, but
central headquarters does submit projects for their
benefit.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Health
An agreement with the ministry of public health and
social welfare was signed in 1994, dealing with the
payment of salaries of staff at the Reina Sofia hospital.

Partnerships
The society works actively, together with other
organizations, in the following areas: distribution of
clothing and food in cooperation with the association of
social clubs of Paraguay; distribution of clothing, food
and blankets to flooded indigenous communities in
cooperation with Columbia University; and courses and
workshops for human relations and the community in
general, in cooperation with the municipality of
Asuncion, the Baptist hospital, the American Heart
Association, the national emergency committee, the
directorate of welfare and social aid, OFDNUSAID,
and the Christian Youth Association.

As part of the International Federation, the PRC works
mainly on projects carried out at branches, in which
other National Societies are involved.

The PRC is seeking external financial support for the
following projects: community development: small home
industry project; health: shelter for pregnant girls and a
mobile pharmacy; steps taken for international
cooperation: human relations training at central
headquarters and branches; dissemination of the
Fundamental Principles, IHL and PRC programmes; and
training of human resources in fields related to relief and
disaster. The society is also seeking financial support for
the new 1999-2004 national development plan.

4. Performance
Activities
Mother-and-child hospital
The society's main project is the activity carried out at
the Reina Sofia (Queen Sofia) mother-and-child
hospital. This is one of the largest maternity hospitals in
Paraguay, with more than 93,000 patients in 2001. It
receives support from the Paraguayan government and
from the La Piedad (Piety) Foundation.

Relief and first aid
The PRC provides assistance to victims of the yearly
floods that affect a substantial part of the territory. The
society trains its members and the general public,
especially in the capital.

Disaster preparedness
The International Federation is mainly involved in it
through the Camalote regional programme for disaster
preparedness. The programme focuses on the
communities of the La Plata valley in Paraguay,
Argentina and Uruguay, which are regularly subjected to
floods. Communities have drawn up risk maps for water
and sanitation, and environmental and community
infrastructure. The PRC, assisted by the International
Federation, distributes supplies to communities and
locations affected by the El Nifio and La Nifia
phenomena.
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There is also a project aimed at involving the Red Cross
in the national council on health and the national council
on reproductive health, as well as the inter-institutional
committee for the reduction of mother-and-child
mortality. The PRC is a member of the national system
of reform and counterreform.

The society also carries out activities in the field of
health education, placing emphasis on the prevention of
HIV/AIDS/STI, alcoholism and drug addiction. Another
programme has been launched to educate diabetics.

The PRC has been implementing the Kuiiatai
programme in cooperation with the Spanish Red Cross
since 1998. The goal of this programme is the
prevention of adolescent pregnancy. Finally,
cooperation between the PRC and certain Paraguayan
universities with a view to training medical students
should be highlighted.

IHL
A cooperation programme with the ministry of national
defence has been in place since September 1994 to
include international humanitarian law in the training of
the members of the armed forces. The PRC has been an
observer member of the inter-institutional committee for
the study and implementation of international
humanitarian law since February 2002.

Social welfare
The PRC is in charge of two nurseries, which assist
working women with low incomes. They are managed
by women volunteers, and are the foundation of
community-based development activities. A centre
provides single women with material and psychological
support. Volunteers assist them in finding work or
getting in touch with their families.

There is also a programmed called "glass of milk",
which provides over 20,000 children in various
institutions with milk on a daily basis.

Youth
The programme carries out activities in Asuncion. Since
1998, a programme of care for adolescents has been
carried out in cooperation with UNFPA and the Catholic
University of Villarrica. Its main activities are brigades
and school clubs, the protection of life and health and
fostering friendship as well as national and international
understanding.

Relevance/effectiveness
The society has not established systematic programme
assessment procedures. The national development plan
was nevertheless assessed in 1996, generating
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recommendations regarding a new development plan for
1999-2004. This plan will be assessed during 2002.

5. Further information
Paraguayan Red Cross - National Development Plan,
1999-2004.

Peruvian Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1879
58,000 (2002)
24 (2002)
CHF 997,000 (2001)

1. National context
During the 1990s, Peru experienced a significant
reduction in civil unrest and an improvement of its
economic situation. Economic stability was nevertheless
achieved only through a harsh economic programme
which has had severe effects on the most vulnerable
people, and which was worsened by cuts in public
spending in social services, health, education and public
services. Younger generations are particularly affected
by unemployment, violence and a lack of opportunities.
The frequent natural disasters and conflicts, added to the
great vulnerability of large segments of the population,
are responsible for Peru having become one of the
countries most affected by disasters in the region.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Lima
26,174,000 (2000)
US$ 2,440 (1998)
68 years (2002)
47 per 1,000 live births (2001)
87.8 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Peruvian Red Cross (PRC) disseminates the
Fundamental Principles amongst its volunteers on a
regular basis, both at headquarters and in the branches.
The principles are included in the society's statutes. The
society has good relations with the government and
local authorities. It has not experienced any difficulty in
maintaining its autonomy and independence.

Due to the crisis that the society experienced in the early
1990s, the PRC had a very poor public image. This
image has nevertheless been improving over the last few
years, and reinforcing it remains a priority.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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temporary contracts (the national training school
director, an accountant, a project manager, a press and
advertising advisor, and a treasurer who is assisted by a
volunteer).

Legal base
The Peruvian Red Cross was recognized by the
government in 1879 and by the ICRC the following year.
It joined the League of Red Cross Societies (now the
International Federation) in 1919. The society's reviewed
statutes were approved by the Joint ICRC-International
Federation Commission as well as the PRC assembly and
were ratified by the Peruvian government in 1996. The
most recent ordinary general assembly took place in May
2002 and national elections in April 2001.

Constituency
The society's structure is decentralized, with branches
set up according to the administrative structure of the
country but with no uniform criteria. Provincial
branches, with district units in the respective
jurisdictions, are now being created. Territorial coverage
is not very extensive. There are currently 44 provincial
branches and 20 units in the districts.

The PRC has no specific goals regarding social
representation, apart from youth, which has its own
national management. Women take part at all levels,
although men do predominate at the national decision-
making level. There are currently 8,000 volunteer and
50,000 youth members.

The national council consists of 14 members, a number
of whom are elected by the general assembly: the
president; the vice president; the national branch
coordinator; and the national directors of relief, youth,
health, public relations, human resource development
and finance. There are also three representatives of the
ministry of health, the joint armed forces command and
the national institute for civil defence.

3. Capacity
Leadership
During the first half of the 1990s, the PRC experienced
a severe crisis that affected its management structure:
intense conflicts; misuse of power; and irregularities.
Over the last five years, great efforts have been made to
redress the situation, but more will need to be done in
order to guarantee an effective structure and a clear
dividing line between administration and management.

An extraordinary national assembly was held in October
1999 in order to settle the conflict between leaders, and
an agreement on improved cooperation was reached
between the president and the members of the national
council.

Human resources
There is a total of 24 paid staff at headquarters: 20
employees including professionals, secretaries and
assistants, and four support staff (two chauffeurs and
two security guards). There are also six employees with
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The society has approximately 1,041 active volunteers
in 2002, of whom 70 per cent are women.

Financial resources
The society's total expenditure was CHF 977,376 in
2001. There is no national financial administration;
headquarters and the branches are managed separately.
The main source of income is the letting of properties
owned by the society in Lima and the annual fund-
raising event. The government does not pay any
contributions and various advantages that were granted
in the past have been discontinued. Currently the society
is only exempted from income tax.

The main methods used to increase financial resources
for the society's expenses have been to reduce prior
irregularities and improve the terms of some contracts
that had a negative impact on the society's finances. The
PRC is actively seeking external support for its
development projects, with some success.

Material resources
The Peruvian Red Cross owns buildings in the city of
Lima, where headquarters, the Lima branch and
warehouses are located. The Red Cross also owns
property such as a plot of land in the district of
Miraflores, where a clinic will be built, and another plot
of land in the district of Jesus Maria, which is not being
used.

Thanks to donations and costly acquisitions, the Red
Cross owns 22 buildings in the provinces, where the
branches are located.

The PRC currently owns 46 vehicles, including
ambulances, vans, motorbikes, boats and cargo lorries.
The vehicles are spread out among the branches;
headquarters owns 13 of them.

Organization/planning
In 1998, the PRC updated its development plan,
focusing on disaster preparedness, the promotion of
health (through campaigns) and youth programmes.

There is a basic central financial system, including
accounting, in Lima. The systems vary depending on the
branches and there is no overall financial planning.

The following programmes have been set up with a view
to developing the activities of the national relief
directorate in each major field: national community-
based disaster prevention and preparedness programme;
national programme for disaster response; national
telecommunications programme; and national training
programme.
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Partnerships
The PRC recently received assistance from a number of
partners, including the Norwegian and Spanish Red
Cross and the Canadian embassy, for programmes on
issues ranging from reconstruction and violence to
training for indigenous women and blood donation.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
Relief operations are the backbone of Red Cross
activities in disasters and emergencies in all National
Societies. They require a wide range of knowledge and
experience both in theory and in practice. As is the case
with all activities of the Movement, they need to be
based on the Fundamental Principles and policies, and
are mainly guided by the principle of humanitarian
action.

The national relief directorate is responsible for
establishing policies, through the PRC branches' relief
directorates, and for the human, technical, financial and
logistical resources necessary for caring for people
affected by natural and man-made disasters, in the fields
of prevention, response, rehabilitation and recovery,
thereby fulfilling the mission of the Movement, which is
to prevent and reduce human suffering.

Thanks to its policies of community-based training and
prevention, dealing adequately with disasters,
rationalizing resources and assisting victims of natural
disasters, the society, through the national relief
directorate, meets its goal of striving for peace and
development in communities.

The following programmes have been launched in order
to develop the national relief directorate activities in a
number of core areas: national radio communication
programme (18 national bases; a radio communications
manual is being prepared with the ICRC in Peru);
national programme for national disaster response teams
(ENID) (water system: setting up two drinking water
supply systems, donated by the Spanish and German
Red Cross; setting up search-and-rescue teams in Lima,
Arequipa and Huaraz; setting up branch relief
directorates; psychological support for victims of the
Mesa Redonda fire); national community-based
education programme for disaster prevention (the
programme is being carried out in the inland branches,
with international cooperation organized by the project
office; it is also being carried out in Lima in the
commercial area of Mesa Redonda); national disaster
logistics programme (setting up strategic warehouses:
providing 350 families with two months' food; setting
up temporary housing: stocks of tents and utensils); and
the national training programme (national workshop
seminar: disaster management project; training and

courses for trainers specializing in assessment of
damage and needs, initial disaster management course
for relief workers at national level; pre-hospital care
courses; continuous training in simulation exercises).

First aid
This includes regional training of coaches and
volunteers.

Youth
Most volunteers at the PRC are between 18 and 25 years
old. This reflects the general trend. In a national
convention of youth managers held in September 2000,
the priority policies, strategies and working plans for
youth were laid down: Red Cross units in educational
centres; sexual education and the prevention of
HIV /AIDS, environmental studies; leadership and
management; communication and dissemination; action
in favour of peace.

Relevance/effectiveness
Over the last five years, the society has improved its
administration and the planning of its activities in all its
directorates.

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.cruzroja.org.pe •
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Saint Kitts and Nevis Red Cross Society

The SKNRC is reasonably well regarded by the public,
and the business community is supportive of its fund-
raising activities. However, their support is limited due
to budgetary constraints and numerous requests from
many other NGOs. The society is currently developing
its HF radio communication network between the two
islands, promoting the image of the society on the basis
of its public recognition as a reliable and valuable
source for disaster preparedness-related information.

Saint Kitts and Nevis
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1942
350 (1998)
3 (1999)
CHF 100,000 (1998)

1. National context

Saint Kitts and Nevis is vulnerable to a wide range of
natural disasters common to the eastern Caribbean
including hurricanes, earthquakes, volcanoes and floods.
Independent from the United Kingdom since 1983, the
two islands cover 262 square kilometres. Under the 1983
constitution considerable autonomy was granted to
Nevis, which now has its own island assembly with the
power to enact laws governing a wide range of matters
other than external affairs and defence. A referendum in
Nevis in 1998 decided against secession from the
Federation. Tourism is gaining in economic significance
but sugar continues to playa strong role in the country's
overall economic development. Both activities have
suffered losses in the aftermath of Hurricanes Luis and
Marilyn in 1995, Georges in September 1998 and Jose
and Lenny in 1999.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Basseterre
41,000 (1997)
US$ 6,260 (1997)
70 years (1997)
30 per 1,000 live births (1997)
90 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Fundamental Principles are clear in the mission
statement of the Saint Kitts and Nevis Red Cross
Society (SKNRC) which is given to every new member.
The society has good links with government and is
usually represented at all major state occasions. In
disaster preparedness, it cooperates with the
government's national emergency management agency.
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Legal base
Following independence from the UK in 1983, the
SKNRC was established as an independent National
Society with the passing of a Red Cross act. The statutes
were last revised in 1991 to include provision for the
establishment of finance and district committees,
following which the society was recognized by the
ICRC in 1992 and admitted to the International
Federation in 1993. The last general assembly was held
in November 1996 and included elections and approval
of amendments to the constitution.

Constituency
The society covers the whole territory with a branch in
St Kitts and one on the island of Nevis, and district
committees in Nevis and Basseterre, the country's
capital. Most categories of the population are
represented in the membership.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The society's central structure consists of the general
assembly, which is the highest authority, and the
executive committee, which meets monthly and
manages the affairs of the society. The elected director
general shares administrative and managerial duties
with the president. The geographic jurisdiction of each
district committee is designated by the executive
committee, but they elect their own officers. There has
been some leadership training organized recently.

Human resources
The SKNRC employs two full-time and one part-time
members of staff. There are a total of 350 members, of
whom 230 are youth members. Approximately 150 of
these are considered active members.

Financial resources
The SKNRC's expenditure for 1998 was approximately
CHF 100,200. The main source of income is fund-
raising. New resource development initiatives include
first-aid training, special events and dividends from
investments.

Material resources
The society has its own headquarters on St Kitts, a
building donated by the Austrian Red Cross as a
conference facility, a pre-school facility which is



Saint Lucia Red Cross

operated as an income-generating activity and two small
wooden houses from which it derives a small rental
income. The Nevis branch also owns a building to serve
the island community.

Organization/planning
An assessment of the SKNRC took place in the early
1990s which recommended that the society redefine
priorities and focus activities to meet the needs of the
most vulnerable; establish a short- and long-term
planning system; improve the financial situation; adopt
a human resources development strategy; and improve
internal and external communications. The SKNRC had
a draft development plan for the period 1994-1999,
which highlighted the society's targets for the
improvement of its services.

Partnerships
The society has good relations with most other
voluntary organizations on the islands and cooperates
closely with the government. The SKNRC plays an
active role in the region, and has provided assistance to
neighbouring islands during times of need. Recently it
has been supported by the American, Austrian, British
and Spanish Red Cross Societies.

4. Performance
Activities
Social welfare
A meals-on-wheels programme delivers food twice a
week to some 30 house-bound and elderly people in
both urban and rural areas.

First aid
The Red Cross youth and young adult members are
involved in first-aid activities in sports events at the
local, regional and international levels. Training is given
both to members and other groups such as taxi and bus
drivers and hotel staff.

Disaster response
The society played a key role in the Hurricane Georges
relief operation in 1998 and is implementing measures
to strengthen the society's response in the future. The
society is now in the process of updating its disaster
plan. In May 2001, the SKNRC became an active
participant in the regional community-based disaster
preparedness programme. Emergency radio
communication classes are being run for members of the
society .•

Saint Lucia
Red Cross

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1949
750 (1998)
4 (2001)
CHF 99,000 (1998)

1. National context
Saint Lucia gained independence in 1979. The country's
economy remains heavily dependent on banana
production despite its great vulnerability to periodic
droughts and tropical storms. There is widespread fear
that the sinking export prices for bananas produced by
St Lucia will have a serious impact on the fragile, almost
mono cultural economy of this small island. The
country's population suffers from high unemployment,
lack of housing and a high incidence of HIV/AIDS.
Drug abuse and alcoholism are also prevalent social
problems. Tropical storm Debbie in 1994 caused severe
damage to the country's infrastructure.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Castries
151,143 (2001)
US$ 3,510 (1997)
70 years (1997)
24 per 1,000 live births (1997)
82 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Saint Lucia Red Cross (SLRC) has a clear mission
statement reflecting the Fundamental Principles of the
Movement. There is close cooperation between the society
and the government, and the society's statutes provide for
a govemment representative on the central council. Part of
the headquarters building is rented to the government
disaster office, which supports the society'S staff salaries.

Legal base
The Saint Lucia Red Cross was founded in 1949 as a
branch of the British Red Cross and became

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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independent in 1983 with the passing in parliament of
the SLRC act. Recognition by the ICRC came three
years later, as did membership of the International
Federation. The society feels a need to revise the statutes
since at present no member of the general assembly,
central councilor local committees can, in theory, be re-
elected for more than two consecutive terms (a total of
four years) and this is difficult to apply in practice. The
recommendations of a committee established to review
the statutes are under consideration. The general
assembly meets annually but elections are irregular. The
last election was held in December 2000 and a new
executive was put in place.

Constituency
Sixteen local Red Cross groups are scattered throughout
the island which are composed of representatives from
service, youth and children's groups, plus a
representative of subscribing members living in the
area. Many are only formal or symbolic structures, and
others are dormant. In 1998, the society had an
estimated 750 members and volunteers on the island, of
whom 80 per cent were youth volunteers. The volunteer
base is predominantly female (90 per cent).

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society's highest authority is the general assembly
which consists of the members of the central council, the
chairmen of local committees, a representative from each
service group, and a representative from each local
committee area. The central council controls and
administers the society and consists of the president,
members elected by the general assembly, representatives
of the government, and two prominent citizens chosen by
the central council. In addition, there is a small informal
group of decision-makers consisting of the president,
director general, secretary and often the vice president
which meets once a week. This group plays a fundamental
role in defining the institution's policies, since it not only
manages but is also responsible for guiding the
organization to a new stage of growth and development.

Human resources
The society has four paid staff at headquarters, including
the director general and a field officer whose duties
cover first-aid training, youth and disaster preparedness
activities, as well as a youth officer since July 2001. The
recently established "volunteer attachment team" is a
group of mature volunteers, generally young adults, who
provide various types of support to headquarters.

Financial resources
The society works with limited but well-managed
resources. Expenditure for 1998 was approximately
CHF 99,500. Nearly half of the society's income comes
from office rental and almost a third from first-aid
training and sale of supplies.
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Material resources
The SLRC has its own headquarters building next to
Castries airport, constructed on land which the
government has leased to it for 75 years.

Organization/planning
The recommendations of The Study on the Future of Red
Cross in Latin America and the Caribbean were that the
society should update and implement its development
plan; create conditions for achieving financial
sustainability; promote institutional decentralization;
develop human resources and youth participation; and
revise the statutes and regulations. The society
acknowledges that, while it has intensified its activities,
it is unable to fulfil the recommendations without a
serious approach to institutional development,
specifically in terms of human and material resources.
However, in November 2001, with the help of the
American Red Cross, the National Society'S
development plan was reviewed and a new five-year
plan was developed and adopted.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
The society plays a key role in relief and emergency
services on the island and is responsible for providing
food during the first 72 hours following a disaster. It also
provides relief supplies including beds, food, blankets,
clothing, water and rehabilitation for household fire and
flood victims. The SLRC also contributes financial,
personnel and material assistance to other societies
throughout the region. The SLRC has a well-organized
disaster committee and is represented on the
government's central coordinating and advisory
committee and in the subcommittees on health, relief
supplies, shelters and social welfare.

Disaster preparedness
The SLRC participates in the regional community-based
disaster preparedness programme and in 1999 the
programme was operating in seven communities in the
country. The society is also assisting in training the local
disaster committees established by the government. In
order to increase the number of local facilitators, the
society has conducted its own training course, using
local resource people.

First aid
This activity is one of the society's major strengths and
is an important source of revenue.

Social welfare
The SLRC carries out social programmes for the
disabled, as well as community-based programmes, but
these are limited due to a lack of financial resources.



Saint Vincent and the Grenadines Red Cross

Youth
The main youth activities include first aid, fund-raising,
sports and disaster response and relief. In 1997, the
society had 12 youth leaders .•
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Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines

Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1949
2,160 (2001)
4 (2001)
CHF 38,000 (2001)

1. National context
Saint Vincent and its dependencies (the islands of
Bequia, Mustique, Mayreau, Canouan and Union,
known as the Grenadines) gained independence from
the United Kingdom in 1979. The economy is based on
agriculture, with bananas being the main export crop.
Decreasing export prices for the region's bananas are
expected to have a serious impact on the country's
economy. However, increased emphasis on tourism and
service industries as areas of growth and employment
are expected to replace agriculture as the country's main
foreign exchange earner. Manufacturing and
construction also contribute significantly to the
economy. Unemployment is relatively high, particularly
among young people, with estimates ranging from 30
per cent to 35 per cent.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Kingstown
116,000 (2000)
US$ 2,420 (2000)
69.3 years
22 per 1,000 live births (2000)
58 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Saint Vincent and the Grenadines Red Cross
(SVGRC) has a clear mission statement reflecting the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement, of which all
members are aware. The society has used the
International Federation's Strategic Work Plan in its
planning.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003



Saint Vincent and the Grenadines Red Cross

Working relations with the government are good and
relations with other NGOs are friendly, though there is
competition for the scarce funds and volunteers
available in the country. The society is well respected
and is currently working to promote its image, increase
awareness of its activities, and build programmes to
better serve the community.

Legal base
The society was founded in July 1949 as a branch of the
British Red Cross. It became an independent National
Society in 1984 and was recognized by the Movement in
1989. The society has a constitution and bylaws. The
statutes were last updated in 1989. The next general
assembly is in May 2002.

Constituency
The society has 15 districts and active groups at the
parish level, on St Vincent and on Bequia and Union
islands. There are no active groups on any of the other
Grenadines at this time, but measures are in place to
revitalize dormant groups. The society continues to
organize new groups in the various communities,
especially at the school level.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The governing bodies of the society are the general
assembly, the central committee and the management
committee. The general assembly is the highest
authority and elects the president, vice president and
members of the central committee other than the four
appointed by the government. It meets every two years
and approves the activities report, the budget and the
accounts submitted by the central committee.

The central committee is the administrative body of the
society and is composed of the president, the vice
presidents, the chairmen of three district committees,
four members elected by the general assembly, and four
government representatives from the ministries of
health, education, foreign affairs, and community
development. The central committee appoints the
director general of the society, the treasurer, the
management committee and the finance committee.

Currently the society has a part-time director general.
The central committee meets every two months and the
management committee, group leaders and district
chairpersons meet monthly. Leadership training for
group leaders and members is ongoing.

Human resources
The society has four paid staff. There are an estimated
2,160 members of whom 800 are active volunteers. The
rest of the membership comprises 460 youth members
(160 male, 300 female) and 900 adult members.
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Financial resources
Primary income sources include renting meeting space,
first-aid training and fund-raising. The society also
receives an annual grant from the government.

Material resources
The society owns its headquarters building which was
constructed in 1990-1991 with the support of the
Austrian Red Cross. It is centrally located and has
adequate facilities for large meetings, training sessions
and other activities. Unfortunately, it has been the target
of frequent break-ins and theft, and is in need of repairs.
A section of the building is used as a storeroom for relief
supplies. The SVGRC also owns a building in Rose
Hall, a North Leeward village, which is currently used
by a community group as an upholstery skills training
centre. Another small house in North Leeward is used as
a transition home for people in need.

Organization/planning
The SVGRC membership approved a two-year strategic
plan for 1999-2000 and a development plan in
collaboration with the International Federation. The
society has mobilized and supports both groups and
individuals in the fight against HIV/AIDS and has
developed a global first-aid and disaster preparedness
project.

Serious planning and activities are in progress to raise
funds to get the society on firmer ground with regards to
operational costs and programme development. The
financial system is currently being changed. The new
system includes vouchers and petty cash, with central
record-keeping, so that bills can be paid in a more
organized fashion. The system is computerized and
monthly statements produced.

Overall, the society is now reorganizing and rebuilding.
Members are enthusiastic and committed to the purpose
and growth of the society. A significant public relations
campaign is being planned and fund-raising is
recognized as a priority. The society holds a yearly fair
to raise funds to offset expenses.

SVGRC members participate in many regional and
international resource development workshops,
facilitated by the International Federation, which have
identified key constraints to their fund-raising and
volunteer recruitment efforts.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness
The SVGRC has a leadership role in the government's
national disaster plan but its headquarters, which was
designated by the government as the national emergency
operations centre, is in need of repairs and is no longer
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used as such. The society is responsible for the
distribution of food and other relief items in case of a
national emergency. A number of Red Cross members
have been trained in disaster preparedness and shelter
management. The strategic plan identifies disaster
preparedness training throughout the country as a goal.
The country is also participating in the regional
community-based disaster preparedness programme.
The society is working in eight communities, in six of
which disaster management committees have been
established. As a result of the disaster management
intervention of the Red Cross, the govemment has
identified lands which it will donate to the society for
the construction of a warehouse for emergency supplies.
The Japanese Red Cross donated a container and
covered the cost of procuring, modifying and installing
it for use as a warehouse facility as well as for initial
supplies. In addition, the government has indicated that
it intends to increase its annual subvention to the society
to enable it to reach more communities.

First aid and CPRtraining
The first-aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation training
programme actively promotes and markets first-aid
training to businesses, organizations, youth groups and
the general public. First-aid services are also provided at
public events such as parades and sporting events. In
addition to providing an important service to the
community, this programme is also a major source of
income.

Social welfare
The SVGRC collects clothing and household goods for
families that have experienced a disaster or who are in
need. Individual counselling and referral is also
provided. The society operates a pre-school and
volunteers take on projects serving the homeless, house-
bound, the elderly and other vulnerable groups. The
society also takes part in the activities of various
committees such as HIV/AIDS and a child abuse group.
An HIV/AIDS programme under the theme "Fighting
AIDS with Youth Power" also takes place.

Relevance/effectiveness
Programmes were evaluated by the International
Federation's regional development delegate and a plan
was developed together with the central executive
committee for a two-year period. Recommendations
were to change management, redesign office and
accounting systems, and develop programmes. These
have been implemented.

5. Further information
SVGRC development plan, 1998-1999 •

Suriname Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1940
3,100 (2002)
28 (2002)
CHF 444,000 (2000)

1. National context
Suriname has the lowest population density in South
America. Independent from the Netherlands since 1975, the
country returned to democracy in 1987 ending seven years
of military govemments and political instability. In 1999,
the country experienced a period of unrest resulting from a
constitutional impasse with demonstrations on the streets
calling on the government and president to resign.
Indicators of living conditions and health in Suriname
reveal that improvements are needed, especially in hygiene,
nutrition, and infant and matemal mortality. Migration
from abroad has been considerable, developing Suriname
into one of the world's most ethnically diverse countries.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Paramaribo
438,760 (2000)
US$ 1,320 (1997)
70.1 years (1998)
27 per 1,000 live births (1999)
94 per cent (1997)

~.

I

2. Foundation
Mission
The Fundamental Principles are clear in the mission
statement of the Suriname Red Cross (SRC). The
International Federation's Strategic Work Plan has been
a key tool in its ongoing assessment of activities and the
preparation of its development plan. There is good
cooperation between the SRC and the government,
particularly the ministries of health, defence and foreign
affairs. The society has a reasonably good public image
because of its long-standing involvement in running the
blood services, first-aid assistance and training, and
organizing social activities for people with disabilities.
The SRCS coordinates the yearly ICRC IHL training
activities for the armed forces.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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others have left the district for a number of reasons. This
is one of the main reasons that this branch has become
inactive.

Legal base
The SRC was originally founded in 1940 as a branch of
the Dutch Red Cross. It was recognized by the
government in 1983, after Suriname became
independent in 1975 and it revised its statutes
accordingly in 1984. The society joined the Movement
in 1986. The last elections for national office were held
at the general assembly of December 200 I.

Constituency
Outside the capital, Paramaribo, there is one branch in
the Para district that has to be reactivated and there are
attempts to reactivate another with a blood programme
and disaster awareness activities in the Nickerie district.
This process takes time, but in the meantime a youth
group started last year and every two months, the mobile
unit of the blood bank visits Nickerie.

For management and legal purposes, the blood
programme was established in December 1997 as a
separate entity from the national headquarters, although
the president and some board members are also on the
foundation board. The director of the SRC is part of the
management team of the blood bank.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The roles of governance and staff are well defined,
particularly. following the adoption of the
recommendations of a management consultant study
undertaken in 1994 and financed by the International
Federation. Key actions following the study included
strengthening the board with three new members;
establishing a professional management team; and
establishing the blood programme as a separate legal
entity. In 2001, the board was completed with one
member responsible for technical operations, as radical
renovations are required to meet today's demands for
the first-aid training programme and other activities.

The board has the mandate to define and execute the
society's policies, and it meets monthly. The president,
general director and treasurer constitute the executive
committee which meets regularly and supervises the
day-to-day activities of the society, while the director is
responsible for the execution of programmes.

Human resources
In January 2002, the SRC had 28 staff members at
headquarters, including eight in the blood programme
who are, for the most part, paid by the government.
Since January 2002, a full-time public relations officer
has been employed. The society has about 70 volunteers
and 30 youth volunteers. In addition, the SRC has over
3,000 voluntary non-remunerated blood donors. The
branch in Para used to have a large youth unit, but many
can no longer be considered "youth" members and
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Financial resources
The society's domestic expenditure in 2000 was CHF
444,010. Sources of income included services (82 per
cent), the government contribution towards the blood
programme (2 per cent), fund-raising activities (7 per
cent) and the International Federation and other
National Societies (8 per cent). Revenues from
investment contributes 1 per cent.

Material resources
The SRC owns its headquarters complex with three
buildings and storerooms. It also owns the blood-
transfusion service building with a fully equipped
blood-transfusion centre and laboratory, two
ambulances, two other vehicles; since March 2002, a
fully equipped mini-bus for the mobile unit of the blood
bank, a computer network with 12 work stations and
seven printers, and one HF radio plus antenna. The main
headquarters building housing the secretariat has
recently been renovated (in November 2001), as has the
blood centre.

Organization/planning
The board and management of the Suriname Red Cross
National Society are now in the middle of the process of
formulating a strategic management plan for 2002-2005.
It is now already clear that if we want to expand our
programme, our training accommodation will have to be
renovated and extended. The start of a national
community-based first-aid programme, including rural
areas and the interior, is planned for the forthcoming
years, including an HIV /AIDS education programme
focusing on youth. Also, the recruitment of volunteers
will get special attention.

Following the management study in 1994, a five-year
development plan was developed and adopted for the
blood programme. The main objectives were upgrading
and expanding the services, satisfying demand and
above all, guaranteeing a safe national blood supply.
The focus has been on hiring the necessary professionals
and equipping them with the tools to strengthen the
organization. Although the blood bank, as the only
provider of blood and blood products, has a very good
image in the community, the society anticipates having
to struggle to meet the demands for blood from the six
hospitals in the country. Continuously, it has to advocate
for the need of voluntary blood donations. The SRC is
now focusing on youth blood donors, aged 18 years and
older. Another problem is skilled manpower, which is
not readily available. The "brain drain" is a real problem
in the country.

Additionally, the society has reintroduced its first-aid
training course beginning with community-based first
aid since 1997, and has taken an advocacy role in



The Trinidad and Tobago Red Cross Society

national disaster preparedness with the government to
appoint a national disaster coordinator. With the
assistance of the International Federation, it organized a
disaster management training in 200 I and all relevant
actors were invited. With the Pan American Health
Organization (PAHO), a good relationship for advocacy
has been established. This year especially, youth will
start a promotion campaign on a healthy lifestyle,
focusing on the prevention of HIV/AIDS. This project
will be executed in cooperation with another NGO, Peer
Education Program Suriname - PEP SUR.

Partnerships
The SRC's closest partner III development is the
Netherlands Red Cross.

4. Performance
Activities
Blood programme
The society's blood transfusion service is the sole
producer of blood and blood products in the country and
operates in accordance with modem technical standards.
Since mid-1995 the service has been upgraded which
comprised trarmng, commercialization, donor
recruitment campaigns and restructuring; this is an
ongoing process. Its counselling programme is an
important component in the national AIDS programme.
In 2001, none of the voluntary non-renumerated blood
donors tested positive for HIV.

First aid
The SRC trains various groups and youth in first aid and
community-based first aid, both on and off its premises,
in what is another strong society activity. A first-aid
examination is held under government supervision and
the diploma is officially recognized. Private companies,
especially, have their personnel enrolled in this first-aid
programme. The SRC's first-aid corps also offer their
services during sporting and mass events.

Disaster response
While Suriname is not considered to be disaster prone,
the society has taken an active role in promoting
community and family disaster education in
collaboration with PAHO/WHO. The SRC responded in
recent years with solidarity campaigns in support of the
victims of natural hazards in the region. As recently as
March 2002, it successfully closed a food drive for the
Amerindians in the south of the country, who were
threatened by food shortages, due to extreme drought
and a plague of parasol ants.

Social welfare
The SRC youth group regularly organizes activities for
people with disabilities, both youth and adults. The
group also initiated a "back to school" support
programme aimed at institutionalized children .•

The Trinidad
and Tobago

Red Cross Society
Founded: 1939
Members/volunteers: 1,300 (2002)
Staff: 15
Expenditure: CHF 1.5 million (1998)

1. National context
Trinidad and Tobago gained independence from the United
Kingdom in 1962. An International Monetary Fund report
of 1999 stated that Trinidad and Tobago has a broad-based
economy with steady economic growth and low inflation:
"The economy grew by an average 3 per cent a year from
1995-97, rising to a growth rate of 4.0 per cent in 1998 and
5.1 per cent in 1999. For 2000, with new energy-sector
investments on stream and product prices on the upswing,
the budget projected an encouraging figure of7.9 per cent."

It is "an advanced manufacturing nation with a well-
developed service sector", and "in the agriculture and
tourism sectors there are many business opportunities".
The report "commended the authorities for [among
other achievements] a steady decline in external debt,
and falling unemployment... With a wide range of skills
available, especially in such areas as management,
finance, information technology and engineering, the
growing economy has created real jobs. The number of
people in work increased by 58,000 between 1995 and
1999, more than 13 per cent... Unemployment was 13.2
per cent at the end of 1999, but far below its peak of22.3
per cent in 1987."

The two islands are exposed to the threat of earthquakes,
hurricanes, tropical storms and flooding.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Port of Spain
1.3 million (2002)
US$ 4,520 (1998)
75 years (2000)
16 per 1,000 live births (1998)
93.4 per cent (1998)

I"
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The Trinidad and Tobago Red Cross Society

There is also a management committee which meets
once a month to carry out the tasks of the executive
committee.

2. Foundation

Mission
The Trinidad and Tobago Red Cross Society (TTRCS)
has a clear mission which reflects the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement and which is communicated
to all branches. The society is using the International
Federation's Strategic Work Plan in its planning as far as
is possible.

Its programmes are embraced by the public, which
supports the society through fund-raising and
sponsorship activities.

Public awareness of what the society does has improved
over the last three years but much more work needs to
be done in this area, especially in building stronger
relationships with the media.

Legal base
The TTRCS was founded in 1939 as a branch of the
British Red Cross. It became an independent society and
a member of the International Federation in 1963, a year
after the country's independence. The society's statutes
have been reviewed. In 2002 they are again under revision
and will hopefully be finished by year's end in time for
the coming elections in November. The last elections were
held in November 1999 to establish a new council and
executive committee for a term of three years.

Constituency
Geographically the society is divided into three
branches of which there are two in Trinidad and one in
Tobago, the sister isle. The Tobago branch is fully
functional. Branch activities are coordinated by the
respective branch committees and the branches provide
adequate coverage for the two islands. At the local level
most of the volunteers are women.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society's main governing body is the council which
meets at least once a year and consists of no more than
36 individuals. At least half of the members must be
elected by the branches and divisions and non-members
may also be elected. The council's most important
responsibilities are electing the executive committee and
approving the annual report and budget.

The executive committee administers the affairs of the
society ~~d its members. This committee includes
directors of different offices (ten in all with statutory
functions as noted in the rules), presidents and directors
of branches. The executive committee elects the
society's president, vice president, financial adviser,
treasurer and the directors of different offices, and
appoints the secretary-general.
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Human resources
The society employs a total of 15 staff. There are 1,300
members organized into branches or detachments;
approximately 355 are current "active" volunteers.
There are 26 detachments, but not all of them are
functional.

Financial resources
The Trinidad and Tobago Red Cross Society's domestic
expenditure in 1998 was CHF 1,463,809. The society no
longer receives a contribution from the government.
Some major sources of income include donations and
covenants (CHF 236,728); ambulance service rental and
revenue (CHF 181,394); first-aid training (CHF
203,349); income from endowment funds (CHF
154,325); fund-raising functions, net expenses (CHF
185,837); and other income (CHF 192,657).

At present the auditors have in their possession the
financial statements for 1998 which are being
processed.

Material resources
The TTRCS owns three branch buildings, two in
Trinidad and one in Tobago, and its headquarters office
in Trinidad. The society has five operating ambulances,
the others are in need of replacement as they are over 20
years old, and spare parts are not available. Soon to be
delivered are two new ambulances which were donated
through a year-long fund-raising activity by a corporate
sponsor. This will bring the total to seven. The society
also owns office equipment and first-aid supplies.

Organization/planning
The society is currently working on a new
developmental plan to cover the period 2002 to 2005. Its
priorities include revising the constitution where
necessary to make it more relevant to the present and
future needs of the society and the communities to be
served and to revise its current programmes.

This plan has already begun to address some human
resource issues like redesigning the organizational chart,
establishing proper job descriptions and evaluation
systems, and developing administrative procedures for a
more efficient operation. In this light at the
administrative headquarters, a salaried chief operating
officer has been employed.

The plan will also address better distribution of the
society's information both internally and externally. This
plan will include a health programme to address the HIV/
AIDS issue and the peer education programme for youth.

There will be a continuation of the dissemination of the
Fundamental Principles and general knowledge of the
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Movement programme to public and internal audiences.
There are also plans to review the disaster preparedness
and response functions in Trinidad and especially In

Tobago which is prone to hurricanes.

Partnerships
Joint activities between other organizations are being
encouraged, more especially after the general local
awareness created by the International Year of
Volunteers 200 I. There still remains the issue of having
to approach the same pool of benefactors in the
community to secure funding and sponsorship for
programmes and activities. However the society
maintains good relations with the other non-profit
organizations, and corporate and other sponsors.

4. Performance
Activities
Health services
The society runs an ambulance service which
complements the health services provided by the
government and other stakeholders in this area.

Relief and preparedness
The society is expected to provide first aid, food and
clothing, and to assist in shelter management if called
upon, during the first 24 hours of a major emergency. It
is also prepared to assist other Caribbean societies (and
has done so in the past) during emergencies with both
supplies and trained personnel.

Health education
The society continues to conduct on its own and for
corporate clients "healthy lifestyle" programmes which
include blood-sugar testing, blood-pressure readings
and good-health counselling. These programmes have
been taken to the malls and some rural communities.

First-aid training courses to the public continue to be a
reasonable income earner, as is home nursing; these are
conducted by all branches.

The HIV1ST! peer education programme "Together We
Can", which went into effect in 1999 and which suffered
for lack of funds and adequate leadership, will be
regenerated this year under new management. A
partnership has already been established with the
national AIDS programme of the ministry of health, to
combine new knowledge and new information.

Social welfare
The society distributes parcels of food, clothing, some
small household items like mattresses, cooking utensils
and sometimes cash, most of which come from in-kind
donations, or fund-raising. The junior welfare
committee celebrates and feeds elderly people and
children, generally twice a year.

Youth
The society's main youth activities are in service to the
community. The youth division resides mainly within
the primary school system and is closely monitored by
patrons who are teachers and school supervisors.

Unfortunately, maintaining the interest at secondary-
school level has not been successful and remains a
challenge. There are a few cadet groups which are
community-based and -operated.

As the country suffers from one of the highest rates of
HIV/AIDS amongst young people in the Caribbean, a
great deal of effort will be placed on education through
the HIV IAIDS peer education programme in
conjunction with the ministry of health and other
groups .•
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ARC an official basis for inclusion into what is today
the International Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement. In 1919, the ARC was instrumental in
founding the League of Red Cross Societies, now the
International Federation .

.;

American Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1881
1.17 million (2001)
35,720 (2001)
CHF 4.1 billion (2001)

1. National context
The United States consists of 50 states, one district and
a number of dependencies in the Caribbean and Pacific.
Its diverse geography makes it vulnerable to tsunamis,
volcanoes and earthquakes around the Pacific basin;
hurricanes along the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico coasts;
tornadoes in the mid-west and south-east; mudslides in
California; forest fires in the west; and flooding across
the country. The US population is also subject to social
ills affecting other Western nations, including crime,
AIDS, poverty, drug use and environmental problems.
The US has a large, diverse and technologically
advanced economy. Strong economic growth combined
with a low unemployment rate has reduced the poverty
rate as nationally defined to below 13 per cent.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Washington
281.4 million (2000)
US$ 34,100 (2001)
77 years (2001)
7 per 1,000 live births (2001)
99 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation
Mission
The American Red Cross (ARC) is a humanitarian
organization led by volunteers and guided by its
congressional charter and the Fundamental Principles. It
provides relief to victims of disaster and helps people
prevent, prepare for and respond to emergencies.

Legal base
The ARC was founded in 1881 to serve the United
States in peace and in war and during times of disaster
and national calamity. The United States congress
ratified the Geneva Convention in 1882, which gave the
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ARC received its first congressional charter in 1900,
which was updated in 1998. The charter is considered to
be the founding corporate document of the organization
and provides for the existence, charge and governance
of the organization at its highest level. The bylaws of the
American Red Cross, originally adopted in 1905, are the
highest policies and rules under the authority of the
board of governors. The bylaws provide for the
governance ofthe corporation, the structure of the board
of governors and its related entities, and for its
operations. The bylaws take precedence over all other
corporate regulations except the congressional charter.

Under its congressional charter, the ARC maintains a
strong relationship with the government and serves as an
auxiliary in humanitarian services guided by the ARC
mission and the Fundamental Principles.

Constituency
The ARC is the largest humanitarian organization in the
US. It consists of both a national and a chapter sector.
The national sector provides leadership, guidance and
technical assistance to more than 1,000 operating units,
which include local chapters, blood-service regions,
tissue-service areas, stations on US military bases and in
military hospitals worldwide, regional area offices and
national biomedical testing and research laboratories.
Local chapters are the primary deliverers of ARC
services and, in recent years, the ARC has continued to
strengthen the role of its local chapters by merging
many smaller chapters with larger ones, and
restructuring the ways in which all ARC units work
together to deliver humanitarian services. In essence,
this makes local Red Cross units more responsible and
accountable for the delivery of these services to their
respective constituents. This decentralized
responsibility for service delivery, combined with
centralized policy and guidance, enables the ARC to
give immediate, effective, and efficient assistance.

In adherence to the Fundamental Principle of
universality, the ARC guarantees its essential services to
all communities and territories of the US.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The ARC is governed by a 50-member volunteer
national board of governors, which establishes the
policies under which local Red Cross chapters and
blood-service regions across the country and US
territories operate. The US president appoints eight of
the governors, including the chairman; 30 are elected by
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chapter delegates at the organization's annual
convention; and 12 are elected by the board itself as
members-at-Iarge. The president of the United States is
also the honorary chairman of the ARC. The executive
committee is the highest governing body of the ARC
and consists of not less than 12 members from the board
of governors. The chairman presides at all meetings of
the board and is also chairman of the board's executive
committee and ex officio member of all other board
committees, except the audit committee, formed to
assist the board in its work. The board of governors
delegate local governance authority to chapter volunteer
boards of directors to respond to the service delivery
needs of their local communities.

The ARC's president/CEO, a position referred to in
other National Societies as secretary general, is
nominated by the chairman and appointed by the board
of governors. The CEO is responsible for carrying out
the policies and programmes adopted or approved by the
board of governors.

Human resources
The ARC is led by 1.17 million volunteers, of whom 56
per cent are registered and 36 per cent are under the age
of 25. Fifteen per cent of the volunteers are involved in
disaster services, 21 per cent in health and safety, 22 per
cent in biomedical and 28 per cent in youth and
community services. In addition, 8,000 volunteers
support ARC armed forces emergency services as
station volunteers.

There are over 35,700 paid staff of ARC, with 11 per
cent at national headquarters, 46 per cent in the blood
regions and 44 per cent with chapters.

Financial resources
Total ARC operating revenue and gains for fiscal year
2000-200 I was CHF 4.1 billion. Operating funds came
from three primary funding sources: public and private
donations (28 per cent); revenue from products and
services including course fees and sales of blood
components and tissue services (66 per cent); and
investment income (6 per cent). The source of
contributions in anyone year fluctuates dramatically,
depending upon the scope of disaster activities and the
public's response to requests for support.

Expenditure during the same period was CHF 4.06
billion, with biomedical services (CHF 2.5 billion) and
disaster services (CHF 428 million) making up 73 per
cent of total expenses. Eleven per cent of expenses
supported overall administrative and fund-raising costs,
one of the lowest among US charities.

Material resources
The ARC has considerable material resources in
addition to its national and chapter offices. The society
operates an advanced disaster operation centre to
monitor and respond to conditions globally and has a

fleet of specially designed emergency response vehicles
to administer disaster assistance nationwide. The ARC
has nine biomedical testing laboratories and operates the
world's largest blood-research facility. The society is
also placing increasing importance on information
technology. The society has a secured intranet site which
acts as the primary means of communicating up-to-the-
minute news and information to the ARC community,
including field units and paid and volunteer staff.

Organization/planning
The ARC has a corporate strategy department that
provides it with strategic planning, analysis and
performance measurement products and services.
Departments and chapters within the society rely on the
products and services provided by the corporate strategy
department to produce their own strategic and business
plans and indicators that lead to improved operations
and financial sustainability.

To achieve its strategic focus and to align and integrate
the various programmes and activities of the ARC, it has
adopted a long-term strategic planning cycle and an
annual business planning process. The elements of these
planning processes are: three- to five-year strategic plan
development/review; three-year business plan; annual
operating plan and budget; and an annual review of the
planning cycle.

The corporate strategy department also monitors and
evaluates service delivery and financial performance of
all ARC chapters. This information is used by both
chapters and national departments to identify relevant
trends, leverage improvement opportunities and focus
resources on critical areas.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Disaster services
On average, the ARC responds to nearly 73,000
domestic disasters each year. The incidents vary in size
and cause, from house fires affecting one family to large
hurricanes affecting several hundred thousand families,
from tornadoes and floods to explosions and
transportation accidents, and recently, the 11 September
2001 attacks. Over the past four years, the average
annual cost of delivering ARC disaster assistance, which
includes providing victims with shelter, food, direct
financial assistance, health and mental health services,
and referrals to other available resources, has been
approximately CHF 406.8 million a year. (This figure
excludes response to the 11 September attacks.) The
ARC currently has more than 27,000 trained disaster
staff and volunteers available for deployment and
operates a 24-hour disaster operation centre monitoring
activities and supporting relief operations across the US
and around the world.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Dissemination
In 200 I, a nationwide network of 240 ARC instructors
provided courses in international humanitarian law, the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement and other
international service topics to more than 44,000 people.
The ARC programme aims to increase respect for and
enhance the application of the rules of armed conflict by
raising public awareness; increasing knowledge and
influencing policy; and building operational skills and
expertise to increase humanitarian protection and
assistance for people affected by armed conflict

Armed forces emergency services (AFES)
The ARC maintains a long tradition of providing
emergency communications and other services to
military personnel and their families. Each day, the ARC
processes some 3,000 emergency messages providing
notification to US military personnel following the
death or serious illness of a family member, birth of a
child, or other critical family situation. The ARC's
AFES have and will continue to provide humanitarian
relief and peace of mind to the families of servicemen
and women serving around the globe with the US armed
forces. As such these services do not compromise the
neutrality of the Red Cross.

Biomedical services
The ARC is the largest provider of blood services in the
United States, collecting, processing, testing and
distributing more than 6 million units of blood and
blood products to approximately half the hospitals in the
country. The ARC tissue services supplies 10 per cent of
the nation's tissue for transplantation. In addition, the
organization's research and development programme is
studying ways to ensure the ARC's ability to serve the
needs of the American people for safe, reliable blood
and tissues.

Health. safety and community services
In 2000, 11.6 million people were trained in ARC health
and safety courses, including first aid, CPR, water safety
and HIV /AIDS education. Additionally, 2.2 million
people received individual direct services including first
aid/emergency aid stations; immunization clinics; blood
pressure and cholesterol screening; and school health
outreach. Local ARC chapters also provide a diverse set
of services and programmes to meet the needs of
individuals in their communities, including services to
the homeless, the needy, the elderly and patients in
hospitals and nursing homes. Other services are
transportation for the needy, and for people with
handicaps and disabilities, food service programmes and
leadership development programmes for young people.

Tracing and Red Cross messages
In 1905 the ARC was mandated by the US congress to
provide tracing, message and reunion services between
people in the US and their relatives around the world. In
2001, the ARC assisted with more than 3,800 Red Cross
messages, the location of 413 people through tracing
and 1,200 other inquiries and referrals.

The ARC also operates the Holocaust and War Victims
Tracing and Information Center, a national
clearinghouse for people seeking the fates of loved ones
missing since the Holocaust and its aftermath. In
September 2000, the center celebrated its lOth
anniversary. In the last ten years, it has received more
than 30,000 inquiries and helped more than 7,000
people learn the fate of their loved ones. For more than
1,000 people, their loved ones were found alive.
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International activities
In 200 I, international services received funding
totalling CHF 105.6 million through a combination of
public contributions, government and private foundation
grants, and corporate resources. International services
provides services in short-term relief to longer-term
development assistance. As of December 200 I, the ARC
has responded in either cash, kind or personnel to 68
natural and man-made emergencies in 53 countries. This
represents as total ofCHF 28.5 million in cash and relief
supplies and deployment of 20 1 staff overseas. In 2002,
the ARC implements more than 90 development
projects in 45 countries with 90 ARC delegates in the
field working directly with National Societies, as well as
the International Federation and the ICRC.

In providing assistance, the ARC focuses on the areas of
emergency response, disaster planning and
preparedness, primary health care, water and sanitation,
food programming, organizational development, tracing
and Red Cross messages, and the dissemination of IHL.

Relevance/effectiveness
The ARC regularly monitors and evaluates its
programmes and services to ensure they are meeting the
needs and expectations of the public. The ARC's
international activities are closely monitored and
evaluated with increasing emphasis being placed on
results rather than on traditional output measurements.

5. Further information
ARC 2000 Corporate Annual Report
ARC FOCIS Statistics Fiscal Year 2000
Web site: http://www.redcross.org •

http://www.redcross.org
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Uruguayan Red Cross
Founded: 1897
Members/volunteers: 1,000
Staff: 16
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
The crisis that has plagued the country for two decades
has had a very negative impact on certain social
indicators and on income distribution. Despite
Uruguay's slow population growth, job opportunities
are scant. In 1998, the unemployment rate stood at 11
per cent and, in 2001, at 14 per cent. Unemployment
does not affect all groups of workers equally. Young
people and women who are not heads of family are the
worst hit, with 57.1 per cent of young people under 25
and twice as many women as men out of work.

Public expenditure for education is CHF 206 per person
per year and for health is 9.22 per cent of gross domestic
product (CHF 2,125,000) (CHF 708 per inhabitant per
year). The three main causes of death among
Uruguayans are cardiovascular disease (38 per cent),
cancer (22 per cent) and accidents (7 per cent). Public
health covers 44.9 per cent of the population, but 5.6 per
cent of inhabitants have no access to health care and 18
per cent no access to drinking water.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Montevideo
3.27 million (2000)
US$ 6,070 (1998)
74.4 years (1998)
16 per 1,000 live births (1998)
97.6 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Uruguayan Red Cross (URC) is set
out in its statutes which date from 1960. Copies of the
statutes have been distributed to all members. The
statutes are currently under revision and a national
development plan has been prepared. The society enjoys

autonomy and independence, and seems to have a good
public image.

The statutes in the process of approval define the
society's mission as follows: "To provide humanitarian
assistance, prevent and alleviate suffering in all
impartiality, with no distinction as to race, nationality,
class, religious beliefs or political opinions, thus
improving the lives of the most vulnerable people by
mobilizing the power of humanity."

Legal base
Legal personality was granted and ratified by
resolutions of the executive power in 1897, 1899, 1933
and 1946. The current statutes were approved by decree
in 1960 and have remained unchanged since that time.
The society's last general assembly was held in June
2001, and national elections took place most recently in
June 2000.

Constituency
The URC has 18 branches, known as departmental
committees, which cover the entire country. It has
around 1,000 members, about 85 per cent of whom are
women. The main governance bodies are the steering
committee (president, two vice secretaries general,
assistant secretary general, treasurer, assistant treasurer,
accountant and librarian), the central committee (38
members, six ex officio delegates and six internal
delegates) and six commissions covering 16 areas in all.
Thirty of the 38 members of the central committee are
women, and five of the departmental committee
chairmen are men.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The duties of each of the governing bodies are described
in the statutes. The central committee meets once a
month, and the steering committee twice a month.
Delegates ofthe youth committee have attended courses
on leadership in Chile.

Human resources
The society's paid staff consists of ten support staff and
six staff members in the nursing school. The rest of the
personnel at the Uruguayan Red Cross headquarters are
volunteers. All staff in the regional branches are
volunteers, as are the people who work for the various
commissions and programmes. However, the society
requires additional members and human resources.

Financial resources
Annual financial reports are endorsed by a financial
committee but are not audited. The accounting
.department reports monthly to the central committee,
and once a year the balance sheet is submitted to the
general assembly (which meets in June) for its
consideration. The society receives its income from

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Other programmes
The URC's main programmes cover health, education,
relief, youth and dissemination. Financial support has
been received from the Canadian Red Cross for the
programme for the disabled, and from the Norwegian
Red Cross for the AIDS programme. The Spanish Red
Cross is currently lending support for the national
development plan and relief, and the ICRC is supporting
the dissemination commission. Through the Spanish
Red Cross, ECHO has provided Uruguayan flood
victims with material assistance.

members, government contributions (approximately
CHF 2,800 per month) and donations. Income is also
generated by the society's nursing, first-aid and
lifesaving courses. There is no fund-raising plan.

Material resources
The institution owns five vehicles, and one building (its
head office), which is also the site of its main
warehouse. The office is equipped with a computer, fax
machine, telephone and photocopying machine.

Organization/planning
For two years, the society, with financial support from
the Spanish Red Cross and advice from the International
Federation's Southern Cone regional delegation, has
worked to prepare a national development plan. No
vulnerability assessments have been undertaken. SWOT
analyses have been carried out in the institution and in
the regional branches. The society works with other
NGOs, the civil defence and armed forces. It has worked
actively to support flood victims in Honduras.

Partnerships
External support is being sought for the following areas:
implementation of the national development plan; a
building extension project for the nursing school (which
already receives support from the Spanish Red Cross);
the community disaster-education programme (with
regional workshops in the interior of the country); the
programme to create the national human resource
centre; the water safety project; the project to support
the elderly; the programme to include disabled people in
the work force; the youth programme; and the AIDS
prevention programme.

These projects need external funding and advice on
implementation.

4. Performance
Activities
Camalote programme
Together with the Argentine and the Paraguayan Red
Cross, the URC formed part of the Camalote regional
programme (community and institutional development),
which was coordinated by the International Federation's
regional delegation. The programme took place in the
Paysandu and Rio Negro branches. The Swedish Red
Cross has assisted the society by sending clothing and
supporting the Camalote programme.

Youth
The youth section has been developing actrvities in
some of the Uruguayan regional branches as well as in
Montevideo. Most of the activities are undertaken in
schools in Montevideo's suburbs, or entail working with
the elderly, performing community services and
working in shanty towns.
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5. Further information
URC National development plan
URC Statutes
Web site: http://www.uruguay.cruzroja.org/ •

http://www.uruguay.cruzroja.org/
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Venezuelan
Red Cross

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1895
5,000 (2001)
1,500 (2001)
CHF 2 million (1996)

1. National context
Venezuela, a republic of South America, is bordered in
the north by the Caribbean and the Atlantic Ocean, in the
east by Guyana, in the south by Brazil and in the south-
west and west by Colombia. It is a tropical country, with
the varied vegetation of warm and humid climates, and
has great natural potential in the field of renewable solar
energy.

The local currency is the Bolivar. The Venezuelan
economy is mainly based on the oil industry and oil
byproducts. The economy has become increasingly
diversified over the last few decades with exports of
iron, aluminium, carbon, cement and non-traditional
products, such as petrochemicals. Until the beginning
of the 1980s, Venezuela benefited from high revenues
from oil, which enabled the state to increase its
expenditure continually without increasing taxes, thus
providing the population with high standards of living
and a significant improvement of health care and
education.

Some 11.6 per cent of the population under the age of 15
suffers from malnutrition, and 83 per cent of urban
population and 80 per cent of rural population have
drinking water in their homes or within easy reach.

Venezuela is subject to various types of natural
disasters, and several geological faults cut across the
country. The country also regularly experiences floods
and landslides.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:

Caracas
24.4 million (2000)
US$ 3,530 (1998)
72.4 years (1998)

Infant mortality rate: 21 per 1,000 live births (1998)
Adult illiteracy rate: 92 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Venezuelan Red Cross (VRC) is a humanitarian,
volunteer-based and non-profit organization; its mission
is therefore to provide assistance irrespective of race,
political or religious beliefs or financial situation to all
human beings in need. Its vision is based on ensuring
effective work for the benefit of all those who require its
services. Therefore it must "maintain and improve the
quality and quantity of the services it provides, whilst
always endeavouring to make them more accessible to
the most vulnerable communities; establish strategic
partnerships with similar institutions, with an aim to
reinforcing social and community-based programmes;
stimulate creativity with a view to better use of human,
technological and financial resources, using it for the
various community-based projects".

The statutes are consistent with the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement and volunteers are familiar
with this information. Relations between the government
and the Venezuelan Red Cross are based on mutual respect
and cooperation in assisting the most vulnerable people.
The society therefore has no difficulty in maintaining its
independence and autonomy. The Venezuelan Red Cross
drafted the national development plan. It is currently
endeavouring to find funding for institutional
development. The plan covers a period of five years.

Legal base
The VRC was founded in 1895 and recognized by the
ICRC the following year; it became a member of the
League (now the International Federation) in 1919. Its
statutes are based on the 12· conditions required for
acceptance as a National Society at that time; they were
revised in 1996 and approved at the end of 1997.
Elections take place every two years, in accordance with
the society's statutes.

Constituency
The Venezuelan Red Cross has managed to strengthen
its representation in the country, with 23 sectional
offices (seccionales) and seven subcommittees, and is
thus present in most of the national territory. It had
5,000 members in 2001, of whom 90 per cent were
active volunteers, both young and middle-aged, with
both sexes being equally represented.

The supreme body of the Red Cross at the national level
is the national convention, in compliance with all
committees recognized by the society, which meet every
year. The national management cornmittee consists of
the sectional executive committee "distrito federal", the
president of each committee and the national directors
of each department of the Movement.
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utmost to increase funding for its usual activities. Six
people work in the finance department at headquarters
in Caracas, and take care of annual accounts. Both
internal and external accounts are audited.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The duties of each of the members of the institution are
clearly defined: the members of the executive
committee are volunteers who are not paid at all,
whereas some of the directors and the administrative
staff receive a salary. All executive committees meet
once a week; the national management committee meets
four times a year and the national convention takes place
once a year. Training courses are managed by most of
the sectional offices and the International Federation's
regional delegation manages official courses.

Human resources
The society's centre of operations, whose headquarters
are in Caracas, employs staff in three fields: the VRC,
the Carlos J. Bello hospital and the university school of
nursing (Escuela Universitaria de Enfermeria),
amounting to a total of 253 members of office staff,
assistants and professionals.

The personnel employed for each of the sectional offices
depends on the level of development. Sectional offices
usually employ between 20 and 200 people, and the total
number of employees in the country is approximately
I, I 00.

The salary scale is established in accordance with the
law on civil service wages, which are lower than wages
in the private sector.

Competition with other institutions that offer better
working conditions is a genuine challenge to keeping
qualified personnel. Volunteers play an active role in
developing new ideas and carrying out various
activities. Volunteers belong to the following groups:
health; social welfare; relief; youth; dissemination and
communication; tracing; and the university school of
nursing.

Financial resources
The society'S total expenditure in 1996 was CHF
2,016,000. The government does not support the
institution financially. The VRC's main source of
income is its system of medical care at various levels,
ranging from primary care to hospital care. Other
sources of income are specific donations, income from
buildings, interest payments and income from dental
programmes. In addition, members, benefactors and
private firms make donations to the institution. Several
sectional offices also carry out self-financing
programmes through the fund-raising department, and
organize activities such as concerts, bazaars, corporate
trips, first-aid courses, sales of flannels and key rings,
etc.

The Venezuelan Red Cross is continuing with its plans
relating to fund-raising at the national level, doing its
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Material resources
The VRC owns a building in Caracas, as well as a
hospital of 120 beds with a modern infrastructure and
advanced technology. This building is home to the
administrative offices, the executive committee and the
offices of several national directors. Most of the
sectional offices own buildings where they have set up
their own operational centres. Nationwide there are five
hospitals and 33 health centres, 60 per cent of which are
equipped with vehicles and ambulances.

4. Performance
Activities
Health care
This is the society's key programme. The infrastructure
consists often hospitals and 33 health centres, which all
serve as centres for external consultations and clinical
laboratories and provide all types of health care. It is
therefore the main private hospital network in the
country.

The society plays an active role in providing health care,
taking part in programmes set up by the health and
social development ministry.

The VRC's department of health and social welfare is
the cornerstone of all its activities. It manages all
policies to be followed nationwide with regard to health-
care establishments and programmes aimed at
improving the health and well-being of the community,
in particular for the most vulnerable people. This
department also provides primary health care through
the HIV /AIDS programme, psychological support,
finding voluntary blood donors, and water and
sanitation.

First aid and prevention
The society cooperates with the central government to
provide first aid when disasters occur. Over the last few
years, natural events have had catastrophic effects on the
population, the worst being the floods of December
1999, which affected several states in the country and
caused a great number of victims and displaced people.
The VRC immediately took action and was able to count
on the support of the International Federation and the
American, Dutch, French, German, Italian and Spanish
National Societies, amongst others, as well as on
contributions from other National Societies who
responded to the International Federation's appeal. The
response from the countries members of the
International Federation was very positive and the
European Union also provided support.
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The relief programme mainly undertakes preventive and
operational work III emergencies and disasters,
particularly focusing on preparing communities and
populations that are at risk, through training of the relief
units throughout the nation, with personnel qualified in
the fields of community-based education for disaster
prevention, assessment of damage and study of needs,
managing humanitarian aid, primary health care,
managing conflictual situations and pre-hospital care.

Tracing
The Red Cross's national department for tracing aims at
assisting families to reunite when they have been
separated by war, natural disasters or other unexpected
situations. After the tragedy in Venezuela at the end of
1999, the International Federation and the American and
Colombian Red Cross provided support to the
department to enable it to strengthen its activities and
manage to deal successfully with 90 per cent of the
cases it was faced with.

Training
The VRC's university college of nursery is in charge of
training nursing personnel through to the university of
nursing's advanced technical level (nivel Tecnico
Superior Universitaria en Enfermeria) .A post-graduate
course in IHL was also offered in 1996. Itwas organized
by the University of Santa Maria with financial support
from the ICRC. The national department for
dissemination and communication aims at
disseminating the institution's values and Fundamental
Principles throughout the country, through policies that
the institution supports.

Youth
The main purpose of the national department of the
youth Red Cross is to train young people aged between
six and 26 to carry out cultural, social and ecological
activities, in accordance with the principles that the Red
Cross and Red Crescent promote.

'"Volunteers
Volunteers are still the backbone of the Venezuelan Red
Cross. The VRC's national department of volunteers is
responsible for coordinating volunteers and finds,
selects, manages and trains human resources who,
through volunteer work, are active in working for the
benefit of the most vulnerable people.

Relevance/effectiveness
The Venezuelan Red Cross's main achievements have
been in medical care and developing communities, in
the fields of health, water and sanitation, disaster
preparedness, integration of the work force and gender
issues, activities that have all been carried out
effectively. Nevertheless, this has led to an imbalance,
as many of its human and financial resources are used
for health care and subsequently other fields of activity
are neglected.

5. Further information
VRC national development plan (Plan nacional de
desarrollo de la CRV) (1999)
VRC contingency plan (Plan de Contingencia de la
CRV) (2001)
Web site: http://www.venezuela.cruzroja.org!.
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Afghan Red Crescent Society

GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

US$ 700 (1998)
45.5 years
152 per 1,000 live births
30.5 per cent

Afghan
Red Crescent Society
Founded: 1934
Members/volunteers: 10,000
Staff: 1,200
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
Afghanistan is a landlocked country with an area of
636,270 square kilometres, bordering the central Asian
republics to the north, Iran to the west and Pakistan to
the south and east. The north-east tip touches China. The
country has a population of about 26 million of whom
more that 2.4 million are nomadic tribesmen. The US-
led military intervention in October 2001 in Afghanistan
marks the fourth phase in the country's 23-year-old civil
war. In every phase, foreign powers have intensified the
conflict by supporting one side against another.
Afghanistan'S economy is in a state of collapse.

The country has been hit by a severe and protracted
drought, which started in 1999 and has lasted until the
present time. This drought has halved crop production
and depleted livestock herds. A ban on opium production,
the cessation of trade via Pakistan and massive
population displacement has exhausted what coping
capacity was left among families and civil society. The
key economic institutions of state such as central bank,
treasury, tax collection and customs, civil service, law
and order and the judicial system are extremely weak or
simply missing. Basic infrastructure such as roads,
bridges, irrigation, canals, telecommunications and
electricity have been destroyed. It has the lowest child
survival rate and the second highest maternal mortality
rate in the world. Only about 70 per cent of its children
survive to the age of five.

Afghanistan, which has always been at bottom of the
poverty and social indicator rankings of countries, is
now considered the poorest state in the world.

Capital:
Population:

Kabul
25.29 million (2000)
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2. Foundation
Legal base
The Afghan Red Crescent Society (ARCS) was founded
in April 1934. In October 1951, the society adopted its
constitution, which has democratic provisions for
membership, the election of the general assembly,
central committee, and provincial and local branch
committees and managing board. Prevailing conditions
in the country for the past two decades have meant that
at present the society does not have members, a general
assembly, committees or boards at any level.

Constituency
The organization and activities of the ARCS cover the
territory of the entire country. There are active branches
in 31 out of 32 provinces. There are approximately
10,000 volunteers and 1,200 staff members throughout
the country.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The positions of the president and secretary general of
the National Society are currently held by one person,
appointed by the head of the government. This is a
salaried position. The president/secretary general
appoints two vice presidents and all management and
subordinate staff. A small advisory board, composed of
salaried members, advise the president/secretary general
on his day-to-day functions.

Financial resources
Accurate information on the ARCS's financial resources
is not available. The society is fully dependent
financially on the International Federation and the ICRC
for maintaining its core structure and implementation of
programmes.

Partnerships
The International Federation and the ICRC are the main
partners of the ARCS. The International Federation's
delegation was established in Afghanistan in 1991. In
mid-September 2001, the International Federation along
with the ICRC had to evacuate its international staff
from Afghanistan. In the following months and often
under difficult circumstances, the ARCS continued its
operations with the support of the International
Federation's national staff. In December 2001, delegates
were able to return to the country. There are currently 20
expatriate delegates. There are subdelegations in Mazar-
i-Sharif, Kandahar, Jalalabad and Herat. The delegation
employs 115 local staff of whom 58 are based in Kabul.
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The National Societies of Australia, Canada, Denmark,
Finland, Germany, Japan, Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom and United States
traditionally support the ARCS through the International
Federation. The ARCS also maintains bilateral relations
with the National Societies of Iran, Qatar, Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates.

4. Performance
Activities
The ARCS is the only national humanitarian
organization in Afghanistan with the ability to work
with all ethnic groups and through its services reach out
to Afghanistan's women.

Disaster response
The overall objective is to strengthen the ARCS's ability
to reduce the impact of natural calamities, particularly
floods, drought and earthquake on vulnerable
communities. To achieve this objectives, the following
activities are carried out.

Monitoring the impact of drought: recruiting, training
and equipping community-based first aid (CBFA)
volunteers in order to build a basic health surveillance
system. Currently, there are about 10,000 CBFA
volunteers throughout the country. In addition, there are
five mobile health teams, conducting nutritional
surveys, and collecting data on water and food security.
They also provide preventive and curative community
health care to vulnerable communities. These teams
focus particularly on women and children in drought-
stricken areas and on health education in nutrition,
family planning, immunization, breastfeeding and
hygiene.

Water and sanitation: construction of culturally
acceptable latrines and wells, and the strengthening of
water and sanitation capacity of the ARCS.

Relief and shelter: distribution of basic non-food items
like tents, tarpaulins, plastic sheets, blankets and
cooking utensils to vulnerable and distressed families.

Disaster preparedness (DP): the overall objective of the
DP programme is to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the ARCS disaster preparedness system
with a view to reducing the impact of natural disasters
on communities and their subsequent dependency on
humanitarian aid. DP-oriented training and workshops
at all district, provincial and national levels, stockpiling
of DP non-food items and development of emergency
response teams constitute the major DP activities.

Health and care
The ARCS implements an integrated primary health-
care programme, with a three-pronged approach,
consisting of a basic health care (clinic support),

mother-and-child health care (MCR) and a community-
based first aid/youth component.

Basic health care: the ARCS runs 48 outpatient clinics in
different parts of the country, providing curative
services such as case management, supplying essential
medicines, preventive health-care services (such as
vaccination, health education and routine collection of
epidemiological data) and organizing health education
in group and individual sessions on common health
problems, hygiene and sanitation.

MCR: in more than half of the clinics, MCR services are
provided with special emphasis on disease prevention,
health promotion, birth spacing and promotion of
reproductive health. Several TBAs (traditional birth
attendants) based around each clinic promote and carry
out community-based reproductive health services.

CBFA and youth programme: the CBFA/youth
programme, with a network of trained, equipped and
motivated community and teacher volunteers, carries
out community health and referral services. For the past
five years, about 10,000 such CBFAlyouth volunteers
have been trained and deployed. The programme
continues with 2,400 new volunteers every year.

Emergency mobile units: with the phasing out of the
drought relief programme, the mobile health teams are
being integrated into several emergency mobile units
with necessary personnel, equipment, medicines and
vehicles for immediate mobilization in the event of an
emergency. During times of relative normalcy, each of
these units will function as integrated mobile health
teams and render much-needed health services in rural
areas.

Organizational and resource development
The ARCS, with the support of the International
Federation, is engaged in replacing its lost capacities
and in strengthening its management structures to
enable it to respond more effectively to the needs of the
most vulnerable. Concurrently, the society undertakes
diverse activities to develop its human, material and
financial resources .•
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Australian Red Cross

Principles of the International Red Cross and Red
Crescent Movement.

Australian Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1914
129,075 (2001)
920 (2001)
CHF 247.6 million (2001)

1. National context
Australia is the world's smallest continent covering
7,686,850 square kilometres and is situated between the
Indian Ocean and the South Pacific Ocean. The sixth-
largest country in the world, its political system is
democratic, divided into a federal-state system
consisting of six states and two territories. Its legal
system is based on English common law. Australia has a
prosperous Western-style capitalist economy, with a per
capita GDP at the level of the four dominant West
European economies. Rich in natural resources,
Australia is a major exporter of agricultural products,
minerals, metals and fossil fuels. With their modem
industrialized economy and welfare state, Australians
generally enjoy a good standard of living. The
population ethnic groups consist of Caucasian 92 per
cent, Asian 7 per cent and Aboriginal and other 1 per
cent. Aboriginal issues such as land rights and health
continue to remain high on the national agenda.
Cardiovascular disease, cancer and injuries from road
accidents are the most common cause of population
decline.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Canberra
19.4 million (2001)
US$ 12,064 (2000)
79.9 years (2001)
4.97 per 1,000 live births (2001)
99 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Australian Red Cross (ARC) has a clear mission
statement that is set out in the society's annual report. In
all its humanitarian activities in Australia and overseas,
the Australian Red Cross is guided by the Fundamental
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The ARC has a cooperative and productive relationship
with the Australian government, specifically in the areas
of international humanitarian law (IHL), refugees and
asylum seekers, along with a number of the society's
domestic health and care programmes. The Australian
Red Cross has never experienced any major difficulties
in maintaining a position of autonomy and
independence in its relationship with the government.

The Australian public sees the Australian Red Cross as a
respectable organization with a long tradition of
community service. Surveys indicate that the ARC is
most often identified with its blood service and
international disaster relief.

Legal base
The Australian Red Cross complies with all relevant
domestic legislation in areas such as international
humanitarian law, first aid, health and safety services,
disaster services, blood donors, blood products, and
youth and education programmes.

Formed as a branch of the British Red Cross in 1914, the
ARC was incorporated by royal charter in 1941. The
charter and rules have been amended several times, the
latest amendments being in 1999. These 1999 changes
represent a further milestone in the organizational
development of the society.

Under the old constitution, the national council bore full
legal responsibility for all activities of the society, yet
did not have the power to set policy for most domestic
activities. Such power rested with the state offices
(divisions). Under the new arrangements, these
divisions retain responsibility for delivery of the
domestic operations for the society, but must now
operate within policy guidelines established by the
national executive, under delegated authority from the
council, in areas that the national executive decides are
of national significance.

In addition to aligning the national executive's powers
with its already existing legal responsibilities, the new
structure also enables the society to tackle national
issues in a more coordinated manner, without detracting
from the ability of divisions to meet the particular needs
of their own communities.

The 87th annual general meeting of the national council
and its elections were held in November 200 I.

Constituency
Until the Second World War, the society continued to be
organized largely on a state basis under state divisions of
the society. Now the society comprises a national office
in Melbourne, which represents the ARC in national and
international affairs, and eight divisional offices in each
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state and territory, which are responsible for membership,
fund-raising and the provision of services within state or
territory boundaries. Since 1996, the blood service has
been centralized under a separate operating division,
known as the Australian Red Cross blood service.
Australian Red Cross has 1,180 branches around the
country, 41,673 members and over 87,402 volunteers.

There is an active Australian Red Cross youth and
education services programme, which is aimed at
involving people under 25 in a variety of Red Cross
activities. These activities range from first aid and
community services to fund-raising and learning about
humanitarian values. In 200 I, Red Cross youth
membership (including junior Red Cross) numbered
18,883.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The governance structure of the Australian Red Cross
consists of a national council and a national executive.
The national council has 30 members consisting of a
national chairman, national vice chairman and national
honorary treasurer (these three positions comprise the
national office bearers), the chairmen of each of the
eight state/territory divisions, elected additional
representatives from each of the divisions, a youth
representative, and up to six vice presidents. This
council meets once a year and is responsible for setting
the overall direction of Australian Red Cross.

The national executive consists of the national office
bearers, the chairman of each division and the national
youth representative. This body meets ten times a year
and is responsible for the development of policy,
forward strategic planning and the financial well-being
of the organization and monitoring progress.

A secretary general and deputy secretary general are
responsible to both the executive and council for
national development and operations, and eight
divisional executive directors of the divisions are
responsible for operations within the states and
territories. In the latter case they have divisional
councils and executives, which have the policy and
oversight responsibilities in the divisions.

Human resources
The national office has 66 full-time staff including a
secretary general and deputy secretary general. At any
one time, up to ten volunteers may be working in the
national office on various projects for anyone of the 16
different departments. The Australian Red Cross
experiences little difficulty in attracting and retaining
high-quality and dedicated staff.

Nationally, the society has approximately 920 full-time
staff and 87,402 volunteers. The volunteers work in a

wide variety of programmes including "door knocking"
during the annual Red Cross "calling" appeal, refugee
and displaced people reception and tracing assistance,
registration of victims/evacuees during disasters,
delivery of "meals on wheels" to the homes of the aged
and younger people with disabilities, the provision of
first aid for sporting events, public gatherings and
during natural or other disasters, a variety of youth-
related activities and in many areas of fund-raising,
library and archive services. This is only a small sample
of the wide variety of activities that volunteers
undertake for Australian Red Cross.

The Australian Red Cross blood service has around
2,000 equivalent full-time staff and 467,167 voluntary
blood donors. In addition, a dedicated team of 2,000
volunteers assists in a range of services such as
providing refreshments to donors at mobile collections,
follow-up phone calls to new donors, distribution of
publicity materials and coordinating donor sessions in
regional areas.

Financial resources
In 2001, the total expenditure of Australian Red Cross
was just over CHF 247.6 million. The society produces
annual audited accounts. Aside from the blood services,
approximately 47 per cent of the annual budget is raised
locally, while 53 per cent comes from government
grants. Fund-raising activities include balls, Red Cross
"calling", street collections and "door knocks", raffies,
special events and sponsorships.

Material resources
The society owns its national office building located in
Melbourne and the state/territory offices. The divisions
have vehicles either as fleets or individual vehicles. The
number varies. There are also disaster response and
first-aid trailers. In some states/territories there are also
regional offices, owned by Australian Red Cross.

Organization/planning
The ARC began a thorough process of self-examination
in November 1993, and as with the business and public
sectors, such a process has become one of continuous
improvement.

The change process has culminated in a more efficient
and effective governance structure; considerable
investment in management information systems
including a national database; the centralizing of key
fund-raising functions; and the examination of criteria
for the selection of services and quality control.

There is an agreed ARC strategic plan from which the
divisions and the national office of the society develop
individual operational plans. Vulnerability and capacity
assessments are undertaken predominantly at a divisional
level given their direct community and client contact.
However, there are instances at a national level where
vulnerability and capacity assessments are also used.
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consistent and recognizable image for Australian Red
Cross first-aid courses and training resources.Partnerships

Australian Red Cross works in partnership with a
number of state and national corporations, particularly
in relation to youth and education services, first aid,
health and safety, and tracing programmes. These
programmes benefit from additional resources as a
result of the partnerships. Relationships with various
government departments are also essential to the work
of the society. The Australian government's aid agency,
AusAID, supports a number of Australian Red Cross
projects internationally, while the department of
immigration and multicultural and indigenous affairs
(DIMIA) works with the ARC domestically to assist
asylum seekers. The department of health and aged
care is also strong in its support of the society
domestically. Australia's attorney general's department
provides financial support to the international
humanitarian law programme and is a member, along
with the department of foreign affairs and trade and the
Australian defence force, on the society's national IHL
committee. Forging partnerships is a key activity of the
society.

The ARC is an active member of the International
Federation. In 1997, Australian Red Cross completed
eight years of membership of the International
Federation's Executive Council. In 1998, the society
hosted an international meeting of the Group of 24
National Societies in Sydney and participated in the 5th
Asia and Pacific Regional Conference in Viet Nam.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Disaster preparedness and relief
The ARC's disaster services playa vital support role to
state and territory emergency management agencies. It
operates the national registration and inquiry system,
and provides other services such as personal support,
catering and first aid - both for those affected by disaster
and for emergency management personnel. Some state
and territory offices also help those affected by "single
incident" emergencies such as house fires. A major
highlight for 2001 was the finalization of the Australian
Red Cross Disaster Services Handbook, a new resource
for all agencies undertaking the training, management
and deployment of volunteers and staff during
emergencies.

First aid
The ARC continues as a leading provider of first-aid
services across the country, offering a range of quality-
accredited courses and first-aid products with the
ongoing support of corporate partners. In 2001 the first-
aid, health and safety (FHS) service was awarded both
state and national Australian marketing awards for
excellence .. These prestigious awards recognized the
efforts of all FHS staff and volunteers in promoting a
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Blood
Since 1929, the society has been responsible for the
collection, processing and distribution of blood and
blood-related products throughout Australia. In 1996,
the Australian Red Cross blood service was established
as a separate division of the ARC with the aim of
managing and coordinating Australia's blood services.
In 2001, The Australian Red Cross blood service
collected 972,702 blood donations, an increase of 0.8
per cent on the previous year.

Social welfare
The Australian Red Cross provides a range of
community services, most being delivered by trained
volunteers in keeping with its principle of voluntary
service. These services reach its to a diverse range of
clients in responding to local needs, and include a soup
patrol and a night cafe, both for homeless youth;
transport services to urgent medical appointments; the
acclaimed MATES programme for people living with
mental illness; respite and home support for the socially
isolated and frail; a young women's health programme
for pregnant under-18s and their babies; and Telecross,
a phone call service to alleviate loneliness and isolation
for the elderly, frail and bedridden.

Message and tracing
There is a well-established tracing service with
operations in each state/territory coordinated by the
national office. This offers Red Cross messages where
appropriate, tracing services and family reunification.

Refugee services
On behalf of the Australian government, the ARC runs
an asylum seeker assistance scheme, providing financial
assistance to people in the Australian community
seeking refugee status within Australia, while they are
awaiting the government decision. From this a number
of refugee and asylum seeker support services have
developed, including assistance with resettlement within
Australia. There is also an established immigration
detention service providing support and assistance to
immigration detainees.

IHL dissemination
The Australian Red Cross shares with the Australian
government responsibility for promoting and
disseminating IHL within Australia. There is a full-time
IHL officer at the national office and IHL officers in
each of the divisions. The society runs a very
comprehensive programme of dissemination activities
including seminars and conferences, some of which
include international participants. It also supports the
Australian Red Cross chair of IHL at the University of
Melbourne. To help the work of the international
humanitarian law departments, the Australian Red Cross
also maintains a comprehensive international
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humanitarian law collection, which is held III the
national resource centre at the national office.

Relevance/effectiveness
As part of its commitment to continuous improvement,
the Australian Red Cross has undertaken a number of
reviews of services and programmes including a
national review of first aid, health and safety activities
to identify areas needing improvement and where best-
practice procedures could be reinforced on a more
consistent, national basis and a national community
services review.

International activities
In 2001, Australian Red Cross's expenditure on
international activities totalled CHF 15.5 million. The
society has a strong relationship with AusAid and is
successful in obtaining funds both for emergency
appeals and long-term development programmes. The
Australian public also donates significant funds to the
Red Cross through public appeals.

The ARC has an extensive HIV /AIDS peer education
programme operating on a bilateral basis across south-
east Asia and China. It also has programmes in the areas
of institutional development, health and/or disaster
preparedness in Cambodia, East Timor, Indonesia,
Myanmar, Mongolia, Papua New Guinea, Viet Nam and
the Pacific. The Australian Red Cross supports the
International Federation's regional delegations in the
Pacific and south-east Asia through cash, personnel and
technical support.

In the past year, Australian Red Cross delegates carried
out 100 missions in 43 countries around the world. Of
these, 57 were with the ICRC, 32 with the International
Federation and 11 with Australian Red Cross bilateral
projects. The society conducts two basic training
courses for delegates each year.

5. Further information
Annual report 2000-2001
Action Abroad - detailed magazine on overseas
activities (published three times a year)
First aid manual and newsletters
Youth newsletters
Web site: http.z/www.redcross.org.au/js

Bangladesh
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1973
300,000 (2001)
1,917 (2001)
CHF 2.3 million (2001)

1. National context
After a devastating liberation war, Bangladesh became
independent in 1971. The country continues to rely on
international aid. Bangladesh has the highest density of
population (965 inhabitants/square kilometre) of all the
countries in the world. With a population of over 134
million, more than half of whom live below the poverty
line, Bangladesh is one of the poorest countries in the
world and it ranks 132nd among world nations on the
United Nations' Human Development Index (2001).
With a population growth rate of 1.7 per cent per year,
the population is forecast to double in about 40 years.
Approximately 80 per cent of the people live in rural
areas. Poverty and the expending population density
render millions of people extremely vulnerable to
environmental disaster. Accordingly, alleviating
poverty is the country's primary national development
objective.

Agricultural production lies at the heart of the country's
economy, with cultivation of rice the single most
important activity in rural areas. Major impediments to
growth include frequent cyclones and floods, a rapidly
growing labour force that cannot be absorbed by
agriculture, inadequate power supplies, markets and
infrastructure and slow implementation of economic
reforms.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Dhaka
134.6 million (2001)
US$ 360 (2001)
58.9 years (2001)
58 per 1000 live birth (1999)
43.1 per cent (1999)
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Bangladesh Red Crescent Society

executive authority. The secretary general acts under the
guidance of the board and on the chairman's directives.

2. Foundation

Mission
The mission of the Bangladesh Red Crescent Society
(BDRCS) - "To transform the BDRCS into a well-
functioning National Society, independent, relevant,
effective and efficient in addressing vulnerability in the
country by mobilizing the power of humanity" - is
written in its constitution and reflects the Fundamental
Principles. The BDRCS is recognized as the most
important relief organization in the country. Being a
government auxiliary, it enjoys a preferential status and
is held in high esteem as a neutral organization.

Legal base
The origins of BDRCS date to the 1920s when the British
Red Cross was active in the area. The Bengal branch of
the Indian Red Cross was then formed which later became
a provincial branch of the Pakistan Red Cross, finally
becoming the Bangladesh Red Cross Society following
the country's independence in 1971. The BDRCS was
legally recognized through a presidential order in 1973.
The same year, the society received recognition from the
ICRC and was admitted to the International Federation.
The constitution was updated in 1989, when the society
changed its name from Bangladesh Red Cross to
Bangladesh Red Crescent Society.

The presidential order of 1973 has since been modified
several times, most recently in 1990. A BDRCS
subcommittee has been formed with members of the
managing board to propose amendments to the statutes to
bring more dynamism to the governance and
management of the society. A legal status agreement is at
the final stage of being signed between the International
Federation and the government of Bangladesh.

The last annual general meeting of the BDRCS took
place in December 2001.

Constituency
The BDRCS has 68 units (branches) covering all the
administrative districts of the country and the major
metropolitan cities. The society has a large volunteer
base, with a total of approximately 300,000
members/volunteers. Over half the volunteers are youth
members. Women, as in most organizations in
Bangladesh, are not sufficiently represented (about 14
per cent of total membership).

3. Capacity

Leadership
The president of Bangladesh is ex officio the president
of the BDRCS. He appoints the chairman of the society
to be the chief executive for a three-year term, which
may be extended for one extra term. The organizational
system is centralized and the chairman has much of the
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The main governing body is the managing board
comprising the chairman, vice chairman, treasurer and
12 elected members. The current management board
was appointed in November 200 I. The board meets on a
monthly basis.

The general body consists of the chairman, vice
chairman, treasurer, managing board members, two
delegates from each unit and a representative from the
ministries of defence, social welfare, disaster
management and relief, and health and family welfare.
The office bearers and members of the governing board
serve in an honorary capacity. The vice chairman, the
treasurer and 12 members of the managing board are
elected by the society's annual general meeting from
amongst the delegates present for three years
commencing from the first day of January of the year
following the general election, but they cannot be elected
for more than two consecutive terms in the same office.

The units have their own executive committees with a
vice chairman and a secretary to manage the affairs of
the unit. The unit executive committees act relatively
independently but most of the activities depend on
allocations from headquarters or inclusion in
development programmes. Units that have ongoing
community-based disaster preparedness (CBDP) or
organizational development programmes are assisted in
programme management by a unit officer from
headquarters.

Human resources
In 2001, the BDRCS had a total of 1,917 staff, of whom
654 are work at the national headquarters. The cyclone
preparedness programme employs 166 people, while
another 1,038 are employed at the Red Crescent hospital
in Dhaka.

With 77,532 youth members, 27,000 life members,
33,000 trained, disciplined and experienced cyclone
preparedness programme volunteers, and 700 well-
trained CBDP squad members, the BDRCS has become
a strong and resourceful organization in the field of
relief and rehabilitation. Volunteer training includes
rescue operations, first aid, needs assessment and
distribution of relief, community organization,
participatory planning for community development, and
low-cost sanitation and arsenic mitigation.

Material resources
The society owns three commercial buildings and a
shopping complex in Dhaka, as well as two warehouses
and about 25 acres of land. It also runs 74 health
institutions including five general hospitals, three
outdoor clinics, two eye clinics, 60 mother-and-child
health centres, two blood centres, a nursing school and a
few schools, most of which are housed on the society's
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own land. It manages, some with active community
participation, 149 cyclone shelters built mostly after the
1991 cyclone. Some units have shopping complexes,
warehouses and shops to let. The society currently has a
fleet of 48 operational vehicles.

Financial resources
The society produces annual accounts. In 2001, its total
expenditure was approximately CHF 2.27 million. The
total income from internal sources stood at CHF 1.45
million, with the highest income (CHF 1 million)
coming from the Red Crescent lottery. The BDRCS
received total grants for projects (excluding the fund
received by the International Federation for flood and
other relief activities) of CHF 3 million. The ICRC's
contribution during 2001 was CHF 50,000. Other
foreign donors included the British, German, Japanese
and Swedish Red Cross Societies, and other
organizations.

Major items of internal expenditure include the lottery,
running costs, and health care and family welfare
activities through hospitals, mother-and-child health and
blood centres.

There was a budget deficit ofCHF 468,355 at the end of
2001. Cumulative financial liability at the end of the
year for the society was CHF 2.17 million.

Organization/planning
The Bangladesh Red Crescent Society faces serious
challenges in seeking to develop the capability to
discharge its mandate and respond effectively to the
needs of the vulnerable. In 1995, a comprehensive
external evaluation of the society's institutional
capacities and structures emphasized as a priority the
separation of the functions of governance and
management. It recommended corporate measures for
the reorganization and strengthening of management
structures and the introduction of systems and
procedures to improve transparency, accountability and
performance at all organizational levels.

Under its five-year plan of action, the BDRCS seeks to
modernize its governance functions, decentralize
decision-making processes, introduce a new financial
management system, develop human resources and
strengthen the capacities of both newly created and
established departments at headquarters and the
branches. It has become increasingly clear that the
countrywide mandate of the society requires a strategy
focusing strongly on the institutional development and
disaster preparedness of all 68 branches, as disasters are
likely to occur in all districts.

Partnerships
The BDRCS works in cooperation with the relevant
ministries in each of its main programme areas. There is
particularly close cooperation in the cyclone preparedness
programme. The Japanese Red Cross supports the primary

health-care programme in Khulna and Barisal districts
(until March 2002). The German Red Cross supports the
south-eastern community health project and assists in the
implementation of a CBDP programme in 31 cyclone
shelters in Cox's Bazar covering 9,855 families (90,000
people) directly and 120,000 people indirectly The
American Red Cross, through the International
Federation, supports a community health project in Dhaka
division. The ICRC supports tracing, information and
dissemination activities, while the Italian Red Cross
supports the blood programme.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief
Bangladesh, being a highly disaster-prone country, is
frequently affected by floods, cyclones, tornadoes,
drought and tidal surges. These disasters cause loss of
lives and devastation to resources every year. In 2001,
river erosion along the major river basins was a major
problem, as was a tidal surge in August in the coastal
districts and massive flooding in south-western districts
in late September. In 2001, natural disasters affected
3,832,100 people.

Disaster preparedness
The BDRCS has two disaster preparedness programmes.
The first, the CBDP programme, aims at developing the
capacity of headquarters, the branches and vulnerable
communities in all high-risk, disaster-prone districts of
Bangladesh to respond effectively to any kind of disaster.
The second, the cyclone preparedness programme (CPP),
aims at creating a system of effective, well-trained and
equipped community-based volunteers for awareness,
warning, rescue, first aid and relief in the most cyclone-
prone areas in the coastal belt. As part of its disaster
preparedness, the society has so far constructed 153
cyclone shelters.

Health services
The BDRCS runs 60 mother-and-child centres and nine
hospitals and clinics, which treated over 445,783
patients and conducted almost 6,280 deliveries during
2001. The Holy Family hospital in Dhaka, which is run
on a semi-autonomous basis, treated approximately
150,000 patients in 2001.

Blood
The BDRCS blood centre in Dhaka was established in
1981 with the support of the Finnish Red Cross. In 1983,
a five-year development plan was introduced for the
centre with the technical support of the Japanese Red
Cross. It is now 90 per cent self-financing and caters for
about 50 per cent of the country's needs. Another three
centres have already been established in Jessore, Sylhet
and Chittagong districts. While the Dhaka centre is
undergoing further improvement with Italian Red Cross
assistance until 2003.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Organizational development
An organizational development programme for
headquarters and 15 units was initiated in 1997 as part
of a five-year strategic plan. From 1998 to 2001,
considerable progress was made in the institutional
development of headquarters, in accordance with the
recommendations put forward in various reports
towards meeting the criteria of a "well-functioning
National Society". All institutional development
activities are monitored and coordinated by the BDRCS
department of planning and development. As per the
development plan, another 12 units are now part of the
institutional development programme.

Refugees
The BDRCS is providing food rations and other relief
items to 21,000 refugees from Myanmar who remain in
the Cox's Bazar district. The society was previously
providing food rations for refugees who have returned to
the Chittagong Hill Tracts region from India following
the 1997 peace agreement.

Chittagong Hill Tracts Programme
On 2 December 1997, a historic peace accord was
signed between the government of Bangladesh and the
representatives of the tribal communities in the
Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT). Soon after the accord was
signed, various national and international organizations
expressed their interest in becoming involved in
different development activities of the CHT. But,
unfortunately, even after two years of the peace treaty,
hardly any organizations came forward to fulfil their
commitments. In such a situation, the BDRCS,
according to its humanitarian mandate, decided to be a
partner in the development activities of the CHT.
Accordingly, the society organized three participatory
workshops in three hill districts where members of the
unit, government officials and the local elites were
present. Through these workshops, a proposal for the
programme was finalized, and the BDRCS began work
on the programme in January 2000. The programme has
health, sanitation and income generation components.

Promotion of humanitarian values
All BDRCS programmes have information elements
which promote the humanitarian values of the
Movement. This approach is particularly well integrated
intothe CPP and CBDP programmes.

Relevance/effectiveness
Recent evaluations of some of the programmes and
monitoring reports from the field bear testimony to the
relevance of the BDRCS activities. Efforts are, however,
being made to bring more integration into the
programmes and ensure effective implementation of
planned activities .•
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Bhutan is a landlocked country, bordered by China's
autonomous region of Tibet to the north and the Indian
states of Sikkim, West Bengal, Assam and Arunachal
Pradesh to the south and east. The overwhelming majority
of its population live in rural areas and depend on
agriculture for their livelihood. It is a Buddhist monarchy.
Although there is no written constitution, much power has
been devolved gradually over recent years to elected local
and national bodies and the national government. The
country is largely mountainous, and is sparsely populated.
Reliable social indicators are hard to come by, but there is
not too much pressure on land in rural areas, and the only
town of any size, the capital Thimphu, does not have the
urban social problems common in many parts of the
region. Some 100,000 Nepali-speakers who consider
themselves Bhutanese are living as refugees in Nepal
since political unrest in the early 1990s.

Bhutan is ranked 130th of the 162 countries in UNDP's
latest Human Development Index - lower than other
countries of the region. This is explained by low GDP
per capita and fairly low literacy rates; Bhutan compares
rather favourably with its neighbours in terms of health
and life expectancy indicators.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Thimphu
1.9 million (1999)
n.a.
66 years (2000)
84 per 1,000 live births (1998)
54 per cent (2000)

The issue of trying to establish a National Society was
raised in the past by the ICRC and by International
Federation staff. However, this has not been consided a
priority by the authorities at this stage. The Movement
remains open to further the dialogue in the future .•

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership.
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Brunei Darussalam
Red Crescent Society
Founded: 1997
Members/volunteers: 3,000
Staff: 0
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
Brunei Darussalam is a small state on the island of
Borneo, lying in the north-eastern comer of Sarawak,
Malaysia. It is one of the smallest countries in the world,
but its vast oil reserves also makes it one of the
wealthiest. Forests cover 75 per cent of the country.

The country is divided into two areas separated by the
Limbang District of Sarawak. The main towns,
including the capital Bandar Seri Begawan, and the
financial district of Kuala Belait are situated in the most
developed western part of the country.

Brunei's economy is almost totally supported by exports
of crude oil and natural gas. The revenues from these
activities, as well as revenues from the petroleum sector,
account for over half of the country's gross domestic
produce. The economy is also a mixture of foreign and
domestic entrepreneurship, government regulation and
welfare measures, and traditional village activities.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Bandar Seri Begawan
336,376
US$ 20,400
75.7 years (1998)
8 per 1,000 live births (1998)
90.7 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Legal base
Before the country's independence in 1984, the Brunei Red
Crescent Society was a branch of the British Red Cross.
The Brunei Darussalam Red Crescent Society (BDRCS)
was formed and recognized by the Movement in 1997.

Constituency
The society does not have a permanently manned office,
although the government gave the society a new
building for its headquarters in 1999.

3. Capacity
Human resources
The BDRCS does not have any paid staff. The secretary
general of the BDRCS works with an informal task
force in running the society and conducting its activities.

Financial resources
The BDRCS receives limited financial support from the
government (an annual contribution of CHF 4,272).

Partnerships
Support is greatly needed to help the BDRCS strengthen
itself into a well-functioning National Society, to clarify
its role vis-a-vis the government and also to raise its
profile in Brunei.

4. Performance
Activities
The BDRCS was fairly active while it was still a branch
of the British Red Cross, but unfortunately, its activities
have dwindled in recent years. Contact with the society
has been limited, so that not much is known of the
BDRCS and of its programmes and activities today,
apart from training provided to youth members in first
aid and the Red Cross Red Crescent's Fundamental
Principles, and the organizing of volunteers in camps or
during events.

Efforts are continuously being made to re-establish
contact. •
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most vulnerable. One of the 15 member institutions of the
national disaster management committee, the society
assists the government in disaster response and in
implementing the disaster preparedness programmes
funded by international organizations or NGOs. The CRC
also cooperates closely with the ministries of health,
education and youth. The society is moving towards
greater independence from the government.

--. -_ .._-- -.-.- -------- --- .. -_. - _ .. _ ---_ .._. -~
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Cambodian
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1955
22,888 (2001)
317 (2002)
CHF 2.8 million (1998)

1. National context
Cambodia is emerging from two decades of warfare,
internal disputes and political instability. A coalition
government was established as a result of elections in
July 1998, former Khmer Rouge forces have been
reintegrated into society, and refugees and internally
displaced people (IDPs) are returning home or being
resettled. The civil conflict and prolonged isolation from
the international community have taken a serious toll on
the population. Food security and malnutrition, declining
standards of living, decreasing access to affordable health
care and to elementary education are among the major
problems facing Cambodia's most vulnerable people.
Some 70 per cent of the population is without access to
safe water and 81 per cent lack access to sanitation.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Phnom Penh
11.4 million (1997)
US$ 260 (1998)
48 years (1998)
107 per 1,000 live births (1998)
35 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
A vision and mission statement for the Cambodian Red
Cross Society (CRC) were drafted and priority issues
and long-term goals were identified at a strategic
planning workshop in March 1997. A three-year
development plan (1998-2000) was adopted at the
second general assembly in April 1998.

The CRC is recognized by the government as an auxiliary
in humanitarian services to relieve the suffering of the
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Legal base
The CRC was founded in 1955, recognized by the JCRC
in 1960 and admitted into the International Federation
the same year. As the country became engulfed in war
and each of the warring factions set up its own Red
Cross society, Cambodia's seat in the International
Federation was left vacant. Following the reunification
of the society in the early I990s, the CRC was reinstated
as a member of the International Federation.

After the CRC's reunification, a first general assembly
was held in 1994. The central committee was
established and the president and executive board were
elected. In 1998, a second general assembly was held, at
which a new president was elected and the statutes of
the society were revised and adopted.

The society held an extraordinary general assembly in
2000 to adopt the CRC's statutes, which had been
revised with the assistance of the International
Federation's legal advisors. Since then, 24 provincial
assemblies to elect branch committees have been held.
Issues in relation to the royal decrees on the recognition
of the Cambodian Red Cross and the protection of the
emblem are in process of adoption.

Constituency
The CRC is the largest humanitarian organization in the
country and is well recognized with a network of 24
branches covering all provinces, municipalities and cities.

The CRC considers the issue of gender important. An
estimated 50 per cent of the CRC board of governors are
women but there are very few women in management
positions. Some 40 per cent of volunteers are women
and the same applies to youth members.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The statutes define the society's structure. The general
assembly is held every four years and the central
committee acts as the governing body between the general
assemblies. The central committee is composed of 15
members from the royal palace, ministry of justice,
members of the national assembly, national bank, ministry
of health and businessmen. The regional committee ranks
next to the central committee. However, due to time
constraints, the heavy burden of relief operations and
other core activities and financial shortages, the central
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committee has not as yet been able to take any steps to
establish the regional committee. The executive
committee is composed of the president, two vice
presidents, the secretary general, two deputy secretaries
general, the treasurer and four department heads.

An induction course for the newly elected presidents
and secretaries of the branch committees was organized
in December 200l. A second induction course on
dissemination, fund-raising and financial management
was held in April 2002.

Human resources
The society currently employs a total of 317 people (178
at headquarters and 139 at branch level) including
officials, security and drivers. The ratio of professional
staff to support staff at national headquarters is
approximately 85 per cent to 15 per cent. Around 20 per
cent of all staff are female.

In 2001, the CRC had 12,606 members, 5,282 active
volunteers and 5,000 youth volunteers.

Financial resources
In 1998, the CRC's total expenditure was approximately
CHF 2.8 million. Of the society's income, 76 per cent
came from external funding, 23 per cent from domestic
funding and 1 per cent from bank interest. Fund-raising
activities include Red Cross Day, annual charity bazaar
and gala dinner, local emergency appeals and the
deployment of charity boxes. Planned activities include
a CRC shop and a drinking-water company. Lack of
funding is a major problem for all branches.

Material resources
There are two office buildings and a warehouse at
headquarters. A decision has been made to construct an
additional building in the headquarters compound to
accommodate the International Federation's delegation
on a lease contract. At the branch level, some offices are
very old and require renovation after 20 years of armed
conflict, whilst others share an office with the
government department or are located in the house of
the director. Some branches have warehouses, but many
are in a state of disrepair. All branches have shortages of
office equipment. The society has a large fleet of
vehicles and four ambulances.

Organization/planning
A structured institutional development process, with
International Federation support, began in 1996 when
priority areas for the development of the CRC were
identified. This was followed up in March 1997 by a
strategic planning workshop which led to the draft of the
CRC's first strategic plan, which was reviewed by major
donors in 1997 and, at the society's second general
assembly in 1998, was adopted as the CRC three-year
development plan (1998-2000). A second development
plan developed by a nationwide strategic planning
workshop in February 2000 continues the organizational

development process (in line with the Strategy 2010 and
the 1998 Hanoi Declaration). This plan has five strategic
goals and its activities are grouped into five categories:
disaster preparedness, disaster response, health and care
in the community, promotion of humanitarian values,
and organizational and resource development. The plan
was updated in 2002 for the period 2002-2005.

This development plan outlines the following long-term
strategic goals: to strengthen the society's capacity-
building process at the national, branch and community
levels; to increase the CRC's self-reliance and
sustainability; to improve the quality oflife and capacity
of the most vulnerable; to promote health, care and
social welfare among the most vulnerable; and to further
strengthen internal, national and international
relationships and ensure the good image of the society.
The plan forms the basis for all planning within the CRC
and is the framework for guiding all external support.

The financial management of the whole National
Society is the responsibility of the finance and
administration department at headquarters. Each branch
submits its proposal and monthly report to this
department, which was assisted by an International
Federation delegate on a two-year contract. To ensure
transparency and accountability and increase donor
confidence in the society, the CRC employed a
professional company to conduct the first consolidated
audit for the financial year 1997 onwards. The society is
now reforming its accounting procedures to meet all the
audit recommendations.

Partnerships
The society signed a cooperation agreement with the
International Federation in December 1995. In its role as
the main cooperation partner, International Federation
assistance covers institutional development, health,
emergency response and the Red Cross youth
programme. The ICRC covered 90 per cent of tracing
service costs in 2000 and 80 per cent in 200 l. It also
provides some support in the area of dissemination.

The CRC currently receives support from the following
National Societies: the Australian Red Cross
(HIV/AIDS/STI); French Red Cross (ambulance service
and first-aid training); and the Finnish Red Cross (mine
awareness project).

The society's most important non-Red Cross partner is
WFP, with which it is contracted to transport and
distribute rice for WFP's "Food for Work" programme.
The CRC has also signed cooperation contracts with
UNHCR (repatriation operation); UNDP/UNOPSI
CARERE (community development); Action Against
Hunger (disaster preparedness training); PACT (flood
mitigation); Handicap International (mine incident data
gathering); and AusAid, the World Bank and the Asian
Development Bank through the ministry of health
(hospital engineering project).

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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The ongoing work in this sector includes the
development of organizational policies on
communications, volunteers and youth and a logistics
procedure manual; the modification of the Red Cross
law to royal decrees for CRC recognition and the use
and the protection of the emblem.

4. Performance

Activities
Disaster response
In the 1990s, the CRC played a key role in
implementing programmes for repatriated refugees and
IDPs. The society transported returnees from reception
centres to resettlement areas, and distributed rice and
household kits. Following the final repatriation of
refugees and IDPs in 1999, the CRC's disaster response
has focused on flood and drought victims.

Disaster preparedness
The community-based disaster preparedness (CBDP)
programme aims at reducing the risk of future disasters
through prevention and preparedness. The programme
began in 1998 in three disaster-prone areas by
establishing a network of Red Cross volunteers trained
in CBDP. In 1999 the project was expanded to four
provinces as an integrated community capacity-building
project under which volunteers were trained in
dissemination, CBDP and community-based first aid
(CBFA). In 2000 the project was expanded to seven
provinces.

Health
The CRC carries out a wide range of health activities
including community-based first aid; water and
sanitation; HIV/AIDS/STI peer education; an ambulance
service; and a health centre. In 1998, Cambodia was
seriously hit by an outbreak of dengue fever, to which the
society responded with the active involvement of Red
Cross volunteers. Some 1,000 volunteers attended
refresher courses and continue to educate the
communities on preventive health care against infectious
epidemics such as dengue fever, cholera, malaria and
HIV/AIDS/STL An annual campaign is organized in
April in close collaboration with the ministry of health
and national committee for malaria. In 1999, the CBFA
programme was expanded to 15 provinces to meet the
needs of resettled refugees using an integrated approach
to community health and disaster preparedness. The CRC
has developed a five-year strategic plan on HIV/AIDS
and intends to join the global campaign on HIV IAIDS-
related stigma and discrimination.

The CRC has established a medical engineering team
which provides health facilities with equipment repair,
routine maintenance, work on water supplies, and the
development of technical standards.

Organizational development
The main components of the organizational development
programme are human resource capacity building;
national and branch development: governance,
management and finance; and communications, public
awareness and fund-raising. In 1999, an institutional
development council (task force) and four working
groups were established to oversee progress in this area.
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Youth
Begun in 1994 in three pilot provinces, this programme
was expanded to 11 provinces in 1998 (largely due to
the dengue fever epidemic). At present, there are 5,000
youth volunteers and 143 youth advisers. Activities
include raising awareness of the Red Cross principles,
mine awareness, first aid, health education, water and
sanitation, social welfare and environmental protection.

Relevance/effectiveness
An assessment of the Red Cross health centre and the
CBFA programme in both urban and rural settings was
carried out jointly by the International Federation, the
Japanese Red Cross, the CRC and the ministry of health
in 1998. A two-year phase-out plan was then developed
as well as two pilot projects for community-based
primary health care for urban and rural areas.

An institutional development needs-assessment for
branch development at the provincial level was carried
out in September 1999.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Cambodia, 2000-2001
CRC five-year development plan, 2002-2006
CRC Statutory Texts, November 2000
CRC conditions of service, November 2000
Regional Organizational Development Report, 2001
Institutional development follow-up mission report (2002)
Institutional development needs-assessment report for
branch development in Kampong Cham Province (1999)
Institutional development induction workshop report
(1998)
CRC Review, No.1, 2002.
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Red Cross Society
of China

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1904
19.7 million (2001)
4,000 (2001)
CHF 14 million (2001)

1. National context

Over the past 20 years, China has been undergoing
continual economic and social reform. The government
is committed to eradicating poverty and several years of
successful economic development has rapidly lowered
the number of people living below the poverty line.
Although the standard of living has increased for
millions, vast differences between the more developed
coastal provinces and the rest of the country remain and,
has to a certain extent, been exacerbated by the
economic progress. China is susceptible to many types
of natural disasters: earthquakes, floods, typhoons,
droughts and snowstorms.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Beijing
1.27 billion (2001)
US$ 937 (2001)
72 years (2001)
38 per 1,000 live births (1997)
83 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation

Mission
The mission of the Red Cross Society of China (RCSC)
is reflected in the law of the Red Cross Society of China
which has been disseminated throughout the country by
youth members, the media and posters. The RCSC has a
good working relationship with the government,
providing support in the fields of relief work and health
activities.

Rapid development of the National Society took place
after the reforms and opening up to the outside world in
China in the late 1970s. The state president, Jiang

Zemin, became the first head of state to be honorary
president of the National Society. The event, seen as a
testimony to the special attention and support given by
the government, had a profound impact on the Red
Cross cause in China.

Legal base
The RCSC was founded in 1904. It was recognized by
ICRC in 1912, and became one of the first members of
the International Federation in 1919. The seventh
convention held in October 1999 approved a new
constitution for the National Society.

Constituency
The RCSC has an extensive nationwide network of
70,000 grass-roots units, 2,562 county and district
branches, 347 prefecture and city branches and 31
provincial branches. Hong Kong and Macau Red Cross
became branches of RCSC in July 1997 and December
1999 respectively.

During the last 15 years the number of members has
increased to over 19 million. Youth members total 9
million, and, according to a 1995 survey, 49 per cent of
the membership are women.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The national convention, which meets every five years,
is the highest body of the RCSC. In between
conventions, the highest body is the council of
directors. The RCSC has one president and two full-
time vice presidents; the remaining vice presidents are
honorary. Management and governance roles are
interlinked.

According to a 1995 survey, 36 of 85 management
positions are occupied by women and, of 106 members
of the council of directors, 24 are women.

Human resources
The RCSC employs 4,000 people at various levels
whose salaries are financed by the government. At
headquarters, 60 staff are employed with the remainder
employed at provincial and branch level.

Financial resources
In 2001, the expenditure of the RCSC totalled over CHF
14 million. Funding for staff salaries and general
administration is provided by the government.
Provincial and local branches are responsible for
funding their own programmes and conduct local fund-
raising initiatives. Disaster relief funds are raised
principally from the general public through local or
national campaigns. In 1996, the Chinese Red Cross
Foundation was established in Beijing to raise money
for RCSC activities.
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cities. In the spmt of improving both response,
monitoring and coordination, a round-table meeting with
participating National Societies, the International
Federation and the RCSC was held in June 1997.

Material resources
Although the RCSC owns a number of first-aid stations,
medical clinics, hospitals, disaster preparedness
programme centres, training centres as well as other
fixed assets, remote areas of the country lack sufficient
material resources.

Organization/planning
The RCSC works according to its five-year plan which
covers the period 1999-2004. The plan was approved by
the seventh national convention in 1999 and focuses on
three key tasks for RCSC: institutional development;
humanitarian assistance; and dissemination. The main
elements in the RCSC's work plan are: to continue with
the long-term propagation and implementation of the
Red Cross law and Red Cross principles and ideals; to
strengthen the RCSC at all levels nationwide in order to
more effectively carry out RCSC mandates in the new
millennium; to strengthen the RCSC's overall capacity
as a service delivery organization through improvement
of management techniques and training; to develop its
humanitarian social services and further enhance the
profile of the Movement; to learn from and adapt the
experiences of other National Societies; and to develop
a Red Cross with Chinese characteristics.

The society is in the process of implementing new
financial and management systems in its branches, as
well as improving the overall communication and
information system between headquarters and branches.

Partnerships
Preparing for and responding to disasters are always
organized in close cooperation with local authorities.
The RCSC participates in the International Federation
and regularly contributes staff for various tasks to the
Movement. The Hong Kong branch of the RCSC is an
important donor, mainly for emergencies in China, but
also to regional initiatives in south-east and east Asia.

The society receives assistance from the following sister
National Societies: Australian Red Cross (health); Swiss
and Norwegian Red Cross (health in Tibet); and
Canadian Red Cross (disaster preparedness).

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and relief
Over the years, tens of thousands of staff and volunteers
have assisted victims of floods, hurricanes, typhoons,
snowstorms and earthquakes with medical aid, rescue,
relief items and food. In 1998, the RCSC responded
quickly and efficiently to many natural disasters including
the worst floods in many years. Strengthening the disaster
response capacity on a provincial level has been a priority
over the past decade with disaster preparedness centres
being established in many provincial capitals and other
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Health
The RCSC and its provincial branches are providing a
variety of services throughout all levels of the health
system, adapting services to local need. A large network
of first-aid stations has been established along key
highways. The RCSC also operates highly specialized
services, such as psychiatric care, in some locations and
maintains several state of the art hospitals equipped with
the latest diagnostic and therapeutic technology.
Traditional medicine is fully integrated into all levels of
the RCSC health-care services including first-aid
stations and hospitals. Recently a research and training
facility for traditional medicine (tai-ji, qi-gong,
acupuncture and traditional herbs) was established close
to Beijing. The society also runs an HIV/AIDS
education programme, similar to that of other National
Societies in Asia, which started in Yunnan province
(supported by Australian Red Cross). This has expanded
to Guangxi and Xinjiang Autonomous Regions
supported by the Asian Regional Task Force.

First aid
The RCSC headquarters and its provincial and local
branches provide, in cooperation with the health
authorities and in some cases with the armed forces,
first-aid training throughout the country which is
targeted towards industrial groups, tourist facilities, and
motorists. Hundreds of thousands of motorists have
been trained in first aid. Highly specialized first-aid
courses have been designed for special occupational
groups. In 1998, a nationwide emergency call number,
999, was assigned to the RCSC marking the first step
towards a widespread emergency response network to
provide ambulance and first-aid services.

Blood
Blood-donor recruitment is carried out throughout the
country. The RCSC is assisting government medical
departments in developing blood banks and blood
donation systems according to international standards.

Social welfare
Throughout the country different social welfare
programmes, such as child care and support to foster
families, are carried out according to specific
community needs.

Information/regional cooperation
The RCSC also has a special programme promoting
exchanges (information, youth, etc.) across the Taiwan
Strait. The RCSC is an active participant in regional
workshops and exchanges with other National Societies.
The society has its own web site home page and the Hong
Kong Red Cross hosts the Asia-Pacific regional web site.
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5. Further information
Web site: http://www.chineseredcross.org.cn
Hong Kong Red Cross web site:
http://www.redcross.org.hk •

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership.
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Founded:
Members/vo Iunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1989
200
2 (2002)
CHF 56,800 (2001)

1. National context
The Cook Islands is an internally self-governing island-
state in free association with New Zealand. The country
consists of 15 tiny islands widely scattered over 2.2
million square kilometres of the Pacific Ocean of which
13 are permanently inhabited. Almost 90 per cent of the
population live in the southern islands and there is a
high population density on the main island of
Rarotonga. The population growth has been negative
since the 1970s due to emigration and today it is
estimated that nearly 50,000 Cook Islanders live in
Australia and New Zealand. Tourism is the main
industry followed by black pearls, crafts and agriculture.
Cook Islanders are very proud of their traditional
customs including the native language spoken in the,
different dialects of the individual islands.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Avarua
18,030 (2001)
US$ 4,300 (2001)
67 years (2001)
II per 1,000 live births (2001)
99 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Cook Islands Red Cross (CIRC) has been officially
recognized by the government as a voluntary relief
organization auxiliary to the public authorities and as
the only National Red Cross organization on its territory.
The society maintains its autonomy and acts at all times
in accordance with the Fundamental Principles of the
Movement. The general objectives set out in the
constitution are to prevent and alleviate suffering with
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During 2001 the field officer and three volunteer
instructors travelled to four of the outer islands and
conducted first-aid and disaster preparedness training
with the assistance of the island branch volunteer
instructors. Training could not be carried out in one
branch, due to Tropical Cyclone Trina, but will be
conducted in 2002.

complete impartiality, making no discrimination as to
nationality, race, sex, religious beliefs, class or political
opinions. The organization has a high profile in the
country and is well respected at all levels due to its work
in all areas.

Legal base
The CIRC was formed in 1989. The parliament of the
Cook Islands adopted the Geneva Conventions act and
the Cook Islands Red Cross Society act in February
2002 and both acts were assented by the Queen's
Representative and are in force. The prime minister of
the Cook Islands said in his letter to CIRC: "The
government and people of the Cook Islands have long
appreciated the outstanding contribution of the Red
Cross to the welfare of this country. We look forward to
working closely with your society in the years ahead and
it may count on government's full support and
cooperation in its endeavours." In the process of gaining
recognition and admission to the Movement, the CIRC
is expecting the visit of representatives from the Joint
Commission. The CIRC is well functioning and
operating throughout the country.

The society adopted a new constitution, which meets the
requirements of its statutes, at its 2001 annual general
meeting.

Constituency
The CIRC has five branches, all of which are in the
southern group of islands, and a headquarters in
Rarotonga. One of these branches is the junior Red
Cross. Only two islands in the northern groups have
been visited for first-aid training and they are
considering forming branches. Two of the branches have
been provided offices by the local island council and the
government. Volunteerism has not been easy to
promote, so constant communication and
Gncouragement from headquarters is necessary.
Ongoing training in first aid and disaster preparedness is
a way of keeping volunteers. The CIRC has honorary
members, and there are active and subscribing members.
Community groups who go through training can be
mobilized to help Red Cross activities when needed.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The executive is a dedicated group of volunteers elected
at the annual general meetings and they meet every two
months and more if needed. The executive members are
multi-skilled and the constitution is followed.

Human resources
The CIRC has two full-time employees: the secretary
general and a field officer. Both staff members conduct
full-time first-aid training during and after work hours
due to the public demand for training. There are also
volunteer trainers.
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Financial resources
In 1998, the society's income was approximately CHF
·58,100 and expenditure totalled CHF 56,800. The
CIRC's core funding comes from the New Zealand Red
Cross (44 per cent in 1998). Some resources are
generated through public donations and membership
subscriptions. Commercial first-aid training, sales of
first-aid kits and manuals generate funding. The society
doubled its income from first-aid training. The CIRC
does not receive any funding from the government, but
has access to its human and material resources for
particular needs. The government has financed or
nominated Red Cross personnel to attend training in
disaster preparedness. The current office space shared
with the women's counselling centre is free of charge
under a four-year memorandum of understanding, with
an option to renew the contract.

Material resources
The CIRC owns two fully stocked Japanese disaster
containers, a van, communications and training
equipment. The outer island branches also have training
resources.

Organization/planning
The CIRC· has a constitution, development plan and
disaster plan. The branches are encouraged to develop
their own plans relevant to their individual island needs
and according to their capabilities.

Partnerships
CIRC is a member of the national disaster management
council, the aerodrome emergency committee, the
national AIDS council and the executive of the day-care
home for the elderly. The society also has a role in the
implementation of the national women's policy and
cooperates and networks with youth, women's groups
and other community groups. The CIRC is able to call
on these organizations for help when necessary.

A "people-saver" course has been introduced into
primary and high schools in partnership with the min-
istry of education.

The society currently receives support from the New
Zealand Red Cross (core costs, community-based self-
reliance and first aid) and the Canada funding agency
(media, equipment).
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4. Performance

Activities
Disaster preparedness
The CIRC has a practical disaster preparedness
programme through child welfare clinics. The relation
between disaster preparedness and first aid is introduced
during classes. Safety kits and first-aid kits are
demonstrated to the mothers and they are encouraged to
prepare them for each home. A laminated tracking map
including activities for before, during and after a disaster
is shown, and emergency phone numbers and basic first-
aid skills for common problems during disasters are
distributed after explaining the content. First-aid training
goes hand in hand with disaster preparedness training as
a disaster preparedness measure. In the branches, tree
trimming (to stop trees from being blown onto houses
during cyclones) is an important disaster preparedness
activity, and it is planned to purchase a chainsaw for use
in the branches, which will also raise their profile. CIRC
trainers are members of the national disaster management
training team and the two groups assist each other in their
training. Training is proposed for all members and
volunteers in the management and use of the disaster
containers.

Relief
In 1997, Tropical Cyclone Martin hit the small island of
Manikhiki. The CIRC set up a clinic there and
distributed tarpaulins, blankets, water bottles and food.
from the Japanese Red Cross disaster container. In all,
368 islanders were evacuated to Rarotonga, where local
citizens opened their houses and donated food, clothes
and blankets via the Red Cross.

The Mangaia branch was active when a tropical cyclone
caused devastating flooding and destruction of the main
crop, taro, and other vegetation. The branch worked
closely with headquarters and assistance from the New
Zealand Red Cross, the New Zealand High Commission
and local Rotary Club was required to purchase food
relief. The Mangaia branch with the assistance of junior
Red Cross members and the government distributed

, relief efficiently.

• First aid
First-aid training is the major function of the CIRC. The
training is adapted according to the target audience
without altering the required standard. Much of the
training is delivered after hours as workers cannot get
time off. Information about HIV /AIDs, non-
communicable diseases and the promotion of healthy
lifestyle are given in all training courses.

Blood-donor recruitment
The CIRC is involved in blood-donor recruitment. It
forwards the names of first-aid training participants to
the laboratory who then call up the donors as necessary.
The CIRC enjoys a good working relationship with the

health department and supports them In international
health days.

The recent dengue fever epidemic highlighted the
importance of a good blood-donor recruitment pro-
gramme. This is particularly the case when Rhesus
negative blood is needed, as it is a blood type rarely
found in Polynesian populations and, therefore, not
many donors are readily available. A project proposal
has been presented for assistance in employing a full-
time blood field officer and to set up a donor database at
the hospital laboratory.

Social welfare
The CIRC provides clothing, tarpaulins, cooking
utensils and other items that victims of house fires and
other emergencies may need. If the society is unable to
provide the goods, they take the initiative to find help
elsewhere.

Tracing
Although the society has had several tracing requests
from overseas, it is not a regular CIRC activity.

Youth
The youth section of the Mangaia branch was set up after
a first-aid training course at the college a few years ago.
They are active in caring for the elderly with little gifts
and for companionship. One member of the youth group
participated in the Sweden Red Cross Youth Power 1999.
A youth forum was organized by the national youth
council on the convention on the rights of the child and
how it fits in the national youth policy. The CIRC provide
youth groups with first-aid training eventually to recruit
them for mass casualty response. There are plans for a
swimming and water safety programme and road safety
activities to introduce the Red Cross to young people.

Dissemination
An introduction to the Movement, including the
Fundamental Principles, is part of all first-aid training
sessions. A seminar was held for the 50th year of the
Geneva Conventions which was successful in raising
awareness throughout the island as there was excellent
media coverage, good attendance and relevant
presentations. World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day,
8 May, is celebrated every year with different activities
to promote the Movement.

Since the government has ratified the Geneva
Conventions, the CIRC plans to undertake more IHL
and dissemination work in partnership with the ministry
of foreign affairs.

Relevance/effectiveness
There has not been an official evaluation of the society's
activities, but there is an internal ongoing evaluation by
staff and the executive of the relevance and
effectiveness of its work. The CIRC looks forward to the
visit of the Joint Commission team in the near future.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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5. Further information
Report on the disaster preparedness programme,
Japanese Red Cross (1999)
Report onfieldvisits to Cook Islands, Hannele Virtanen,
International Federation's regional health delegate
Local disaster preparedness plan (2002)
Development plan (2002)
Reports from the Pacific Programme Meeting,
Rarotonga, July 2001 •
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Fiji Red Cross Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1954
500 (1998)
20 (2001)
CHF 875,000 (2001)

1. National context
The Republic of the Fiji Islands consists of322 separate
islands of which 200 are inhabited. The country was a
colony of the United Kingdom until independence in
1970. A military coup in 1987 forced the expulsion from
the British Commonwealth (since reinstated) and the
formation of a Republic. Civilian rule was restored in
1992 with the holding of elections. Just under half the
population are indigenous Fijians of Melanesian
extraction, 40 per cent is of Indian descent and the
balance of the population is part European and Chinese.
Tourism, sugar, garment manufacture and gold are the
main income sources for the government.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Suva
848,000 (2000)
US$ 3,558 (2000)
61.6 (2000)
22 per 1,000 live births (2000)
95.4 (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Fiji Red Cross (FRC) is acknowledged within the
country as possibly the largest and most active non-
governmental organization, but works hand in hand with
the government in its mission to relieve human suffering
wherever possible. The government and public have
very high expectations of the society in both disaster and
non-disaster times. Fiji is exposed to regular cyclones,
earthquakes, flooding and tidal anomalies that add to the
society's public role. Sound leadership and a
geographically comprehensive branch structure has
ensured the National Society's integration into and
recognition and support by the community. The
expansion of programmes for the disabled has also
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cemented strong cooperative relationships between FRC
staff, volunteers and the disabled community.

Legal base
The FRC was formed as a branch of the British Red
Cross in 1954, and became a fully-fledged independent
National Society in 1970. The society was recognized
by the ICRC in 1973 and admitted into the International
Federation the same year.

Constituency
The FRC has good geographical coverage of the country
with a headquarters in the capital, Suva, and a network
of 12 branches. In non-disaster times, the society has
approximately 100 identifiable volunteer members. In
times of national disaster, up to 1,00Q people will come
forward and identify themselves as Red Cross
volunteers.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The FRC operates under a legally bound constitution.
The highest voting body is the national council,
comprising representatives of each of the branches. The
national council convenes every six months. The
national board of directors convenes every two months
for a management meeting, and is the prime governing
body of the society. Office bearers may only hold office
for three consecutive years before standing down. After
a year, they may be considered for re-election.

Human resources
In 200 I, the FRC had approximately 20 paid staff
members. The society also has a number of volunteers
who are paid a small attendance fee. The staff cover all
the core activities and annual performance appraisals are
conducted.

Financial resources
The FRC's total expenditure in 2001 was CHF 875,000.
The society is dependent on outside assistance for
approximately 10 per cent of its budget. Income is
derived from fund-raising activities such as an annual
door-knock appeal, an annual fashion show, a Red Cross
ball and various auction and quiz nights. Income also
comes from the sale of first-aid kits, the sale and hire of
ambulatory aids and the charging of training services
(firstaid/CPR, occupational health and safety, and
standby duties at sporting fixtures). Three areas of the
headquarters building are rented out for additional
income sources. A hospital trolley service is operated.
The annual accounts are audited by KPMG.

Material resources
The FRC has two small trucks, three vehicles attached
to the blood programme and two ambulances for first-
aid activities. A vehicle with an electric lift for
wheelchair-bound patients was recently donated. The

Fiji Red Cross owns its own headquarters building and
each of its branch buildings. It has modest buildings for
branches in four locations, and operates out of converted
shipping containers in the remainder of the locations.

Organization/planning
The FRC has a 2001-2003 development plan. The
society aims to maintain its existing programmes and to
develop into new areas only as its capability expands. In
1998, an evaluation of the society was conducted and
the recommendations are currently being implemented.

Partnerships
The FRC collaborates with the ministry of health, social
welfare department, ministry of youth, the national
disaster management council, the national training
council and the national road safety council.

The society has received financial support from the New
Zealand Red Cross for core costs for its Mind That
Child programme, teachers' seminars, the care for
people living with AIDS programme and its community-
based self-reliance programme. Funding was also
received from the British High Commission for the
HIV /AIDS awareness programme and from AusAID for
prisoners' rehabilitation.

4. Performance

Activities
Disaster preparedness/response
The Fiji Red Cross is the largest NGO in the field of
disaster relief in Fiji. A Fiji Red Cross representative sits
on the executive board of the national disaster
management council and the society has an accepted
role in the Fiji disaster management plan. The society
has its own disaster plan, and can mobilize an
emergency response team with vehicles and
communications within an hour of any disaster. In
February 1999, the society helped to assist 20,000
people affected by the flash floods in Nadi, and raised
over CHF 300,000 locally.

Health and social services
Volunteers are based at old people's homes. The society
is the country's largest supplier of ambulatory aids
(wheelchairs, crutches and walking frames). Other
activities include: trauma counselling services;
provision of relief packs to house-fire victims; and
provision of baby packs for abandoned, unmarried
teenage mothers. The society also provides
rehabilitation courses for prisoners and trains baby-
sitters. It also provides adequate housing through a
social welfare grant to the under-privileged and home
care for people with HIV/AIDS.

Blood
The Fiji Red Cross has a memorandum of understanding
with the Fiji government to be responsible for all blood-
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donor recruitment in the country. The society operates
under a contract with the ministry of health to provide
an agreed number of blood units in any given period.

First aid
The Fiji Red Cross conducts first-aid and CPR classes
for the public. The national training council recognizes
the society as an acknowledged trainer in this area. First-
aid standby duties at sporting fixtures are a regular
activity for volunteers. The society assembles a wide
variety of first-aid kits for sale to the general public.

Safety
The FRC runs summer swimming classes for the general
public on a commercial basis. Occupational health and
safety training are core Fiji Red Cross activities that
have become increasingly important since the
introduction of occupational health and safety laws in
Fiji. A department representative also sits on the
national road safety council.

Youth
Fiji Red Cross youth focuses on educating other young
people on HIV /AIDS, STI, unwanted teenage
pregnancies, drug and alcohol abuse and the promotion
of a non-smoking world. A puppet theatre is used to
convey these messages. Other activities include
community service and promoting friendship and
understanding. Red Cross youth clubs are active in
many schools. The FRC has approximately 150 youth
volunteers and 40 youth leaders .•
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Indian
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1920
Members/volunteers: 12 million (2001)
Staff: 505 (2001)
Expenditure: CHF 8.2 million (2001)

1. National context

India is the second most populous country in the world
with an estimated population of 1 billion, nearly three-
quarters of whom live in rural areas. India has 18 official
languages and an innumerable array of local languages
and dialects. With its multiparty democracy, it is often
regarded as the largest democracy in the world. Social
indicators show that approximately 20 per cent of the
population has no access to safe water, while around 50
per cent of children under five are underweight - the
second highest rate in the world. India is prone to natural
disasters such as earthquakes, floods, cyclones and
droughts.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

New Delhi
1 billion
US$ 440 (1998)
63 years (1998)
69 per 1,000 live births (1998)
65 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Indian Red Cross Society (IRCS) act of 1920
outlines its mission: a self-reliant, relevant, vibrant and
effective institution able to provide support to the needy
and to alleviate human suffering.

Legal base
The IRCS was established in 1920 under the Indian Red
Cross Society act and was recognized by the Movement
in 1929. The act was last amended in 1992 and a
framework of rules was established in 1994 to regulate
and streamline the management function, and the
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control and procedures of the society. The last general
assembly was held in 200 I and the last elections for the
national managing body in 200 I.

Constituency
India has 28 states, six union territories and one national
capital territory region. The IRCS has provincial
branches in 31 of these and more than 650 district and
subdistrict branches. Plans are under way to establish
one new branch in Lakshadweep, thus covering all
states and union territories.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The president of India is the president of the IRCS. The·
main goveming body is the national managing body
which consists of 18 members, 12 of whom are elected by
the state and union territory branches through an electoral
college formed with the representatives of the branch
committees. The remaining six members, including the
chairman, are nominated by the president of IRCS.

The IRCS's managing body is responsible for govemance
and supervises the functions of the society. It is assisted
by a number of other committees: an executive
committee, finance committee, as well as committees for
health, disaster relief, blood-transfusion services and
awards selection. The members of these committees are
appointed by the managing body. The managing body
and other committees meet from time to time.

The provincial branches follow a similar organizational
pattern to that of the national headquarters, although
details of their governing structure differ slightly from
branch to branch. The common feature is that the
governor of the province is the president of the
provincial branch. The members of the IRCS provincial
committees are a mix of nominated and elected
members and include one representative of each district
branch, ex officio government officials and nominees of
the president. The district branch committees are, in
most cases, a reflection of the provincial model.

The functions of the general assembly are limited to
consideration and adoption of accounts and budgets,
annual reports, presentation of awards and the
appointment of auditors.

Human resources
There are approximately 500 full-time paid staff at
national headquarters. Professional staff number around
150 and there are 90 support staff in clerical ranks. The
remainder is made up of drivers and assistants. Senior
management staff at national headquarters include one
joint secretary, one deputy secretary and three directors.
National headquarters directly operates primary health
service programmes for civilians in the hill areas of Uttar
Pradesh. These programmes employ approximately 175

people including nurses, midwives and paramedics, as
well as publicity staff, drivers, security guards and
assistants. Another 50 national headquarters employees
have field assignments for welfare services in defence
service hospitals and in a homefor disabled ex-military
personnel. Some additional 80 staff are attached to the
various field warehouses.

The society attaches importance to trammg its
manpower. Training in disaster preparedness and tracing
services for headquarters and provincial branch staff is
supervised by the joint secretary. IRCS attracts qualified
and experienced applicants due to its good public image.
Personnel turnover is low and staff tend to remain at the
society for long periods of time.

The branches are autonomous and staffing patterns at
branch levels differs from branch to branch. Branches
are financially independent and have individual pay
structures, although they generally follow the national
pattern.

Volunteers are involved in programme activities at
branch level, particularly in disaster relief work.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 2001 was CHF 8,205,494.
National headquarters and branches work on separate
financial systems. The main sources of income for
national headquarters are interest on investments;
licence fees for leased buildings; government grants
(marginal); and membership subscription. Branches
raise their own resources through a variety of activities.
Branches contribute 15 per cent of their local fund-
raising and membership subscription to the society's
national headquarters. Fund-raising is carried out on an
ad hoc basis, without a comprehensive resource
mobilization strategy. Receipt of earmarked funds for
specific purposes are spent on the specified activities for
which they are received. The society produces an annual
budget and audited annual accounts, which are approved
by the managing body.

Material resources
National headquarters and 22 of the provincial branches
own their office and administrative buildings. There are
also one central, three zonal and two regional
warehouses which are owned and administered by
national headquarters. There are an additional 25
warehouses at the state/district level. These warehouses
are equipped with /e§sential relief items. The IRCS also
runs a training institute near New Delhi and a training
centre in Bhubaneswar.

The IRCS has built some 250 cyclone shelters along the
coastal belt of Andhra Pradesh (200), Tamil Nadu (25),
Pondicherry (2) and Orissa (23).

Provincial and district branches run many service
institutions, such as mother-and-child welfare centres,

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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cyclones, droughts and epidemics are frequent, from
time to time, severe earthquakes also occur. Major
accidents also happen in railways, mines and factories.
The IRCS has wide and varied experience in disaster
relief work. Its relief projects in 2000-2002 include: the
Orissa cyclone rehabilitation programme (partners:
Spanish and German Red Cross, International
Federation); floods 2000 (partners: International
Federation, American and Spanish Red Cross); and the
drought relief operation Rajasthan/Gujarat (partner:
International Federation).

medical dispensaries, as well as vocational trauung
centres for which buildings have been constructed with
the assistance of national headquarters. In addition,
branches in flood-prone provinces have built up a
network of 25 relief warehouses and 32 dispensaries.

National headquarters has a large fleet of vehicles, and a
total of 85 boats for use in flood emergencies and along
the coastline.

Organization/planning
The IRCS has drawn up a plan of action based on the
1998 Hanoi Declaration, bearing in mind the strengths
of the society and its operational capacity.

The headquarters' finance department is headed by a
deputy secretary who is supported by a director, an
assistant director, an accountant and an assistant
accountant. All operations are computerized. The IRCS
has been acquiring additional computers and a higher
level of departmental computerization is under way.

Partnerships
The society collaborates with other NGOs in the country
which share similar objectives and principles. It also
works closely with the government ministries of health,
social justice and female empowerment, defence, external
affairs, education and the central relief commissioner
while continuing to maintain its autonomous character.
The IRCS is a member of the crisis management group of
the government of India, a nodal agency for managing all
natural disasters in the country.

Currently, IRCS is working under a bilateral agreement
with the German Red Cross on a disaster mitigation
programme in Orissa. The IRCS also cooperates closely
with societies in south Asia. For example, a number of
exchange visits of Red Cross officials and volunteers
has been organized between India-Nepal and India-
Bangladesh. Representatives from the National
Societies of Bangladesh, Nepal and Pakistan have
attended and contributed to workshops conducted by
IRCS, thus enhancing regional cooperation. At the
International Federation's General Assembly in 2001,
the IRCS was elected as vice president of the
International Federation.

4. Performance
The IRCS, following several years of ad hoc
programmes, is committed to carrying out more
structured, long-term plans; institutional development,
good governance and training and professionalism at
national headquarters and branch levels.

Activities
Disaster relief
India is a highly disaster-prone country, with an average
of eight major natural calamities a year. While floods,
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In addition, the earthquake that struck north-western
India on 26 January 2001, and its aftermath, has
demanded the full attention of the IRCS with support
from more than 50 National Societies underpinned by
the International Federation's south Asia regional
delegation (SARD) and India Operation Centre (lOC).
In the wake of such a huge disaster (some 20,000 killed
and 166,000 injured among an affected population of
15.6 million people), the Red Cross Red Crescent's
focus in India throughout 2001 was directed towards the
immediate emergency merging into the subsequent
rehabilitation operation.

The IRCS was active in the wake of communal violence
in 2001 in Gujarat, mobilizing supplies of blood and
emergency items and establishing a community kitchen
in Ahmedabad. The IRCS also distributed relief goods to
the temporary shelters and deployed medical staff to
support the victims of this communal unrest.

Community programmes
With its partners (the International Federation, Canadian
and Spanish Red Cross), a national task force is
conducting a survey on preventive and curative health
activities and HIV/AIDS prevention (the national health
review being conducted as part of the recovery and
rehabilitation operation). It is also active in programmes
for mother-and-child welfare, a family news service and
vocational training centres.

Welfare services
In its capacity as an auxiliary to the armed forces, the
IRCS continues to serve former service personnel
providing hospital services, a home for disabled
servicemen, post-medical care, family welfare,
including family planning, and teaching home nursing
skills to auxiliary nurse midwifes.

Blood
The IRCS was a pioneer in the field of blood services
and has been successfully operating one of the largest
voluntary blood banks in India since 1962.

The society is very active in the promotion of safe blood
and the prevention of HIV/AIDS. The number of
HIV IAIDS cases in India is rising. The IRCS, as a
member of International Federation's South Asia
Regional Task Force on HIV/AIDS (SART), trains
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youth to disseminate information about the prevention
of HIV/AIDS. To ensure a safe blood supply, all Red
Cross blood banks test donated blood for HlV/AIDS.

Vocational training centre
The IRCS has opened vocational training centres
(VTCs) throughout India that provide leadership and
training to increase the vocational skills and earning
potential of low-income groups. The centres have also
become a nucleus for promoting women's and children's
development activities, thereby raising the status of
women socially and economically. The society has
started the VTCs in areas of the country that are
dominated by underdeveloped classes or tribal
populations. The VTCs also serve as garment
production centres for the society during emergency
relief operations.

Tracing
As part of a global network of nearly 180 National
Societies, the IRCS can help people trace or send a
message to missing loved ones who have been
separated, through forced, unseen and inevitable
circumstances. People usually call on the IRCS for help
when all other means of locating loved ones have not
yielded results. Tracing also can reunite families who
have been separated under circumstances such as wars
or natural disasters.

Junior and youth Red Cross
Junior Red Cross (JRC) and, in colleges, youth Red
Cross (YRC) activities are based on a threefold
programme focusing on the promotion of health, service
and friendship. Taught in schools, the programme tries
to inculcate the seven Fundamental Principles of the
Movement by involving students in various
humanitarian services at a young age. Located
throughout the country, the JRC and YRC have more
than 7 million members .•

Indonesian
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1945
851,500 (1998)
2,815 (1998)
CHF 567,500 (1998)

1. National context
Indonesia is an archipelago of 13,700 islands stretching
from Malaysia to Australia and has the fourth largest
population in the world. A coalition government came to
power at the end of 1999, following the first free and fair
democratic elections for several decades. Despite a long
period of steady economic growth, the Asian economic
crisis of 1997-1998 hit Indonesia disproportionately hard.
The worsening economic environment has had serious
human consequences, driving up the level of poverty-
related vulnerability in the country. Political and ethnic
unrest has also increased considerably since the onset of
the crisis. Tensions between transmigrasi and indigenous
groups have erupted into serious communal violence; in
Aceh, clashes between the army and secessionist groups
have intensified, while the newly acquired independence
of East Timor has triggered violent protests within
Indonesia. The internal strife has dramatically increased
the numbers of vulnerable, who include an estimated
1,343,000 internally displaced people (by the end of
2001). The country is also prone to disasters such as
tsunamis, earthquakes, floods and volcanic eruptions.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Jakarta
228.4 million (2001)
US$ 1,110 (1997)
68.3 years (2001)
41 per 1,000 live births (2001)
97 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Indonesian Red Cross Society (Palang Merah
Indonesia - PM I) adopted its mission statement during

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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held for the salaried heads of the chapter offices, and
there have been specialized sectoral training events in
the past. In 2002 management training has been
organized for leaders in chapters and branches.
Governance training for the new national board was
organized in 2000.

the national convention of 1999. The mission statement
and the PMI's statutes have been distributed to its 27
provincial chapters (three of which were in formation in
2002), 316 district branches and to the subdistrict level.

The PMI works closely with the government in the
fields of disaster preparedness and disaster relief, and is
bound by government policy in other areas - for
instance blood-donor screening procedures. The patron
of the PMI is the president ofIndonesia. In working with
the ICRC in troubled regions of the country, the society
has had no difficulty in maintaining its independence.

In its planning, the PMI uses the strategic work plan
1999-2004 adopted by the national convention in
November 1999. The PMl's public image is principally
associated with its blood-transfusion service, disaster
relief and fund-raising activities.

Legal base
The PMI was founded by a presidential decree in 1945,
although subsequent decrees have since refined its role.
It joined the Movement in 1950. The PMl's statutes
were last updated in November 1999, when the last
general assembly and national elections were held. The
national convention is held every five years.

Constituency
The PMI structure covers all administrative regions of
the country, and consists of 27 chapters (one per
province) and 316 branches (one per district). Three new
chapters are under formation. The national committee -
also referred to as the executive board - consists of 15
members. Six elected formateurs together with the
chairman choose the board members and the secretary
general. There is no specific provision for representation
of women, youth or regional groups on the national
committee although several women are currently
members, and the formateurs represent the chapters and
branches of one of each of six regions.

The PMI has over 850,000 members and volunteers.
There are approximately 1,000 board members: 23 at
national headquarters, 498 in the 27 chapters and 543 in
the 316 branches. The remainder are volunteers in the
following categories: primary school (10 years) =.

208,295; secondary school (12-14 years) = 356,290;
high school (14-20 years) = 234,705; university
34,080; and general community volunteers, 17,400.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The roles of governance and staff are relatively well
defined, but not always uniformly interpreted. The
secretary general is the chief executive officer, and is
accountable to the national board. In 1999, the PMI
appointed a new national chairman, national board and
a new secretary general. Leadership training has been
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Human resources
In 1998, the society employed a total of 2,815 staff.
There were 76 paid staff at the national headquarters,
two-thirds of whom were support staff; 1,961 people at
the chapter and branch levels; 678 at the Bogor Red
Cross hospital; and 100 staff employed at the central
blood-transfusion centre. Headquarters staff are paid on
a scale which is higher than that of the civil service but
lower than the private sector. Nonetheless, the PMI
states that it loses few staff to the private sector.

The society makes extensive use of volunteers in its
disaster relief and first-aid programmes. Over 20,000 of
the youth volunteers have undergone specialist training,
with an additional volunteer corps of approximately
35,000 (mostly trained university students).

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 1998 was CHF 567,500. Its
sources of incomes are as follows: central government
subsidy (II per cent); fund-raising (6 per cent); interest
on deposits (77 per cent); and the remainder from other
sources. The income from fund-raising at branch level
has decreased by 94 per cent compared to 1997 on
account of the Asian economic crisis.

Material resources
The PMI owns its headquarters building, and the
hospital at Bogor. Headquarters has 11 vehicles. All
chapters and some branches own their offices, and most
have vehicles - usually an ambulance. The PMI also
owns 153 blood-transfusion service units and has 20
large and eight small disaster warehouses.

Organization/planning
The PMI adopted a new strategic development plan for
1999-2004 during its national convention in 1999,
which prioritizes the following sectors - disaster
preparedness, blood, training, volunteer development,
information and health.

There are five staff in the finance section at headquarters.
Branches and headquarters are largely autonomously
funded and managed - funds raised at branch level go to
the headquarters (5 per cent), the chapters (10 per cent),
and the branches themselves (85 per cent). Accounts are
regularly audited, including those from the International
Federation for specialized programmes.

Partnerships
The PMI cooperates on a national level with the Boy
Scout movement. An agreement has been established
with six government departments, covering
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collaboration in the fields of health, social welfare, and
disaster preparedness (DP) and relief. The PMI has
provided delegates for several International Federation
operations and plays an active role in regional
programmes, such as the Asian regional task force on
HIV/AIDS as well as in the regional organizational
development and DP teams.

In the past, the PMI has received assistance from a
variety of external sources, both within and outside the
Movement including the International Federation,
ICRC, UNICEF, UNDP and WFP. Support has also been
received from Singapore Red Cross (family relief
parcels and medicines), Belgian Red Cross (health
projects), Japanese Red Cross (disaster preparedness),
Australian Red Cross (HIV /AIDS) and the Republic of
Korea Red Cross (blood programme).

The PMI has (or will) establish partnerships with the
Australian, Danish and Netherlands Red Cross (capacity
building); Japanese Red Cross (capacity building and
DP programmes), Swedish Red Cross (DP programmes
and delegate support) and Finnish Red Cross (delegate
support) in the context of DP programmes. In the
context of the disaster response programmes, the PMI
receives aid from AusAid, the French embassy, USAID
and the Japanese Red Cross (February floods). The
Netherlands Red Cross cooperates with the PMI in
organizing information seminars on humanitarian
values. Moreover, it cooperates with the Netherlands
and the Singapore Red Cross in the area of health and
care in the community.

In 2002, the PMI is to establish partnerships for
organizational and resource development with the Saudi
Arabia Red Crescent (capacity building), the New
Zealand Red Cross (delegate support), the Netherlands
Red Cross (capacity building, orientation for branch
development, and annual business plan development),
the Norwegian Red Cross (capacity building, orientation
for branch development), and the Swedish Red Cross
(capacity building, computer support for headquarters
and five chapters, and support to selected branches). The
society will also be cooperating with the Netherlands,
Norwegian and Swedish Red Cross in 2002 on
coordination and management programmes.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
Disaster relief efforts have been effective recently in
response to floods and earthquakes. In 1997-1998, the
PMI conducted an International Federation-supported
emergency programme for victims of smog and haze
resulting from extensive forest fires. Also in 1999, the
PMI was the implementing partner for the ICRC in
providing assistance to the victims of social unrest in
different areas in the country. In 2000, after the

earthquake in Benkulu, the PMI received international
help from many National Societies around the world. In
2002, the PMI was active supporting the victims from
the flood disaster in Indonesia.

Disaster preparedness
The PMI's efforts in the field of disaster preparedness and
relief are based on a provincial network of disaster
warehouses. A large number of volunteers undergo
regular training in disaster relief skills such as registration
of beneficiaries, distribution of relief goods, first aid,
running field kitchens and evacuation of affected
populations. The training and building of response teams
in disaster-prone areas has been going on for the last three
years. The teams are trained, equipped and mobilized in a
standardized manner and backed up by mobile emergency
units. This national structure will be headed by a national-
level rapid response team. At the end of2001, 57 branches
had organized disaster relief training.

Health
The society carries out primary health care and
community welfare activities, with the emphasis on
home nursing, HIV/AIDS peer education,
water/sanitation and health promotion as well as youth
training. In 1998, the society implemented a dengue
fever endemic anticipation programme, which involved
2,900 volunteers in 98 branches.

Blood
The PMI is solely responsible for the national blood-
transfusion services with 153 blood-transfusion service
units throughout the country. The PMI central blood-
transfusion centre in Jakarta, which had the capacity to
produce blood components, was completely destroyed
in a fire in early 1999.

Social welfare
In 1999 and 2000, the PMI implemented a crisis centre
programme addressing the urgent needs of female-
headed households whose livelihoods have deteriorated
on account of the Asian economic crisis.

Dissemination
The PMI works closely with the ICRC in disseminating
international humanitarian law (IHL) and Red Cross
principles. During the past five years, these issues have
been included in the training material for high school
teachers. The society worked closely with the national
committee on IHL and the Trisakti University centre for
humanitarian law.

Training
The PMI's main asset is an extensive network of highly
motivated volunteers. Recruitment is carried out in
senior high schools, universities and work places, and
regular training covers first aid, home nursing, disaster
relief skills, setting up field kitchens, tracing and
mailing services, and general Red Cross knowledge.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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In 2000-2002, the PMI, with International Federation
assistance, implemented water and sanitation and
community development projects in Tarakan and East
Kalimantan, on a pilot basis, with scope for extending
the programme in the following years. The project was
supported by the Netherlands Red Cross.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Indonesia (1999) •
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Japanese
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1877
Members/volunteers: 2l.2 million (200 I)
Staff: 53,897 (2001)
Expenditure: CHF 16.3 billion (2000)

1. National context
Japan is an archipelago made up of 3,400 islands. The
country is dominated by mountains, resulting in a high
population density along the narrow Pacific coastal strip,
where 40 per cent of the population inhabit only
approximately 1per cent of the land area. Japanese society
is changing rapidly, with an ageing population,
internationalization and the development of high
technology. Highly industrialized, the country has one of
the largest economies in the world, although its economy
was badly affected by the financial and economic crisis
which hit south-east Asia in 1997. Japan is a parliamentary
constitutional monarchy with the emperor as head of state.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Tokyo
127 million (2001)
US$ 32,230 (1999)
80 years (1999)
4 per 1,000 live births (1999)
99 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Japanese Red Cross Society (JRCS) undertakes the
following activities: international activities; domestic
disaster response; medical services; nursing education; a
blood programme; safety services; Red Cross
volunteers; junior Red Cross; and social welfare
services.

Legal base
The Japanese Red Cross Society was founded in 1877
and recognized by the ICRC in 1887. In 1919, the JRCS
was one of the five National Societies that took the
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imtiatrve in establishing the League of Red Cross
Societies (now the International Federation). The
society is a special corporation established under the
Japanese Red Cross law of 1952. The new Japanese Red
Cross statutes were implemented the same year.

Constituency
The society's national headquarters are located in
Tokyo, supporting a nationwide network of chapters
throughout all of the 47 Japanese prefectures. Each
chapter has a board of councillors composed of elected
members who supervise its activities. Below the chapter
level are branches which are formed in line with
government administrative units at the city, ward, town
and village levels. Chapters and branches are usually
headed by the leaders of the community they represent,
and serve as the machinery for recruiting members and
collecting membership contributions.

The national headquarters directly manages the medical
centre, the central blood centre, the plasma fractionation
centre, the centre for NAT (nucleic acid amplification
test) and quarantine, a nursing school and the school for
midwifery. All other institutions in various fields fall
within the jurisdiction of the chapters in their respective
prefectures.

As set out in the Japanese Red Cross law, the society is
organized by its own members. Any individual can
become a member by subscribing to the annual
membership fee of 500 yen (approximately CHF 6) or
more. Corporations can also become members. In 2002,
approximately 13.5 per cent of the Japanese population
was registered as individual JRCS members, numbering
over 17 million.

In 2002, the society also had over 4 million volunteers.
Red Cross volunteers are organized into three different
groups: community volunteers (including students); youth
volunteers; and special volunteers who have specialized
skills or experience. The total number of volunteers and
their groups, as of March 2002 was as follows: community
volunteers (3,159 groups, 3,961,901 members); youth
volunteers (189 groups, 7,139 members); and special
volunteers (614 groups, 34,488 members).

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society's highest governing body is the board of
representatives, comprising 223 members elected from
among the society for a term of three years. It meets
yearly to elect a president, two vice presidents, three
auditors and 61 governors (all for three-year terms), and
to make decisions on important matters such as the
annual budget, activity plans and statute modifications.
The board of governors' primary responsibility is to
assist the president with and deliberate on the
management and execution of important activities and

to approve matters referred to it according to the
statutes. Since it usually only meets in its entirety twice
a year, it may entrust its responsibilities to the standing
board of governors, which meets monthly, and is
composed of not more than 12 members elected from
among the governors.

The Empress of Japan is the society's honorary
president, and other members of the imperial family are
honorary vice presidents. The president, while
representing and chairing the board's meetings, assumes
the function of top executive, supervising the society's
day-to-day activities through its secretariat.

Human resources
In 2002, the JRCS had over 53,000 paid staff members
working in its headquarters (196), chapters and branches
(684), medical institutions (44,947), blood centres
(6,398), social welfare institutions (989) and nursing
schools (683).

The JRCS also benefits from the efforts of many
dedicated volunteers, who implement the society's
programmes at grass-roots level. Volunteers work at
JRCS hospitals and social welfare institutions, as first-
aid instructors, blood-donor recruiters, and carrying out
fund-raising campaigns.

Financial resources
In 2000, the society's total expenditure was CHF 16.3
billion. The major sources of income for the
headquarters and chapters budgets are membership fees
and general cash contributions. In this fiscal year,
individual and corporate members contributed a total of
CHF 383 million including special contributions for
domestic and international operations.

The budget for the medical institutions is by far the
largest, totalling CHF 9.7 billion for the fiscal year
2002. It is partly financed by medical fees paid by
patients, but mostly by the health insurance programme
in which all Japanese citizens are required by law to
enrol. The budget for the blood' programme, at
CHF 2.1 billion for 2002, is financed by proceeds from
blood and blood-product sales.

A major recent development to improve the financial
strength of the JRCS is the introduction of a corporate
partnership programme with private companies.

Material resources
JRCS has 92 hospitals and 77 blood centres.

Organization/planning
In March 1998, the JRCS adopted a strategy to take the
society into the 21 st century. This strategy is based on
the following four main ideas: to promote and enlarge
international activities and perform duties as a member
of the Movement; to promote activities directly related
with human life and welfare, such as improving disaster
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preparedness, medical services and social welfare
programmes; to promote Red Cross activities by the
participation of volunteers; and to strengthen the
dissemination of international humanitarian law, and to
increase public awareness of humanitarian issues.

The national headquarters oversees and coordinates
activities of all the prefectural chapters as well as the
institutions under them. All the JRCS chapters and
institutions are, in principle, financially independent
from each other. However, their budgets are grouped
under the following five major headings and are
approved respectively by the society's statutory bodies:
national headquarters; chapters; social welfare
institutions; medical institutions; and blood programme.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Domestic disaster response
The JRCS has a well-organized disaster response regime
with 471 medical response teams throughout the
country. The disaster relief activities of the JRCS are
mainly volunteer-led relief services such as first aid,
provision of hot meals and other services. The JRCS
provided assistance following the Unzen-Fugen
volcanic eruption (1991), the Great Hanshin-Awaji
earthquake (1995), Mount Usu volcanic eruption
(2000), and various other natural disasters. The JRCS is
also involved in emergency medical operations
following major accidents, including plane and train
crashes, and fires or gas explosions in public places.
Under the disaster relief law and the disaster
countermeasures basic act, the JRCS is required to play
the role of coordinating organization to cooperate with
the government and other public agencies in relief
operations. It also coordinates the collection and
distribution of voluntary donations for relief operations.

Disaster preparedness
Preparing for disasters, the JRCS supervises the
nationwide storage of food and other materials
necessary to enable distribution to victims whenever
disaster occurs.

Blood
The JRCS has 77 blood centres, a plasma fractionation
centre, a centre for NAT and quarantine, 136 blood-
donation rooms and 338 mobile blood units. In
cooperation with the national government and local
authorities, the JRCS promotes a nationwide blood-
donation movement to ensure a continuous supply of
blood products. In 2000, there were over 5.8 million
blood donors and the society supplied over 18 million
units of blood products.

Medical services
The JRCS runs 92 Red Cross hospitals, one maternity
hospital, two Gembaku hospitals (hospitals specialized
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in atomic bomb-related illnesses), two medical clinics
and five health care institutes for the elderly, all of
which promote medical and welfare services throughout
the country. In 2000, the JRCS treated a total of 12.7
million inpatients and 25.1 million outpatients.

Nursing education
In the past 110 years, more than 93,800 nurses have
been educated by the Japanese Red Cross. The JRCS
now runs 35 schools of nursing, educating about 3,500
students in total. Also, the Japanese Red Cross academy
of nursing runs four colleges of nursing and three junior
colleges of nursing, with about 900 students annually.

Safety services
The JRCS organizes nationwide courses on first aid,
water safety, snow safety and home nursing with the aim
of promoting health and safety. Through these courses,
the general public also gets a better understanding of the
JRCS and its activities.

Social welfare
As part of its care for children, the society operates eight
homes for children under the age of two years old with
special disabilities; three day nurseries; two orphanages;
one home for children with serious mental and physical
disabilities; and three medical care centres for
physically disabled children. The society also operates a
variety of facilities for the physically disabled including:
prosthesis production and repair work; training for the
visually disabled; a centre for the vocally disabled; and
a nursing care home for the seriously physically
disabled. Finally, JRCS runs services for the elderly
including eight nursing homes for elderly people who
need constant care and community services.

Junior Red Cross
The junior Red Cross was established in Japan in 1922,
and gives children and students from kindergarten to
senior-high school the opportunity to contribute to the
society through their individual schools. The leaders are
trained schoolteachers who work on a voluntary basis.
The main activities are: protection of life and health
(first aid, home nursing, accident prevention, and blood
donation and donor recruitment); voluntary services
(hospital visits, care for the physically disabled, services
for the elderly and environmental clean-up campaigns);
and international friendship and understanding
(exchange of gifts with members of sister societies,
exchange visits with foreign countries, and participation
in international youth gatherings). In 2001, there were a
total of 2.3 million Red Cross youth members.

Dissemination
The JRCS is actively involved in disseminating IHL to
its staff members and volunteers. The JRCS also
attempts to disseminate IHL to government officials to
encourage the Japanese government to accede to the
Additional Protocols of the Geneva Conventions, and to
journalists who could play an important role in
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spreading knowledge of IHL to the general public. In
1999, a national committee on IHL was established,
which includes formal representatives of the
government, Red Cross and academic circles.

Tracing and message service
More than 90 per cent of tracing requests the JRCS
receives are from families separated between Japan and
the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK). In
2001, the JRCS dealt with 677 tracing enquiries (644
cases involved the DPRK). In 2001, the JRCS delivered
47 Red Cross messages.

International activities
In 2001, the JRCS's international activities amounted to
CHF 67.7 million. This programme was funded by the
following sources: funds raised in collaboration with the
Japan Broadcasting Corporation through the
"international helping-hands campaign" (10 per cent);
membership fees and donations (12 per cent); voluntary
contributions for relief activities (68 per cent, including
contribution especially for the victims of 11 September
2001 through American Red Cross); and government
grants (10 per cent).

The JRCS spent 44 per cent of its international budget
for 2001 on assisting American Red Cross activities for
victims on 11 September 2001, 7 per cent on
development cooperation, 25 per cent on natural
disasters, 7 per cent on assisting victims of armed
conflict and 17 per cent on other relief activities.

The JRCS is currently supporting the following
development cooperation programmes: disaster
preparedness in Viet Nam, the Pacific region, and the
Caribbean region; health (primary health care, water and
sanitation, medial, blood) in Nepal, Cambodia, Laos;
and institutional development in East Timor,
Micronesia, Mongolia and Myanmar. To date, over 30
National Societies have benefited from JRCS assistance,
either on a bilateral basis or subsequently under the
coordination of the International Federation. In addition,
the JRCS has extended its support to various regional
initiatives such as the establishment of a regional
activities and the blood-programme symposium.

In 2001, the JRCS sent 108 delegates abroad, including
doctors and nurses mainly for relief activities for Indian
earthquakes. The JRCS has also taken initiatives to
establish a human resources development system in the
Asia and Pacific regions, and in 2000 and 2001, a total
of 17 people from these regions participated in the JRCS
basic training course.

5. Further information
JRCS review of activities, 2000-2001
JRCS strategy towards the 21st century (1998)
Web site: http://www.jrc.or.jp/.

Kiribati
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1965
3,200 (1998)
3 (2002)
CHF 26,900 (1999-2001)

1. National context
The Republic of Kiribati gained independence from
Britain in July 1979. It comprises 33 atoll islands and
atolls in three groups (Gilbert, Phoenix and Line
Islands) spreading across 4,400 kilometres of the
Central Pacific. Most people live in villages and the
economy is dominated by subsistence village
agriculture and fisheries. The country operates under a
British-based parliamentary system which
accommodates the traditional system. Manufacturing is
limited and social problems caused by unemployment
are growing as young people migrate to the capital
island of Tarawa in search of work.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Bairiki
84,494 (2000)
US$ 1,170
60 years (1999)
54 per 1,000 live births (1998)
93 per cent (1995)

2. Foundation
Mission
The constitution of the Kiribati Red Cross Society
(KRCS) sets out the general objectives of the society
which are to provide services and educational
opportunities to the disabled, first-aid training, disaster
preparedness and relief, youth activities and welfare.
The society is guided by the Movement's Fundamental
Principles and tries to operate in conformity with them.
The independent and voluntary nature of the society is
maintained in its working relationships and partnerships
with the government and NGOs.
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funding for its programmes for handicapped people and
is trying to raise funds to cover salaries.

The KRCS provides input to a number of government
health policy-making committees and is recognized as a
voluntary aid society.

Legal base
The KRCS was established in 1965 as a branch of the
British Red Cross and continued in that capacity until
1979 when Kiribati attained political independence. The
Kiribati Red Cross act was passed in 1989 recognizing
the society as a corporate body and protecting the name
Red Cross and the emblem. The society was recognized
by the ICRC in 1997 and admitted to the International
Federation the same year. The last general assembly of
the KRCS was held several years ago.

Constituency
The KRCS has not been able to establish and maintain
active branches in the outer islands other than the one on
the capital island of Tarawa. The society has plans to
extend its activities to other sub-centres in the north,
central and south areas and to the Line and Phoenix
Islands.

In 1998, the society had a total of 3,200 members and
volunteers. These were comprised of 1,200 registered
members (40 per cent male, 60 per cent female), 1,000
adult volunteers (20 per cent male, 80 per cent female)
and 1,000 youth volunteers (50 per cent male, 50 per
cent female). Youth are involved in first-aid services at
special events and sports competitions.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The constitution sets out the governing structure and
accountabilities in the society. The central council is the
highest authority of the Kiribati Red Cross. It is a policy-
making body which meets once a year in ordinary session;
extraordinary sessions are organized when required. The
membership of the central council includes people from
different government ministries and churches.

The executive committee is vested with the powers
delegated to it by the central council. The secretary
general is the chief executive officer and is responsible
for implementing the general policy laid down by the
central council.

Human resources
As of 2002 the KRCS maintained only three staff
members: the secretary general, one field officer and
one accountant.

Financial resources
From 1999 to 2001 the society's expenditure was
approximately CHF 26,900.

The society will not receive any core funding from
overseas for 2002. The society has requested government
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The development budget is completely dependent on
external funds. Some of the projects on the development
budget are aimed at creating assets for generating future
revenue for the society. The society produces annual
audited accounts.

Material resources
The society owns its national office building and a two-
bedroom house which is being rented out. The Betio
centre is located in the central part of the town and is
currently used as a pre-school and centre for disabled
adults. It badly needs renovation and provision of
suitable tools and equipment for the needs of the
disabled. The society has two vehicles which require
expensive maintenance but are still running, various
communications and training equipment, and a disaster
container. Some items in the disaster container need to
be replaced.

Organization/planning
The KRCS has basic structures, systems and procedures
in place for dealing with administrative and operational
matters. The society is working on a development plan
that could bring together its mission, specific objectives,
relief and development programmes and finances. The
society's leadership has undertaken to introduce greater
accountability in finance, procedures and meetings.

Each activity group reports to the national office, headed
by the secretary general, on its work and the national
office reports to the executive committee on a monthly
basis.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and relief
Kiribati is free from regular disasters due to its
geological features and geographical location. However,
in recent years the country has experienced a rise in sea
level and drought. The society is a member of the
national disaster council. Subject to the availability of
funds the society plans to conduct preparedness training
for its volunteers.

First aid
The teaching of first aid at various levels in schools is an
important part of the society's activities. The
programme is based on Red Cross training modules and
the staff are assisted by qualified nurses and trainers in
the outer islands to ensure continuity in areas where the
KRCS does not have a permanent presence. The society
also runs first-aid classes for the police and marine
training centres. The Fundamental Principles are
promoted through courses to members and HIV/AIDS
education is also briefly included in all courses.
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Education for the disabled
The KRCS operates two centres for pre-school children
with physical and mental disabilities. The centres also
provide recreation and education for handicapped
children and adults. At present the KRCS is the only
organization that caters for the disabled population in
Kiribati. Training of teachers for the school has attracted
wide interest. The KRCS also works with the adult
disabled association to rehabilitate and integrate people
into their respective communities. Part of this
programme involves encouraging disabled people to
play sports with a view to their participation III

international sporting events in the future.

Youth
The youth programme is designed to involve young
people in community activities in Tarawa and the outer
islands. There is an active recruitment of more youth
members.

Dissemination
Dissemination of the Fundamental Principles is carried
out through training and awareness programmes. IHL is
also included in these programmes.

Relevance/effectiveness
A review and evaluation of the KRCS was carried out in
200l. The society hopes that such a review will help it
to prioritize its activities and programme development
for the future.

With no overseas funding, KRCS will be depending on
external funds from organizations within the country.
Running first-aid courses is one of the main fund-raising
activities of the KRCS .•

Red Cross Society of
DPR Korea

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1946
1.1 million (2001)
213 (2001)
CHF 850,583 (2001)

1. National context
The Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) is
a peninsular country in which mountains and uplands
cover nearly 85 per cent of the total area, leaving barely
15 per cent for cultivable plains and lowlands. Since its
independence, the DPRK has experienced several stages
of development including post-war reconstruction and
industrialization, and achieved a number of successes
including free education and non-illiteracy, free medical
service and relatively long life expectancy.

However, many of the achievements of the past decades
have been reversed in recent years by a number of
factors. In the early 1990s the country was placed in the
changed global circumstances under which the Soviet
Union and the eastern European block collapsed
overnight, resulting in sudden loss of traditional trade
partners. Worse still, the country has been affected by
unprecedented natural disasters. The situation is further
complicated by a complex regional and international
geopolitical climate. These constitute severe challenges
to the economic growth of the country and the normal
livelihood of the people. There has been a decline in
gross national product per capita, food production and
health-care services. Despite the strenuous efforts, the
country is exposed to frequent occurrence of floods,
landslides, tidal waves, typhoons, droughts and other
types of natural disasters, severely affecting the life of
the population.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Pyongyang
23 million (2000)
US$ 463 (2000)
67.1 years (2000)
22 per 1,000 live births (2000)
100 per cent (2000)

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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in health promotion and first-aid services, disaster
preparedness and response in the communities.

2. Foundation

Mission
The mission of the Red Cross Society of the DPRK
(RCS-DPRK) is to prevent and alleviate the suffering of
people, promote their heath and welfare, contribute to
friendship and cooperation among peoples and thus
contribute to world peace. The RCS-DPRK provides
support in the fields of disaster preparedness and relief,
health promotion and first-aid services.

Legal base
The RCS of the DPRK was founded in 1946, recognized
by the ICRC and admitted to the International
Federation in 1956. The society was acknowledged by
resolution no. 100 of the North Korean provisional
people's committee in 1946 and recognized again by
cabinet resolution no. 101 of the DPRK government
after the republic was founded in 1948. The society's
constitution was established first in 1946 and revised in
1998.

Constituency
The national headquarters is located in Pyongyang,
supporting a nationwide network of chapters and
branches organized in nine provinces and three
municipalities and some 200 counties and cities,
covering the whole territory. Branches are broken down
into some 4,000 grass-roots units. The society, which is
open to people from all walks of life, reports a
membership of 1,053,200 people with nationwide
network of 328,000 volunteers in 2001. (This volunteer
figure reflects the number of the people who took part
once or twice in the society's activities.)

3. Capacity
Leadership
The highest governing body of the society is the
congress (general assembly) which meets every four
years as set out in the constitution. In between the
congresses, central committee and presidium govern the
society, to which the secretariat reports. The central
committee comprises 51 members elected in the
congress and meets every year to make decisions on
important matters such as annual budget, national plans
and structure modifications. The presidium meets on a
quarterly basis to guide the management and is
composed of 17 members elected from the central
committee. The society has one president and three vice
presidents.

Human resources
The society employs 213 paid staff working in national
and branch levels and enrolls 1,053,000 members
including 371,730 Red Cross youth. The society
benefits from the efforts of the many dedicated
volunteers. The volunteers are the strength of the society
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Financial resources
In 2001, the total expenditure of the society was CHF
850,583. Major sources of income for the society are the
government subsidy, membership fees and
contributions. In recent years the government subsidy
has decreased due to the economic difficulties, and now
amounts to 28.7 per cent of the society's income. A
major recent development is the start of the pilot water
project for income generation in cooperation with a
company. This project is supported by the International
Federation.

Material resources
The society has a Red Cross disaster preparedness
centre equipped with a number of offices, operation
room, audio-visual hall and storehouse. In addition, the
society runs 15 training centres and five disaster
preparedness stock warehouses rented from the
authorities in strategic points throughout the country for
the pre-positioning of relief items. Compared with the
headquarters, local chapters and branches lack sufficient
material resources with no proper office buildings, poor
telecom systems, etc.

Organization/planning
The RCS-DPRK has continuously tried to identify
strategies appropriate to the political and socio-
economic climate in the country in order to respond to
the needs ofthe vulnerable population. The last strategic
development plan was implemented during the period of
1994-1996. Afterwards development issues were
reflected in the annual plans of the central committee.

In its vision to cope with the rapidly changing situation
and carry out the Red Cross mandate more effectively
with adequate resources, the society is now working to
elaborate an overall strategic plan for three years
focusing on organizational development, disaster
preparedness and response, health-care services and
dissemination of humanitarian values.

The society oversees and coordinates all the
departmental and branch activities in the direction of
strengthening its overall capacity as a service delivery
organization through improvement of management
skills and training, further enhancing the profile of the
Movement, and learning from and adapting the
experiences of other National Societies. The society is
now in the process of implementing an organizational
development programme.

Partnerships
The society enjoys a positive and cooperative working
relationship with the FDRC (relief control agency) of
the government, the ministry of public health, the
ministry of evironmental protection and other
government agencies, as well as public organizations.
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Structures are in place to provide for interagency
coordination and cooperation.

Since 1995 the National Society has been supported by
the International Federation in assisting the most
vulnerable groups in the four disaster-affected provinces
through emergency relief and longer-term health-care
programmes. Many donors responded well to the
International Federation's appeals to assist the targeted
beneficiaries. Cooperative relations have been
developed with the Australian, British, Canadian,
Danish, German, Norwegian and Swedish Red Cross,
and with other participating National Societies (PNS).

The society cooperates with the ICRC in the field of
dissemination of the international humanitarian values.
In recent years several workshops and training seminars
were arranged for the Red Cross, army and university
students, and the society's staff and volunteers were
given outside training opportunities by the ICRC. Since
2002 the ICRC supports an orthopaedic project in the
country.

The society maintains good cooperative relations with
the European Community Humanitarian Office
(ECHO), UNICEF, WHO and other international aid
agencies in the country particularly in the field of
emergency relief and health-care programme
implementation.

4. Performance
Activities
Major performances of the society have been directed
for several decades towards health promotion and first-
aid services, emergency relief operations, tracing
services, youth activities and IHL dissemination.
Throughout the 1990s, a decade that saw successive
disasters, the focus was put on health care, disaster
preparedness and capacity-building programmes. Since
1995, when the International Federation's operations in
DPRK began, the society's programmes have been
interdependent and interactive with the implementation
of the appeals launched.

Disaster relief
Over the years, the society renewed and improved its
disaster response mechanisms from headquarters to the
communities. When a big flood hit the country in late
1995, the society organized the relief teams to
coordinate the operation on the spot while releasing over
CHF 292,500 worth of relief goods. Afterwards tens of
thousands of Red Cross volunteers assisted victims of
floods, landslides, typhoons with first aid, rescue, relief
items and food distribution. The society has been
involved in relief operations with the support of the
International Federation since 1995. During this period,
the operational capacity of the society has increased and
now a priority is to build disaster response capacity at

branch level. In order to improve both relief distribution
and monitoring, meetings with FNS and the
International Federation often take place.

Disaster preparedness
The society and the International Federation have
implemented a disaster preparedness programme since
1998, resulting in setting up a disaster preparedness
centre and disaster preparedness and relief department at
the national headquarters which is assigned full
responsibility for disaster preparedness. From the country
perspective, the Red Cross is viewed as a primary and
advanced player in disaster preparedness. According to
the Memorandum of Understanding signed between the
society and the government's disaster control agency, the
Red Cross cooperates with the relevant government
agencies in the establishment of early warning systems,
appropriate trammg programmes, stockpiles of
emergency supplies, and the creation of a national
disaster management control regime. However, a real
understanding of disaster preparedness is not yet fully
comprehended by the community and the agencies.

Health care
The society has developed first-aid services and health
promotion for decades with some 4,000 first-aid posts
across the country. The headquarters and local branches
provide, in cooperation with the health authorities, first-
aid training throughout the country targeting different
groups in the community. Hundreds of thousands of
volunteers and occupational groups have been trained in
first aid. As the outbreaks of diseases have emerged, the
society has been supporting health institutions in close
relationship with the International Federation and the
ministry of public health according to the health-care
programme. In 2001, Red Cross distributed drugs to 1,762
health institutions at all levels in the operation areas on a
quarterly basis. Drug distribution started in 1997. The
health-care programme also includes a series of induction
courses covering diarrhoea control, safe motherhood,
effective use of medication, as well as community-based
first aid and water and sanitation. The society runs an
HIV/AIDS awareness and education programme with the
International Federation's country delegation. In field of
water and sanitation, the society and the International
Federation provide support to some health institutions and
community villages,

Social welfare
Volunteers are carrying out throughout the country
different social welfare programmes, such as
counselling, cleaning and care services for children,
elderly people and the handicapped. These programmes
are the routine part of the branch activities. From 2002
the society started an orthopaedic project with the ICRC
to assist the handicapped and disabled.

Red Cross youth
The society has a vast network of 370,000 youth
members mainly in primary and secondary educational

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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establishments who are involved in first-aid training,
health promotion, tree-planting, care services for the
elderly and disabled, and environmental clean-up
campaigns.

Communication/dissemination
The society recently developed a communications
strategy to promote the Red Cross's reputation and
public relations. Dissemination of the Fundamental
Principles and IHL is a indispensable part of day-to-day
activities of the society, conducted through every
possible training opportunity targeting Red Cross staff
and volunteers, the authorities and servicemen.
Workshops and courses for students, diplomats and
servicemen are held with the support of the ICRe.

Organizational development
The organizational development programme was first
drafted in 2001 and included in the appeal for 2002-
2003. It is now being implemented and focuses on
branch development. In order to adapt to the changing
situation, the society set up an organizational
development committee and took measures to
restructure the branches on a voluntary basis by
decreasing the number of paid staff and redefining their
job descriptions. It assessed six pilot branches,
preparing some training courses for the branch
governors and staff and trying to repair or reconstruct
and equip the poor branches.

Tracing service
The society has a special programme for families
separated for more than half a century due to the
division of the nation shortly after liberation. At present
tracing services for separated families and others are
addressed in cooperation with concerned partners.

Regional and international cooperation
The society is an active participant in regional and
international exchanges of information and experiences
with other National Societies. Over the years,
cooperation with the International Federation and
participating National Societies has been further
strengthened .•
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The Republic of
Korea National

Red Cross
Founded: 1905
Members/volunteers: 6.9 million (2001)
Staff: 2,687 (2001)
Expenditure: CHF 424 million (2001)

1. National context
After going through many hardships and difficulties in
history since the tragic Korean war (1950-1953), which
led to the political division of the Korean peninsula
between the South and the North, the Republic of Korea
(South Korea) made all-out efforts to be one of the
world's major economies. Although the financial crisis in
1997 hit the country badly, South Korea's economy has
shown rapid improvement and is on the path to recovery.

Relations with its northern neighbour have been the
South's major concern. After five decades of suspicion
and distrust, the ice has begun to melt, leading to the
historic handshake in Pyongyang between the two top
leaders in 2000.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Seoul
46.1 million (2000)
US$ 8,900 (200 I)
75.9 years (2000)
7.7 per 1,000 live births (1996)
98 per cent (1995)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Republic of Korea National Red Cross (KNRC)
prepared its own ten-year strategic plan in 2000 and
went through a restructuring process to secure a
mandate that will embody the Red Cross humanitarian
ideals and spirit based on the Fundamental Principles of
the Movement and the Geneva Conventions.
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In collaboration with the government, the KNRC is
implementing its activities as an auxiliary body of the
government in specific areas and is considered to be
the most long-standing and reliable organization in
Korea. However, the society maintains its
independence from the government regarding finances
and management.

Legal basis
Emperor Kojong promulgated a royal decree in 1905
proclaiming the formation of the Red Cross in Korea to
provide relief to indigents suffering from poverty and
disease.

The society was recognized by the ICRC in May 1955
and admitted to the International Federation in
September 1955.

The KNRC law of incorporation was promulgated in
April 1949 and the statutes of the society were
established in January 1988, and last revised in April
1999. The president holds a general assembly of
national representatives of the society once a year or
more, depending on requests from one-third or more of
its total representatives. The last general assembly was
held in 2001.

Constituency
KNRC has 14 chapters at provincial level across the
country and each chapter has their own facilities
including community service centres covering all
districts of each province.

Each district has its own Red Cross volunteer group in
the community and Red Cross youth organizations in
schools. The groups meet regularly to review their
accomplishments and to discuss detailed plans for
further activities. The implementation of Red Cross
work in South Korea .is based on the coordination of
these groups. Women, young adults, the elderly, medical
practioners, community health instructors and radio
volunteers all have their own service groups to facilitate
their respective activities.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The central committee and the steering committee are
the decision-making bodies of the society.

The central committee is the supreme decision-making
body of the society. It is composed of the society's
president, 19 members elected by the national assembly
and eight members designated by the president of the
Republic of Korea from his cabinet ministers. This
committee normally meets more than once a year and
elects members of the society's governance, i.e., the
president, two vice presidents, one financial supervisor
and one legal counsellor, when needed. The society's

president is officially responsible for calling on the
central committee to deliberate and determine the
society's plans, budgets, etc.

The steering committee consists of six members; four
members are from the central committee and two
members are from the ministry. They are charged with
formulating the society's basic strategies.

The secretary general, who is appointed by the society's
president with the approval of the central committee,
manages activities of the society including
administration.

Human resources
As of 2001, the KNRC has a total of 2,687 paid staff;
444 in administration and operation services at
headquarters and chapters, 835 in medical services and
1,408 in blood services. Of the 2,687 staff members,
2,288 work full time.

Financial resources
The society launches its annual membership recruitment
and fund-raising campaign in the first quarter of the year
for about 40 days. Funds raised constitute the main
budget of the society's activities for that given year in
areas of domestic and international programmes in
general at national headquarters and local chapters. With
technical help from the local government, the public-
oriented drive guides donors to give membership fees to
designated beneficiary accounts throughout the country.
In 2001, the society raised approximately CHF ·45
million.

In addition, the society encourages donors to take out
permanent membership by joining the Red Cross
Sponsor Registration Programme, introduced in 1998,
which ensures a steady funding source.

Material resources
The KNRC runs facilities throughout the country
including two locations for headquarters, 14 chapters,
six hospitals, 16 blood centres and 43 community
services centres. The society also uses a training
institute for Red Cross staff and volunteers. The Red
Cross College of Nursing is well known in Korea for
instructing well-educated and well-trained nurses.

For disaster preparedness and response, the society has
obtained a mobile telecom-network vehicle for clear and
swift information. The Red Cross has 17 mobile soup
kitchens which allow rapid and convenient distribution
of food to disaster victims and rescuers during crises.

Organization/planning
In order to cope with the challenging situations of the 21st
century, the society is setting out new guidelines for its
restructuring process and new systems will be established
after a thorough assessment of each service area.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Blood services
The society officially began its blood programme in
1958 and was subsequently entrusted by the Korean
government with the national blood programme in 1981.
Pursuant to that major development, the society
organized a nationwide campaign to raise public
awareness of the necessity for increased blood
donations. As a result of these vigorous efforts, 5.3 per
cent of the population (2,526,297 people) donated blood
voluntarily in 2001.

Based on Strategy 2010's direction and core areas, the
KNRC finalized its ten-year strategy which outlines the
priorities for its main activities. The society's annual
expenditure for international development programmes in
2001 was over CHF 5.4 million. The KNRC's main areas
of concern are institutional and resource development,
health and first aid, blood and youth services.

Partnerships
The KNRC works closely with the government in terms
of assistance programmes for North Korea and blood
services. The society also works closely with civil
society and business, who partially sponsor the
international cooperation programmes, particularly
youth, organizational development and health
programmes in Mongolia and Central Asia.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief services
The KNRC organizes volunteers and distributes
emergency food along with other urgently needed items.
In the aftermath of disaster, the society's role is to care
for vulnerable people at every phase, pursuant to the
Korean disaster relief act of 1995 enacted by the
government, which assigns the society a primary role in
responding to national disasters. The society also
operates a soup kitchen programme to supply elderly
and unemployed citizens with a hot meal daily, mainly
to those who were most severely affected by the
economic situation in 1997.

Social services
The 34 community service centres provide people at risk
in the community with the services that have been
deemed most necessary and urgent. They also facilitate
the activities of local Red Cross volunteer groups by
providing them with training and financial support.
Military service is compulsory for all healthy male
adults in Korea and the 23 service centres at armed
forces hospitals offer recreational programmes and other
activities in accordance with the needs of soldiers who
are injured in military exercises.

Medical and community health services
The KNRC hospitals provide low-income patients with
medical assistance at reduced costs and also operate free
clinics for foreign labourers residing in Korea in
cooperation with Catholic churches and the medical
staff of several other hospitals.

In a series of activities for improving health, the society
has launched projects such as an HIV/AIDS prevention
campaign and the printing and dissemination of health
pamphlets on topics such as drug abuse, maternal health
care and sex education for young people. The society
has given particular attention to holding an annual youth
workshop dealing with sex education issues.
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As part of the project to improve blood services, make
more efficient use of human resources and eliminate
redundancy, 16 blood inspection facilities were
streamlined into seven centres nationwide.

Youth services
The Korea Red Cross youth movement, which started in
1953 during the Korean war with a mere 200 high school
students, has now grown to over 174,766 youth members
in 3,951 schools. Youth members participate in a wide
range of programmes including relief, community
service, blood-donation campaigns, health programmes
and IHL dissemination, with the help of different support
groups including schoolteachers, university professors,
experts and parents. The youth movement also promotes
international friendship through active participation in
regional and international gatherings, assistance
programmes to sister societies by sending them gift boxes
and by assisting ethnic Koreans in Sakhalin, Russia.

Safety services
The training of first aid, a water safety course and a
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) course were
introduced in 1948, 1953 and 1975 respectively and
have been conducted by the society to maintain the
sound physical health of Koreans and to enlarge the
recognition of skills needed to react to emergency
situations through training, a dissemination course and
exhibition/competition matches. In addition, the KNRC
has a manual and audio-visual materials to facilitate the
effectiveness of the courses. A voluntary group of first-
aid and CPR instructors is dispatched to beaches, indoor
swimming pools and other amusement locations, as well
as to the mountains to prevent accidents and to supply
an appropriate response to emergencies.

International cooperation
In response to appeals from the Movement, the society
has provided humanitarian assistance to the most
vulnerable people, victims of disaster and armed
conflicts around the world.

To plan and monitor the development programmes
abroad better, the KNRC is preparing guidelines
outlining the direction and core areas of its assistance
programmes in both Korean and English versions.

In addition, the society organizes a BTC (basic training
course for delegates) annually in cooperation with the
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ICRC and the International Federation, in order to be
able to dispatch qualified personnel to disaster and
conflict areas. Representatives of other societies are
invited to these training courses.

The society has also invested considerable resources
into informing the general public of its activities, in
order to arouse interest in humanitarian operations. As
part of its aid to the Movement's development
initiatives, the society is taking part in projects for the
self-reliance and capacity building of Asian National
Societies.

Separated families and ethnic Koreans living abroad
Since the Korean peninsula was divided in 1945, many
families have been separated. Inter-Korean Red Cross
dialogue was. initiated in 1971 and, finally, a joint
declaration was signed by both sides at the South-North
summit held in Pyongyang in June 2000. The two Red
Cross Societies have started visitation groups consisting
of separated family members in both Seoul and
Pyongyang. As of 2001, about 3,600 separated family
members had met during three exchange visits, 2,267
people had been able to locate missing family members
and, of those who met, 300 people exchanged letters.

The society, in cooperation with the Japanese Red Cross
and relevant governments from all sides, launched the
family visit programme for Sakhalin Koreans who
couldn't return to Korea at the end of the Second World
War. As of April 2002, the society had arranged the visit
for 13,743 ethnic Sakhalin Koreans totalling 161
separate journeys.

Dissemination
Dissemination of IHL is one of the Red Cross's key
programmes. The society launches its annual IHL
seminar and an IHL dissemination course to enhance
understanding of the law to the general public as well as
Red Cross staff and volunteers.

5. Further information
KNRC annual report, 200 I
KNRC newsletter (quarterly basis)
KNRC Brief Introduction 2002
KNRC international programmes, 1995-1997
Web site: http://www.redcross.or.kr •

Lao Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1955
5,500 (1998)
184 (2002)
CHF 2.8 million (2002)

1. National context
The Lao People's Democratic Republic is a landlocked
country surrounded by Thailand, Myanmar, Cambodia,
Viet Nam and southem China. The present state was
founded in December 1975 after the ending of the long
Indo-China conflict, and has been governed by the Lao
People's Revolutionary Party since that time. The
economy is centrally planned and mainly agricultural, but
forestry and tourism are also significant. The majority Lao
ethnic group, about half the population, are rice growers
living along the Mekong River plains. They usually enjoy
better living conditions than the many other ethnic
communities who, with their diversity of languages and
culture, often live in remote mountainous areas and have
less access to basic services. Many villages are
inaccessible by road for most of the year and only half the
population in rural areas has access to safe water.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Vientiane
5.2 million (2002)
US$ 350 (1998)
53 years (2000)
96 per 1,000 live births (2000)
46 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Lao Red Cross (LRC) is to assist the
most vulnerable groups in the community, particularly in
remote areas, and its statutes and dissemination materials
reflect the Fundamental Principles. The LRC has a five-
year plan (2001-2005) which is currently being reviewed
and updated. The International Federation's Strategic
Work Plan has been shared with the senior management
and the Hanoi Declaration has been translated into Lao
and widely distributed.
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The LRC has been in transition since 1992. Formerly
the society was based within the ministry of health. It is
now independent by official decree but still remains
closely linked to the government. In May 1999 a new
decree was published which clarifies the role and status
of the LRC and defines the staff establishment at
headquarters. All paid staff receive salaries provided by
the government, which also provides the headquarters
and branches with a modest administrative budget. In
some branches there continues to be some confusion
about the society's independence from the provincial
office of the ministry of health.

The LRC is becoming better known in the country, its
profile having been raised by flood relief operations in
the past years. The work of the society's blood centre and
its first aid and community-based first-aid activities are
also well reported in the media. The appointment in 1995
of the president of the national assembly as the society's
honorary president boosted its profile. By 2010, it is
planned that LRC will become a well-functioning
National Society, providing adequate and timely
assistance to vulnerable people throughout the country.

Legal base
The LRC was founded in 1955 and was recognized by
the Movement in 1957. Its statutes date from 1955. The
LRC re-emerged in the early 1990s after being dormant
since 1975. No general assembly or elections have been
held, however, and leadership positions continue to be
filled by appointment.

In April 1999, the prime minister's office issued a decree,
stipulating the organization and structure of the Lao Red
Cross, as well as its role and function in the country: "The
LRC has a role, as an auxiliary to the government, to
alleviate the poverty of the people, help victims of
disaster, to promote public health, and to participate in
humanitarian activities based on the seven Fundamental
Principles" (Prime Minister's Decree 36/PM). In
addition, two regulations were issued, governing the LRC
branches and the society's internal rules.

The society's statutes are currently being revised.

Constituency
The society is functional in 17 of the country's 18
provinces and it plans to have a branch in every province
by 2000. The first sub-branches are already 'established in
some provinces. The society has limited membership and
a narrow volunteer base. Further membership and
volunteer recruitment is a priority activity. Most Red Cross
programmes are implemented by staff, not volunteers.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The LRC headquarters has a clear management
structure, which is also reflected at provincial branch
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level. The president is the chief executive and
decision-making remains centralized. The president,
secretary general and heads of department at
headquarters meet on a weekly basis. This group
comprises the executive committee. The governance
of the society is weak and both governance and
management need strengthening (as was highlighted
at the organizational development and governance
workshop in November 2000 and is now a priority in
the LRC's annual work plan 2002).

Human resources
Approximately 184 paid staff are employed at
headquarters and another 23 at the blood centre. In
addition there are about four to six staff in each of the
established branches. It is difficult for the LRC to attract
and motivate high-calibre personnel because of the low
level of government salaries. Most staff are doctors and
government employees with no previous Red Cross
knowledge or management experience. The most active
have a second job to provide additional income.
Understaffing is a concern and much more could be
achieved with a few more experienced staff.

The society has 5,500 members, of whom 1,500 are
youth members. Women account for approximately one-
third of adult members. Trained volunteers are
sometimes used for first aid at public events such as
festivals, and for relief distributions, often in difficult-
to-reach areas.

Financial resources
In 2002, the total expenditure of the LRC was CHF 2.8
million. The LRC does not produce public annual
accounts, though it does comply with various
government financial regulations. The LRC has
attracted flood relief support from NGOs and bilateral
donors (through UNDP) because of its hands-on
approach. The socie,ty has begun to approach
international donors itself, but needs to improve the
skills of proposal writing and financial skills. It is still
dependent on external support for most of its funds.
Currently there are five participating National Societies
(PNS) with long-term bilateral programmes, and several
others who have made one-off contributions.

The current financial crisis in the country and an
inflation rate of 140 per cent in 1999 make fund-raising
difficult. Some of the LRC branch committees organize
fund-raising events and this was particularly successful
on World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day. Limited
progress has been made at headquarters in developing a
long-term fund-raising strategy to provide a measure of
sustainability. However several branches get income
from house or office rental and LRC headquarters has a
new wing of offices in the city centre which is available
for rent. One element (a priority) of the International
Federation's development assistance is to work with
LRC to prepare a fund-raising strategy.
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Material resources
Headquarters has a well-appointed compound of
buildings in the capital, including a renovated building
which houses the International Federation delegation and
the offices of the Australian and Danish Red Cross. A
well-stocked warehouse constitutes the ground floor of
one wing of the headquarters building. The blood
programme is housed elsewhere in the capital in purpose-
built premises (completed in early 1997). Headquarters
owns two trucks, one minibus and several pick-up trucks.
Many of the staff have a Red Cross motorbike. All the
branches and the blood centre have vehicles for their
work which may be motorbikes or pick-up trucks.

LRC branches have varying facilities, ranging from
excellent to functional. In the mid-1990s, the
International Federation's development fund was used
to provide basic office equipment and transport
(motorbike, motorboat or tuk tuk) for the branches. PNS
have provided vehicles to each of the branches they
work with.

The construction of the last of the three planned regional
warehouses in the central, southern and northern regions
is almost completed. This means that there will be relief
goods available in each region for a timely and effective
response to disasters.

Organization/planning
The major components of the LRC plan of action (five-
year development plan 2001-2005) are: institutional and
branch development; the health programme comprising
the national blood centre, first aid, community-based
first aid, primary health care, water and sanitation
projects, and HIY /AIDS prevention; disaster relief and
preparedness; and information and fund-raising. All of
these programmes are making steady progress and are
assisted by the five PNS in the country, the ICRC and
the International Federation. The society is revising the
five-year plan of action and producing a detailed activity
plan, after agreements with two PNS ended in 2000. The
society organizes its own internal self-evaluation on an
annual basis.

From October 1996 to May 1997, the government
conducted a lengthy and detailed audit of all LRC work
since 1993, with particular focus on financial
management. As a result, a process of headquarters
restructuring and staffing began in June 1997, which was
completed in mid-1998. Since then, staff has been stable
and there is a steady improvement in the language skills
and management ability of the programme managers.

The financial management system is gradually
improving and there is now a standardized system of
bookkeeping common to all PNS and branches. Support
is also given by the International Federation delegation's
administrator. There is a need for a senior accountant
within LRC to supervise staff and give direction to the

branches in financial management. Overall, the society
lacks financial transparency and no accounts are
published with the annual report.

The primary focus of the International Federation's
work in Lao is in organizational development and
capacity building, particularly at LRC headquarters.
Momentum is being progressively developed and the
mood among the society and its partners is one of
enthusiasm and confidence for building strong
partnerships around a cooperation agreement strategy
(CAS) with the LRC five-year development plan and
annual work plan as the foundation.

Partnerships
The LRC works in collaboration with the ministries of
health and of labour and social welfare. Repre-
sentatives of these two ministries are on each branch
committee as are representatives of the youth and
women's union, and labour unions. The society's
contacts with the international NGO community have
been mostly limited to receiving small funds for relief
work, though it is now planned that branches should
take a more proactive networking and coordination role
at provincial level.

All external assistance is covered by memoranda of
understanding (MoD) or development contracts. There is
support from the Netherlands and Swiss Red Cross for
the branch development programme (both with Mol.Is),
and the ICRC has donated used vehicles. The Japanese
Red Cross supports the blood programme and the
disaster preparedness programme. An MoD has been
signed with the Australian Red Cross for the HIY/AIDS
project. The Danish Red Cross has developed a five-year
programme of support to the LRC in institutional
development and primary health care in three branches.
The first-generation CAS is due to be finalized by mid-
2002.

The LRC is increasingly open to its neighbours and to
events in the region. The president and two senior staff
attended the regional meeting in Hanoi in 1998 and the
Hanoi Declaration has been translated into Lao and
distributed to ministries and branches.

During 2000, the established PNS supporters continued
their partnership with the LRC in the fields of blood,
HIY /AIDS prevention, branch development, water and
sanitation, and primary health care. (Efforts were made
to focus on a more inclusive and coherent assistance
programme based on the LRC's national strategy and
goals, thereby formulating and implementing projects,
which in the long term would maximize the impact upon
the condition of the most vulnerable in Laos and
strengthen the society's capacity. The LRC, the PNS and
the International Federation are now committed to
consolidating and implementing together for a truly
inclusive CAS which emphasizes the leadership of the
LRC, the need for common standards and agreed goals,

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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and the responsibility of the International Federation's
delegation to add value to this programme.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief and preparedness
This is a traditional LRC role, helping victims of
drought, fire and, most commonly, floods. Funding for
materials for small-scale disasters is usually provided
through LRC fund-raising activities. The disaster
preparedness programme is making steady progress,
with some external training for staff. The LRC is
working closely with the national disaster management
office towards a national disaster plan.

Health
There is a peer education project on HIV /AIDS in five
provinces, in which several hundred young people
participate in discussions on sexual practices and in peer
awareness training. In most branches there is an active
community-based first-aid training programme based on
village volunteers. In the northern branches the focus is
on primary health care and many branches have projects
to build latrines and improve water supply.

Blood
The society's blood programme in Vientiane has
expanded into eight provinces. A national transfusion
policy was promulgated by the government in 1996. The
national advisory committee for blood services is
chaired by the minister of health.

Branch development
In 1993, the current LRC branch development began
more or less from scratch and the society has so far built
up 15 provincial branches. It is planned that by 2000
there will be 18 branches, one in each province plus one
in the capital. The level of activity in the different
branches varies; some operate very effectively and these
branches can serve as a model for the newer branches.

Dissemination
Dissemination will be reinforced and a teaching kit of
material is being prepared for each branch by the ICRC
and the International Federation in conjunction with
the LRC information department. Membership and
volunteer recruitment also need to be strengthened.
There is a need to raise the profile of the LRC within
the community and to link this to a fund-raising
strategy.

Youth
This programme has provided community-based first-
aid training for volunteers and teachers, as well as some
coverage at sporting activities and festivals.
Recruitment of youth volunteers is a major challenge.
There are about 820 in Vientiane, and a total of 500 in
the branches. Most of the voluntary non-remunerated
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blood donors are young people, but apart from this the
activity level of the youth programme is quite low.

Relevance/effectiveness
Evaluations have taken place to assess the Netherlands
and Swiss Red Cross-supported branch development
and health programmes. The mid-term evaluation of the
blood programme with the Japanese Red Cross and the
ministry of health was carried out in November 1999.
The Australian Red Cross has conducted reviews of the
LRC's HIV/AIDS programme and carried out project
evaluation training workshops during 1997 and 1999.
The Danish and Netherlands Red Cross conducted
evaluations in 2000 and 2001. The lessons learnt from
all these exercises have been welcomed by the LRC and,
in most cases, modifications have been made to their
programmes in accordance with evaluation recom-
mendations.

5. Further information
LRC development plan, 1998-2003
LRC five-year development plan, 2001-2005
History of the Lao Red Cross, Dr. Sramany (1999)
Annual report of LRC (1998)
Lao Red Cross journal (published four or five times per
year in Lao)
Progamme updates, International Federation delegation
in Lao PDR.



Malaysian Red Crescent Society

Malaysian
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1948
278,170 (2002)
156 (2002)
CHF 1.2 million (2002)

1. National context
Malaysia consists of Peninsular Malaysia (40 per cent of
the national land area)' and the states of Sabah and
Sarawak on the island of Borneo. Its population of 23.3
million (2000) consists of a variety of ethnic groups.
Malaysia successfully developed from a commodity-
based economy to one focused on manufacturing. The
Malaysian economy rebounded from a sharp recession
in 1998 and in recent years has enjoyed a booming
economy and rapid industrialization, in keeping with the
government's stated aim of achieving developed nation
status by the year 2020.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Kuala Lumpur
23.3 million (2000)
US$ 3,500 (2000)
73 years (1999)
7.9 per 1,000 live births (1999)
92.5 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission statement of the Malaysian Red Crescent
Society (MRCS) is included in the 1997 corporate rules
of the society, and reflects the Fundamental Principles of
the Movement. The rules are made available to the
members in the 15 branches. The MRCS has established
a close working relationship with the government,
whilst maintaining its autonomy and independence.

In the 1990s, the International Federation's Strategic
Work Plan was taken by MRCS as the basis of its own
long-term planning and strategies. From 2000 onwards,
Strategy 2010 and the Hanoi Declaration (1998) will be

used as guides to plan and implement tasks to meet the
challenges of the future.

The MRCS considers that it has established a positive
public image over the years through active and effective
programmes in favour of the community, especially in
times of disaster and emergencies.

Legal base
The MRCS was founded in 1948 and recognized by the
government in 1957, and by the Movement in 1963. It
was incorporated by an act of parliament in 1965, and
became the Malaysian Red Crescent Society (change of
name and emblem) by a similar act in 1975. The last
national elections took place in June 2002 and the last
annual general meeting was held in June 2002.

Constituency
There are branches functioning in all 13 states and two
federal territories of Malaysia. The governing national
executive committee is broadly representative of the
Malaysian population, including women.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The governing structure is well defined and the roles
and responsibilities of the leaders are clearly enshrined
in the corporate rules. The MRCS is managed on a
committee system, with members of the national
executive committee chairing committees with specific
sectoral responsibilities. Lines of communication and
control are clearly laid out.

The national executive committee meets every six
weeks, and the national council, consisting of
representatives from branches, government ministries
and elected members, meets three times a year.
Meetings are held at branch and chapter levels at least
four times a year. Generally, meetings do take place as
frequently as specified.

Leadership training for youth is implemented through
formal and informal programmes such as camps and
competitions, while the staff occasionally attend skills-
enhancement training and seminars.

Human resources
There are 42 staff at headquarters. The national
ambulance service employs 53 medical aides and at
branch level there are 61 staff.

The MRCS salary scale, though recently revised, is less
attractive than both the government and the private
sector scales, and includes no bonuses or pension
provision. A further study of this problem is envisaged.
Many of the headquarters staff of the MRCS are retired
military personnel and government pensioners.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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peer support in terms of human/technical skills to other
National Societies in the region. MRCS staff work as
International Federation or ICRC delegates in other
countries, and MRCS leaders participate in various
International Federation commissions and study groups.

The MRCS has a large and vigorous volunteer corps,
and most of its programmes are managed by volunteers
at the branch and chapter levels, especially in the fields
of disaster relief and first aid. The MRCS has 278,170
members, of whom 25,723 are adult volunteers.

Financial resources
The MRCS's total expenditure for 2002 was
approximately CHF 1.2 million. The society carries out
fund-raising activities such as golf tournaments, sale of
flags and stickers, sponsored runs and banquets, and it
plans to generate income from renting space in a new
headquarters building which will be built. Resource
development remains a priority for the MRCS.

Material resources
The MRCS owns buildings in seven states. It has 16
ambulances at headquarters and 36 at branch level, plus 46
other vehicles and 23 boats. Its net current assets at June
2002 were over CHF 492,096 (headquarters level only).

Organization/planning
A management consultant carried out a review in 1992,
which resulted in a reorganization of the headquarters
structure. Following a "future directions" exercise
initiated in 1993, and involving an appraisal of current
structures and operations, the MRCS developed an
overall plan of action in 1993-1994 focused on ten core
programmes, drawn up in much the same format as the
post-Beijing Declaration regional plan of action, with
tasks, activities, time frame and budget. This was a five-
year plan terminating in 1998. In 2000, the headquarters
structure was reorganized and positions were merged to
reduce the workforce and administrative expenditure.

The finance department is staffed by qualified
professionals. The treasurer is also a qualified financial
professional. Annual audited accounts are required by
law and are produced. Branches are self, supporting and
responsible for fund-raising, while headquarters
provides assistance to the branches in the form of
equipment, and help for specific programmes.

Partnerships
The MRCS works closely with a number ofNGOs and
is an auxiliary to the government, especially the
ministry of national unity and social development which
is considered its counterpart ministry and which funds
the MRCS ambulance service in Kuala Lumpur. Other
partners are the ministry of defence (for dissemination
ofIHL to the armed forces), and the ministries of health,
education, youth and sports and foreign affairs.

The society works in close collaboration with the
International Federation in a number of ways and hosted
for several years the International Federation's regional
delegation in Kuala Lumpur which was relocated to
Bangkok in June 2000. The International Federation
provides technical support to the society mainly for
organizational development. The MRCS also provides
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In 2001 the ICRC opened an office in Kuala Lumpur.
The ICRC and the MRCS work together closely on
dissemination issues.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief and preparedness
The society has national disaster preparedness and
response programmes, which are implemented at
national and branch level. The MRCS is the only
humanitarian organization to work alongside
government agencies in the event of natural disasters. A
programme for Vietnamese boat people provided health
arid community welfare services for a total of 258,460
people between 1975 and 1996. MRCS involvement in
this programme finally ended in 1999, with the
remaining cases to be cared for by UNHCR. In 1997,
MRCS raised CHF 10.4 million towards the
International Federation's relief operation in the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea. The MRCS '
continues to raise fund for international operations
either by the ICRC or the International Federation.

Health and social welfare
The MRCS operates a telephone counselling service for
distressed people in Kuala Lumpur and a peer education
programme for youth on the prevention of AIDS. There
is a 24-hour emergency ambulance service in Kuala
Lumpur, including an emergency motorcycle unit. The
society organizes a blood-donation programme and also
runs medical camps. Another programme aims to train
one first aider in every home and first-aid competitions
are also held.

Youth
The main youth activrties are peer education on
HIV/AIDS, disaster response, first aid, youth camps and
exchange programmes.

There are also fund-raising projects, dissemination of
IHL, information activities and international youth and
staff exchange programmes.

Relevance/effectiveness
There have been few formal evaluations of specific
programmes, but the MRCS has, over the years, carried
out a series of self-assessments. National committees
responsible for specific programmes and branch
committees assess the programmes for which they are
responsible. Dialogue sessions between branch-level
decision-makers and national officials are regularly
organized to assess operational capacity .•
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Capital:
Population:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Literacy rate:

Male
269,000 (2000)
64.9 years (1998)
62 per 1,000 live births (1998)
96 per cent (1998)

There is no National Society in the Maldives.
Preparatory activities and discussions with a view of
establishing a National Society have been initiated in
coordination with the ICRC and focal points as well as
authorities in the Maldives .•

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership.
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1. National context

The Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI) was formed
in 1986, consisting of 29 major atolls. Twenty per cent
of its land mass is uninhabitable as it was previously
used as a nuclear testing site and/or because it is
currently used by the United States for military
purposes. Half of the country's population is below 15
years of age and the country has one of the highest
population growth rates (3 to 4 per cent) in the world.

The mainstay of the country's economy is the assistance
from the United States. Its small-scale industries are
limited to handicrafts, fish processing and copra. Tourism,
which employs less than 10 per cent of the workforce,
remains the best hope for future income. An inadequate
supply of potable water, is a concern. The country's main
vulnerabilities are to typhoons, storms and high waves.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Delap-Uliga-Darrit
52,000 (2000)
US$ 1,540 (1998)
64.1 years (1997)
63 per 1,000 live births (1998)
91 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
The Marshall Islands Red Cross (MIRC) is in the initial
stages of a National Society in formation. A steering
committee has been set up and a chairperson has also
been elected. The initial key focus for the steering
committee will be disaster preparedness and response.

3. Performance
Activities
Developing programmes relating to disaster
preparedness and response will be the focus of the
steering committee .•
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The islands are prone to a variety of climatic changes,
and the effects of 1997 El Nino caused severe drought
and related problems. In addition, typhoons, mudslides
and other natural disasters are also frequent in these
islands. ' I
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Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1998
1,421 (2001)
5 (2001)
CHF 227,705

1. National context

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is a young
nation, which achieved its independence in 1979,
reached an agreement with the United States for a 15-
year Compact of Free Association in 1986, and joined
the United Nations in 1991. It consists of 607 islands
with a total land mass of 436 square kilometres that are
spread overapproximately 1,609,000 square kilometres
in the western Pacific Ocean. These 607 islands vary in
size from small islets and atolls to the largest volcanic
islands of about 80 square kilometres, lying between 1
degree South and 14 degrees North latitude, and
between 135 West and 166 East longitude.
Approximately 65 of these islands are inhabited. The
most striking and pervasive physical characteristics of
the FSM are the smallness and wide dispersion of the
land area and the great expanse of water that separates
these clusters of small islands. These two factors have
always been obstacles to trade and mobility. The matter
of logistics must, therefore, be considered in every
enterprise undertaken in the FSM. Most of the inhabited
islands are accessible, however, by ships and the main
islands by air.

The FSM is a democratic country with a national
government supporting four relatively autonomous state
governments: Chuuk, Pohnpei, Yap and Kosrae. The
capital is in Pohnpei where the national headquarters of
the Micronesia Red Cross Society is situated. The
country's government is modelled after the federal
system of the United States with a national president and
four state governors with respective legislatures and
judiciaries. The main industries of FSM are agriculture,
fisheries and tourism. As a developing nation with
limited resources, the health sector and education 'are
two areas needing additional attention and resources.
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Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Palikir, Pohnpei
107,008 (2000)
US$ 1,800 (1998)
66 years (1997)
20 per 1,000 live births (1997)
81 per cent (1995)

2. Foundation

Mission
The fundamental mission of the Micronesia Red Cross
(MRC) is to "provide assistance to those in need without
discrimination; and to prevent and alleviate human
suffering". Its purpose is to "protect life, improve health
and ensure respect for the human being".

The MRC is a society still "in formation" and is guided by
the Fundamental Principles and statutes of the
International Federation. It also works in close
collaboration and consultation with other well-established
societies in the Pacific region through the International
Federation's regional delegation in Suva, Fiji.

Legal base
The MRC constitution and bylaws were adopted in
February 1998 and the MRC was formally chartered in
April of the same year, but the fledgling society became
the largest NGO in the FSM. On 15 June 2000 at its
eleventh congress, the FSM national congress adopted a
resolution which recognized the Micronesia Red Cross
as the only Red Cross society in the country and the only
one authorized to use the Red Cross emblem.

The society is working towards full recognition by the
ICRC to be a member of the International Federation. A
formal request to this effect was submitted in June 2001;
however, the joint commission of the ICRC and
International Federation found the society's constitution
and bylaws to be wanting in some critical areas. A
delegation from the joint commission is visited the
National Society in late April 2002 to witness on-site the
progress made thus far.

Constituency
The chairman of the board, who also served as chairman
of its executive committee, led the society as it moved
towards realizing its governing structure as set forth in
its constitution. The three-year terms of office of the
members of the first board of directors expired in
December 2000, which necessitated another election for
the new members. The election was held in December
2000 resulting in six members returning and five new
members. National coverage was initially confined to

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership,
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Pohnpei, the location of the MRC national office.
However, this had been extended to include Kosrae
chapter, Pohnpei chapter and Yap chapter, with an
interim committee covering Chuuk state, thus increasing
coverage to all the states of the country.

As of May 2001, there were 1,421 active members in the
society (811 in Pohnpei; 225 in Kosrae; 224 in Yap; and
161 in Chuuk), an increase of 1,260 since the founding
of the society in 1998.

During 2000, the society assisted 1,200 beneficiaries in
connection with disaster relief, elderly services, the sick
and injured and families of FSM citizens serving in the
US Armed Forces.

The MRC has five full-time staff to oversee
programmes and activities throughout the country.
These include the executive director, a senior
programme officer; a youth programme officer, a field
officer and a finance officer. Volunteers are involved in
programme implementation, supporting full-time staff.
The MRC has also begun its efforts to include some of
the smaller outlying islands into the main state chapters,
especially in the state of Yap. Since the effectiveness of
the MRC blood-donation registry programme depends
on a large number of participants throughout the
country, the MRC aims to have most of the 107,008
citizens and other resident aliens as subscribing
members. The society encourages the participation of
the foreign community members including those in the
diplomatic corps and other foreign businesses present in
country.

3. Capacity
Leadership
At the country level, the board of directors, which is
comprised of II members, two members representing
each of the four states, guides the society and three are
at-large members. Four of the II members are officers,
i.e., chairman, vice chairman, treasurer and secretary.
One of the at-large members is the first lady of the
country who is also the honorary president of the
society. By virtue of her status, she could play an
invaluable intermediary role between the society and
other local and regional organizations. The other
members hold chairmanships and membership of the
various standing committees of the board, which include
programme development; blood-donation service;
disaster preparedness and emergency relief;
membership drive; and finance and fund-raising. An
executive director, hired in february 2001 provides the
day-to-day management of the national headquarters
with the support of four full-time equivalent staff. Each
state chapter of the society has an advisory council,
which oversees the overall operation and management
of its activities.

The society is required by its bylaws to hold its annual
general membership meeting (AGM) no later than the
last week of February of each year. The fourth AGM
was held on Pohnpei on 24 February 2001.

Human resources
From 1998 to February 2001, the chairman of the
executive committee functioned as an unpaid executive
director. The executive director's position was filled,
however, on 12 February 2001 and the incumbent works
under the direct leadership of the chairman of the board
of directors. The MRC, led by the executive director, has
four other full-time paid staff. When Pohnpei state
experienced a cholera outbreak, which reached
epidemic proportions in May to August 2000, over 100
volunteers were mobilized and trained to visit the
communities to teach and disseminate information on
cholera prevention. In addition, members of the board of
directors, chairpersons of the standing committees and
other volunteers participate in the work of the
organization.

Financial resources
The MRC is still in its early stages of development. As
such, its annual projected cost of operation of CHF
110,000 needs to be modified. In the 1999 fiscal year,
MRC received locally CHF 31,000 in its unrestricted
fund category and maintained a balance of CHF 14,000
in a restricted account (emergency relief). In addition,
the MRC has received contributions or pledges of
approximately CHF 111,000 in overseas grants (cash
and goods).

Fund-raising strategies being implemented include
collection boxes at major hotels and restaurants, a
membership drive, fund-raising dinners and direct
appeals to local and international companies based in
Micronesia and individuals who have lived there. After
the February 2001 first-aid cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) training, one of the state chapters
began commercializing the training module and has, so
far, generated slightly more than CHF 1,500. The
society still does not have access to first-aid kits, which
complement the first-aid training and could also be sold
to interested parties.

Material resources
At present, the society does not own any buildings. By
an agreement reached between the Society and the
leaders of the Pohnpei congressional delegation to the
FSM congress, the society occupies office space with an
adjoining conference room in the FSM congress
Pohnpei delegation building in Kolonia, Pohnpei. The
office space would cost the society about CHF 2,300 a
month if it had to pay rent.

Through a development fund, donated by the Kanagawa
chapter of the Japanese Red Cross, the society was able
to purchase office supplies and materials, furniture and
equipment for its headquarters and three chapters of
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Kosrae, Pohnpei and Yap. Equipment includes desktop
computers (monitors, keyboards, printers, and
accessories), fax machines, VCR, TV monitors,
overhead projector, portable movie screen, etc. Fixed
assets include four air conditioners, one at Kosrae
chapter and three at the national office. Office furniture
includes office desks with drawers, executive and
secretarial chairs, filing cabinets, living room set,
foldable tables, two large conference tables, etc. The
Kanagawa chapter also donated two mini-vans to the
MRCS, one of which is used by the national
officelheadquarters while the other one was donated to
Kosrae chapter. The Kanagawa chapter has also
provided, together with the Tokyo chapter of the
Japanese Red Cross and through the International
Federation's regional delegation in Suva, three disaster
containers in Pohnpei, Yap and Kosrae in support of the
National Society's disaster preparedness and relief
assistance programme.

Organization/planning
The MRC is structured along the general guidelines set
out in its constitution and bylaws. In the first year, the
board of directors and its standing committees took on
the task of policy development, programme
development and implementation. With a centralized
office and staff, these paid staff s are now coordinating
activities at the national level. The MRC also enjoys a
cadre of members with experiences in a variety of fields
who are active members of the national standing
committees - disaster and emergency relief, programme
development, fund-raising and membership. The four
state chapters are also the MRC programme delivery
channels and officers of the state advisory councils
comprise a director, deputy director, treasurer and a
secretary. As of 200 I, Kosrae chapter was the only
chapter with a paid programme officer.

Partnerships
The MRC has received support from the International
Federation and participating National Societies
including the Japanese Red Cross. Other partners
include the New Zealand Red Cross, which assisted
MRC in training its first-aid trainers. During the cholera
outbreak in Pohnpei in 2000, the Australian Red Cross
detailed one health delegate through the Pacific regional
delegation in Suva to assist the MRC in its efforts to
help the government contain the epidemic. The delegate
also assisted the society with its outreach education
programme, the launching of the international appeal,
and distribution of water containers. The American Red
Cross purchased radios that were used to improve
communication between the volunteers in the field and
the national office and also donated the water containers
that were distributed throughout the island. Other
societies and organizations also responded to the
international appeal launched by the International
Federation, and donated monetary assistance, medical
supplies and other goods. These include AusAID and the
American, Icelandic, Japanese, Korean and Swedish
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Red Cross. The International Federation also assisted
the government with a cholera kit. At the country level,
the national government is also seeking to obtain FSM
congressional appropriation for annual donations to the
Movement.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
The MRC participated in relief operations after
mudslides in 1997 destroyed many homes and killed
more than 20 people in Pohnpei state. On three separate
occasions, it took care of fishermen from other Pacific
nations whose boats were lost at sea and who were
hospitalized in FSM. It dealt with them during their
recovery and arranged and paid for their return to their
home islands. In 1999, the society distributed food items
to drought-stricken atolls in the outer islands of
Pohnpei, Chuuk and Yap.

Disaster preparedness
The role of the Micronesia Red Cross is outlined in
some of the states' emergency preparedness and
response manuals. Efforts are under way to work with
the four state and national governments to identify
specific areas where the society can be most effective in
its assistance. A disaster preparedness planning
workshop, funded by the Kanagawa chapter of the
Japanese Red Cross, is scheduled for early 2002 and
aims to teach participants how to prepare for and
respond to disaster.

First aid
In 1999, 17 people were trained at a community first-aid
and CPR workshop to develop and deliver MRC
programmes in first aid to Micronesian communities.
Each of the four FSM states had at least two trained
individuals (ten in Pohnpei state) to develop this
programme for their respective state chapters. A
retraining in 2001 certified seven trainers and five
assistant trainers. Pohpei chapter trainers began
commercializing its first aid/CPR course and, in 2001,
trained 48 US Peace Corps volunteers and 100 teachers
and staff who are part of the "Head Start" programme (a
US federally funded pre-school programme). Another
first aid/CPR course will be held for teachers of a
private school on Pohnpei.

Blood
The MRC blood-donation registry, while in early stages
of development, has been used by local hospitals in
Pohnpei, Kosrae and Yap to identify and source
potential blood donors for surgical and other procedures.
In 2001, MRC members and volunteers donated more
than 200 pints of blood. It is expected that with a larger
number of members (potential donors) in its database
and inter-linked to the four state chapters by a computer
network, the MRC will provide a much-needed service
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to the hospitals throughout the country as well as during
disaster situations when blood donation is required.

Social welfare
As many of the citizens of FSM are enlisted the US
military, in 1999 the society began coordinating with the
American Red Cross to forward information to enlisted
soldiers about illness of their family members and to
help them return to the islands, if necessary, in the event
of family death and serious illness. From 1999 to
December 2001, MRC has been involved in more than
100 requests in this regard. MRC has also conducted
food delivery programmes to bedridden patients in the
Pohnpei hospital.

Dissemination
The Fundamental Principles and miSSIOn of the
Movement have been discussed during the last four
annual meetings of members and potential members.
Information pamphlets are provided to new members.
However, to date, the MRC has not conducted any
humanitarian law training.

Relevance/effectiveness
As a society in formation and still developing its
operational structure, the MRC is operating and
delivering some of its programmes effectively, given its
limited resources in the areas of financing, human
resources and guidance .•

Mongolian
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff: ,
Expenditure:

1939
12,350 (2001)
190 (2001)
CHF 616,000 (2001)

1. National context
For Mongolia, the 1990s were a period of transition
from a command economy and communist rule to a
market economy and democracy. The results, despite a
growth in the economy and prosperity for some, have
been increased unemployment and poverty, with the gap
between rich and poor becoming more apparent. Lack of
funding has brought a deterioration in the quality of
public services. Poverty is visible in the presence of
street children, increased alcoholism and suicides, and
growing crime. With its extreme climate, vast steppes
and fragile soil, Mongolia is one of the most sparsely
populated countries in the world. Areas of the country
are regularly affected by natural disasters, including
heavy snowfall during its harsh winters, drought, strong
winds and dust storms, earthquakes, floods and forest
fires.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Ulaanbaatar
2.5 million (2000)
US$ 393 (2000)
66 years (2000)
34 per 1,000 live births (2000)
92 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Red Cross Society of Mongolia (MRCS) was
actively involved in various governmental health
activities until the early 1990s, and was hardly
distinguishable as an independent organization guided
by the Fundamental Principles of the Movement. The
ongoing changes in the economic, political and social
environment of the country necessitate significant

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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The president of the society is elected for four years.
Leadership training focusing on the difference between
governance and management took place in 1999.

alterations in the society's organizational structures. In
parallel to this, there is a need to implement programmes
relevant to the needs that emerged following the
transition and its consequences for the most vulnerable.

As a result of several relief operations run by the MRCS
with the assistance of donor National Societies and the
International Federation, the public image of the society
has begun to change significantly in the last few years.
Nevertheless, there is still a need to strengthen its
community-based health and social programmes and to
reinforce public-relations activities to improve its image
further.

Legal base
The MRCS was founded in 1939 and was recognized by
the Movement in 1959. However, there was no separate
law in the past under which the society was recognized
by the government. In 2000, the parliament of Mongolia
adopted a law on the legal status of the Mongolian Red
Cross that enables the society to operate independently
according to the basic principles of the Movement in
relations with government. According to the donor law,
the MRCS, in collaboration with governmental and non-
governmental organizations, is responsible for advocacy
and 'for expanding blood-donor recruitment and
retention. A revised version of the society's statutes
came into effect following the society's general
assembly held in May 2002. .

The meeting of the society'S governing body is
convened every four years and elections are held. The
last elections took place during the last general assembly
in 1996.

Constituency
The MRCS has 36 branches covering each of the
country's 22 provinces, its metropolitan areas and
districts of the capital city. There are 720 local primary
Red Cross branches. In order to decentralize the capital
city's branch and provide rapid social care services to
the most vulnerable and poor population in the capital,
five new branches were established from 1999 to 2001.

In 1998, the organizational structure of the society was
revised and the membership list updated according to
the new statutes. A solid monitoring system of activities
between headquarters and the branches needs to be
established.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The governing structure was redefined in accordance
with the revised statutes. Roles and responsibilities of
governance and executive staff are clearly set out in
corporate rules. The managing council is made up of 11
members, which are representatives of volunteers and
meet monthly under the chairmanship of the president.
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Many of the provincial leaders have been changed
during the last two years (approximately 40 per cent)
due to retirement or poor performance. Activities of the
branches are assessed by the annual Red Cross staff
meeting. Elections of managing boards in the provinces
took place in 1998. A new secretary general was
appointed by the managing council in 1997.

Various training courses in management and resource
development, and introduction to the Movement took
place in 1998 and 1999.

Human resources
The society has a total of 190 staff, 20 of whom work at
headquarters. Some 80 per cent of the branch secretaries
are qualified and experienced staff who have been
working for between three and 18 years and who are
permanently engaged in upgrading training. Each
branch has between two and eight employees who are
paid by the branch. Branches are encouraged to
establish a network of key volunteers who will be the
backbone of core programmes. Depending on their
capacity, some branches receive financial support from
headquarters. There are approximately 12,350 active
volunteers.

Since 2001 in collaboration with joint United States and
German colleges of economics and business,
humanitarian methodology managers are being trained.
In order to strengthen the activities, all the secretaries of
the branches have concluded agreement with the general
secretariat.

Financial resources
The total domestic expenditure of the society for 2001
was approximately CHF 616,000 against an estimated
income of CHF 554,000. Membership fees account for
56.7 per cent of the society's domestic income and 43.3
per cent from income-generation and fund-raising
activities. The society will receive financial assistance
from the government from 2002. It will be used mainly
for the training and dissemination purposes.

The society's headquarters accounts are audited
annually by government auditors and their report is
presented at the annual central committee meeting. The
accounts of the development programme supported by
the International Federation is audited by an
international auditing company on a monthly basis.

Material resources
The national office has a building which is adequate for
its needs. Several rooms are rented out to provide
income. Warehouse space is provided in ten containers
beside the building. All the provincial branches have
their own buildings and most have vehicles, and training
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and dissemination equipment. There are six vehicles at
the national office including two trucks.

Organization/planning
With International Federation support, the society
designed a development plan for the period 1995-1997
and extended it to include 1998. The implementation
was supported by the Japanese, South Korean and
German Red Cross. The development programme and
several relief operations helped distinguish the society
from the government and changed the society's public
image significantly.

An evaluation of the three-year development
programme took place in late 1998; the assessment was
positive about the progress made by the society. It also
recommended a continuation along a similar path of
development for another three years, mainly to
consolidate the achievements obtained during the first
phase.

During the second phase of the development programme
(1999-2001), the MRCS is taking the recommendations
of the evaluation and the Hanoi Declaration into
consideration. The main priorities of the development
programme are: financial sustainability and
organizational decentralization; disease and accident
prevention; social welfare and youth programmes; and
the upgrading of its disaster preparedness programme.
Under its 2002 development programme, the society
will concentrate on two major activities: the National
Society in transition project with the support of the
International Federation's organizational development
department in Geneva and the vulnerablity and capacity
assessment (VCA) that is targeting three provinces and
two districts in the capital. The VCA will help the
MRCS to focus its activities based on the needs and
capacity of the communities, as well as on the society's
capacity, in order to improve the design and
implementation of the programmes.

Partnerships
External support is received from the International
Federation (with funding from the National Societies of
Norway, Finland, United Kingdom, Iceland, Japan and
Liechtenstein) and the ICRC. On a bilateral basis, the
MRCS cooperates with the Australian, Chinese and
South Korea Red Cross. In the last few years, the society
has carried out several relief operations funded by the
American embassy and USAID under the terms of a
local agreement.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief and preparedness
There three regional disaster preparedness centres that
have a capacity to provide emergency relief to 100
families each, covering nine provinces in the region.

Teams of first aiders were established following training
that has been carried out at headquarters since 1999. The
central warehouse stocks are being strengthened in
accordance with current needs and are able to assist 150
families in case of disaster. The MRCS has carried out
major relief operations in 2000 and 2001 with the
support of the International Federation to assist the
Dzud disaster-affected population,

Health
Branches carry out community-based first-aid (CBFA)
activities, focusing on vulnerable groups. A CBFA
strategy was developed and includes a standard
curriculum and syllabus for first-aid and health
education training, adapted to the Mongolian context.

Blood
The MRCS is active in blood-donor promotion and
works closely with the National Blood Centre.

Social welfare
Branches carry out general social welfare activities for
target groups such as the elderly living alone, single
mothers and the disabled. There is an extensive street
children programme which involves undertaking a
central coordination role amongst agencies as well as
the organization of summer camps. The MRCS is also
responsible for the upkeep of war graves of Japanese
soldiers who died in Mongolia.

Youth
This programme in mostly based in school and
institute/university clubs. Teams of junior members
have been established to carry out community-based
social welfare activities. Ajoint youth camp is organized
annually in Mongolia with the South Korea Red Cross.

Information/dissemination
Key materials on the Movement and international
humanitarian law have been translated and printed in the
Mongolian language. The society produces a monthly
newspaper. Branches carry out dissemination activities
in schools. The society has an annual agreement with the
Mongolian national television and radio.

5. Further information
Development programme, 1999-2001
MRCS report on activities 1997 and 1998
Final evaluation report, 1998
Mid-term evaluation of programme under development
cooperation, 1995c 1997
Report on National Societies in transition project
Report on VCA •
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ofHIV/AlDS are significant health problems. Myanmar
is vulnerable to cyclones, floods and fires. In recent
years, it has been conducting a programme for returnee
Rohinga people who have moved back from
neighbouring Bangladesh to their home state, Rakhine.

----- -----0-< ..-:r
I

Myanmar
Red Cross Society

Founded:
. Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1937
258,859 (2001)
62 (2001)
CHF 622,200 (2001)

1. National context

Myanmar is governed by the State Peace and
Development Council (SPDC) - formerly known as the
State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) -
which took power following anti-government
demonstrations in 1988. The military junta's refusal to
allow an elected government to take power and the
house arrest of Aung San Suu Kyi, leader of the National
League for Democracy (NLD), earned it international
condemnation as well as political and economic
isolation. However, the NLD leader was released in May
2002.

National development has been hampered by the
withdrawal of financial assistance by international
financial institutions since 1988. In 1998, despite strong
objections from Western countries, the country was
admitted to the Association of South-East Asian Nations
(ASEAN). Since then, Myanmar has been cementing
political and economic bonds with ASEAN, which
believes constructive engagement is a better form of
diplomacy than sanctions.

Since October 2000, a direct dialogue has been
established between the Myanmar government and the
National League for Democracy (NLD) and is working
towards national reconciliation and a democratization
process. As a result, more political prisoners have been
released, the war of words in the official media has
stopped and the activities of the NLD and opposition
parties are becoming more visible.

An estimated 40 per cent of the population does not
have access to health services and roughly the same
number lack adequate water and sanitation. The
emergence of tuberculosis in rural areas and the spread
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Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Yangon
54 million (2001)
n.a.
56 years (200 I)
79 per 1,000 live births (1999)
84.4 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation

Mission
The mission statement of the Myanmar Red Cross
Society (MRCS) is based on the 1959 Burma Red Cross
act, which is itself based on the Geneva Conventions.
The act makes reference to the role of the MRCS as an
auxiliary to government, stressing its role in alleviating
human suffering.

The MRCS has close ties with the ministries of health
and social welfare, relief and resettlement. Most branch
supervisory committee members are government
employees and the government encourages membership
of the MRCS.

The public image of the MRCS is positive due to the
active involvement of MRCS volunteers in responding to
fires, floods and landslides and in public health, sanitation
and immunization programmes. In addition, cooperation
with UN agencies like UNICEF and UNHCR in various
programmes has had a favourable impact.

Legal base
The society was originally establ ished in 1937,
recognized by the ICRC in 1939 and became a member
of the International Federation in 1946. The Burma Red
Cross act was constituted in 1959 and was subsequently
amended in 1962, 1971 and 1988, when amendments
were also made to the society's statutes. The last update
of the statutes took place in 1995. New statutes were
approved at a meeting of the central council and
submitted to the authorities for legislation.

The general assembly meets every three years.

Constituency
The MRCS volunteer network extends to all 324
townships. There are 64 district supervisory committees
in the 17 states and divisions, which plan and supervise
all activities of branches and sub-branches. The
supervisory committees are also made up of government
employees.

Recruitment of youth volunteers is ongoing and at
present the total membership, including ordinary
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members, volunteer (ambulance brigade) members and
life members, is estimated to be 260,000.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The MRCS's main governing body consists of the 37-
member central council, 14 of whom are elected from
the states and divisions, ten nominated by the
government, and 13 are representatives from ministries.
The day-to-day affairs of the National Society are run by
eight full-time executive committee members, all of
whom are appointed by the government. There is very
little separation of governance and management and
historically the president has been vested with
considerable power.

To facilitate the implementation of Red Cross activities,
the executive committee has formed seven additional
committees covering the following areas: ambulance
brigade; first-aid training; junior (school) Red Cross;
disaster preparedness and relief; medico-social work;
dissemination; and district supervision.

Human resources
The headquarters has 62 staff, including an executive
director, two deputy executive directors and one
assistant director. The president, honorary secretary and
another five members of the executive committee are
volunteers, but they also assume daily administrative
functions. The government salary scale is a major
obstacle in retaining suitably qualified, dedicated and
full-time professional staff.

All staff at branch level are volunteers with one Red
Cross organizer employed in each location to look after
the administration of the warehouse and local affairs.
Commitment to their governmental duties does not
allow government employees adequate time to devote to
their Red Cross activities as supervisors and this is seen
as a problem. All programmes are currently being
implemented by volunteers, mainly from the youth
section.

Financial resources
During the fiscal year 2001, the expenditure of the
society was approximately CHF 622,200 (including
external financial support). The government provides
the MRCS with an annual contribution of CHF 22,000.
At present, the MRCS depends for its funds largely on
the income received from the renting of space in the
headquarters, a printing press and donations from the
public.

Material resources
The society owns 17 warehouses throughout the country
and five buildings in Yangon. The MRCS has 24
ambulances - most in need of repair - throughout the
country, and 12 vehicles at headquarters. Some of the

branches have a plot of land which is used for income-
generating purposes.

Organization/planning
The MRCS is now in the process of restructuring and
developing its organization and programmes, following
the results of an organizational development review in
2000 and a health review in 2001. In 2001, the disaster
preparedness and response, health and the
communication divisions were established. Following
an initiative of the executive committee and with the
assistance of the International Federation, a five-year
strategic health plan was formulated and adopted. In
2002 it is expected that further programme plans will be
developed and that this will lead to a cooperation
agreement strategy (CAS) in 2002-2003.

The headquarters has an accounts department
comprising four people, plus the honorary treasurer.
Annual accounts are produced and a government audit
was completed in 2001.

Partnerships
The MRCS works in active partnership with the
ministry of health, ministry of social welfare, relief and
resettlement, and the fire services department. The
MRCS's partnership with UNHCR is under the direction
of the immigration and population department and the
ministry of home affairs.

The MRCS operates as an implementing partner for
UNHCR for the integrated assistance programme for
vulnerable communities in Rakhine state. It receives
assistance from UNICEF for a joint MRCS-UNICEF
youth peer education programme on reproductive health
and HIV/AIDS prevention. It is also an active partner of
UNICEF in various other activities. The Family
Planning International Association (FPIA) is another
partner ofMRCS in the field of reproductive health and
HIV IAIDS prevention.

The society currently receives assistance from the
International Federation for disaster preparedness and
response, health including first aid and community-
based first aid, organizational development and
communications; funding and technical support is
largely provided by the Japanese and Australian Red
Cross. The ICRC supports orthopaedics, tracing, water
and sanitation, conflict preparedness and cooperation.

At the regional level, the MRCS plays an active role in
the Red Cross community. In 2001, National Society
officials participated in various regional meetings,
training and workshops. The society is a member of the
regional disaster management network, regional
communications network and several regional health-
oriented programme networks including the
International Federation's coordinated Asian regional
AIDS task force.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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5. Further information4. Performance

Activities
Relief/preparedness
The MRCS volunteers are fully involved in disaster relief
activities, although little training has been provided. The
MRCS established a disaster preparedness and response
division in June 2001 which, in 2002, will draw up its
policy and a five-year strategic plan.

Assistance to returnees
Assistance is provided to vulnerable returnee
commumties in Rakhine state, through the
establishment of a social service and community
development structure at reception centres and at village
level in 13 locations in the Maungdaw and Buthidaung
townships. The target population is currently 7,749
vulnerable returnees and local residents.

H IV/AI DS
A multi-sectoral national AIDS programme with
assistance from WHO, UNDP and UNICEF has been
established using a network ofNGOs in Myanmar. The
society's role is to create awareness of HIV/AIDS
through the use of volunteers as peer group facilitators.
So far 69 townships have been involved in the
recruitment and training programme for HIV/AIDS
health workers among volunteers.

First aid
Traditional first aid and community-based first aid
(CBFA) are among the most important activities of the
society. Basic, standard and instructor first-aid courses
are offered and MRCS trains approximately 3,000
volunteers each year. In addition, 144 volunteers were
trained in CBFA and 117 in first-aid training of trainers
courses in 2001.

Ambulance service
The MRCS operates a 24-hour ambulance service in 14
states and divisions of the country which benefits up to
3,000 people a year, most of them extremely poor. The
fleet consist of23 ambulances but most of them are now
in need of repair. The MRCS would like to review the
efficiency and quality of the service in states and
divisions, and resume the service in Yangon,
restructuring the management and business plan at
national headquarters level in order to seek the
possibility of obtaining assistance from other National
Societies in the region. The service contributes to
promoting the image of the MRCS.

Relevance/effectiveness
In 2000, MRCS and the International Federation
conducted an organizational development review as
well as a health assessment review. As a result, the
society has established a clear strategy for
organizational change and has a more focused health
programme through its strategic health plan.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

International Federation country assistance strategy for
Myanmar (1999) •
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Nepal
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1963
788,637 (2001)
745 (2001)
CHF 4.8 million (2001)

1. National context

Nepal is a landlocked country in the Himalayas. In the
last decade, the country has moved from an absolute
monarchy to a constitutional monarchy and a multiparty
democracy, a process that has been accompanied by
growing violence in some parts of the country. The
economy is based on agriculture, with more than 60 per
cent of the population engaged in farming. These
conditions have resulted in Nepal being one of the
poorest countries in the world, with over half of the
population living below the poverty line. Wood provides
90 per cent of the energy consumed, resulting in
deforestation and soil erosion.

Capital: Kathmandu
Population: 23.2 million (2001)
GNP per capita: US$ 210 (1998)
Life expectancy: 58 years (1998)
Infant mortality rate: 61.5 per 1,000 live births (2001)
Adult literacy rate: : 45 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation

Mission
The mission of the Nepal Red Cross is to relieve human
suffering and to reduce vulnerability through
community participation and mobilization of an
increased number of volunteers, by expanding and
strengthening the organizational structure of the society
and by building links with governmental and non-
governmental organizations. The mission statement of
the society is that it "will remain an efficient, self-
sustainable, and independent humanitarian organization
committed to providing immediate relief to human
suffering and reducing vulnerability, under the

Fundamental Principles of the Movement, through its
network of Red Cross workers throughout the country
working closely with communities and governmental
and non-governmental organizations in a democratic,
transparent and participatory way.

Legal base
The Nepal Red Cross Society (NRCS) was established
in 1963 and recognized by the government in 1964. It
joined the Movement the same year. The last
amendments to the constitution were made during 31st
general assembly in May 2002.

Constituency
The NRCS has grown to be the largest humanitarian
organization in Nepal, with its network of district
chapters (DCs) extended to each of the 75 districts of the
country. District chapters receive organizational support
from 1,003 sub-chapters and cooperation committees. A
significant portion of its activities are also carried out by
students and youth volunteers of the junior and youth
Red Cross circles organized at secondary schools,
campuses and communities.

Total membership, which is classified in terms of
general, life, distinguished, junior and youth is 788,637
(2001). The NRCS emphasizes a balanced membership
and adequate representation of ethnic groups, women
and youth. The society's particular asset is its strong
junior and youth groups with 696,543 members. A
significant proportion of its activities is carried out by
student and youth volunteers.

3. Capacity

Leadership
At the apex ofNRCS is the central assembly functioning
as the main legislative and broad policy-making body.
This assembly is composed of all the district branch
representatives, members of the central executive
committee (CEC) and a few statutory nominees. The
central executive committee, elected by the assembly, is
responsible for implementation of all NRCS activities.
Members of this committee, including the chairman,
vice chairmen, secretary general and treasurer general,
are elected for a period of four years. The executive
committee meets every three months and the general
assembly is held once a year. The general assembly, in
addition to the routine activities of discussion on annual
and financial reports, elects a chairman and 22 central
executive member every four years.

To facilitate its work further, the following central
committees are constituted under the CEC to coordinate
multiple activities: the disaster management committee;
the organization and manpower development
committee; the health services committee; the
junior/youth Red Cross committee; and the finance and
resource mobilization committee.

Partnerships In profile 2002-2003
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Since June 2001, the NRCS has made major efforts to
further its institutional development including
undertaking reviews of its existing governance and
management structures, appointing a constitutional
revision committee and beginning to revise the society's
constitution in accordance with the International
Federation's Guidancefor National Society Statutes.

Human resources
There are in total 600 staff of whom III are officers, and
the rest are non-officers and drivers. The NRCS has
focused on attracting and retaining professional staff by
offering them training opportunities for career
development. The exact number of volunteers is not
known but there is a strong volunteer base in many
branches.

Volunteers are mainly used at the policy-making level in
the six central committees, subcommittees and special
committees formed under them.

Financial resources
External income in 2001 was CHF 5.6 million while the
society's external expenditure during the same year was
CHF 4.8 million. The main sources of income for
national headquarters are membership fees,
contributions from voluntary individuals and
organizations as well as international donors.

Material resources
The society owns its head office and four other
buildings in Kathmandu, plus a blood bank and a
shopping complex. A training centre equipped with all
the necessary facilities is under construction in Budol,
about 15 kilometres from Kathmandu. The NRCS has
one central warehouse, five regional warehouses, three
zonal warehouses in strategic points as well as 18 depots
in mountainous areas. It also owns five plots of land to
be used around the country.

Organization/planning
Since 1989, the NRCS has based its work on five-year
development plans. These are supported by a national
development policy, giving the society the advantageous
position of having clear plans and strategies.

The society's fourth development plan covering the
period from 2002 to 2007 is under preparation. It will
take into consideration the International Federation's
Strategy 2010 as well as the Movement Strategy.

The NRCS's financial management system is
computerized, making it possible for the society to
respond quickly to demands for financial information
from both donors and its own operating departments.
Auditing is carried out at various levels. The internal
audit section conducts internal audits on a regular basis.
The society's income and expenditure are audited every
year and submitted to the general assembly for approval.
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Partnerships
In addition to its cooperation with relevant government
departments, the society works with the following
organizations: the ICRC, UNHCR, WFP, Medecins du
Monde (MDM) France (community-based health),
Swiss Development Corporation (SDC), Engender
Health Service and UNICEF.

As of2001, the society receives support from within the
Movement and other organizations as follows: for its
community development programme: Belgian, Danish,
Norwegian and Swedish Red Cross; drinking water and
sanitation programme: Japanese Red Cross; junior Red
Cross: Japanese, Norwegian, Swiss and Swedish Red
Cross, UNICEF and SDC and Engender Health; health
service: Swiss Red Cross, MDM; disaster preparedness
programme: International Federation, DFID; refugee
assistance programme: International Federation, ICRC,
UNHCR, WFP; management, organization and training
programme: International Federation, British Red
Cross; information and tracing: ICRC and the
International Federation; and for finance: International
Federation.

4. Performance
Activities
Activities focus on relief (disaster preparedness, refugee
assistance); health (blood transfusion, ambulance
services, eye hospital, eye care and related programmes);
community services (community development, including
water and sanitation, community-based first aid and
community-based disaster preparedness); institutional
development (management and organizational
development, district chapter development and human
resource development); and youth.

Relief and preparedness
Disaster management is one of the society's major
programmes. The main activities consist of: rescue and
relief; disaster preparedness and community-based
disaster preparedness; prevention and mitigation;
rehabilitation and reconstruction; and assistance to
refugees.

Health
An ambulance service is run by 44 district chapters. A
total of 23,000 people benefited during the year. There
is a 22-bed eye hospital in Janakpur and the society also
organizes eye camps in coordination with various
NGOs. Other activities cover health education,
including HIV/AIDS awareness, training programmes
on safe motherhood, national health campaigns and a
family planning project.

Blood
The blood-transfusion service centre of the NRCS was
established in 1966 in Kathmandu. At present, there are
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51 blood-transfusion centres in 39 districts. In order to
meet emergency needs, there are 16 emergency
transfusion service centres in remote areas of the
country. During 2001, 59,843 units of blood were
collected from all over the country.

Youth
Junior/youth Red Cross is an integral wing of the
NRCS. Since its establishment in 1965, it has been
involved in various activities under four areas:
protection of life and health; solidarity, capacity
building and development; promotion of international
friendship; and dissemination of the Fundamental
Principles and IHL. Major activities of the junior/youth
programme are a drinking water and sanitation
programme and an HIV /AIDS prevention and
reproductive health programme.

Community development
Seven projects are being implemented under the
umbrella of the community development programme
(CDP) which also includes the chapter-to-chapter
cooperation programme (twinning) and a community-
based primary health care programme. The CDP
primarily aims at building up the capacity of the most
vulnerable, and focuses on literacy, water and sanitation,
community-based health care and self-help. The
institutional development programme is also integrated
with the CDP in order to strengthen the Red Cross units
at the district and local levels.

Institutional development
The NRCS has given top pnonty to management
training and organizational development. It is working
on developing district chapters through the
implementation of the remote district chapters
development programme.

Relevance/effectiveness
All programmes, whether bilateral or coordinated by the
International Federation, are subject to regular
assessment and evaluation (either mid-term, final or
annual). The most significant recent evaluations have
been carried out in the areas of community
development, water and sanitation, and human resource
development. The relevance of the programmes is
ensured through a process offeasibility studies, capacity
assessments and marketing surveys.

5. Further information
NRCS annual report, 2000-2001
Web site: http://www.nrcs.org •

New lealand
Red Cross

Founded: 1931
Members/volunteers: 9,400
Staff: 220
Expenditure: CHF 8.9 million (2001)

1. National context
New Zealand is made up of two main islands, the North
and South Islands, and a number of smaller i-slands.
Today, New Zealand is becoming an increasingly
multicultural society with significant European and
Asian communities living together with large
populations from nearby Pacific Islands such as Samoa,
Tonga and the Cook Islands. In recognition of the
special position of the Maori in New Zealand, the Maori
language has been given official status alongside
English as the language of the land. The economic base
of New Zealand is heavily dependent on overseas trade
and is essentially based on agriculture, although
manufacturing industries and the tourist industry are
also significant contributors to the nation's wealth. New
Zealand is a parliamentary monarchy and a member of
the Commonwealth.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Wellington
3.8 million (1997)
US$ 15,830 (1997)
77 years (1997)
7 per 1,000 live births (1997)
99 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The alleviation of suffering and enhanced respect for
human dignity and humanitarian values is the mission of
the New Zealand Red Cross (NZRC). In 1998, the
society adopted a strategic work plan that would help
guide it towards the achievement of the mission. The
society also has a national emergency management plan
which clearly sets out the areas of involvement in any
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declared emergency and it has entered into a number of
operational agreements at various levels with the
ministry for emergency management and the various
emergency services. The NZRC is committed to
providing clothing, blankets, shelter and food to disaster
victims; the provision of trained teams to assist in first
aid and associated tasks; and the operation of the
national disaster victim inquiry service.

Legal base
The Red Cross was established in New Zealand as a
sub-branch of the British Red Cross in 1915 and became
incorporated as a National Society in its own right in
1931. A new constitution was adopted in 1993 and this
was further revised and updated in 2000. The Geneva
Conventions act of 1958 protects the use of the Red
Cross emblem and the words Red Cross under New
Zealand law.

Constituency
The NZRC currently has 190 branches throughout the
country with approximately 5,800 active members. In
addition to this there are some 3,600 volunteers who are
non-branch members but give their time and skills to
assist the organization in many different activities. The
national office is located in the capital city of Wellington
and is supported by six regional offices which oversee
programme activity within the region and provide
service and support to their branches.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The constitution clearly sets out the governance and
management structures for the society. The national
council is the highest authority of the Red Cross and is
comprised of an elected president, vice president and
national treasurer plus six members from each regional
board, one of whom is the regional chairman. The
council meets annually and deals with matters of policy
and substance.

A national board is appointed to act as an essential link
between the society members and management and is
responsible for setting the strategic direction of the Red
Cross, establishing objectives and monitoring
achievement of those objectives. The national board
comprises the national president, vice president,
national treasurer, one member from each regional
board and the director general as an ex-officio member.
Regional boards are elected by branches and provide a
link between management and volunteers at a local
level.

The NZRC handbook provides guidelines on all matters
related to policy implementation and administration
procedures.
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Human resources
The national office has a staff of 12 and there are 208
staff located throughout the six regions. The branches
have approximately 5,800 active members who are
supported by 3,600 non-branch volunteers.

The NZRC handbook contains a comprehensive staff
manual covering all policies and procedures relating to
recruitment, training and remuneration of all staff. In
addition, there is a comprehensive handbook for the
recruitment, training and support of volunteers.

Financial resources
Operating expenditure for the 2000-200 I financial year
was approximately CHF 8.9 million. Major income
sources are fund-raising (25 per cent), grants (20 per
cent), fees for services (25 per cent) and legacy income
(14 per cent). Expenditure was applied to national
programmes (30 per cent), resource development (25
per cent), international programmes (25 per cent) and
administration costs (13 per cent). The society produces
a consolidated set of financial accounts.

In recent years, NZRC has been successful in launching
a number of fund-raising initiatives which has led to a
steady increase in public support, in particular in special
appeals to support international disaster relief activities
which raised CHF 2.2 million. .

Material resources
The society owns its national office building, regional
office buildings and the majority of branch buildings.
The current value of assets managed is approximately
CHF 14.5 million.

Organization/planning
In February 2000, the national council adopted a new
planning document based on the International
Federation's Strategy 2010. Entitled NZRC Strategy
2010, it sets out the four core areas through which the
society's mission will be achieved, mainly: promotion
of the Movement's Fundamental Principles, the Geneva
Conventions and Additional Protocols and humanitarian
values; international disaster response and development
programmes; emergency management; and community
services.

The adoption of Strategy 2010, which has a ten-year
time frame, and the development of annual business and
operational plans ensure that the organization remains
clearly focused on its goals and key objectives.
Programmes and activities are constantly monitored to
ensure they remain relevant to the strategic work plan
and that performance and service delivery are
maintained to required standards.

The NZRC has a well-established infrastructure that
deals with all aspects of governance, management,
programme and service delivery, administration and
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legal requirements. It operates a standard accounting
system throughout the organization and reports monthly
to the national board on operational and financial
matters. Internal and external audit systems monitor all
aspects of operational and financial performance.

Partnerships
The NZRC was elected for a second term to the
International Federation's Governing Board during the
General Assembly meeting in Geneva in November
2001.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Disaster response
In any declared emergency at the national, regional or
local levels, the NZRC is mandated under the national
civil defence plan to provide emergency clothing,
bedding and first-aid assistance. The society also
manages the national disaster victim inquiry service. The
services are provided through highly trained and skilled
staff supported by trained volunteers at branch levels.

Emergency preparedness
Through its training and educational programmes, the
NZRC teaches emergency .management at the
community level, to schools, corporate organizations
and members of the public. The society is registered as
a private training establishment and is accredited by the
New Zealand Qualifications Authority to teach its
certified courses in accordance with national standards.
The schools programme is a classroom-based
educational programme designed to fit into the health
and social studies curriculum of New Zealand's schools.
In 2000-2001, the NZRC trained 68,700 people in
certified emergency preparedness courses.

Community service
In the wider community, the society is involved in a
range of social programmes responding to local needs
and placing an emphasis on vulnerable groups. Red
Cross volunteers are involved in activities such as
delivering "meals on wheels" to the elderly, caring for
the housebound, providing transport to hospital
appointments, the provision of clothing and bedding to
the needy and other community support activities as
required. The society is also active in refugee settlement
working closely with UNHCR and the New Zealand
Immigration Service and other NGOs involved in
refugee resettlement in New Zealand. Family
reunification, tracing and the Red Cross message service
are all very active programmes.

Dissemination
Seminars, workshops and presentations are used to
promote and disseminate IHL and the role the Red Cross
plays in protecting people under the Geneva
Conventions. Dissemination to schools, the armed

forces and the general public is undertaken by trained
instructors.

International activities
Providing appropriate programme development
assistance to Red Cross societies in the Pacific is a
major part of NZRC's work. The society also provides
funding for humanitarian programmes worldwide, and
contributes to International Federation and ICRC
emergency appeals. In 2000-2001, NZRC had 30
overseas delegates deployed in 14 countries. In the
financial year ending June 2001, the NZRC's
expenditure on international programmes totalled
approximately CHF 1.7 million, 93 per cent of which
was spent on international disaster relief. .The New
Zealand government provided the society with CHF
437,463 that year for international disaster relief
activities.

5. Further information
Annual review and accounts
Red Cross News
Web site: http://www.redcross.org.nz •
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Pakistan Red Crescent Society

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Islamabad
140.5 million
US$ 400
63 years
88 per 1,000 live births (1998)
44 per cent (1998)

Pakistan
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1947
359,000 (2002)
948 (2002)
CHF 1.76 million (2001)

1. National context

Since independence, Pakistan has suffered political
instability with long periods of military rule. The social
situation in the country is dominated by crushing
poverty, excessively high unemployment rates and
rising prices. Despite ongoing efforts made by the
government to address corruption and accountability
issues and to increase revenue, the economy of Pakistan
remains sluggish.

Living standards continue to plummet. The human
development index is currently 0.508 (UNDP, 1999).
The growth rate of the gross national product per capita
is declining (5.7 per cent in 1995, an estimated 2.37 per
cent in 1997), and 54 per cent of children under the age
of five are moderately malnourished and 13 per cent
severely malnourished (Economic Survey, government
of Pakistan, June 2001). Access to safe drinking water is
available for 90 per cent of the urban population and 76
per cent of the people in the rural areas. Health care and
social welfare systems have also been severely affected.
The country has some 5,171 basic health units with 856
rural health centres. However, most health care is
concentrated in urban areas where less than one-third of
Pakistan's population lives, and rural facilities are often
badly understaffed and under-equipped.

Pakistan is prone to natural disasters such as tloods,
earthquakes and cyclones. The country is home to the
world's largest refugee population from Afghanistan (over
3 million people). A significant threat in Pakistan has been
increasing communal violence and the continuing contlict
over territorial claims between Pakistan and neighbouring
India. Tensions between these two countries again rose
significantly following the attack on the Indian parliament
building in December 2001.
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2. Foundation

Mission
The Pakistan Red Crescent Society (PRCS) gives
priority to relieving the suffering of the most vulnerable
people in distress without discrimination of nationality,
race, religious belief, class or political opinion. The
main activities of the society are relief work during and
after contlict, disaster relief and auxiliary health and
welfare services, which include a wide range of
activities for the less privileged and marginalized people
in both urban and rural areas. The society has a good
public image.

The PRCS is a valued partner of its government,
particularly in times of emergencies and disasters. In
this area, the society has gained increased credibility,
particularly since operationally the PRCS has moved
away from relying to a major extent on government
resources to a more independent way of operating.

Legal base
The society was established in 1947 at the time of the
country's independence through a decree promulgated
by the head of state. The society was recognized by the
ICRC and became a member of the International
Federation in 1948.

In 1974, the PRCS changed its name and symbol from
Red Cross to Red Crescent. Its constitution at national
and provincial branch levels was also revised at this
time, in order to bring it into line with the changes
reflected in the new Pakistan Red Crescent Society Act.
Work is planned to start in 2002 on the further review of
the constitution to achieve uniformity at all levels. The
PRCS is officially recognized by the government as a
voluntary relief society, and serves as an auxiliary to the
government and armed forces (particularly the medical
services).

The last PRCS general assembly was held in January
2002.

Constituency
The PRCS is represented throughout the country and
each of the four provincial branches has a network of
district branches in 60 of 140 districts including the Red
Crescent branch in Azad Kashmir. The headquarters are
located in Islamabad and coordinate the activities of all
four provincial branches, as well as a federal capital
branch in Islamabad. Regarding internal management,
the provincial branches are autonomous and governed
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by their respective managing committees, which are the
principal policy-making and executive organs.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The president of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan is the
president of the society. The society oversees its
activities throughout Pakistan through a central
organization at the national level consisting of a general
body, a central managing body and an executive
committee. The secretary general and the secretaries at
the provincial level are the chief executive officers of
the society. The PRCS's central managing body is
responsible for the society's governance. The managing
body supervises the functions of the society and is
assisted by other committees, including the executive
committee. Good governance is ensured through its
central managing body, which meets twice a year. The
main functions of the managing body are to: establish
institutional objectives; review and approve major
plans/programmes; review and approve major
institutional decisions; evaluate institutional
performance; perform an advisory role to operating
management; approve the budget for the next year; and
appoint auditors for the next year and review audit
reports. The national headquarters are headed by the
secretary general and supported by directors of
operations and administration.

Human resources
The society has 948 paid staff (of whom 133 work on a
temporary basis) and some 359,000 members/volunteers
nationwide. Considerable human resource development
has begun in the form of regular workshops and the
participation of staff and volunteers in country, regional
and international training events. Further efforts are
needed to develop effective human resource
mobilization, development and retention strategy for the
society. A number of activities are planned for 2002 to
increase skills and professionalism of PRCS staff and
volunteers, to formulate and implement a
comprehensive human resource development strategy
and to increase gender equity and awareness at all levels
of the society's activities.

Financial resources
The society's total expenditure in 2001 was
approximately CHF 1.76 million. The main sources of
income for headquarters are interest on investments,
government grants, rental from real estate, membership
fees, support from the ICRC (CHF 132,443 in 200 I), the
International Federation (CHF 885,004 in 2001) and
some sister societies. The government also makes a
regular annual grant of approximately CHF 6,300.
Branches are financially independent of national
headquarters and raise their own funds through a variety
of activities. They contribute 10 per cent of their local
fund-raising to the headquarters. The annual accounts

are audited by auditors that are approved by the
managing body.

The society has recognized the need to develop a more
structured approach to resource development. In the
past, support came mainly from a few supporting
National Societies (e.g., the Finnish and German Red
Cross) through limited bilateral or International
Federation coordinated programmes. Recently,
International Federation support has increased
particularly due to fund-raising support by the South
Asia regional delegation in times of emergencies and
disaster. Further funding potential is being explored
through developing a fund-raising and marketing
strategy to generate dependable and permanent financial
resources for the society's programmes.

Material resources
The PRCS owns its headquarters, which consist of an
older building with a central warehouse and a new
building which includes a fully equipped auditorium
with a 220-seat capacity. The provincial branches also
own their branch offices. The PRCS also owns and rents
a building in Islamabad, and others in Karachi and Swat,
which are leased out. The headquarters own 75 vehicles
(including 28 ambulances and 47 other vehicles), seven
warehouses throughout the country plus two
. warehouses on lease (one in North West Frontier
Province and one in Baluchistan Province). The total
value ofPRCS-owned assets is estimated at around CHF
3 million.

Organization/planning
The National Society has developed its first five-year
development plan (2000-2004), which takes into
account identified needs within Pakistan and also
considers the long-term development perspective for
South Asia presented by the International Federation's
regional delegation. In its five-year plan, it reviews the
situation in-country, analyses possible approaches and
identifies objectives.

The PRCS is committed to modernizing, upgrading
facilities, systems and management, and better publicity.
First steps have been undertaken in this direction. For
example, the financial system is being computerized
with the help of the International Federation.

The PRCS uses vulnerability and capacity assessments
(YCAs) in the context of disaster response as well as
community service and other development programmes.
The PRCS has developed its capacity to undertake YCAs
through several community-based disaster preparedness
workshops and field visits for its staff and volunteers.

Partnerships
The PRCS maintains close links with various ministries,
in particular the ministries of health, education and
defence, and with NGOs that share similar objectives and
principles. In general, the society receives strong support
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collected from voluntary non-remunerated donors and
provided to the hospitals free of charge. Since the risk of
ineffective agents through blood transfusion is a matter
of serious concern, blood is routinely screened for
hepatitis B and AIDS. Testing for hepatitis C has also
been introduced recently. The PRCS has launched a
campaign against hepatitis throughout the country. It is
a credit to the National Society that most of its health
facilities are funded by its own income generation and
are thus less dependent on external support, although
this is still very much needed for further strengthening
of its health and care programme.

and cooperation from the government and collaborates
with other organizations and donors in the country such
as the United Nations Fund for Population Activities
(UNFPA), the Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA) and the United Kingdom's Department
for International Development (DFID).

At the beginning of 2000, the PRCS's development and
cooperation unit (DCU) was established with the
support of the ICRC and the International Federation.
The unit serves to provide strategic programme planning
and direction for the National Society and to assist the
branches with programme implementation.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
Provision of relief is one of the PRCS's priority
activities. In recent years it has mounted relief
operations in response to large-scale floods, drought and
cyclones. In the past few years, the National Society was
involved in the following emergency operations:
Earthquake in Baluchistan (1997): relief assistance
(approximately CHF 35,000) for 9,000 affected
families.
Floods in Punjab and Sindh (1997): relief assistance of
approximately CHF 100,000.
Flash floods in Baluchistan (March 1998): relief
assistance (food parcels, kitchen sets, stoves, latrines,
medicines and medical supplies) ofCHF 400,000.
Cyclone in Sindh (May 1999): relief assistance (food
parcels, kitchen sets, medicines and medical supplies) of
CHF 700,000 for 178,028 affected individuals.
Flash floods in Sanjavi, Baluchistan (MayI999): relief
assistance for the affected families (approximately
CHF 4,500).
Drought (2000): food parcels distribution (total of
781,782 food parcels were distributed), installation of
50 hand-pumps in Sindh province; four mobile health
units established in Baluchistan, with each team
covering ten villages on a regular fortnightly basis, over
8,500 beneficiaries are being reached each month.
Earthquake in India (which also affected the Thar area
of Sindh province): distribution of tents (2,010) and
blankets (7,600) to affected families.

Health
The PRCS provides free preventive and curative health
care to vulnerable people, particularly women and
children, in over 160 medical units run by the society.
These range from hospitals to mother-and-child welfare
centres and dispensaries.

First-aid courses are also run by the headquarters and
branches.

The PRCS blood programme operates mainly in
Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi and Peshawar. Blood is
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The National Society has greatly increased its polio
eradication activities, and is now an active partner with
WHO and UNICEF. As a direct result of Pakistan Red
Crescent action, over 200,000 children were mobilized
for polio vaccination. More than 25 per cent of these
were Afghan children, who had either come across the
border in recent times due to the humanitarian crisis or
who have been living in Pakistan for some time but who
tend not to have access to government health services. In
particular, the National Society was seen to have a
comparative advantage in the areas of creating
awareness and social mobilization, as well as the actual
administration of vaccine in its numerous health
facilities. It is hoped that an even greater number of
Afghan children will be reached this year as, with
Pakistan, Afghanistan remains a major reservoir for the
polio virus and thus a key priority for polio eradication.

Dissemination
Advocacy and dissemination programmes are run by the
society to promote the Fundamental Principles and
international humanitarian law, and increase
understanding of the use of the emblem.

Disaster preparedness
The PRCS has also been successfully implementing
disaster preparedness initiatives aiming at developing its
own ability as well as improving the capacity of
vulnerable communities to establish effective disaster
preparedness and coping mechanisms.

Organizational development
Efforts have been made to increase PRCS institutional
capacity to deliver well-planned, well-managed and
well-evaluated programmes through the institutional
development programme, supported by the International
Federation, unifying human resource, governance and
management, finance, information and communications
development and integrating monitoring and evaluation
mechanisms.

Relevance/effectiveness
In 2001, there were over 780,000 beneficiaries ofPRCS
humanitarian activities. These included vulnerable
children, women and elderly men. The PRCS aims to
ensure that all its activities/programmes are need-
specific and achievable. The effectiveness of
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programmes is judged through regular monitoring and
feedback. The society maintains transparency in its
working, documentation and accounting systems.
External audits of projects are compulsory and have
been concluded for several programmes funded by the
International Federation, the ICRC and other sister
societies.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Pakistan, 2000-2003
PRCS Five Year Development Plan, 2000-2004
PRCS Five Year Activity Report, 1997-2001
Web site: http://www.prcs.org.pk •

Palau
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1977
Members/volunteers: 400
Staff: 4
Expendi ture: CHF 55,000

1. National context
The Republic of Palau is an independent democratic
country with its own constitution and a special political
status with the United States of America under the
Compact of Free Association. Palau relies heavily on aid
from the United States. While the government is still the
largest employer, tourism is becoming the nation's
leading revenue base.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Koror
18,000 (2002)
n.a.
71 years
25 per 1,000 live births
92 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The primary mission of the Palau Red Cross Society
(PRCS) is to alleviate human suffering. All core
programmes and services are designed specifically for this
mission. A strategic development plan has been drafted and
is currently under review. When completed, the plan will
incorporate the principles, concepts and strategies outlined
in Strategy 2010 as well as other new and realistic
approaches and strategies, which are the norms and
correspond to the socio-economic and political structure.
One of the main features of this plan will be the risk
disaster plan, which incorporates the CHARM model, a
new integrated management and policy tool for minimizing
economic losses in natural or man-made disasters.

Since its inception, the PRCS has received
overwhelming support from the government leadership
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whenever an emergency or disaster is declared by the
president of the republic.

without compromising its principles. The role of the Red
Cross is well understood by the government, the private
sector and the community. Our mission, core
programmes and principles are explained thoroughly at
all first-aid and CPR classes. Support from other
government branches and agencies include the office of
the president (which sponsors the annual presidential
luncheon fund-raiser), Palau National Communications
Corporation (free advertisement page in the telephone
directory), ICTV (free and unlimited advertisement on
their advertising channel), Eco-Paradise Radio Station
(free and unlimited announcement and press releases),
Palau Community College (free temporary office
space), island horizon newspaper (free advertisements
twice a year), WPKR (free and unlimited
announcements and press releases), High Chief Ibedul
and Koror state government (land and building lease for
50 years) and the ministry of resource and development,
which assists the PRCS free of charge with all non-
major repairs and maintenance for the office.

Legal base
The PRCS was chartered by former President Kuniwo
Nakamura on 6 June 1995. The office was formally
organized in 1996 and the Palau national congress
passed House Joint Resolution 5-24-3, officially
recognizing the PRCS on 31 July 1997 and adopting the
Geneva Conventions. The board of directors meets
every quarter in March, June, September and December
or when necessary, at which time the president calls a
special meeting. The annual general meeting (AGM) is
always held in the third week of February. There are
currently nine members of the board of directors. The
executive director reports directly to the chairperson of
the board of directors.

Constituency
Currently, PRCS national headquarters serve all 16
states which make up the Republic of Palau. The Palau
Red Cross Society has over 400 members. Members
meet annually during the AGM. It is during the AGM
that new board members are nominated and elected
every four years. Also at the AGM, new programmes,
services and policies are suggested, discussed and
approved before implementation.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The structure of the Palau Red Cross Society is well
designed to cater for the current socio-economic
conditions of the country. Members come from all 16
states. They are at the top of the organizational chart,
followed by the board of directors, then the executive
director and the office staff. Red Cross volunteers assist
the organization during special events such as the annual
"walkathon", the annual presidential luncheon and all
other activities, drives, fund-raising, etc. The emergency
committee meets regularly for briefings and updates or
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The most recent training includes disaster management
training and first responders training conducted by staff
from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta,
United States . .The first training of trainers course in
community-based self-reliance, first aid and CPR was
conducted in May 2000, the second one in June 200 I,
and another is scheduled for the summer of 2002.

Human resources
The current employees of the PRCS are the executive
director, a programme officer, a secretary/field officer
and an office assistant.

The PRCS has experienced high turnover of staff due to
low salaries and the lack of good benefits. The
government remains the most attractive employer.

Financial resources
Total revenue for the period October 2000 to September
2001 was CHF 81,000. Expenditure was CHF 55,000.

Material resources
The PRCS currently owns one four-wheel-drive vehicle,
two computers, one copying machine, two disaster
preparedness containers with disaster supplies, a
building and land lease donated by High Chief Ibedul
Yutaka Gibbons and the Koror state government, first-
aid kits, mannequins, TVs, VCRs, a fax, telephone and
miscellaneous office equipment.

Organization/planning
The development plan has been drafted and is currently
under review. When completed, it will incorporate the
Strategy 2010 plan of action as well as other approaches
and strategies that are appropriate to the region. All
programmes and core services are always under review
and are continually being modified and redesigned to
accommodate appropriate changes and improvements.
With limited tesou~ces, the Red Cross works in
cooperation with the private sector and other
government agencies Ito allocate resources effectively.
Understanding the vulnerability of the people in specific

\
communities and the resources available in the country
would allow us to respond efficiently and with effective
resource utilization.

Partnerships
The PRCS is a member of the national emergency
committee (NEC), which is chaired by the vice
president of Palau. Members of the committee include
all the ministers of the president, representing all
ministries, the Palau National Communications
Corporation, the Palau Utilities Corporation and the Red
Cross. The role and function of the committee is to
direct the National Emergency Management Office
(NEMO) on the specific tasks and actions that need to
be taken to ensure the safety of the people and property

~
~
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during an emergency/disaster. The Red Cross also works
directly with NEMO and the Palau National Youth
Congress on water container delivery to all residents in
preparation for the impending El Nino in 2002. It also
cooperated with the ministry of health and assisted it
during the dengue fever outbreak in 2000 by hiring
temporary workers to disseminate dengue fever
literature and information to all residents in highly
affected areas. This same information was also
broadcast through local radios as well as television. The
Palau Red Cross Society has also responded to the
following disasters: Typhoon Paka, Guam (relief items
and monetary donations); earthquake, Taiwan
(monetary donations); tsunami, Papua New Guinea
(relief items and monetary donations); New York attacks
(monetary).

The Japanese Red Cross (JRC) has been the most
generous benefactor. Without the JRC, the community-
based self-reliance (CBSR) programme would not be
where it is today. Thanks to the JRC, the PRCS has
trained 17 instructors in community first aid and CPR,
and over 350 people have been certified in these two
fields. There are also nine responder teams to assist the
Red Cross during emergencies and disaster. This
programme is ongoing and a request has been approved
by the Japanese Red Cross for a third CBSR training
workshop to be conducted in late 2002. The PRCS is
very grateful to the Japanese Red Cross for its assistance
and grant which has enabled the society to accelerate its
CBSR first-aid and CPR programme.

The Palau Red Cross Society has just completed a
financial audit for the last four years (1997-2001) and is
in the process of automating its accounting system. This
automated system will significantly reduce the cost of
auditing in the future. The PRCS is looking at creative
ways to generate revenues and one of them is to look for
sponsors and donors for specific programmes and
services. The strategy will also outline a plan to increase
membership and sponsorship. It will also analyse
present collection boxes to increase possibly the number
of locations. The PRCS also plans to work closely with
the government for possible inclusion in the annual '
budget appropriations.

4. Performance
Activities
First-aid training
Certification in community first aid and CPR:
beneficiaries are government employees, teachers,
private-sector employees (especially those in tourism),
as well as state government employees and community
residents.

Blood-donor database
Recruitment and maintaining a walk-in blood database.

Assistance to fire victims
Immediate assistance to fire victims and their families
by providing basic necessities such as food, clothing and
other basic essentials.

Services for the armed forces
Providing support to members of the US military by
contacting service members through the armed forces
emergency services during family emergencies such as
illness or death.

Disaster preparedness, response and recovery
Assisting in community disaster and emergency
preparedness, response and relief, locally, nationally,
regionally and internationally.

Relevance/effectiveness
All programmes are currently monitored for
effectiveness and programme defaults are noted, re-
evaluated and changed as appropriate.

The PRCS is also working on a plan which will allow it
to communicate effectively with the regional delegation
about the status of all events and activities conducted by
the Palau Red Cross Society.

5. Further information
Quarterly reports (to the regional delegation) •

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003



Papua New Guinea Red Cross Society

"Through ongoing organizational development and
capacity building, the organization provides
professional quality services and training through its
unique network of branches and volunteers. Learning
from and adapting to the diversity of Papua New Guinea
culture, by ensuring transparency and accountability, the
Papua New Guinea Red Cross Society is well prepared
and committed to take on the challenges of the new
millennium."
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Papua New Guinea
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1977
610
27 (2002)
CHF 452,268 (2001)

1. National context
Papua New Guinea (PNG) lies in the western half of the
Pacific Ocean. The country is inhabited by diverse
communities, who between them speak over 800
languages. The country gained independence from
Australia in 1975 and has maintained a stable
parliamentary system since independence. The country
is prone to natural disasters including earthquakes,
landslides, volcanic eruptions, flooding, droughts and
tsunamis, as well as conflicts arising from tribal fights.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Port Moresby
5.2 million (2000)
US$ 525 (2000)
58 years
79 per 1,000 live births (1998)
63.2 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Papua New Guinea Red Cross Society (PNGRCS)
has a mission statement that reads: "As a member of the
worldwide Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, and
an auxiliary to the government, the PNG Red Cross
Society is an independent, nationwide, community-
based humanitarian organization.

"Guided by and promoting the Movement's seven
Fundamental Principles and humanitarian values, the
Organization provides support and services in aspects of
Health, Disaster Preparedness and Relief, to enhance the
coping abilities of the most vulnerable in our
, community.
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The society's efforts in the humanitarian field are highly
appreciated by the government and the various
stakeholders. PNGRCS activities are well known to the
public through television, local newspapers and radio
stations and the society enjoys a high media profile in
PNG.

Legal base
The PNGRCS was incorporated by an act of parliament
in 1976. The ICRC recognized the society in September
1977 and in October 1977, it was admitted as a member
of the International Federation. The PNGRCS has a
national council that sets policy directives for the
society. The statutes of the society are currently being
reviewed.

Constituency
The PNGRCS has eight branches and is in the process
of establishing three more. The society has very
committed volunteers who uphold the activities and
image of the Red Cross. The society currently has 610
volunteers and members.

The PNGRCS has conducted a number of training
workshops for its staff and volunteers as part of its
organizational development and capacity building. The
PNGRCS has developed a five-year strategic
development plan for 2002-2006, which includes branch
development and establishment of new branches in the
remaining provinces, with priority being given to
disaster-prone areas. Major disaster response activities
are carried out from headquarters.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The national council consists of 23 members, two
representatives from each branch, with independent
members limited to half the number of branch
representatives. An executive committee of seven is
elected from members of the council. The council meets
four times a year in addition to the annual general
meeting, while the executive committee meets about
eight to ten times a year and the branch committee meets
monthly.

Committees made up of volunteers manage the publicity
and fund-raising committee including the subcommittee
of the Miss PNG Red Cross Charity Quest, the blood
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transfusion service and the special education centre with
ad hoc committees established for planning and review
of the PNGRCS constituency and statutory regulations.
Members of the executive mostly chair these
committees.

Human resources
Currently the society employs 15 staff at headquarters:
the secretary general, seven administration and support
staff and six programme officers. Two staff are
employed at the branch level. The special education
centre has seven professional staff while the blood bank
employs a director and two support staff.

The society has been running intensive training for its
programme staff to equip them with the appropriate
knowledge and skills for each respective programme.

The staff are monitored under a staff regulation and a
code of conduct. The performance appraisal is now in
force to measure the performance of each staff member.
The society is in the process of reviewing and updating
duty statements.

Financial resources
The PNGRCS expenditure in 200 I was approximately
CHF 452,268. The current budget is CHF 427,086
which includes a grant of CHF 123,743 from the
government for the blood transfusion service. The
society's main fund-raising activity is the annual Miss
PNG Red Cross Charity Quest. This year, a new
structure has been put in place to diversify the fund-
raising activities. Income is also derived from
investments, interest-bearing deposits and donations.

More emphasis is being placed on branches being self-
sufficient in terms of raising funds for their various
activities.

Material resources
The PNGRCS has its headquarters building, which
includes a training room and a warehouse, in the capital
city of Port Moresby. A resource library is also in the
process of being set up. The warehouse in Lae, in the
north of the country, is being leased to provide
additional income for the society. Two properties in Port
Moresby and Mount Hagen also provide the society
with a small income. The East New Britain branch is yet
to build on the land it has acquired. The New Ireland
Branch is in the process of acquiring land in the
provincial capital of Kavieng.

Headquarters has a van and two cars. The special
education centre has a school bus, a small utility vehicle
and a small four-wheel-drive vehicle for its outreach
programmes, while the blood transfusion service has
one utility vehicle, a van and a large specially fitted bus.
Manus branch has a sea ambulance. The four-wheel-
drive vehicle of the East New Britain branch has been
sold by tender.

Through the Japanese Red Cross and the International
Federation container programme, the PNGRCS has ten
relief containers situated in various branches including
one each in Madang, East New Britain, Milne Bay and
New Ireland and six containers in the Morobe branch.
These will be distributed to the other branches that do
not currently have relief containers.

Organisation/planning
The PNGRCS national council at its planning meeting
in November 2001, reviewed the society's five-year
strategic development plan 2000-2004 and agreed to
extend this plan to cover the period 2002-2006. The plan
is very much in keeping with the strategic directions of
the International Federation's Strategy 2010.

In this meeting the council discussed major issues which
include: the review of the PNG Red Cross statutes; the
review of the mission statement of the PNG Red Cross
Society; and the review of the five-year strategic
development plan 2000-2004.

Partnerships
The PNGRCS cooperates closely with government
ministries, especially in the field of health and disaster
preparedness and response. The society receives support
from the government for the provision of special
education for deaf children. The blood transfusion
service is operated in partnership with the government
through a memorandum of understanding (MOU).

The society receives support from the International
Federation, the ICRC (training of police and military in
IHL), the American, Australian and Japanese Red Cross
Societies, for which it is very grateful.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness
With assistance from the International Federation's
country delegation, the PNGRCS has conducted six
basic disaster management workshops since August
200 I covering five branches. One disaster response
workshop was conducted at headquarters by the
American Red Cross. The participants included staff,
members, volunteers, government officials, women's
leaders, community leaders, youth leaders and others.
The PNGRCS national disaster preparedness and
response plan was officially launched in March 2002 by
the patron of the PNGRCS and governor general of
Papua New Guinea, HE Sir Silas Atopare. A one-day
seminar was held in Madang in October 2001 coinciding
with the International Natural Disasters Reduction Day.
A disaster assessment and response team was formed in
2001 comprising staff and volunteers.

Since the launch of the community-based self-reliance
(CBSR) programme in 2000, a training of trainers
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workshop was conducted at the PNGRCS headquarters
in Port Moresby. The aim of the workshop was to train
the PNGRCS staff and volunteers to equip them with the
skills and knowledge on CBSR in order for them to
facilitate other workshops at the community level. Six
CBSR workshops have been conducted so far in
identified disaster-prone areas in the Sandaun, Milne
Bay and Madang provinces. Components of the CBSR
include community-based first aid, community-based
health awareness and community-based disaster
preparedness.

H IV/AI DS
The HIV /AIDS programme was launched in 2000 and
the PNGRCS has conducted a number of workshops in
the country. The HIV /AIDS programme is one of the
leading programmes for the society. A total of 265
volunteers have been trained to become disseminators
for PNGRCS branches. With support from the
Australian Red Cross, counselling is also planned to be
a part of this programme in the second part of the year,
2002.

First aid
First-aid courses, especially the basic first aid at the
workplace, bring in revenue to the society. Other
interested individuals can also take part in the courses.
The society has a number of agreements with business
houses throughout the country to conduct first aid for
their employees. Community-based first aid, one of the
components of the community-based self-reliance
programme, is also taught to rural communities with
plans to expand to urban areas as well.

The development of a teachers' in-service trammg
package is under way, and the national health
department have included the society's community-
based first-aid manual in their curriculum for training
community health workers. The society has also applied
and is in the process of obtaining accreditation with the
national training institute.

Blood transfusion service
In partnership with the government health authorities,
the society runs the blood-transfusion services.
Branches are involved with donor recruitment. The
council has directed that the society's focus should be on
blood-donor recruitment and negotiations are currently
under way to formalize an MOU in this regard between
the government and the society.

Youth
The PNGRCS youth programme is new and has been
designed and formulated as a result of the youth
workshop held in October 2001. A youth programme
officer has been employed to coordinate the programme.
Initially the programme is being trialed in schools in
four provinces namely NCD/Central, Madang, Milne
Bay and New Ireland.
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The expected results by the end of 2002 are that the
youth programme will be run in eight Red Cross
branches, with 40 schools using the programme in their
respective schools and 2,000 students (youth) taking
part in the programme. About 30 per cent of the
expected result has been achieved to date.

Dissemination
With assistance from the lCRC, IHL training workshops
have been conducted with the military and police. In
2001, PNGRCS and the ICRC launched the Red Cross
emblem as a sign of protection programme. A
dissemination officer has been recruited to undertake the
dissemination activities for the society. With ICRC
support, the University of Papua New Guinea will also
introduce an IHL course at the law faculty .•



The Philippine National Red Cross

The Philippine
National Red Cross

Founded: 1947
Members/volunteers: 7 million
Staff: 277
Expenditure: CHF 8.8 million (2001)

1. National context
The Philippines consists of 7,100 islands spread over
1,600 kilometres and has a population of more than 76.5
million with a gross domestic product over CHF 30.6
billion. More than 53 per cent of the population reside in
urban areas. Social indicators show a moderate level of
human development with a life expectancy of 67 years,
infant mortality rate being at 36 per 1,000 and 30 per
cent of children under five are underweight. Adult
literacy is 83 per cent. Like other countries in the region,
the Philippines suffers from the effects of rapid
deforestation. It is frequently struck by cyclones and has
also experienced periodic volcanic eruptions.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Manilla
76.5 million
US$ 1,050 (1998)
67 years
36 per 1,000 live births
83 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of The Philippine National Red Cross
(PNRC) is to be the premier humanitarian organization
in the Philippines and south-east Asia in responding to
the needs of the most vulnerable people. Its aim is to
enhance and maintain its leadership in the areas of blood
banking, disaster preparedness, relief and rehabilitation
and community health services. The PNRC intends to be
a dynamic organization, continually improving the
delivery of services and its capability to generate funds.
The society follows the Movement's Fundamental
Principles.

The PNRC pledges to its donors that it will utilize their
donations in the most efficient and effective manner and
render a regular accounting of such funds. The society
assures its beneficiaries that it is committed to render
service in the best manner and to the extent possible,
without regard to sex, race, creed, political affiliation, or
class. The PNRC undertakes to continue to provide the
opportunities to render humanitarian service in an
organized and professional manner and to work as a
team with professional staff. It will offer training,
direction and recognition for qualified and committed
volunteers and it will continue to allow outstanding
volunteers to represent the society in local and
international conferences and forums. The PNRC
encourages all employees to grow to their full potential
in the organization, while acknowledging that they are
ultimately responsible for their development. It
encourages all employees to understand its corporate
directions and priorities, so that they can align their own
decisions with that of the organization. The PNRC
further promises to instil the values of service, people
and donor orientation as these values are the principal
ingredients of excellence in all its undertakings.

The PNRC and the government complement each other
in the delivery of services to the vulnerable in the
Philippines.

Legal base
The PNRC ceased to be the chapter of the American Red
Cross in April 1947 when it was declared an
independent National Society.

The charter of the PNRC, Republic Act No. 95, was
enacted in April 1947 and has been amended four times.
The society was admitted to the Movement in 1947. Its
_general assembly is held every two years, when
elections are also held for the board of governors. Its
bylaws together with the charter and chapter bylaws
were last amended in March 2002. The last elections
were held in December 2001.

Constituency
The PNRC has 84 chapters and nine subchapters. It is
represented in almost all provinces of the country. Each
chapter and subchapter has a professional administrator
who acts as branch manager in charge of administrative
and operational functions. At headquarters, the PNRC
board of governors represents the governance; at the
chapter level, it is the board of directors. At present, the
total membership is estimated at 7 million, comprising
6.7 million youth volunteers and 300,000 adult
volunteers.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The governing body is the board of governors, which is
composed of six members appointed by the president of
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the Philippines, six selected and 18 elected by a national
biennial convention. Their roles are well defined. The
PNRC board meets every month. In the chapters and
subchapters, the board of directors serves as the policy-
making body.

Human resources
At present, a total of 277 people are employed at
headquarters with 140 people at the managerial,
supervisory and technical levels, while 137 people
comprise the support staff (clerks, drivers, etc.). At the
chapter level, staff varies from a minimum of two to a
maximum of 19 people. The gender balance amongst
employees is roughly equal. All accredited volunteers
undergo training and are most active during relief
operations and safety services activities.

Financial resources
The society's total domestic expenditure in 2001 was
CHF 8.8 million. Although fund-raising efforts are small
at headquarters, they are satisfactory at the chapter level.
Annual fund-raising activities covers about 50 per cent
of the society's annual budget. The PNRC receives no
financial support from the government although the
blood services receives support from government
lotteries.

The new budgeting system of the PNRC introduced in
1996 and adopted in 1997 recognized donations
received in kind with quantifiable values, which are
contributed in support of its operations. The PNRC
produces annual accounts, which are audited externally.

Material resources
The PNRC headquarters and most chapters have their
own building. The society owns a fleet of 151 vehicles,
many funded by projects such as disaster preparedness
and primary health care. Under the preparedness
programme, nine regional and 25 chapter warehouses
have been constructed. The headquarters has a central
warehouse. It has a total of 152 communication facilities
throughout the country.

Organization/planning
The PNRC had a development plan for 1994-2000,
which had four main goals: to enhance respect for
human dignity and humanitarian values; to improve the
capacity to cope with crisis; to strengthen the capacities
of the vulnerable people in their daily lives; and to build
a stronger PNRC. Pursuant to Strategy 2010, the society
adopted strategic directions in 2001 which are to be
reviewed yearly.

The finance department is divided into three divisions
(accounting, budgeting and disbursement). At the
central level, the fund-raising department seeks funds
for headquarters. At the chapter level, the administrators
have their own fund-raising projects for the
sustainability of the chapter and cover the annual
budgetary requirements.
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Partnerships
The PNRC receives support from the American Red
Cross (social services), Australian Red Cross
(HIV/AIDS), Canadian Red Cross (primary health care),
Danish Red Cross (disaster preparedness and street
children), Japanese Red Cross (disaster preparedness
and primary health care), Macao Red Cross (migrant
workers), Spanish Red Cross (primary health care,
disadvantaged women and relief) and, soon, the Hong
Kong Red Cross (first aider in every home project).

The following programme areas are in need of external
support: national blood programme; HIV/AIDS; social
services programmes, including holistic approach for
the street children's programme, development projects
for women and reduction of vulnerability; and services
for the dependants of migrant workers.

4. Performance

Activities
Disaster management
As obliged by its charter, the PNRC provides emergency
assistance in the form of food, temporary shelter, first
aid and health social services to families who suffer
from the effects of disasters such as fires, typhoons,
floods, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes and armed
conflict situations. Volunteers are trained regularly in
disaster preparedness and response. The preparedness
component also includes maintaining a radio
communications network and establishing warehouses
for the pre-positioning of relief supplies. It has some
vehicles mainly for disaster response, but they are used
for other purposes in non-disaster times. A new
preparedness scheme is the integrated community
disaster-planning programme (lCDPP), which started in
November 1994. The programme, which is carried out
in four areas, receives support from the Danish Red
Cross.

Health services
Home nursing courses are conducted to take care of the
sick and injured, the elderly and chronically ill. Baby-
sitting courses are also offered. The PNRC provides
disaster nursing instruction for nursing students and
professional nurses to serve in times of disaster. In
addition, the PNRC supports the government's primary
health care programme through the training of volunteer
health workers in selected depressed areas of the
country with water projects, food production,
establishing satellite health stations and livelihood
projects. These activities are supported by the Canadian,
Danish and Japanese Red Cross. A street children's
programme, funded by the Danish Red Cross, started in
late 1991 and aims to develop a comprehensive health
system for street children and their families through the
active participation of partner local government units,
NGOs and children. A care-givers' course was launched
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in April 2002; it is hoped that the course will generate
resources and be integrated into other services.

Blood programme
Voluntary, non-remunerated blood donations are
provided through a network of 74 regional and chapter
blood centres, extension services and blood stations.
Major sources of funds are blood-processing fees, the
Philippine charity sweepstakes office and the
department of health.

Safety services
The PNRC conducts courses in first aid, swimming, life-
saving, accident prevention and cardio-pulmonary
resuscitation. The emergency medical technician course
is incorporated in the safety courses.

Social services
The PNRC provides assistance to families through
counselling and guidance, family inquiries and referrals
to appropriate welfare agencies. It provides services to
members of the armed forces and their dependants
which include facilitating health and welfare inquiries,
medically approved recreation programmes for
hospitalized servicemen, and organizing skills training
and vocational courses for military dependants. The
PNRC also supports the disabled with skills training
such as radio and watch repair or restaurant
management. The society has embarked on a new
programme for disadvantaged women, which aims to
assist in restoring the dignity of women and regaining
self-worth through protective and rehabilitative
services. Support is received from the American and
Spanish Red Cross.

Psychological first-aid services have also been
introduced to assist disaster victims and their families,
victims of crisis situations, and help volunteers and
staff.

Youth
This programme has four objectives: protection of
health and life; providing opportunities for community
services; fostering international friendship and peace;
and dissemination of the Fundamental Principles and
IHL. It encourages both in-school and out-of-school
youth to participate in the society's humanitarian work
in meaningful community activities. This programme
receives support form the Japanese Red Cross.

Relevance/effectiveness
Most projects funded by partner societies and the
International Federation are reviewed annually with
positive evaluation results, which have led to the
continued support for the programmes and have
enhanced the society's capacity .•

Samoa
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1952
400 (1998)
3 (1998)
CHF 91,740 (1998)

1. National context
Samoa gained independence from New Zealand in June
1962. The country has a mostly Polynesian population
of approximately 165,200 people living on four of its
nine islands. Most people live in villages on the coastal
plains and lower hills which, while fertile, exposes them
to the hazards of cyclones, floods and storm surges. The
country operates under a British-based parliamentary
system which accommodates local custom. The
economy is dominated by subsistence village
agriculture and fisheries. Social problems caused by
unemployment are growing as young people migrate to
the capital, Apia, in search of work. Low birth-weight
infants, malnutrition in young children and obesity in
adults are recurring public health issues and indigenous
Samoa medicine is still widely practised.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Apia
0.2 million (1997)
US$ 1,140 (1997)
71 years (1997)
41 per 1,000 live births (1997)
98 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Samoa Red Cross Society (SRCS) does not have a
written mission statement. Its objectives are however
listed in the constitution and its work and intended target
groups strongly reflect the challenge as defined in the
International Federation's Strategic Work Plan.
Autonomy and independence are maintained in the
society's working relationships and partnerships with
the government and NGOs. A 1983 memorandum of
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understanding between the government and the society
acknowledges the autonomous status of the society and
its conformity with the Fundamental Principles.

The SRCS provides input to a number of government
health policy-making committees, and it is recognized
for its considerable expertise in disaster preparedness.

Legal base
The SRCS was established in 1952 as a branch of the
New Zealand Red Cross Society and continued in that
capacity until the late 1970s when it ceased to operate.
The SRCS was re-established in 1981 and its
constitution was adapted in 1983. The society was
recognized by the ICRC and admitted into the
International Federation in 1984. The Samoa Red Cross
act was passed in 1993 to protect the name Red Cross
and the distinctive emblem of the Movement.

Constituency
The society has only one branch located on the island of
Savaii which is currently inactive. However, the SRCS
is able to extend its activities throughout most of the
country from its headquarters in Apia.

Membership is classified as active, subscribing and
honorary. There is a very small number of subscribing
members, however non-financial membership extends
throughout the country and volunteers can be relied
upon to come forward in emergencies. There were
approximately 400 members in 1998. While there is no
youth programme at present, the society involves youth
in its activities, especially in first-aid services at special
events and sports competitions. Women are also
encouraged to participate in the society's activities.

3. Capacity
Leadership
Although the constitution sets out the governing structure
and accountability, it has not always been followed. The
secretary general shoulders the major burden of
responsibility for the SRCS with support from a small
core of committee members. The executive committee
includes people from a variety of backgrounds with a
wide range of relevant skills but does not meet regularly,
and thus these skills are not being utilized. There is no
specific leadership training programme at the SRCS.

Human resources
The SRCS has three staff including the secretary
general, a temporary research officer and a
driverihandyman. There are no policies concerning the
recruitment and training of staff and this contributes to
the current difficulties experienced with staff
recruitment and retention.

The main core of volunteers are the executive members
(10), sports first aiders (73) and blood donors (103).
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There are no committees responsible for specific
programmes or activities such as disaster preparedness,
branch development or membership recruitment.

Financial resources
In 1998, the society's expenditure totalled CHF 91,740.
Approximately 35 per cent of the annual budget is raised
locally, while the remaining funding comes from
overseas grants. Fund-raising strategies include dances,
walkathons, a national flower day, street collections, and
first-aid courses and services.

Material resources
The society owns its national office building located on
a half acre of land about three miles from the town of
Apia. The Savaii branch building is in poor repair from
lack of maintenance and is not currently in use as an
office. The society has three vehicles which are in good
condition and various communications and training
equipment.

Organization/planning
The SRCS has basic structures, systems and procedures
in place for dealing with administrative and operational
matters. The society does not have a development plan
that brings together its mission, specific objectives,
relief and development programmes and finances. A
review and evaluation of the SRCS was carried out in
1996 that recommended the introduction of a formal
planning and evaluation process to identify strategic
directions and to prioritize activities, programme
development and fund-raising.

The SRCS is in a good position to respond to disasters
because of its strong background and experience in
disaster management and relief. The society has
completed a study on vulnerability with regard to the
causes of malnutrition, people with disabilities, people
living on leasehold land in urban areas, people living
near rivers and buildings that could be affected by
earthquakes.

Partnerships
The society has an excellent reputation for working
cooperatively with government, other organizations and
international donors, and is always ready to share
resources, information and expertise. The SRCS is a
member of the Asia/Pacific regional working group on
gender issues and is therefore involved in preparing a
regional plan of action to integrate a gender perspective
into programmes and organizational structures.

The Samoa Red Cross developed a three-year agreement
for 1999-2001, on a bilateral basis with the Spanish Red
Cross, for financial support to its first-aid programme.
Another agreement has been reached with the New South
Wales division of the Australian Red Cross to fund the
recruitment of a field officer for three years. The society
has also received some funds from the New Zealand Red
Cross for first-aid training for 50 school teachers.
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4. Performance

Activities
Disaster preparedness and relief
The SRCS has a strong and successful disaster
programme which has evolved over the years as the
country is prone to tropical cyclones, and its practical
experience in relief operations such as floods in Apia in
1982, fire in Savaii in 1983, tornado in 1984, and
cyclones in 1989, 1990 and 1991. The society has a
disaster plan aimed at mitigating the effects of disasters
and improving the situation of the most vulnerable
people. It runs a community-based disaster preparedness
training course (over 240 villages and organizations
have participated since 1992), prints and distributes
pamphlets and posters, and has developed its own
training manual. Two disaster containers are fully
stocked and stored at the Red Cross headquarters and a
third container is located on Savaii.

First aid
The society trains people in first aid to various levels,
and the first aiders provide services at sporting and other
events. Basic first aid and health awareness training, as
related to disasters, is also an integral part of the village
disaster preparedness programme. Volunteers
participate in disaster first-aid drill exercises with
government departments.

Blood
A blood-donor recruitment programme supplies donors
when requested by the health department, delivering
approximately 100 units annually.

Social welfare
The welfare programme caters for the needy, including
single mothers and the disabled. This programme
ensures the provision of food, clothes, temporary
shelters and counselling. In addition, tracing requests
are received from families who have lost contact with
relatives overseas.

Water safety
The society conducts a water safety awareness
programme and installs safety equipment in specific
beaches to help prevent drowning in these areas.

Dissemination
Active dissemination of the Fundamental Principles is
given through all training and awareness programmes.
International humanitarian law is informally
disseminated as well.

5. Further information
Report on the review and evaluation of the Western
Samoa Red Cross Society (1996) •

Singapore
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1949
Members/volunteers: 6,863 (2000)
Staff: 89
Expenditure: CHF 2.6 million (2000)

1. National context
Singapore was founded as a British trading colony in
1819, gaining independence in 1965, and has since
grown to be one of the world's most prosperous
countries. As Singapore looks towards a future with
increased globalization, it is positioning itself to be the
region's finance and high-tech hub. The island has an
interesting mix of population - Chinese, Malays,
Indians and a mixture of other minorities, living
together harmoniously, void of racial tensions.
Singapore has not suffered from any natural disasters
but faces a number of environmental issues.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Singapore
4 million (2000)
US$ 22,710
76.6 years (1999)
3.2 per 1,000 live births
93 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Singapore Red Cross Society (SRCS) "dedicates
itself to protecting human life and dignity, relieving
human suffering and responding to emergencies".

Legal base
The SRCS was founded as a branch of the British Red
Cross in 1949. With its country's independence in 1965,
the society became the Singapore Red Cross and was
inco~orated by an act of parliament in April 1973.
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3. Capacity

Organization/planning
The society went through a strategic planning process in
2000 to ensure that it remains relevant in light of the
changing needs of the local and international
community. Its strategic directions are to strengthen the
role of the SRCS in disaster preparedness, enhance
existing services to address community needs,
encourage the involvement and representation by
Singaporeans in international work and expand
volunteer involvement and membership in the SRCS.

Partnerships
International involvement is a relatively new area for the
SRCS. Being a small society, its resources and
capabilities are limited. However, it is keen on playing
an integral role internationally and being a committed
member of the International Federation and a provider
of humanitarian services to the most vulnerable.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and relief
The SRCS currently serves as an auxiliary to the
authorities in an event of an emergency or disaster,
providing skilled volunteers in the area of first aid and
ambulance support services.

First aid
The Red Cross training centre provides standard and
refresher first-aid, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) courses to individuals, and various groups. The
ministry of health has appointed the SRCS as the
secretariat for the national first-aid council, which aims
to standardize first-aid training and train one member in
each family in first aid by 2020.

Blood
The role of the SRCS in the national blood programme
is to recruit and retain blood donors and to increase
public awareness on the importance of blood donation.
It works in tandem with the Singapore blood transfusion
service in this area.

Social welfare
The SRCS runs the Red Cross home for the disabled, the
only residential home that caters to the severely
physically disabled in Singapore. The society also has a
hostel for handicapped workers, which provides
subsidized accommodation and transportation to
encourage physically disabled adults to be economically
independent.

Youth activities
There are 6,000 youth members ranging from the age of
nine to 16. They participate in activities including
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international friendships and exchanges, first aid,
leadership and skills development courses, welfare
services and fund-raising activities.

International activities
The SRCS has launched public appeals to contribute
towards the International Federation's various relief
operations and has begun establishing bilateral
cooperation with several National Societies in the
region.

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.redcross.org.sg •

http://www.redcross.org.sg
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The Solomon Islands
Red Cross

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1983
1,000 (1998)
21 (1998)
CHF 105,000 (1998)

1. National context
The Solomon Islands (SI) has a population of
approximately 400,000 people, spread throughout some
350 of the 992 rugged islands scattered over 1.35 million
square kilometres of sea. The Solomon Islands gained
independence from the United Kingdom in 1978 and has
a constitutional monarchy with a governor general, a
national parliament and nine provincial governments. A
faction of the parliament voted the current prime minister
into power after the Malaita Eagle Force (MEF) removed
the elected prime minister by force.

During 1999 and 2000, the Solomon's felt the pressure of
civil conflict that resulted in the subsequent displacement
of thousands of people. The ongoing tension and MEF
takeover of Honiara in June 2000 resulted in a rapidly
declining national economy. Most international flights
were cancelled and many businesses and offices closed.
There was a growing law and order problem not only in
Honiara but also on the island of Malaita.

Currently the Solomon's are experiencing a period of
relative stability. However, the Townsville Peace
Agreement (TPA) that was signed in October 2000 has not
been implemented in full and as such there remains an air
of fragility. The issue of firearms not being surrendered
also remains a cause for certain elements to retain their
own weapons and use the non-compliance of others to
cover criminal activities. The economic situation also still
remains unstable and the country is facing a serious
economic crisis that is exacerbated by unreasonable
financial demands from former militant factions.

A general election was only possible after lobbying by
various civil groups and others. The Solomon Islands
are also prone to natural disasters such as cyclones,

earthquakes, tsunamis and landslides. About 60 per cent
of the population is under 20 and the birth rate is the
highest in the Pacific.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Honiara
0.4 million (1997)
US$ 870 (1997)
72 years (1997)
23 per 1,000 live births (1997)
62 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
The constitution of The Solomon Islands Red Cross
(SIRC) clearly sets out the roles and responsibilities of
the central council, the management committee, the
president, secretary general and the treasurer. However,
some aspects of the constitution need to be updated and
so, by the end of 2003, the society will have reviewed
the constitution and made it more relevant to the society
and country as it is today.

The society's mission statement and its principal aim is
"to prevent and alleviate suffering with complete
impartiality, making no discrimination as to nationality,
race, sex, religious beliefs, class or political opinions".

Legal base
The SIRC was formerly a branch of the British Red
Cross. In 1983 it was incorporated as a National Society
and was admitted as a full member of the Movement in
1991. Its constitution is based on the Geneva
Conventions to which the government is a signatory,
and on the Fundamental Principles of the Movement.
The constitution clearly states the roles and functions of
the leadership and management of the society.

The society is a legally constituted association,
possesses legal status and is officially recognized by the
governrnent as a voluntary relief society, an auxiliary to
public authorities and as the only National Red Cross
Society in the country. The headquarters are based in
Honiara on the main island of Guadacanal.

The SIRC has a high profile and is well respected in the
community. The government calls on the Red Cross in
times of natural and humanitarian disasters. However,
during recent times of conflict, it has become more
important that people understand the neutrality and
independence of the society.

Constituency
Branches have been established in Auki, Malaita
Province and Gizo, Western Province, two of the nine
provinces. In addition, there are approximately 26
member groups. By the end of 2003, an additional three
branches will be set up in the provinces of Guadacanal,
RennellBellona and Temotu.
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however, branches are encouraged to raise funds for
their own programmes and projects.

There are three classes of members, active, honorary
and subscribing (fee paying).

A core group of ten volunteers assist the society
regularly. This number expands to 40 during times of
emergency and disaster.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The central council is the highest authority of the society
and should meet yearly. The management committee,
which is mandated to "control and administer" the
society should meet monthly. Both bodies should
comprise of members representative of all provinces;
however, the management committee consists, in the
main, of members from Honiara.

In April 2001, the society held its first annual general
meeting (AGM) for three years, which resulted in five
new members being elected, including two women for
the first time. Members of the country's various ethnic
groups are also represented.

The board meets monthly and, since its formation, the
new board has organized a number of extraordinary
meetings to begin addressing the various issues facing
the society. This board will be involved more actively
and assist in the running and development of the society.

The functions and roles of both bodies along with that of
the president, secretary general and treasurer are clearly
and simply described in the constitution.

The secretary general functions at a high level and is a
respected member of the community.

Human resources
At present, 21 staff are employed by the society in the
national headquarters, branch offices, the special
development school and the blood-donor recruitment
unit. This includes administrative staff, accounts officer,
field officers, welfare officer, drivers, relief coordinator,
two branch officers and blood-bank staff, as well as a
headmistress and teachers at the special development
centre.

Financial resources
The main source of funds for the society are Red Cross
donors, mainly foreign governments, and fund-raising.
The society has no sustainable source of income and
relies heavily on donations.

The major fund-raising event is the Red Cross Ball and
the Charity Queen Contest. The society also operates the
hospital cafeteria that raises funds for the operation of
the blood-donor recruitment unit.

The national headquarters raises the majority of funds;
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In February the society hired a finance and accounts
officer to manage its finances. One of the primary
objectives is the installation of computerized accounting
to enable the society to provide timely financial
management tools.

The society's accounts were audited in April 2001 and
accounts were presented to the AGM in May 2001.

With the country's economic and financial crisis, the
Solomon Islands Red Cross will be facing a critical
financial situation which will need to be addressed soon
and will be greater by 2003.

Organization/planning
The society has a development plan and International
Federation policies are being followed. Administrative
procedures are also in place. Branches and member
groups report to the national office on their activities on
a monthly and annual basis. The SIRC is facing
increasing competition from other national
organizations.

Partnerships
The SIRC does not receive any grants from the
government, but is working on a memorandum of
understanding with the ministry of health for support for
the blood programme. The National Society also works
closely with the government disaster management
office.

The SIRC receives support from the ICRC, the
International Federation and participating National
Societies, including the Japanese Red Cross. The society
has received financial support from the UK government,
through its Department for International Development
(DFID), the Japanese government, AusAID and the
ICRC for its work assisting the victims of the internal
conflict in the Solomon Islands.

The society is at present undertaking a capacity-building
project funded by AusAID through the Australian Red
Cross.

4. Performance

Activities
Disaster preparedness and relief
As the only national relief organization, the SIRC was
able to respond to the events of the last few years by
facilitating the passage of thousands of displaced
Malaitans back to Malaita Province. The society also
provided assistance to displaced people in collective
centres in the capital; implemented relief distributions
and maintained essential blood supply services to the
national hospital.
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The SIRC was able to organize medial evacuations for
Guales requiring hospitalization. Tragically, the
opposing faction killed two patients at the Honiara
central referral hospital, wounded during fighting,
whilst they were still in hospital.

Until dismantled recently, the SIRC and the ICRC were
the only organizations able to cross all militant
checkpoints quite freely.

The SIRC has very clearly written roles and
responsibilities in the country's national disaster plan,
but its own plan needs reviewing and updating. It has a
very good reputation for its disaster preparedness and
relief programmes.

Health services
The society's field officers conduct first-aid and CPR
training workshops. There are currently two first-aid
instructors in Honiara. Two courses have been carried
out, with 20 people being trained as special response
team members.

HIV/AIDS prevention and education is dealt with
briefly in the courses, but no other health education is
undertaken by the society.

The SIRC is involved in blood-donor recruitment and
promoting voluntary blood donation. The society keeps
records of donors and at present there are 1,367 donors
on the register. During 1999, 1,194 units of blood were
donated. The society also provides post-donation
refreshments.

Social welfare
The society provides the only services for children with
disabilities in Honiara. The original Handicapped
Children's Centre was established in 1978, and moved
into a new centre in 1997. The society is responsible for
the management, funding and supervision of the centre,
which is staffed with local teachers, a physiotherapist
and, until the outbreak of civil conflict, an occupational
therapist (volunteers from the Japanese Overseas
Cooperation). However, the volunteers have not
returned since the June 1999 conflict.

During the Bougainville relief assistance programme,
the society assisted over 1,000 people with welfare
items.

Dissemination
At the beginning of all first-aid and disaster
preparedness courses, a brief description of the history
of the Red Cross and the seven Fundamental Principles
is given. This includes basic knowledge of international
humanitarian law.

Fund-raising
A number of fund-raising projects exist including the
president's appeal, flag day, Red Cross ball, annual

walkathon, raffle, grand bazaar and the beauty queen
contest. Despite the civil conflict the society was still
able to raise CHF 32,397 in 1999 and CHF 147,132 in
2000. However, with the current economic situation, the
task of fund-raising is more challenging. The society
has, therefore, recently appointed a programme and
event coordinator to manage this important aspect of the
society's activities.

Youth
Youth are not as active in the society as previously.
However, they are actively involved with the special
school for handicapped children. Over the next two
years the society will be targeting youth in its activities
and as volunteers.

5. Further information
Development Plan and Capacity-Bui/ding Project.
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Sri Lanka
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1949
128,011
84
CHF 280,225 (2001)

1. Nationa I context
Sri Lanka is an island country in the Indian Ocean. It has
a population of 19.5 million (2002), of whom about 80
per cent live in rural areas. About 74 per cent are of
Sinhalese descent, with the Sri Lankan Tamils and
Indian Tamils forming together the largest minority
group and accounting for about 18 per cent of the
population. The predominant religion is Theravada
Buddhism (69 per cent) while 16 per cent of the people
are Hindus, 8 per cent Muslim, and 7 per cent Christian.
Since the country gained independence in 1948 from the
United Kingdom, there has been a democratic system of
government. The 20-year-old civil war between the
government and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
(LTTE), a group seeking to create a separate nation for
the Tamil minority, has caused an estimated 60,000
deaths and seriously undermined the country's
enormous development potential. Unemployment is
high and inflation is gradually rising. The country is
losing about 4 per cent of its economic growth annually
due to the war. Against this background, the last few
months of 2002 witnessed a concerted effort to try and
initiate direct peace talks between the government and
the LTTE. The government has already signed a
memorandum of understanding with the LTTE.

Sri Lanka's economy has been based predominantly on
agriculture (chiefly rice), with exports of tea, rubber and
coconuts, but manufacturing has gradually become
another important source of revenue and now represents
18.2 per cent of the country's gross domestic product.
About 29 per cent of the land is under cultivation and 32
per cent is covered by woodland.

Capital:
Population:

Colombo
19.5 million (2002)
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GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

US$ 825
73 years
10 per 1,000 live births
94 per cent

Mission
The mission statement of the Sri Lanka Red Cross
Society (SLRCS) is "to promote the health and well-
being of vulnerable people and to extend humanitarian
assistance in times of natural and man-made disasters,
through mobilization of volunteers and the
communities, irrespective of religion, class, caste,
gender, race and ethnicity, according to the humanitarian
values and ideals of the Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement".

The principal objective of the society in its humanitarian
activities is to prevent and alleviate suffering with
complete impartiality, making no discrimination as to
nationality, race, sex, religious beliefs, language, class
or political opinions or for any other reasons.

Legal Base
The central council branch of the British Red Cross was
formed in Ceylon in 1936 and dissolved in 1949, when
the Ceylon Red Cross Society was formed on a
representation made by the prime minister of Ceylon. It
was recognized by the ICRC and was admitted to the
League of Red Cross Societies (now the International
Federation) in 1952. The Ceylon Red Cross Society was
renamed the Sri Lanka Red Cross Society in 1972.

The society was recognized by Royal Charter in 1951
and as a charitable organization in 1959, by the gazette
notification of the minister of finance. It was also
registered as a social service organization under the
Social Service Act of 1980.

The society's constitution was formulated in 1949 and
amended in 1969 and 1997. The last general assembly
was held in October 2001, when a new constitution was
adopted.

Constituency
The SLRCS covers all 25 administrative districts of the
country although several branches were dissolved in
1996 and 1997. In 1999, the society had a total of about
12,000 members/volunteers, comprising 5,270 active
volunteers, 3,130 youth volunteers, 2,910 life members
and 225 associate members. The number of
members/volunteers has now increased to 128,011.
District branches have given priority to the membership
drive. Women are a minority at management level and
steps have been taken to appoint more women at all
levels. The various categories of the population are not
well represented within the governing body.
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3. Capacity

Leadership
Elections to national posts are held every three years.
Each district branch sends, as provided for in article 11
of the new constitution, delegates who together form the
general assembly that elects the honorary president, two
vice presidents, the national secretary, ten board
members and one youth representative.

The central governing board is the policy-making body
of the society and meets once every two months. It is
also the decision-making body for all major financial
and administrative matters. The board sets the
guidelines for the functioning of branches and
implementation of the various programmes undertaken
by SLRCS. The board's role is well defined in the
constitution and staff members have all been issued with
an individual list of duties.

Different committees have been appointed, such as
committees for policy, dissemination, tracing, first aid,
relief and branch development, and finance. The
committees meet regularly.

The director general is responsible for the
administration and accountability of activities carried
out by the national headquarters. Four directors, namely
the directors for development, finance, operations and
administration, work under the director general and in
2001 the society appointed another director for health
development activities.

To enhance their capability and capacity, the society's
leadership has conducted several self-assessment,
management, leadership and evaluation workshops for
the board and branch policy-makers. Training sessions
have been carried out on needs assessments, planning
and budget planning.

Human resources
At present the SLRCS employs a total of 84 paid staff
members, of whom 67 are employed in the national
secretariat, including five directors with national
coordinators. It is difficult for the society to attract and
retain professional staff due to lack of resources and low
salaries. Support staff include clerks, typists, and
drivers. Volunteers carry out almost all branch activities,
including first aid, disaster preparedness, relief,
dissemination, tracing, youth programmes, and health
and social work. First-aid and youth volunteers are very
active, particularly in war-tom areas, where they take
part in relief, health, water and sanitation, and tracing
activities.

Financial resources
In 200 I, the total income of the society was
approximately CHF 204,945 (excluding ICRC and
International Federation funded projects) for a budgeted

expenditure of approximately CHF 280,226. Rental of
its buildings provides the society with its main source of
income. In addition, the society has launched, with some
success, fund-raising campaigns which include the sale
of first-aid training.

Annual audited accounts have been produced since
1994, and uncompleted audits have now been finalized.
Preparation of a fixed assets register has already been
done.

Material resources
The SLRCS owns its headquarters building and an
adjoining five-storey building, which is rented out to
other organizations. Nine branches have their own
buildings. Headquarters also owns nine vehicles.
Branches own a total of 16 ambulances, 29 vehicles and
25 motorcycles (including project vehicles). Some of
these vehicles are not roadworthy as they have been
used for a fairly long period.

Organization/planning
The SLRCS has formulated a development plan.
Despite the currently limited operational capacity of the
National Society, the society is committed to the follow-
up of the Hanoi Regional Conference and plans to focus
in the coming years on institutional development and
capacity building; training of staff and volunteers at
headquarters and district branches; finance management
development; resource development; commercialization
of the traditional first-aid trammg; disaster
preparedness; and health. National Society staff and
volunteers are increasingly participating in regional and
national training events. District level training presently
also includes vulnerability and capacity assessments.

Strict financial and administrative procedures are being
established at national headquarters and branch level.
There are currently seven staff in the finance department
at headquarters. Branches are financially autonomous
and can make decisions on their own financial affairs.
All proposals for external funding are passed through
headquarters and 45 per cent of membership fees and
flag day collections go to headquarters. The major and
mini tender boards are responsible for tender procedure
and purchases.

Partnerships
The SLRCS works with the International Federation and
with a number of other organizations including the
German Fund, UNHCR, the Swiss embassy, the Red
Cross Societies of Canada, Japan and Korea, as well as
Oxfam. The National Society is closely involved with
the ICRC, particularly in the areas of civil unrest. This
support includes institutional development, first aid,
health, tracing and dissemination. A new project has
begun for eight selected flood-prone districts with the
assistance of the European Commission through the
Spanish Red Cross. The society does not have sufficient
resources to participate actively in regional activities,
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Free labour
Several branches provide free labour (shramadana)
through hundreds of volunteers to carry out social
projects such as cleaning and painting government
hospitals. Houses for low-income families have been
constructed through shramadana. On special occasions,
such as World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day,
shramadana campaigns are conducted throughout the
country. Tree planting and environmental protection
activities are also carried out on a shramadana basis.

but wherever possible it tries to send a representative to
regional events, such as the 1997 youth summit In

Singapore and the 1999 youth summit in Sweden.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief and preparedness
The society provides ambulance services, relief, water
and sanitation, assistance to the displaced, and tracing
and mailing services for those affected by the conflict.
Branches in the north and east have been particularly
involved in this programme. Branches also carry out
natural disaster response activities in floods,
earthquakes and cyclones, and assistance has been
rendered to the victims and casualties of bomb blasts
and fires. Training has become a major area for the
SLRCS, particularly focusing on community-based
disaster preparedness, first aid, management and
dissemination.

Health
Red Cross volunteers assist government doctors in
mother-and-child health clinics, helping to weigh
children, carrying out vaccination campaigns and
distribute nutritious food. Volunteers are involved in
health education activities, raising awareness about
tuberculosis, dental care, cholera and HIV/AIDS. The
SLRCS also conducts mobile health services in conflict
areas where normal health services have been disrupted.

First aid
First aid is one of the best known services of the
SLRCS. First-aid assistance in the form of volunteers
and ambulances is provided at all major national,
religious, social and sporting events by SLRCS
branches. Headquarters runs weekly first-aid courses on
its premises and also provides training to outside
agencies on request. There has been a significant growth
in this area which is reflected in the income generated.

District branches conduct first-aid courses in schools
free of charge. All branches in the north and east have
trained volunteers who assist casualties of the conflict.

Ambulance service
The ambulance service transports the injured, sick and
those needing long-term treatment for diseases such as
cancer and high-risk people from the north and east to
Colombo or any other hospital. The service is the only
means of transport for those needing medical attention
to get to Colombo or return to their home areas.

Blood
SLRCS branches conduct blood-donor recruitment
activities in cooperation with the central blood bank of
the government. The SLRCS runs one or two blood
donation campaigns per district per year, and makes the
single largest contribution to the blood bank.
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Relevance/effectiveness
SLRCS programmes were evaluated at the assessment
workshops and by the 1996 International Federation
review mission.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Sri Lanka (2001)
SLRes four-year development plan
SLReS annual news bulletin
SLReS annual report
SLReS progress report, 2001 •
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Thai
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expendi ture:

1893
440,739 (2002)
7,104 (2002)
CHF 47.5 million (2001)

1. National context
The Kingdom of Thailand is located in the centre of
mainland south-east Asia. Under the present
constitution, Thailand is governed by a constitutional
monarchy with the king as head of state, with a prime
minister as head of government entrusted with executive
power, a house of representatives and a senate holding
the legislative power and a supreme court with the
judicial power. The country, by and large, has relatively
good social and economic indicators. However, there is
a great disparity in income levels in all the segments of
society in general and especially between Bangkok and
the rural areas, resulting in large population movements
within the country and across its borders. Because of
this, Thailand has been facing its share of humanitarian
concerns. The financial crisis in south-east Asia in 1997
resulted in a significant slowdown of economic growth
followed by a problem of rising unemployment and
increases in poverty and related social issues. However,
the country is now recovering with an annual growth
rate of about 2 per cent with forecasts of growth rates of
around 4 per cent for 2003.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Bangkok
62.9 million (2001)
US$ 1,948 (2001)
73.5 years (2001)
18 per 1,000 live births (2001)
95 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Thai Red Cross Society (TRCS), in keeping with
the spirit of the Movement's Fundamental Principles,

/

endeavours to alleviate human suffering, promote
international humanitarian law, and provide health
services to the most vulnerable among children, women
and the aged. The activities of the TRCS cover four
areas: medical and health-care services; disaster
preparedness and response, blood-transfusion services;
and the promotion of the quality of life. It strives to
build a dynamic organization with the cooperation of
volunteers, youth and provincial chapters to enhance its
services and improve its capacity to reach vulnerable
people in times of need.

The activities of the Thai Red Cross are directed
towards the promotion of humanitarian values, seeking
innovative and dynamic approaches to keep meeting
changing needs and adjust to new situations while
maintaining high standards through human resources
development. Such efforts were acknowledged through
the granting of the ISO 9002 to the national blood centre
and Queen Savang Wadhana Memorial Hospital in
Sriracha, and the hospital accreditation to King
Chulalongkorn Memorial Hospital.

The TRCS collaborates closely with the government
particularly through its hospitals and other health
institutions including the blood programme, but
operates as a private organization. The public image of
the society is associated with its work helping people
affected by natural disasters and assistance to those
displaced by conflicts in neighouring countries.

Legal base
The society was established as the Red Unalom Society
by royal permission in 1893, and was later renamed the
Thai Red Cross Society (TRCS). Royal decrees in 1918
and 1920 formed the legal basis for the TRCS. It was
recognized by the ICRC in 1920 and became a member
of the International Federation in 1921.

Constituency
The TRCS is represented in all of Thailand's 75 provinces
and 193 districts. Provincial Red Cross chapters are
usually chaired by the provincial governor's wife. In a
country with one of Asia's largest cities, the society tries
to extend its services to the rural as well as urban areas.
The central administrative offices and main institutions
such as King Chulalongkorn Memorial Hospital,
including the Queen Saovabha Memorial Institute and the
national blood centre, are located in Bangkok. At the
provincial level, in addition to the Red Cross chapters,
there are also 12 Red Cross health stations, Queen Savang
Wadhana Memorial Hospital in Sriracha, Chon Buri
province and nine regional blood-testing laboratories.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The Thai Red Cross has always been closely associated
with the royal family who initiated the society based on

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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the Red Cross concept in 1893. The society is under the
patronage of the king. The queen is the president of the
society. Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn serves as
executive vice president. A council of 20 members and
12 representatives from the provincial Red Cross
chapters are appointed by the queen to oversee the
operations of the society. The council members are
mostly professionals from the fields of health, law,
finance, diplomacy and philanthropy. The council meets
at least three times a year, presided over by the
executive vice president. There is an executive
committee that includes the secretary general, his
assistants, the treasurer and directors of the various
bureaus of the society. This committee meets twice a
month.

The roles of staff members and volunteers are relatively
well defined. Leadership training sessions for officers
and for volunteers are conducted regularly to upgrade
knowledge and develop skills thus enhancing the
efficiency of the services and management of the
society.

Human resources
The TRCS employs approximately 7,104 staff. The
majority of these are employed at the two Red Cross
hospitals in Bangkok and in Chon Buri province. Health
facilities are managed independently in each institution.
The provincial Red Cross chapters employ their own staff.

The TRCS has approximately 372,739 members and
68,000 volunteers. The volunteer base is predominantly
female (90 per cent). Volunteers are involved mainly in
relief work and social services. The Red Cross youth
enlists the cooperation of young people from 7,500
schools from all over Thailand.

Financial resources
The society's total expenditure in 2001 was CHF 47.5
million. A large part of its income comes from the interest
on investments and from fund-raising events such as fairs
and bazaars. Over 25 per cent of the total income
originates from government funding for the society's
health institutions. Approximately 70 per cent of the total
expenditure is for medical services. Provincial Red Cross
chapters are largely financially self-reliant.

The fund-raising bureau, established in 1921, is
responsible for finding ways to augment the society's
financial resources. An annual Red Cross fair, various
charity events, sale of Red Cross mementos,
government lotteries and special fund-raising drives for
specific projects help satisfy increasing demands to
meet rising operating costs.

Material resources
The TRCS owns hospitals, health stations and other
health facilities as well as buildings where administrative
offices and technical activities are located.
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Organization/planning
The TRCS, in the spirit of its mission, is continuously
revising programmes and activities in order to meet the
new humanitarian needs in Thailand, particularly in
view of the changing age and social structure of the
population and especially the HIV /AIDS epidemic. It
endeavours to maintain a state of readiness to meet
emergencies in times of crisis and natural disasters.

The administration of the Thai Red Cross includes the
administration office, the relief and community health
bureau, the King Chulalongkorn Memorial Hospital, the
Queen Saovabha Memorial Institute, the Queen Savang
Wadhana Memorial Hospital, the College of Nursing,
the national blood centre, the central bureau, the finance
bureau, the personnel bureau, the Red Cross youth
bureau, the Red Cross volunteers bureau and the fund-
raising bureau. In addition, there are six specialized
centres: the rehabilitation centre, the AIDS research
centre, the eye bank, the organ donation centre, the
information technology centre, the office for property
management, the first-aid and health training centre and
the national stem cell registry programme.

Partnerships
The society is active in regional groupings, notably
amongst the ASEAN National Societies, and is one of
the leading members of the Asian Regional Task Force
for AIDS (ART). On a number of occasions, the TRCS
has provided logistic support for international or
regional conferences and workshops such as the Fifth
International Conference on Home and Community
Care for Persons Living with HIV/AIDS (Chiang Mai,
December 2001).

A good example of collaboration and assistance from
other countries and other organizations is the
Netherlands/Australia/Thailand cooperative HIV-
research project (HIV-NAT). This project involves the
Thai Red Cross AIDS research centre, the Netherlands
national AIDS therapy evaluation centre, and the
Australian national centre on HIV epidemiology and
clinical research. Such research also involves
collaboration with various universities and government
hospitals throughout Tliailand.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
Relief assistance in times of disaster is carried out by the
relief and community health bureau as well as the
volunteers bureau. Assistance is provided to those
affected at the time of disasters and later to assist them
to resume a normal life. Relief assistance is also
extended to people living in remote areas and to those in
disadvantaged urban areas, regardless of race, religion
or belief. In times of peace, readiness is insured to cope
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with emergencies, whether it be in terms of personnel,
materials, transportation or communications.

Health
With the modern 1,400-bed King Chulalongkorn
Memorial Hospital in Bangkok and the 500-bed Queen
Savang Wadhana Memorial Hospital in Sriracha, Chon
Buri province, the TRCS runs a sophisticated medical
programme using up-to-date technology. The King
Chulalongkorn Memorial Hospital is a teaching
hospital. Free medical services are provided to poor
patients. The society also runs 12 primary health-care
stations in remote parts of the country. Other medical
and health-related services include a rehabilitation
centre, an eye bank, an organ donation centre as well as
the Queen Saovabha Memorial Institute where BCG,
rabies vaccines and snake serums are produced for
domestic use and export.

At the Red Cross college of nursing in Bangkok, over
100 undergraduates are admitted each year and trained
in a four-year degree course. Post-graduate students
attend specialized nursing courses. There is also a
school for training of radiology technicians.

The first-aid and health education training centre
provides first-aid training to the public. Its health-
educational activities focus on four main areas: home
care; mother-and-child care; care for the elderly and the
chronically ill; and healthy living.

In an effort to reach rural and impoverished areas, a
number of mobile medical teams have been formed. They
include a medical and dental team, the Princess
Sirindhorn eye surgery unit, the eye glasses for children
programme, the repair of harelip deformation programme
and the ear, nose and throat unit. The "Union of hearts for
His Majesty the King" project, which was set up to
improve the quality of life of disadvantaged children
living in impoverished areas, received an award of
excellence from the American Red Cross in 2001.

Blood
The TRCS national blood centre has been entrusted by the
ministry of public health with formulating and carrying
out the national blood programme. Blood is collected on a
voluntary non-remunerated basis with every unit of blood
tested according to set standards. Blood and blood
components are supplied to hospitals in the Bangkok area
and the nearby provinces. Blood supplies are converted
into blood components and blood products for the
treatment of certain diseases. The centre also conducts
research, organizes training in the areas of haematology
and transfusion medicine and helps set up regional Red
Cross blood centres. In 2000, there were 146 provincial
branches and eight regional laboratory processing centres
countrywide. On an annual basis, in the Bangkok area
alone, approximately 431,007 units of blood are collected
(1,115,000 units are collected countrywide).

HIVIAIDS
The AIDS research centre of the TRCS has been in
operation for more than ten years. It has taken a leading
role in Thailand and in the region with regard to
prevention, counselling, treatment and research on
HIV/AIDS. As a member of ART (the regional network),
the society hosted the first workshop on home care for
people living with AIDS in 1997. The first anonymous
clinic for HIV testing and counselling was established in
1991. On average, more than 1,000 people come to the
clinic each month. The centre has also been concerned
with providing support for people living with AIDS.
Campaigns have been organized for donations to provide
AZT treatment to HIV-positive pregnant women to
decrease the rate of transmission of the HIV virus to
newborn children. Moreover, as part of the campaign, the
centre raises funds to provide powdered formula to
newborn children. Another drive is to raise funds to
purchase drugs for people living with AIDS.

Social services
As part of its volunteer services programme, and to meet
the needs of an ageing population in a society with
disintegrating extended families, the society has initiated
home care and care for the elderly programmes. Another
programme to meet the needs of our times is the Red
Cross children's home for abandoned children and day-
care centre for children of TRCS staff. The society also
runs a limited programme for street children in Bangkok,
recognizing the extensive needs in this area.

Youth
The Red Cross youth bureau, established in 1922,
engages in development programmes in schools and
among young people to promote a sense of social
responsibility and the practice of Red Cross principles,
which will give members a sound basis to become
important resources for their communities. Health
education, training in first aid, and understanding of
various social and environmental problems and
dissemination on IHL are particularly emphasized.

Relevance/effectiveness
Many of the TRCS activities are part of the country's
health infrastructure. Efforts are being made to meet
new humanitarian concerns in a rapidly changing
society. A prominent example is the HIV /AIDS
programme.

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.redcross.or.th •
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East TImor Red Cross Society

A working plan has been designed to create a framework
for the development of the new National Society and
enable it to start responding to the overwhelming
humanitarian needs in the territory. The working plan
has been formulated in a matrix, with detailed activities,
steps to be taken, a timetable, responsibilities,
indicators, expected results as well as a preliminary
budget. The plan is based on the four core areas of the
International Federation's Strategy 2010.
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Founded: 2001
Members/volunteers: 15
Staff: n.a.
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
East Timor is south-east Asia's newest nation. In 1975,
it was annexed by Indonesia following the end of the
Portuguese colonial rule, and in September 1999, the
people of East Timor voted overwhelmingly for
independence. Widespread violence and looting by
militias marred the occasion, destroying the country's
infrastructure, and causing the displacement of up to
three-quarters of the population. East Timor was under
the administrative authority of the UN Transitional
Administration in East Timor (UNTAET) until
independence in May 2002. The UN secretary general
officially handed the territory of East Timor to newly
elected president, Xanana Gusmao. Calm has been
restored and the country is rebuilding itself with the
help of the UN and a number of international aid
agencies.

Capital:
Population:

Dili
850,000

2. Foundation
legal base
The East Timor Red Cross Society, Cruz Vermelha
Timor Lorosa 'e (CVTL) is presently being formed by a
preparatory committee. Its formation is supported by the
JCRC and the International Federation.

The International Federation's regional delegation for
south-east Asia provided technical support to its
representative in East Timor and to the preparatory
committee in formulating the first steps that need to be
taken to formally establish the CVTL.
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3. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and response
The CVTL is an official member of the national disaster
management committee and it has proposed to conduct
assessments of emergency needs of affected population,
receive and distribute food and non-food relief
commodities from external resources, provide food and
non-food relief commodities procured with its own
funds, and establish and maintain a registration and
tracing programme.

First aid
The society plans to have between 10 and 12 first-aid
trainers and sufficient materials available and to provide
first-aid services to remote rural communities. Two first-
aid trainers were trained in Jakarta in April 2001.

Water and sanitation
The CVTL is planning to continue the community-based
water supply rehabilitation programme implemented by
the ICRC in several rural areas for a number of years .•

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership.
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Tonga
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expendi ture:

1961
300 (2001)
22 (2001)
CHF 68,000 (2001)

1. National context
The Kingdom of Tonga, the oldest and last remaining
hereditary constitutional Polynesian monarchy, is a
narrow archipelago of 170 islands, stretching 500
kilometres and situated slightly north of the Tropic of
Capricorn. Its status as a British protectorate ended in
1970 when it became an independent state within the
Commonwealth. Its landmass is less than 700 square
kilometres. The largest population is on the island of
Tongatapu where the capital city of Nuku'alofa is
situated. Only 36 of the 170 islands in the Tonga
archipelago are populated. The economy is based mainly
on subsistence agriculture with an estimated 70 per cent
of the population dependent upon it for their livelihood.

It is situated in an area of the South Pacific that is prone
to cyclones, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Public
health services are provided through national hospitals,
health centres and public health nurse clinics.
Traditional medicine is used to complement Western
medicine and involves the use of bark and leaves to
produce oral medicine and skin potions.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Nuku'alofa
99,000 (1997)
US$ 1,790 (1996)
72 years (1997)
19 per 1,000 live births (1997)
99 per cent (1995)

2. Foundation
Mission
The constitution of the Tonga Red Cross Society (TRCS)
sets out the general objectives of the society, which are to

relieve suffering, distress and sickness in times of peace,
disasters and armed conflict. The alleviation of suffering
is to be achieved by providing services and educational
opportunities to the disabled, first-aid training, disaster
preparedness and relief, youth activities, HIV/AIDS and
welfare services, and physiotherapy.

The society has a good relationship with the
government, and cooperates with different departments,
particularly in the fields of disaster preparedness and
relief and health issues. The TRCS has its own disaster
plan and sets an annual plan of action.

Legal base
The TRCS was founded in 1961 under the auspices of
the British Red Cross. It ceased to be a branch of the
British Red Cross in 1972 following dissolution of the
British protectorate status. An act of parliament, passed
in 1972, gave official government recognition to the
TRCS. The society joined the Movement in 1979 and a
new constitution was adopted and recognized by the
Movement in 1981. The TRCS holds its annual general
meeting every year to elect a new executive committee.

Constituency
Territorial coverage by TRCS is largely confined to the
main islands of Tongatapu. Ofa Tui Amanaki (OTA)
centre, Alonga centre and Petesaita centre are three
branches in Nuku'alofa, which have been established to
provide services and education to the disabled. These
branches do not participate in other traditional branch
actrvities such as disaster preparedness or
dissemination. There are no branches in rural parts of
Tongatapu. The branch ofVava'u is being developed but
the other outer island branches have been inactive for
some time. The society's project proposals for 2002-
2003 include branch development as one of the highest
priorities. Most of the programme activities are
undertaken from the headquarters, with staff travelling
to rural villages and outer islands when finance permits.

The society has approximately 300 members, 200 of
whom are young people. There is a strong tradition of
commitment to the involvement of young people in its
membership, and Red Cross youth are the most visible of
all members and volunteers. The main youth activities are
first aid, conducting health awareness campaigns and
training for the benefit of other young people, and fund-
raising. The youth members are the chief driving force in
all of the society's activities, and their services as standby
first-aid teams in natural or man-made disasters,
especially, have been highly acknowledged in the
country.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The annual general meeting is the highest authority of
the TRCS. It is this body that elects the executive
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committee, the governing body of the society. The
constitution sets out the roles of the both bodies and the
reporting relationship.

The queen holds the position of president and two of the
princesses chair branches for the disabled. This royal
support is a unifying and stabilizing influence for the
TRCS and provides the main sources of leadership and
strength. Since a new secretary general was appointed in
2000, the society's leadership has flourished, and
programmes and fund-raising efforts have been
reinvigorated. Community respect for and involvement
in the Red Cross has also increased substantially.

To support the capacity of the executive committee, four
subcommittees have been formed: health and disaster;
administration and fund-raising; welfare; and property.

While the committees' functions and requirements are
described in the constitution, the roles of the president
and chairman are less clear.

Human resources
The society employs 22 staff members at both the
national office and the branches for the disabled. There
are currently six staff employed by the society at
headquarters, namely the secretary general, first-aid
field officer, blood coordinator, office clerk and two
teachers for the hearing-impaired. Professional and
technical assistance is sought from medical and nursing
personnel if required. The field officer is primarily
involved in the first-aid training and provision of first-
aid services at sports events. A group of20 volunteers is
available to assist with this.

While leadership training has proven to be very
successful, the problem of people leaving to go overseas
once they are trained continues to be an issue. Training of
trainers programmes continue with additional workshops
and courses being planned for youth leaders as well as
first-aid and HIV/AIDS instructors. First-aid training is
available for members and volunteers when needed.

Financial resources
The society raised over CHF 19,423 (2001) in Tonga
from its fund-raising activities, such as annual Red
Cross ball and the Red Cross raffies supported by a
private, corporate donation. Additional income is
generated through fees paid for first-aid training and
services along with the sales of first-aid kits and
minimal income from renting the Red Cross hall.

The society is heavily reliant on the generosity and
goodwill of its members and the community for financial
and material donations. The financial management of the
society is sound with regular reporting.

Material resources
The national office is accommodated in a two-storey
building complex which also houses the Ofa Tui
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Amanaki (OTA) centre and the hearing-impaired
school. The building is in poor condition and an
engineer and auditor have recommended that it be
demolished. A funding proposal has been presented for
the building of new premises on the present site. There
are four buildings at the Alonga and Petesaita centres.
As all land in Tonga is owned by the crown, the TRCS
leases its land. The society has a van, which is also in
poor condition, as well as functioning communications
equipment. However, it does not have a facsimile
machine or radio equipment.

The society has two disaster preparedness containers
with relief supplies in Nuku'alofa and Vava'u, which
were provided by the International Federation with
financial support from the Japanese Red Cross. The
TRCS would like to place another container in Ha'apai
if funding permits.

Organization/planning
The recent replacement of the executive committee and
secretary general had a significant impact on the
society's performance. This change of leadership has led
to the rebuilding of the society, the improvement of its
programmes and its public image and profile with the
business community and the public at large. Plan of
action and project proposals for the next two years have
been formulated in line with the International
Federation's Strategy 2010.

Partnerships
Overall, the society enjoys a good relationship with a
number of community organizations and government
departments, including the health department, national
disaster management committee, the police and the
defence service. The Australian Red Cross has provided
core-cost support in the past. The society's relationship
with other National Societies both in and outside the
region has been developed. The society enjoys
consistent support from local private sectors and the
media, which regularly covers its activities and helps it
in dissemination. The Australian, Japanese and New
Zealand Red Cross have been the main supporters of the
society's activities.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and response
The Tonga Red Cross works closely with the
government and other relevant organizations in the field
of disaster preparedness and response. The government
has an official national disaster plan which recognizes
the TRCS as a provider of relief and assistance in
emergency and recovery tasks. The TRCS usually
participates in the initial damage and needs assessments.

The society has its own disaster preparedness and
response plan approved by the TRCS's executive
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committee in 2000. Disaster awareness trainmg is
undertaken by the society throughout the country every
year. The society always liases with the International
Federation's regional delegation in Suva (Fiji) for the
assistance and advice in times of disasters.

The TRCS is often the only humanitarian organization
that can assist the local government in its disaster relief
efforts. Most recently, Tropical Cyclone Waka hit the
northern island group of Vava'u in early January 2002,
causing minor injuries to some of the island's residents
and severe damage to property and crops. In response,
the Red Cross sent personnel to the islands to distribute
relief supplies stocked in its disaster preparedness
containers, such as tarpaulins, hurricanes lamps, fuel,
candles and even chainsaws to clear the roads.

First aid
One of the society's main roles is to provide necessary
training for the prevention of injuries and the reduction of
the number of casualties. In order to achieve this goal, the
TRCS has conducted first-aid training throughout Tonga.
In 200 I, 64 first-aid classes were organized for various
organizations, including the ministry of education, the
Tonga visitors bureau, the Tonga Maritime Polytechnic
Institute, colleges and banks. First-aid courses are also
provided for the general public, churches, youth and
religious groups. Several courses were organized in the
outer island groups as well. The society's proposal for an
industrial safety and first-aid service has been funded by
the Australian Red Cross.

TRCS first-aid teams are on hand at rugby tournaments
and other sports events. The teams are also ready to
respond in case of man-made or natural disasters.

Blood-donor recruitment
The society approved the appointment of the blood
coordinator to work at the Vaiola government hospital.
The main objective is to promote and recruit volunteers
for blood donation at the hospital's blood bank.
Technical aspects of this pilot operation are being
managed by the ministry of health. During 2000, the
TRCS blood coordinator was able to assist with the
collection 1,071 units of blood. The New Zealand Red
Cross funds the salary of the blood coordinator.

Social welfare
The Tonga Red Cross operates services for the disabled.
The Alonga and Petesaita centres provide supervision, care,
physical therapy and home-care services for approximately
40 adults with physical and mental disabilities. The Ofa Tui
Amanaki (OTA) centre provides recreation and education
for approximately 58 handicapped children from pre-
school age to 18 years. The society also operates a special
school for deaf children. Volunteers working with children
from the hearing-impaired school also assist a national aid
programme for vulnerable individuals in mending and
sorting clothes, blankets, and distributing crutches and milk
powder for babies.

The TRCS responds to occasional tracing enquiries. In
2001, the society successfully assisted a child from the
United States in tracing her father. In addition, the
society assisted families who lost their homes to fires.

Dissemination
While the TRCS has no particular training programme
on IHL, it occasionally serves as a provider of basic
information on IHL for the Tonga-defence services. The
dissemination of the Fundamental Principles is included
in first-aid, disaster preparedness and leadership training
courses. The principles have been translated into Tongan
and are availableas a poster. Radio programmes aimed
at publicizing Red Cross activities and educating the
public are aired regularly on a variety of topics
including first aid and disaster preparedness.

Youth
There is an active youth group of 40 members on
Tongatapu. Activities include first-aid services, health
and HIV /AIDS programmes and assistance in the
society's fund-raising. They also provide a weekly
service at the main headquarters to clean and maintain
the property.

Physiotherapist
There are only two physiotherapists in Tonga, one of
whom works for the society, the other for the ministry of
health. The physiotherapist at TRCS is seconded by the
Japan International Cooperation Agency (IICA), and
works mainly at the OTA and Alonga centres and the
hearing-impaired school, but has also worked with the
rugby committee. Individuals may also make
appointments at the TRCS main office in Nuku'alofa.
Recognizing the importance of this service to the
community, the society is continuing it with assistance
from the Japanese government.

5. Further information
TRCS action plan 2000
Tonga Red Cross Society Annual Report (2000)
Tonga National Disaster Plan for 2000 •
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Tuvalu Red Cross

Founded: 1969
Members/volunteers: 320
Staff: 3
Expenditure: CHF 6,700

1. National context

Tuvalu consists of nine islands lying between 5 and 11
degrees south of the equator. The population of Tuvalu
is approximately 11,000. Tuvalu is a self-governing
Commonwealth country that gained its independence
from the United Kingdom in 1978.

There is a 15-member parliament with a prime minister
and cabinet consisting of five ministers. The country's
main form of income is from the Tuvalu trust fund, set
up in 1987 with funds from Australia, New Zealand and
the United Kingdom. The country is situated in an area
prone to natural disasters. National health services are
provided through the hospital situated in Funafuti, the
capital, and dispensaries on the outer islands of
Nanumea, Nanumaga, Niutao, Nuui, Vaitapu,
Nukufetau, Nukulaelae and Niulakita.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Funafuti
10,991 (2001)
US$ 1,100 (1999)
66.7 years (2001)
22.7 per 1,000 live births (2001)
n.a.

2. Foundation

Mission
The constitution of the Tuvalu Red Cross Society
(TRCS) clearly sets out the roles and responsibilities of
the central committee, the management committee, the
president and the secretary general. It sets some general
objectives for the society relating to times of armed
conflicts, and in peace times to contribute to the
improvement of health, prevention of diseases,
mitigation of suffering and the dissemination of the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement.
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The society's general object and principal aim are "to
prevent and alleviate suffering with complete
impartiality making no discrimination as to nationality,
race, gender, religious beliefs, class or political
opinions" which could be taken as its mission
statement.

However, under the previous leadership and
management spanning some ten years or more, the
society did not fully follow its objectives and roles.

The community is aware of the existence of the society
and some of its activities.

Legal base
The TRCS was previously a branch of the British Red
Cross. When the country gained independence in 1978,
the process of forming the Tuvalu Red Cross began and
the constitution was adopted in 1981. The constitution is
well written, clear and concise.

The headquarters are in Funafuti (which has three
branches) and there are member groups (branches) in
eight outer islands that together make up the country of
Tuvalu.

The society has not yet been recognized by the ICRC
and is therefore not yet a member of the International
Federation.

The constitution clearly states the roles and functions of
the leadership and management of the society. The
government of Tuvalu is a signatory to the Geneva
Conventions.

At present the society is rebuilding its relationship with
the government which provides an annual grant of CHF
8,414 to assist with core costs. This is agreed on
condition that systems are put in place to ensure that the
society is operating according to its constitution and
with full and proper accountability for the amounts
donated and/or forwarded to it.

Constituency
Although there were 11 branches, they are dormant at
present. Territorial coverage by the society has remained
concentrated on the capital island of Funafuti. This is
due mainly to the lack of capacity of the national
headquarters to assist the branches in implementing
activities. However, with the new impetus generated by
the holding of the annual general meeting and the
election of a new board of governors, it is hoped that
activities will be implemented in more outlying islands.
There are two branches on the island of Funafuti which
raise funds for the society. The other member groups
(branches) are on the whole inactive except during
emergencies and disasters.

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership.
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3. Capacity

Leadership
The central council is the society's highest authority and
should meet yearly according to the constitution. This
clearly puts a heavy financial burden on the TRCS, since
it is very costly to bring all the central committee
members from the outer islands to Funafuti for this
purpose. It is not within the financial capacity of the
society. This was one of the reasons why the TRCS did
not hold an annual general assembly for more than ten
years. The most recent meeting (in June 2001) was held
only because the Australian Red Cross agreed to meet all
costs involved. The society would like to record its thanks
to the Australian Red Cross for its generous assistance.

The management committee, which consists of members
from Funafuti, meets every two months and is mandated
to "control and administer" the TRCS. The difficulty in
bringing members from the outer islands to attend this
meeting means that the committee will consist only of
members of the Funafuti branch until such time as the
society is able to bring all members together six times a
year. However, to ensure that the outer islands do have a
voice in the committee, the society ensures that members
include residents originating from the outer islands.

The functions and roles of both bodies along with that of
the secretary general are clearly and simply described in
the constitution. However, these were not being
followed strictly in previous years when the leadership
and management of the society were poor.

The acting secretary general has been confirmed in his
post and has worked to jump-start the society's
activities. This includes encouraging suitably skilled
and committed individuals to join the central and
management committees and also advocating with the
relevant government departments.

Human resources
Five staff members are currently employed by the
society. This includes a new accounts clerk who was
recruited to increase the capacity of headquarters to
keep proper accounts and manage financial matters
more effectively. A field officer is primarily involved in
first-aid training and the HIV /AIDS awareness
campaign. The secretary general is currently negotiating
with the government to provide the salary for a suitably
qualified person to be employed as a field officer in
charge of the community-based self-reliance (CBSR)
programme that should begin to be implemented soon.
The British High Commission in Suva funded a CBSR
workshop held in December 2001 as well as the project
proposal submitted to donors last year.

Financial resources
Almost on the verge of bankruptcy last year, the society
has now recovered sufficiently - thanks to a CHF 8,400

grant from the government, the income from the rental of
a building it owns and the tight fiscal control of the new
secretary general- to be able to finance its core costs and
save some funds for its other activities. However, about
CHF 13,500 owed to a construction company is still
outstanding, as a result of mismanagement by the
previous administration of funds donated by the Canada
Fund for the extension of the society's building. A case
has been filed against the former administration and the
TRCS has negotiated with the company concerned for
more time to pay the outstanding amount.

An annual operating budget for the year 200 I drawn up
by the secretary general, covering salaries of the secretary
general, an administrative assistant, an accounts clerk and
three field officers, totals CHF 50,400.

The society expects the government to contribute
CHF 6,700 as a grant to the society. It also hopes that the
government will second a person to the TRCS to be
employed as one of its field officers. This would allow
the society to save CHF 4,700. The society currently
rents out two offices on its premises for an annual
income of CHF 5,000. A fee is also charged for the use
of a gym situated in the society's building. The income
from this and the rental of tarpaulins and chairs bring
about CHF 1,400 annually. A further CHF 1,700 can be
expected from donations from the public. Another
source of income (approximately CHF 2,500 per year)
are the fees paid by seafarers attending the first-aid
training conducted by the TRCS.

Material resources
The national office is accommodated in a two-storey
building, which it owns. Built in 1983 and extended in
1986 and 1999, the building is in good repair. The
society has basic desks, bookshelves and fans. Recently
it received a computer, printer and accessories as a
donation through the International Federation and is
now connected to e-mail. This has improved its ability
to communicate with other members of the Movement.
The office already possesses fax and telephone facilities.

A five-year-old motor cycle owned by the society needs
replacements and, with the employment of additional

. field officers, the society will need to purchase at least
one more motor cycle for staff use.

Organization planning
The secretary general is now working full time and has
tried his best to rebuild the credibility of the society
among the authorities and the general public. The results
are manifested by the government's support in providing
the grant and the general public's willingness to donate
funds. The TRCS's accounts have been audited until
1999, and 2000 accounts are being audited.

The government is being approached to help cover the
costs for a field officer to manage the society's disaster
preparedness work. The International Federation's
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first aid for seafarers as well as the members of the
community. The seafarers are charged the fee ofCHF 42
for the course. It is estimated that approximately 200
people a year take the course. The field officer has not
received a renewal of accreditation of her qualifications
for the past ten years, but this situation is being
addressed. She recently completed a two-week
HIV /AIDS awareness workshop. The Tuvalu police
department requested that the TRCS provide first-aid
training to its members.

regional delegation has helped the TRCS to prepare
project proposals that were submitted for funding from
donors at the Pacific Regional Partnership Meeting in
the Cook Islands held in July 2001.

Partnerships
The society is at a critical stage of rebuilding. However,
with a little financial assistance from the government,
the society will be able to continue building up its
infrastructure and services to the most vulnerable people
on the islands.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster response and preparedness
The TRCS has two disaster relief containers, donated by
the Japanese Red Cross. The entire contents of one
container was misappropriated by the society's previous
administration. The other is half full; its contents having
been distributed to the outer islands in preparation for
eventual disasters, as access to some islands is difficult
in times of emergency. The previous administration
misused the emergency supplies in the disaster
preparedness containers. The keys were given back to
the new secretary general last year and the stocks are
being monitored every quarter.

The government of Tuvalu has a national disaster plan,
which was developed in 1997. The society is assigned a
place on the national disaster management committee.
During a recent meeting at the International Federation's
regional delegation in Suva, the disaster management
officer promised to work closely with the TRCS. While
the society has no disaster plan of its own, volunteers
and supplies are used during disasters.

The society would like to help in developing a disaster
preparedness plan and with developing a system and
procedure for stock-taking and distribution of supplies.
At present, it follows the International Federation's
guidelines provided by the Suva regional delegation.

School for the handicapped
In the past, the society managed and ran a school for
physically and mentally handicapped children under the
age of 18 years. However, due to lack of financial support,
the school is no longer operational. At present the field
officer visits the families of children with disabilities
every three months to assist with basic physiotherapy and
to distribute clothes and other items donated by
expatriates. A project proposal to re-establish the school
was submitted to donors last year, but was unfortunately
not accepted. The society will submit the proposal again
hoping that donors will pick it up next year.

Health services
The main health and care activity conducted by the
TRCS is first-aid training. The field officer conducts
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The society is involved in blood-donor recruitment for
the Princess Margaret hospital. The hospital is not able
to store the blood supplies, so blood is collected as it is
needed. The TRCS's field officer is responsible for
recruiting donors, who receive a can of corned beef and
a glass of milk for donating. Approximately 30 people
donated blood last year. The hospital provides
transportation for the blood donors.

Social welfare
At Christmas time, the society distributes small gift
parcels to prison inmates, hospital patients and people
with disabilities. This is generally funded by donations
from the branches.

Dissemination
At the beginning of all courses conducted by the TRCS,
a brief description of the history of the Movement and
the Fundamental Principles is given to participants. No
other dissemination occurs. Hence, the authorities,
police and the community have little knowledge about
the Movement. The society would like to rectify this and
is submitting a project proposal seeking funding
assistance from the ICRC to facilitate its dissemination
programme next year. This includes financing the salary
of a dissemination officer. The police department has
also requested that the TRCS help arrange IHL training
for its members. The society has also sought the
assistance of the ICRC for this purpose.

Fund-raising
At present funds are raised through branch contributions,
a door-knock appeal and the selling of cakes and clothes
at an annual bazaar. These are activities in addition to the
income generation outlined above.

Youth
Youth volunteers assist the society with the door-knock
appeal for donations and with keeping the grounds
around the society's building tidy. With the
strengthening of first aid and disaster preparedness
activities, it is hoped that more youth volunteers will
want to take part in such projects.

5. Further information
TRCS Framework for National Society Development
2002-2003.



Vanuatu Red Cross Society

Vanuatu
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1982
Members/volunteers: 2,200
Staff: 7
Expenditure: CHF 135,000

1. National context
The Republic of Vanuatu, formerly known as the New
Hebrides, came into existence in 1980. The population
of Vanuatu as of 2002 is just over 190,000.
Approximately 80 per cent of the population depend on
subsistence agriculture. Copra is the largest export
commodity, followed by coffee, cocoa, beef and kava.
There have been several periods of internal unrest since
the beginning of the 1980s that resulted in the loss of
experienced staff from many government departments.
State health care and treatment are available in hospitals
on the main islands, with primary health care provided
through rural clinics and aid posts. The most common
illnesses include malaria, respiratory infections and
influenza. Tropical cyclones can occur during the
cyclone season which lasts from November to April.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Vila
190,000 (2002)
US$ 1,260 (1998)
57.5 years (2002)
39 per 1,000 live births (2002)
64.78 per cent (2002)

2. Foundation

Mission
The general objectives and principal aims of the Vanuatu
Red Cross Society (VRCS) are clearly set out in the
society's constitution. There is no separate mission
statement. The society's general objective is to prevent
and alleviate suffering with complete impartiality,
making no discrimination as to nationality, race, sex,
religious beliefs, class or political opinions. The society
has first-aid and disaster preparedness programmes,

provides welfare assistance and is involved in blood-
donor recruitment. Youth and international humanitarian
law programmes are under development.

The VRCS is represented on the government's executive
disaster management committee by the chief executive
officer. Relations with the government are good, in the
disaster field and other areas.

Legal base
From 1963, the Vanuatu Red Cross operated as a branch
of the British Red Cross until independence and passing
of the Vanuatu Red Cross Society Act in 1982. The
society's constitution was adopted in 1993, following
which it was formally recognized by the Movement. The
main functioning body is the managing committee.

Constituency
The Vanuatu Red Cross has a network of 20 branches
scattered throughout 15 of the populated islands and a
membership of about 2,200. There are three categories
of membership: active, subscribing and honorary.
Volunteers are active in the main urban area of Port Vila
in fund-raising, welfare and disaster relief activities. The
national headquarters visits the local branches annually
and provides assistance upon request. The society is
aiming to implement a youth strategy in the coming
years. The number of volunteers has increased recently
and volunteers are now actively involved in the first-aid
back-up programmes for national, regional and
international events and providing first-aid standby for
national and other events. The current country strategy
process that the National Society is working on with the
assistance and advice of the International Federation,
the ICRC and the Australian and New Zealand Red
Cross Societies will, once finalized, assist the society to
carry out its roles and functions in a much more
professional manner and to become a well-functioning
National Society.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The general assembly elects members of the managing
committee who meet monthly to control and administer
the society. A new committee was elected in 2000
following a major restructuring. This committee has
received training in chairing skills; staff and volunteer
development; supervision; board management; team
building; confidentiality; and setting aims and
objectives. A Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO) worker
who is experienced in management facilitated the
training sessions.

For a number of months in 1999, the society was
managed by a volunteer chief executive officer (CEO)
and board members, but a full-time CEO was employed
in September 1999.
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Human resources
National headquarters employs a chief executive officer,
one first-aid coordinator and one assistant first-aid
coordinator, one finance officer, one dissemination
(IHL) officer, one disaster and human resources
development officer, and one blood-donor programme
coordinator.

Financial resources
In 1998, domestic programme expenditure totalled
approximately CHF 135,000. Core-cost support is
received from the New Zealand Red Cross. Other main
sources of income include donations, grants and rent
from property adjacent to the national headquarters.
Ongoing local fund-raising activities include a hospital
trolley, a cruise-ship sale table, garage sales, sale of
cookery books and stationery items. Major fund-raising
activities have included the release of a Red Cross
postage stamp, an annual street appeal to mark World
Red Cross and Red Crescent Week, and an annual raffle.
These activities are carried out by a small group of
volunteers. Charges for first-aid courses were recently
introduced to offset the cost of resources and travel.
Budgets are reviewed twice yearly and standard
accounting procedures are followed.

Expenditure for 2002 is budgeted at CHF 135,000.

The major fund-raising activities for 2002 are the
second-hand clothes shop, sale of annual raffle tickets,
national music competition, young talent time, quiz
night, street collection, second-hand iron roofing and
assorted items sale, island night, fashion show,
traditional dances and rental of apartments.

Material resources
The old VRCS building donated by the British Red
Cross was badly damaged by a tropical cyclone in 1987
and is not currently in use. The present headquarters
building was purchased in 1989 and is in good
condition. The society also has disaster preparedness
containers, a warehouse, a first-aid hut and a vehicle
used at head office, as well as technical equipment.

Organization/planning
The VRCS has a development plan based on and guided
by the ten tasks listed in the 1993-1994 Asia/Pacific plan
of action. In accordance with the development plan, the
VRCS conducted a major self-evaluation and review in
1994. The review noted the society's strengths in
financial, material and human resources and its capacity
to respond to requests for assistance. Based on the
findings of the review, the VRCS reorganized its
national headquarters in 1994.

The development priority in recent years has been to
strengthen national headquarters in order to enable the
branches to function effectively at the grass-roots level.
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4. Performance

Activities
Disaster preparedness and relief
The VRCS has a comprehensive disaster plan that was
revised in 1993. Lines of authority and communication
with branches and the regional delegation are clearly
stated and disaster preparedness training is included in
all first-aid courses and branch development workshops.
The government of Vanuatu also has a disaster
preparedness plan that designates the VRCS to be
responsible for first aid in the event of an emergency.
During disasters, the society distributes relief supplies
and provides first aid. The disaster preparedness
programme is based on the Japanese Red Cross
container programme with containers deployed on the
Northern Island and in Port Vila. In 1999, the VRCS
distributed relief supplies following a cyclone and an
earthquake.

Health
First-aid training is one of the core activities of the
VRCS and its aim is to have a first aider in every house.
The VRCS is the only organization in Vanuatu that
provides first-aid training and there is an increasing
demand for courses that are run on a cost-recovery basis.
It is hoped that each local branch will two village-based
instructors in the near future. Until recently, the first-aid
programme was funded by the New Zealand Red Cross
and New Zealand government but is now nearly self-
funding through the charging of course fees. Help has
been sought from the Canadian Red Cross to upgrade
the teaching of first aid to the Francophone Ni Vanuatu.
Community-based health care is the responsibility of the
government; however, the society provides advice and
referral, and health education and care is promoted in
first-aid and volunteer training.

Social welfare
The society has a small food distribution programme for
the elderly. It supplies wheelchairs and crutches as
required and donates warm clothing to patients transferred
to hospitals in New Zealand and Australia for treatment.

Dissemination
The society conducts IHL dissemination to the Vanuatu
Mobile Force. All IHL material has recently been
reviewed and updated.

Youth
Activities include Red Cross information talks to every
school during Red Cross and Red Crescent Week in
May. Basic first aid is built into the course content at one
school and information is provided to high-school
students for first-aid projects.

Blood
A blood-donor programme began in April 2002. The
society signed a memorandum of understanding with the
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ministry of health, with the VRCS carrying out the non-
technical aspects of the programme.

Relevance/effectiveness
The society has requested an assessment of its first-aid
programme which will be carried out by a first-aid
trainer from the New Zealand Red Cross.

The VRCS is always at the forefront in the aftermath of
disaster and is a member of the national disaster
executive emergency council. The society has moved
from being a traditional welfare society to an
organization recognized throughout the country as the
most active agency in disaster emergency response,
providing vulnerable people with emergency relief as
well as rehabilitation programmes.

The VRCS has now embarked on a country assistance
strategy that once completed and in place will enable the
society to be more professional in its operations.

The society has, for the first time, employed over the
last 12 months, four full-time university graduates and
academics. It has also attracted through its new
volunteering and training policy many young men and
women as volunteers .•

Red Cross
of Viet Nam

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1946
4.7 million (2001)
1,500 (2001)
CHF 12.8 million (2001)

1. National context
The Socialist Republic of Viet Nam was established in
1976, following a period of prolonged warfare and
partition. The country's government and political
structure was reformed in 1992 and a new constitution
was adopted under which the Communist Party of Viet
Nam remains the ruling party in the country.

In 2001, a ten-year socio-economic development
strategy (2001-2010) was adopted identifying the
following socio-economic development targets for
2010: doubling of gross domestic product (GDP), which
implies a growth rate of7.2 per cent each year; domestic
savings to be increased to over 30 per cent of GDP;
exports to grow at more than twice the rate of GDP; a
substantial rise in the country's Human Development
Index (HDI); eradication of hunger and rapid reduction
of the number of poor households; reduction of urban
unemployment to 5 per cent and of rural
underemployment to 15 to 20 per cent; universalization
of lower secondary education for all (pupils aged
between 11 and 15 years); malnutrition rate of children
to be reduced from around one-third to 20 per cent; and
life expectancy to increase from 68 to 70-71 years.

With its unique mix of geography, Viet Nam is one of
the countries in the Asia/Pacific region most vulnerable
to natural disasters. Its long and exposed coastline is
subjected to an annual beating by typhoons; its
mountainous terrain is hit alternately by flash floods and
prolonged drought; while its wide river deltas are
extremely prone to annual flooding. Combined with a
large and dense population, increasing urbanization, a
delayed but significant impact of the region's economic
crisis, considerable health and social problems and
lingering effects of war, the country's reliance on
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3. Capacityemergency relief and development aid is expected to
continue.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Hanoi
77.7 million (2001)
US$ 350 (1998)
67.8 years (2001)
33.1 per 1,000 live births (2001)
93.1 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
Considered as one of the leading humanitarian and
people's social organizations in Viet Nam, the current
priorities of the Red Cross of Viet Nam (VNRC) are
described in the government decree which effectively
reinvigorated the society in 1987. These were adopted as
the National Society's priorities in 1988 at the Vth
national congress of the VNRC and reaffirmed at the
VIth and Vllth congresses in 1995 and 200 l. The
priority programmes are: to work in disaster
preparedness, health and first aid at a community level;
to carry out social work and relief in favour of victims
of disasters and war (including Agent Orange victims);
to develop the national headquarters' coordinating role
and management/operational capacity of Red Cross at
all levels with a special focus on provincial branches;
and to cooperate and develop partnership relations with
other National Societies abroad in line with the
International Federation's Strategy 2010. The VNRC's
mission and goals have been broadly disseminated
among the staff and volunteers of the society.

The VNRC works closely as an auxiliary to the
humanitarian activities of the state authorities in Viet
Nam. In recent years, it has attained a key position in the
national disaster response mechanisms.

Legal base
The VNRC was founded in 1946 and joined the
Movement in 1957. The National Society statutes were
last updated in 200 I. The Viet Nam Red Cross has a
five-year cycle for its governance body, the national
congress. The last congress in August 2001 reviewed
progress in its current strategy and set priorities for the,
coming five years (2002-2006). The leadership and
governing bodies of the National Society were also
elected at the congress.

Constituency
The Viet Nam Red Cross has a countrywide network of
local-level branches in each of the 61 provinces (100 per
cent coverage in 2001) and is widely represented down
to district/commune level (87 per cent coverage in
2001). There are approximately 4.7 million
members/volunteers, as well as 2.5 million Red Cross
youth/junior members.
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Leadership
The society has a well-developed governance and
management structure, though not in the "shareholder
model" used by many Western National Societies, as it
has full-time staff in both governance and management
roles, which bodies converge and are inseparable at
times. However, the governance function is highly
responsive to the constituency, with an active central
executive committee which meets twice a year,
comprising 110 members, mainly representatives of the
chapters.

Link between the governance and management are
assured by a national leadership team that forms an 18-
member national standing board. An executive team
consisting of the president, three vice presidents,
secretary general (the only part-time executive) and
deputy secretary general take care of the society's day-
to-day management.

Human resources
National headquarters employs 90 staff based in two

. centres, the national office in Hanoi and the
representative office in Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC). In
addition there are 1,500 full-time staff at the provincial,
district and commune level. Each provincial chapter has
between three and eight staff. Many districts and even
some communes have one or two full-time staff
employed. However, salaries are set at government
employee levels and tend to be very low, leading to
difficulties in recruitment and retention of motivated
staff. However, with the assistance of the Swedish Red
Cross, a three-year programme of salary support and
capacity building was introduced at the national level in
1999, with positive initial results. The programme was
suspended in 2000 due to state inspection and has not
yet resumed.

Financial resources
In 2001, the expenditure of the Viet Nam Red Cross was
CHF 12.8 million (estimate). The society depends on
subsidies from the government for its basic running costs
(including salary) at national, provincial and district
levels. Individual membership fees, set at CHF 0.5 per
year at the 2001 national congress, will be another source
for Red Cross running costs at local level. This money is
supplemented by international assistance in the form of
capacity-building programmes and management fees (or
programme support budget) for externally assisted
programmes. Programme funding comes from a variety of
sources, ranging from fund-raising from the general
public in Viet Nam (most notably for disaster relief, Agent
Orange' and other social welfare programmes),
international partners (other National Societies), some
NGOs, the International Federation and donor
government development or emergency relief assistance,
and from government funds.
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One of the primary objectives of the VNRC's capacity
building programmes is the development of its resource
generation function. With a low per capita income (GDP
per capita of US$ 400 in 2001), the general public will
not be a strong source of regular funds. However, with a
relatively high number of foreign companies, a growing
middle class and a number of very strong Vietnamese
communities abroad, other sources of funds can be
tapped.

Material resources
At the provincial level, the resources available to the
Red Cross varies greatly; some chapters are well
equipped with vehicles, computers, buildings, rescue
gear, etc., while others have only an office building. The
VNRC has successfully targeted the most disaster-prone
provinces with infrastructure development in recent
years, with positive results. Another capacity-building
objective is the integrated branch development
programme, initiated in 1998 by a consortium of five
European National Societies (British, German,
Netherlands, Norwegian and Swiss Red Cross) or E5.
The success of E5 branch development is being
multiplied for new provincial chapters through the
VNRC's partnerships with other National Societies.

At the headquarters level, a new building in Hanoi has
eased cramped working space. Most departments are
now equipped with modem office equipment, and the
vehicle fleet is of a reasonable size and well maintained.

Organization/planning
A series of national self-assessments have been carried
out in recent years with the International Federation.
The most recent, undertaken in the first half of 1999,
resulted in the plan for capacity building at
headquarters. This will lead to a number of initiatives at
this level, complementing other priorities identified in
the national plan.

Each national congress decides on a strategy and
national five-year plan. The August 2001 congress
approved the next five-year plan (2002-2006).

Partnerships
The VNRC works closely with the authorities and other
members of the Viet Nam Fatherland Front at national,
province and local level in coordinating its health, social
welfare, and disaster relief and preparedness activities.
It cooperates with other societies in the region, and in
1998 hosted the AsialPacific regional conference.

Development assistance has been provided for
community-based primary health care through the
Danish Red Cross; HIV/AIDS peer education through
Australian Red Cross; and disaster preparedness,
community-based first aid and social work programmes
through the International Federation, and sponsored by
ECHO, the American, British, French, Netherlands,
Norwegian, Swedish, Swiss and in particular, the

Japanese Red Cross. Branch development and capacity-
building initiatives are under way with development
assistance from the Belgian, Netherlands and Spanish
Red Cross.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster response
Viet Nam is prone to natural disasters including
typhoons, drought and floods. The VNRC responded to
drought in 1998, and to floods and typhoons in 1998,
1999 (central Viet Nam), 2000 and 2001 (Mekong
delta). Following historic floods in nine central
Vietnamese provinces in late 1999, the provincial Red
Cross chapters, with the support of the International
Federation, carried out rescue activities and provided
emergency shelter, food and other relief items to the
most vulnerable. Houses have been reconstructed for the
poorest and the most vulnerable among those who lost
their homes. This was one of the most extensive relief
operations ever undertaken by the VNRC.

Disaster preparedness
Disaster preparedness training is carried out by the
VNRC headquarters and the International Federation
with support from DIPECHO, American Red Cross and
AusAID/Australian Red Cross. Other activities include
the construction of preparedness centres and
maintenance of relief stores. There is also a mangrove
planting programme which is supported by the Danish
and Japanese Red Cross.

Health
The VNRC runs a community health and first-aid
programme which was consolidated in 1999, and was
expanded to an increased number of provinces. An
HIV IAIDS peer education programme operates in the
Hanoi and HCMC areas, with a total of 3,300 peer
education groups. Different approaches to primary
health care (PHC) have been developed in four pilot
provinces, with the support of the Danish Red Cross.
The aim is to develop model activities in PHC which
can be replicated in new localities throughout the
country (the programme's third phase will target four to
eight new provinces). In total, the society runs 633
charity clinics which provide treatment free of charge
for poor people, and there are over 7,000 community-
based first-aid brigades.

Social welfare
The social work programme has developed a system of
training which has successfully begun to change the
approach from charity to a more developmental
approach, building on the capacity of community
members. Itworks through the development of national
policy and programmes, and the provision of training
and resources for local-level volunteers to carry out their
activities. The society runs 16 vocational centres for
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orphans, street children and the handicapped; 70 centres
for the care of orphans and the elderly; 363 charity
classes for poor people, orphans and street children; ten
rehabilitation centres for handicapped children; and 185
hospital food services for poor patients (free of charge).
In addition, wheelchairs and prosthesis are provided to
handicapped people. In 1998, a National Agent Orange
Victim Fund was established to provide humanitarian
assistance to victims of dioxin intoxication during the
war. To date it has provided assistance worth some CHF
4.5 million to the victims.

Tracing
A tracing service unit was established in 1987 and to
date has solved over 2,000 requests.

Information/dissemination
While the VNRC is quite visible in the national and
regional media, national communications policy,
traditional dissemination and general promotion of
humanitarian values are areas which are least developed
within the National Society. The VNRC
communications strategy will be developed with
technical assistance from the International Federation.

Institutional/resource development
Capacities at the provincial level have been
strengthened in recent years through an International
Federation branch development programme, which is
supported by a consortium of five European National
Societies. A number of the technical support
programmes described above profited from the
development of the VNRC's capacity in the past -
supporting the development of systems, material
resources and in the development of the human resource
base within the society. A dedicated institutional
development training programme has been instituted in
the VNRC in recent years.

Relevance/effectiveness
Each of these programmes has been subjected to close
monitoring and evaluation in recent years.

5. Further information
Policy papers and documents, VietNam Red Cross VIIth
National Congress (2001)
Mid-term evaluation report - E5/V6 branch
development programme (2000)
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Viet Nam (1999) •
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Europe and central Asia

Albania 322 Lithuania 394
Andorra 325 Luxembourg 396
Armenia 327 Macedonia,
Austria 331 The Former Yugoslav Republic of 398

Azerbaijan 334 Malta 400
Belarus 337 Moldova, Republic of 402
Belgium 341 Monaco 405

Bosnia and Herzegovina 344 Netherlands 407
Bulgaria 346 Norway 410
Croatia 349 Poland 413
Cyprus 351 Portugal 415

Czech Republic 354 Romania 417
Denmark 356 RussianFederation 420
Estonia 359 San Marino 423
Finland 362 Slovakia 424
France 366 Slovenia 426

Georgia 369 Spain 428
Germany 371 Sweden 431
Greece 374 Switzerland 434
Hungary 377 Tajikistan 438
Iceland 379 Turkey 440
Ireland 382 Turkmenistan 443

Italy 383 Ukraine 444
Kazakhstan 386 United Kingdom 448
Kyrgyzstan 388 Uzbekistan 451

Latvia 390 Yugoslavia 453
Liechtenstein 392 ~r
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dilapidated health infrastructure, the lack of
pharmaceuticals and medical supplies, and poor
financial incentives for health professionals.

Albanian Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1921
59,000 (2001)
50 (2002)
CHF 1.98 million (2001)

1. National context
Albania continues to face economic difficulties further
to its emergence, in 1991, from 50 years of communist
rule, and subsequently experiencing a decade of turmoil,
with civil unrest, economic difficulties, widespread
social change and the effect from the ongoing instability
in the Balkans. With a population of about 3.1 million,
the country remains one of the poorest in Europe, with a
gross domestic product per capita of US$ 1,094 and
high levels of endemic unemployment. According to the
Albanian Institute of Statistics, an estimated 16.8 per
cent of the population lives below the poverty line.
Official unemployment in September 2000 was
223,000, while only 21,000 families were receiving
unemployment assistance.

In 1999, approximately 17 per cent of families in
Albania received assistance from the government's
social welfare programme. Faced with this economic
insecurity, many Albanians are migrating to more
developed areas or going abroad.

The crisis in the Balkans in the spring of 1999 led to a
massive influx into Albania of over 465,000 refugees
from Kosovo, which had a major impact on the country,
putting an enormous strain on the fragile infrastructure
while paradoxically assisting the macroeconomic
situation, most notably the exchange rate and access to
hard currency.

The state social welfare system is in a state of virtual
collapse, and extended families have taken on the
burden of providing a social safety net. The most
vulnerable, however, are those who do not have access
to this level of support.

Public health in Albania faces inherited and new
problems, the most serious of which have to do with the
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Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Tirana
3.1 million (1997)
US$ 810 (1998)
73 years (1997)
34 per 1,000 live births (1997)
73 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Albanian Red Cross, in accordance with the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement, strives to
improve the life and dignity of people in need, by
working to increase humanitarian action.

The Fundamental Principles are reflected in the mission
statement of the Albanian Red Cross (ARC). The mission
is clearly defined in the new statutes, which were
approved in the general assembly in October 2000. A
copy of these statutes has been distributed to all local Red
Cross committees. The ARC enjoys a good relationship
with the government and a positive public image, due
primarily to its active role in relief programmes.

The vision of the ARC is to become a well-developed
humanitarian organization, helping vulnerable people to
improve their health and social welfare.

Legal base
The ARC was founded in 1921 and recognized by the
ICRC in 1923. The government has recognized the ARC
and a Red Cross law entered into force in 1994. The
ARC initiated a review process of its legal basis. A draft
of the revised statute was approved by the general
assembly in October 2000. The general council
approved the revised regulations in December 2001.

In 2001 the general assembly approved the policies of
the National Society in disaster preparedness and
disaster response, volunteer management, financial
policy, mine awareness, the ARC's organizational
development and first-aid policies.

The ARC is currently revising other policies in various
fields in which the society is active.

Constituency
The Albanian Red Cross is going through the process of
structural changes, including the creation of 12 large
branches instead of the previous 36 local committees.
These changes are in line with the new administrative
divisions of the country that were approved in 2000 and
will strengthen the capacity of the society at the local
level.
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During 2001, the ARC headquarters were also
restructured, and now have three departments instead of
four (development, programme and finance and
administration departments).

The frequent crises experienced by the country in recent
years have had a major impact on the planned activities
of the ARC, especially its efforts in improving the
society's operating capacities. Premises were provided
for all branches and some of them were also supplied
with basic equipment (such as computers, fax machines,
photocopy machines, and furniture). There are
significant differences between the capacity and level of
activity of branches due to funding, and the
headquarters' ability to support branches in a country
where transport and telecommunications are difficult.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly meets every year whereas the
steering council, the main governing body, meets four
times a year. The day-to-day affairs of the ARC are
supervised by the management committee, which meets
every six weeks on average.

There is a good level of commitment on the part of the
elected representatives, and the ARC is making serious
attempts to make its structures clear and accountable.

Human resources
The ARC has a total of 50 staff; 35 are employed at
headquarters and the rest at branch level. There are 12
large branches with full-time secretaries.

The ARC has now approved the personnel regulations,
with procedures for staff recruitment, training and
appraisal. It has now become practice within the ARC to
ensure that staff undergo some skills training, and an
annual evaluation of performance is carried out. Staff
training is provided in areas such as first aid and health,
dissemination, fund-raising, project planning,
management and evaluation.

There are some 59,000 members in total, of whom
approximately 3,800 are active volunteers. Half of all
active volunteers are youth members and the general
distribution between male and female members is equal.
Volunteers are highly regarded and vary in number
according to the region. The society is aiming to recruit
more members and volunteers.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 2001 was approximately
CHF 1.98 million. The main internal sources of income
for the ARC are membership fees, income-generation
projects and the ARC's garage complex, which services
and rents out cars. External funding is provided by a
number of participating National Societies (PNS). The

ARC produces annual accounts, which are regularly
audited.

Over the past three years, the difficulties experienced by
the country have meant that the ARC has developed
different fund-raising methods. From May 1999 to 2001,
effective pin sales campaigns were organized every year.
The ARC is now involved in regional programmes for
fund-raising. As the market economy develops in Albania,
opportunities to find local sponsors will increase.

Material resources
Between 1998 and 2001, the ARC received funds from
donors to provide or rebuild 35 local branches and to
furnish them with office equipment. The ARC also
received further institutional support, including office
space, equipment and vehicles, through the 1999 joint
appeal for Albania. The Albanian Red Cross now also has
four regional training centres and two regional warehouses.

The regional warehouse in Korea is in the process of
being built, financed by the German Red Cross. The
national warehouse, with a capacity of 2,200 square
metres, is being financed by the Belgian, Danish, Finnish,
Hellenic and Norwegian Red Cross and a part is financed
by "golden money" of the ARC.

Organization/planning
In 1999, the ARC developed a strategic plan, Strategy
2000-2004, to chart its activities for the near future. This
plan outlines goals and objectives in ten fields of the
ARC's activities.

The plan assists the ARC in developing its mission
statement, organigramme, standards and units and
provides descriptions for all governance and
management levels. One of ARC's priorities is the
strengthening of its branches. In addition, the new
development plan provides a framework for the
coordination of all PNS assistance to the ARC.

In April 2001, the society's secretariat was entirely
reorganized. A new development department was set up.
The main focuses of this department are volunteer
management, organizational and branch development,
fund-raising and public relations. It is a new experience
that needs further support in order to strengthen and
increase the ARC's development capacities.

Partnerships
In 1999, the ARC engaged in the largest operation in its
recent history. Approximately 20 PNS were operating in
the country, mostly on a bilateral basis. There is
cooperation with the ministries of education, sport,
culture, defence, health and public order. Partnerships
with other organizations include UNHCR, UNICEF, the
Albanian Youth Council and associations for the elderly,
disabled people and orphaned children. The ARC is also
starting to playa role in regional cooperation and the
1995 Balkan Conference was held in Albania.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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the assistance of the International Federation, to improve
and standardize its first-aid training courses, with a new
module for learner drivers, to establish national standards
in training and for first-aid equipment, and also to reprint
its first-aid manual.

4. Performance

Activities
Dissemination
Training is given on the Fundamental Principles and on
international humanitarian law at all branches, in
schools, institutions and the Albanian army, as well as
for the general public. This is considered to be one of the
ARC's key programmes. The society began publishing a
newsletter at the beginning of 1996. An image survey of
the organization, which was supported by the American
Red Cross, was carried out in 2001.

Disaster preparedness programme
Disaster preparedness training is provided for staff and
volunteers. Following the 1999 Kosovo refugee crisis,
the ARC inherited a large stock of relief supplies and
medical equipment for disaster preparedness. The
ARC's warehouse capacity will be increased. The
society will procure and position emergency
contingency stocks at central and regional levels, to
enable them to assist immediately and directly up to
8,000 beneficiaries in the event of an emergency.

The society is designing the national disaster
preparedness plan. In addition, the ARC and the
International Federation will assist the government and
UNDP to develop a national disaster plan, in which the
role of the ARC in future disasters will be better defined.

ARC intervention in local disasters
During the 1999 Kosovo refugee crisis, the ARC played
a lead role in managing distribution of relief supplies to
all refugees in host families in Albania. The ARC has
approved its disaster response policy. Between
December 2001 and February 2002, the society carried
out an emergency operation for the difficult situation
created by snowfalls and freezing weather in northern
Albania, thus assisting 4,000 families (20,000 people).

Health
The ARC is active in health education, promotion of
knowledge in reproductive health, infectious disease
and hygiene, and promotion of blood donations. In
2001, the ARC was involved in the national campaign
for social mobilization to vaccinate women aged 18 to
35 against measles and German measles in all 36
districts of the country (500,000 beneficiaries).

First aid
Since 1994, the ARC has provided basic health education
and first-aid training for staff, volunteers, factory
workers, students and the general public. There are
currently 150 first-aid trainers in 34 districts. Volunteers
offer their services at public events, in stadiums and on
beaches. Youth volunteers are closely involved in this
programme. During the Kosovo refugee emergency, first-
aid volunteers were very active, particularly in northern
border areas and at transit centres. The ARC plans, with
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Social welfare
The ARC social welfare programme aims to support
institutions for people with disabilities, the elderly and
children, and to distribute goods to those in need. The
programme also provides wheelchairs and establishes
self-help projects. Training seminars on social welfare
responsibilities have been held.

The ARC is carrying out a project to assist 2,150 lonely,
elderly people in 26 districts, as well as a project for
children at risk in four districts with 400 direct
beneficiaries and 2,000 indirect beneficiaries, and a
tailor's course for women in difficult conditions. In
2001, supported by the Spanish Red Cross, the ARC
finished the needs assessment for children and youth at
risk. This assessment will help the National Society to
better identify the activities and projects responding to
the needs.

Tracing
The Albanian Red Cross, American Red Cross and the
ICRC are cooperating in a pilot project to assist the
society to develop an operational tracing department.
The ARC provides the following services to vulnerable
individuals with tracing needs, within Albania and
abroad: tracing services; Red Cross message service;
health and welfare service; and information and referral
services.

Strengthening the ARC
The ARC is working to become a well-functioning
society. Activities include reviewing the National
Society legal base (new statutes, new internal regulation
document); designing and approving the new ARC
policies; a new ARC structure; and training with
governance representatives.

Increasing the level of professionalism
Training is organized at national and regional level for
ARC staff, in order to increase professionalism in the
designing, monitoring and evaluation of projects. The
ARC is now in the process of reviewing the training
system, which should be finished by the end of 2002.
Training for trainers was organized in 2001 in order to
increase local branch training capacities to train their
staff, volunteers and governance members.

Volunteer management programme
The ARC volunteer management policy was approved at
the general assembly in October 2001. A commission
was set up in order to design the volunteer management
system and structures of the ARC. In 2002 recruitment,
retention, motivation and training systems will be
worked on, in order to establish a network of volunteer
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managers in branches, a database for volunteers as well
as training in volunteer issues.

Youth training seminars involve all branches and are
held to train youth in assisting deprived young people,
orphans, children with disabilities, the elderly and the
chronically ill. Training also focuses on dissemination.
There is close cooperation with first-aid teams in
schools and social programmes. The ARC signed an
agreement with the ministry of education to provide
more visibility for the Red Cross youth programme in
schools.

Fund-raising
Until December 2000, the main activity for fund-raising
was the national Red Cross lottery. This source, which
was threatened by competition, was closed at the end of
2000. The ARC is now involved in regional programmes
for fund-raising. In 2000, income from internal sources
was 5 per cent of the total budget of the National
Society. In 200 I, income from internal sources was 10
per cent of the budget.

The ARC is working on a national marketing plan. In
February 2002, training in a marketing plan was
organized in Albania with the assistance of the
International Federation's secretariat in Geneva and the
American Red Cross with representatives from
governance, hedquarters staff, and PNS working in
Albania.

The main activities in fund-raising during 2001 were
income-generation projects (vocational courses),
donations, memberships, public campaigns, etc .•

Andorra Red Cross
Founded: 1980
Members/volunteers: 1,500
Staff: 29
Expenditure: CHF 1.15 million (200 I)

1. Nationa I context
The Principality of Andorra has had a parliament since
the 13th century. It has had a written constitution since
March 1993 which enabled it to join the UN. Andorra,
with its 460 square kilometres, is a small country in the
middle of the Pyrenees. Its big tourist industry has
created a very large service sector. In 2000 nearly II
million tourists came to buy, visit or ski. It has a
population of 65,844 inhabitants, 60 per cent of whom
are foreigners, most working in the hotel business and
shops.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Andorra la Vella
65,844 (2000)
n.a.
83.5 years
5 per 1,000 liver births (1998)
n.a.

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Andorra Red Cross (ARC) is clearly
set out in its statutes. The society is guided by the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement in all its
humanitarian activities.

The ARC cooperates well with the Andorra government,
in particular with regard to development aid for
developing countries and several of its national health
and care programmes for the population. It has no real
problems in maintaining its autonomy and its
independence.

The public has a good image of the society and respects
it.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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Legal base
The ARC was created in December 1980. Following the
country's admission to the UN in 1994, it was
recognized by the ICRC and admitted to the
International Federation.

Its statutes were last revised at the extraordinary general
assembly held in February 2001, at which time the
articles concerning the electoral process were amended,
establishing a deadline for the submission of
candidatures for the governing board.

Ordinary general assemblies are held once a year; the
last one was in June 2001. The last elections for the
governing board were held in June 2000.

Constituency
Given the size and population of the country, the
Andorra Red Cross has only a central headquarters
housing governance, management and the following
branches of activity: secondary medical transport;
collective medical transport (for rehabilitation);
national training centre; first-aid volunteers; and social
welfare.

The branch coordinators report to the director. It has 29
staff, 12 of whom are ambulance drivers. Women
represent 24 per cent. The average age of all staff is 35
years old.

At present there are 113 active first-aid volunteers and
nine active social volunteers, 35 per cent of whom are
women. The ARC has 1,400 members, who make an
annual financial contribution to the society'S
activities.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The national governance structure comprises the
president and the governing board. Both the president
and the board members are volunteers and were elected
at the general assembly. The board meets once a month
to take decisions on policy issues and to set the
objectives. The director manages the society in
accordance with the decisions taken by the board.

Human resources
The ARC has 29 staff (22 men and seven women). Two
volunteers regularly help with administration and 13
others assist the professionals in training. About 12 first-
aid instructors are volunteer teachers at the training
centre. Approximately 100 first-aid volunteers take part
in first-aid activities and the volunteer social service.

Both the instructors and the drivers are given regular
training.
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Financial resources
The budget of the ARC in 2001 amounted to CHF 1.5
million. The state contributes 70 per cent of the budget
and completely finances the secondary medical
transport service. The members provide support
representing 8 per cent of the budget (excepting
secondary medical transport).

The accounts are verified and audited at the end of each
financial year by an independent body.

Material resources
The premises used by the ARC are rented. The ARC has
seven vehicles, three of which are used for rehabilitation
transport and the four others for first aid. The
ambulances, not included here, belong to the state.

Partnerships
The Andorra Red Cross signed an agreement with the
ministry of health, entrusting the ARC with managing
the secondary medical transport.

The Andorra Red Cross is seeking help to set up a fund-
raising project.

4. Performance

Domestic activities
Home teleassistance
This service was set up at the end of2001 to enable the
elderly and people with reduced mobility to maintain a
high degree of autonomy. A cooperation contract was
signed with the Spanish Red Cross (SRC) whereby all
telephone calls from service users are handled by the
SRC telephone switchboard in Barcelona.

Medical transport
The ARC is responsible for two types of medical
transport. One is the public medical transport service
entrusted by the Andorra government and confined to
transporting patients from one hospital to another. This
transport is always to France, Spain or Portugal. In
2001, eight vehicles made 600 trips travelling 251,410
kilometres.

The other service is to transport patients undergoing
rehabilitation and elderly people to day centres. In 2000,
the service transported 132 different people,
representing 6,000 trips.

First aid
Several first-aid courses are offered both to individuals
and to groups from companies. A programme has also
been set up in a school for 15 and 16-year-old
adolescents.

First-aid posts are also organized for sports events. In
2001, 580 peoples took first-aid courses at the Andorra
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Red Cross and its volunteers provided preventive
assistance at 1,205 sports events.

International activities
An agreement was signed with the Ecuadorian Red
Cross in 2000 whereby the ARC undertakes to build a
vocational school in Esmeraldas province within five
years.

In addition, the ARC is a member of an NGO platform
which organizes fund-raising campaigns for
humanitarian disasters.

Relevance/effectiveness
An ARC member goes to Ecuador every year to check
on how the school construction is progressing.

5. Further information
ARC annual reports
Web site: http://www.creuroja.ad •

Armenian
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1920
7,733 (2001)
146 (2001)
CHF 1.05 million (2001)

1. National context
Armenia has been in crisis since the country was hit by
a devastating earthquake in 1988, followed by a bitter
ethnic conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan over
the disputed enclave of Nagomo-Kharabagh in 1989.
The subsequent blockade and influx of thousands of
refugees led to unprecedented migration levels and had
a negative impact on the country's demographics.

The collapse of the Soviet Union and the adoption of the
status of an independent state, the Republic of Armenia,
resulted in crucial changes both in political and social
economic systems. Gross domestic product underwent a
67 per cent decline in 1992-1993 and industrial
production was reported to have virtually ceased by
early 1993, with an estimated two-thirds of the country's
workforce unemployed. After a decade of economic
reforms, the social situation is still dominated by
widespread poverty with 55 per cent of the population
living under the poverty line; a high unemployment rate,
which is especially acute in the disaster zone and in
urban areas; insignificant economic growth; rising
prices, and a poor network of health and social welfare
systems. One-third of the population, especially lonely,
elderly people, IDPs, refugees, handicapped and
orphans, are particularly vulnerable in this period of
economic transition and restructuring.

In addition, Armenia is classified as one of "the most
disaster-prone countries" because of its history of natural
hazards, particularly earthquakes. Besides earthquakes,
other common natural disasters include floods, radiation
leakage, landslides, droughts, hail storms, etc.

Capital:
Population:

Yerevan
3.8 million (2000)

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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the existing structures through expanding and increasing
the range of activities and services provided and
successfully accomplishing the humanitarian challenges
envisaged in the mission.

GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

US$ 460 (1998)
72.5 years (2000)
15.6 per 1,000 live births (2000)
98.8 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Armenian Red Cross Society (ARCS) is the largest
humanitarian organization in Armenia and one of the
organizations with active presence in all areas of the
country. Its 82 years of existence has established its
recognition in Armenian society, and its image during the
last ten years has been enhanced by its highly visible role
in the humanitarian field. The ARCS's Strategy 2010,
adopted in 2001 at the XVII session of the general
assembly, clearly defines the ARCS mission statement:
"To improve the lives of vulnerable people by mobilizing
the power of humanity; to prepare for emergencies that
may increase vulnerability; to provide necessary
assistance in case of need; and to provide relief to those
living in poor social economic conditions."

The ARCS's Strategy 2010 was drawn up on the basis of
the summary of the SWOT analyses, experience and
lessons of the 1990s, as well as the outstanding needs of
the vulnerable requiring continuous and long-term
humanitarian intervention and commitment.

Legal base
The society was founded in 1920. After the political
·changes of the early 1990s, it was legally registered and
recognized by presidential decree in October 1993. It
was admitted to the International Federation in
November 1995. The governance-related meetings
called for in the statutes meet as follows: general
assembly and national elections - every four years;
council of representatives - every year; the presidium
(governing board) - at least four times a year. The last
general assembly was held in 2001, when the ARCS's
new president was elected.

The ARCS has independent and sound working relations
with the government in the areas in which they cooperate
(disaster preparedness and response, health and social
welfare, population movement, etc.). The society is
making serious and realistic efforts to meet its obligations
under a very confusing set of legal and regulatory
requirements. Having a unique national position in the
country, as one of the auxiliary bodies to the public
services of the government, the society has renewed its
efforts to pass a Red Cross law to be entitled a special
status with the right to fiscal concessions.

Constituency
The ARCS has a countywide network of 12 regional and
54 community branches. By reorganizing the society
and creating an efficient branch network, the ARCS
intends to promote the organizational development of
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3. Capacity
Leadership
The ARCS has a clear and accountable organizational
structure in which the roles of leadership and all the
governing bodies are clearly defined. The 1997
reorganization of headquarters and the regional and
community branches has made this structure more
efficient and responsive to ARCS objectives.
Headquarters management and key staff meet once a
week. The chairmen of the regional branches meet with
management at headquarters for regular monthly
meetings. Regular training related to management,
different aspects of organizational development,
strategic directions, communication, etc., are held for
staff and volunteers at headquarters, regional and
community branch levels.

Human resources
In 200 I, ARCS had 146 employees; 5,083 members and
2,650 volunteers; 963 certified first aiders; 50 first-aid
instructors; 11 qualified voluntary rapid response teams
including around 150 rescuers, logistics and first aiders;
and two rescue teams with about 60 active members.

Financial resources
The society's income in 2001 was approximately CHF
345,000. Until recently, the ARCS earned virtually all of
its income from its work in large, internationally funded
relief projects. With the reduction of international
donors' relief efforts in Armenia, this income is
declining rapidly. The ARCS's principal source of
domestic income comes from membership fees and
minor ad hoc donations. Because of the country's
economic collapse, neither industrial enterprises nor the
general public can provide meaningful donations.

The ARCS leadership has, therefore, revised its strategy.
It is focusing its efforts on creating a favourable
environment for the accomplishment of its mission. One
of the planned changes is to increase the society's
financial resources through acquiring assistance and
support from relevant state bodies and local authorities,
increasing and developing new regional-based income-
generating efforts, promoting self-sustainable projects,
creating and developing long-term, traditional, domestic
fund-raising capabilities, ensuring efficient management
of the resources available, etc. All these efforts require
continuous consideration and long-term interventions.
But there remains a need for start-up support funding.
All the initiatives, either planned or under way, should
hopefully contribute to the stabilization of the
resource/financial base of the society in the near future.
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Material resources
The ARSC's current material resources include:
headquarters building, offices in each region, a large
regional warehouse base, the international post-trauma
rehabilitation centre and a hotel compound. Both the
headquarters and most of the regional and community
branch offices are rented from the government and local
authorities at little or no cost. While headquarters is
equipped with office materials and
computer/telecommunications equipment, some
regional and most of the community branch offices lack
the most essential equipment. Many smaller offices do
not have their own facilities at all, being located in local
government buildings or in hospitals.

Organization/planning
Since 1997, the ARCS has conducted regular institutional
assessment studies, including SWOT analyses, evaluation
of activities, annual reports, etc. The ARCS's Strategy
2010 was developed and approved on the basis of these
studies and the International Federation's Strategy 2010.
Each regional branch is also developing its own
operational plans to support its expanding regional role
and responsibilities. Training of headquarters and regional
and community branch staff is being undertaken to
enhance the management and performance skills of the
staff and promote the organizational development efforts
of the society. A standard documentation package
regulates the working procedures within the society.
There is efficient collaboration and coordination of
activities between headquarters and regional and
community branches, with headquarters supporting the
branches' efforts to expand and strengthen their capacities
and abilities to provide assistance to the vulnerable.

The programme and organizational development
department serves as a clearing house to structure and
coordinate regional and nationwide programmes, and to
ensure that all new programmes support ARCS' new
strategic objectives.

In October 2001 a new president was elected at the third
plenary session of the 17th ARCS general assembly, as
were the 11 members of the presidium.

Appropriate actions were taken to restructure the
financial accounting system based on the audit findings
of a business consultants' company, which
recommended the improvement of current accounting
practices and the correction of existing errors. The new
procedures and practices have been prepared and
incorporated in a written manual of accounting and
systems procedures. Also under way is the transition to
a computerized, western system of accounts.

Partnerships
The ARCS closely collaborates with the Movement and
other organizations promoting the development of
regular and efficient working relations. It also gives

great importance to cooperation with governmental
structures, including the ministries of health, social
welfare, science and education, interior; the emergency
management administration; the state department for
migration and refugees, the state commission of
humanitarian assistance, etc. It also works closely with
a number of UN and other international organizations,
including UNHCR, WFP, 10M and UNICEF. Bilateral
partners of the society include the American, British and
Norwegian Red Cross and the Baden-Wuerttemberg
branch of the German Red Cross.

4. Performance
Activities
Institutional and resource development
Institutional development is a long-term process, which
began in 1988. The ARCS first developed operational
capacities to become the implementing partner for all
Red Cross Red Crescent humanitarian relief efforts in
Armenia. From 1997, the society's mission and
objectives were restructured, moving from top-down
implementation of large relief projects, to the
development of the capacities to deliver community-
based services throughout Armenia. By the end of 1999,
the infrastructure of each regional branch included
material and human resources to deliver services in such
areas as social, disaster preparedness, relief, first aid,
youth, health and dissemination.

From 2000 to 2002, the society focused mainly on the
achievement of two central accomplishments: to
continue to enhance the ability of the ARCS to provide
more assistance of higher quality with great impact and
relevance to more vulnerable people in each of the
communities it serves and to complete the financial
restructuring process of the ARCS which began in 2000.
In 2001 a detailed institutional assessment was carried
out. Steps were taken to promote the development of
key areas of the resulting ARCS strategy, including
dissemination and information, first aid, social services,
disaster preparedness and youth.

Disaster preparedness and response
The operational part of disaster preparedness and
response consists of public awareness, staff and volunteer
training, strengthening the material base of the rapid
response voluntary teams through provision of
specialized rescue equipment, implementation of special
programmes such as evacuations in schools, a young
rescuers competition, simulation exercises, design and
publication of training modules, etc. Public relations
activities include press conferences with representatives
of the media, as well as local authorities and
representatives of international organizations. All the
activities and events are undertaken in close collaboration
with the emergency management administration, crisis
management institute (CMI), local authorities and others.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Social service centres (SS()
The ARCS SSC are run by volunteers, who are involved
in the development and implementation of programmes
initiated by headquarters and regional branches.

The SSC are involved in a number of programmes such
as humanitarian assistance to refugee villages, in which
10,128 refugees were settled in 22 villages and 13
refugee communal centres in five regions received
various kitchen supplies and second-hand clothes. They
are also active in the distribution of second-hand
clothes, with clothes donated by the Finnish Red Cross
distributed to 11,149 beneficiaries. The SSC also
distribute winter jackets to the vulnerable and food and
hygiene items to 3,500 lonely, elderly people, with the
assistance of the American Red Cross.

The staff of the SSC continue their efforts to promote
local cooperation with the authorities, NOOs and other
institutions, and to increase the number of volunteers
and youth supporting their activities.

Population movement
An ARCS programme began in 1998, and the programme's
strategic priorities and directions were defined in 2000.
Four specific programmes have been set up: pyschosocial
support for elderly refugees, skills training for refugee
women, public awareness campaigns and basic medical
care for asylum seekers from countries other than the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).

Health
Within the framework of the STIIAIDS prevention in
Armenia programme, a dictionary explaining more than
200 terms related to STI/AIDS, sexual health, low-risk
sexual behaviour, etc. was developed and published for
distribution to Red Cross youth volunteers and students.
Youth leaders from the regional branches were also
trained in preparation for peer education programmes.
The society decided to produce this dictionary after it
was shown that young people had a very poor
knowledge about STI/AIDS and sexual health. The
programme also distributed medicine and kits for testing
for HIV /AIDS and syphilis to three health institutions.

Prevention and treatment of tuberculosis
This programme was implemented with the support of
the Hellenic Red Cross. It focused mainly on the
distribution of anti-tuberculosis medicines for the
treatment of 1,000 patients in a number of clinics and on
the publication of booklets to raise public awareness.

First aid
The activities of the ARCS' first-aid training
methodological centre include basic first-aid training
courses, training of first-aid instructors, first-aid
workshops, first-aid shows and training-through-games
workshops. A total of 2,533 people have participated in
the training sessions.
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Throughout 2001, 30 films on first-aid knowledge and
dissemination were prepared and produced. The films
were broadcast by the national TV channel once a week.
The centre is also actively involved in the development
and publication of first-aid materials and special first-
aid literature for first aiders and the general public. In
2000, the centre began organizing open national first-aid
competitions for the society's voluntary first-aid groups.
In 200 I, first-aid groups from other National Societies
also participated in the competition.

Dissemination/information
Under the supervision of headquarters and with the help
of 19 dissemination officers from regional and
community branches, dissemination activities are
carried out in 353 educational and 160 non-educational
institutions, reaching a total of 60,000 people in 200l.
Some 21,000 publications were also distributed.

The society's activities are publicized through the
media, monthly newsletters and leaflets. In 2001, 90
television broadcasts, 22 radio programmes, 38
newspaper articles, four e-mail releases, four videos and
video clips were produced.

Youth
Youth volunteers are mainly involved in the
psychosocial support for elderly refugees, STIIAIDS
prevention and development of Red Cross youth
programmes. They also participate actively in various
educational and ecological projects, ceremonies and
events organized by headquarters, youth or other
departments.

Relevance/effectiveness
The execution of all the above-mentioned programmes
and activities have been and will continue to be
thoroughly monitored and evaluated on a regular basis.
Despite a wide range of disruptions over which ARCS
has little control, all the activities are consistently
completed within budget, and where possible, within the
approved time frame .•
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Austrian Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1880
729,000 (2000)
4,000 (2000)
CHF 440 million (1999)

1. National context
Austria is a landlocked, rather mountainous country in
the heart of Europe. It is a federal state composed of
nine Lander, each with its own constitution. Austria is a
member state of the European Union (since 1995) and a
member of numerous international organizations.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Vienna
8.1 million (1997)
US$ 26,830 (1998)
77 years (1997)
5 per 1,000 live births (1997)
99 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Austrian Red Cross (ARC) is a private organization
based on the ideal of charity and motivated by non-profit
thinking. Operating independently, it performs humanitarian
tasks with the help of volunteers and employees in order to
help all people in need, at home and abroad.

In its operations, the Austrian Red Cross is guided by the
following maxims as described in its mission statement:
voluntary and non-remunerated help is encouraged and
accepted whenever possible; all services are performed in
view of the personal and local situation of the recipients;
humane considerations and non-centralized thinking add to
the efficiency of actions; cooperation with other
organizations under the observance of Red Cross principles
is supported; forces are focused on those fields where
excellent knowledge and technical know-how are
available; new demands are met in due time and with
innovative and effective solutions; services and offers are
constantly reviewed and adapted to changing requirements
and conditions.

A new drive in the strategic considerations of the
Austrian Red Cross has been initiated with the "Future
process" in 2000, covering essentially the core activities
such as rescue and ambulance service, social and
community services, disaster preparedness and relief,
development of human resources (staff and volunteers)
and blood. Red Cross staff and volunteers from all levels
(headquarters, regional and local branches) were
actively involved in this process, which not only
resulted in the elaboration of guidelines for ARC work
in these areas but also set the path for the future
development of its core activities.

Legal base
The Austrian Red Cross was founded and officially
recognized in 1880. The most recent renewal of this
recognition dates from the Red Cross protection law in
1962. The society joined the International Federation in
1921.

Regional and national bodies have been established as
non-profit societies under Austrian law and act with
legal and financial independence. The society's statutes
date from 1970 and were last revised in 2000. General
assemblies take place every year with the election of the
president and the vice-presidents every five years, the
latest one dates from November 1999.

Constituency
The Austrian Red Cross is structured in a federal way
covering all Austrian regions with its nine regional
branches (one per Land), some 150 districts (regional
subdivisions) and more than 1,000 local branches. The
nine regional branches are members of and form the
National Society. Nationwide, there are about 39,000
active volunteers, 4,000 employees and more than
600,000 supporting members.

The governance board is made up of the president and
the vice-presidents of the Austrian Red Cross, the
presidents of the regional committees and the federal
chairman of the youth Red Cross. It also includes other
experts who only have consultative power. The general
assembly consists of the representatives of the regional
committees and the members of the governance board.

3. Capacity
Leadership
At the national level, a strict distinction has been
instituted between governance and management. The
president is a volunteer whilst the general secretary and
the other members of the managing board are
employees. The general assembly meets once a year, the
governance board meets quarterly, and the managing
board once a week.

Great emphasis is given to training, both for operational
staff (employees and volunteers) and also the
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importance is Nachbar in Not (Neighbour in need), a
joint programme of the ORF (Austrian Broadcasting
Agency), Caritas and the ARC. Through this project,
which was launched in 1992, more than CHF 200 million
(out of which more than half has been spent by
organizations other than the Red Cross) have been raised
from Austrian citizens and shipped, mainly in form of
food supplies, hygiene articles and medical products to
people in need in the Balkan countries. The Austrian Red
Cross is also currently involved in a programme granting
legal aid to asylum seekers and refugees, in partnership
with UNHCR and Caritas Austria.

representatives of the Austrian Red Cross at national,
regional and local level (benevolent leadership). This
training is open to representatives and takes place on a
regular basis.

Human resources
The Austrian Red Cross has about 4,000 employees and
nearly 39,000 volunteers. At headquarters level,
approximately 70 people are employed and 150 others at
regional headquarters level (all nine regional branches
combined). Volunteers count for more than 80 per cent
of all staff and playa role notably in the fields of rescue
and ambulance services, disaster relief service, youth,
neighbourhood help and visiting services, and blood
programmes. Importance is given to ongoing training
and education of both employees and volunteers at all
levels of the organization.

Financial resources
Total expenditure in 1999 amounted to approximately
CHF 440 million. The major source of income is its
revenues from services. The Austrian Red Cross holds
service contracts with, among others, social security
institutions and local communities and gets paid for the
services it renders. Such service contracts are held for
rescue and ambulance services and blood supply and
ensure self-sustaining operations. Contributions from
members and donors constitutes slightly more than 10
per cent of the society's total income. Most of this
income, in particular from the social security
institutions, local communities and an important part of
the donations are earmarked funds which have to be
used for the specific activities.

The Austrian Red Cross's headquarters and regional
branches (including the regional and local branches)
produce annual accounts according to the rules that
apply to public limited companies in Austria which are
audited by independent auditors.

Material resources
The Austrian Red Cross has buildings for its
headquarters, regional branches, community branches,
districts and blood centres. It owns about 1,800 vehicles
for the rescue and ambulance services, blood donations
and home services.

Organization/planning
The Austrian Red Cross puts utmost importance on the
permanent development and improvement of its
different activities. Detailed budgets are drafted for
every business year which set the basis for ARC
activities. As far as the future planning of activities is
concerned, the outcome of the "Future process"
continues and implementation is checked according to
the time schedules that have been fixed.

Partnerships
Several activities are implemented in partnership with
other organizations or institutions. A project of particular
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The society is an active member of the International
Federation and collaborates with its counterparts in
neighbouring countries. The Austrian Red Cross has
shared its experiences in fund-raising, for example, with
the Sloven ian and Slovak Red Cross. The society
cooperates with EU and other societies, to establish
emergency response units (ERUs) and has taken a
leading role in the development of water and sanitation
and telecommunication ERUs.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Disaster relief
The Austrian Red Cross operates an independent
disaster relief service which is ready to step in on
demand and to provide assistance at any time in both
national and international emergencies. Staff are
specially trained in the fields of rescue, first aid,
transportation of the wounded and in the use of the
special equipment. The society holds permanent
emergency stock in each of the nine Lander, such as
tents, blankets, field beds and all kinds of medical
equipment. Of particular importance in emergencies
such as avalanches or earthquakes are the search-dog
teams. Whether in Austria or abroad, these specially
trained and qualified dogs have often proved to be
quicker and more reliable than some highly
sophisticated apparatus.

Rescue and ambulance services
The ARC is the largest provider of rescue and
ambulance services in the country. It also uses specially
equipped emergency vehicles and helicopters together
with highly trained emergency doctors to give medical
help at the scene of emergency. This mobile emergency
system will be installed nationwide and out of the
required optimum of99 vehicles, 87 are already in place
and available 24 hours a day.

Health and community services
Home nursing services have become a major field of
activity for the ARC. These services cover the
preparation for upcoming hospital treatment, post-
hospital care and regular attendance for people with
permanent ailments. Community service activities
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include the meals on wheels service and a direct call
service for senior citizens: a watch-like instrument worn
on a wristband is activated in emergencies by pressing a
button and is automatically connected to the nearest Red
Cross station. In addition, the society offers training
programmes for volunteers and relatives of people who
need these services. These courses address people who
are, or soon might be, nursing a member of the family as
well as the elderly people themselves. They are taught
how to increase their ability to take care of themselves
and to preserve their mental and physical mobility into
old age. The programme for health and community
services involves about 950 paid employees and 2,500
volunteers. Red Cross basic courses in first aid, offered
by every branch, and more intensive training courses as
well as training programmes in health and community
services attract about 150,000 participants each year.

Blood
Throughout the country, almost all of the banked blood
is supplied by the Red Cross blood centres. Every year,
500,000 units of blood are required to meet the needs of
the hospitals. Blood donation at the Austrian Red Cross
is strictly voluntary and non-remunerated. However, the
donor gets free typing of the blood group and Rhesus
factor as well as intensive blood testing for specific
diseases. All blood units are subject to stringent
examination and testing in order to exclude, among
others, the AIDS virus, hepatitis (types Band C) and
syphilis infections. The procedures of how blood is
collected, stored and processed are rigorously regulated
by standardized international safety provisions (WHO,
Council of Europe) and the Austrian Blood Security
Law (dating from 1999). As for the risk exclusion for
both donors and beneficiaries, the Austrian Red Cross
ranks among the top performers worldwide.

Tracing
The aim of the tracing service is to restore the contact
between family members separated by warfare, conflicts
and natural disasters. Over the last decades, the tracing
service was involved in the lives or fates of almost half a
million people, most of them in connection with the
Second World War and the conflicts in former Yugoslavia.

Youth
Established as a division of the society, the youth Red
Cross is closely associated with educational institutions
and forms an operational platform of teachers, parents
and young people. It provides guidance for young
people in humanitarian education and social behaviour
and offers practical help. Its activities include the
promotion of the ideas of peace; disaster relief and
development aid; community action; summer camps
and therapeutical programmes; health education;
training programmes for juniors and teachers in first aid;
nursing, mother-and-child care; swimming and water
safety; environmental education; promotion of reading;
and traffic education. The youth Red Cross also engages
in the publication of printed information with a focus on

the promotion of the humanitarian message. In 1998 the
programme in the field of health education was enlarged
by the service centre GIVE, which supports health
promotion at schools with contacts to organizations,
models of good practice and by giving hints for
literature and didactic material.

Dissemination
The Austrian Red Cross organizes seminars on IHL and
the Geneva Conventions for, among others, Red Cross
staff, executive and military forces, media
representatives and at schools and universities. The aims
of these activities are to improve the public'S knowledge
of IHL and, equally important, to make the audiences
understand the importance and implications of the Red
Cross emblem.

Training and education
Training and education, both for Red Cross staff and
volunteers and also for the general public play an
important role for the ARC. In 2000, more than 10,500
courses were organized with more than 165,000
participants. As far as the courses for the general public
are concerned, most seminars deal with first aid and
first-aid-related issues, but health and social issues play
an increasingly important role. As for ARC staff and
volunteers, increased emphasis is put on management
and leadership courses.

International activities
Several areas of activities mentioned above also involve
international work. This is particularly true for the
tracing service and disaster relief services which aim to
provide assistance at any time in both national and
international emergencies.

A service of particular importance are the emergency
response units (ERUs). Austria has built up several
ERUs in water and sanitation and telecommunication,
all of which have specially trained experts and are
available on the spot within 72 hours whenever needed.

One focus of ARC international activities is directed
towards eastern and southern European countries, due in
part to the geographical proximity of these countries.
However, international relief and development
programmes are carried out worldwide, either on a
bilateral basis or via the International Federation or the
ICRe. In 2000, the cost of the ARC's international
activities amounted to CHF 15 million. Apart from
financial and material contributions about 30 to 40
delegates are sent to the field each year.

Relevance/effectiveness
Assessments have been carried out for the health and
community services, emergency, ambulance and blood
programmes. An assessment procedure is systematically
integrated into all international activities.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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5. Further information
Magazines and periodicals: Info Aktuell, Das Rote Kreuz
Web site: http://www.roteskreuz.at •
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Red Crescent Society
of Azerbaijan

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1920
139,000
310 (2001)
CHF 637,987

1. National context
Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Baku
8 million
US$ 480 (1998)
70 years (1998)
36 per 1,000 live births (1998)
99 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Red Crescent Society of Azerbaijan (AzRC)
focuses on disaster preparedness and relief, health
promotion and promotion of humanitarian values in
compliance with the International Federation's Strategy
2010.

Building the image of the society is still a priority, as it
has been since 1998 when the society decided to begin
raising public awareness about the AzRC and its
activities.

Legal base
The AzRC was established as an independent National
Society by an act of parliament in 1994, and was
admitted into the Movement the following year.
Progress has been made on establishing the legal status
of the society with the presentation in 1999 of a draft
Red Crescent law to parliament.

The draft was ratified by governmental structures and
many articles were excluded. Being displeased with the
ratification of the draft, the society temporarily had
postponed it and intends to submit a new draft to
parliament in 2003.

http://www.roteskreuz.at
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The society's last general assembly was held in August
2000 and the headquarters last conference was held in
February 2002.

A letter was sent to the joint commission on statutes of
the Intemational Federation and the ICRC outlining a
model statute for the AzRC, aimed at ensuring normal
activity of the society. Recommendations and comments
have been received from the commission. A working
group at the headquarters is working on the feedback
received from the joint commission.

Constituency
The AzRC consists of 82 branches, one "oil rocks"
branch in the Caspian Sea and seven regional centres,
which cover all administrative regions of the country.
Membership has been increased to 128,000. Women
represent approximately 56 per cent and youth 82 per
cent of the membership.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The principal governing bodies of the AzRC are the
general assembly of the executive committee (51
members, mostly branch chairmen and chairwomen, as
well as small numbers of outsiders, principally from the
ministries of health and social welfare and honorary
members of the AzRC) and the presidium (five
members, plus a secretary in charge).

The society has a president who has recruited a new
executive director and two vice presidents.

Human resources
In 2001 the society employed 39 people at the
headquarters. Branches employ a total of 271 people,
including regional centres, which employ three to four
paid staff per centre. There are more than 11,000
volunteers at the society.

Financial resources
In 2001, the society's principal source of income was
generated from membership fees, a small amount of
income from income-generating projects, funds
allocated by the International Federation and the ICRC,
and donations from the public.

Material resources
The society rents its headquarters office space and
shares the office building with the International
Federation's delegation in Azerbaijan since November
2000 when an earthquake completely destroyed the
society's office building. The transport needs have been
improved by a number of vehicles donated by the
International Federation, Japanese Red Cross and
Medecins sans Frontieres. The society has also received
some computers.

Partnerships
The AzRC collaborates with a range of organizations in
the field of internally displaced people, notably UNHCR,
UNDP, UNICEF and 10M; with governmental bodies
and the NGO community in the sphere of disaster
preparedness and relief, health promotion and care,
tracing and promotion of humanitarian values.

External assistance for current programmes is as follows:
the International Federation, the ICRC and, through the
International Federation, the governments and Red Cross
Societies of the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden, and
the British Red Cross, US state department and Exxon oil
company which support the implementation of activities
and pilot projects aimed at promotion of awareness
campaigns on HIV/AIDS amongst youth, as well as
disaster preparedness, health promotion, organizational
development, promotion of humanitarian values and
financial management. The ICRC provides support to
tracing and dissemination activities.

AzRC closely collaborates with Armenian and Georgian
National Societies in regional cooperation meetings.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness
The society started to implement a disaster preparedness
programme in 2000 in close cooperation with and with
the financial support of the International Federation,
Exxon oil company and the Norwegian Red Cross.
Since then mobile volunteer teams have been set up at
the regional centres and first aid and other training has
been provided to them. Mobile volunteer teams have
been closely involved in disaster response (earthquake,
flood, fire, etc.) activities.

Vulnerability and capacity assessments (VCA) have
been conducted in seven AzRC regional centres
throughout the country. All relevant people linked with
disaster preparedness and relief were involved in the
survey. Small-scale awareness campaigns (anti-smoking
and drug abuse, HIV/AIDS, immunization and
prevention of forest fires) based on the VCA results
have been conducted in Baku and other regional centres.

A booklet, What to do before, during and after an
earthquake, has been developed and disseminated
among the public. A film on this topic had been made.

Mobile volunteer guidelines have been developed in
close cooperation with the International Federation and
presentations have been held for staff and volunteers.

Health
ECHO stopped funding the visiting nurses programme
in 2000, which created several problems for the society.
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More than 200 nurses and doctors lost their jobs and
7,000 elderly people living alone were deprived of
medical and social care. This programme also failed in
in other National Societies, also due to donor problems.

The AzRC has focused on health promotion since 2000.
The target group for this programme is beneficiaries in
Sabirabad southern camps (malaria, good nutrition,
hygiene), however the society hopes to extend it to Baku
and Sumgayit districts.

First aid
The society's first-aid programme began in 1996 and its
funding was stopped in 2001. First-aid officers are
functioning in seven regional centres. The
implementation of the first-aid programme is carried out
through disaster preparedness and relief and health
promotion programmes. A lot of volunteers, as well
AzRC staff, have been provided with first-aid training
since 1998. Some fee-paying first-aid courses have also
been conducted since then. One of the society's strategic
directions is to convert these courses into an income-
generating project for the society. Appeals have been
sent to various governmental and non-governmental
structures linked with this. The real obstacle in this
direction is that the AzRC's first-aid programme is
unable to provide certificates meeting European
standards. First-aid officers have been actively involved
in health promotion activities, but they require
additional training.

Youth and volunteers
This is new activity for the society. The number of
volunteers has increased since 1998. Young people are
represented in almost all structures of the AzRC. A youth
and volunteer department is active at headquarters, and
youth officers are present in all AzRC regional centres
and branches. The youth department conducts contests,
charity concerts, etc., on a regular basis. Volunteers have
been involved in various activities in orphanages through
regional centres. Orphanages are provided with school
equipment given by local donors.

The society has celebrated 5 December as International
Volunteers Day since 1999. Hundreds of volunteers
actively participate in cleaning and renovation activities,
plant trees, visit elderly people living alone and orphans
every year. Introduction courses were conducted for the
AzRC regional centres on new guidelines and a code of
conduct for volunteers elaborated by the society with
International Federation assistance. The course included
such topics as recognition, development of attractive
activities and other methods for training of volunteers.
Progress has been made in improving the system of
human resource management by implementing various
activities using the power of volunteers as human
resources.

Volunteers actively joined the HIV/AIDS awareness
campaigns and managed to implement a pilot project in
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close cooperation with the health programme in 2001.
Training on HIV/AIDS had been provided to 30 young
peer educators through the programme.

More than 400 AzRC volunteers disseminated
brochures to the public on HIV IAIDS awareness
campaigns by marching through the central streets of
Baku on 1 December 200 I. A free concert was held for
youth and volunteers in the country's biggest palace.

Youth cooperation agreements were signed between the
Norwegian Red Cross and the AzRC in 2001. Two youth
delegates from the Norwegian Red Cross have visited
Azerbaijan for knowledge sharing.

Income generation
This programme is aimed at creating income resources
for the AzRC by establishing small enterprises in
agriculture and industry. Most of the projects were
closed as they did not generate profits. At present, the
society is focusing only on a few income-generating
projects.

Promotion of humanitarian values
This programme, supported by British and Norwegian
Red Cross, was set up as a follow-up activity to the
regional information meeting in 2000. Close
collaboration has been established with local TV and
radio channels, newspapers and information agencies.

Annual reports on the society's activities have been
produced in both Azeri and English for 1999 and 2000.
In addition, various visual aids had also been developed
(brochures, posters, leaflets, formal presentations, etc.).

A number of films (on health and social care) have been
made and broadcast on national television. Video clips
on first aid, earthquake and AIDS have also been
broadcast.

A dissemination programme supported by the ICRC was
implemented in Baku and regional centres. Lectures on
IHL have taken place at schools, universities and other
institutions.

Dissemination staff held training for volunteers at the
regional centres. The ICRC stopped financial support
for dissemination officers at regional centres in 2001.

Financial management
The financial management programme was launched in
September 2001 and funded by British Red Cross. The
programme started with the implementation of an
external consultancy regarding installation of a
computerized accounting system, which would lead to
an improved reporting system and a better financial
transparency of the AzRC. This would lead to better
efficiency in the day-to-day work of the finance
department. Two computers have been purchased for
this purpose. All data from January 2001 have already
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been entered into the system and all of the current
procedures are being entered. In the future, the project
will be extended to all AzRC regional centres.

Humanitarian aid
The society's strategy aimed at focusing on moving
from relief to development, but had to review activities
after the suspension of the visiting nurses and
humanitarian aid programmes. However, donations
from various National Societies, organizations and local
donors (food, second hand clothes, seeds, etc.) have
enabled the society to continue to distribute food and
non-food items to the most vulnerable people: the
internally displaced, refugees, elderly people living
alone, orphans and others.

A summer camps project had been launched for
internally displaced and refugee children. Free skills-
training courses have been conducted for young
internally displaced and refugee volunteers, including
English, computer, business marketing, etc. Besides
this, a community development programme aimed at
strengthening the capacity of internally displaced people
and refugees has also been implemented .•

Belarusian Red Cross
Founded:
Members:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1921
1.6 million (2002)
449 (2002)
CHF 215,788 (2001)

1. National context

Market reforms initiated in Belarus after the break-up of
the Soviet Union in the early 1990s have been
accompanied by a serious economic decline and
degradation of living standards. Although a small
growth in gross domestic product (GDP) has been
reported for the last two years, the economic situation in
the country is becoming crucial, the trend of collapse
exists practically in all indexes. Prices and tariffs are
rising steadily, the arrears in wages do not decrease and
the living standards of Belarussians continue to fall.
According to the minister of finance, sluggish revenue
collection towards the end of2001 resulted in a US$ 215
million shortfall in budget revenue for the year as a
whole.

The socio-economic changes that have occurred in
Belarus since the early 1990s have led to a deterioration
of major health and demographic indicators. The
decrease in the birth rate and increase in mortality have
resulted in a general ageing of the population and a
shrinking population with an annual growth rate of -4.9 in
1999. The Belarus government, especially the ministry of
health, is alarmed by the recent spread of communicable
diseases, such as tuberculosis, STIs and especially
HIV /AIDS - Belarus has the second highest incidence in
the region. On the other hand, excessive alcohol
consumption and smoking are responsible for the largest
share of premature mortality, and for most of the existing
life expectancy gap between Belarus and Western
countries (about ten years). Belarus has a national health
service financed by the national and oblast (regional)
budgets, but funding has been inadequate and the system
is not, organizationally and technically, up to the
epidemiological challenges that it faces.

Around 30 per cent of Belarus territory is contaminated
with radioactivity following the Chernobyl nuclear
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governance and management, establishment of the
position of executive director and a legal base for the
youth Red Cross. However, the change process towards
separation of governance and management has only just
started and needs time for transition from theory into
practice. The leadership of the BRC has repeatedly
expressed commitment to introduce the relevant changes.

accident and about 2 million people are still living on
contaminated land. The incidence of thyroid pathologies
as well as cancer and psychosocial problems relating to
the accident are alarming. The legacy of the Chemobyl
catastrophe continues to affect many aspects of
Belarus's life.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Minsk
9.95 million (2002)
US$ 2,990 (2000)
68.5 years (2001)
9.3 per 1,000 live births (2001)
99 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Belarus Red Cross (BRC) is a social, voluntary,
non-governmental and autonomous organization. Its
main function is to bring aid to victims of armed
conflicts and disasters, as well as assisting the disabled
and elderly people living alone. The BRC also works to
assist in countering the consequences of the Chernobyl
accident. At the 18th BRC congress in 2001, a
programme for 2001-2006 was adopted which defines
the BRC's main activities. The mission and goal of the
National Society is communicated to its members and
branches via a biannual Red Cross magazine.

The society and the government cooperate in the areas
of medical and social assistance, disaster preparedness
and on activities dealing with the consequences of the
Chernobyl disaster. The National Society maintains its
autonomy and independence from the government. The
authorities are supportive in terms of administration,
especially at the local level, and have provided funding
for the visiting nurses service (VNS) since 1997. Since
October 2001, the government has, due to economic
constraints, not been able to allocate funds for VNS and,
for 2002, the society is still waiting for an answer.

The BRC is well known in the country and closely
associated with humanitarian activities and social
services.

Legal base
The BRC was formed in 1921 as part of the Soviet
Alliance of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies. Since
1995, it has been functioning on the basis of a
presidential decree. In October 2001 a Red Cross law was
adopted by parliament as the first national Red Cross law
in all 15 Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
countries. A law on the protection of the Red Cross
emblem was endorsed by parliament in April 2000.

The last BRC congress and elections for its leadership
were held in April 2001. New statutes were adopted at
this congress. The main changes in comparison to the
previous statutes include a clear division between
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Constituency
The BRC covers the entire territory of the country with
six oblast, 116 rayon (district) and 7,107 primary
organizations. Around 50 per cent of the society's
republican committee members and most of the
chairpersons of regional branches are women. Around
50 per cent of all members are under 35 years old and 10
per cent are over 60. About 85 per cent of the Red Cross
staff come from the medical sphere, with teachers
making up the second largest professional group.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The highest governing body of the BRC is the congress
which consists of representatives of the six regional
organizations, the Minsk City and Red Cross railway
organizations, and members of the republican committee
elected at the previous congress. The congress meets
every five years to elect the president, vice presidents, the
69 members of the republican committee and the
chairperson and members of the public audit
commission. The congress adopts reports on activities of
the society and amendments to its statutes.

The public audit commission controls the financial
activities of the society and reports to the congress. BRC
staff are not allowed to be members of the public audit
commission.

The republican committee follows up the
recommendations of the congress. The republican
committee meets once a year and is chaired by the
president. Although there are no official quotas for
membership of the committee, about 10 per cent are staff
and 90 per cent are volunteers. The republican committee
adopts various programmes and nationwide plans of
action and decides on evaluations. It approves annual
budgets and financial reports. At its first meeting after the
congress, it elects its presidium and the presidium bureau.

The presidium of the republican committee consists of
15 members, of whom at least one third are volunteers.
The presidium meets once a month and oversees BRC
activities between sittings of the republican committee.
The presidium controls the implementation of decisions
made by the congress and the republican committee.

The same procedure works at regional level. There is
still an overlap between governance and management
because regional chairpersons usually become executive
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officers once elected for five years and two-thirds of the
presidium can be staff members.

Human resources
The Belarus Red Cross has 25 staff members at its
headquarters: the president, two vice presidents,
executive director, nine heads of departments, three
senior officers, three assistants, one secretary, three
administrative workers and two drivers. The regional
Red Cross committees consist on average of three to
four people. District committees have fewer staff, some
of whom are part-time. Financial problems make it
difficult to attract and retain staff. The number of
visiting nurses is also decreasing because of financial
constraints; in 2001 the service comprised some 423
positions, which is less than in 2000.

The society has 1.6 million members, including 124,381
volunteers. Volunteers participate in the visiting nurses
programme, youth, refugee programme and first-aid
training.

Financial resources
In 2001, the total internal income of the society was
CHF 215,788 (made up of membership fees, revenues
from investments and fund-raising). In addition, in 2001
the government allocated CHF 292,688 for the visiting
nurses service and CHF 26,037 for statutory
contributions. The BRC also received external financial
support towards its programmes: CHF 400,000 from the
International Federation for Chernobyl humanitarian
assistance and rehabilitation programme (CHARP);
CHF 216,447 from the Swiss Red Cross for visiting
nurses programme; CHF 177,135 from UNHCR and
CHF 20,000 from the US government for the refugees
programme; CHF 150,000 from the Swiss Red Cross for
the winter assistance programme; and CHF 33,738 from
the ICRC for tracing and IHL dissemination
programmes. Since 1999, the support from ECHO and
Danish Red Cross towards the BRC TB/AIDS
programme has amounted to some CHF 2,700,000. The
BRC recognizes that external funding plays a significant
part in the society's income and that fund-raising is one
of the key areas to be developed.

In addition, through its bilateral contacts, BRC received
in 2001 second-hand clothes, food products, hygiene
parcels, medicines, toys and furniture for its medico-
social centres from other National Red Cross Societies,
for the cash equivalent of CHF 35,134 (Netherlands Red
Cross), CHF 105,314 (German Red Cross), CHF 151,085
(Danish Red Cross), CHF 197,862 (Swiss Red Cross),
CHF 73,981 (Finnish Red Cross), CHF 2,402 (French
Red Cross) and CHF 73,231 (Japanese Red Cross).

The BRC produces annual accounts. The National
Society has undergone several external governmental
audits in recent years and a positive audit from the
International Federation in 1998.

Material resources
The BRC rents a number of buildings: republican and
regional headquarters, medico-social centres and
warehouses. Rent is a heavy expense for the society.
Republican and regional committees own minibuses and
ambulances while the disaster preparedness service
owns trucks and a mobile kitchen, as well as tents and
other facilities to set up a camp for 300 people.

Organization/planning
The BRC has an annual planning procedure linked to its
statutory meetings. In addition, a programme of BRC
activities for 2001-2006 was adopted in April 2001. The
programme was first drafted by headquarters in
consultation with branches and then submitted for
discussions at the l Sth BRC congress. According to the
programme, the main spheres of activities are:
strengthening the Red Cross structure; developing the
material base of BRC; international cooperation; the
visiting nurses service; Chernobyl and TBI AIDS
programmes; refugee programme; youth Red Cross
activities; information and dissemination; and others.

There are several departments at headquarters
responsible for the major fields of activities - health and
social support, relief and disaster preparedness,
refugees, information, administration, dissemination,
international relations, youth, tracing service, finance
and planning. The accounting department has four staff
members. Financial reports are submitted regularly to
the local taxation authorities.

Partnerships
The society collaborates with the government in several
nationwide programmes in the fields of disaster
preparedness, health, social welfare and the elimination
of the consequences of the Chernobyl disaster. Within
the Chernobyl programme, there is a close coordination
of activities with the Red Cross Societies of the Russian
Federation and Ukraine. The main donors for the
programme are the Red Cross Societies of Japan and the
United Kingdom. A trilateral memorandum of
understanding was signed in 1991 between the
International Federation's Minsk delegation, the BRC
and the ministry of health care for the period of
implementation of the Chernobyl programme.

The BRC has close relations with the ICRC, which has
a local liaison officer in its headquarters. The ICRC
finances work in the areas of tracing and dissemination.

The society and UNHCR jointly run a refugee
programme, which is funded by UNHCR. A programme
to combat TBIHIV IAIDS/STIs was elaborated in close
cooperation with the state health care authorities and
WHO. This programme has been funded by ECHO via
the Danish Red Cross. An agreement on cooperation
between the BRC and ministry of health has been signed
regarding this programme, which will stay in force until
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the end of 2014. Financing for the winter emergency
programme 2000-2001 was provided by the Swiss and
Liechtenstein Red Cross Societies.

A number of local Red Cross committees maintain
bilateral relations where practical cooperation for Red
Cross programmes in Belarus takes place, for example,
support to medico-social centres. The German and
Swiss Red Cross Societies are particularly involved in
these activities.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
During the last four years, emergency relief activities
have been carried out in winter to support the most
disadvantaged population groups. This programme has
been implemented at republican and local levels III

cooperation with the International Federation.

Disaster preparedness
The disaster preparedness service consists of a team of
volunteers trained in first aid and disaster relief skills.
They are equipped with vehicles and have camp
equipment stored in warehouses. The society is a member
of the national disaster preparedness plan and every
region of the country has limited emergency stocks.

Health and social services
During 200 I, more than 84,000 people (invalids,
elderly, bedridden and seriously ill people) were
provided with medical and social services at their homes
and at the Red Cross medico-social centres. In 2001,
there were 423 visiting nurses and 121 medico-social
centres. The centres are also used for distribution of
humanitarian assistance to these vulnerable groups. The
visiting nurses service is partially funded from the state
budget; the Swiss Red Cross also provided financial
support for several years.

The year 2001 saw the end of an initial three-year phase
of the programme aiming to combat TBIHIV/AIDS/STIs
and also, to strengthen the visiting nurse service. The
programme included social support, institutional and
public awareness raising, training, nursing and support to
diagnostic facilities. Facing a chronic lack of donor
interest after three years of implementation, this vital
programme has been dramatically scaled down and might
close in the near future.

Chernobyl humanitarian assistance and
rehabilitation programme
Three mobile diagnostic laboratories provide yearly
medical examinations and ultrasound screening of
thyroid glands for 45,000 Belarussian people from
remote areas contaminated with radiation. A psychosocial
component, which has been part of this programme since
1997, had to be phased out due to lack of donor support.
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Refugees and population movements
In cooperation with UNHCR, the BRC provides social
'and legal assistance for refugees, organizes Russian
language courses, facilitates medical services and issues
financial allowances for the most needy. The National
Society is developing contacts with the state migration
services. In addition, a population movement
programme, funded by the US State Department, has
been implemented through the BRC. The programme
supports the accommodation and adaptation of refugees
and asylum seekers in Belarus society. A Red Cross
refugee centre was established in February 2002 to
provide medico-social services to refugees.

Youth
Red Cross youth are active in secondary schools,
creating "Red Cross schools". Children are taught first
aid and get involved as volunteers in social and other
BRC programmes. The youth Red Cross also targets
students of teaching universities who later become
youth leaders. For this purpose, youth Red Cross camps
are organized during the summer period. A team of
youth peer educators trained in HIV /AIDS prevention
conducts regular educational sessions for schoolchildren
and students. Youth volunteers also take part in first-aid
training and in other BRC programmes.

Dissemination
The BRC works closely with the ICRC on dissemination
of international humanitarian law. Groups of university
students (international law, legal departments) come to
BRC for a two-week period at the end of each study
year. Dissemination workshops for Red Cross branches
continue from 1998. Several workshops for students
were recently organized on leadership and the
Movement.

Tracing
There are more than 20,000 cards in the data file of the
tracing service. In 2001, 156 requests were received and
135 requests made to other countries, and 102 Red
Gross messages were forwarded via Geneva to
Chechnya, Afghanistan and Abkhasia. The programme
is carried out together with the ICRC and financed by
them.

Relevance/effectiveness
In July 2001 an evaluation was undertaken of the TB,
HIV/AIDS and visiting nurse (VN) programmes in
Belarus. The review mission concluded that "BRCS
deserves all credit for quite remarkable achievements
and progress with regards to the programme
implementation. The BRCS and the VNs have ensured
that the programme has gained high recognition and
visibility and laid a solid foundation for continuation of
the programme. The VNs in particular have performed
very well under very difficult conditions". A number of
recommendations were made by the review mission in
order to ensure that progress continues: further
strengthening the institutional development of the
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BRCS, including strengthening of the VNs; further
BRCS commitment to and advocay of DOTS (Directly
Observed Treatment, Short-course); development of
clear action plans for the programme; wider youth
involvement; and funding diversification.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Belarus (1999) •

Belgian Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1864
23,282 (2000)
2,134 (2000)
CHF 283.2 million (2000)

1. National context
Since 1994, Belgium has been a federal state of
associated regions (Flanders, Walloon and Brussels) and
communities (Dutch-, French- and German-speaking).
Situated in the heart of the European Union of which it
is one of the founding members, it is the seat of the
European Parliament and Commission.

Belgium is a socially advanced country providing good
social benefits to the most needy, the most vulnerable
and the elderly; it has a health and education policy
covering the whole population.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Brussels
10.2 million (2000)
US$ 25,443 (2000)
78.2 years (2000)
6 per 1,000 live births (2000)
99 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The missions and the main goals of the Belgian Red
Cross (BRC) are clearly defined in its statutes. The
society comprises three communities: French-, Flemish-
and German-speaking. For practical reasons, the
organization of the German-speaking community is part
of the French-speaking community.

The society is recognized as an auxiliary to the public
authorities at the national and regional level;
conventions exist covering its cooperation with the
public authorities in the fields of emergencies, reception
and care of asylum seekers, health education, first-aid
and blood services. At the national level, the society
cooperates with the departments of defence, justice,

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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foreign affairs and the interior and, at the community
level, with the ministry of health. This close
collaboration does not threaten the independence of the
society.

The Belgian Red Cross enjoys a good reputation and
confidence amongst the population. Regular market
research shows that it is well known by the public and
its mission is well understood. It is perceived as
efficient, dynamic and transparent. The diversity of its
activities, however, gives a somewhat fuzzy picture and
its structures are sometimes considered to be
bureaucratic. There is moreover a constant concern to
simplify the different levels of structure and to enhance
their responsibility.

Legal base
The BRC was formed in 1864 and became a legal entity
in 1891. It was admitted to the League of Red Cross
Societies (now the International Federation) in 1919.

The statutes were last updated in July 1998; the changes
made relate to the organization of the national
authorities, setting up a credit committee and internal
audit, as well as the creation of management structures
for blood transfusion.

The BRC's general assembly takes place in the autumn
of each year. Elections take place every two years; the
last elections took place in November-December 2000.

Constituency
The local sections form the basis for community actions.
There are 220 for the BRC-French-speaking community
and 274 for BRC-Flemish-speaking community. This
means that the National Society covers the whole
country. These sections, which are administered by a
local committee, are overseen by provincial committees.
Each community is endowed with a community council
and a management council. Sections belonging to the
bilingual region of Brussels-Capital report to a
committee with representatives from both communities.
There are over 23,282 active members.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society is run, at the national level, by the national
presidency, the national council (which gathers the
members of the community councils from both
communities and representatives of the ministries
concerned) and the national board which is composed of
the members of the boards of the two communities. The
members of all these bodies, committees and boards are
elected.

In accordance with BRC statutes, the activities carried
out by the national president and the members of the
national council, community councils, boards,
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provincial committees, regional committees and local
committees are unpaid.

The community councils meet three to four times a year
in order to draw up budgets, approve balance sheets,
determine strategies and assess community activities.
The boards for humanitarian services each consist of
provincial presidents and meet once a month, under the
chairmanship of the president of the respective
community.

The boards for the blood services are chaired by the
president of the respective community. The members of
these boards for the blood services are appointed in line
with the regulations provided for in the rules of
procedure for each community.

The general assembly convenes once a year; it brings
together the presidents of local sections and the
members of the national council.

Human resources
In 2000, the BRC had a total of2,134 employees. Within
the society, about 1,000 people work on the blood
programme, and the other staff members support
volunteer activities at headquarters and in the provinces
or work at the reception centres for asylum seekers.

Some 23,000 volunteers, mainly within local sections,
take part in the actions carried out by the society.

The society runs training in several fields for volunteers,
paid employees and people external to the BRC.

Organization/planning
The Flemish community of the society developed a
strategic work plan for 1997-2002, defining its general
orientations, objectives and priorities. An operational
plan with the actions and results to be obtained for the
different objectives reinforces the strategic work plan.
Both plans have been developed by the different levels
of the organization and then have been approved by the
Red Cross Flanders general assembly.

As for BRC-French-speaking community, it specified its
priorities in a framework document entitled What Red
Cross for the Year 2000? which was adopted in 1998.
Budgets and annual strategic work plans of departments
are based on this document. This strategy is still being
carried out step by step.

Partnerships
BRC-French-speaking community is member of
ACODEV, a French- and German-speaking federation
of associations for development cooperation.

BRC-Flanders has taken an active part in several
Movement work groups and forums. Moreover, it
supports and co-finances the International Federation's
European reference centre for first-aid education.
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4. Performance

Domestic activities
Relief
BRC volunteers are trained to provide assistance in
emergency situations. In case of disaster they provide
medical, material and psychosocial support and collect
information on the victims.

First aid
The BRC runs first-aid training courses and offers first-
aid services at public events. It organizes a large number
of training sessions for the European First-Aid
Certificate (EFAC).

Ambulance service
In 2000, approximately 143,00 people were transported
by ambulance (34,000 emergency and 110,000 non-
emergency).

Social welfare
Several refugee centres have been set up all over the
country to take care of asylum seekers. The society also
hires out specialized equipment such as wheelchairs and
crutches.

BRC-French-speaking local sections organize social
activities with the support of headquarters. There is a
large volunteer presence in medical and social
institutions, welcoming patients in hospitals, visiting
house-bound people, lending books, etc. Other activities
include a "meals on wheels" service and loan of medical
equipment. Full-service Red Cross homes are being
opened and are becoming increasingly popular among
the beneficiaries.

BRC-Flemish-speaking community provides social
services to vulnerable people in Flanders. Red Cross
volunteers look after the elderly, the disabled and the
chronically ill, visit people in hospitals and homes and
lend them books, and organize holidays for
underprivileged children.

Blood
In Belgium, 95 per cent of the collection and distribution
of blood is organized by the Red Cross. Blood and
plasma donation is voluntary and non-remunerated. In
2000, there were 361,395 donors of blood and plasma.
The organization procures blood and blood products for
hospitals and clinics; strict medical control guarantees
the quality and safety of the blood.

Youth
Red Cross youth spreads the Red Cross ideals among
young people. It provides first-aid training courses for
young people between the age of 10 and 15 and offers
educational materials on intercultural learning for
schools and youth associations.

International activities
The BRC-Flemish-speaking community budget devoted
to international activities amounted to CHF 10.1 million
in 2000. Approximately 90 per cent of the budget comes
from the public authorities, with the European
Community providing 18 per cent. On average, 82 per
cent of the budget is devoted to assistance activities and
rehabilitation, and 5.6 per cent to development.

The priority areas for the Flemish-speaking community
are Ethiopia, Namibia and Nepal for long-term
cooperation programmes, and Honduras, Republic of
Moldavia, Mozambique and Viet Nam for humanitarian
assistance. Privileged cooperation relations exist with
the Ethiopia, Namibia, Netherlands, and Nepal Red
Cross Societies.

The priority areas of the BRC-French-speaking
community (budget in 2000, CHF 30 million) are Africa
and Eastern Europe. It has privileged cooperation
relations with the Albania, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso,
Congo, Luxembourg and Rwanda Red Cross.

The fields of specialization of the French-speaking
community are emergency assistance (camp
management; rehabilitation of social structures; street
children; and IHL). BRC Flemish-speaking community
specializes in primary health care and logistics.

The BRC-French-speaking community has 18 paid
employees, two of whom have subsidized contracts, in
the international department, and 18 people work for
BRC-Flemish community. Every year, about 30
representatives go on field assignments for each of the
two communities.

5. Further information
Documents issued by BRC-Flemish community:
Strategic Workplan Red Cross-Flanders 1997-2002
Blikvanger: quarterly volunteer magazine
Kringloop: bi-monthly newsletter for volunteers and
paid staff
Kruispunt: quarterly newsletter for business relations

Documents issued by BRC-French community:
Le Journal de la Croix-Rouge
Volontaire, a newsletter for volunteers
Le Journal des Parra ins
What Red Cross for the Year 2000?

Web site: http.z/www.redcross.bei B
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The Red Cross Society of Bosnia and Herzegovina

GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

.-----,.----------:-:------_._---

The Red Cross
Society of Bosnia
and Herzegovina

Founded: 2000
Members/volunteers: 226,760
Staff: 9
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context

Seven years after the end of armed conflict, Bosnia and
Herzegovina (BiH) is still facing severe political, social
and economic problems. The efforts to promote a
multiethnic society in the country, supported by a
dynamic economy, are proving to be a significant
challenge for BiH and the international community.

The country is still grappling with a painful multifaceted
transition. Sustainable solutions to its problems would
seem elusive. Unemployment remains alarmingly high
(at levels approaching 40 per cent), and is predicted to
rise even further. Economic activity is sluggish and
largely dependent on external assistance. Social reforms
have been slow to be implemented, and corruption
appears to be endemic. In addition, there is a considerable
"brain drain", with the continued high levels of
emigration of the potentially productive population -
both a worrying and increasing trend. Over I million
refugees and displaced people, which represents one-
quarter of the entire population of the country, are still not
able to return to their pre-war homes. Large sections of
the population are extremely vulnerable and are isolated
and unable to access their entitlements.

The establishment of The Red Cross Society of Bosnia
and Herzegovina has been described by the UN mission
to BiH as one of the most important steps so far in
reconciliation. The newly formed society has a strong
desire to fulfil its humanitarian mandate and bring
assistance to those in need throughout the country.

Capital:
Population:

Sarajevo
4.34 million
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n.a.
73.3 years (1998)
16 per 1,000 live births (1998)
n.a.

2. Foundation

The Red Cross Society of Bosnia and Herzegovina
(RCSBH) has to establish a mission statement but the
Fundamental Principles form the basis of its activities.
The society also strives to prevent human suffering
wherever it may be found (to prevent diseases and
promote health and social welfare).

Legal base
On the basis of a Bosnia and Herzegovina council of
ministers' decision in September 2000, the society was
formed in December 2000. In May 2001, the Red Cross
Society of BiH was officially recognized by the lCRC
and admitted as the 177th member of the International
Federation in November 2001.

Constituency
The Red Cross Society ofBiH is composed of two entity
Red Cross organizations: Republika Srpska Red Cross
(RCRS) and the Red Cross of the Federation of BiH
(RCFBIH). The Red Cross Society ofBiH has 146 local
branches located in nine regional Red Cross
organizations and two city organizations in RCRS, as
well as ten cantonal Red Cross organizations in
RCFBiH.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The RCSBH is governed by a presidency which is
composed of ten members including a chairperson and
two co-chairpersons. The chairperson acts as the
society's executive at present, but the position of
secretary general will be proposed in the amendment to
the statutes. The process of changing and amending the
statutes has already started. The presidency meets on a
regular basis, twice a month. The general assembly is
composed of 43 members, with a president and vice
president of the assembly. General assembly sessions
are held twice a year.

Human resources
Nine people are employed at RCSBH headquarters (four
programme coordinators and five support stafl). There
are 352 employees in the two entity Red Cross
organizations. The RCSBH has 18,000 volunteers and
208,760 registered members.

Financial resources
Currently there are no local sources of RCSBH
headquarters income. The operational capacity of
headquarters has been supported by the American Red
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Cross through an organizational development delegate,
and German and Norwegian Red Cross donations.

The following programmes of the society have been
supported by sister societies (American, Belgian,
Danish, German, Norwegian, Spanish, Swedish and
Swiss Red Cross and United Emirates Red Crescent):
home-care programme; health and care; youth
programme; humanitarian values; etc. .Upon the
enforcement of the Red Cross law, it is expected that the
society will he included in the state budget; however,
given the overall economic situation in the country, it is
not expected that this will amount to a significant sum.
The most important issue is that the smallest amount of
money be included in the state budget, which will show
that the government genuinely recognizes the
significance of Red Cross work. Only a small number of
local Red Cross branches have budgeted income.

Material resources
The original Red Cross headquarters building was
devastated during the armed conflict. Legally valid
papers showing that the building is RCSBH property
have been acquired, which are needed in order for
reconstruction work to start. Both the Austrian and the
Spanish Red Cross have pledged donations for
reconstruction work. There were some soft pledges
given to the RCSBH by different sister societies during
the Berlin Conference in April 2002.

Devastated facilities on the Adriatic coast in Lozica near
Dubrovnik (which were used for the recreation of
children in social need before war) are also RCSBH
property, and they need rehabilitation. The RCSBH
headquarters are currently in rented business premises.
The situation with entity Red Cross headquarters is no
better. Upon the completion of reconstruction work,
headquarters will move into this building, together with
some other Red Cross offices. The society has to
provide additional money (from local government or
external donors), which is needed for the completion of
reconstruction work.

Organization/planning
The RCSBH is a newly established society, based on its
two entity components. It is working on a new strategic
plan at national level. Both entity Red Cross
organizations developed their strategic plan for 2000-
2004 in 1999 with the assistance of the International
Federation. Major priorities of the society are financial
sustainability for local branches, rehabilitation of branch
offices, youth development, dissemination and
information, disaster preparedness and disaster
response, income-generating projects, strengthening
capacity of existing programmes (home care, health,
mine awareness). Priorities for the RCRS are
implementing IHL, training activists, increasing the
number of members, rehabilitating municipal offices,
and developing income-generating projects.

4. Performance

Activities
Tracing service
This service is a part of international network for tracing
and family reunification. It focuses on traditional
activities (family messages distribution, tracing of
missing people and family reunification). The tracing
service will be included in the disaster preparedness
programme.

Home care programme
The programme assists the most vulnerable elderly
people in BiH and other beneficiaries, such as disabled
people and those living alone. This programme has
teams in all municipalities and more than 1,600 activists
and youth volunteers, who assist around 15,000
beneficiaries on a regular basis.

Public health education
This Red Cross activity is implemented throughout the
country in cooperation with the health authorities. Peer
education is one of the main and innovative activities,
which focuses on young people, trying to raise
awareness about HIV /AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases, drug abuse, alcoholism, etc.

Blood-donor recruitment
This activity is carried out by most of the branches. The
RCSBH promotes the importance of blood donation and
recruits blood donors in cooperation with the national
transfusion service.

First aid
The society provides first-aid training through its branch
networks, primarily to learner drivers and Red Cross
youth activists.

Disaster preparedness and response
This programme raises awareness of the risk that BiH
could face, such as industrial and road accidents, floods,
droughts and earthquakes. It also aims to enhance the
society's operational response capacity to reduce the
population's vulnerability and be better prepared to cope
with disaster when it occurs.

Fundamental Principles and humanitarian values
The society works to promote the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement and humanitarian values as
well as to advocate on behalf of vulnerable people. The
RCSBH also works to develop awareness and
understanding of the content and significance of the
Geneva Conventions and IHL.

Population movement programme
The activity plays a role in assisting displaced people to
repatriate, relocate or integrate in their old or new homes.
Present activities include information and assistance
programmes through home care and other programmes.
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..,
Mine awareness programme
The programme aims at reducing death and injuries
caused by mines and other unexploded ordnance.
Activities are carried out through a network of 128
locally-based Red Cross instructors and 19
regional/cantonal coordinators. The programme has four
main components: data collecting; community-based
activities; school programmes; and production of mine-
awareness materials.

Institutional and resource development
This activity works to build capacities and the
organizational strength of the RCSBH in order to make
effective use of its human, material and financial
resources and to became self-reliant.

Youth development programme
The society considers this programme to be one of the
most important ones. Its intensive cross-entity
workshops, leadership seminars, summer camps and
international gatherings are a very positive injection of
motivation and knowledge.

Programmes seeking external support
These include health and care, institutional development
and the youth programme.

5. Further information
Partnership meeting report
Disaster preparedness vulnerability capacity
assessments
Annual report a/the RCSBH activities.
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Bulgarian Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1878
164,385 (2002)
400 (2002)
CHF 1.1 million

1. National context
Bulgaria is still facing the challenges of its new political
and economic situation. Many aspects of a market
economy have been put into place and the process of
transition to a free market economy is continuing.
Although the country has many natural resources, heavy
industry, agriculture, food products and tourism
represent the largest sectors of the economy.

Bulgaria became a member of the Council of Europe in
May 1992 and subsequently ratified the main human
rights instruments, including the European Convention
for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, the European Convention for the Prevention
of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment, etc. In December 1995, Bulgaria submitted
an application for European Union (EU) membership
and in 2000 began accession negotiations with the EU.
Pre-accession screening has started, aimed at identifying
areas where special efforts should be made in view of
accession. Bulgaria has also submitted an application to
become a member of NATO. Bulgaria's strategy for
joining NATO includes active participation in the Euro-
Atlantic Partnership Council (EPAC) and the enhanced
Partnership for Peace. The government has developed a
clear national strategy to meet criteria for NATO and EU
membership. Bulgaria fully embraced the EU-sponsored
Stability Pact, which was concluded in June 1999, and
the country continues to play host to numerous
international meetings.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Sofia
7.9 million (2001)
US$ 1,459 (2001)
70.8 years (1999)
16 per 1,000 live births (1997)
98 per cent (1997)
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2. Foundation

Mission
The Bulgarian Red Cross (BRC) has a mISSIOn
statement that reflects the Fundamental Principles of the
Movement. The Red Cross law states that the
organization is autonomous and an auxiliary to the
government in humanitarian issues.

The society cooperates with the government and its
main structures. Joint activities are carried out in
accordance with agreements with the ministries of
education, of the interior, and of social welfare. Further
agreements are being worked on with the ministry of
defence, state agency for civil protection and the traffic
police. The government provides subsidies for some
BRC activities. A positive image of the society has been
created in the country at large, particularly due to its
close association with the media.

Legal base
The BRC was founded in 1878 and was recognized by
the ICRC in 1885. This makes the BRC the oldest public
organization in Bulgaria. The BRC's law was adopted in
1995, following the 1994 parliamentary elections. The
National Society's statutes were approved by the general
assembly in 1992 and some further amendments have
been made since. The last general assembly took place
in April 2002. National Society elections take place
every four years and are next due in 2005. There are
some abuses of the emblem by private medical
establishments.

Constituency
The society has 28 regional branches, 266 municipal
committees and 2,828 local units. Approximately 60 per
cent of its 164,385 members are women. All ethnic
groups are represented in the membership.

Members of governing bodies at municipal, regional
and national level are elected every four years at the
annual general assembly. The municipal, regional and
national assemblies are made up of delegates, elected
from lower-level assemblies in accordance with quotas,
corresponding to the number of members represented.
Men make up 58 per cent of governance and the main
population groups are represented at all levels.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The BRC management structures are clear and decision-
making is shared according to the statutes. The main
policy-making body is the general assembly and
responsibility for governing the affairs of the society
rests with the national committee. The national, regional
and municipal committees meet nine, six and four times
a year respectively, though in practice meetings are held

more often. There are regional assemblies and
committees at branch level. Leadership and
management training is provided at all levels and the
continuation of training is envisaged.

Human resources
Headquarters and branch staff total 400 people, with 100
at headquarters including mountain rescue and technical
associates. At present, some 164,385 members, which
includes 6,398 youth members and 80,000 volunteers,
are involved in all programmes of the society.

Financial resources
The latest expenditure figures for the BRC are CHF 1.1
million for 1998. The society is currently seeking to
increase its fund-raising capacity and to diversify its
funding sources, in order to reduce the risk of
dependency. The society produces annual financial
accounts, which are adopted by the governing bodies.
These accounts are audited internally and by the state
financial control mechanism.

Material resources
The BRC has been able to recover some of its former
property lost during the period of communist rule. In
1999, the society's headquarters moved to new premises
received from the state as a compensation for property
confiscated in the past.

Organization/planning
An adequate organizational structure exists within the
BRC and improvements are envisaged. A strategy for
the BRC, to be implemented by 2010, was adopted
during the 2001 general assembly with a plan of action
in line with the International Federation's Strategy 2010.
Work plans are adopted on an annual basis with strong
emphasis on organizational development. All
components of the organization are subject to active and
planned development. Regional branches transfer 20 per
cent of their membership fees to headquarters and
receive funding for specific projects.

Partnerships
The society works in partnership with the International
Federation, the ICRC, National Societies in south-east
and central Europe and with the American, Austrian,
British, German, Netherlands and Swiss Red Cross
Societies, as well as with other sister societies. It also
cooperates actively with UNHCR, other NGOs in
Bulgaria and many other partners external to the
Movement.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness
The BRC is the only NGO included in the government's
national plan and permanent commission for the
protection of the population from natural and man-made
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clothes, medicines and food aid, care for waifs and
strays, taking charge of the aged, sick and disabled,
public phone lines for psychological support, charity
events, etc. Through the established charity fund and
with the support of sponsors, the BRC provides modest
financial assistance to needy individuals and social
institutions. The society's refugee and migrant service,
supported financially by UNHCR and in cooperation
with the national bureau for territorial asylum and
refugees and a number of international and Bulgarian
NGOs, provides material, health, psychological and
educational assistance to refugees and asylum seekers,
contributing to their integration in society. The BRC also
provides tracing activities in cooperation with the ICRC.

disasters. In cooperation with the agency for civil
protection, the ministries of defence, health and other
institutions, the society works on prevention. It has a
plan of action, strengthens its logistics activities and
accumulates its own emergency reserves with a view to
providing shelter, food and essential items to victims of
disaster; trains first-aid and rescue teams; and takes part
in joint training exercises for maintaining and enhancing
its preparedness.

Mountain and water rescue
These programmes, which aim at prevention and rescue,
are developed in cooperation with disaster preparedness
activities. A national water lifesaving training centre
located on Bulgaria's coast is able to draw on 400 staff
and 200 volunteers. Programmes concentrate on
improving the expertise of target groups (medical
doctors, staff of resuscitation centres, drivers of rescue
teams, divers and lifeguards, and volunteer youth
members).

The mountain rescue service provides essential
assistance not only during the winter but also in the
summer. The service has 700 volunteers and 53
professional staff working from 74 stations with 17
trained rescue dogs. The service is on call 24 hours a
day. Special courses are held for mountain rescuers.

These are the society's best-known programmes.

Health
Health education is a traditional BRC activity
implemented in cooperation with the relevant state
departments and NGOs active in the sector. The BRC is
involved in the national health programmes for
HIV/AIDS prevention, prevention ofTB, drug addiction
and in the fight against socially significant diseases,
such as cardiovascular diseases, cancer, trauma, etc.

First aid
With a view to preparing the population to give first aid,
the BRC elaborates programmes and organizes training
courses for trainers and specialized teams. It also trains
the police, fire brigade and learner drivers, sets up
permanent and mobile first-aid posts at roadside
establishments and through road assistance vehicles;
and takes part in training of schoolchildren, etc.

Blood
The general objective of this activity is to motivate the
population to donate blood. The BRC recruits blood
donors and organizes campaigns in cooperation with
other partners. Regional and municipal clubs of donors
were set up to promote public awareness. Motivation
and donor acknowledgement are key to this programme
and campaigns are regularly organized.

Social welfare
BRC activities include social service bureaux, soup
kitchens for vulnerable people, the distribution of
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Youth
Some 6,000 volunteers are organized in clubs in
schools, universities and local organizations. Activities
include social welfare, first aid, health education
(mainly HIV/AIDS prevention and prevention of drug
abuse), environmental protection and the organization
of summer camps. The health education programme
includes fund-raising campaigns, training, discussions,
etc., to inform young people about AIDS and sexually
transmitted diseases.

Dissemination
The BRC produces a range of printed materials and
videos for its dissemination activities, cooperating with
the ministries of defence and the interior and other
interested groups. The society conducts regular courses
on IHL, human rights laws and Red Cross Red Crescent
principles and related topics for military officers, law
enforcement officials, university students, media
representatives, etc. It also carries out media campaigns
related to problems and violations of IHL, the banning
of indiscriminate weapons and appeals issued by the
ICRC or the International Federation.

Fund-raising
The society is strengthening its fund-raising activities
supported by the American and British Red Cross. Some
successful campaigns have been organized which have
raised financial support for orphanages in the country
while at the same time promoting the society's image.

5. Further information
BRC News, monthly bulletin
Bulgarian Red Cross Almanach
Zdrave (BRC health magazine)
Portrait of the Bulgarian Red Cross (1998)
Web site: http://www.usd.edu/dmhilbrclbrclbrcindex.html.

http://www.usd.edu/dmhilbrclbrclbrcindex.html.
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Croatian Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1991
347,664 (2001)
550 (2002)
CHF 1.6 million (2001)

1. National context
Croatia declared its independence from the Yugoslav
state in October 1991. As result of the conflict in Croatia
in 1991 and the ongoing internal tensions which lasted
until mid-1995, almost 1 million people found
themselves displaced and homeless. The government
still faces the challenges of reconstruction and economic
development following heavy destruction during the
war. Privatization and economic restructuring continue.
Tourism continues to be promoted as an important
source of hard currency, along with the potential of
unexploited agricultural land and considerable
petroleum resources.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Zagreb
4.4 million (2001)
US$ 4,179 (2000)
73 years (1997)
8 per 1,000 live births (1997)
98 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Croatian Red Cross (CRC) adheres to the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement in its
activities. A continuous process of planning and follow-
up aims to assure a balance between strategic planning
and activities in the field.

Legal base
The CRC was originally founded in 1878 as part of the
Red Cross within the Austro-Hungarian empire, and was
re-established in 1991 and recognized by the Movement
in 1993. The society's statutes were approved in 1992
and revised statutes are to be approved in May 2002. A
Red Cross law was adopted by the parliament in

December 1991. A revised Red Cross law was approved
by the parliament in October 2001.

Constituency
The society has 21 county, nine municipal and 101 city
branch organizations spread throughout the country.
Below the branch level, there are 4,500 local branch
organizations. There is close cooperation between
headquarters and branch organizations.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The main statutory bodies of the CRC are the assembly,
the executive board and the supervisory board. The
society has a president and two vice presidents, as well
as an executive president, who runs the daily work at the
headquarters and assists heads of branch organizations.

Human resources
The CRC has 550 employees, of whom 30 work at the
headquarters. It also relies on its volunteers, with a
range of professional experience and knowledge, to
carry out its activities. The society has 61,333 active,
139,515 youth, 4,533 supporting and 1,073 honorary
members, as well as 141,210 blood donors who are also
members of the National Society.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 2001 totaled CHF 1.6 million.
It finances its activities through income-generating
activities, national private and government humanitarian
and development allocations, and intemational support, as
well as through national fund-raising.

Material resources
The headquarters is equipped with modem technology
and has a fleet of four vans, four trucks and three trailer
trucks. The CRC owns some of its branch offices.

Organization/planning
The CRC has produced a development plan which
covers the period 2001-2005 and is adapting its core
activities in line with the International Federation's
Strategy 2010.

4. Performance
Activities
Health
The CRC offers first-aid courses to the general public, and
implements programmes aimed at improving community
health. A harm reduction programme was introduced in
1999 and has been implemented since that date.

Blood
The society promotes voluntary blood donation and
provides training in recruitment.
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Social welfare
The CRC implements a range of social support and
assistance programmes targeting specific vulnerable
individuals and groups, such as the elderly, handicapped
people, women and children, displaced people and
returnees.

Community support services
Mobile teams provide multifaceted assistance to an
average of 15,000 returnees and other vulnerable
beneficiaries in the remote areas of Lika, Banovina,
Kordun, the Dalmatian hinterland and Western Slavonia.

In the area of Eastern Slavonia and Lika, well-trained
community workers provide care to the elderly and to
disabled people in frail health and social status who are
not covered by social welfare support and/or have no
other source of care.

The society also undertakes emergency repairs as,
during the recent war, many houses in the affected areas
were damaged. Returnees usually do not have means to
repair their houses and secure adequate accommodation
for their families. The German Red Cross and German
foreign ministry supported emergency repairs for 249
dwellings in the Banovina area, as well as providing
funding for procurement of basic household items for
the returnee families.

The Croatian Red Cross also participates actively in the
voluntary repatriation programme which began in July
200 I, taking over the organization of secondary
transportation of returnees and their belongings from the
former Republic of Yugoslavia to their homes or other
given addresses after the arrival of UNHCR-organized
convoys to the main posts in Croatia.

Water and sanitation
Water and sanitation activities include cleaning and/or
dredging of water wells contaminated during the war to
ensure that returnees in the area of Eastern Slavonia,
Banovina and Western Slavonia have access to clean
water.

Grass-roots information network
Volunteers based in rural or small urban communities and
attached to their respective local Red Cross branches
provide information and administrative services to
beneficiaries. As necessary, they liaise with and refer to
governmental institutions and NGOs in the area.

Mine awareness
The Croatian Mine Awareness Programme was
introduced in 1996 in cooperation with the ICRC. Its
strength lies in widespread implementation in 49 local
Red Cross branch organizations with 56 instructors.

Cross-border return
CRC local branch organizations provide information on
assistance offered by the International Organization for
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Migration (10M) to refugees and displaced people
originally from Bosnia and Herzegovina who wish to
return there.

Tracing
This is a comprehensive activity and covers the
receiving, processing and distribution of Red Cross
messages and search for people registered as still
missing. At present, it is engaged in cases from the
Second World War.

Water lifesaving
The CRC organizes courses for lifesaving instructors
and savers as well as seminars about ecology.

Youth
The CRC youth programme carries out activities in
primary and secondary schools. These include
promotion of Red Cross ideals, friendship building,
health education, first aid, human rights and IHL.

Institutional development
Activities performed and services rendered are
constantly reviewed and adapted to changing
requirements and conditions. The CRC provides
training for its personnel and volunteers in various fields
of work.

Relevance/effectiveness
The activities of the CRC are regularly audited by both
international and national independent auditors and its
performance is regarded as satisfactory and efficient.

5. Further information
CRC annual reports
In the Service of Humanity, Croatian Red Cross
1993-1996
CRC brochure 1998
Web site: http://www.hck.hr/.

http://www.hck.hr/.
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Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1950
10,000 (200 I)
15 (2001)
CHF 1.4 million

1. National context
Cyprus is an island in the Mediterranean, with an
11,000-year-old history and civilization. It emerged
from 82 years of British colonial rule to become an
independent state, the Republic of Cyprus, on 16August
1960. It is a democracy with a presidential system of
government. Since its independence, the Republic of
Cyprus has faced serious political problems. In 1974
Turkey occupied its northern part. Efforts to solve the
Cyprus problem, under the auspices of the United
Nations, have continued over the years, unfortunately
without success, but negotiations are still in progress.
Despite this, Cyprus has a record of successful
performance in the economic field reflected in rapid
growth, full employment and stability. It enjoys a very
high standard of living, education and culture, its per
capita income comparing very favourably with that of
the countries of the European Union (EU). Negotiations
for accession of Cyprus to the EU are at an advanced
stage and it is expected that the next EU enlargement
phase in 2003 will include Cyprus.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Nicosia
759,100
US$ 13,910 (2000)
77.5 years (2001)
5.6 per 1,000 live births (2000)
94 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation
Mission
The general objective of the Cyprus Red Cross Society
(CRC), as set out in the Cyprus Red Cross law of 1967
and the society's rules adopted under the law, is to

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership.

prevent and alleviate suffering with complete
impartiality, without any distinction based on race,
nationality, class, sex, religion or faith or political
opinions. For this purpose, its task is to carry out and
assist in work aimed at improving health, preventing
disease and mitigating suffering throughout the world in
time of peace or war; to act as a voluntary aid society
cooperating with the government and local authorities to
uphold the Geneva Conventions, particularly in the
medical, nursing and welfare fields, while maintaining
its independence and control over its own funds,
personnel and material, and without sharing the Red
Cross name or emblem; to provide relief services in
emergency or disaster; to promote the ideals of the Red
Cross in general and in particular inspire boys and girls
with the Red Cross spirit; to recruit members and train
volunteers; and to maintain a permanent and active
organization equipped and ready at all times.

The Cyprus Red Cross enjoys a good reputation among
the people of Cyprus as an effective, independent and
impartial organization and is greatly respected.

Legal base
The Cyprus Red Cross was founded in December 1950
as a voluntary aid society, operating on a pan-Cypriot
basis, as a branch of the British Red Cross.

After independence and the accession of the Republic of
Cyprus to the Geneva Conventions, the Cyprus Red
Cross was recognized by the Cyprus Red Cross Law,
No. 39 of 1967, as the National Red Cross Society of
Cyprus. The law also provides that its independence and
voluntary nature should be respected. Rules made under
the law regulate the society's operations. The rules were
last updated in December 1985. No changes in the
current statutes are foreseen.

The last general assembly and national elections were
held in November 2000. Bodies are elected
democratically among volunteer members every two
years.

Constituency
The society has its headquarters in Nicosia. The main
bodies of the society are the general assembly, the
council and the executive committee, which are
responsible for the formulation of policy and overall
administration. In addition, the CRC has six branches,
operating in the main towns corresponding to the six
administrative districts of Cyprus, covering the whole
country. The youth section, established in 1973, operates
through a central committee at headquarters and a
district committee in each town. Committees, entrusted
with specific functions, are appointed by the councilor
the executive committee, and subcommittees of
branches and the youth section are appointed for
specific functions by the branches and the youth section.
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3. Capacity

Leadership
The leadership of the society IS entrusted in the
president, the deputy president, the council, the
executive committee and the director of the society. The
council meets twice a year and the executive committee
meets at least four times a year.

Human resources
The officers and members of all the organs or authorities
of the society are volunteers. There are at present 10,000
members of the society of whom 3,500 are youth
members. Volunteers can be assigned to any duties
depending on their skills. Training is provided through
seminars or special courses.

Financial resources
In 1999 the CRC's income was CHF 1.5 million and
expenditure CHF 1.4 million. The main sources of
income were fund-raising functions, donations,
membership fees, revenues from investments,
contributions from UNHCRIUNOPS, and a subsidy
from the government towards the operation of the Red
Cross home for sick (disabled) children, one of the main
activities of the society.

Material resources
The society has the following buildings: its headquarters
building which houses the central administration of the
society, with a multipurpose assembly hall and other
facilities, the Nicosia branch, the Kyrenia branch, the
central committee of the youth section and stores;
buildings in the towns of Limassol (housing the
Limassol branch), Larnaca (housing the Famagusta and
Larnaca branches), and Paphos (housing the Paphos
branch); a building at Polemidhia near Limassol housing
the Red Cross home for sick (disabled) children and
providing all facilities for the children receiving
treatment there.

Organization/planning
Planning is the responsibility of the CRC's council,
subject to any directives of the general assembly.
Planning is reviewed by the council, on the basis of the
annual reports and accounts of the society and of the
branches and youth section, and on recommendations
made by the executive committee or any ad hoc
committee appointed for the purpose. The last such
review was made in May 2000 and is due to be updated
in April 2002. In March 2001 a study was made by a
strategic research and information organization on the
CRC's operations and image.

Partnerships
The society cooperates with the ICRC and the
International Federation in general, and in particular
with regard to aid to victims of conflicts and natural
disasters in other countries. It takes part in youth,
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Mediterranean National Societies and Movement
conferences. It cooperates with other National Societies
particularly in cases of disaster in their countries.
During the events of July and August 1974, the CRC
developed close ties with the ICRC, whose delegates
offered invaluable services, and UNHCR which
provided much-needed assistance to the many displaced
Cypriots. Since April 1998, the society has been
cooperating with the United Nations Office for Project
Services (UNOPS) which replaced UNHCR in Cyprus.
The society continues to cooperate with UNHCR with
regard to the processing of refugees from other countries
passing through Cyprus. It also cooperates on an ad hoc
basis with other humanitarian organizations in Cyprus
engaged in work similar to that of the society.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
The Red Cross home for sick (disabled) children
This home, established in 1957, is the only one of its
kind in Cyprus. About 75 children suffering from severe
physical handicaps, such as cerebral palsy and muscular
dystrophy, are given the special medical, nursing and
therapeutic treatment they need. Schooling is also
provided for children of elementary school age. The
children are supplied with the necessary appliances to
enable them to make the best use of their limbs. The
treatment offered is kept under constant review and the
services and equipment are upgraded and adjusted to the
actual needs of the children, which change due to social
developments and medical advancement.

Blood donation
The CRC was the first organization in Cyprus to
establish a voluntary blood donors' scheme in 1969,
operated by the branches and the youth section. It was
successful in combating the great prejudice and fear that
existed at that time regarding blood donation, due to
ignorance. Through the scheme, the society's volunteers
provided a substantial amount of blood to hospitals'
blood banks.

General humanitarian activities
The society, through its volunteers in the various branches
and the youth section, carries out a variety of humanitarian
functions, such as hospital and home visiting, and care of
the sick and the handicapped, the elderly, children with
special needs and the lonely. It supplies them with
medicine, food, clothing, appliances such as wheelchairs
and other necessities, and arranges outings, excursions and
entertainment for them. Above all, the Red Cross
volunteers provide human contact and comfort.

Disaster relief emergency scheme
The Cyprus Red Cross has a disaster relief emergency
scheme, which organizes action by the branches and the
youth section in case of emergency, and coordinates
with the relevant authorities, such as civil defence. Each
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branch keeps stocks of essential emergency supplies,
and has trained volunteer first-aid teams. The society put
its scheme into operation successfully in 1995 when a
strong and destructive earthquake occurred in the
Paphos area. Moreover, the society's teams have been
sent to other countries affected by natural disasters to
assist in the care of victims.

Dissemination and protection of the emblem
The society pursues this goal by preparing and
circulating suitable publicity material, giving lectures
and talks, displaying posters, showing films, television
and radio appearances and organizing special functions
and seminars. Particular attention is paid to
dissemination among children and young people. The
society's activities in 1974 provided an important and
living illustration of the aims and principles of the Red
Cross and of the implementation of the Geneva
Conventions and Protocols. The Red Cross emblem
enjoys full protection in Cyprus.

Youth section
The society has a very active youth section, which not
only participates effectively in all CRC activities, but
also carries out a number of special operations such as
the protection of the environment, special assistance to
children cut off in the occupied area, seminars on
subjects of special interest to youth, and the organization
of an annual pan-Cypriot conference. It also organizes
camping in the hills of Cyprus every summer for young
people unable to go on holiday, thus bringing together
Red Cross youths from all over the island. The youth
section is particularly active in the blood-donors
scheme.

Ongoing activities
RC continues to offer services to people cut off in the
occupied part of the island, by providing them with
medicine and other necessities, and also operating a
special weekly service for those visiting the
government-controlled areas for medical treatment and
to see their relatives. The society continues to provide
all necessary humanitarian assistance to the many
refugees, particularly the sick, the handicapped and the
elderly. It contributes to the efforts to trace missing
people by providing information contained in its
records. It also issues attestations relating to the release
of prisoners of war.

Fund-raising
Although Red Cross workers are volunteers serving
without any remuneration or other benefit, the
humanitarian activities of the Red Cross cannot be
carried out without funds. Thus, the branch committees
and the youth section work hard throughout the year to
raise money by organizing various functions,
particularly cultural events. In recent years, a successful
fund-raising function, the door-to-door collection, has
been carried out throughout the island on or around 8
May, World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day.

International activities
The CRC always responds promptly to appeals for
assistance to victims of armed conflicts or natural
disasters in other countries. The assistance usually takes
the form of monetary contributions and the supply of
medicine, clothing and other items required. Teams are
also sent to other countries struck by disaster to assist in
the care of victims, such as to Romania in 1990 and to
Greece in 1999. Moreover, the society cooperates with
the National Societies of the countries afflicted, to
ascertain the most effective way to help. In the last five
years, monetary contributions amounting to CHF
157,790 were made to Afghanistan, Albania,
Bangladesh, Colombia, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece,
Honduras, India, Iran, Italy, Mozambique, Nicaragua,
Poland, Turkey and Yugoslavia, for the victims of
disasters occurring in those countries.

5. Further information
Cyprus Red Cross Society: 50 years of Service
The Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and the
Cyprus Red Cross Society
The Red Cross Home for Sick (Disabled) Children
Annual Reports of the Cyprus Red Cross Society •
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Czech Red Cross

national media in order to strengthen the public image of
the society.

Czech Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1919
108,348 (2001)
211 (2001)
CHF 5.1 million (2001)

1. National context
The Czech Republic was formed in 1993 following a
split with Slovakia. The country is generally stable, both
politically and economically, following successful
stabilization policies. Unemployment is very low and
inflation is controlled, but living standards remain low.
The country was admitted into NATO in 1998 and has
applied for membership of the European Union. There
has recently been an increase in racial violence against
minority groups such as the gypsies. The country suffers
from air and water pollution and is affected by natural
disasters such as floods.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Prague
10.3 million (1997)
US$ 5,150 (1998)
74 years (1997)
6 per 1,000 live births (1997)
99 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Czech Red Cross (CRC) does not have a mission
statement but the Fundamental Principles are clearly
stated in its statutes and, in the 1990s, the society
operated in accordance with the International
Federation's Strategic Work Plan.

Every year the CRC submits requests for funding to the
ministries of health, education, work and social affairs.
Funding usually covers 50 to 70 per cent of the total cost
of the projects and the society signs agreements with the
relevant ministry. Cooperation with the government is
good, as demonstrated during the floods in 1997. The
CRC does not have a clearly identified profile in the
country, but good relations are being developed with the
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Legal base
The CRC was originally established in 1919 as part of
the Czechoslovak Red Cross. After the creation of the
new Czech Republic, the CRC was recognized by the
ICRC in 1993 and joined the International Federation
the same year. A Red Cross law was passed in 1992 but
amendments are yet to be adopted by the government.
The statutes were approved at the first constitutional
congress in 1993. The last general assembly and
national elections took place in April 1997.

Constituency
There are 76 branches throughout the country which are
independent and self-regulating. The society has
108,348 members including 1,400 youth volunteers. All
categories of the population are represented, with the
majority of members being pensioners. The main
governing bodies of the society are the assembly of
delegates, the executive council and the supervisory
council. The executive council has 13 members.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The executive council has six regular sessions every
year. The assembly of delegates meets once a year.
Management training has been provided to branch staff
with support from the German Red Cross and English-
language training through the International Federation.

Human resources
In 2001, the society employed 211 staff (176 at local
branches and 35 at headquarters). There are around
20,000 active volunteers who are involved in its basic
programmes. There are six staff working in the finance
department at headquarters.

Membership comes mainly from the more affiuent people
in Czech society and recruitment of new members is a
challenge. Youth recruitment in rural areas is easier.

Financial resources.
The society's total expenditure for 2001 was
CHF 5,133,935. The government is providing funding
for various specific projects such as first aid and
HIV/AIDS programmes. The society produces accounts,
but only government contributions are audited. The
CRC has started its own fund-raising programme. Funds
are raised from membership fees, sponsorships, a lottery
and commercial activities.

Material resources
The Czech Red Cross owns its national headquarters
building, but there is a need for modern office
equipment.
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Organization/planning
The society has a medium-term development plan which
was adopted in 1993. The plan focuses on development
of blood donation, first-aid training, social welfare,
home care, disaster preparedness and youth activities.

The National Society, at its general assembly in 2001,
approved the new strategy for 2001 to 2004.

Partnerships
The CRC's main partners are the German Red Cross, the
Central European Cooperation Forum, the International
Federation and the ICRC.

4. Performance
Activities
Health
This programme targets children who suffer from
respiratory illnesses caused by air pollution. The
HIV IAIDS programme is closely associated with the
youth organization and uses literature and videos from
abroad translated into Czech. First-aid training is
provided for teachers and nurses.

Blood
A programme for blood-donor recruitment is run in
close conjunction with the government authorities. The
society plans to playa major role in recruitment in the
future to compensate for a national lack of blood.

Social welfare
Assistance is provided to the elderly, drug users and
people affected by HIV/AIDS. A health centre for
children also provides assistance to children with
disabilities and other children in need.

Youth
Youth leadership training is of a high standard but a lack
·of financial support limits the effectiveness of the work
of the 102 youth groups. Projects include help for
migrants, first aid, human rights, baby care and
HIV IAIDS prevention.

Dissemination
Seminars on international humanitarian law have been
organized for the society's staff and will be extended to
the general public.

Relevance/effectiveness
Some projects have been evaluated by external
consultants, while every project receiving government
funding is evaluated by a commission from the relevant
ministry.

5. Further information
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Annual evaluation reports
CRC s annual economic policy report
Report on Czech Red Cross activities during the
rehabilitationphase after thefloods (1997)
Strategy 2001-2004.
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Danish Red Cross

strength and work against isolation and discrimination
of all people. The other issue in the statement was to
work towards a reflection of the Danish population in its
volunteers and employees. The body of volunteers is not
representative of the Danish population: the majority of
the volunteers are women, and the majority of the
volunteers, male and female, are over the age of 50.

Danish Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1876
99,000
155 (at headquarters, 2001)
n.a.

1. National context

Denmark is a constitutional monarchy and
parliamentary democracy. It is divided into 14 counties,
plus the metropolitan region of Copenhagen with
Frederiksberg. Denmark supports a high standard of
living with well-developed social services. The
economy is based primarily on service industries, trade
and manufacturing. Within Danish society, there is a
strong commitment towards civic duty with an active
tradition of volunteering. Denmark joined the European
Community in 1973; however, the Faroe Islands and
Greenland, both of which have the status oflargely self-
governing entities, are not part of the EU.

Some of the challenges Danish Red Cross faces today
are integrating ethnic minorities into Danish society,
fighting cultural and racial prejudice, promoting health
and protecting the natural environment.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Copenhagen
5.3 million (2002)
US$ 26,000 (2000)
76 years (2000)
6 per 1,000 live births (2000)
99 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation....
Mission
The Danish Red Cross (DRC) set out its mission and
statement of goals in its plan of action for 2002-2005.
This was adopted at the general assembly in 200 I and is
revised by the assembly every second year.

In 2001, a statement from the general assembly
encouraged all Red Cross volunteers to work actively
towards tolerance and to make cultural diversity a
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Agreements have been concluded between the DRC and
the corresponding branches of government that act as
sponsors. However, the society does not allow
government representatives to serve on any of its
governing bodies and carefully maintains its
independence in relation to the government. This is
essential given that the Danish Red Cross acts as the
functional representative of the Danish government in
many respects. The National Auditor Office of Denmark
conducts a financial review of the work of the Danish
Red Cross as it does with all bodies that carry out
government functions and whose activities are funded
by the government.

The DRC gives high priority to communicating with the
public and the National Society enjoys good public
support.

Legal base
The society was not established by law or by decree.
The document establishing the DRC is a letter of
recognition of April 1876, granted by the Danish
government to the Danish Red Cross which had been
established as a private humanitarian organization. The
DRC's legal foundation is its statutes, adopted in
accordance with the law. Specific agreements were
concluded between DRC and various government
offices. The DRC joined the League of Red Cross
Societies (now the International Federation) in 1919.

The society's statutes were last updated at a meeting of
DRC representatives in November 2001. It is possible to
be active in DRC without being a member. The last
general assembly and national elections were held in
November 2001.

Constituency
The Danish Red Cross has 252 local branches which
cooperate actively within the boundaries of a county.
The number of volunteers has remained steady in the
DRC with 15,000 volunteers at regional and branch
level, while around 20,000 help the annual fund-raising
campaign (in 2001, 22,000 volunteers). There are
approximately 84,000 members.

Reydi Krossur Feroya (the Red Cross of the Faroe
Islands) and Kalaallit Rede Korsiat (the Red Cross of
Greenland) have the status of independent organizations
under the DRC, reflecting their status as largely self-
governing entities within the Kingdom of Denmark.
Danish Red Cross youth is an independent children's
and youth organization under the aegis of the DRC.
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3. Capacity

Leadership
The general assembly is the DRC's supreme body,
comprising one member from each local branch (four
from Copenhagen Red Cross) and representatives of the
14 country districts. The Faroe and Greenland sections,
and Red Cross youth, each have a representative. The
assembly meets once a year. Between meetings the
central committee is responsible for DRC governance.
Elected members of DRC organs are unpaid.

The central committee consists of the DRC president,
two vice presidents and 12 members, all elected by the
general assembly. The committee meets approximately
once a month. The committee's members, while not
necessarily drawn from the ranks of the general
assembly, automatically become members of the general
assembly upon election. Presently, the central
committee has a male president, two female vice
presidents and 12 members of the board (five female,
seven male). The central committee of the Danish Red
Cross appoints the secretary general.

In summary, the voluntary leadership decides upon the
policies and objectives of the DRC and it is the task of
the paid employees of the secretariat to implement these
policies on a day-to-day basis.

Human resources
At headquarters, the DRC employs 130 professionals
and 25 part-time support staff. Around 100 paid
delegates work in the field and a changing number of
full-time professional employees are working with
asylum activities. In 2001, 1,980 people were employed
in asylum activities (1,560 full time and 420 part-time
support staff), of whom 110 are employed at
management level. The majority of the programmes in
the national department of the headquarters are run and
implemented by volunteers.

Training programmes for paid staff include introduction
to the Movement, IHL and structure of the DRC, physical
and psychological first aid as well as information
technology courses. Volunteers receive similar core
training plus capacity building and activities within the
local branches, as well as general courses including press
relations, leadership training and accounting.

Financial resources
Income for 2001 came from the following sources:
government funds (58 per cent); EU funding (3 per
cent); grant for administration of institutions, etc. (6 per
cent); collected money (21 per cent); first-aid courses
and sales of first-aid books (3 per cent); and resources,
administration and interest (9 per cent).

Expenditure in 2001 was as follows: disaster and
emergency relief (37.5 per cent); development aid (37

per cent); information (1 per cent); aid actrvities in
Denmark (13.5 per cent); first aid in Denmark (4 per
cent); and administration (7 per cent).

Material resources
The DRC has two primary buildings for its
headquarters, one was bought in 1993 and another was
given as a gift from the government in 1976 which the
asylum department now uses. The society also owns a
house in Copenhagen for homeless people. Some of the
local branches have their own buildings for activities.

Organization/planning
The DRC is currently implementing its 2002-2005 plan
of action. The draft plan is prepared by headquarters,
submitted to the central committee for review and then
presented at the general assembly for approval.

The DRC's government-funded work is evaluated by an
external consultant on behalf of the Danish government.
Likewise, its asylum activities have been evaluated by
the ministry of finance. Apart from these evaluations by
DRC sponsors, the organization carries out its own self-
assessments. This includes local capacity assessments of
the need for activities in the local society.

Partnerships
The DRC is an auxiliary to the Danish government in
the fields of humanitarian assistance, relief work and
education, either alone or in cooperation with state
bodies or other organizations. The DRC and the
government also cooperate in the areas of asylum
seekers, and international humanitarian aid and
rehabilitation.

The DRC is a member of the Nordic Cooperation
Group, comprising the Nordic Red Cross Societies, and
of the EU Cooperation Group under the auspices of the
International Federation and the Red Cross/EU Office in
Brussels. The society is a member of the FAIS
committee on EU asylum and migration affairs chaired
by the interior ministry, and is a member of the police
commissioners' group for victim support, the
organization for self-governing institutions and the
national kindergarten organization.

The DRC is a member of various groups bringing
together NGOs, the authorities and the military. Issues
include ensuring coordination in humanitarian activities,
civil-military cooperation, questions of international
humanitarian law, health education and first aid.

The Danish government provides significant financial
assistance to the society.

Since 1984, the Danish Red Cross has managed most
tasks connected to the reception of asylum seekers in
Denmark. The task is presently exclusively financed by
the Danish immigration services (on behalf of the
Danish ministry of the interior).

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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There is a special DRC parliamentary contact group,
where two representatives from each political party,
twice a year, meet with representatives from the society
in order to discuss relevant issues.

The DRC is part of a humanitarian steering group of
Danish NGOs chaired by the ministry of foreign affairs
and the ministry of the interior's emergency
management agency. The steering group works to foster
cooperation on matters of humanitarian concern. The
society is also a member of the Group of Initiators
(GOI), a group of Danish NGOs set up to deal with the
problems arising from civil-military cooperation
(CIMIC). It is also represented on the government's
national committee on international humanitarian law,
of the Danish committee for health education, the
Danish council for resuscitation, the council for safer
bathing and the Danish council for first aid.

There is close cooperation between the Danish Red
Cross and the International Federation on national and
international matters. In the eight years until 2001, the
Danish Red Cross was a member of the Governing
Board. In 2001, DRC had a representative in the
International Federation's Health Commission, who was
appointed coordinator of the commission until a
chairman was named.

The society has the presidency of PERCO in 2002, and
participates in the European network of Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies on HIV/AIDS, the public
support group, social welfare cooperation and the
European legal support group (ELSG).

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Asylum seekers
Since 1984 the DRC, in a contractual arrangement with
the Danish government, has handled all humanitarian,
social and medical tasks connected with care of asylum
seekers in Denmark during the period that people are
awaiting a decision on their application, which can take
several years. These tasks include accommodation,
education and training, medical and health services,
social services, psychosocial treatment and support.
Since asylum seekers do not have access to the normal
social institutions, the DRC has taken on the task of
providing those services within the asylum system.

All asylum work is presently 100 per cent funded by the
state.

Visiting service
About 6,000 volunteers make weekly visits to mentally
ill, disabled and elderly people living alone. Volunteers
also accompany people who would otherwise be unable
to go out. Specially trained visitors also offer prisoners
humanitarian support.
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Physical and psychological first aid
The DRC trains more than 65,000 people in physical
and psychological first-aid courses every year. Some
1,000 volunteers are members of first-aid teams, on duty
at major public events such as rock concerts and football
games. Training is available to individuals and
companies, while volunteers offer support to victims of
crime or violence.

Second-hand shops
About 3,600 volunteers work in 165 second-hand shops.
In 2001, used clothes and shoes were sold for
approximately CHF 8 million. A great part of the
collected clothes is also used as emergency aid for
people in disaster areas.

Red Cross youth
Locally, DRC youth carry out a variety of community
activities, ranging from help with homework to support
for victims of crises, a nationwide chat-line, summer
camps, and work with refugees and migrants.
Internationally, the youth section is involved in health
and environmental projects in Ethiopia, Tanzania and
Uganda, and in exchange programmes for young people.
In 2001, the youth section had 1,400 members most of
them active volunteers. The Danish Red Cross youth is
an independent organization operating under the banner
of the DRC.

Refugees and immigrants
More than 600 volunteers are involved in the local
branches with integration activities for refugees and
immigrants. Among the initiatives are help with school
work, a network of contact families, a "city-guide"
where new citizens are introduced to their surroundings,
organization of cultural and social events, a cafe used as
a meeting place for refugees and locals, etc. The overall
aim is to make integration into Danish society as smooth
as possible.

International partnership
The aim is to promote support for the society's
international work and contribute to increased
intercultural understanding. Branches act as "local
ambassadors" for the DRC's international work and
inform people about its activities and the need for
humanitarian assistance abroad. The society organizes
study tours and seminars, and the branches receive
regular updates on international work. In 2001, almost
all ofthe local branches were involved in the partnership
programmes in one of the following Red Cross
Societies: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Laos, Nepal,
Philippines, Sudan, Viet Nam and Zimbabwe.

International activities
In 2001, the DRC spent CHF 46.5 million on
international operations. The Danish Red Cross has
increased its capacity and competence in disaster relief
and community-based health care, HIV IAIDS, disaster
preparedness, tuberculosis (TB), psychosocial support
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and a number of issues concerning conflict
management. Since National Societies and their local
networks represent one of the strengths of the
Movement, the DRC has a specific interest in capacity-
building activities.

The DRC supports the ICRC's work in the world's
conflict zones with emergency aid and delegates, such
as doctors and nurses.

The society believes that disaster relief should be
viewed as only one of several separate interventions
which include prevention, preparedness, relief,
rehabilitation and development. In line with this
perspective, the DRC increasingly views disasters as
complex emergencies that require long-term solutions.

The International Federation acknowledged the need to
offer psychological assistance in addition to traditional
relief activities. As part of this effort, the International
Federation and the Danish Red Cross established in
1993 the International Federation's Reference Centre for
Psychological Support. Today, nearly ten years later,
psychological support is systematically integrated into
relief operations alongside programmes for shelter,
health and food.

Development assistance is predominantly provided
bilaterally, generally on the basis of a comprehensive
development agreement, and is focused on a limited
number of countries in West Africa (Burkina Faso, Mali,
Senegal, Sierra Leone), East Africa (Ethiopia, Eritrea,
Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda), southern Africa (Malawi,
Mozambique, Zimbabwe) and Asia (Laos, Nepal,
Philippines, Viet Nam). In addition, a partnership
between the Baltic and Nordic societies has been under
way since 1997.

5. Further information
Plan of action for the Danish Red Cross, 2002-2005
Web site: http.z/www.redcross.dk B

Estonia Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1919
8,000 (2002)
43 (2002)
CHF 800,050 (2001)

1. National context
Estonia, the most northerly of the Baltic states, declared
its independence from the Soviet Union in 1991 and
established a multiparty political system. During the
1990s, the country underwent a transition to a market
economy; the traditional industrial and agricultural
sectors have declined whilst commerce and services
now account for an increasing proportion of Estonia's
.gross domestic product. Today, accession to the
European Union (EU) has been one of the main goals
for all Estonian governments and for the main political
forces represented in the parliament.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Tallinn
1.37 million (2001)
US$ 8,355 (1999)
70.3 years (1999)
8.4 per 1,000 live births (2000)
98 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Estonia Red Cross (ERC) has established a mission
statement which is in line with the Fundamental
Principles. The International Federation's Strategy 2010
is used as the basis for planning the further development
of the society's work.

The general relationship between the society and the
government is positive and a Red Cross law is being
prepared which will recognize the ERC's role and its
activities. There is functional cooperation between the
society and the government. Branches have agreements
with local government for local projects.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Legal base
The ERC was founded in 1919, and was recognized by
the Movement in 1993 as an independent society
following the breakup of the Soviet Union in the early
1990s. Since 1999, the Estonian Red Cross is registered
as one organization. The emblem and title are not
protected and are often misused by ambulances and the
medical establishment. However, there is less misuse of
emblem now, thanks to efficient dissemination work.
The last general assembly and national elections took
place in May 2000, with the next one scheduled for May
2003.

Constituency
There are 16 branches and further organizational
coverage is being developed. The relationship between
branches and headquarters is good. The society has
approximately 8,000 members. The adult membership is
made up mainly of middle-aged people, but the
participation of working-age and young people is
increasing. Russians are represented in Russian-
speaking areas, in proportion to population numbers.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The ERC's structures have undergone significant
changes. Management and coordination are mainly the
work of the secretary general. An active executive board
has eight members and meets every month for decision-
making and monitoring. The society holds its general
assembly every three years and council meetings twice
a year. Branch secretaries meet three to four times a
year. The central governing body has an even number of
men and women, and there is a small majority of women
on branch governing bodies. In Russian-speaking areas,
boards often have a majority of Russian members.

Management training is provided for key staff members
with an emphasis on language training, organization and
dissemination.

Human resources
A total of 43 employees work at the ERe. Headquarters
employs 11 staff, of whom six are programme officers.
There is one secretary in each branch. The society has
difficulties attracting staff since opportunities are now
plentiful in Tallinn for English-speaking professionals.

The society has approximately 300 active youth
volunteers and 200 active adult volunteers; the latter are
mostly women involved in the social programmes and
governance. Volunteer activity is mainly related to youth
work and other volunteer activities are developed. In the
field of disaster preparedness, multi skilled units staffed
by volunteers have been created. The society is trying to
make the concept of voluntarism better understood.
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Human resource policies are still to be developed.
Headquarters staff are being trained in information
technology and English, and training is planned for
branch managers. Training in institutional development,
disaster preparedness and first aid is carried out with the
assistance of the International Federation's regional
delegation.

Financial resources
Overall, accountability is improving and programmes
are financially stable. The total expenditure for 2001
was CHF 800,050. Annual accounts are produced and
audited by the society's internal audit committee. Five
staff members work in the finance department at
headquarters.

The government gives 3.9 per cent of the tax levied on
gambling activities to the society. The ERC also works
with sponsors, raises income from first-aid training, and
also sells greeting cards. The fund-raising programme
"Happy First School Day" was launched in 1994 and is
very popular today.

In 1995, the executive committee decided to establish a
disaster fund with its own statutes and rules. This will be
supported with basic contributions from the Finnish and
Swedish Red Cross Societies.

Material resources
The headquarters has rent-free accommodation in an old
house with other tenants. Fifteen branches have their
own facilities. There are training centres with a
classroom in Tallinn, Kohtla-Jarve, Sillamae, Valga and
Tartu and accommodation in Tallinn, Kohtla-Jarva and
Valga. The society has basic audio-visual facilities and a
kitchen. The provision of first-aid supplies and
equipment has improved, as well as technical material in
cooperation with the International Federation, the ICRC
and Nordic National Societies.

Organization/planning
The main focus of the society's work is capacity
strengthening and the development of the local
branches. The ERC's ability to meet the needs of the
most vulnerable is limited due to financial constraints,
but it is taking positive steps to improve this situation.
Priority programmes are disaster preparedness, first aid
and youth, while the priority for institutional
development is the strengthening of branches.

Work is ongoing to improve the society's finance and
administration network. The ERC has in place the
necessary hardware to be able to operate the new system
and it is in the process of acquiring new accounting
software. Each branch has its own bank account but
attempts are being made to improve overall financial
accountability. There are also plans for better
cooperation between the branches. Headquarters
supports branches with salaries and some programmes,
but branches are also seeking new local funding sources.
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Partnerships
Most of the ERC's external cooperation is with the
Norwegian and Finnish Red Cross and there are
development cooperation agreements between the
societies. The emphasis of this cooperation is on disaster
preparedness, youth, first aid, fund-raising and branch-to-
branch links. The Estonian, Finnish and Swedish Red
Cross continue to provide joint support to the Estonia
ferry disaster victims. A branch of the German Red Cross
is also providing substantial material and training support,
first-aid training was supported by the British Red Cross,
and psychological support by the Icelandic Red Cross.

4. Performance
Activities
Health
The number of HIV-positive people has soared in
Estonia. The ERC has taken a role in HIV/AIDS
prevention among schoolchildren. In cooperation with
the International Federation and the Norwegian Red
Cross branch Sogn og Fjordane, peer educators were
trained for Russian-speaking schools in Narva town
(most-affected town with Russian-speaking majority).
Soon the same peer education training will be available
in Estonian to train volunteers as instructors.

The fight against tuberculosis (TB) is becoming another
priority area. At present, the society provides
supplementary food to families affected by the disease.
The ERC is participating in the elaboration of the
European health plan to identify areas where it should
be more active.

Disaster preparedness
Since 2001, disaster preparedness has been the new
priority for the society. In cooperation with the Finnish and
Norwegian Red Cross, seven multi skilled units staffed by
volunteers have been established at local branches in
Tallinn and Tartu, Jarvamaa, Pamumaa, Narva, Valgamaa
and V5rumaa. The idea is to provide the Estonian rescue
board, whenever necessary, with well-trained units able to
assist in search-and-rescue operations, first aid and
psychological support. The International Federation has
provided disaster preparedness and response training.

First aid
First-aid training is currently being adapted to European
standards. Finnish Red Cross curricula and materials
have been translated. So far, the ERC has trained 284
Estonian-speaking and 36 Russian-speaking trainers.
First-aid courses are also marketed to the public and to
companies.

Blood
The ERC carries out blood-donor promotion activities,
including proposing active blood donors for state
awards. There is some cooperation with government

blood departments. The ERC gives a pin to every first-
time non-remunerated blood-donor.

Social welfare
Assistance, including distribution of free meals, is
provided to elderly people, families in need, prisoners
and the chronically ill. A social fund and an educational
fund have been set up to support the victims of the
Estonia ferry disaster.

Youth
Activities include youth camps, day-camps for children
from vulnerable families during school holidays, first-
aid instruction, dissemination, environmental awareness
(cleaning beaches), youth "friendly visitors" to elderly
people, contact with disabled youth, peer educators on
HIV/AIDS prevention in schools, HIV/AIDS
information at youth events and discos. A great deal of
work is done in schools. Youth have also been actively
involved in the campaign "Happy First School Day".

Dissemination and information
The Geneva Conventions have been translated into
Estonian with the assistance of the ICRC, and are
disseminated to staff, volunteers and the general public.
Dissemination activities at the branch level are being
strengthened. The society continues to develop its
relationship with the media.

5. Further information
Estonian Red Cross Strategic Work Plan.

Partnerships In profile 2002-2003
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In addition to its voluntary services, the FRC provides
professional, payable social and health services. It has
two independent institutions, the blood-transfusion
service and the youth emergency shelters.

Finnish Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1877
100,000 (200 I)
1,353 (2001)
CHF 162 million (2001)

1. National context
Finland is a republic, which became a member of the
European Union in 1995. It is an advanced industrial
country, whose economic situation is good and living
standard is high. However, there are increasing gaps in
social welfare provision. The country's official
unemployment rate in 200 I was 9.1 per cent, of whom
24 per cent have been out of work for more than a year.
The unemployment situation has been most difficult in
eastern and northern Finland.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Helsinki
5.2 million (2000)
US$ 25,500 (2000)
78 years (200 I)
3.6 per 1,000 live births (2000)
100 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Finnish Red Cross (FRC), as stated
in its statutes, is to assist and support the most
vulnerable, both at home and abroad. The FRC
complements disaster preparedness and social welfare
services provided by the state. It also assists public
authorities in times of war and national emergencies.

The work of the FRC is guided by the Fundamental
Principles. Its present mission was adopted by the last
general assembly in August 1999 and is included in the
three-year plan for 2000-2002. The mission statement
was developed through participation by the local
branches and was developed taking into account the
International Federation's Strategy 2010. The next
general assembly will be held in August 2002.
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The government has five representatives on the FRC
council. However, the society has no difficulties In

maintaining its autonomy and independence.

According to opinion polls carried out every third year,
the FRC is the best-known NGO in Finland and has a
positive public image.

Legal base
The "Finnish Society for the Care of Sick and Wounded
Soldiers" was founded in 1877 when Finland was still a
Russian Grand Duchy. After gaining independence, the
name of the society was changed in 1919 to the Finnish
Red Cross. The FRC was recognized by the ICRC in
1920 and by the League (now the International
Federation) in 1921.

The FRC renewed its organization in 1950 and became
an association under public law as its statutes were
issued by public decree. A separate Red Cross law came
into force in March 2000, authorizing the president of
the republic to approve FRC's statutes (decree) as
proposed by the society's general assembly.

Another law specifically related to FRC's activities is
the law concerning blood-transfusion services. The FRC
has the right to provide these services in Finland under
this law.

Constituency
The FRC structure covers both the administrative
regions (Red Cross districts) and all municipal
communities (Red Cross branches) in Finland. The
society has 12 districts and 607 local branches with a
total of 100,008 members.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly is the highest decision-making
body, where branches are represented in proportion to
their membership. The general assembly meets every
third year and adopts the guidelines for the FRC's
activities and its budget, and elects the president and
vice presidents. It also makes recommendations for all
FRC bodies and elects members of the council and the
board.

The council approves the board's annual financial and
activity report. The board and the secretary general are
independent decision-making bodies. The council meets
once a year and the FRC board has seven to eight
meetings during a calendar year.
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Districts and branches are legal entities and have their
own annual meetings and boards. Districts are in charge
of regional activities. Branches are in charge of local
activities according to national guidelines and policies.

Human resources
The total number of paid employees in the end of 200 I
was 1,353, of whom 139 work at headquarters (70 per
cent women), 123 in districts and 1,063 in the
institutions (blood-transfusion service, emergency
shelters for youth, ambulances, etc.).

Some 28,000 volunteers take part in the society's
activities, an estimated 60-70 per cent of whom are
women: 10,000 work in social and health services;
8,000 in first-aid groups and 10,000 are involved in
youth activities. There are 210,000 blood donors and
80,000 regular contributors to the disaster relief fund.

The FRC organizes different types of training, such as
basic courses for volunteers in each programme area,
instructions of volunteer activities and courses for
trainers, delegates and institutional and programme
development staff at headquarters and districts, and
leadership knowledge for senior managers and for the
govemance.

Financial resources
In 2001, the income of the Finnish Red Cross was
CHF 158 million and expenditure was CHF 162 miIlion
(not including funds used for·international disaster relief
and development aid). The gap was funded by
realization of property.

The most important source of income comes from fees
for service (approximately 55 per cent). Government
contributions represent approximately 12 per cent of
income and EU contributions 1 per cent. The other
sources of funds are membership fees, sales of FRC
products, the returns of FRC's assets and the annual
support from the Finnish Slot Machine Association.

The Finnish government mainly funds international
assistance but also some domestic activities. The FRC's
preparedness to provide assistance is also largely
dependent on the funds collected for the disaster relief
fund. The principal annual campaign is the "hunger
day", which is targeted mainly at international aid.
Special appeals are also released to raise funds, such as
for Afghanistan in the spring of 2002. Funds for
domestic activities are collected on a smaller scale on
several occasions during the year (for example, during
Red Cross week in May and at Christmas time).

The society's resources are managed in a careful,
appropriate and well-planned manner to ensure
financially the implementation of the activities in the
short and long term in order to accomplish the
organization's basic tasks.

Material resources
The Finnish Red Cross owns the property where its
Helsinki headquarters is located. The society also owns
other properties in Finland: several estates, two
warehouses, training centres, shares, vehicles (mainly
ambulances), etc. The Finnish blood-transfusion service
owns its property in Helsinki.

Organization/planning
The FRC's present mission statement was adopted by
the general assembly in August 1999 and is included in
the 2000-2002 plan. The statement was developed
through participation of the local branches and
coordinated with the International Federation's Strategy
2010. The next general assembly will be held in August
2002 and will adopt new guidelines for the society.

Partnerships
The FRC would be interested in exchanging information
and expertise on emergency response units (ERU),
European voluntary service (EVS) and disaster
preparedness.

The society has taken part in the European Red Cross
ERNA and PERCO networks in the European working
group on first aid and in the European social welfare
cooperation project.

4. Performance

Domestic activities
Voluntary social and health services
These services aim to prevent different forms of social
exclusion and promote health and safety, with the help
of 10,000 volunteers and approximately 400 employees.

Social welfare services
Domestic aid: The FRC's basic duty is to assist people
in need. It gives both physical and psychosocial support
and assistance in accidents, in crises and other
circumstances which are difficult for individuals or
families to cope with alone. The assistance is usually
organized by the district and local branches.

Visiting service: Volunteers visit the elderly,
handicapped or lonely people, patients recovering from
mental illness, or anyone in need of support. The visitor
is a listener and psychological supporter, who can also
assist in small practical matters if needed. The length of
the relationships with visitors or support volunteers
varies according to needs.

Support to the sick: Volunteer assistants work at
hospitals, institutions or at home, to assist patients and
help staff or family members cope.

Activities with the elderly: Volunteers run club activities
and are involved in organizing trips, holidays and other

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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legislators in order to improve the status of crime
victims. The service operates a national telephone
helpline, offers legal advice, has a network of nine
regional offices that provide support to victims, and
publishes a magazine to inform victims and FRC
volunteers of new developments in the field.

leisure activities for elderly people. The aim is to enrich
elderly people's lives with meaningful activities and to
provide rehabilitation when needed.

Professional home-care services: These aim at providing
integrated services based on the clients' needs and may
vary from place to place. The FRC provides home-help
services such as home nursing, group care, various
rehabilitation services and activities for special groups
and transport, and security telephone service such as
personnel alarms used by elderly and lonely people. The
provision may also include escort services for the
elderly, cooking, bathing, shopping, etc.

Vacation substitutes for informal carers: This aims to
help carers who look after a relative at home and to
maintain high-quality care for those in need. Under the
law, carers are entitled to financial benefits and a
substitute to allow them one day off a month, this if the
assistance is continuous and binding.

Self-care programme: Through appropriate. courses, the
programme aims to help people help themselves in
coping with everyday health issues and attending to
minor illnesses at home.

Prison visitors: Volunteers offer support to lonely
inmates, and give the opportunity of having a
confidential relationship with someone on the outside.

AIDS programme: This is centred around information
campaigns and training courses, a national AIDS
hotline, and support for HIV-infected people, their
families or anybody seeking information.

Drug programme: In September 2000, the FRC started a
preventive drug programme. The objective is to
influence the attitudes of young people so that they do
not start using drugs.

Refugee assistance and multi-cultural work
The FRC is one of the main refugee-assisting
organizations in Finland in the field of integration, by
training volunteers and providing legal and social
counselling for migrants. The society also promotes
tolerance and inter-cultural values by offering training
courses, and by working in conjunction with
refugee/immigrants' associations. It also offers tracing
services and operates two reception centres. It is
responsible for receiving quota refugees and assisting
them to municipalities where they are resettled and has
to be prepared to organize the emergency reception for
unexpectedly arriving asylum seekers. The FRC acts as
the representative of the UNHCR in Finland in refugee-
related legal matters.

Crime victim services
The services provide support, practical advice and help
to victims of crime. On another level, the activities aim
at influencing attitudes of the general public and that of
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First aid and voluntarv rescue service
Local branches take care of public safety by providing
first-aid attendance to some 15,000 people at more than
4,000 public events each year. The branches also
participate in joint activities with over 40 member
organizations of the voluntary rescue service (such as in
searching for the missing or in support activities
following accidents); the FRC acts as coordinator of the
rescue service. Its 1,900 first-aid trainers train more than
86,000 people every year. In all, 8,000 volunteers in
first-aid groups, 30,000 in civil organizations in the
voluntary rescue service, 20 employees and 1,900 first-
aid teachers are involved in these activities.

Youth
The FRC provides support and activities for children
and youth ranging from first-aid groups to camps, visits,
adventures, youth exchange, groups for the handicapped
and non-handicapped youth and groups for international
activities with the help of 10,000 volunteers, 800 leaders
and 50 paid staff.

The society is also involved in outreach work, for people
under the age of 18, designed to prevent violence and
criminal activity, establish contact with youth who risk
being- marginalized, and offer help for substance abuse
rehabilitation.

In 2001 the Finnish Red Cross launched a new kind of
cooperation programme with schools. The society
promotes Red Cross values and information of the core
areas of the Movement. Peer mediation is one aspect of
this cooperation.

The Blood Transfusion Service (BTS)
This is a financially and operationally independent
national organization under the aegis of the FRC. Its
mission is to ensure effective and safe transfusion
practice throughout the country with the aim of national
self-sufficiency. BTS is responsible for the blood service
for the entire country, which entails blood collection, the
manufacture of blood products, maintenance of a
register of bone marrow donors and cord blood
collection. There are 600 paid staff, and 200,000
individuals donate approximately 320,000 units of
blood.

Emergency shelters for youth
The FRC has five emergency shelters for the young. The
emergency shelters offer a temporary place for the night
and someone to talk to for young people aged under 18
who need support and emergency accommodation. An
important part of the duties of the personnel in the
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emergency shelters is to provide discussion assistance to
the young and their families.

Contact activities
These create opportunities for joint activities for
handicapped and non-handicapped youth. The activities
seek to promote understanding between people of
different cultures and encourage the sharing of
experiences; this takes place in the context of camps,
meetings, groups and trips.

Communications
The communication unit is in charge of the society's
external and internal communication and knowledge
management. The unit produces magazines, bulletins,
press releases, FRC brochures, etc. and maintains the
society's Internet pages. One of the unit's main tasks is
also to support other sectors in their activities.

International activities
In 2001, the society spent CHF 33.6 million on
international work. The principal source of funds for
international assistance in 200 I was the government (51
per cent). Spending is mainly on relief activities
(including rehabilitation), with development projects
representing under 16 per cent of expenditure.

The FRC specializes in emergency response units
(ERUs), development cooperation, primary health care,
specialized delegates and capacity building
(institutional development, disaster preparedness
planning).

A total of 26 people work on international activities in
Finland and 143 delegates (in 2001) in the field.

The FRC provides international aid (personnel, funds
and equipment) in response to appeals from the
International Federation and the ICRC. The main
sources for funds are the FRC's disaster relief fund, the
Finnish government and, increasingly, the EU.

Disaster relief is offered to victims of conflict and
natural disasters. Development cooperation aims to
improve the capacities and disaster preparedness of
newly established National Societies, or those with
fewer resources. The FRC directs disaster relief to
programmes of both the International Federation and the
ICRC, as well as on a bilateral basis (primarily in the
form of training and expert advice, or financial support).

The society's international personnel reserve comprises
over 600 professionals who have undergone its basic
and advanced training courses. About 150 of them work
on international assignments every year.

With regard to development assistance, the FRC focuses
mainly on capacity building, disaster prevention and
preparedness (DPP) and health.

Examples of cooperation with other National Societies
(1999) include: Albania (DPP), southern Africa, Angola,
Armenia (DPP), central Asia (youth, DPP), Cambodia,
Estonia (DPP, organizational development), Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia (home care), Kosovo
(organizational development), Liberia, Mongolia,
Mozambique, Namibia, Pacific islands, Paraguay,
Russia (organizational development, DPP), Somalia and
Uganda.

The FRC's geographical areas of special interest for
international assistance (i.e., permanent activity,
particular expertise, etc.) are north-west Russia
(especially cross-border areas), the Baltic countries, the
Balkans, India (after the 2001 earthquake), the CIS and
central Asia, eastern and southern Africa, Afghanistan
and the Middle East.

The FRC has bilateral cooperation relations based on
agreements with Russian Red Cross and local Red Cross
organizations in Karelia and Murmansk in Russia, and
with the Red Cross in Estonia and Namibia.
Cooperation between the Nordic Red Cross Societies is
close and long-established.

5. Further information
Red Cross magazine (five issues per year)
SPRAY youth magazine (four issues per year)
Bulletin for regular contributors (six issues per year)
Annual reports
The Red Cross in Finland (1999)
Vulnerability Analysis, in three parts, FRC and the
National Research and Development Centre for Welfare
and Health, 1996, 1997 and 1999. Report summary
available in English.
Books about first aid
Because we are all human. 125th anniversary history of
the FRC (256 pages). May 2002. (Also available in
Finnish and Swedish) •

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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French Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1864
60,000
15,000
CHF 957 million (2001)

1. National context
Metropolitan France is divided into 22 regions and 95
departments. The country also comprises four overseas
departments, four overseas territories, and two
collectivites territoriales (territorial communities).
Several regions proclaim their cultural identity and
demand greater autonomy.

In 2001, health expenditures represented 9.5 per cent of
gross national product, which exceeds the European
Union average. Seven per cent of gross domestic
product is spent on national education.

In May 2002, the French Republic was coping with an
unemployment rate of9.1 per cent, which lies within the
European average.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Paris
59 million (2001)
US$ 21,864 (2001)
78 years (2001)
5 per 1,000 live births (2001)
99 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the French Red Cross (FRC) is to
prevent and alleviate all human suffering, and to
contribute to all efforts related to social welfare,
prevention, education and health care. This mission is
based on seven principles: humanity, impartiality,
neutrality, independence, voluntary, unity and
universality. The society bases its activities on its mid-
term strategic plan. The FRC's actions are articulated on
three main themes: social action, immediate assistance
and health.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003

Legal base
The French Red Cross was founded in 1864 and was
recognized by the ICRC in 1907. The society co-
founded the League of the Red Cross Societies (now the
International Federation) in 1919. Its present structure
was recognized in August 1940, and confirmed in 1945.
This structure results from the merger of the three
former Red Cross societies: the society for the relief of
the military wounded, the association of French ladies
and the union of women in France.

New statutes and rules of procedure came into force in
January 2000. These new statutes change the
composition of the governing board: it now has 31
members instead of 46. In it, the public authorities may
only play an advisory role. In the territories, the local
committees became local delegations, and departmental
delegations have a more important role.

The general assembly meets annually. The last general
assembly meeting was held in June 2002. The most
recent national elections were held in October 2000. The
next elections are scheduled for October 2004.

Constituency
Under the new statutes, local branches have now become
local, departmental and regional delegations. The role of
departmental delegations has been strengthened. The
structure comprises 1,130 local delegations, 102
departmental delegations and 22 regional delegations.
This structure reflects the country's administrative
divisions, and enables the French Red Cross to cover the
entire national territory, including overseas departments,
territories and collectivites territoriales.

At territorial level, any adult member may become a
member of the governing bodies. For holding the office
of president, it is necessary to be a member for at least
six months. At national level, established bodies,
including the council of state, the academy of medicine,
the order of doctors, and the trade unions are also
represented in the governing bodies.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The national governing structure comprises the national
president, the general secretary, the national bureau and
the governing board. The governing body meets at least
five times a year and the national bureau meets monthly.
At the headquarters, a general secretary and seven
directions supervise the French Red Cross activities.
These seven directions are the direction for
establishments and lraining, the direction for domestic
activities, the direction for international activities, the
direction of finances, the direction for communication
and partnerships, the direction for associative life and
the direction for human resources.
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At local, departmental and regional levels, each unit has
a board and a bureau, made up of volunteers elected by
the members. The regularity of the election is checked
by the national bodies. Under powers delegated by the
national president, each unit manages their volunteers
and their paid staff.

The presidents of the departmental delegations receive
training, which includes a presentation of the Movement
and the French Red Cross. The different sectors of
volunteer and professional activities are summarized.
Some notions of management and project methodology
are given.

Human resources
The French Red Cross employs 15,000 paid staff and
60,000 volunteers. Although the number of volunteers is
quite high, small local delegations often encounter
difficulties in recruiting, integrating and retaining
volunteers. For the past five years, the French Red Cross
has run a volunteer programme, designed to help the
local and departmental units to manage volunteer human
resources.

According to its statutes, the French Red Cross must
spend at least 1.5 per cent of what is paid in salaries on
training for employees. Nowadays, the French Red
Cross spends 2.6 per cent of salaries expenditures on
training. Each establishment manages its own training
programme, encompassing a broad range of activities
(for example, management, development and technical
training). At headquarters, training for paid staff
includes computer training, foreign languages,
administration and management. Volunteers are also
trained according to the activities they have chosen to
become involved in, and according to their degree of
responsibility within the French Red Cross. In 2000, an
introduction course on the French Red Cross
organization and its statutes was offered to all
volunteers.

Financial resources
In 2001, total expenditure was CHF 957 million. In
2000, the financial resources came from the
establishments themselves, financed by the social
security (82 per cent), public donations (8.1 per cent),
associative activities (2.7 per cent), reported resources
(6.4 per cent), and others (0.8 per cent).

In 2000, these resources were employed for the
management of FRC establishments (81.5 per cent),
social missions (6.8 per cent), fund-raising and
communication (1.3 per cent) and administration (4 per
cent).

Material resources
The French Red Cross possesses 400 buildings. They
are located in metropolitan France, and in the overseas
departments and territories.

Organization/planning
The French Red Cross orientates future actions
according to its mid-term strategic plan. The last mid-
term strategic plan was adopted by the general assembly
in June 2002.

Partnerships
Three framework conventions govern the relations
between the French Red Cross and the ministry of
interior, the ministry of social welfare and the ministry
of foreign affairs. The ministry of foreign affairs
finances 50 per cent of certain international projects.
The other international projects are financed for 80 per
cent by ECHO.

The French Red Cross is a member of the European
Union/Red Cross Liaison Bureau, and it takes part in
several networks including the European first-aid group,
PERCO and ERNA.

4. Performance

Domestic activities
The French Red Cross's domestic activities are managed
by the direction of solidarity operations, and the
direction for establishments and training, based at
headquarters in Paris. These directions are responsible
for the following activities:

Assistance to refugees migrants and asylum seekers
A total of 31 offices help and give jurisdictional
assistance to refugees and asylum seekers.

Disaster relief and· preparedness .
(national and international)
Some 30,000 people are trained and have appropriate
equipment to react at any alert (accident, environmental
catastrophe, etc.).

First aid
This activity includes rescue services and training, both
for the public and volunteers (one out of two people are
trained by the French Red Cross). Each year, 200,000
people undergo FRC training.

Social welfare
Social welfare focuses on the most vulnerable. This area
relates to literacy campaigns (210 campaigns against
illiteracy), activities for prisoners, care for homeless
(2,000 beds, 850 second-hand clothes shops and 27 food
centres), care for elderly people (27 retirement houses,
123 offices of home services), dental reception centres,
grocery stores, and heath reception centres (66). In
addition, 47 social units are specialized in helping
people in crisis. The units are on call 24 hours a day. The
French Red Cross organizes a phone service for
psychological support that is anonymous and free.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Balkans. The society supports the Association of
African French-speaking Red Cross Societies
(ACROFA).

Urban programmes
These programs exist in major city suburbs. Urban
facilitators carry out activities related to prevention,
information and assistance. Young people from difficult
areas are employed to carry out activities related to
prevention, information and assistance, for people living
in urban districts. A total of 67 urban facilitators work in
the suburbs. Special welfare activities are also part of
these programmes.

Youth
The French Red Cross works with vulnerable young
people. It is also active in prevention and health
education programmes for children, mainly focused on
priority education zones. For example, the Vive la sante
project is a health education programme for children,
carried out in priority education zones. Some specific
programmes help work against exclusion,
precariousness and violence (for children from seven to
12 years), others try to prevent isolation (for 12-16
years), while others support and train pre-workers (for
16-25 years).

Health and social services
The French Red Cross uses 267 health units (hospitals,
clinics, dispensaries, special care units for the
handicapped, elderly, children). Itmanages 188 training
schools (nursing, social services, etc.).

International activities
In 2000 and 2001, spending on international activities
was CHF 26.8 million and CHF 24.6 million
respectively. The main external sources of funding are
ECHO, the ministry of foreign affairs, and gifts.
Generally speaking, the French Red Cross devotes 80
. per cent of its budget to emergency aid, 10 per. cent to
rehabilitation and 10 per cent to development projects.

The international activities of the French Red Cross
answer three main needs: urgencies, reconstruction and
development. The society helps institutional
development. It also prepares and responds
appropriately to catastrophes. In the area of disaster
relief, the French Red Cross has expertise in water and
sanitation programmes, rehabilitation and construction
of housing, primary health care and training. With
regard to health, it has set up seven outpatient treatment
centres in Africa. These centres care for AIDS victims.
The French Red Cross is also experienced in the areas of
food security, refugees and displaced people, and tracing
people.

In 200 I, 18 people were employed in the international
department, compared to 15 in 1999, and 53 delegates
were assigned to the field.

The French Red Cross primarily focuses its activities on
countries historically linked to France: west and central
Africa, the Indian Ocean, the Caribbean and Indochina.
However, it is also working in eastern Europe and in the
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The mid-term strategic plan determines French Red
Cross international activities. Geography, language and
history, influence the selection of projects. This strategic
plan gives priority to activities which improve
community health, help in the fight against HIV IAIDS,
water and sanitation activities, and first aid and
prevention of catastrophes.

5. Further information
Croix-Rouge. Le journal des grandes causes
humanitaires de la Croix-Rouge.
Croix-Rouge francoise, Donner c 'est agir
Circulaire
Web site: http://www.croix-rouge.fr •

http://www.croix-rouge.fr
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Red Cross Society
of Georgia

For the last 12 months, the National Society has
experienced an internal conflict, which resulted in two
extraordinary assemblies and the election of a new
leadership at the end of 2001. The International
Federation has established contacts with the new
leadership, but is waiting for the situation to be
completely resolved. Only then will it be possible to
facilitate the rebuilding process of the Georgian Red
Cross through new capacity-building efforts,
establishing cooperation and long-term partnerships.

Below is the society's profile as it appeared In

Partnerships in profile 2000-2001.

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1918
47,680 (1998)
747 (1998)
CHF 502,040 (1998)

1. National context
Georgia is located in south-eastern Europe, bordered on
the north by the Caucasus mountains and Russia, on the
west by the Black Sea, and to the south by Turkey,
Armenia and Azerbaijan. Since gaining independence in
1991, Georgia has suffered a series of tragedies.
Conflicts from separate violent independence
movements have left 100,000 Georgians dead and
280,000 displaced. Amidst these conflicts the country
has experienced economic collapse following the Soviet
break up; a crisis in its health and social services and the
emigration of many of Georgia's most talented citizens.
Since 1994-95 some economic recovery has begun, but
this has been on a selective and limited basis.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Tbilisi
5.1 million (1997)
US$ 860 (1997)
73 years (1997)
23 per 1,000 live births (1997)
99 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation

Mission
The current mission statement of the Red Cross Society
of Georgia (GRCS) was adopted in 1997, followed by
the development of a draft GRCS strategic plan. This
plan served as the basis for the development of 1998
headquarters and regional work plans and
implementation schedules. During early 2000, the
GRCS mission statement and strategic plan will be re-
examined and a new mission statement, strategic plan
and development plan produced.

Legal base
The GRCS was formally recognized under the former
Soviet structure and, after independence, by presidential
decree in 1993. The Red Cross law was passed by
parliament in 1997; the same year, the GRCS became a
member of the International Federation. The society's
statutes were updated in 1999 at the last meeting of the
GRCS general assembly and national elections.

Constituency
The GRCS structure currently covers all administrative
regions of Georgia with the exception of the disputed
territory of Abkhazia. During 1999, GRCS was able to
re-establish some presence in the disputed territory of
South Ossetia. There are 12 regional GRCS offices, 70
branch offices, and 30 community centres for internally
displaced people located throughout the country.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly elects the president and 21
members of the presidium, which meets at least every
three months. In 1999 the position of secretary general
was created but the post still remains vacant. Decisions
regarding policy and virtually all operating and financial
issues are centralized in the office of the GRCS
president. At the operational level, this poses problems
of project knowledge and control, and burdens the
president with a wide range of minor decisions.

Human resources
The GRCS has a total staff of around 700, with 56
doctors and around 250 nurses working within the
home-care/visiting nurses service. There are 40 staff at
headquarters, approximately two-thirds of whom are
support personnel. Each regional office has staff ranging
from a few paid staff in the larger offices to all-volunteer
staff in smaller regional and branch offices. GRCS
salaries are low compared to comparable NGOs.
Volunteers, of whom there are approximately 2,000
nationwide, are used in first aid, dissemination, the
visiting nurses programme, community development
centres and youth activities.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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The GRCS cooperates with various ministries and
institutions in Georgia, particularly the ministry of
health and ministry of refugees and accommodation.
The society has also established successful dialogue
with regional authorities concerning reimbursement for
the provision of home-care services.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 1998 was CHF 502,040.
Almost all GRCS funding currently comes from the
International Federation, the ICRC and other international
donors. The government is the main provider of local
financial support, primarily in the form of rent-free office
space. There are few other sources of local income. GRCS
regional and branch offices raise funds on an independent
basis, but with little success. When funds are generated at
regional and branch levels, 20 per cent must be sent to
GRCS headquarters. New accounting software has been
installed in the finance department with the support of the
International Federation.

The GRCS is currently working with a regional
development delegate from the International Federation
to help diversify and expand its financial resource base.
It has made some efforts to develop and establish
sustainable income-generation activities but to date the
success of these efforts has been quite limited. During
early 2000 a review of current efforts will be made and
steps to create essential income generation skills and
resources will be renewed.

Material resources
The GRCS owns its headquarters building, a warehouse
in Tbilisi, a number of computers and other office
equipment, and 22 vehicles. Most material resources
have been financed and/or donated by the International
Federation or ICRC or provided rent-free by the
authorities. In the regions there is a shortage of material
resources within GRCS offices, including office space,
office equipment and furniture.

Organization/planning
The GRCS is in the process of drafting a development
plan which will be completed in early 2000. The current
GRCS organizational structure includes a number of
units and overlapping structures which will be
restructured to streamline operations and eliminate
conflicts. The 1997 draft strategic plan prioritized health,
youth, disaster response and information (including
dissemination and tracing). Additional priorities are
expected to be identified in the final 2000 GRCS plan.

The GRCS self-assessment conducted in 1997 indicated
that the GRCS was at a development stage between
"National Society in formation" and "National Society
in expansion". With some exceptions, most of the 1997
GRCS assessment conclusions remain valid in 2000,
particularly in the areas of governance, operations and
financial management, leadership skills and resource
development.

Accounts for programmes supported by the
International Federation and ICRC are monitored and
the GRCS works closely both organizations in this area.

Partnerships
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The society works closely with both the International
Federation and the ICRC. Its activities have also been
supported by the Netherlands Red Cross (health, youth
clubs, ambulance service, honey production); Greek
Red Cross (ambulance service); Spanish Red Cross
(ambulance service); and the Swiss Disaster Relief fund
(rescue teams).

In 1999, the principal sources of funding for joint
GRCS/International Federation activities were ECHO
(41 per cent); USAID (31 per cent); and the Norwegian
Red CrosslNorwegian government (17 per cent).

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster response/rescue services
The GRCS's traditional relief efforts are supported by the
International Federation and assist in the delivery of food
parcels to lonely, elderly pensioners and other vulnerable
people. Traditionally the GRCS has also provided high
mountain and water rescue services related to disasters.

Disaster preparedness
Beginning in late 1999, the GRCS, with International
Federation support, began the process of developing a
large, comprehensive disaster preparedness programme
which will operate nationwide. The programme will
require close nationwide coordination of GRCS
programmes and activities, and will playa major role in
stimulating institutional modifications and structural
reforms.

Health
The GRCS visits approximately 12,000 elderly people
living alone through the visiting nurses programme.
This programme provides medical care and social
contact for elderly people without families. The GRCS
has two hospital wards and a nursing home offering
primary health-care services to poor and vulnerable
persons. An initial first-aid programme was undertaken
in 1998-99 through which first-aid instructors were
trained within six of Georgia's regions. Expansion of
this programme has been proposed for 2000. The
visiting nurses and first-aid programmes receive
significant support from the International Federation.

Social welfare
During 1999, 20 community centres were created to
provide assistance to internally displaced people. Each
community centre provides four basic services: a
community room; a little funding for agricultural and
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income-generation projects; skills training; and social
services and activities. The number of these centres will
increase from 20 to 30 in 2000.

Youth
The youth programme was revitalized in 1997 and
continues to recruit youth to assist as volunteers in many
GRCS activities. Recently the youth department, in
cooperation with ICRC, implemented a campaign to
protect the emblem and, during 1999, with support from
the Netherlands Red Cross, seven new GRCS youth
clubs were formed. The GRCS youth department
participates actively in local and international
workshops and meetings.

Information. tracing. and dissemination
Public information and education activities are ongoing
and have rapidly expanded during 1998-1999. New
brochures and a periodic newsletter have also been
developed in Georgian and in English for public
distribution. Public information and education activities
will be further expanded to support the new GRCS
nationwide disaster preparedness programme during
2000. Tracing and dissemination activities, supported by
ICRC, have become increasingly active in recent years.
Regular training is offered to staff and volunteers, as
well as to the general public. There are tracing services
in most regional offices.

Relevance/effectiveness
Most GRCS programmes have been monitored on a
regular basis to ensure achievement of the objectives
specified for each programme. Medical and relief
programmes in which the GRCS has assumed a major
role are regularly monitored by the International
Federation; while tracing and dissemination activities
are monitored and evaluated by the ICRC.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Georgia, 2000-2003 (1999)
Georgian Red Cross SOCiety Statutes (1999)
Report on 1997 Institutional Assessment of GRCS
(1997) •

German Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expendi ture:

1959
4.7 million (2001)
50,000
CHF 6.6 billion (1998)

1. National context
Germany is part of the G8, however unemployment is a
key issue, affecting approximately 10 per cent of the
workforce. In former East Germany, which remains
poorer and less productive, unemployment is double
that of the west, at over 17 per cent in 1999.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Berlin
82 million (2000)
US$ 24,000 (2000)
77 years (2000)
5 per 1,000 live births (2000)
99 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission statement was adopted in September 1995
and published in all internal publications. In Germany,
social welfare provision is based on the constitutional
principle of subsidiarity, which means that NGOs, and
also the German Red Cross (GRC), are responsible for
providing social services even though the state is
responsible for the financing.

Legal base
The first medical service association was created in
Wurttemberg in 1863. The societies united in 1921,
creating the GRC, which joined the League (now the
Interntional Federation) in 1922. The statutes of the
GRC were adopted in 1950 and the GRC was
recognized by decree as the National Society in West
Germany in 1951. In former East Germany, the Red
Cross was established by decree in 1952. The GRC was
recognized as the National Society of Germany after
reunification in 1991.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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The GRC offers courses in various areas for its
personnel and carries out activities to inform the public
about the society's work.

The statutes were last updated in December 2000. The
last general assembly was held in December 200 I. The
last elections were in December 2000.

Constituency
The German Red Cross is made up of 19 regional branches,
which roughly correspond to the Federal Lander, and the
Federation of German Red Cross Nursing Associations
consists of 35 associations. The regional branches are
subdivided into 529 district branches (corresponding to
political districts). There are also 5,110 local chapters.

The society's membership totals 4.7 million. There are
4.4 million supporting members, 334,000 adult
volunteers and 92,000 youth volunteers.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly, the highest organ, is composed of
representatives of the regional branches, who have 125
votes, as well as four delegates from the Federation of
GRC Nursing Associations, the GRC president, and
members of the presidential committee who have voting
rights. Its main functions include receiving reports from
the presidential committee, approving the annual accounts,
ratifying the minutes of the presidential committee,
approving budget proposals, fixing the SUbscription rates
of the member branches, issuing financial rules and
approving regulations for the communities which are
organized at National Society level.

The presidential committee is the governing board and
directs the GRC. It also promotes the activities and
cooperation of its member branches and implements the
decisions of the general assembly. It is composed of six
elected members and five ex officio members. The
board meets about eight times per year and its
performance is regularly assessed.

The presidential council is the GRC's federal organ. It
promotes the society's work by sharing experiences and
making proposals; it also advises the presidential
committee. The council is composed of the presidents of
the regional branches and the president of the Federation
of GRC Nursing Associations.

Advisory commissions are elected by the general
assembly and the presidential committee to deal with
specific tasks.

Human resources
The GRC has 50,000 employees and 345,000 active
volunteers. The challenges that the society faces in order
to increase the number of volunteers include finding
new models of voluntary service, in particular attracting
young people, and competition with other organizations.
Voluntary and paid work are considered to be
complementary.
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Financial resources
The total 1998 expenditure for the entire society
including regional and local branches amounted to CHF
6.6 billion. Total headquarters expenditure was CHF
246.7 million. Most GRC income comes from donations
and governmental contributions. For headquarters
statutory membership contributions from branches
represent CHF 5.2 million and the revenue from
investments CHF 3.1 million. Regular fund-raising
plans and strategies are developed to increase the
number of contributing members throughout the society.

Organization/planning
Since 1997, working groups comprising representatives
of all levels of the society have developed strategic
plans, which were then adopted by the presidential
committee. The plans are then carried out at each level
of the. society. Regular assessments are carried out; the
last one dating from October 1999.

Partnerships
The GRC is a member of the association of welfare
institutions, which is a common lobby association of the
major welfare institutions within Germany.

The society also takes part in different networks: in
particular in the European First-Aid Working Group; the
Platform for European Red Cross Cooperation on
Refugees, Asylum seekers and Migrants (PERCO); the
European Legal Support Group; and the European
Public Support Group and the international disaster
response law (IDRL) initiative.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Relief
In its role as auxiliary to the authorities, the GRC carries
out activities in the following fields: disaster
preparedness and civil protection, first-aid training for
members and the general public, water and mountain
rescue services, aid for victims of natural disasters and
other emergencies, prevention and alleviation of human
suffering arising from disease, injury, disability or
disadvantage and promotion of health and welfare.

Blood
There are ten blood-transfusion services, with 37
institutes and 170 mobile teams. They collect about 3.5
million blood donations a year. The GRC covers about
80 per cent of the country's blood needs, in large part
thanks to 2 million voluntary and unpaid blood donors,
3,700 qualified full-time staff and 200,000 volunteers at
local and district branches. The GRC tasks include
encouraging the public to donate blood, collecting,
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testing and processing the blood, advanced training of
doctors and medical assistants in blood-transfusion
services and haematological research.

Social welfare
The GRC has built up a network of social advice and
reception welfare centres for immigrants across the whole
country that offer reception facilities, orientation and
support ranging from administrative matters to language
courses, legal advice and psychosocial care. Almost 3,000
volunteers and staff members work in about 550
institutions, mainly advice and reception centres.

The GRC's tracing service helps in the reunification of
families of Germans from eastern and south-eastern
Europe and the staff of the tracing service provide
advice at all branch levels. The society also has an
assistance and advisory service that assists people in
need in eastern and south-eastern Europe on behalf of
the Federal government. The tracing service still
provides help on cases from the Second World War, for
example ex-prisoners of war and missing soldiers and
civilians. The GRC disaster and conflict information
services provide assistance in re-establishing contacts
between victims of natural disasters or conflicts and
their relatives in Germany.

Regarding care for the elderly, there are 394 inpatient
senior citizens facilities with 36,000 places, employing
20,000 full time staff and 31 academies for geriatric
nursing with around 1,900 training places. The society
also runs 700 day centres, 250 emergency services and
250 "meals-on-wheels" centres, a home nursing service,
homes for the elderly and tele-alarm services (20,000
people are involved in carrying out these activities).

The GRC is represented in approximately 900 outpatient
welfare services and employs around 19,600 staff
members in this field. Services include social welfare
centres, home and family care centres, community nurse
centres and mobile welfare. The services focus on
assisting those in need of care as well as their relatives,
to help ensure that those requiring care and attention can
remain at home for as long as possible.

The mobile social services programme aims to help the
physically and mentally disabled and the chronically ill
to remain as independent as possible at home. It offers
roughly the same services as provided for outpatients.

GRC volunteers collect clothes donated by the public
and distribute them at local centres. The main
beneficiaries are the homeless, the unemployed,
recipients of social benefits, low-income families,
asylum seekers and immigrants.

The society seeks to promote healthy living by offering
a range of courses such as yoga, water gymnastics and
child development, which are part of its health
education, prevention and rehabilitation services.

To help disadvantaged young people to find their way in
society and develop their full potential, the GRC offers
among others statutory socio-educational provision for
young people with problems (residential care, young
people living with socio-educational support in the
community), street work, school social work and
vocational training programmes. Young people also
have the opportunity to volunteer for the Red Cross.

Families and pregnant women in difficult circumstances
find various counselling services at the GRC (such as
pregnancy counselling, debtor counselling, family
counselling, divorce counselling and socio-educational
help for families). Furthermore, the GRC develops
special programmes aimed at preventing poverty and
family conflicts.

The GRC also supports and assists young parents
through different parent-child programmes and courses
concerning all aspects of family life. These are held at
the local chapters and at over 40 family centres.

The society also runs 1,200 day care establishments for
children and young people aged 0 to 14 years.

Youth
The Red Cross youth, founded in 1925, is an
independent youth organization within the Red Cross,
with a particular educational mandate in accordance
with the Fundamental Principles. Over 100,000
members, organized in some 5,500 groups, are involved
in health and first-aid training, social commitment and
campaigns, for example against violence and racism
(2001-2002) and training volunteers and leaders in
youth work skills.

The voluntary service year is a social project for young
people aged between 17 and 27, covering practical work
for the needy and disadvantaged. Some 13,000 young
volunteers have taken part so far.

Air ambulance service
Each year the GRC's air ambulance service carries out
more than 500 emergency evacuations, bringing home
accident victims and the seriously ill from abroad.

International activities
In 1999, the German Red Cross spent CHF 76.6 million
on international work. German government contributions
represent 32.4 per cent of the society's international
income and the EU, 9.2 per cent. In 1998 GRC divided its
budget equally between disaster relief activities,
rehabilitation projects and social welfare projects.

The international department employs 38 people on a
permanent basis and between January and November
1999, the GRC had 336 delegates in the field.

The different areas of specialization of the German Red
Cross are basic health-care relief (an emergency
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response unit - ERU, water and sanitation, institutional
development, disaster preparedness, rehabilitation and
food.

For many years the GRC has run development
programmes in cooperation with National Societies in
Africa, Asia and eastern Europe. The aim is to help local
structures improve activities to meet the specific needs
of the country. The work focuses principally on primary
health care (i.e., medico-social programmes), disaster
preparedness and rehabilitation after disasters.

The following are immediately available: one mass
water and sanitation ERU; two specialized water ERUs;
one referral hospital; two basic health-care units; one
telecom ERU; two technical support units; and search-
and-rescue teams with dogs.

The mobile relief unit is deployed to provide
humanitarian aid in the event of disasters and
emergencies, both at home and abroad. It is divided into
ten units, nine of them assigned to the regional branches,
while the central unit (which also has a 210-bed field
hospital) is under the responsibility of the GRC
presidency. Each unit consists of the unit management,
a welfare service team (food supply, accommodation
and the welfare service units), a medical unit (equipped
with a large number of ambulances) and a logistics team
(workshop and technical unit). A total of 3,802 people
work in the unit, whose main tasks are to provide up to
30,000 people a day with food and shelter and, as far as
possible, to meet any other needs.

The GRC has developed a module system for
international relief operations, which provides
standardized equipment and relief goods in the areas of
medicine, shelter, water, hygiene and logistics. Disaster
relief, which also includes food aid, is generally
conceived as a short-term intervention, but the GRC
tries to take into account long-term needs.

Assistance to victims of war has been and remains one
of the most important tasks in the field of disaster relief.

Relevance/effectiveness
Evaluations of German Red Cross activities regularly
take place.

5. Further information
Das Fachmagazin des DRK (official magazine of the
GRC, published every two months)
Sofort Hilfe Report (newsletter for donors)
Das Magazin (magazine for members)
Annual report
German Red Cross From A to Z
Web site: http://www.rotkreuz.de •
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Hellenic Red Cross
Founded: 1877
Members/volunteers: 11,559
Staff: 593
Expenditure: CHF 17.8 million

1. National context
Greece, officially called the Hellenic Republic, is a
southern member of the European Union (EU), divided
into 51 prefectures and one autonomous region. It is a
mountainous country, with over 2,000 islands off the
mainland, 170 of which are inhabited. The economy has
improved steadily over the last few years, although it
remains less developed than those of its EU neighbours.
Tourism and shipping are major contributors to the
country's gross domestic product. The unemployment
rate reached 10 per cent in 1998.

The number of immigrants has been increasing since the
beginning of the 1990s, reaching 800,000. Greece must
now face the question of integration and inclusion of
these immigrants within society.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Athens
10.5 million (2000)
US$ 15,100 (2000)
78 years (2000)
7 per 1,000 live births (2000)
97 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
According to its statutes, the Hellenic Red Cross (HRC)
is an auxiliary to the government in times of war and of
major disasters in the fields of public health, nursing,
first aid and international activities.

The public image of the National Society is positive.

Legal base
The Hellenic Red Cross was established by royal decree
in 1877 as an entity under private law, it was recognized

http://www.rotkreuz.de
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by the ICRC the same year and joined the League (now
the International Federation) in 1919. The statutes of the
National Society were last updated in 1965.

Constituency
The HRC has 75 branches in big cities, whose members
are all volunteers. The branches are run by boards
appointed by the society's central administrative board.
The administrative boards of the branches consist of
between seven and 11 members.

The HRC has 42 committees in smaller towns in all
regions of the country. The branches and the committees
have volunteer nurses, social welfare volunteers and
Samaritans (first-aiders), The administrative boards of
the committees consist of between three and five
members.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly (2,500 members) is the governing
body of the HRC; it meets every two years and elects the
25 members of the central administrative board.

The branches/committees department, based at national
headquarters, is the link between the branches,
committees and headquarters. It receives their proposals
or requests and presents them to the central
administrative board, which has decision-making
powers.

The central administrative board, which is elected by the
general assembly and meets once a month, and the
executive committee, comprising members of the
central administrative board, form the leadership of the
HRC.

Human resources
A total of 593 people are employed at the Hellenic Red
Cross headquarters, and 95 at provincial level (the
majority are women). At headquarters, some 3,000
volunteers work and a further 5,059 in the branches and
committees (the majority are women). The volunteers
are mainly involved in health, social welfare and
disaster response activities. Their role is to support
programmes run either by the headquarters or by the
regional branches.

Volunteers and staff-members receive training in
specific areas of expertise, such as nursing, social
welfare, first aid, computer skills and business
administration. The society also runs basic training
courses for international delegates. Seminars, courses
and workshops are held to update volunteers'
knowledge and to contribute to their general
understanding of the issues they are dealing with, such
as public health, accident prevention, social problems,
disaster relief, international humanitarian law and youth.

The number of active volunteers has fallen in recent
years, mainly due to young people not having enough
spare time and insufficient promotion of voluntary work
through the media.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 2001 totalled CHF 17.8
million. CHF 16.6 million of the budget was dedicated
to domestic activities, with CHF 1.2 million spent on
international work.

The main financial resources are the annual membership
fees, the income from its real estate or other types of
property, the annual fund-raising campaign, private
donations or trusts of will, governmental subsidiaries
and funds from the EU for the implementation of
specific projects.

Material resources
The Hellenic Red Cross services and branches are housed
in 22 buildings owned by the society. The National
Society also has real estate property which is a source of
financial income. The HRC's warehousing capacity is
very good, with a total of 4,000 square metres available.
The number of cars is rather small (43 vehicles) and most
are based in the capital. The cars are used for
transportation of personnel, volunteers and relief goods.

Organization/planning
Although there is no formal development plan, HRC's
departments and services closely follow the needs and
trends of the population and introduce proposals for new
programmes and activities to the central administration
board.

The last overall evaluation was carried out in 1987, with
the support of the International Federation, which
concluded that the HRC should update some of its
structures (including its statutes) and functions. Changes
in such an old and large organization are difficult to
make mainly due to the reluctance of the governing
bodies to quit traditional roles and activities. These
traditional roles are positive in terms of stability but may
have a negative influence in the field of operations.

Partnerships
The main fields of cooperation are disaster response,
refugees, health and social issues, dissemination ofIHL,
international aid and youth.

A new form of cooperation between HRC and the Greek
government was established in 1999 for the
dissemination of international humanitarian law. The
relations with governmental and non-governmental
organizations are good. The Hellenic Red Cross is a
member of the inter-ministerial committee for IHL.

The society has a good relationship with the
International Federation and the JCRC. At the regional
level, the National Society cooperates with the
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European National Societies, the Balkans National
Societies and the Mediterranean National Societies. The
HRC cooperates with other EU National Societies in the
European Social Welfare Network.

The HRC is interested in exchanging information with
other European National Societies which implement
programmes for refugees, national minorities, socially
excluded groups, voluntarism, primary health care,
health education, first aid, disaster preparedness, etc. It
seeks external support to develop programmes in the
following fields: disaster preparedness and relief; the
refugee integration programme; and integration of
socially vulnerable groups.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Health education programme
The health education programme has trained 380,000
people since 1952. It aims to promote health awareness
and to train people to face emergencies (accidents,
natural disasters) through courses such as first aid,
mother-and-child care, home care for the sick, nutrition,
disease prevention, trauma care for accident victims. In
all, 50 paid employees and 12 volunteers are involved in
this programme. In 1998, 24,000 people were trained all
over Greece.

Health-care programme
This programme is delivered through health centres, the
gerontology service and the HRC home nursing service.
Every year, an estimated 100,000 people benefit from
this programme which provides home nursing for the
chronically sick, the elderly, patients returning home
from hospital but still in need of care, and in public
hygiene. The programme, which is particularly
developed in the area of Athens, employs 58 paid
employees and 25 volunteers.

Telephone help-line
This programme offers direct help in case of emergency
24 hours a day to lonely, elderly and disabled people.
Depending on the gravity of the situation, the service
contacts family or neighbours, the police or paramedics.
The staff of 14 is based in Athens and Thessalonika.

Home assistance
The aim of the programme is to enable elderly and
disabled people to maintain their autonomy and to
encourage them to be active in the community. To this
end, the programme offers transport and escort services;
the service employs 16 paid staff and 15 volunteers.
They are based in Exarchia and Kolonos and they cover
the areas of Athens.

Youth
The main activities of this section are promotion of the
Fundamental Principles in schools, provision of support
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to needy families and environmental programmes such
as reforestation and beach cleaning. The HRC has an
estimated 3,000 youth volunteers and 200 youth leaders
involved in these activities.

Social services
The HRC offers a wide range of social services,
including disaster relief and preparedness, rescue
services, first-aid training courses, a nursing training
programme, dissemination of IHL and Red Cross
principles, assistance to HIV IAIDS sufferers,
psychological support and medical loan.

International activities
In 1998, 53 per cent of the society's international budget
of CHF 1.6 million came from government funds, and
37 per cent from the EU. In the previous year, the main
sources were individual donations (58.8 per cent). In
1998, 63 per cent of the budget was dedicated to
rehabilitation activities, 33 per cent to disaster relief and
4 per cent to development. The previous year, the
society had concentrated its international activities
primarily on disaster relief.

Eight people work permanently in the international
department. In 2001, the National Society had five
delegates in the field.

The HRC has implemented several types of programmes
in recent years, including water and sanitation
emergency response units, relief supplies and
development/cooperation.

Although the Hellenic Red Cross tries to extend its
cooperation to all regions facing problems, it gives
priority to geographically close areas (the Balkans,
eastern Europe and the Mediterranean region).
Cooperation in these areas is also vital since a common
understanding, attitude and problems form a concrete
basis for constructive discussion and regional strategy.

5. Further information
Hellenic Red Cross Annual Report
Hellenic Red Cross Youth (nine issues per year
distributed in schools)
Red Cross Step (monthly bulletin for HRC members)
Web site: http://www.redcross.gr •

http://www.redcross.gr
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Hungarian Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1881
357,743 (2001)
539 (2001)
CHF 21.7 million (2001)

1. National context
Since 1989, Hungary has been a leader within central
Europe in the transition to a market economy thanks to
initial economic reforms during the communist era.
Hungary is now a stable parliamentary democracy. In
March 1999, Hungary became a member of NATO and
is seeking membership of the European Union. The
country has a good infrastructure with a historically
good standard of living. Formerly high unemployment
and inflation rates are gradually decreasing. There is a
problem with new poverty in the cities and a rise in the
number of homeless people. Although living standards
are improving, the gap between the poorest and the
richest in society is growing.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Budapest
10 million (200 I)
US$ 4,500 (2000)
71 years (2000)
9.2 per 1,000 live births (2000)
99 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Fundamental Principles are clear in the mission
statement of the Hungarian Red Cross (HRC) which was
revised at the society's last congress held in May 2000.
The International Federation's Strategy 2010 was
accepted as the basis of its development activities. The
HRC has a positive relationship with the government,
especially the ministry of social and family affairs, the
ministry of health and the ministry of foreign affairs.

Legal base
The HRC was founded in 1881 and recognized by the
ICRC in 1882. Following the transition to democracy,

an act on the HRC was accepted and has been in force
since 1993. The HRC is now totally independent from
the government. The statutes are fully respected and
were updated in 2000, with a view to harmonizing them
with the NGOs' law by having a yearly general
assembly and elections every fourth year.

Constituency
There are 20 district branches outside the headquarters,
and a total of 29,975 local volunteers. Representation is
based in residential, work place and youth
organizations. The society covers all of the territory of
Hungary and has approximately 327,768 members.
Most categories of the population are represented
among the membership.

The society's governing bodies are the general
assembly, the national board (60 per cent men, 40 per
cent women) and the youth council (50 per cent men, 50
per cent women). At the governing level, the society is
composed of staff with qualifications in health,
education and economics.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The leadership structures of the HRC are clear. The
general assembly meets every four years and the
national assembly for election of the office-holders (the
congress), four times yearly. The 27 members of the
national board elected by the congress meet quarterly
and are responsible for decision-making. The 20
branches of the society are led by branch secretaries, and
branch and town branch governing bodies meet
regularly throughout the year.

Basic training is provided for new staff members.
Regular professional further training is held for key staff
in the field of disaster preparedness and response. There
is also annual youth leadership training.

Human resources
There are 67 staff at headquarters - 90 per cent of them
professionally qualified. It is not easy for HRC to attract
and retain professional staff as remuneration is below
the national average, and therefore only committed staff
remain. Some 453 people work in the branches, soup
kitchens and shelters. Volunteers (60 per cent of whom
are women) are valued but recruitment is difficult due to
the general social and economic situation.

Financial resources
The society's total income for 2001 was CHF 23
million, while the total expenditure was CHF 21.7
million. Annual accounts are produced and audited.
Financial management is generally considered to be
sound. Some 13 per cent of total funding comes from the
state, with other income coming from cooperation
agreements with government authorities/local
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duty service was created at headquarters. The response
to national appeals for support to assist populations in
affected areas has been unprecedented. In 2001, in-kind
donations totalled CHF 1,418,887 and cash donations
CHF 565,123, which enabled the HRC to carry out one
of its biggest-ever disaster relief operations reaching
beneficiaries both within Hungary and the sub-
Carpathian region of Ukraine. The operation received
excellent press coverage and resulted in greater prestige
for the HRC.

governments for the provision of services (such as the
running of shelters, refugee assistance, etc.), first-aid
exam fees from applicants for driving licences, fund-
raising activities, sponsor support, grants, sale of
second-hand clothes, social shops and events. For three
years now the HRC has been the charity most frequently
supported by the gift of 1 per cent of personal income
tax permitted by law.

Material resources
Headquarters in Budapest is a large four-storey building
that is reasonably well equipped and the property of which
has recently been restored. The restitution of another 12
buildings used formerly rent-free for HRC activities has
also taken place. The HRC and the government are
discussing the restitution of additional buildings to
accommodate an extension of HRC activities. The society
also owns some shops and real estate.

Organization/planning
The HRC has a ten-year development plan (Strategy
2010) and annual operational plans. Current priorities
include blood-donor recruitment, social welfare, fund-
raising, institutional development, first aid and youth
activities.

Partnerships
The HRC has several agreements for cooperation within
the Movement, for example within the Central European
Forum for Cooperation, which includes the Bulgarian,
Croatian, Czech, Polish, Slovak, Slovenian and
Hungarian Red Cross, and with the Belarussian and
Ukrainian Red Cross Societies. The HRC also enjoys a
close relationship with the International Federation's
regional delegation. .

The HRC has had ties with the German Red Cross since
1989. There is also cooperation with the Austrian,
Belgian, British, French, Italian, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Norwegian, Swiss and Swedish Red Cross
Societies.

A yearly updated cooperation agreement between the
society and the national blood-transfusion service
determines tasks and responsibilities on blood-donor
recruitment. There is also cooperation with the office of
immigration and nationality in the field of refugee
assistance and with the national disaster preparedness
directorate of the ministry of the interior in disaster
preparedness and relief. International relief work is
carried out in cooperation with the ministry of foreign
affairs.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief and preparedness
In response to the floods in recent years both in Hungary
and in neighbouring countries, a disaster preparedness
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Social welfare
The society runs soup kitchens, shelters for women and
children who are the victims of domestic violence, as
well as for homeless families and individuals.
Rehabilitation programmes have been initiated for the
inhabitants of such shelters. Assistance is also provided
to convicts and ex-convicts. Summer holidays are
organized for chronically sick children, an activity that
started over 20 years ago. Children are received for
summer holidays from disaster-affected areas of the
region. Programmes for the elderly include hospital
visits, health services, excursions, clubs and holidays. A
national network of medical loan services is also
provided. Social aid is provided to more than 500,000
beneficiaries a year in addition to nearly 4,000 refugees
and asylum seekers. Since 1999, a training course is
held for volunteers engaged in social welfare activities
both inside and outside the Red Cross. Training is also
provided for trainers in social welfare and for the staff of
those social welfare institutions, foundations, etc., that
involve volunteers. Traditionally, training is provided in
home care and baby care. '

Blood
The society has been actively involved in the
recruitment of voluntary non-remunerated blood donors
since 1949. For a safe blood supply Hungary needs
500,000 units a year. The recruitment of 80 per cent of
all blood donors is provided by the HRC.

First aid
Training is carried out for individuals, including
applicants for driving licences. There are almost 94,500
candidates a year for the HRC first-aid examination.

Youth
This area is considered a high priority within the HRC.
The Red Cross youth section (RCY) holds local, branch
and national competitions on first aid and baby care.
RCY clubs and groups are engaged in health promotion
activities. Since 1998, RCY has organized a national pin
campaign on the occasion of World Red Cross and Red
Crescent Day. Leadership training is carried out for
some 1,000 young people all over the country each year.

TraCing
The society receives about 1,600 requests a year and has
a success rate of one in four.
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Relevance/effectiveness
Social institutions such as night shelters, mother-and-
child shelters and soup kitchens run by the society are
given normative support by the ministry of social and
family affairs and/or local governments, who monitor
and evaluate them.

5. Further information
General assembly reports
Hungarian Red Cross Annual Report. Icelandic Red Cross

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1924
18,200 (2001)
53 (2001)
CHF 2.9 million (2001)

1. National context
Iceland is a western European country with a well-
established parliamentary democracy and advanced
welfare system. Out of a population numbering almost
300,000, half live in the capital and its neighbouring
towns in the south-west. The standard of living is high;
the income per capita among the highest in the world.
There is a comprehensive state health system and well-
developed social services. Life expectancy, at 81.4 years
for women and 77.6 for men, is one of the highest in the
world. The economy is heavily dependent upon fishing
and seafood exports account for approximately half of
all foreign exchange earnings. Iceland is not a member
of the European Union (EU) but has a special agreement
with the EU (EEA - European Economic Area).

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Reykjavik
286,275 (2001)
US$ 30,597 (2001)
79.5 years (2001)
2.6 per 1,000 live births (2001)
99 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The work of the Icelandic Red Cross (IRC) is guided by
the Fundamental Principles. Its present mission statement
was adopted by the general assembly in September 1997
and is included in the strategic work plan for 1998-2003.
The IRC's mission statement states that the society
"endeavours to alleviate and prevent human suffering.
The society responds to crises at home and abroad. We
provide assistance to the most vulnerable people, making
them more capable of coping with difficulties and
reacting against sudden crises. In our work we seek to
ensure respect for all human beings". The mission
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cent women). Out of 51 branches, only five have paid
staff, but there are seven district offices where one
district secretary is employed. Training programmes for
paid staff include an induction courses for new
employees, first aid and a course on emergency
preparedness and response.

statement and the strategic work plan have been printed
and widely circulated throughout the society.

The IRC does not receive substantial funds from the
government and does therefore not have difficulties in
maintaining its autonomy and independence whilst
working with the government. According to a recent
opinion poll, the IRC is the best-known NGO in Iceland
and has a very positive public image.

Legal base
The IRC was founded in 1924, was recognized by the
ICRC in 1925 and the same year it joined the
International Federation. The statutes of the IRC were
last updated in May 2001. Under the revised statutes, the
number of delegates to the general assembly was
increased in order to strengthen the representation of the
smallest branches outside the metropolitan area. The
new statutes also stipulate that local branches should not
save large sums of money but use their funds for
humanitarian work. If a local branch is inactive, its
savings are transferred to a special fund which is
managed by the district council.

Constituency
The IRC has six districts and 51 local branches covering
the whole country. There are approximately 18,200
members of the local branches, which is nearly 7 per
cent of the total population. More than 6,000 people
contribute regularly to the society's disaster relief fund
(the International Aid Fund).

There is not much difference between the proportion of
men and women who hold governing positions at
various levels. Nevertheless, young people are not well
represented in the governing bodies and neither is the
rapidly changing ethnic and religious composition of the
population reflected in the governing bodies of IRC.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly is held annually and it elects all
members of the board, which comprises the president
plus ten members. There is a tradition that members of
the board reflect the geographical distribution of the
local branches, while others represent different spheres
of Icelandic society. The board meets ten times a year,
but the executive committee, comprising five members,
meets more frequently. The board organizes training
seminars on governance issues and has recently started
a revision of its role in the overall governance structure
of the society. According to the statutes of the society,
nobody can hold the same governance position for more
than eight years.

Human resources
In 2001, the Icelandic Red Cross had 53 paid staff, of
whom 32 work at headquarters (30 per cent men, 70 per
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The society has approximately 1,000 active volunteers
(of whom 75 per cent are women). Women and youth
are traditionally most active in social programmes and
fund-raising, while the representation of men and
women is more equal in the governing boards.
Extensive programmes for volunteer training have been
a priority since 2000. Yolunteers are offered training all
over the country with the aim of introducing them to the
organization. Training programmes include first aid and
psychological first aid, emergency preparedness and
response, and leadership training.

Headquarters has a human resource policy regarding
staff members but the society has not established a
policy on volunteering.

Financial resources
In 2000, the income was CHF 13.0 million and
expenditure was CHF 13.4 million. The main sources of
income were fund-raising from gaming machines (CHF
9.7 million), donations (CHF 1.4 million), subsidies
from government (CHF 0.9 million) and other revenues
(CHF 1 million).

The main areas of expenditure in 2000 were
international activities (CHF 2.9 million), local
branches (CHF 2.9 million), domestic activities (CHF
2.6 million), ambulance services (CHF 1.3 million) and
refugees and asylum seekers (CHF 0.5 million).

The society has a resource development plan whose aim
is diversifying its sources of fund-raising, thereby
decreasing the dependence on the main source which is
gaming machines.

Organization/planning
The society has adopted a strategic work plan, covering
1998-2003, which is presently undergoing revision.
Apart from traditional Red Cross services to the most
vulnerable, the main priorities of the plan are national as
well as local vulnerability and capacity assessments
(YCA), advocacy, recruitment of volunteers, and youth
activities. Based on a nationwide YeA, the general
assembly decided in 2000 to prioritize services to the
mentally ill, children in certain risk groups and lonely,
isolated people.

Annual plans of action and budgets, based on the
strategic work plan, are produced and approved by the
board. Each local branch draws up its own annual plan
of action, but not many of them have carried out a local
YCA. Since many branches are very small, cooperation
at the district level is increasing and some district
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committees have started drawing up annual plans for
district cooperation.

Partnerships
TheIRC works III partnership with other voluntary
organizations, mainly in order to coordinate various
services to vulnerable people. The society has a number
of formal agreements with the government concerning
first-aid training, disaster preparedness and response,
ambulance services, and services to refugees and
asylum seekers.

Within the Movement, the society is a member of the
organizational development commission and
participates in a very extensive cooperation between the
four other Nordic (Danish, Finnish, Norwegian and
Swedish) Red Cross Societies. The society participates
in other networks such as ECRE, Group of 24, ICG,
NOCRE, PERCO, the public support group, WENDOV,
as well as the Nordic-Baltic and the Nordic-Russian
cooperation networks.

4. Performance

Domestic activities
First aid
Every year more than 6,000 people attend courses on
first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation arranged by
the IRC. According to a contract with the authorities, the
IRC is in charge of first-aid education in Iceland,
produces materials and makes sure that the latest
techniques are always used. The society also teaches
psychological first aid and provides trauma relief
following serious accidents and natural disasters.

Emergency preparedness and response
The IRC provides emergency shelters and social welfare
assistance to those who have to leave their homes due to
natural disasters. Each branch prepares an emergency
plan for response to local disasters, provision of first aid
and psychological support. Some 800 volunteers around
the country have been trained as Red Cross emergency
response officers.

Ambulance services
All ambulances in Iceland - around 70 - belong to IRC,
which buys, equips and runs them. The ambulances are
managed with the goal of ensuring that everywhere in
Iceland there are well-equipped ambulances available
for emergency transport.

Refugees and asylum seekers
The IRC guards the rights of those seeking asylum in
Iceland and provides them with housing and financial
support according to an agreement with the government.
The IRC also helps quota refugees adapt to Icelandic
society. The Red Cross support for families who assist
refugees III Iceland has received international
recognition.

Social and health services
IRC volunteers around the country visit regularly
hundreds of elderly or ill people. Volunteers also visit
prisoners, refugees and others who request a "visiting
friend". Local branches have started various activities to
provide support to vulnerable people, for example, drop-
in centres for the mentally ill, day care and nursing homes
for the elderly and a phone line for lonely people. The IRC
also runs a shelter for children and youth in the capital as
well as a patients' hotel. The IRC has been working
against violence through information campaigns, research
and work with victims and offenders.

Youth
Red Cross youth has been growing considerably. Its
members participate in environmental courses, help
vulnerable people, provide extensive training and
instruction, and participate in international activities.
The Red Cross youth has been particularly active in the
campaign against violence.

Dissemination
The IRC produces magazines, bulletins, press releases,
brochures and maintains a web site in order to
disseminate knowledge about its activities,
humanitarian values and the Red Cross Movement.

International activities
In 2000, the IRC spent CHF 2.9 million on international
activities. Of this amount, 52 per cent was spent on
responding to disasters, 25 per cent was allocated to
development, and 23 per cent of the budget was spent on
delegates with the International Federation and the ICRC.

Emergency relief assistance is exclusively provided
multilaterally by contributing to emergency appeals
from the International Federation and the ICRC. The
strategic work plan states that the priority of the IRC is
to give assistance to "forgotten" areas where it has
proved difficult to finance emergency relief because of
political reasons or lack of media attention.

Development assistance is predominantly provided
bilaterally and is focused on a limited number of
National Societies in Africa (Gambia, Lesotho, Malawi,
Mozambique and South Africa) and in Europe (Albania,
the Baltic states, Russia and Yugoslavia). There is
additionally a small project in Uzbekistan. Development
assistance is particularly concentrated on health care
with a special emphasis on HIV /AIDS programmes.

In 2000, IRC had 20 delegates in the field (13 with the
International Federation, six with the ICRC and one
bilateral) who carried out a total of 22 missions. There
were three full-time employees working on international
activities in headquarters.

Relevance/effectiveness
An extensive evaluation of the strategic work plan for
1998-2003 is under way as well as a review of the
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Icelandic Red Cross

organizational structure of the society. Every year, the
IRC carries out evaluations of certain activities, most
recently psychological support to disasters victims, a
programme for men who perpetrate violence at home,
and a shelter for children and youth in trouble. The
society is developing its evaluations of international
activities.

5. Further information
Red Cross magazine (four issues per year)
+C youth magazine (three issues per year)
Annual report
Ideals in Action (brochure in English)
Web site: http://www.redcross.is •
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Irish
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1939
2,300 (2002)
15 (2002)
CHF 9.3 million

1. National context
The Republic of Ireland is the most westerly state in
Europe, occupying three-quarters of the island of
Ireland. The estimated population in 2001 was 3,838,
900. Dublin is the civil and financial capital, with over
1.1 million people living in the greater Dublin area.
Cork, Limerick and Galway are other important
population centres. Ireland has a young population with
approximately 39 per cent under 24 years of age.
English is the principal spoken language, while Irish is
the first official language.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Dublin
3.8 million (2001)
US$ 18,710 (1998)
76.6 years (1998)
5.5 per 1,000 live births (1999)
99 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
To fulfil the objectives of the Irish Red Cross Society
(IrRC) as prescribed by the statutes and to be Ireland's
premier community service organization, the society
strives to ensure the implementation of the Red Cross
charter, the prevention and alleviation of human
suffering and the protection of life and health and
respect for the human being by continually delivering a
high-quality humanitarian service at home and abroad.
The Irish Red Cross provides care to the most
vulnerable at home and abroad in peace, crisis and
disaster.

http://www.redcross.is
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3. Capacity

Leadership
The executive committee is composed of voluntary
members and government appointees, and must meet at
least ten times a year (usually monthly).

Human resources
In 2002, there are 15 paid employees at head office, of
whom 11 are female. Eight staff are engaged in
providing support services to volunteers.

Financial resources
The main sources for financial resources are through
fund-raising and donations. The Irish Red Cross is also
in receipt of a government contribution.

Material resources
The IrRC owns 11 buildings at local level, from which
locally based services are run to both volunteers and
members of the public. The Irish Red Cross has recently
acquired a building designated as a training centre, for the
purposes of running a wide variety of training courses for
volunteers. The head office buildings are provided from the
government's office of public works. The society also has
over 70 vehicles, the majority of which are ambulances.

Partnerships
The Irish Red Cross works with the JCRC and the
International Federation by providing personnel and
financial assistance.

The Irish Red Cross is currently investigating suitable
private sector partnerships and is committed to the
development of mutually advantageous corporate
relationships where appropriate to the aims and
requirements of the Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement.

4. Performance
International activities
In 2002, the Irish Red Cross spent CHF 2.1 million on
international assistance. The main sources for
international operations are grant-aid and donations from
the public. Disaster relief is the main area of international
expenditure. Areas of specialization currently include
nursing, logistics and administration. Currently the IrRC
is investigating ways to develop its overall profile when
dealing with international activities and developing areas
of involvement to include increased delegate numbers,
monetary assistance and projects.

5. Further information
Irish Red Cross Review (quarterly)
Web site: http://www.redcross.ie •
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Italian Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1864
201,483 (1999)
3,025 (2002)
CHF 239.7 million (2000)

1. National context
Italy is a parliamentary republic, which is subdivided for
administrative purposes into 20 relatively autonomous
regions. Youth unemployment (32 per cent in 1999) is
one of the key issues facing the government. Italy has one
of the lowest gross birth rates in the European Union, and
old-age pensions and survivor benefits account for the
majority of social protection expenditure.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Rome
57.6 million (2001)
US$ 20,317 (2001)
78.7 years (2001)
5.5 per 1,000 live births (2000)
98.3 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Italian Red Cross (lRC) is to improve
the lives of vulnerable people, both nationally and
internationally, especially in the fields of relief, health,
social care and youth.

The Italian Red Cross forms part of the national defence
system (military health auxiliary), the national civil
defence system and the national health system,
particularly with regard to relief activities and blood
collection, treatment and transfusion. The Italian
government contributes almost one-third of the IRC's
operating budget through contracts for the provision of
services.

The society is one of the country's most important
charitable institutions, and public opinion in respect to
the Italian Red Cross is positive.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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201,483 volunteers in 1999. Volunteers are involved in
all aspects of the programmes, from conception and
decision-making at management level to
implementation and evaluation. However, the IRC faces
problems in keeping volunteers because of the
competition from other organizations and the obligation
for volunteers to undergo training.

Legal base
The Italian Red Cross was founded in 1864 under the
name Comitato Milanese dell 'Associazione Italiana per
il soccorso ai feriti e ai malati in guerra, and was
recognized in 1886. The society is one of the five
National Societies which founded the League (now the
International Federation) in 1919.

Major modifications were introduced to the statutes in
1997, restructuring the society on a regional basis and
introducing democratized structures at the local,
provincial, regional and national levels.

The statutes were last updated in November 2000,
allowing for elected governance at the local level and
representation of local boards in the general assembly.
The last general assembly was held in February 2001.

Constituency
The Italian Red Cross is present throughout Italy. It is
structured into 102 provincial committees, 20 regional
committees and 432 local committees. Both the provincial
and regional committees are managed by a board of
directors elected by and from among the members.

The society is organized into six main components: relief
volunteers; youth; volunteer nurses; the national women's
committee; the military corps; and blood donors.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly is composed in part by the
presidents of the boards of directors from the regional
and provincial committees, and it is partly elected
directly by the IRC's members. The general assembly
meets once or twice a year.

The national management board is elected by the
general assembly. The board is composed of
representatives of the voluntary sections, a staff
representative and the general president. The board
meets approximately eight times a year.

The national management committee is composed of
four members elected by the national management
board from among its members, and comprises the
general president, the vice president and two members.
The management committee meets once a week.

The general president is elected by the general assembly
from among its members. Ministry representatives are
not eligible for election to the management committee
or the presidency.

Human resources
The Italian Red Cross employs 3,025 people: 336 at its
headquarters and 2,689 in its branches. There were also
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Training is provided to improve IRC management
through courses in law, information technology, foreign
languages, reform of the administrative structure in
Italy, and safety in the workplace. In order to participate
in IRC activities, volunteers must complete courses
lasting up to two years, as well as a compulsory six-
month training period. Volunteers may also receive
training in rescue skills, management of volunteers,
knowledge of the Movement and international
humanitarian law.

Financial resources
The IRC total revenue for 2000 amounted to CHF 239.7
million, of which CHF 1.9 million came from members
shares, CHF 3.1 million were investment revenues, CHF
9.0 million were fund-raising revenues, CHF 189.0
million in Government subsidies, projects, etc., and
CHF 36.6 million came from other sources.

Material resources
In 2002, the IRC had the use of 64 buses, 448 lorries, 11
mobile blood banks, 21 campers, 25 elevator trucks, 113
scooters, 35 field kitchens, one depurator, four
snowmobiles, four excavators, two field purifiers, 570
coaches, 320 trailers, 368 caravans, 2,186 cars and
3,953 ambulances.

Organization/planning
The society is preparing a strategic work plan, which
will seek to align its activities with the International
Federation's Strategy 2010, focusing particularly on the
four core areas identified in the document.

The different components of the organization carry out
their own planning processes on an ad hoc basis.

Partnerships
The IRC cooperates with other organizations in the
areas of civil defence, international assistance, health
services and social services.

The IRC is the president of the European Regional
Network of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies on
HIV/AIDS (ERNA). The president of the IRC is
currently vice president of the International Federation
and president of the Red Cross-European Union Bureau
(Brussels). The IRC is a member of the Platform of
European Red Cross Cooperation (PERCO) and the
European Public Support Group.

The society is interested in sharing information and
expertise in the areas of volunteer recruitment,
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management, social actrvities, fund-raising, image
building, and HIV /AIDS and blood collection
programmes.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
First aid/ambulance service
The Italian Red Cross has 3,953 ambulances which are
operated by its almost 50,000 first-aid and relief
workers/volunteers, 217 of whom are nurses and 200
doctors. In 2001, almost 500,000 people benefited from
these services.

According to an agreement with the ministry of health,
the IRC provides first-aid services and assistance at 31
Italian airports. First-aid training is carried out for staff
and volunteers.

Rescue services/civil protection
The rescue services involve beach and sea rescue; 4,000
actions were conducted by 2,500 operators of whom 330
were trainers, 75 scuba divers, 40 emergency helicopter
operators and 40 trainers of track relief. There are also
search-and-rescue teams to assist earthquake victims. As
for civil protection, 500 actions were conducted in
favour of 10,000 people.

Social welfare
The social assistance programme relies on the work of
the National Women's Committee (30,000 volunteers),
relief volunteers, IRC youth and the volunteer nurses. In
total, 70,000 people benefited from services including
home care and assistance in hospitals and hospices.

Blood programme
The IRC has a central blood bank in Rome, and also
collects blood throughout the country. In 200 I, the
society collected more than 35,000 units of blood that
were supplied to 12,500 people. The IRC has set up a
blood-donor recruitment programme. In all, 241
employees and 145 volunteers work at the central blood
bank.

HIV/AIDSand drug dependence
The Foundation Villa Maraini, based in the Rome
branch of the IRC, offers assistance to substance abusers
(alcohol and drugs) and HIV/AIDS patients, as well as
carrying out research in these fields. The foundation is
linked to the ERNA network for HIV/AIDS, of which its
director is president. The programme employs 100 paid
employees and 85 volunteers (including medical
personnel). In 200 I, almost 3,000 people benefited from
these services.

Social services
The IRC runs the following services: a vismng
programme for the elderly and isolated people; transport
and escort of the elderly; assistance to refugees,

migrants and asylum seekers (including a tracing
service); primary health care and health promotion and
loans of medical equipment.

Youth
The IRC youth activities include peace education, health
education (including HIV/AIDS prevention), first-aid
courses and dissemination of IHL. Some 20,000 youth
volunteers are involved.

IHL dissemination
The IRC disseminates IHL and the Fundamental
Principles to volunteers, the armed forces, universities
and the general public. About 500 IHL
disseminators/instructors are active in this field.

International activities
In 2001, the IRC's budget for emergency and
development activities abroad was CHF 3.7 million. The
international department's main areas of activity are
development cooperation and food security. The
activities of the international department are carried out
by 15 people based in the national headquarters, whose
focus is mainly construction, blood and food-security
programmes.

Rescue/international development 'activities are carried
out especially in Afghanistan, Albania, Central America,
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Latin America, Mauritania,
Mozambique, Somalia, Turkey and the former
Yugoslavia, while blood programmes have been set up
in Bangladesh and Honduras. The IRC is also active in
youth and institutional development.

Priority geographical areas in which the IRC works are
Africa, Central America and eastern Europe.

5. Further information
1864, IRC official review, published every two months
Web site: http://www.cri.it •
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Red Crescent Society of Kazakhstan

planning. The society has designed its own work plan as
well as participating in the preparation of a strategic
work plan for the region. The RCSK has a generally
positive public image among the population.
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Founded: 1937
Members/volunteers: 430,255
Staff: 129
Expenditure: CHF 172,310

1. National context
Kazakhstan became independent in 1991 following the
break-up of the Soviet Union. During the 1990s, the
country went through a process of economic
liberalization which has led to a fall in living standards
for many Kazakhs. According to an International
Federation-sponsored vulnerability survey in 1997,
respondents on average consumed around 50 per cent
less than the minimum food basket; 34 per cent of
children did not attend school; 46 per cent did not have
winter shoes; and 62 per cent had difficulties heating
their houses. Although the overall national gross
domestic product is expected to rise in the years to
come, all indications are that life for the most vulnerable
will continue to get worse. Kazakhstan also faces
potentially severe health and environmental problems as
a result of nuclear and industrial pollution.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Astana
14.9 million
US$ 1,350
61.1 years
59.2 per 1,000 live births
98 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The Red Crescent Society of Kazakhstan (RCSK) has a
mission statement that is outlined in the society's
statutes and communicated to all branches. The statutes
were last reviewed at the society's congress in March
2002. The RCSK is guided by the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement and has relied on the
International Federation's Strategic Work Plan for its
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The RCSK works closely with the government, with
which it has an agreement for joint disaster preparedness
and response activities. This close cooperation does not
affect the society's independence. Some branches
receive substantial support from the local government
while others do not have such a good relationship. The
society has been trying for several years to obtain a
privileged tax status. This goal has only been partly
achieved.

Legal base
The RCSK was founded in 1937 as a member of the
Soviet Alliance of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies, and became independent in 1992. A
presidential decree confirmed the legal status of the
society in 1992. The RCSK has not yet been recognized
by the ICRC as it wished to use a double emblem.
However, as the society has officially adopted the red
crescent as its only emblem, and become the Red
Crescent Society of Kazakhstan, this is no longer an
issue and the society is now preparing to be accepted by
the ICRC.

Constituency
The RCSK is present throughout the country with 18
branches, 14 provincial committees, two territorial
committees, two city committees, two railroad
committees, and 21 district and city committees.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The last national congress took place in 2002. The
society's president was elected at the congress and a
vice president was later appointed. The national council,
which is the highest governing body, is based in Almaty
and has 35 members. One of its main priorities is to
increase the income of the society. The executive
committee has 13 members (five men and eight
women). The governing bodies meet at least twice a
year and additionally when the need arises. The
leadership of the branches works relatively
independently from the national committee and also
aims to adjust fund-raising campaigns and activities to
the new social and economic realities.

Human resources
The RCSK has a total of 129 staff. Headquarters
employs 41 staff (31 professional and ten technical
staft). Branches employ one or two staff, depending on
their financial situation. The society has 430,255
members and volunteers. Of the 3,126 volunteers, 422
work in the field of dissemination of IHL and 2,709 are
fund-raising activists.

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership.
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Financial resources
The RCSK's income amounts to CHF 172,310. The
society is planning to increase fund-raising to
compensate for the dwindling income from members.
An identified priority is to set up small enterprises,
which requires a professional business consultancy. Due
to the overall crisis in the country, the society is facing
financial hardships.

Material resources
The national committee of the RCSK owns part of the
building in which it is located (the rest is owned by the
ministry of health). The national committee has four
vehicles, and several branches own vehicles as well,
most of which are in need of maintenance. .Some
branches own buildings, which accommodate their
offices and are partly rented out to others. Most of the
oblast (regional) committees have telephones, fax and
video recorders. The national committee has computers,
Internet connection and e-mail.

Organization/planning
The society had a strategic work plan for 1997-2001,
which highlighted the following priorities:
strengthening of the society; development of
international cooperation; dissemination of IHL and
Fundamental Principles of the Movement; and
emergency relief assistance. Staff have attended
leadership and resource management seminars in the
framework of the International Federation's institutional
development programme for central Asia. They have
also attended disaster preparedness seminars.

Conducting training workshops, vulnerability
assessment and financial sustainability are areas for
organizational development as well as the development
and revision of the statutes and other legal documents of
the society.

Partnerships
The society works directly with the International
Federation, the ICRC, the German Red Cross (mini-
bakery project-twinning programmes in two branches are
under discussion), the Netherlands Red Cross (youth
programme and soup kitchens), the Icelandic Red Cross
(information service), the Danish Red Cross and UNHCR
(refugee-related activities since 1994). The society works
on migrant and repatriation issues with the International
Federation since 1998 and with the 10M since 2001. The
RCSK also works in partnership with the British Red
Cross (English-language lessons), the Iranian Red
Crescent (humanitarian aid) and the Finnish and Korean
National Red Cross (youth programmes).

In 2001, the RCSK conducted vulnerability and capacity
assessments (VCA) in four provinces with the purpose
of defining the factors and tendencies of vulnerability
and capacity of communities with the support of the
International Federation and the Finnish Red Cross.

4. Performance

Activities
Disaster preparedness
In 2000, the RCSK developed, along with the agency for
emergency of Kazakhstan, a national disaster
preparedness plan in which the role of the RCSK and
other NGOs in disaster preparedness and response was
identified and officially approved. Since the end of2000
and beginning of 2001, four regional disaster
preparedness centres were established where rapid
response teams are functioning. In 2001, the RCSK
trained 120 disaster preparedness volunteers, who are
now able to work in the areas of first aid, disasters and
needs assessment. Special attention is paid to public
education. To conduct this activity more effectively,
vulnerability assessments and training needs assessment
are being conducted.

In 2000, the RCSK gave more than CHF 220,000 worth
of assistance to flood victims of the Kustanai province
as well as responding to different small-scale disasters.
Moreover, two RCSK branches have their own water
rescue teams, who train children to swim and conduct
first aid training. In 2000, they saved four lives.

The RCSK also responded in the aftermath of floods in
2001.

Health
The society has three hospitals with a total of 110 beds,
three "mercy houses" able to provide shelter for a total
of 165 people, three Red Crescent wards for 35 beds,
four pharmacies and two medical humanitarian centres
(one of which is for refugees), and four training centres.
Three centres are equipped for first-aid training (in
Almaty, Karaganda and Ust-Kamenogorsk). There is
also a visiting-nurses programme (11 _nurses are
working in Kustanai and ten in Ust-Kamenogorsk under
the TB programme). The number of nurses dropped
drastically from 720 in 1994 to 69 in 1998, after the
International Federation stopped subsidizing salaries.
The branches are now responsible for their own fund-
raising, with varying success, to support the programme.
In total, there are 82 people working in hospitals and
mercy houses.

Social welfare
Clothes, food, medical treatment and financial
assistance are provided to vulnerable groups (disabled
children, elderly, flood victims) from donations received
through organized fund-raising events. Moreover, the
society works directly with the UNHCR, helping
approximately 6,000 refugees (Afghans, Azerbaijanis,
Chechens, Tajiks), providing financial support, clothes
and medical assistance. The society also has eight soup
kitchens and 20 distribution centres for second-hand
clothes.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Youth
The society runs 12 youth centres throughout the
country. These centres have become a base for training
volunteers in Red Cross Red Crescent history,
Fundamental Principles of the Movement and
preventive health. Under the first-aid training
programme for school-age children in Almaty,
Karagandy and Uralsk, emergency teams are trained and
prepared for disaster response. The programme "Youth
and healthy lifestyle" is also functioning. Youth
volunteers participate in YCAs, health programmes on
TB (support to the nurses, performances for children,
training for students on women's health). A Red
Crescent youth centre has been opened in Almaty where
approximately 260 volunteers were trained in 1999.

Population movement
Since July 2001, the support centres for repatriates
(mainly women) project, a joint RCSK and 10M
programme, is being implemented in the Almaty,
Zhambyl and Karaganda provinces. The project will run
through 2001-2002 under the RCSK's population
movement programme. Nine such centres were created
in three provinces of Kazakhstan. Mobile expert groups
from RCSK branches conduct legal consultations, as
well as lectures on hygiene, infectious disease
prevention, and disaster response issues, within the
context of the support centres project. At present,
business projects developed by repatriates' communities
jointly with the Almaty and Karaganda branches have
also started. The business projects of Zhambyl branch
are under consideration at the 10M.

Tracing and dissemination
The RCSK cooperates with the ICRC in this area.
Specialists have been appointed to arrange
dissemination courses for armed forces and general
public (students and pupils). Seminars were organized
in all branches.

5. Further information
Kazakhstan vulnerability survey (1997).
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Red Crescent Society
of Kyrgyzstan

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1926
1,000 (1998)
250 (1998)
CHF 68,755 (1999)

1. National context
Kyrgyzstan became independent in 1991 and joined the
Commonwealth of Independent States the same year. The
country's recovery from the economic collapse after the
break-up of the Soviet Union has been very slow. Although
it has been heralded as a model of democratization, poverty
is increasing and access to social services such as education
and health services is becoming ever more difficult as basic
government services disappear. The World Bank estimates
that half the Kyrgyz population lives in poverty, including
23 per cent in extreme poverty.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Bishkek
4.7 million
US$ 380 (1998)
64 years
56 per 1,000 live births (1998)
97 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Kyrgyz Red Crescent Society (KRCS) is guided by
the Fundamental Principles of the Movement and the
statutes of the society. The KRCS is widely known
among the public and enjoys a positive image.

Legal base
The KRCS was founded in 1926 as a member of the
Soviet Alliance of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies.
It was recognized by presidential decree as a unique,
independent, voluntary, non-governmental organization
in 1991. Since then, the statutes have been revised twice.
The society was recognized by the ICRC and admitted to
the International Federation in 1997. The ministry of
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justice has registered the society's statutes and the
government granted the KRCS a tax-free status.

Constituency
The society carries out its activities on the territory of
the country in accordance with its statutes. It has one
central committee, six regional committees and 54
district committees.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The KRCS mid-level managers and the chairperson
have attended leadership and management workshops in
the framework of the International Federation's
institutional development programme for central Asia.

Human resources
The KRCS has 250 paid staff and over 1,000 volunteers.
Human resource training programmes have been carried
out in close cooperation with the International
Federation, the ICRC (dissemination and training) and
other organizations.

Financial resources
In 1999, the KRCS's expenditure was CHF 68,755. The
membership's income amounted to CHF 10,145. No
subsidies were received from the government. The
KRCS has been making efforts to establish fund-raising
activities, including selling Red Crescent stamps.

Material resources
The headquarters owns its building, which is partly let
to other organizations. Three branches also own their
buildings, while others only have offices. Some of the
branches have offices based in central district hospitals.
Most of the branches are equipped with telephones and
fax facilities. The KRCS has computers with modems.

Headquarters has four vehicles but has had financial
difficulties in financing purchases of spare parts. In
1997, the German Red Cross donated a truck and in
1999, the Netherlands Red Cross provided a car to the
development department.

Partnerships
The KRCS works in close cooperation with the
International Federation, the ICRC, the American Red
Cross, the Netherlands Red Cross (self-sustainable first-
aid programmes, for example), UNHCR, UNDP, as well
as local NGOs.

4. Performance

Activities
Disaster preparedness
Kyrgyzstan is a mountainous area exposed to high risks
of earthquakes, avalanches and landslides. Around 1

million people live in areas of high seismic activity. The
society's disaster preparedness programme aims at
raising awareness, preparing emergency stocks and
training in disaster management at all levels.

The KRCS's staff attended regional workshops in 1997.
Following these workshops the society's disaster
preapredness staff has been conducting national and
branch level workshops. The society also has a
minimum preparedness stock, including computers,
high-frequency radio and field vehicles.

Health
The society's health programme focuses mainly on
tuberculosis through distribution of nutritional
supplement and hygiene supplies, as well as screening
people and encouraging them to continue treatment. The
programme includes health education in schools,
universities and enterprises. Forty visiting nurses
provide care for elderly and lonely people.

Naryn and Issyk-Kul branches are continuing a self-
sustainable first-aid programme that was initiated by the
Netherlands Red Cross.

Relief
The International Federation's soup kitchen prograrnme
was, for the main part, terminated in 2000 (the last one
to close was in Batken in May 2001). However, the
KRCS continues to provide hot meals from their local
funding.

The KRCS continues to provide assistance to lonely and
elderly people through medical assistance,
psychological and social support. Medico-social centres
in Bishkek and regional centres provide medical help,
food and home for lonely elderly people. The Karabalta
district Red Cross branch runs a home for 40 elderly
people as well as a centre for homeless children. The
beneficiaries get temporary shelter, medical services,
food, second-hand clothes and psychological support.

Youth
The KRCS youth centre unites regional youth
coordinators, runs activities on dissemination of the
Fundamental Principles and IHL, raises awareness on
HIV/AIDS and drug abuse. Young volunteers are very
active in holding campaigns on healthy lifestyle as well
as working with peers in schools and universities. In
2000, young volunteers spent two weeks in a house for
disabled children, organizing games and taking care of
their disadvantaged peers .•
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Latvian Red Cross
Founded: 1918
Members/volunteers: 25,000
Staff: 134
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Riga
2.4 million
US$ 2,420 (1998)
68.6 years (1998)
18 per 1,000 live births (1998)
99 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The strategy of the Latvian Red Cross (LRC) has four
main directions: humanitarian values and the
Movement's Fundamental Principles; health and social
care; disaster preparedness and disaster response; and
volunteers and youth.

Legal base
The Latvian Red Cross is more than 80 years old, as it
was founded in November 1918. It became a member of
the International Federation in 1991. The present revised
statutes were adopted by the society's congress in April
2001 (the previous statutes had been adopted in 1996).
The LRC adopted its strategy for 2001-2004 during its
congress in April 2001.

The Red Cross law has not yet been adopted. Several
versions were presented to parliament but rejected. A
new draft was submitted to parliament in May 2001.

Constituency
The LRC has one head office, 37 district and town
committees and 521 local branches (previously called
primary organizations). In the last five years, 73 new
local branches have been formed.
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There were 26,000 members in 1998, 27,000 in 1999
(1.1 per cent of total population) and 25,087 in 2000.
About 2,000 are active members. New membership
cards were introduced, as well as a new centralized and
computerized registration system.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The president and the vice president were elected in
April 2001. The society also has a secretary general and
an international coordinator.

Governance institutions at national and district level are
similar (LRC council and LRC board). The LRC's
congress is now held every three years (under the old
statutes, it was held every five years).

Human resources
There' are 13 members of staff at headquarters, ten
project coordinators and their assistants. There is one
secretary/chairperson per branch, some of whom are
paid while others are volunteers. In total, there are 134
paid employees, plus 57 nurses, chairpersons and
accountants, most of whom work part-time or as
volunteers. The LRC has about 2,000 active volunteers
out of 25,000 members.

Financial resources
The LRC's international budget amounts to 55.4 per
cent of its expenses and the internal budget, 44.6 per
cent. The society's main source of income comes from
membership fees (4.4 per cent), commercial and fund-
raising activities (22.3 per cent), governmental support
(at the national level, 0.01. per cent, and at the local
level, 2.97 per cent). The society depends to some extent
on projects and foreign economic assistance and on
governmental support (for international membership
fees only).

Material resources
The LRC owns its headquarters building and its district
committee buildings in Ludza, Tukums, Saldus and
Jelgava, among other places. It also has five transport
vehicles at headquarters and 20 cars in district
committees. In the district committees, 60 per cent have
copying machines, 13 have computers and 17 first-aid
mannequins. The LRC rents warehouse buildings.

Partnerships
The society cooperates with the German and Swedish
Red Cross. Six Latvian branches cooperate with Swedish
Red Cross branches, two with the Norwegian Red Cross
and eight with the German Red Cross. The society is also
involved in the Baltic work plan cooperation with Nordic
countries and has two programmes with the Italian Red
Cross (Youth Red Cross).
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4. Performance

Activities
Medical and social assistance
A total of 57 paid visiting nurses (2000) take care of
about 2,000 elderly, lonely people. In 1999, 117
volunteer nurses performed 38,000 home visits and
40,545 home visits in 2000. The LRC has 37 health
centres or rooms where doctors and nurses work mainly
as volunteers. The society also has three soup kitchens
in Riga, Latgale, and Tukums.

In 1996-1998 the society organized a diphtheria
campaign (with Italian support). A tuberculosis
programme is planned to start in 2002. In total,
medicines, health care, etc. were provided to 38,035
people in 2000.

Home care project
This project is supported by the German Red Cross and
1,186 people were trained in 1999 in different seminars.

Social help and humanitarian aid
The LRC is involved in distributing shipments -
mainly used clothes and hospital beds - from the
United States' Lutheran Church (Orphan Grain Train)
and the Red Cross Societies in Germany, Italy, Norway
and Sweden. In 2000, 80 humanitarian aid shipments
were received (70 in 1999). They are distributed to
vulnerable people.

First-aid training and competitions
This is carried out with the support of the German Red
Cross. Twenty certified first-aid instructors are qualified
to run first-aid courses to the public (19 courses were
carried out in 1998, 22 in 1999, and 20 in 2000). About
10,000 people are trained each year. There are also first-
aid demonstrations and seminars.

National first-aid competitions were held for
schoolchildren in 22 districts (2000). The first national
first-aid competitions for adults was held in 2001 in
three districts. The LRC participated in the European
first-aid day activities in September 2000 and 2001.

Dissemination of IHL and Red Cross ideas
This project benefits from financial support of the
ICRC's Budapest delegation. Two informative seminars
on IHL with 55 participants were held in 2000. One
seminar on the Red Cross was held in a refugee centre
at Mucenieki together with state institutions. The LRC is
not yet involved in work with refugees. However, a
project is being drafted.

The LRC was involved in the millennium activities, a
photo exhibition and the 50th anniversary of the Geneva
Conventions. Two booklets were published in 1999 and
2000, a book on IHL, and four different posters.

An "hours of humanity" project (supported by the Soros
Foundation, based on material from the Macedonian
Red Cross) about tolerance and integration is aimed at
schoolteachers. In 2000, three seminars involved 60
teachers and a further ten seminars for 200 teachers are
planned. A campaign on the emblem's usage is also
planned.

Training of trainers
A three-year educational project is supported by the
Swedish Red Cross and the Swedish government's
international development agency (SIDA). After
preparations, interviews and selection of trainers in 1999,
five teams of three trainers each were set up in 2000. These
teams have already conducted ten three-day seminars,
resulting in 200 people being trained. This programme is
very important for districts and new branches because it
provides basic knowledge of the Red Cross. In 2001, ten
seminars trained more than 200 people.

Information programme
The LRC has four quarterly newsletters (2000) and a
magazine (VITA). In 1999, it sent 365 press releases to
the media and distributes a special postage stamp (the
power of humanity in Latvia).

Volunteers project
This project benefits from the support of the German
Red Cross, NGOs and the university volunteers' centre.
Its aim is to establish a volunteer coordination and
training system and to have trained volunteer
coordinators in 25 districts (out of37).

Its main area of work is preparing volunteers for home
visits. Through new programmes such as "Helping the
elderly", volunteers visit the elderly in old people's
homes. A handbook and regulations have been developed.

The International Year of Volunteers (IYV2001) was
one of the 2001 activities. The result of this activity will
be discussed during a Nordic-Baltic meeting in Finland.
A database of existing volunteers was set up and a
booklet about the volunteer programme and IYV2001
was published in May 2001. On 12 May 2001, the first
"Thank you" day for volunteers and staff was held with
the support of the Finnish Red Cross and the ICRC. It is
also planned for 2002.

Youth
There are 200 youth members. The youth Red Cross has
its own statutes and holds a congress every year. It has
several educational ("Do you see what I see?"), conflict
and tolerance and HIV /AIDS programmes. It also
participates in the ERNA network.

Two projects were supported by the Italian Red Cross in
2001 (syringes and HIV /AIDS and "Team-l "). A project
called "Internet indirect interview with HIV-positive
people" was developed. The new youth Red Cross
strategy was adopted with six main directions.
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Blood donors
A total of 28 district committees are still implicated in
the recruitment of voluntary, non-remunerated blood
donors. In 1999, there were 22,000 blood donors, and
22,345 in 2000. In all, 14,441.42 litres of blood were
donated. On 7 April 2000, the society cooperated in
World Health Day's safe blood activities, in which the
Latvian president participated.

In 2001, lectures on blood donation were given at
different Red Cross seminars with the cooperation of the
state blood-donor centre, and a youth Red Cross project
on the recruitment of blood donors was elaborated.

Tracing service
This service receives support from the ICRC. In 2000,
the LRC received 137 cases (76 cases in Latvia, 61 from
abroad and 76 requests for burial places). The majority
of cases date back to the Second World War. In 2000, 13
per cent of the cases were unresolved. The society can
positively answer about 50 per cent of requests about the
cases. In the last five years, the LRC has received a total
of 2,663 requests, 224 Red Cross messages were
delivered and the society dealt with its first case of
refugee family reunion.

Nordic-Baltic work plan (NBWP)
A new NBWP 2000-2004 was signed on 18 August
2000. Cooperation is planned in three core areas:
financial resource development and management;
human resource development; and disaster
preparedness.

As regards resource development, financial
management and fund-raising, a finance management
assessment was held in December 2000 by the Swedish
Red Cross, which recommended that a finance system
development programme and training for bookkeepers
be put in place, and an accounting programme
purchased. A fund-raising programme is planned (a
fund-raising officer has been employed since January
2002).

A disaster preparedness/logistics project and
psychological first-aid training are planned for 2002 .•
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Liechtenstein
Red Cross

Founded: 1945
Members/volunteers: 1,648 (2001)
Staff: 15
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Vaduz
33,000 (2000)
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

2. Foundation
The Liechtenstein Red Cross (LRK) was founded in
April 1945 and admitted as a member of the
International Federation the same year.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The present executive committee, consisting of seven
members headed by the active president, HSH Princess
Marie of Liechtenstein, deals with activities abroad, law,
samaritan associations (first aid), emergency service,
parent counselling, children's home and international
administration.

Organization/planning
Increased attention is being paid to the further training
of all office staff as well as in the individual task areas.

In future, the LRK will also be prepared to take on new
tasks which will put the society at the service of the
most vulnerable people, for whom it has also been
working in the past.
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4. Performance
Despite the high development of the country, there is
still a need for the Red Cross in Liechtenstein. The
Liechtenstein Red Cross has been carrying out most of
its activities for many years already and some of them
since the founding of the society in 1945.

Domestic activities
Emergency ambulance service
The emergency ambulance service is ready to help around
the clock. Seven specially trained, full-time staff ensure
that rapid and reliable transport is available day and night,
seven days a week, for patients and accident victims. The
service was formed in 1971 and has been in operation 24
hours a day since 1 January 1972. Since then, the
ambulance staff have helped more than 20,000 people.

In view of the pace of progress and the latest findings in
medicine, further training is of supreme importance. The
members of the service have completed additional
courses and constantly carry out exercises to update and
maintain their knowledge and practical experience.

Gamander children's home, Schaan
Aid for refugees and poor children from Eastern Europe.
On the initiative of the LRK president, the children's
home was given a new function nine years ago.
Previously, it offered shelter for Liechtenstein children
in need, but now the Gamander children's home
provides accommodation for child refugees and orphans
from Eastern Europe. For a month in each case, groups
of about 16 children accompanied by four adults from
Eastern Europe can enjoy a holiday in Schaan.

Close collaboration with the Hungarian Maltese Charity
Service enabled this project to be implemented. Two
LRK staff members and voluntary helpers contribute
each day to the well-being of the children and those
accompanying them. The happiest moments for them
are when the children really laugh again. They play,
dance, sing, pursue hobbies and sports and do many
other things. The housework is shared by the
Liechtenstein helpers, the adult guests and the children.

Parent counselling service
Child nutrition, care, development and upbringing. The
parent counselling service was set up 55 year ago in
1946 by the society for the welfare of the Liechtenstein
population.

The counselling sessions, which are held regularly in
various communities, are individually matched to the
requirements of the children and parents and are well
attended. State registered nurses with an additional
qualification in parent counselling discuss such
problems as nutrition, medical check-ups, vaccinations,
child care and development with the parents and offer
confidential advice. The specialist nurses can also help
at any time in problems concerning the upbringing of

children. They are also responsible for counselling by
phone and make home calls.

Parents-to-be attend the baby-care courses held by the
parent counselling service in spring and autumn.

Today further training is of special importance so that
the latest knowledge, whether in the medical, dietary
and/or social areas, can be passed on directly to the
parents. This is why the LRK provides the nurses with
adequate opportunities to attend topical further training
courses.

Blood transfusion campaign
A public blood-transfusion campaign was held for the
first time in Liechtenstein in 1953-54 and 273 donors
were registered in the country. Today, seven blood-
transfusion campaigns are held every year. Six
campaigns are organized with the Feldkirch blood-
transfusion service (Austrian Red Cross) and one with
the transfusion service of the Swiss Red Cross.

First-aid associations and courses
The first-aid association was formed in Vaduz in 1951.
Six more associations subsequently followed: Schaan;
Liechtenstein Lower Country; Balzers; Triesenberg;
Triesen; and the scouts' first-aid association.

The associations train their members and organize
public courses. Every leamer-driver must show that he
has attended a first-aid course carried out by one of the
first-aid associations. First-aid courses have also been
introduced in all ofthe country's schools. These courses
are also used to give general information on Red Cross
principles and activities.

The presence of members of these associations at sports
events and other public occasions is indispensable. They
also provide a valuable service for the community in
daily life.

Christmas presentation
The traditional Christmas presentation has been held
every December for many years. The President of the
Liechtenstein Red Cross visits all patients in the Vaduz
hospital and also all the residents of the old people's
homes in Vaduz, Schaan, Triesen, Eschen and Balzers.
The president, HSH Princess Marie, presents a book
with a personal dedication to every one of them together
with another small gift. A total of300 Christmas parcels,
all packed with care, were distributed.

Disaster relief in general
In cases of natural disasters and armed conflicts, the
Liechtenstein Red Cross, together with the Samaritan
Association, is responsible for protecting and assisting
the victims (first-aid, transportation of the injured to
hospitals, food supplies, etc.). Thanks to the many
trained volunteers and stores of disasters relief material,
the society and the Samaritan Association are ready to
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intervene in the event of a disaster. The society has its
own radio telecommunication system for faster and
more efficient help in emergencies.

International activities
Foreign aid
The demonstration of solidarity with the most
vulnerable of the poor is a moral obligation for
Liechtenstein which has enjoyed peace and prosperity
for over 50 years. During this time, Liechtenstein has
supported aid campaigns throughout the world with over
CHF 18 million.

Through appeals in Liechtenstein newspapers and radio,
as well as reports and documentaries, the Red Cross is
trying to motivate generous supporters and to find and
keep new sponsors.

Various charitable organizations are active in
Liechtenstein so the LRK has to compete with these, for
donations too. To do well in this atmosphere of
competition and to perform the tasks even better in the
spirit of the principles of the Movement, the Red Cross
is endeavouring to constantly improve infrastructure at
the lowest costs .•
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Lithuanian
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1919
8,557 (2001)
74(2001)
CHF 1.1. million

1. National context
Lithuania is situated on the eastern coast of the Baltic Sea.
Since independence from the Soviet Union in 1991, the
country has made steady progress towards developing a
market economy. However, it is encountering difficulties
in restructuring the economy and industrial output has
declined. The economic transition has also impacted on
Lithuanian society and has led to increasing social
inequalities. The main foreign policy objectives of the
current government remain the promotion of membership .
for Lithuania in the European Union (EU) and NATO.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Vilnius
3.6 million (2001)
US$ 2,540 (1998)
75 (2001)
8.5 per 1,000 live births (2001)
99 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Lithuanian Red Cross Society (LRC) has an overall
mission statement. During the society's general
assembly in 2000, its strategic plan for 2001-2004 and
activity plan for 2001-2002 were accepted. The public
image of the LRC is generally positive, but there is some
misuse of the emblem by medical establishments.

Legal base
The society was founded in 1919 and recognized by the
ICRC in 1923. Following the break-up of the Soviet
Union and Lithuania's independence, the society was
admitted to the International Federation in 1991. A Red
Cross law was accepted by parliament in 2000. The
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statutes were adopted in 1991 and revised in 2000. The
last general assembly was held in October 2000.

Constituency
The LRC covers the whole territory of Lithuania. The
structure consists of the headquarters and 47 local Red
Cross committees. The LRC has approximately 7,101
members and 1,456 volunteers, of whom 2,363 are
youth members. Women account for 90 per cent of all
members and the governing bodies have a balance of
women (50 per cent). Most categories of the population
are represented at all levels of the society.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The LRC's main governing bodies are the general
assembly and the executive board. A general assembly is
held every four years. The last one was held in October
2000 and approved the new structure of the society. It
elected a president arid the executive board of 13
members and four candidates. The executive board
meets every two months. A secretary general was also
appointed. Each year, an assembly is organized in which
the secretary general reports on the year's activities and
presents the budget for the following year and the LRC's
activity plan. Board decisions are implemented by the
secretariat. Leadership training for executive board
members took place in 2001.

Human resources
There are a total of 74 employees in the society,
including one full-time officer at headquarters. Each of
the 47 branches has a paid secretary and there are 54
certified first-aid trainers, 206 first-aid volunteer
trainers who work in schools and ten youth trainers at
the LRC's 27 youth clubs. It is not easy for the society
to attract and retain staff due to the low level of salaries.
Volunteer recruitment was reactivated in 2000 and the
gender balance among volunteers is 90 per cent female
and 10 per cent male.

Financial resources
The LRC's expenditure in 2001 was CHF l.l million.
Financial management and accountability have
improved, and increased emphasis is being put on
training. The society produces annual accounts which
are audited. Financially, the society is dependent on
outside and government assistance. Government
support has fallen from CHF 626,566 in 1997 to CHF
290,000 in 2000 and CHF 159,000 in 2001. Only 12.5
per cent of the society's expenses are covered from its
own funds. The LRC's own sources of income are
second-hand clothes shops, first-aid courses and
membership fees.

Material resources
Headquarters in Vilnius consists of seven offices and a
meeting room. As in other Baltic National Societies,

some former properties are being reclaimed from the
government. Headquarters has five vehicles.

Organization/planning
The LRC has a strategic plan for 2001-2004 and an
activity plan for 2001-2002. Each Red Cross committee
has a one-year activity plan adopted by local board
members.

Partnerships
The society has 26 branch-to-branch agreements in place
with the Danish, German, Icelandic, Norwegian and
Swedish Red Cross, and a Nordic-Baltic partnership
work plan for 2004 has been agreed. The society has
participated in International Federation programmes such
as the diphtheria campaign. Support has been received
from the British, Canadian, Danish, Finnish, German,
Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish Red Cross Societies.

In 1999, LRC became a member of the European
Council for Refugee Exiles (ECRE), an umbrella
organization for cooperation between European NGOs
concerned with refugees. The society also works in
partnership with UNHCR, UNDP and 10M.

4. Performance
Activities
Social welfare
The LRC has a visitmg nurses programme with 20
nurses, which targets vulnerable groups such as elderly
people and the disabled. The society has social centres
and distributes food, clothes and medicine to the most
vulnerable.

Refugees
Since 1996, the LRC has been providing humanitarian
assistance to asylum seekers and refugees. LRC social
workers implement social psychological support
programmes at the refugees centre and outside. Special
attention is provided to the children of refugees. Since
1997, the society has also been providing legal
assistance to this group, including legal counselling and
representation of asylum seekers in appeal procedures.

First aid
The society has 206 first-aid trainers who work and
teach schoolchildren and 55 first-aid instructors who
teach drivers and the wider public. More trainers are
needed to cover the whole country.

Tracing
There are about 600 requests each year for this service,
which covers tracing people's relatives and arranging
visas to visit the graves of deceased relatives abroad.

Youth
There are 27 youth groups participating in social work,
educational work and first-aid training. About 1,000
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youth volunteers take care of handicapped children at
home and in state institutions, train their contemporaries
to render first aid, participate in international summer
camps, seminars, arrange summer camps for street
children, provide leadership training courses and
participate in HIV/AIDS and social integration projects
for refugee children and teenagers.

Information and dissemination
The LRC uses the national media to help improve its
image. Seminars have been held for key volunteers, and
brochures about the Fundamental Principles and a
quarterly magazine have been published. Each year the
society carries out information and dissemination
campaigns. In 1998, it established an international
humanitarian law department, which is supported by the
ICRC. The main task of the department is to disseminate
knowledge about IHL and the Fundamental Principles.

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.redcross.ltl.
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Luxembourg
Red Cross

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1914
3,000 (2001)
401 (2001)
CHF 41 million (2001)

1. National context
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg is a constitutional
monarchy with a population of 441,000 inhabitants,
37.3 per cent of whom are foreigners. It is a major
financial and banking centre, with a particularly low
unemployment rate, which stands at 2.6 per cent. Its
gross domestic product per capita is one of the highest
in Europe.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Luxembourg
0.44 million (2001)
US$ 45,900 (2000)
77 years (1997)
5 per 1,000 live births (2000)
99 per cent (2000)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission and objectives of the Luxembourg Red
Cross (LRC) are clearly defined in the law of 1923,
which establishes its legal status, and in its statutes.

In accordance with agreements between the
Luxembourg Red Cross and the government, the latter
contributes to the operating expenses of various social
services provided by the society. The LRC has no
difficulties in maintaining its independence and
autonomy in its relationship with the Luxembourg
government.

Legal base
The Luxembourg Red Cross was founded in 1914; it
was recognized by the ICRC in 1922 and joined the
International Federation the same year. The society was

http://www.redcross.ltl.
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recognized by law as a public-interest organization in
1923. The society's statutes were adopted in 1923, and
were last modified in 1939.

Constituency
There are 38 local branches located throughout the
country. They are run by local committees in agreement
with the executive committee. At the local level, the
majority of members are women. The LRC also has
three ambulance first-aid sections.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The Luxembourg Red Cross is managed by an executive
committee, which is formed by members of the
governing board. The members of these two bodies are
volunteers and are appointed by the Grand Duke. The
executive committee takes decisions on policy issues
and establishes objectives to be met.

The director manages the society on a day-to-day basis
in accordance with the decisions taken by the executive
committee.

Human resources
The LRC employs 401 people (69 men and 332 women)
in its various sections. There are two volunteers working
at the Luxembourg Red Cross headquarters and 50
volunteers working in other sections. Around 2,000
volunteers are involved in the activities carried out by
the local branches. The LRC provides in-service training
for first-aid and ambulance workers on a regular basis.

Financial resources
In 1999 the budget was CHF 26 million. It increased to
CHF 29 million in 2000 and to CHF 41 million in 2001.
Income from services is the most important source of
revenue (72 per cent). Eight per cent of the budget is
covered by government grants.

Material resources
The National Society has 22 buildings at its disposal, 14
of which it owns, plus 166 cars, mainly used to provide
home care, and 11 ambulances.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Blood programme
The mission of the blood-transfusion service is to cover
national blood-product requirements and to provide
services associated with blood transfusion. A major
campaign to recruit new blood donors was launched in
2001, when the society called on 13,925 active blood,
plasma and cell donors to cover requirements for the
whole country.

Social welfare
A fostering programme arranges for children who
cannot live with their own families for whatever reason,
usually following a juvenile court order, to stay with a
host family. The Emile Mayrisch Foundation in-patient
and convalescence centre provides a physiotherapy
service and rooms for disabled people usually cared for
by their families, so that the carers can have a break.

Youth
The society's Red Cross youth has forged relations with
its counterparts in the Hungarian Red Cross, and a group
of its regional leaders was invited to Luxembourg to
attend a training course. Other youth activities include:
holiday activities for young people (4-17 years);
humanitarian education; public relations; and support to
refugee children. In 2001, the society had 594 youth
volunteers and youth leaders.

International activities
The LRC does not have a permanent international
department, but cooperates actively with the Belgian
Red Cross in this area. It regularly launches appeals for
funds to finance the Movement's activities. The total
amount spent by the LRC on international activities in
2001 was approximately CHF 826,598.

5. Further information
Web site: httpi//www.croix-rouge.lu/ja
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The Red Cross of TFYRof Macedonia

The Red Cross of
TFYRof Macedonia

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1945
150,000 (2002)
125 (2002)
CHF 1.3 million (2001)

<>

1. Nat_ionalcontext
The Former Yugolsav Republic of Macedonia has
struggled economically since its withdrawal from the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 1991. The situation
has been exacerbated by the recent Balkans conflict
which provoked a massive flow of over 300,000
refugees into the country, the internal conflict in
Macedonia in 2001, and hindered access to markets as
well as blocked imports and exports. High labour and
social costs have combined to make the few viable state-
run industries non-competitive, and the result is that
unemployment is high, underemployment is higher and
most large state-run industries are bankrupt.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Skopje
2 million (2001)
US$ 1,924 (2000)
73.1 years (2000)
23 per 1,000 live births (1998)
94.6 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Red Cross of the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia (MRC) does not have a separate mission
statement. Its mission is incorporated into several
statements listed in its statutes. The Fundamental
Principles are clear in the Red Cross law and in the
statutes.

The MRC has a good relationship with a number of
government ministries. It functions as an auxiliary
performing activities which are of national interest, such
as organizing voluntary blood donation, the tracing
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service and health education. The image of the society
has improved in recent years, especially following the
experience of the Kosovo crisis (1999) and the internal
conflict in Macedonia (2001).

Legal base
The Macedonian Red Cross was formed in 1945 as part
of the Yugoslav Red Cross. The society has operated as
an independent National Society since 1992. It was
recognized by the ICRC and admitted to the
International Federation in 1995. The last general
assembly and national elections took place in May 2002.
The emblem is protected by a new Red Cross law,
although there are some infringements by both private
and state-run medical establishments.

Constituency
The society covers the entire territory of the Republic of
Macedonia through its headquarters and a total of 34
branches, and one city Red Cross organization that
coordinates the work of the five branches in the capital
Skopje. The society has been able to strengthen both
headquarters and branches.

The society has an estimated total of 150,000 members,
75 per cent of whom are youth members (collective
membership in schools). The gender balance amongst
the membership is 60 per cent male and 40 per cent
female.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly has 75 members and meets every
four years. There is also an executive board as an
operational body with 17 members, a president and two
vice presidents, secretary general with eight
commissions and two expert centres for each particular
area of work. The overall structure and organization is
clear. Leadership and management training is carried
out through seminars, courses and working groups.
There are plans for further staff training to include
marketing, communication, computer skills and first
aid.

Human resources
There are a total of 125 staff in the society, 16 of whom
work at the headquarters. It is easy for the MRC to
attract professional staff, but the difficult economic
situation in the country affects the salaries of the
society's staff. There are about 6,000 active volunteers
whose work ranges from attending meetings to
providing manual labour in times of need, with the latter
group in the minority.

Financial resources
The total expenditure of the society in 2001 was
approximately CHF 1.3 million. It produces annual
accounts, which are audited by the supervisory board
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and adopted by the executive board and the general
assembly. Financial management requires some
modernization. Branches are financially dependent on
local municipalities, and receive 0.5 per cent of all
annual motor vehicle taxes. This subsidy provides a
substantial part of the society's funding. There is
moderate government funding, and public fund-raising
needs to be strengthened.

Material resources
The society owns its headquarters, many of the branch
buildings and some other real estate. Offices are fairly
well equipped.

Organization/planning
The MRC adopted a strategic work plan for 2002-2005
which is in line with the International Federation's
Strategy 2010. The priorities of the development plan
are organizational development, management and fund-
raising and improvement of national- and branch-level
capacities.

The revision of the MRC's statutes is under way in order
to improve the efficiency in the society's operations.

Partnerships
The MRC receives assistance from the in-country
International Federation and ICRC delegations. The
American and Spanish Red Cross Societies also have
offices in Macedonia and are working closely with the
MRC. Other societies which have supported or have
partnerships with the MRC include the French, German
and Norwegian Red Cross and the Turkish Red
Crescent. There is good cooperation with universities,
several government ministries and the local self-
governments in the municipalities. In addition, the
society cooperates with UNHCR, UNICEF, ECHO,
WHO and local NGOs.

4. Performance
Activities
Social welfare
Programmes include assistance to the most vulnerable,
day-care for disabled children and services for internally
displaced people (IDPs) and refugees. Assistance is still
being provided in the form of food and hygiene parcels
to more than 14,000 IDPs and 3,000 refugee
beneficiaries from Kosovo and more than 77,000 social
case and refugee host families in Macedonia. There are
also psychosocial and related needs, general education
and basic medical aid programmes.

Health
The society has a wide variety of activities to promote
health including awareness of HIV/AIDS, alcoholism,
smoking, hygiene and environmental issues. First-aid
training is provided to drivers and is also promoted to
the general public by most of the branches.

Blood
A programme for blood-donor recruitment concentrates
on improving dissemination about non-remunerated
blood donations and increasing the number of donors.

Youth
Youth activities include membership recruitment and
education of new people; leadership training; joint
activities with youth and student organizations; and
projects in primary and secondary schools. There have
also been international exchanges with other societies
and youth camps. MRC youth is expanding its activities
into the social welfare, disaster preparedness and
dissemination programmes. In 2002, there were 500
youth volunteers and 100 youth leaders.

Tracing and dissemination
The MRC also carries out dissemination and tracing
work in association with the ICRC.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 2001-
2002
MRC's Strategic Work Plan, 2002-2005 •

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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Malta
Red Cross Society

Founded: 1991
Members/volunteers: n.a.
Staff: n.a.
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context

Malta consists of three islands: Malta, Gozo and
Comino, strategically positioned in the Mediterranean
between Sicily and the North African coast, a fact which
has played a major role in the history of Malta. The size
of the country is 316 square kilometres (Malta: 246;
Gozo: 67 and Comino: 2.7) with about 400,000
inhabitants, of which 27,000 live in Gozo. Malta has one
of the highest population densities in the world.

The main sources of income are from manufacturing
and tourism. One-third of the working population are
government employees. Unemployment is low. The
level of public health care is high and is well organized.
Medical treatment is free of charge. The most vulnerable
in Malta are the elderly, lonely people, single parents,
people dependent on drugs and/or alcohol and others
having social problems. In addition to the governmental
health, social security and education department, many
other NGOs are addressing these problems, especially
church organizations.

The climate is sub-tropical with little rain and moderate
winds. The many beaches and temperate sea water make
Malta a paradise for tourists and divers, but it also
creates great risks for accidents.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Valleta
400,000
US$ 10,100 (1998)
77.2 years (1999)
7.2 per 1,000 live births (1999)
91.5 per cent (1998)
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2. Foundation

Mission
The objective of the society is to prevent and alleviate
suffering with complete impartiality and without
discrimination as to nationality, race, gender, religious
beliefs, class or political opinion, which form the basis
of the Red Cross Red Crescent Fundamental Principles.

The constitution of the Malta Red Cross Society (MRCS)
is based on the Geneva Conventions to which Malta is a
party and on the Movement's Fundamental Principles. In
1999, the International Federation prepared and
published its strategic plan for the next ten years:
Strategy 2010. The MRCS has placed Strategy 2010's
mission statement, "to improve the lives of vulnerable
people by mobilizing the power of humanity", into the
local context so that the mission of the MRCS becomes:
"to improve the lives of vulnerable people by mobilizing
the power of Maltese society" (MRCS's business plan
2001-2003, adopted by the general assembly in 2001).

The mission statement identifies three fundamental
goals for which the MRCS becomes responsible: to
identify vulnerable people, to identify how to improve
their lives, and to mobilize the power of Maltese society.

Legal base
The MRCS was founded on 24 October 1991. It was
granted legal status by an act of parliament dated 19
June 1992. Recognition by the ICRC was achieved in
October 1993 when the Society became the 165th
National Society in the Movement.

Amendments to the statute were presented for approval
of the annual general assembly in 200 I with the purpose
of making the society more effective and transparent.
The most important amendment is the one establishing
the Gozo branch that the MRCS intends to make fully
self-sufficient.

Constituency
A branch of MRCS will be established in Gozo by a
series of internal regulations within the statutes of the
MRCS. The' Gozo branch will be responsible for all
activities and services provided on the island of Gozo. It
will inform and coordinate all services and activities
with the training and operations coordinators of the
MRCS. The MRCS will supply all necessary equipment
for the training, services and activities, as it deems fit
according to circumstances.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The MRCS is administered by a governing council,
which, together with the general assembly, is the central
core of the MRCS. The governing council is responsible
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for setting directions for the MRCS after considering the
influences of the Fundamental Principles, the vulnerable
within the Maltese islands and the activities of other
NGOs. Its members are elected by the general assembly.
The general assembly meets each year in ordinary
session and/or for extraordinary session(s). A president
ensures the general supervision of the society's
administration and the carrying out of decisions taken
by its committees and commissions. The MRCS director
general has important functions such as the coordination
of volunteers, employees, professional service providers
and other Red Cross societies and branches to deliver
quality services to the society's clients.

The MRCS also has a finance commission whose
members are elected by the governing council. It gives its
advice on all financial questions and in particular on the
budgets, annual accounts and on the treasurer's report.

An administration team headed by the director general
has the overall responsibility for ensuring that the
society functions well. The training programme
coordinator is to forecast, plan and coordinate the
training needs of both active and not-so-active members
of the society. The operations coordinator is to co-
ordinate with all activities' and services' team leaders.
The operations coordinator is responsible for all services
and activities given by the MRCS volunteers and
coordinates with the civil protection department for
rescue, disaster management and disaster preparedness.

All members of the society are informed of the
Fundamental Principles and of the activities performed
by the MRCS. Intensive training is carried out.

Organization/planning
Having outgrown its previous development plan, the
MRCS has established a detailed framework; its business
plan 2001-2003, within which it can best promote, the
ideals of Strategy 2010.

Partnerships
The MRCS has benefited from the support of the
International Federation and sister National Societies
(British, German, Italian and Spanish).

4. Performance
Activities
First aid (including ambulance training and
psychological support)
The MRCS's aim is that all active volunteers have
undertaken basic first-aid training. The basic first-aid
instructors committee monitors and evaluates the
present situation regarding the course as it is offered at
present. The MRCS will standardize and upgrade its
courses in accordance with guidelines laid down by the
European reference centre for first-aid education. It will
ensure that basic first-aid instructors will receive regular

trammg. The society hopes to begin psychological
support training for the general public. It also intends to
give training in basic life support and ambulance
training to active volunteers who have already
undergone basic first-aid training.

Land/water rescue teams
The MRCS hopes to give active, trained volunteers the
possibility to undertake training to become part of the
land and water rescue teams. Lifeguard training is to
target training to pool attendants in hotels and specific
beach areas. Coordination with the civil protection
department will enhance this important activity. The
team leaders will coordinate with the training
programme coordinator and the operations coordinator
for the needed training and services/activities
respectively.

Community welfare (training and service)
The community welfare team leaders, with the help of
the director general and trammg programme
coordinator, will determine how to identify the most
vulnerable people in Malta. Immediate help to the most
vulnerable, especially the lonely, elderly, immigrants
and refugees, will be given in the shortest time possible.
Initiation of a research programme to identify the most
vulnerable and the best way to help those identified is a
medium- to long-term aim of the society. The University
of Malta and the ministry of social services will be
contacted to help in identifying the most vulnerable
people.

Public relation committee
This committee will work with the director general to
promote the best interests of the Malta Red Cross
Society. The society hopes to establish good relations
with the media in order to promote the Movement, its
Fundamental Principles and the society and its
activities.

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.redcross.org.mt •
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Life expectancy:
Infant mortality:
Adult literacy rate:
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Red Cross Society
of the Republic of

Moldova
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1924
93,600 (2001)
81 (2001)
CHF 18,400 (2001)

1. National context
The Republic of Moldova gained independence in 1991
following the break-up of the former Soviet Union.
Since then, while attempting to modify its political and
socio-economic systems, the country has suffered from
economic disruption and political instability. Serious
social discrepancies have emerged, with a widening gap
between the income of the new rich and the new poor.
High inflation and sluggish nominal wage growth
prompted a steady decline in real wages throughout
1999 and the first half of 2000. An economic turnaround
and sharp disinflation since then have prompted a
renewed rise in real wages throughout 2001, particularly
as the government has moved aggressively to raise
minimum wage levels. Average monthly wages in the
public and private sector have been both extremely low
in US dollar terms, at around US$ 32 and US$ 47,
respectively. As a result of recent wage increases, the
average monthly wage has grown to cover around 53 per
cent of the minimum consumer basket, up from the 44
per cent during the previous year. The majority of the
population, therefore, still receive a large share of its
income from non-wage sources, including from
remittances sent by relatives working overseas and from
produce grown on personal land plots. The poverty
resulting from low wages is further compounded by
widespread problem of salary arrears.

The country is considered to be one of the most disaster-
prone areas of the former Soviet Union.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:

Chisinau
4.4 million (2001)
US$ 400 (2000)
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64.7 years (2001)
18 per 1,000 live births (2001)
99 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Red Cross Society of the Republic of Moldova
(MRC) has no specific mission statement, but its statutes
reflect the Fundamental Principles of the Movement. The
MRC is engaged in redefining its role within a new
economic and social environment, including the struggle
to cope with the growing number of vulnerable people
and with developing a response capacity. At present,
there is a lack of well-defined Red Cross activities due to
the difficult situation in the country.

Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, the activities
of the MRC were much reduced and this decreased public
awareness of the Red Cross. The MRC's public image is
now very much health care related and needs to be
widened. Over the last few years, the International
Federation-supported relief operations have improved the
visibility of the society and may provide a basis for future
improvement of image and capacities.

Legal base
The Moldova Red Cross was founded in 1924, and from
1925 was part of the Soviet Alliance of Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies. In 1992, the MRC was
recognized by presidential decree as "an independent,
non-governmental organization, carrying out its
activities on the basis of the principles of the
International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement"
with the mandate "to assist the regular medical service
of the armed forces in the event of an armed conflict".

In 1999 the Law on the Use and Protection of the Red
Cross Emblem was adopted by the the parliament of the
Republic of Moldova. Since 1999 the MRC has enjoyed
tax exemptions (VAT); in addition, rooms and
infrastructure (in hospitals and other public buildings)
are made available free of charge by the government.
Furthermore, the MRC has received adequate
recognition through the 2001 Red Cross law.

The society's statutes were revised at the 16th congress
in June 2000 in order to separate governance and
management functions and to reflect reorganization of
the society in line with the reforms of the administrative
structure the Republic of Moldova. The new statutes of
the MRC define the chief executive officer as the full-
time manager of the society; however, there is still a
way to go until there is complete separation between
governance and management.

In October 2001, the MRC was recognized by the ICRC
as a fully-fledged member of the International Red
Cross and Crescent Movement, and in November 2001
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at the 13th Session of the General Assembly the MRC
was admitted to the Movement.

Constituency
The society has a network of committees throughout the
country organized according to the territorial principle.
It consists of municipal committees of Chisinau and
Tiraspol, committee of the territorial administrative unit
Gagauzia, ten county (judets) committees, and 36
branches of the county and Gagauzia committees.

Membership of MRC has decreased drastically
following the collapse of the Soviet Union and was
estimated at 93,600 in 2001.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The governing bodies are the general assembly
(congress), the national committee and the presidium.
The general assembly is convoked every four years, the
national committee meets once a year and its presidium
meets every three months.

The congress is the supreme deliberative body of the
society. It elects president, vice president, members of
the national committee and the central finance
commission. The national committee governs the MRC
between the sessions of the congress. It consists of 59
people and includes the president and vice president.

The presidium governs the MRC between the sessions
of the national committee. The presidium is made up of
the president, vice president and seven to nine members
elected by the national committee for a period of four
years.

Human resources
There are 42 nurses working in the visitmg nurses
service (VNS) and at headquarters there are 14
permanent employees.· These consist of the president,
vice president, VNS coordinator, two accountants, one
cashier, one tracing officer, one interpreter, one officer
in charge of organizational and methodical work, one
human resources manager and support staff: a
warehouse manager, a driver, a secretary and a cleaning
lady. Working for the Red Cross seems an attractive
prospect, however the low salary level is a constraint to
keeping staff.

At branch level, in addition to the 42 visiting nurses, a
number of doctors work in shifts in the MRC medico-
social centres on a voluntary basis. There are
approximately 450 active volunteers.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 2001 was approximately
CHF 18,400. Financial resources are very limited due to
the country's difficult economic circumstances and lack

of fund-raising experience. This renders the society
almost totally dependent on foreign assistance. The
National Society income in 2001 was approximately
CHF 18,429. Some money is raised through
membership fees and some through fund-raising
activities (requests to companies and businessmen).
These funds are used to partially finance the VNS,
provide small amounts of financial assistance to
individual vulnerable applicants, contribute to the
administrative expenses at headquarters (as well as
rayon and city level) and salaries for the staff.

The MRC headquarters keeps control of overhead and
administrative costs in implementing relief programmes
in order to maximize the assistance to the most
vulnerable. Annual accounts are produced and audited
by state auditing commissions.

Material resources
The headquarters is located in the building of the
national centre for hygiene and epidemiology. At branch
level, the premises are rented free of charge from the
local hospitals or authorities. The nine Red Cross
medico-social centres are located in premises also
allocated charge-free by the local authorities. The
society has three vehicles, donated by the International
Federation from different relief programmes.
Additionally, the MRC stocks sleeping bags, tents,
blankets, bed linen and dishes for approximately 300
people. The main constraint is the lack of a Red Cross-
owned warehouse.

Organization/planning
The MRC has a plan of activities which was adopted at
its last congress. In 2001, a series of workshops were
held in all Red Cross committees on the subject of
organizational, methodological and informational work,
as well as accounting and reporting procedures.
Recently, the MRC is very keen to develop the VNS
further and to work out proposals concerning the
society'S institutional development, including
developing branches and local committees and
strengthening the volunteer capacity, as part of the
setting up of a youth department.

The MRC lacks well-established systems of
vulnerability assessment and its participation in the
International Federation's winter emergency appeal
assessment mission in August 1999 was its first
involvement in vulnerability and capacity assessment.

Partnerships
The national committee of the society cooperates with
the ministry of health, ministry of labour, ministry of
social and family protection, ministry of education and
science, department of civil protection and emergency
situations and with the local authorities. Relations with
the government are on a regular and ordinary basis;
officials show respect and acceptance for the
independence of MRC, while at the same time

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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objectives of this programme was the support to the Red
Cross VNS and material assistance for TBIHIV/AIDS
patients and socially vulnerable people exposed to the
risk of developing TB.

welcoming and supporting its work as an auxiliary to the
public authorities.

The MRC is the operational partner of the International
Federation in mainly relief-related programmes with
funding from the Austrian, Belgian (Flanders), British,
Canadian, French, Netherlands, Norwegian, Swedish
and other Red Cross Societies.

Recently, MRC has been running a programme for
strengthening the visiting nurses service with funding
from ECHO via the International Federation and the
Belgian (Flanders) Red Cross. Bilateral programmes
with the Netherlands Red Cross have recently been
implemented in the area of social welfare, and with the
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation in the
area of relief. The MRC also works with the ICRC in the
area of tracing.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and relief
The society has enough emergency supplies to set up a
camp for 300 people. The relief programmes are funded
from or via external Red Cross sources. The Netherlands
Red Cross and the International Federation helped the
society implement relief programmes in winter and for
the population affected by floods and landslides.

Health and social welfare
The visiting nurses service is one the main activities of
MRC. The service fills the "gaps" in state health care
and social welfare, providing assistance free of charge to
lonely, elderly people, the disabled and invalids by
home visits, distribution of medicines, clothes, food and
hygiene items. The basic aim is to ensure these groups
benefit from proper medical-social assistance,
particularly TB and cancer patients and disabled
invalids without relatives.

In 2001, 42 nurses were providing medical care for
about 1,576 invalids and elderly persons including 320
bedridden patients. The visiting nurses are working also
at 14 medic-social centres, opened in different localities
of the republic and equipped with medical equipment
and the most necessary first-aid medications. During
2001, a total of 25,125 elderly and handicapped people
received medical and social assistance at these centres.
Patients can also obtain free consultations regarding
their health from therapists, neurologists and other
physicians, who are Red Cross volunteers. Also, at these
centres, humanitarian assistance is dispensed.

Also, through three successive years of ECHO funding
for the TB programme, the MRC was able to partially
fill in the gap that exists on governmental level in
raising public awareness ofTB, HIV/AIDS prevention
and other aspects of a healthy lifestyle. Among the
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Blood
The MRC keeps a database on voluntary blood donors
locally and puts forward names for awards. However, no
significant Red Cross donor recruitment has taken place
in recent years. In this regard the MRC only assisted in
establishing the blood-donor lists for the national donor-
recruitment programme run by the. ministry of health.

Tracing
This service has been working since 1991 and supported
by the ICRC since 1994. In 2001, some 300 people from
the republic and abroad applied for assistance in
identifying the residence and clarifying the fate of their
relatives declared missing after armed conflicts and the
cold war. In addition, about 100 families were able to
keep in touch with relatives from conflict areas
(Abhazia, Afghanistan, Angola, Chechnya, Iraq,
Yugoslavia, etc.) via Red Cross messages. Over 350
applicants received certificates confirming their status
of victims of Nazism.

Information and dissemination
The ICRC has an agreement with the MRC on
dissemination and tracing issues. With ICRC support,
the society conducts seminars on IHL and dissemination
of knowledge about the Movement. The seminars are
targeted at various population categories (students,
public officers, physicians, military, etc.). The MRC
also cooperates with other institutions involved in the
dissemination of IHL, including the national committee
for consultation and coordination of the implementation
of IHL, created by the government, national army
headquarters, Alexandru eel Bun military college in
Chisinau city and others.

Relevance/effectiveness
The reduced human resources of the society do not
allow regular evaluations or impact assessments. In
2001, an International Federation legal expert visited
Moldova in relation to the MRC's application for
admission to the Movement. The conclusions of the
expert show that the society has clearly concentrated on
the most vulnerable groups, providing basic medical and
social aid, with the commitment of Red Cross members,
as well as with the ability to make much out oflittle. The
society is viewed as a well-known organization whose
daily work adds to the positive image of the Movement
in the country.

5. Further information
Statutes of the Moldovan Red Cross Society (2000)
Reports of auditing and financial commissions.
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Red Cross of Monaco
Founded: 1948
Members/volunteers: SOl (2002)
Staff: 45
Expenditure CHF 4.5 million (2002)

1. National context
Monaco is an independent, sovereign state governed by
a constitutional monarchy. The current sovereign, HSH
Prince Rainier III, has encouraged vast projects to
enhance the territory, building infrastructure that has
favoured real economic expansion in many areas such as
industry, tourism, business and services.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Monaco
33,000 (2000)
n.a.
79 years (2001)
5.8 per 1,000 live births (2001)
99 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The Red Cross of Monaco (RCM) is inspired by Henry
Dunant in all its activities to relieve human suffering. Its
mission is to provide relief, protect and assist, in line
with the seven Fundamental Principles governing the
Movement.

Legal base
The Red Cross of Monaco was created by sovereign
decision of Prince Louis II, in March 1948. The ICRC
officially recognized it and the League of Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies (now the International
Federation) admitted it the same year.

The society's statutes were amended in April 1996 to
create a larger deliberating body, the general assembly,
with representatives elected from among the volunteers
in the different sections.

Constituency
The RCM only has a national structure, with no
administrative divisions as the principality is small. The
society has, however, adopted an organization with
specialized sections corresponding to its different types
of activity. A volunteer, generally a member of the
governing board, is responsible for each section,
assisted by a team of other volunteers.

There are ten volunteers (100 per cent female) in the
social service; 149 volunteers (51 per cent female; 49
per cent male) in the first-aid section; 180 volunteers (93
per cent female; 7 per cent male) in the nursing section;
41 volunteers (100 per cent female) in the hospital
assistance centre; 33 volunteers (100 per cent female) in
the Cap Fleuri section, 17 volunteers (100 per cent
female) in the Hector Otto Foundation section; 45
volunteers (75 per cent female; 25 per cent male) in the
youth section; 22 volunteers (100 per cent female) in the
working room section, three volunteers (female) in
information and public relations; and three
unspecialized volunteers (one female; two male).

There is also a day-care centre. As regulations for this
type of activity are strict, in particular regarding the
diplomas required, only paid staff can be employed.

3. Capacities
Leadership
A IS-member governing board assists the society's
president, HSH Prince Albert, in carrying out its mission.
The members of the board are appointed for a three-year
period. The executive committee, a smaller body that
meets between sessions of the governing board, sees to
the smooth functioning of the society. This committee,
chaired by the president, comprises the vice president, the
secretary general and the treasurer general. Since 1996,
the RCM also has a deliberative body that meets once a
year, the general assembly, composed of the members of
the governing board, heads of sections and representatives
of these sections elected by the volunteers.

The secretary general is responsible for running the
society: relations with the ICRC and the International
Federation, managing international relief, relations with
the public authorities and administrative services of the
principality, coordination of the work of the different
sections, and representing the society in all day-to-day
activities.

Human resources
The society has 501 volunteers as well as 45 paid staff;
19 paid-staff work at headquarters (one deputy director
and one secretary work at the general secretariat and one
head accountant and one accountant's assistant work in
accounting) and in the sections (one social worker and
one secretary at the social service; four instructor

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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trainers in the first-aid section; two officers in the
nursing section; one office worker in the hospital
assistance centre; one office worker in the Cap Fleuri
section; one facilitator in the youth section; one
secretary in the information and public relations service;
as well as two maintenance staff and one attendant).

The RCM also employs 29 people at the day-care centre
(one nursery nursing director, one kindergarten teacher,
three teachers of young children, 15 nursery-nursing
assistants, one head cook and one assistant cook, three
workers and one maintenance person).

Financial resources
An annual subsidy from the government, representing
nearly half of the society's resources, covers staff and
operating costs. Each year, the general auditor of the
finances of the principality controls how the subsidy
was used, with the supporting documents, and prepares
a report. Humanitarian work is financed by donations,
legacies and proceeds from the annual gala.

In 2001, the society spent CHF 2.25 million, three-
quarters of which was for humanitarian aid.

Material resources
The government has lent the headquarters building. The
society owns an annex shared by the first-aid providers
and administration services. The society also owns 12
vehicles including three ambulances, two buses, three
minibuses, one car, two scooters and one zodiac.

Organization/planning
This small society, situated in a tiny country, has simple
administrative structures. It therefore has no real
development plans, but rather a willingness to adapt
quickly to changing needs, for example to become
involved in combating AIDS and to develop first-aid
instruction.

Partnerships
The society can rely on different partners: the royal
family who regularly honours its main events with its
presence; the government and its administrative services
(directorate for national education, directorate for social
and medical activities, press centre in the principality,
etc.); the Princess Grace hospital centre and the
retirement homes in Monaco which house three of its
sections; businesses in Monaco which provide financial
support to some of its activities or share their know-
how; and donors who make major earmarked and non-
earmarked donations.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Social work
The social service daily carries out most of the society's
social work at the local level. It receives requests for aid
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which may require contacts with other social bodies.
Aid can be one-off or regular, depending on the need
(help with rent, food coupons, meeting too heavy
domestic costs, etc.). At the initiative of the RCM's
president, the general secretariat can directly take steps
to make arrangements for urgent unforeseen social cases
which go beyond the normal duties of the social service,
for example, paying expensive surgery for a sick person
residing abroad.

First aid
The society is involved in the organization of many
first-aid posts for the numerous sports and cultural
events in Monaco (Grand Prix, Circus Festival).

The society is very much involved in first-aid
instruction and plans to develop this very popular
activity. Instruction is given on its premises, at work
places and, at times, in schools.

To develop participation in disaster relief operations
outside Monaco, the society, the government and the
employers' federation officially signed a memorandum
of understanding in December 200 I providing for the
release of first-aid providers from their professional
obligations.

Police officers also carry out first-aid missions together
with the civilian first-aid providers.

Health
The RCM's association of nurses and social workers,
affiliated with the International Council of Nurses, is
primarily involved in manning first-aid posts with first-
aid providers; conducting refresher training (nurses in
Monaco are trained at a nursing school connected with
the hospital in Monaco. The society, in close
cooperation with the hospital management and hospital
doctors, however, organizes refresher courses); and
health education (each year the society's nursing section
distributes, in schools, educational materials for the
students and teaching aids for the teachers on dental and
body hygiene, eating habits, safety, tobacco, alcohol,
drugs and AIDS).

Moreover, for the past three years, a formal evening
event is organized on 1 December in partnership with
the Grimaldi Forum to raise funds to combat AIDS.

Sick and elderly people
About 40 volunteers at the hospital assistance centre
visit sick people in Monaco's hospital, especially those
who are elderly and alone, to make their stay more
enjoyable.

Some 50 volunteers at Cap Fleuri residence and Hector
Otto Foundation (Monaco's retirement homes) look
after boarders' needs, listen and talk to them and
entertain them (library, games, outings, concerts, etc.).
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Youth
Every Wednesday, the RCM's youth section welcomes
children and adolescents and organizes many different
activities for them, always directly or indirectly related
to humanitarian work, such as parties, shows, outings
and trips for the least privileged children, making
objects sold at charity events, and learning the "four
gestures that save".

The society's day-care centre takes in children between
the ages of three months and five years whose parents
work (capacity about 90 children). The highly qualified
staff, good installations and the various activities fully
contribute to the children's well-being and make the
transition from infancy to school easier.

The society also renovated, fitted out and furnished
buildings, and equipped playgrounds on a 10,000 square
metre plot ofland in Turbie (France), for children whose
parents work during the school holidays. Monaco's
national education runs the centre.

International activities
As a member of the Movement, the society responds to
international relief appeals launched by the International
Federation and the ICRC. This post has increased
constantly and is now about CHF 480,000.

The RCM finances partially or totally equipment and
long-term activities in some less privileged countries
including an ophthalmologic unit in Morocco, in the
region of Kenitra, a pharmacy in Niger and lepers'
hospital in India, a home in Burundi as part of the 'one
ball, one house' operation initiated by the French Red
Cross, a nutrition centre for sick children at Fianaransoa
(Madagascar) and a mission to perform surgery in Niger
two or three times a year, organized in 2001 in close
cooperation with specialized doctors at the Princess
Grace hospital centre.

5. Further information
Annual information review
Information leaflet
Web site: http://www.croix-rouge.mc •

Netherlands
Red Cross

Founded: 1867
Members/volunteers: 800,000
Staff: 395
Expenditure: CHF 95 million

1. National context
The Netherlands is a parliamentary democracy under a
constitutional monarch. The capital is Amsterdam, while
the government sits in The Hague. Despite favourable
economic growth, low unemployment rates (about 4 per
cent) and being ranked among the most prosperous
nations, many people still depend on social benefits
covering unemployment, incapacity and sickness.

The ageing of the population is expected to be an
increasing burden on the social security system, as the
number of over-60s is likely to account for over 60 per
cent of the population by 2020.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Amsterdam
15.8 million (2000)
US$ 26,000 (2000)
78 years (2000)
5 per 1,000 live births (2000)
99 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission and statement of the goals of the
Netherlands Red Cross (NRC) are set out in its strategic
document Zorg voor elkaar ("Care for each other"),
approved in 1995. The process of developing a new
strategic document is currently under way and is
expected to be presented to the general assembly by the
end of2002.

The NRC is responsible for tracing and specific tasks
within disaster relief cooperation at a national level. The
national government provides subsidies for activities
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carried out by the NRC that includes home-care
assistance and social welfare for war victims and their
relatives. The state also provides funds for international
cooperation, both for relief and development operations.

About 97 per cent of the Dutch population knows the
Red Cross, and within this group, on a scale from zero
to 100, the appreciation rate is 92 per cent.

Legal base
The royal decree which established the Netherlands Red
Cross Society was issued in 1867. The society was
recognized by the ICRC in 1868 and joined the League
of Red Cross Societies (now the International
Federation) in 1919.

In 1988 the activities with government involvement
were redefined. The NRC's statutes were last updated in
January 1999. These revisions concern to a large extent
the new governance structure in relation to
organizational reforms of the society. Following the
regulations laid down in the statutes, a general assembly
is held every six months.

Constituency
The National Society's branch structure covers the
entire country. There are at present approximately 420
local branches. Each one is an independent legal entity,
which has committed to participate within the district
and national structure in carrying out specific
humanitarian tasks in accordance with the Fundamental
Principles.

At a higher level, branches cooperate within
approximately 75 districts; many of them are in the
process of merging into larger branches and districts. Each
district holds one vote in the national general assembly.

3. Capacity

Leadership
At the national level, the national executive committee
(or national board) holds monthly meetings, while the
general assembly is held every six months.

At the district level, covering one or more branches,
district boards are composed of representatives from the
boards of the branches concerned. The boards usually
convene between six and eight times a year.

At the branch level, members elect their representatives
to the board. All board members are non-paid staff,
except in large branches.

Human resources
At the national headquarters, 160 people are employed
(72 men and 88 women), all of them paid staff.
Additionally 143 employees (35 men and 108 women)
work at district and branch levels.
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At the branch level, there are approximately 31,000
active volunteers (60 per cent women and 40 per cent
men). The volunteers are mainly active in providing
services. Additionally there are 2,500 unpaid
professional staff, mainly active within branch
governance and administration. Recruitment and
retention of volunteers has been designated as a specific
core task at district and branch level.

Training sessions are offered to both paid staff and
volunteers.

Financial resources
Fund-raising among members and the general public
contributed to CHF 60.5 million in 2000. Participation
in other fund-raising opportunities added another CHF
9.7 million. Government funding contributed CHF 27.5
million, and finally investment income was CHF 5.0
million.

Expenditure on domestic assistance programmes was
CHF 36.2 million, of which CHF 18.0 million were used
to cover overheads. Expenditures on international
assistance amounted to CHF 34.7 million, with CHF 6.0
million covering supporting costs. On awareness raising
CHF 3.9 million were spent, of which CHF 2.3 million
spent on campaigns, publications, etc., and CHF 1.7
million on personnel and other supporting costs.

Material resources
Fixed assets of the Netherlands Red Cross (buildings,
fleet, equipment, stock) totals CHF 55.1 million, of
which CHF 36.5 million is used directly for assistance
activities.

Organization/planning
The new plan of action consolidates activities carried out
at the national (mandated by headquarters) and district
levels. The plan is produced annually, with active
participation of staff at the national and district levels.

The structure of the society was revitalized by merging
local branches into districts, reducing and reorganizing
staff at headquarters, and restructuring the board in line
with the core work sectors.

Partnerships
The Netherlands Red Cross partrcipates in various
national partnerships dealing with health and care
programmes, volunteer management and organizational
development, focused on both domestic and
international activities.

4. Performance

Domestic activities
First aid and disaster response and preparedness
The activities of this unit aim to complement the
national disaster response programme and to develop
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small specialist teams to support statutory authorities.
There are three major components: medical assistance,
in which NRC teams assist municipal ambulance and
mobile medical teams. An estimated 2,200 volunteers
and 13 full-time staff are involved; care and assistance:
this unit covers medical and social assistance. The
medical assistance staff is also responsible for
organizing and coordinating care and assistance
programmes. The number of volunteers is estimated at
4,000; and registration and information, in which the
NRC assists the authorities in registration and provision
of information in times of disaster or major accident.

Social services
The NRC provides a visiting programme for the elderly
and isolated people; transport and escort services for the
elderly; first-aid training and health promotion
campaigns; the dissemination of IHL and the
Fundamental Principles; youth activities; psychological
support; and vacation substitutes for informal carers.

Special holidays
The NRC offers services to people who are no longer
able to go on holiday independently due to long-term
dependency on extended physical, mental and/or social
care. NRC holiday accommodation (two hotels and a
ship) offers care services and assistance, and provides
facilities matching those at home. Beneficiaries
contribute to the costs.

Blood
The NRC has a limited role in this area. The society is a
member of the board of the Central Blood
Donation/Transfusion Authority. In small branches,
blood-donation sessions are organized for a few days
each year.

Refugees. migrants and asylum seekers
The NRC is active in "social tracing" (reuniting long-
lost relatives who have been separated by conflict) and
in tracing (re-establishing contacts and exchanging
messages between relatives who have been separated as
a result of a conflict). The main target group is refugees,
asylum seekers and illegal immigrants. An estimated
150 volunteers are involved in these activities, with
eight paid staff at national headquarters.

The NRC also runs programmes for unaccompanied
minors. These programmes are designed for
unaccompanied, under-age asylum seekers. Activities
are provided at reception centres as well as at
accommodation in which these youngsters live together,
pending a decision on their asylum application.
Approximately 50 branches are active in these
programmes. The aim is to stimulate integration with
children of their own age and provide social and other
useful skills.

To stimulate integration with children of their own age,
the programmes are also aimed at young Dutch people.

The ultimate goal is to develop friendships and respect
for each others' culture. Programmes include cooking
projects, "feeling at home" projects, first-aid
programmes, a summer school, traffic projects,
swimming projects and homework support projects. The
society also organizes holiday weeks for
unaccompanied minors, together with Red Cross
volunteers/youngsters.

Youth section
The main activities consist in the IHL dissemination
programme, the asylum-seekers programme, first-aid
courses and the social participation programme. In 1998,
this section had 4,000 youth volunteers and 200 leaders.

International activities
In 1999, CHF 85.0 million were spent on international
work. Out of the total budgeted expenditure for
international work in 1999, 36 per cent was spent on
bilateral activities, 45 per cent through the International
Federation, 5 per cent through the ICRC, 12 per cent
through joint International Federation/ICRC activities,
and 2 per cent through other channels.

The main core areas of activity are development and
cooperation, and capacity and institution building.
Support to relief and rehabilitation projects accounts for
75 per cent of the society's international budget, 23 per
cent is dedicated to long-term assistance and 2 per cent
to the promotion of the Fundamental Principles.

The main sources of income in 1999 were the ministry
of foreign affairs (CHF 19.8 million), ECHO (CHF 18.8
million), NRC fund (CHF 6.9 million) and joint public
campaigns, mainly for emergency relief (CHF 24.8
million).

To implement its new policy on international assistance,
the NRC is developing more specialized knowledge and
skills in disaster preparedness and advocacy (IHL and
Fundamental Principles). The policy also calls for a
focus on a limited number of countries (between 15 and
18) for long-term assistance programmes.

The NRC has established cooperation relationships with
the Belgian Red Cross (Flemish section), Russian and
Suriname Red Cross Societies.

In 2000, there were 20 staff at national headquarters
working on international activities, plus 59 delegates in
the field (International Federation, 26; ICRC, 20; and
bilateral, 13).

5. Further information
Care for Each Other, NRC strategy document (new
document to be adopted in December 2002)
Organization in motion, McKinsey
Netherlands Red Cross 2000 annual report
Web site: http://www.redcross.nl •
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Norwegian
Red Cross

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1865
225,000 (2002)
432
CHF 225 million (2000)

1. National context
Norway is situated in northem Europe, west of Sweden
and bordering the North Sea and the North Atlantic
Ocean. The country's total area covers 324,220 square
kilometres with only 3 per cent arable land and the
terrain of the country consists mostly of high plateaux
and rugged mountains broken by fertile valleys and
small, scattered plains. Norway has a long coastline
deeply indented by fjords and arctic tundra in the north.

The country is a constitutional monarchy with a well-
established parliamentary democracy. The Norwegian
economy is based on welfare capitalism, featuring a
combination of free market activity and government
intervention. Unemployment rate in 2000 was about 3
per cent, revenues CHF 104.9 billion. Norway is not a
member of the European Union (EU). Communication
infrastructure is well developed throughout the country.
More than half the population accesses the Internet
(2.36 million, October 2000). Health and social welfare
systems are in general comprehensive, and accessible to
all segments of society. The number of people living
with HIV /AIDS at the end of 2001 was approximately
2,000 people. The population of Norway is ethnically
and religiously homogeneous, with 86 per cent being
members of the Evangelical Lutheran state church
(1997). Over the past two decades there has been an
increase of migrants and refugees settling in the country,
contributing to some cultural diversity, mostly in urban
areas.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Oslo
4.5 million (2001)
US$ 27,700 (2000)
78.79 years (2001)
3.9 per 1,000 live births (2001)
100 per cent
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2. Foundation

Mission
The Norwegian Red Cross (NRC) has a clearly defined
mission, which was adopted by its general assembly in
1999, as part of the latest revision of the NRC statutes.
The mission statement builds on the seven Fundamental
Principles and the mission statement for the Red Cross
and Red Crescent, as it is found in the statutes of the
Movement of 1986. The aim of the Norwegian Red
Cross is "to protect life and health and ensure respect for
the human being". When doing so, the NRC focuses on
core areas, which integrate the core areas of the
International Federation's Strategy 2010. The NRC has
a strategic plan, which is approved by the general
assembly, every three· years. This document is widely
distributed and used at all levels within the NRC
planning system. Elections to the national board are held
at every general assembly.

The NRC enjoys good relations with the govemment and
has a formal agreement with the government (ministry of
defence) which defines the NRC as auxiliary to the
country's armed forces as a voluntary aid organization. At
the level of local and district authorities and specific parts
of the armed forces, the society has functional
cooperation related to follow-up, further development
and dissemination of IHL, preparedness and emergency
response, migration and asylum seekers, and also
regarding first aid, ambulance service and volunteer-
based visiting services to prisoners. The cooperation with
the govemment is based on mutual respect for respective
complementary roles. The cooperation runs smoothly and
the NRC does not have any difficulty in maintaining its
position as an independent and neutral organization
whilst working with the government.

The NRC holds a positive image in the population and
is seen as a trusted and respected organization within the
Norwegian society.

Legal base
The Norwegian Red Cross (NRC) was founded in
September 1865 and its first work-plan confirmed by the
king in November the same year. The NRC is
recognized by the ICRC and is a member of the
International Federation.

Constituency
The Norwegian Red Cross has three organizational
levels consisting of 435 local branches and 812 special
divisions, elected boards at district level (covering all
administrative regions of the country), a national board
and a board structure for the special divisions at national
level (2001). The special divisions are children's relief;
search-and-rescue corps; visitor's service; and Red
Cross youth. The general assembly is the highest
authoritative body of the NRC. The assembly is
convened every three years.
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Activities as well as the functioning of the governance
structure are strengthened by local employees, 20 district
offices and national headquarters. Women are reasonably
well represented in the governing bodies, although
unevenly distributed. Female representation on the national
board is 31 per cent. The NRC is currently seeking ways to
increase the number of both ordinary members and board
members with an immigrant background.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The NRC national board comprises 13 members. Each
special division holds one seat at the board, and there is
also one employee representative. The national board is
responsible for making strategic decisions, acting as the
trustees of the general assembly and ascertaining that the
activities of the organization are in conformity with its
principles and policies. The board acts on a voluntary
basis, whilst paid staff are responsible for the management
of the society. The national board meets about eight times
a year. The president and vice presidents hold additional
meetings when required (17 meetings in 2000).

The leadership at the various levels within the NRC
(volunteers and staff) take part in leadership training.
For volunteers the NRC runs regular training sessions
and has developed materials for this purpose.
Leadership training for staff consists of a mixture of
internal leadership development programmes and
external courses. The human resources division is
currently seeking to implement a broader, systematic
approach to leadership training and development.

Human resources
In 2000 the NRC had 432.5 full-time positions; 155
employees work at headquarters, 19 in district offices,
58 in the asylum seekers department, 60 in the Red
Cross centres and 140.5 positions in the Red Cross slot
machines department. Of the 225,000 Red Cross
members, about 30,000 volunteers are actively involved
in the work of the NRC.

Financial resources
In 2000, the total operating income of the NRC
amounted to CHF 215 million and the total operating
expenses amounted to CHF 225 million. The main
sources of income are: slot machines, CHF 120 million;
government revenue, CHF 71.4 million; gifts and
donations, CHF 4.9 millions; other operating income,
CHF 18.8 million. The NRC produces annual accounts,
which are audited by external auditors. The NRC is
actively seeking to diversify its income base. As part of
this effort the society has developed a three-year fund-
raising strategy (2000-2002).

Material resources
The NRC owns and operates four Red Cross centres for
social activities, with accommodation and conference

facilities. A national headquarters building and several
hundred houses and buildings throughout the country
are at the disposal of the society. The NRC also runs an
emergency preparedness warehouse in cooperation with
the authorities, has 211 ambulances (2000) and owns
various vehicles and boats both centrally and locally.

Organization/planning
The NRC's strategic plan in force runs for the period of
the general assembly, 1999-2002. The plan builds on
Strategy 2010 and aims at improving the effectiveness
and efficiency of the organization. The objectives of the
NRC are linked to disaster preparedness and response;
mitigation of violence and discrimination; the promotion
of humanitarian values and IHL; assistance and care to
improve the lives of vulnerable people; organizational
development; and the development of the volunteer base.
Activities within the core areas are carried out locally by
the NRC branches, and at national and international level.
The next strategic plan is to be approved by the general
assembly in October 2002. In addition to Strategy 2010
the new strategic plan will also take into account the
perspectives of the strategy for the Movement.

The strategic plan is followed by annual plans and
budgets and monitored by the use of key performance
indicators and reporting systems. All managers as well
as programme officers are involved in the production of
the annual plans and project planning. Vulnerability and
capacity assessments are used to a certain extent
nationally and locally and the NRC seeks to make more
systematic use of such assessments.

In 2002-2003 two major external evaluations will be
carried out regarding the NRC's international activities
(by Channel Research and ECON). A description and
analysis of the NRC organization, finances and activities
are available in the annual reports (available in
Norwegian and English).

Partnerships
NRC works in cooperation with a wide range of other
organizations and partners. Within the Movement, the
NRC cooperates with other National Societies, with the
International Federation and the ICRC and forums such
as the lCG, G24, EPSG, PERCO, first-aid network and
cooperation within the Nordic region.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Rescue and disaster preparedness
The NRC is active in disaster preparedness and
response, and provides support in the event of accidents
and emergency situations. The NRC search-and-rescue
corps comprises around 325 units spread across the
country, on 24 hours a day stand-by. In 2000 the rescue
corps took part in 450 major and minor operations. The
NRC runs several campaigns and awareness activities

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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related to safety at sea (summer) and in the mountains
(winter). First-aid training, ambulance service,
psychological support groups, tracing activities and
blood programmes are other major activities.

Social welfare
The NRC runs care and support initiatives, and works to
improve the living conditions of people in vulnerable
situations. The Red Cross children's relief comprises 82
local branches and 2,800 volunteers carrying out a wide
range of activities for children and youth in difficult
situations, including a national help-line for children
and adolescents.

The NRC visitors service comprises about 6,000 active
volunteers, who carry out social visits and support,
targeting several groups within society such as lonely
people, the elderly and sick. The visitors service also
conducts visits to inmates in 32 different penal
institutions nationwide (2000).

Combating prejudice, racism and violence
This is a concern that has given rise to activities all over
the country. Around 100 local branches organize night-
watch patrols as part of their violence-prevention
schemes (2002). The NRC runs comprehensive
programmes and activities related to integration of
refugees and migrants and also awareness
programmes/campaigns against racism and prejudice.

Advocacy and dissemination of IHL
One of the NRC's priorities is advocacy and
dissemination of IHL to its staff and volunteers, the
armed forces and to the public at large. Training and
information programmes as well as advocacy initiatives
and dialogue with the government are important aspects
of this work.

Red Cross youth
The NRC youth organization is currently undergoing
changes and seeking a clear youth profile. The youth
organization previously organized awareness
programmes and activities mostly for teenagers and
children. In 2000 the NRC youth had 145 local branches
with about 2,000 active members.

International activities
The NRC contributes to the work of the Red Cross and
Red Crescent in approximately 60 countries. In 2000 the
NRC contributed a total of CHF 70.8 million to relief
and development operations. Of this CHF 39.5 million
was channelled through the ICRC, CHF 22.5 million
through the International Federation and CHF 8.7
million was bilateral aid. In 2000 the NRC sent 154
delegates to 35 countries, to work in health, agricultural
mechanics, transport, relief/logistic, development and
management.

A significant proportion of the Norwegian Red Cross's
international work is supported by funds from the
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ministry of foreign affairs. In all, state support during
the year 2000 amounted to CHF 56.8 million.

Long-term development aid to assist the development of
sister societies is one of the NRC's priorities. The
society's main focus in development aid is to strengthen
the societies by providing them with financial, technical,
material and professional support. Project areas that
receive special support include: organizational
development (with an emphasis on organization,
administration and district development); disaster
preparedness (coordinated disaster preparedness
planning, training of personnel and standby supplies of
materials); HIV/AlDS work (focusing on preventative
initiatives, home-based care and human rights issues);
health (preventative initiatives and first aid); and the
disabled (with an emphasis on land-mine victims and
rehabilitation in the local community).

The NRC is an active contributor in international
emergency situations. The types of emergency response
units (ERUs) immediately available are field hospitals
and primary health-care units. In in-kind support for
relief operations the NRC provides specialized relief
items upon request for the Movement. The NRC also
has a pool of specialized delegates, who are put at the
disposal of the Movement upon request. Every year
Norwegian delegates carry out about 250 missions.

5. Further information
Annual report 2000 of the Norwegian Red Cross
This is the Norwegian Red Cross (brochure)
Strategy for the Norwegian Red Cross 2000-2002
Objectives for the International Operations of the
Norwegian Red Cross 2000-2002
Web site: http://www.redcross.no •
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Polish Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1919
510,962
2,753 (2000)
CHF 34.3 million (1998)

1. National context
Poland is a central European country with a democratic
system of government. The post-Second World War
period saw heavy industrialization in what was
historically an agricultural country. Transformation to a
market economy is advanced, with a significant amount
of foreign investment in the country. Inflation in 2001
was 5.5 per cent (down from 9 per cent in 1998), while
the rate of unemployment amounted to 18.1 per cent.
The country suffers high levels of air and water
pollution, although this decreased in the 1990s. Poland
was officially admitted into NATO in 1999 and there are
ongoing negotiations concerning admission to the
European Union.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Warsaw
38.6 million (2000)
US$ 4,078 (2000)
73 years (1997)
8.1 per 1,000 live births (2000)
99 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Fundamental Principles are well known in the
Polish Red Cross (PRC) and are applied throughout the
country. The Programme of Activities of the Polish Red
Cross for the years 1998-2001 was adopted by the
national council of representatives in May 1998 and
subsequently communicated to all subordinate units.
The International Federation's Strategic Work Plan was
adopted in 1995 and was used as the basis for the
society's activities during the 1990s. The public image
of the PRC is good. In May 2002, the national council
of representatives will adopt a programme for the
current term of office (2002-2005).

The PRC cooperates with several departments of the
state administration within the scope of the goals and
tasks set by the Movement. Those concerned are mainly
the ministries of national education, health, labour and
social policy, foreign affairs, national defence, interior
and administration and the office for former combatants
and victims of repression. By virtue of agreements
concluded with different ministries, the society takes on
certain tasks of the government, which are financed
from the state budget, e.g. caring for the sick in their
homes, assisting refugees, promoting non-remunerated
blood donation and tracing people separated due to
armed conflicts. PRC branches cooperate with local
administrative authorities, which commission them to
execute tasks, mainly in the area of community relief.

Legal base
The Polish Red Cross was founded in 1919 and
recognized by the ICRC the same year. The current Red
Cross law was put into effect in 1964. The statutes,
amended in 1995, were approved by the government in
1996. The latest reporting and electoral campaign was
carried out in 200 I.

Constituency
The PRC covers the whole national territory. It has its
headquarters in Warsaw, 16 district committees and 321
branch committees, but not all of these are active. At the
end of 2001, the society adapted its structure to the
country's new administrative structure, implemented
since the beginning of 1999. This involved the reduction
of the number of districts and respective committees to
16.

Among members and volunteers, women are in the
majority (70 per cent), whereas within the decision-
making bodies (councils of representatives, managerial
boards and revision commissions) the gender balance is
roughly the reverse. Youth determine their own
activities at all levels, within the framework of youth
councils.

The supreme organs of the society are the legislative
national council of representatives, the executive central
committee, and the supervising main revision
commission. In programme-related matters, the council
is supported by several commissions and teams.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The leadership structure is clear. The council of
representatives meets twice a year and governs the
society's activities. It has 56 members, of whom 49 are
from the regional committees. The II-member central
committee meets monthly. There are also commissions
and councils at different levels. Leadership training has
been given in institutional development and financial
administration.
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August 1999, the PRC assisted over 1,000 refugees from
Kosovo. In 1997 and in 2001, huge relief operations
were implemented for the victims of flooding in
southern and western Poland.

Human resources
The PRC has about 613 staff at headquarters, district
and local branches. In addition, there are 1,353 nurses.

There are 260,725 members, including 185,551 children
and youth. Moreover, 250,237 volunteers are involved
in all core Red Cross activities, in particular in welfare,
relief, health promotion, first aid, rescue and blood
donation. The number of volunteers has fallen over the
last five years whilst the need for PRC assistance has
risen.

Financial resources
The PRC's total domestic expenditure in 2001 was
approximately CHF 32.9 million. Sources of income
include membership fees, proceeds from events, public
fund-raising campaigns, donations from the Movement
and NGOs, legacies, special bequests, gains from real
estate and finance from organs of the state. Some
funding comes from bilateral cooperation. Some of the
regional committees are in a difficult financial situation.

A new financial system is being prepared, although the
current financial accountability of the PRC is good.
Committees throughout the country produce annual
accounts on the basis of which the society's financial
report is drawn up. At every level, accounts are
supervised by revision commissions and later approved
by councils of representatives. The accounts are also
audited by independent experts.

Material resources
The society owns 34 buildings and 14 hectares of land.
It has vehicles and technical equipment but some of
these need replacing.

Organization/planning
The PRC has a four-year programme of activity for
2002-2005. Each committee draws up an annual plan of
action, taking into account the local situation. The
common priority is provision of assistance to the
vulnerable, in particular to children.

Partnerships
There is external cooperation with a number of
European National Societies, the Central European
Forum for Cooperation and the International Federation
and ICRC regional delegations. Partnership cooperation
with governmental institutions involves attending
conferences, seminars and training courses.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
The PRC distributes relief items both in Poland and
abroad, including most recently Albania, the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia and Turkey. From April to
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Disaster preparedness
There are six central and 27 branch disaster
preparedness warehouses. The PRC is strengthening its
cooperation with governmental and non-governmental
organizations in the field of disaster preparedness and
the involvement of branches in this area is increasing.

Health
Education promoting a healthy lifestyle is targeted at
children and young people. A first-aid programme
trained 63,000 children and 10,000 adults in 1999, and
competitions are held.

Blood
The blood programme has 1,800 blood donors' clubs
with over 190,000 members and volunteers in different
social groups.

Social welfare
The PRC provides assistance to families and individuals
in distress. It held summer camps for 6,000 needy or
disabled children in 2001 and provided relief aid to
around 250,000 people. Clothes, hot meals and
information are provided to refugees.

Youth
The youth programme is very strong and its activities
include children's summer camps, health and hygiene
information, first aid and technical workshops. At each
level there are many youth clubs and groups of social
youth instructors. The youngest learn basic hygiene
habits. Members acquire first-aid skills, and knowledge
on how to organize seminars and training events on
most issues as well as language courses. This
programme has a positive image, which helps further
recruitment. The society also develops volunteer
projects.

Dissemination
The PRC and the ICRC hold an annual international
summer school programme in Warsaw, which teaches
IHL to 30 law students over a ten-day period. Young
people are also targeted with dissemination workshops.
Information is spread in different ways in order to raise
the population's awareness of the Red Cross ideal and
purpose as well as to promote activities aimed at
protecting the emblem.

Tracing
The PRC responded to 14,000 visitors and over 50,000
letters concerning lost family members or with requests
for certificates during 2001. It also provided information
about 1,500 war graves.
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Relevance/effectiveness
All agreements on programmes contain guidelines on
implementation and monitoring.

5. Further information
Annual report
Report on the 1997 flood relief operation
Web site: http://www.pck.org.pl •

Portuguese
Red Cross

Founded: 1865
Members/volunteers: 6,400
Staff: 716
Expenditure: CHF 9.5 million

1. National context
Portugal is a parliamentary republic, divided into 18
districts, each with a civil governor appointed by the
government. The Azores and Madeira are autonomous
regions. The country's population is 10 million, and it is
estimated that there are a further 3 million Portuguese
scattered around the globe, with France, Germany and
Luxembourg being significant destinations within the
European Union (EU). The government introduced a
new economic plan in 1996, including increased
privatization. At the end of 1999, Portugal registered
one of the lowest rates of unemployment in the EU at
4.6 per cent. The state does not have a tradition of
welfare provision and the family is the main source of
support for those in distress.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Lisbon
10 million (2000)
US$ 17,000 (2000)
75 years (2000)
7 per 1,000 live births (2000)
96.8 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission statement is contained in the statutes of the
Portuguese Red Cross (PRC), which were updated in
1993. The new statutes are the result of consultations
between the society's three levels (local chapters,
district branches and headquarters). After official
approval, regional information meetings were held in
order to explain new approaches. The field offices then
informed the membership of the new statutes.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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improvements have been made and a few are preparing
new installations.

The society has a positive image and it is well supported
by commercial and private sector bodies, the public and
the government.

Legal base
The Portuguese Red Cross was created by royal charter
in 1868. It was recognized by the ICRC in 1887 and
joined the League (now the International Federation) in
1919. The PRC's statutes regulate its activities and
responsibilities towards Portuguese society. The current
statutes were adopted in 1993.

At the last general assembly in September 1997, it was
decided to amend the statutes to take into account the
structure at field level. No deadline was set for this
change.

The last elections were held in 1999. The statutes were
under review the same year.

Constituency
The society is based on three levels of geographical
responsibility, which cover the entire country: national
headquarters plus 25 district branches (with district
assemblies and district directorates) and 155 local
chapters (with local assemblies and local directorates).

3. Capacity
Leadership
The main governing bodies are the general assembly, the
supreme council and the national directorate. The
national directorate meets every month.

Human resources
A total of 218 employees work at headquarters and 498
in the branches and chapters. All levels of governance
and management (secretary general and secretaries) are
based on membership with no restriction relating to
population groups, gender or age (other than a minimum
age requirement of 18 years).

At the branch and chapter levels, the PRC has about
5,000 volunteers. The recruitment of more volunteers is
hampered by the society's limited capacity to develop
more activities.

PRC paid staff and volunteers are provided with training
courses related to the activities or programmes they are
directly involved with. About 85 per cent of the training
is focused on volunteers.

Financial resources
In 1999, PRC's total income was CHF 6.75 million,
compared to CHF 7.05 million in 1998.

Organization/planning
A new headquarters building was purchased, and was
operational by early 2001. In several delegations,
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In 1997, the PRC defined its major aims as institutional
development and social activities. Institutional
development includes the physical improvement of
several branches and local chapter buildings, purchase
of a building for the national headquarters, professional
training for staff in technical areas such as planning and
project development. Some of these investiments are
mainly directed towards the executive headquarters.

In 1999, an external consulting firm carried out a study
on the PRC. The results of the study, including major
goals, were approved by the national general assembly.
In May 2001 the national board approved a plan of
action for 2001-2002 aimed at modernizing and
professionalizing managment, which is now under way.

Partnerships
The society has developed a strategy that promotes
cooperation with other EU National Societies, such as
the German and Spanish Red Cross, primarily in
Portuguese-speaking African countries.

The PRC has institutional contact with the government
through the ministry of defence, and protocols have also
been developed with the ministries of health, solidarity
and education. Specific areas of cooperation with the
government include civil protection, tele-alarms for
elderly and lonely people, and first aid in schools. The
PRC also has agreements with several major companies.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Through its 25 branches and 155 chapters, the PRC
provides services and care to 900,000 direct beneficiaries.

Health programme
This programme represents 22 per cent of PRC
activities, and consists of running relief stations, clinic
services, rehabilitation projects, health community
projects and relief units. The society also runs a variety
of courses, including first-aid training.

Social action programme
This represents 45 per cent of PRC activities, consisting
of social intervention projects for vulnerable groups,
ethnic minorities, the homeless and drug addicts.
Support and orientation account for 48 per cent of these
activities, whilst home care for the elderly and
dependent people account for 28 per cent and support to
children and youth for 9 per cent. These activities
benefit over 208,600 people.

Educational and training programmes
The aim is to offer people courses in professional and
social fields as well as scholarship certificates. About 30
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per cent of the district branches and local chapters
implement these programmes.

Youth section
The main activities consist in social counselling for
handicapped youth, the dissemination of Red Cross
principles and first-aid training in schools, and social
activities. In 1997, the youth section had 700 volunteers
and 500 leaders.

International activities
The PRC cooperates with the ICRC and the
International Federation, and has bilateral cooperation
agreements with Portuguese-speaking National
Societies.

The society's latest actions, all financed by Portuguese
civil society, were Afghanistan (CHF 95,769) through
the ICRC; through the International Federation, Gujarat
earthquake relief (CHF 18,705), institutional
development in East Timor (CHF 95,769), flood relief in
Mozambique (CHF 55,179) and institutional
development in Brazil (CHF 252,891); and, through
bilateral cooperation, rehabilitation of the Manjacaze
social centre in Mozambique (CHF 252,890), first-aid
training in Cape Verde (CHF 11,223) and in Sao Tome
and Principe, a community social centre for the elderly
(CHF 57,611) and institutional development
(rehabilitation of the Principe delegation headquarters
CHF 6,735).

The amount spent on these activities totalled CHF
614,082. Four staff members work on international
activities.

5. Further information
Plano de actividades de intervencao social, 1999
Boletim informativo - monthly magazine
Web site: www.cruzvermelha.pt •

Romanian Red Cross
Founded: 1876
Members/volunteers: 236,212
Staff: 124
Expenditure: CHF 1.8 million

1. National context
The economy in Romania continues to suffer from the
consequences of the transition to a market-oriented
economy.

The economic reform process has resulted in the
emergence of new and increasing numbers of vulnerable
groups. The inflation rate· is still very high,
unemployment continues to rise, as living standards
drastically fall. Recent official statistics indicate that a
major part of the population survives at the limit of
decent living standards. Life expectancy has dropped
and the rate of infant mortality and tuberculosis is very
high. In these very difficult socio-economic
circumstances, Romania has been confronted over the
past few years with floods, which have affected a large
part of the territory, leaving many families and people
without shelters and causing material damage that is
very difficult to repair in short- and medium-term
rehabilitation projects.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Bucharest
22.5 million (2000)
US$ 1,360 (1998)
70.3 years (1998)
21 per 1,000 live births
97.9 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
In accordance with the resolutions adopted at the 23rd
International Conference of the Red Cross and Red
Crescent held in Bucharest in 1977, and along with the
other National Societies throughout the world, the
fundamental mission of the Romanian Red Cross (RRC)
is "to prevent and impartially alleviate human suffering,
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(voluntary Red Cross nurses, members of the
intervention teams, first-aid volunteers and volunteers
trained in the use of the water purification equipment)
who were involved in carrying out the disaster
preparedness, youth, first-aid and the soup kitchen
programmes. In 1999-2001, over 700 volunteers were
trained in these specific fields, in the framework of the
seminars organized by the RRC with the support of the
German Red Cross.

without any discrimination as to nationality, race, sex,
social class, religion, age and political options". In order
to fulfil its fundamental mission, the RRC has
developed several national programmes, accomplished
through the participation of its volunteers.

Legal base
According to Law No. 13011995 on the National Red
Cross in Romania and to its own statutes, the RRC is a
legal person of public law. It is independent, non-
governmental, non-political and without patrimonial
purpose. It carries out activities of a humanitarian nature
as a voluntary aid organization, auxiliary to the public
authorities. It functions both in times of peace and of
war on the basis of the Red Cross law, its own statutes
and the Geneva Conventions of August 1949, which
Romania has ratified.

The Romanian government has officially recognized the
RRC as a humanitarian, voluntary, autonomous society,
acting as an auxiliary to the public authorities in
carrying out its humanitarian activities. The RRC enjoys
a good reputation and has a favourable image among the
public and the authorities, which recognize its expertise
in carrying out humanitarian operations.

Constituency
The society covers the whole territory of Romania.
There are 47 branches which correspond to the
administrative-territorial structure of the county. There
are 1,324 sub-branches in municipalities, towns and
some villages.

The branches are financially autonomous and national
headquarters have strengthened its role as coordinator of
the society's programmes.

The main governing bodies of the RRC are the general
assembly, the national council and the managing board.
Between sessions of the general assembly, the national
council (the 101 members are elected by the general
assembly) governs the society. Between sessions of the
national council, the managing board manages the society.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly, meets every four years, the
national council once a year and the managing board
every second month.

Human resources
The RRC employed 124 staff in all sections, of whom
60 per cent are women. Volunteer recruitment is
improving, with over 14,500 volunteers, of whom over
30 per cent are young people.

In mid-2001 statistics indicated over 221,712 active
members registered and over 14,500 volunteers
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Financial resources
Funds are raised from membership fees, donations,
legacies, sponsorships, fund-raising campaigns, specific
commercial activities, such as calendars, and from the
organization of public events, tom bolas, balls and other
similar activities. Each year in the state's budget law, the
RRC establishes a budget intended to cover payment of
contributions as a member of the International
Federation and for contribution to the ICRC, as well as
for the accomplishment of the society's specific tasks.
These tasks include acting as an auxiliary to the public
authority in all fields provided for by the Geneva
Conventions; recruiting, training and ensuring that the
personnel required for carrying out its mission is made
available; promoting the involvement of children and
young people in its specific activities; organizing and
taking part in international operations of assistance to
the victims of disasters; and promoting the Fundamental
Principles. In 2001, the budget from the state was
CHF 75,000.

The society produces an annual financial report and its
internal audit commission presents an internal audit and
analytical report covering the same period. The ministry
of finance and the court of accounts supervise RRC
financial matters related to the subsidies from the state
budget.

In 2001 the budget for specific RRC activities was CHF
1,800,000.

Material resources
Of the 47 branches, only eight do not have their own
premises, vehicles or local storehouses. Throughout the
country there are seven well-equipped zonal
warehouses, which are ready to cover emergency
situations in the case of disasters. Besides basic relief
items these warehouses also contain a soup kitchen, a
water purification unit and a vehicle.

Organization/planning
At the last general assembly in November 1998, the
RRC adopted its guidelines for development for 1998-
2002. In 1999 during the national council it adopted the
national programmes according to the needs and
priorities in civil society.

The programmes are disaster preparedness (intervention
in case of disaster and first aid), social welfare
(assistance for the most vulnerable groups), health
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education, a programme for trammg Red Cross
voluntary nurses, an information, dissemination and
communication programme, an international relations
programme, an operational autonomy programme and
the youth programme.

Partnerships
The RRC cooperates with the ICRC and the
International Federation as well as their regional
delegations. In 1994-2000 it concluded agreements on
cooperation development with the Chinese, German,
Italian and Macedonian Red Cross Societies. Some of
the RRC branches work in partnership with branches
from these societies and locally with other
organizations, including NGOs.

In 2001 an agreement on cooperation for the
dissemination of IHL was concluded with the ICRC. A
memorandum of understanding for humanitarian
assistance to the victims of the floods was agreed on in
spring 2001 with the International Federation's regional
delegation. In February 2001, the RRC signed an
agreement on rules and procedures for mutual assistance
between the RRC and other societies in the Balkans in
the case of disasters.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster response
In 2000, as a result of appeals launched by the branches,
the national council and RRC branches provided
humanitarian relief for the victims of the floods, valued
at over CHF 150,000. In the first semester of2001, the
value of humanitarian relief provided for victims of the
floods was CHF 140,000.

In spring 2001, following the appeal launched by the
International Federation after the floods in the northern
part of the country, and according to the memorandum
of understanding between the RRC and the International
Federation's regional delegation, CHF 50,000 were
transferred to the RRC to carry out an assistance
programme for the most affected victims.

In 1992, the RRC created its own intervention teams to
assist victims and to provide first aid. At present, there
are 280 intervention teams throughout the country, with
over 4,500 volunteers. They act on the basis of their own
guidelines and are trained yearly according to a specific
training schedule. They organize their own practical
exercises and also take part in others in cooperation with
the Romanian civil protection. The best intervention
team represents the society at the international level.

Social welfare
Assistance is provided to the most vulnerable people.
The categories identified by the RRC are victims of
natural disasters, war invalids, sick elderly people on a

low income, orphans from institutions, families with
many children and low income. Food and clothing are
provided to these people through winter programmes.
An assistance programme for the elderly was started in
1996, involving home care. The society also organizes
soup kitchens when necessary and if it has sufficient in-
kind donations.

In 1999 the RRC launched the "Millennium Campaign"
- to assist 2,000 orphans - which ended on 8 May 2000.

Youth
In January 2000 a youth department was set up. Its
purpose is to create and maintain a youth network inside
the RRC. In order to achieve this goal, young volunteers
are trained each year to become youth leaders in RRC
branches. At present about 250 youth leaders have been
trained. In 2001, the International Federation's regional
delegation implemented vulnerability and capacity
assessments in six RRC branches with very good
results, enabling the society itself to extend the project
to other branches using the trained volunteers. In 2001,
on the occasion of the 125th anniversary of the society,
the youth department also organized an international
camp.

Red Cross voluntary nurses programme
The RRC organizes courses for Red Cross voluntary
nurses based on rules agreed on by the ministries of
health and family, and defence. Between 1990 and 2001,
over 33,000 Red Cross voluntary nurses graduated from
the courses.

Health education and prevention programmes
According to the Red Cross law, the RRC's main tasks
include contributing to the improvement of health, to the
prevention of diseases and to the alleviation of suffering
through programmes of mutual aid for the benefit of the
community and to being involved, on the basis of
programmes initiated by the ministry of health and
family, in recruiting volunteer blood donors, fighting
epidemics and other activities.

Taking into account this provision, the RRC carries out
health education and prevention programmes, focusing
its activities in areas with high impact upon the
population. These include AIDS, sexually transmitted
diseases and tuberculosis.

As regards HIV/AIDS, according to official statistics for
2000, 6,720 people suffered from HIV IAIDS and 259
new cases were registered, this figure having doubled
compared to 1999. There were 5,629 HIV-positive
children, of which 294 were new cases.

The situation regarding tuberculosis is critical: in 2001,
31,000 new cases were registered, compared to 20,500
cases in 2000, and mortality due to tuberculosis was ten
deaths per 100,000 inhabitants.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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This is a long-term programme that is updated annually
according to needs in the territory. In carrying out this
programme, the RRC cooperates closely with the
ministry of health and family and with the ministry of
education, as well as with other NGOs and foundations.
This cooperation will further increase due to the health
situation of the population, and partnerships will be
established accordingly.

In the first semester of 2001, the RRC organized 1,600
activities in schools and high schools, 420 activities for
youngsters out of schools and over 400 public activities
in town centres. Over 200,000 prevention leaflets and
brochures were distributed.

The RRC is also carrying out a prevention programme
against drug consumption, which is another challenge.

Each year, the RRC trains over 100,000 schoolchildren
to provide first aid, organizing a competition called
"Skilful first-aiders" (organized at local, county and
national levels, together with the ministries of health
and family, education and the interior - road traffic).

In 1998-1999, the RRC developed a national social
mobilization campaign for vaccination against measles
and rubella, which resulted in the vaccination of 2.1
million children. The cost of the campaign
(approximately CHF 1.5 million) was obtained from
donors through the International Federation.

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.crucearosie.ro •
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The Russian
Red Cross Society

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1867
775,000 (2001)
1,499 (2002)
CHF 4.9 million (1998)

1. National context
The break-up of the Soviet Union in 1991 led to
profound changes in the social and economic situation
of Russia and created difficult living conditions for
many sections of the population. Soaring inflation,
armed conflicts in the outer republics, and several
natural and ecological disasters have been some of the
problems affecting this country over the past decade.
Seven per cent of the Russian population lives below the
income poverty line of US$ 1 per day.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Moscow
145 million (2000)
US$ 2,680 (J 997)
70 years (2001)
16.9 per 1,000 live births (1999)
99 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Russian Red Cross (RRC) is
reflected in its statutes, which are based on the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement. These have
been distributed to every provincial committee and all
members of elected bodies.

The society cooperates with the government and has
close relations with the ministries of social welfare and
public health in its social and health programmes. It also
works closely with the ministry of emergency situations
and the state migration service. Since the collapse of the
Soviet Union, the government has paid less attention to
the special role and significance of the RRC than in
former times. It has practically stopped financing and

http://www.crucearosie.ro
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granting privileges to the society's traditional activities,
which are in special need given the new economic
conditions. Since election of the new governing board in
2001, active steps have been taken to improve contact
and coordination with government authorities, and
renew access to state funding.

The RRC endeavours to enhance its image by promoting
its successful programme activities such as the foundation
of the youth department, and its work with vulnerable
groups affected by TB, and protection against HIY/AIDS.

Legal base
The society was originally founded in 1867 and was
recognized by the ICRC in 1921. It joined the
International Federation in 1934. A new charter was
adopted by the 11th congress of the RRC in May 1991.
The statutes were last updated in November 2001 at the
13th congress. The last national elections were also held
at this congress. A federal Red Cross law is under
consideration by the government.

Constituency
The RRC has 101 regional and 1,436 district
committees (branches) as well as 13,355 grass-roots
organizations. In 1999, the RRC carried out a project to
issue membership cards. This project contributed to
institutional and financial strengthening of the regional
and railroad committees, and Red Cross committees
were re-established in three national districts.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The congress, or general assembly, is the National
Society's highest authority. Itmeets every five years and
elects the governing board. The governing board elects
the chairperson. Between general assemblies, the
society is controlled and administered by the governing
board. The governing board is presided over by the
society's chairperson and is composed of 39 people and
meets once a year. The presidium, which is elected by
the governing board, comprises 11 members and meets
as required, but at a minimum, every three months. A
similar governing structure exists at the provincial level.

Human resources
There are a total of 1,499 people employed by the RRC
throughout the country. At headquarters level, there are
79 full and part-time employees.

The society prioritizes training for its staff and
volunteers. In 2000, 20,610 volunteers, 681 primary
organization leaders, 640 regional branch and 18
headquarters staff members received training.

Financial resources
RRC programme expenditure for 1998 totalled CHF 4.9
million. The Russian government pays the RRC's

annual contribution to the International Federation and
supports the Ivanovo Red Cross boarding school. The
International Federation, ICRC and some sister National
Societies help to fund the society's activities. The
society also receives some revenues from its institutions
as well as membership fees.

Material resources
In addition to its headquarters building, the central
committee owns a school for orphans, a sanatorium and
a warehouse. There are plans to build a hospital in
Moscow.

Organization/planning
The main objectives and tasks of the RRC were
formulated in its strategic development plan (SDP),
which was adopted in 1998. It is currently under
revision. The main objectives of the plan are: to achieve
a higher efficiency while assisting the most vulnerable;
to achieve a higher efficiency while working in
emergencies caused by social situations, natural
disasters and ethnic conflicts; and to increase the
potential of humanitarian activity through strengthening
institutional and resource development, promotion of its
public image and fund-raising.

The SDP was distributed to nearly all RRC branches.
Many branches have now developed their own plans of
action, adapting the SDP to local conditions. A new SDP
2010 is being designed. The society's legal status was
strengthened and more clearly defined, following
adoptions of new statutes. Revisions include a renewed
drive for RRC membership, its youth activities,
promotion of its public image and a strengthening of its
management and executive capacities.

Every year the society draws up its detailed annual budget
as well as the budgets for each regional committee. A
summary annual report is prepared based on the regional
branch reports and results of the past financial year.
Annual plenary sessions examine and adopt the budget.
The society has an internal audit department that inspects
and reports on the regional branches.

Partnerships
At present, the Red Cross Red Crescent is the main
supporter of the RRC's programmes, especially at the
federal level. The International Federation, ICRC and
the National Societies of Canada, Denmark, Finland,
Germany, Iceland, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden,
the United States and the United Kingdom have been the
main donors. The RRC has cooperation agreements with
the American, British, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish
societies. In 2000, 16 ICRCIRRC, 27 International
FederationlRRC, three Netherlands Red CrosslRRC and
two Swedish Red CrosslRRC joint programmes were
under way in Russia.

The society works together with the Ukrainian and
Belarussian Red Cross Societies in implementing the
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magazines and newspapers. Nearly 1,000 programmes
on Red Cross issues were broadcast on the central and
local TV and more than 4,000 programmes on the radio.
Proposals for an RRC web site are under discussion.

Chernobyl programme. It also sends humanitarian
assistance, when resources permit, to countries affected
by disasters.

The RRC has partnership relations with some
international and non-governmental organizations
working in Russia. These include UNHCR, UNICEF,
USAID, MSF, WHO.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief/preparedness
Assistance is provided to refugees and forced migrants,
and victims of natural disasters and ethnic conflicts.
There have also been large winter emergency
programmes providing food assistance to vulnerable
groups. On the regional level, the RRC has been
involved in post-Chernobyl rehabilitation efforts.
Training is also provided in disaster prevention and
preparedness.

Health
Medical assistance is given to vulnerable groups of the
population (elderly, invalids, orphans, families with
many children, and single parent families). A visiting
nurse programme comprises 2,041 nurses who run
medico-social centres as well as carrying out home-care
services. Strengthened work with TBIHIV IAIDS is a
high-profile activity. Assisting in blood donation is
another prominent activity.

First aid
One-third of all regional committees participates in first-
aid training. As of the end of2001, 15,000 people, more
than 500 instructors and 130 instructor-trainers had been
trained. Efforts are under way to develop this as an
income-generating activity.

Social welfare
Vulnerable groups receive medical and social
assistance, largely through the visiting nurse
programme, the RRC against TB and HIV /AIDS
programme and the food for progress programme. Some
local committees operate soup kitchens and distribute
food parcels and second-hand clothing.

Youth
In 2000 there were 11 youth departments and volunteer
groups. Activities include: promoting Red Cross
activities amongst youth; spreading knowledge about
international humanitarian issues; HIV/AIDS peer
education; promoting a healthy lifestyle; and
recruitment of youth members.

Information and dissemination
The RRC makes efforts to improve its image and
disseminate the Fundamental Principles. In 2000, the
society published about 4,000 articles in Russian
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5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
the Russian Federation (1999).



Red Cross of the Republic of San Marino

Red Cross of
the Republic of

San Marino
Founded: 1949
Members/volunteers: 1,554 (2001)
Staff: 0
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
San Marino, a small republic of only 61 square
kilometres, which was founded in 301 AD, is the oldest
republic in the world and is currently prosperous.

The republic is a member of the UN and of other major
international organizations but is currently not a
member of the European Union.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

San Marino
28,166 (2002)
n.a.
80.6 years
3.2 per 1,000 live births
99 per cent

2. Formation
Mission
The main activities of the Red Cross of the Republic of
San Marino are devoted to the protection of life, respect
for the individual, health protection and the
development of national security. The Red Cross is on
good terms with the government together with which it
conducts international cooperation operations.

Legal base
The San Marino Red Cross, constituted in 1949, was
recognized by the ICRC in 1950 and admitted to the
League of Red Cross Societies (now the International
Federation) in 1952.

Constituency
The San Marino Red Cross has no local sections and is
directed by an administrative board often members who
are selected by the assembly every two years. The
administrative board comprises entirely volunteers and
the San Marino Red Cross has no paid staff.

3. Capacity
Financial resources
The Red Cross derives its resources from the
subscriptions paid by its members, from funds collected
for special operations and from a 0-3 per cent
contribution that individual citizens may make on their
tax returns.

4. Performance
Activities
Currently the San Marino Red Cross is involved in
building a rest home for senior citizens in the town of
Glimboca, assisting the psychiatric hospital on the
island of Rab in Croatia, and assisting the Kosovo
hospital that was rebuilt by the Red Cross in Albania in
the 1980s and, to the extent permitted by its own
resources, it cooperates actively with the International
Federation.

5. Further information
Web site: http://tradecenter.srn/crs •
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government, particularly with the ministry of labour,
social affairs and family, ministry of health, ministry of
foreign affairs, ministry of defence and ministry of
home affairs. The SRC is well known in the country
through its well-established activities for vulnerable
people and has a positive public image.

Slovak Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1919
142,000 (2001)
114 (2001)
CHF 5.0 million (2001)

1. National context

Slovakia became an independent state in 1993 after the
peaceful political split-up of Czechoslovakia. The
country is a parliamentary democracy. The new
government, elected in 1998, adopted hard economic
measurements to stabilize the economy. Since 2000, the
Slovak economy has stabilized, economic growth has
been preserved and Slovakia has become a member of
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD).

In 2001 Slovakia had a 3.9 per cent GNP growth and
inflation is around 6 per cent. In 2001 and 2002, the
privatization process was extended (all banks and public
gas monopoly). The economic constraints are relatively
high unemployment rate (19.6 per cent), foreign trade
deficit, budget deficit and growing foreign debt. The
country aspires to become a member of the European
Union (EU) and NATO.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Bratislava
5.4 million (2001)
US$ 3,649 (1999)
73 years (1999)
5 per 1,000 live births (1999)
99 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Fundamental Principles have been adopted by the
general assembly of the Slovak Red Cross (SRC) and
are clearly represented in the mission statement. The
International Federation's Strategy 2010 has been
adopted and applied.

There is good cooperation between the society and the

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

Legal base
The society was originally founded in 1919, but
following the break-up of Czechoslovakia it was
recognized by the ICRC in 1993 and joined the
International Federation the same year. The latest
version of the Red Cross law was adopted in 1994. The
statutes were last updated in October 2001, when the last
general assembly and national elections took place.

Constituency
The SRC has a headquarters and 42 branches (with 42
secretariats), which cover the whole territory. The main
governing body of the society is the general assembly.
The other governing bodies are the supreme board (48
members, including 22 women) and the executive board
(11 members, including 4 women). The president of the
Slovak Red Cross youth is also represented on the
executive board. Most categories of the population are
represented at all levels of the society.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The supreme board meets once a year at least and the
executive board meets four times a year. The leadership
structures of the SRC are clearly defined with
responsibility and accountability identified. A new
secretary general was appointed in 1998 and confirmed
by the general assembly in 2001.

Human resources
There are 114 staff, of whom 26 work at headquarters.
All headquarters staff are professionals. A policy on
recruitment and training is to be set up and will include
appraisals. There are approximately 142,000 members,
including 3,000 youth members. The volunteer
recruitment policy requires development, although the
youth section is strong.

In the framework of three-year cooperation with the
British Red Cross which ended in 2000, three new
activities began at headquarters level: fund-raising,
communication with the public and regular promoting
of the SRC in the media. The German Red Cross
provided support for the positions of disaster
preparedness officer and humanitarian aid officer.

Financial resources
The society's expenditure in 2001 was CHF 5.0 million.
Annual accounts are produced and audited internally
and also occasionally by the national audit office. The
SRC has become more reliant on external sources of
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funding. The SRC runs a "direct mail" project and a
fund-raising programme.

Material resources
The society owns its headquarters building and 12
branch offices. In general, resources are insufficient to
fulfil its mission properly.

Organization/planning
The SRC activities are revised on a regular basis and
consultations with branches are carried out regarding
implementation. The latest concept document for
activities was adopted by the general assembly in
October 2001 for the period 2001 to 2005.

Partnerships
There was close cooperation with the Austrian, British
and German Red Cross, which were helping the society
to increase and diversify its resource base, disaster
preparedness programme, capacity-building programme
and the pilot project of coordination centre of mobile
units.

The SRC continues to cooperate with its traditional
partners, the National Societies in the central European
region, particularly with the Czech, Hungarian and
Sloven ian Red Cross. It also works with major
humanitarian organizations in Slovakia (Humanitarian
Council, Union of Pensioners, etc.).

4. Performance
Activities
Relief and preparedness
In the last three years following severe flooding, the
National Society was involved in distributing relief
assistance to the affected communities. The society has
also delivered different humanitarian items and financial
contributions to other National Societies in response to
different emergencies. Long-term plans are, in
cooperation with the German Red Cross, to develop a
better response to natural disasters through the disaster
preparedness project. In 200 I, a disaster preparedness
project was set up, whose main tasks, to be achieved
before the end of 200 I, were to finalize the basic
condition of the humanitarian units development
(improving the number of trained first aiders) and to
undertake a disaster evaluation of all of Slovakia's
regions.

Health and first aid
A number of programmes promote health education
among the population. First-aid education targets the
general public in institutions and at work, as well as
primary and secondary school children. Four of the
Slovak RedCross first-aid courses have been approved
by the European standards body and a European
standards certificate can, therefore, be issued on
completion of the course. Besides public education in 42

regional branches, the education of the trainees and
first-aid instructors continued in 2001 at the first-aid
central educational centre, established in the SRC's
national headquarters, under the supervision of ministry
of health experts. Linked to first-aid activities is the
water rescue service which is organized in 15 centres
involving some 1,000 lifesavers. At the Almaty
Conference (2001), it was decided that the ERNA
secretariat, established in 1999 in Slovakia, should
continue its activities.

Blood
Non-remunerated blood-donor recruitment and donor
education has continued. A system of awards exists for
blood donors linked to specific campaigns throughout
the year. Two mobile blood units, used by the Slovak
Red Cross with Austrian Red Cross support, are running
in Bratislava metropolitan area. These pioneer activities
helped realize the legislative changes accepted in
December 2001. The United Transfusion Centre, ajoint
facility of the SRC and Derer Hospital, Bratislava,
started in the same period. The SRC will be prepared for
future changes in the health care system, especially as
regards blood transfusions.

Social welfare
The SRC runs social centres for elderly people (seven),
disabled children (three), lonely mothers with children
~four) and homeless people (three). It also operates
home-care services involving 4,500 qualified caregivers
and the community kitchens (13) with home delivery for
immobile people, and 36 centres for material aid
distribution. The society also runs projects to benefit the
empowerment of Roma communities (education and
empowerment of skills in the area of health and social
field for Roma girls and women).

Youth
The main youth activities are leadership traming,
dissemination, first aid and HIV/AIDS and drug abuse
prevention. The number of volunteers and leaders is
continuously increasing.

Dissemination
The SRC's dissemination project started in 1998 and
continues to work in all regions of Slovakia. It is
supported by the ICRC's regional delegation in Budapest.

Tracing
This service is offered to help people who have lost
contact with their closest relatives due to natural or
industrial disasters, political or armed conflicts, or social
and health conditions. Thanks to the international
network of the Red Cross and Red Crescent tracing
services and the ICRC's Central Tracing Agency, it is
possible to search and obtain documentation about
missing people, and to deliver messages from and to
areas of armed conflict. Since 1993 the SRC has dealt
with 4,830 tracing requests and delivered 4,185
messages.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Project of humanitarian aid
In 1998-1999, a humanitarian aid project for victims of
national-socialist persecution, was provided by the
German government. The Slovak Red Cross was the
coordinator of the project and offered information, a
consultation service and administrative procedures
services for the claiming of financial compensation to
more than 6,000 applicants.

5. Further information
Annual reports
Concept of SRC activity (2001-2005) •
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Siovenian Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1991
326,940 (1998)
124 (1998)
CHF 12.1 million (1998)

1. National context
Slovenia is the most prosperous of the former Yugoslav
republics. Following economic problems in the first
years after the break-up of Yugoslavia, the country is
now making a solid recovery and has joined
membership talks for the first round of European Union
expansion. Unemployment and inflation have been
controlled, although inflation remains at around 8 per
cent (1999) with the unemployment rate around 13 per
cent (1999). The new constitution of the Democratic
Republic of Slovenia was adopted in December 1991
and national elections were held the following year.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Ljubljana
2 million (1997)
US$ 9,780 (1998)
74.5 years (1998)
5 per 1,000 live births (1998)
99 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Fundamental Principles are clearly set out in the
Red Cross law and the statutes of the Red Cross of
Slovenia (SRC). During the 1990s, the International
Federation's Strategic Work Plan was officially adopted
by the society, and reports were made to the secretariat
on its implementation.

There is some misuse of the emblem by medical
establishments. The society's dissemination officer is
conducting talks with the ministry of defence and other
authorities concerning infringements. An inter-
ministerial committee on IHL was established in 1999
whose chairman is also chairman of the Red Cross
dissemination committee.
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The reputation and image of the SRC is positive. It has
a good relationship with the media in the country.

Legal base
Formerly part of the Yugoslav Red Cross, the society
was re-established in 1991 (having been initially
founded over 130 years ago) and recognized by the
Movement in 1993. The new Red Cross law and the
SRC statutes were adopted in 1993.

Constituency
There are 56 district branches and 1,200 local units.
Coordination between the branches and headquarters is
satisfactory. Local municipalities provide some funding
for branches.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The SRC's main governing bodies are the general
assembly, which meets every five years, the national
board and the executive board. The secretary general
plays a strong leadership role within the society.
Positive branch-level initiatives have started and there
are active institutional development and dissemination
committees.

Leadership training in various areas is provided for key
members of the society. The SRC's leadership considers
the principle of staff training as important. Headquarters
is working on management training and dissemination
of the Geneva Conventions, IHL and the Fundamental
Principles.

Human resources
The SRC employs over 100 people between
headquarters and the branches. Several younger and
well-educated people are now among the staff.

In 1998, the society had 326,940 members, including
65,270 youth members. There are a lot of active
volunteers in the local units; however, volunteer
recruitment needs to be strengthened, especially for the
youth organization.

Financial resources
The SRC's expenditure in 1998 was CHF 12.1 million.
Some 30 per cent of income is provided by government.

The society's financial situation is improving thanks to
its active fund-raising programmes. Recent direct-mail
fund-raising campaigns have been extremely successful.
There is also a yearly humanitarian concert "The Brick
of Good Will" with direct TV broadcasting, and funds
are raised through the sale of New Year cards, calendars
and music CDs.

Since 1995, headquarters has compiled complete
budgets for the society. The SRC is financially capable

and well organized with biannual reporting on its
funding situation. Reporting IS currently being
consolidated and computerized.

Material resources
The society owns its headquarters building and some
significant real estate. Its offices are generally well
equipped, and there is a good vehicle fleet.

Organization/planning
The society has developed annual plans based on
cooperation between headquarters and branches that
identify their priority activities, and a medium-term plan
is being worked out.

Partnerships
The SRC collaborates with the ICRC and the
International Federation and has cooperated with the
following National Societies: American Red Cross,
Austrian Red Cross, (branch-to-branch programmes),
Belgian Red Cross (dissemination), Bulgarian Red
Cross, Croatian Red Cross, the German Red Cross
(branch-to-branch programmes), Italian Red Cross
(blood programme), central European National
Societies, and the Red Cross in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.

4. Performance

Activities
Disaster preparedness and relief
Disaster preparedness is an important area due to the
frequent storms that affect the country and cause
damage to property. Further development of this activity
is planned to build on the existing capacity at branch
level. At present, there are still 4,500 refugees in
Slovenia. However coverage of refugee needs has been
taken over by the national office for refugees. The SRC
provides limited assistance to refugees with host
families (food and hygiene parcels, etc.) depending on
availability of funds but no overall refugee programme
is in place.

Health
The society is the only organization in the country
providing first-aid training, which is a requirement for
driving tests. Training courses are given by doctors, and
there are first-aid teams in most branches. The SRC runs
campaigns for the prevention of HIV /AIDS and
hypertension as well as several programmes for the
prevention of addictions (smoking, alcohol, drugs).

Blood
Donor recruitment is the priority activity of the society,
and a new strategy and systems are being developed.
The SRC's role consists in promoting blood-donor
membership, motivating and informing the public about
the national blood programme and organizing
recruitment drives.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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Social welfare
Assistance is provided to at least 70,000 social welfare
cases.

Dissemination
The society has an active dissemination committee, and
is implementing a national programme in cooperation
with other elements of the Movement.

Youth
Summer camps and weekend camps are organized at the
national and local levels, and organizational
development work and youth leadership training is
being provided to strengthen the programme. Different
lectures and concerts are also organized .•

/
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Spanish Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1864
812,409
7,136
CHF 462.9 million (2001)

1. National context
Since 1976, Spain has enjoyed a democratic system of
government and has become fully integrated into
Western Europe, joining the European Community and
NATO in 1986. Despite strong economic growth since
its accession to the European Union (EU), Spain has the
highest unemployment rate in the EU. Spain's birth rate
has slowed over the past two decades, with the result
that the country's population growth has slipped from
being one of the highest in Europe to one of the lowest.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Madrid
40.1 million (2001)
US$ 18,600 (2000)
78 years (2000)
5 per 1,000 live births (2000)
98 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The objectives of the Spanish Red Cross (SRC) are
defined in its statutes, while the general assembly updates
the mission and operational objectives of the society every
four years. The regional, provincial and local committees
adapt their work plans to the general objectives.

Relations between the society and the Spanish
government are conducted through the protection
council, chaired by the minister for labour and social
affairs and with representatives of the ministerial
departments concerned with the objectives and activities
of the society.

The Spanish Red Cross has never had any difficulty in
maintaining its independence in its relations with the
government.
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The public image of the SRC is positive. According to
the results of several surveys, it is the best known and
most highly renowned institution in the country.

Legal base
The Spanish Red Cross was founded in 1864. It was
recognized by the ICRC in 1893 and j.oined the League
(now the International Federation) in 1919.

The statutes were last updated in 2000, and the rules of
procedure in 1998.

The last general assembly was held in 1999; the most
recent elections began in 1998 and were finished in
1999. The next general assembly will be held in 2003.

Constituency
The structure of the Spanish Red Cross is based on the
administrative divisions of the state and covers the
whole country. The society is composed of 912 local
regional branches, 50 provincial committees, 17
regional committees (one in each autonomous
community) and the national committee.

All the governance bodies are elected from among the
members and volunteers through a legislative procedure
carried out every four years. The next legislative
procedure will be held in the last months of 2002. The
requirements defining eligibility to vote and to be
elected are laid down in the society's statutes and rules
of procedure.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The leadership of the society is entrusted to the
president, the vice president, the national committee, the
secretary general and the general coordinator. There is
also a professional management team at central level.

The national committee meets at least four times a year;
in 200 I it met five times. The members of the various
governing bodies are volunteers.

Human resources
The SRC employs 7,136 staff members. There are also
187,711 volunteers, who can be assigned to any duties
provided that they have the appropriate professional
skills; 39,353 of them are youth Red Cross members.

The training centre provides courses for volunteers and
the general public in different areas of activity. A
training programme for paid staff has also been
implemented through FORCEM (a public fund for
vocational training to which all the workers contribute).

Financial resources
In 2001 the total income of the Spanish Red Cross was
CHF 484.6 million. Fund-raising amounted to CHF 82.9

million (17 per cent), services rendered by the society
accounted for CHF 150.7 million (31 per cent). CHF
170.0 million were earmarked grants (35 per cent) and
donations totalled CHF 48.6 million (10 per cent). The
remaining 7 per cent (CHF 32.5 million) came from
various other sources.

Expenditure in programs for 2001 totalled CHF 462.9
million. Expenditure was divided in the following
manner: CHF 166.6 million (36 per cent) for social
programmes and activities; CHF 97.2 million (21 per
cent) for hospitals, blood services and other medical
care activities; CHF 92.6 million (20 per cent) for
international cooperation programme, CHF 41.6 million
(9 per cent) for fund-raising activities; CHF 27.9 million
(7 per cent) for first-aid services, ambulances and sea
rescue; CHF 27.8 million (6 per cent) for training; and
finally, CHF 9.2 million (2 per cent) for youth
programmes.

Material resources
The Spanish Red Cross has 921 local branches, 573
first-aid posts, 51 first-aid posts for sea rescue, 880
ambulances, 421 other vehicles and 327 boats.

Organization/planning
The strategic work plan is based on decisions adopted
by the general assembly; the last was adopted in March
1999 and will remain in force until 2003 (when the
general assembly is due to meet again). The annual
plans and budgets are approved on a yearly basis.

The Spanish Red Cross has conducted a number of
studies on specific aspects of its activities in conjunction
with other organizations. They are concerned with
reviewing the structure and organization of the SRC
headquarters and analysing the society's activities.

Partnerships
The SRC is interested in exchanges of information and
experiences in relation to working with the elderly, drug
addicts, asylum seekers, migrants and refugees, as well
as on employment for vulnerable people.

The SRC cooperates with other National Societies and
participates in a number of Red Cross/Red Crescent
forums, including the Red Cross/EU Liaison Bureau, the
"Donors Forum" (former G24 Group), the
Mediterranean Conference, ACROFA (association of
French-speaking African Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies) and the CORI (inter-american regional
committee). The president of the Spanish Red Cross is
currently the president of the International Federation.

At the European level, the SRC participates in the
following working groups: working group on
international operations, working group on legal
support, working group on first-aid training, European
Public Support Group and the Platform of European Red
Cross Cooperation (PERCO).

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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4. Performance

Domestic activities
The elderly
In recent years the SRC has developed services that
allow elderly people to continue living in their own
homes while benefiting from essential care and security.
SRC programmes also provide support and relief for
those who look after the elderly. The SRC spends CHF
9.5 million on this programme, which is carried out by
981 paid staff and 16,500 volunteers. In 2001, the SRC
provided services to more than 164,000 elderly people.

Drug abuse
The SRC runs assistance centres for drug addicts and
their families. These centres provide emergency help
and psychological assistance, provision of meeting
places and shelters, social integration classes, assistance
in finding accommodation, treatment for drug addiction,
recreational centres, and mobile methadone units.
Special focus is given-to assisting minors. The SRC
spends CHF 8.1 million on these activities, which are
carried out in 42 provinces throughout the country. In
2001, the SRC provided assistance to more than 38,000
people.

People living with HIVIAIDS(PLWHA)
The SRC is actively involved in preventing the spread of
HIV /AIDS through health education. It provides health
care, psychological and social support for PLWHA, with
a view to improving their quality of life. The society
also offers home care services, centres for HIV-positive
people, psychological support for young PLWHA,
support for the families, self-help groups and HIV /AIDS
awareness classes. The SRC spent CHF 4.7 million on
these activities, which are carried out in 22 provinces
around the country. In 200 I, the SRC provided services
to more than 10,200 people.

Refugees and migrants
Migrants, asylum seekers, refugees and displaced
people constitute SRC's main target groups. The society
is active in terms of reception, first aid, social
integration, training, protection of rights and tracing
services. The SRC spent CHF 9.4 million on these
activities. In 2001, the SRC provided help to 4,826
refugees or asylum seekers and 134,401 migrants.

Youth section
The SRC addresses the needs of minors with special
needs. It provides care for hospitalized children,
accommodation for children with social difficulties (to
avoid detention), residences for children and teenagers,
day nursery for children up to three years of age, foster
families, help for children and families in financial need,
centres for psychological diagnosis and treatment. In
2001, the youth section had 39,353 volunteers and more
than 7,500 leaders.
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People with disabilities
The SRC has services specifically aimed at people with
disabilities: transportation adapted to their needs;
complementary home care; technical assistance
(medical equipment, special beds, etc.); and a centre for
children suffering from neurological paralysis. Besides
these services, the SRC also works in the field of social
integration for people with disabilities.

Vulnerable women
The SRC either manages or runs reception centres
designed for abused women and their children and offers
information and guidance to women at risk. These centres
not only meet basic food and accommodation needs, but
also provide psychological help as well as advice on
social integration and on obtaining employment.

Volunteer grannies
This project brings together children who are alone most
of the day, and elderly people who are Red Cross
volunteers. The aim is twofold: to contribute to the
prevention of social and educational problems among
children, and to improve the social integration of elderly
people and their personal development through their
active participation in a worthwhile community activity.

Food for solidarity
The SRC makes use of EU food surplus in order to try
and cover the food requirements of people in need. In
2001 the SRC distributed CHF 80.7 million in kind
(food) for the most vulnerable people.

International activities
SRC activities have increased from 1996 to 2001. The
expenditure in 2001 was CHF 92.5 million in different
programmes in 70 countries. The international
department had a staff of 56 people, with about 100
delegates in the field in 2001.

The main areas of activity are: humanitarian aid
(emergency response and disaster preparedness);
development cooperation; institutional cooperation
(capacity building) and dissemination and education for
development.

The main sources of finance for SRC development
cooperation projects are the national, regional and
provincial authorities, as well as other entities and
private companies. For emergency humanitarian aid, the
European Union (ECHO) is one of the major donors. In
2001, the SRC received over CHF 8.7 million for
humanitarian aid and rehabilitation projects.

Fifty-three per cent of SRC projects are concerned with
development cooperation, 25 per cent with humanitarian
aid and 22 per cent with institutional cooperation. The
geographical priorities of the SRC are Latin America
and the Caribbean, Africa, the Middle East and central
and eastern European countries and, in Asia, the
Philippines.
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The SRC's international cooperation plan was drawn up
on the basis of the Movement's criteria and guidelines,
tailored to the society's own circumstances.

The document establishes the SRC's position, priority
areas of action and orientation and closely follows the
lines of the International Federation's Strategy 2010.

Relevance/effectiveness I "-.
The SRC has developed several evaluatic'm activities for
the most relevant operations (Hurricane Mitch in
Central America, African Great Lakes and the Balkans).

5. Further information
SRC Activity Report 2000 and 2001 (to be published,
including financial statements).
Plan de Accion de Cruz Roja Espanola 1999-2003.
Planes de Intervencion de Cruz Roja Espanola 2000.
Plan de Cooperacion Internacional de Cruz Roja
Espanola 1997. The new version will be published in
2002.
Cartera de proyectos de cooperacion internacional.
Cruz Roja (the SRC magazine, published four times a
year).
Web site: http://www.cruzroja.es •

Swedish Red Cross
Founded: 1865
Members/volunteers: 318,000
Staff: 635
Expenditure: CHF 127 million (2001)

1. National context
Sweden is a Scandinavian country with a constitutional
monarchy and a well-established parliamentary
democracy. The country has a high GNP, and boasts an
advanced welfare state and high standard of living.
Swedish society is ethnically and religiously very
homogeneous, although recent immigration has created
some social diversity. In October 2000, unemployment
reached 4 per cent (up from 1.7 per cent in 1990). The
social protection system seems to have succeeded in
softening the effects of higher unemployment rates
(Sweden devotes 34.8 per cent of its GDP to social
security, the highest in the European Union). The number
of elderly people has increased, the most significant
growth being among those aged 85 and over; 18 per cent
of the population are aged over 65.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Stockholm
8.9 million (2000)
US$ 24,000 (2000)
79.2 years (2000)
4 per 1,000 live births (2000)
99 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The Swedish Red Cross (SRC) has a clear mission
statement, adopted by the central board in June 1999,
which refers to its five key fields: protecting life;
promoting human dignity and human rights; protecting
health and people; developing social security; and
developing the Red Cross Red Crescent Movement.

There are good relations between SRC and the
government. Contractual functional cooperation exists
related to the Geneva Conventions and international

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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volunteers, while paid staff are responsible for
management. The most recent central board meeting, in
November 2000, adopted the national work programme
to be carried out by the local committees. The board
meets six times a year, although the chair and vice chairs
meet more frequently.

humanitarian law as well as health and medical
voluntary support. There is an agreement between the
government and the National Society concerning the
national information bureau and first-aid training. The
SRC has not experienced any difficulties in maintaining
a position of autonomy and independence whilst
working with its government.

The image of the Red Cross amongst the Swedish public
is positive; the society is rated as one of the most
respected organizations in the country.

Legal base
The Swedish Red Cross was founded in 1865,
recognized by the ICRC the same year and joined the
League of Red Cross Societies (now the International
Federaiton) in 1919.

The SRC last updated its statutes in 1999. The next
general assembly and national elections will take place
in June 2002. Since January 2000, the society has had
two decision-making levels (previously three) and the
composition of the general assembly has changed.

Constituency
The SRC has 1,700 local branches throughout the
country, supported by between 150 and 200 paid
advisory officers, placed at 100 Red Cross service
centres (replacing the previous 24 branches), that are
close to local committees. The committees will be
supported by staff at ten regional offices, coordinated
from headquarters, which will act as back-up for the
local level.

Women are well represented in the governing bodies,
following internal discussions on this issue in the 1980s.
For several years, the SRC has made an effort to have
better representation within its governance structures of
the various groups making up its membership. This
process is slow and begins with raising awareness in the
elected committees.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly consists of 370 representatives
elected at the local level. Representatives are elected a
year before the general assembly in order to participate
in consultations with headquarters on issues related to
improving transparency and democracy within the SRC.
The participating representatives will follow up at the
local committee level.

The central board is composed of 11 members, the
president and two members of the youth Red Cross who
do not have voting rights. The central board is the
highest decision-making body after the general
assembly, which meets every third year. This board is
responsible for defining the strategy and activities of the
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The executive committee meets eight times a year. As
for the branches, they all have local boards.

Cooperation councils will be set up in each community,
to contribute to the development of activities at branch
level and create a stronger Red Cross identity at the
grass-roots level.

Human resources
The Swedish Red Cross has 635 paid employees (65 per
cent are women), of whom 175 work at headquarters.
There are 318,000 paid-up members of whom 40,000
are volunteers involved in activities carried out by the
branches.

Red Cross youth has almost 2,500 members, many of
. whom are active as volunteers. The SRC recognizes that
it needs to become more professional in recruiting new
volunteers. There is a need for all volunteers to be able
to exercise professional skills.

As part of the society's major organizational reform,
leadership training is offered at all levels. This covers
both governance and management, emphasizing the
different roles played by each. Several general training
programmes are also offered to volunteers.

The society has an equal opportunities policy.

Financial resources
In 2001, the SRC's income was CHF 96 million and
expenditure was CHF 127 million. The main sources of
income were: fund-raising and donations (CHF 34.6
million); membership fees (CHF 3.6 million); revenue
from investments (CHF 12.8 million); subsidies from
government, county councils and municipalities (CHF
36 million).

In terms of expenditure, the main areas of spending
were: domestic activities (CHF 63 million);
international activities (CHF 49.6 million); and
information (CHF 5.3 million).

Material resources
The main material infrastructure of the society includes
seven buildings, one warehouse and 35 vehicles.

Organization/planning
In June 1999, the SRC's general assembly adopted a
plan aimed at securing "Vision, mission, methods and
organization for the year 2005". This followed
consultation throughout the society, focusing on
improving the organizational structure and working
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methods, so as to use resources more efficiently and
promote greater democracy.

With the implementation of the new structure in 2000,
the society has sought to integrate national and
international activities. From now on, SRC work at
home and abroad will focus on five core areas, which
correspond to those of the International Federation.

Annual plans of action and budgets are also produced
and approved by the central board. All managers as well
as programme officers are involved in the production of
these plans. Vulnerability and capacity assessments
(VCAs) have been carried out in more than 500 local
branches.

Partnerships
The SRC works actively in partnership with other
organizations, particularly in the areas of fund-raising
and advocacy.

Within the Movement, the SRC is a member of the
Standing Commission, the International Federation's
Disaster Relief Commission and EU Liaison Bureau. At
the European level, the SRC participates in the
following networks: ERNA, PERCO, the first-aid
network, ECRE (European Council of Refugees and
Exiles) and NaCRE (Nordic and Lithuania Council of
Refugees and Exiles). The society enjoys close
cooperation with sister societies in the Nordic region.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Protecting life
Total defence: the SRC recruits and trains men and
women for the voluntary defence programme, financed
by the government. There are currently 6,000 medical
orderlies, half of them women.

First-aid training: every year, more than 100,000 people
receive SRC first-aid training and CPR classes (600
instructors). The SRC also provides training courses for
children in first aid and road safety.

First-aid teams: 100 first-aid teams carry out
preparedness activities and respond to emergencies.

Mobile emergency units (MEUs): MEUs are deployed
in the event of a major accident to give first aid and
prepare victims for evacuation to hospital. Each MEU
consists of a doctor, three nurses, four volunteer
orderlies and two volunteer drivers.

Municipality-based
programme focuses
traumatized people.

preparedness project: the
on psychosocial support for

National Information Bureau: in the case of war, the

government has assigned to the SRC the responsibility
for setting up the National Information Bureau.

Promoting human dignity and human rights
The SRC provides support to asylum seekers; traces and
reunites families separated in emergencies; disseminates
the Fundamental Principles, IHL and human rights;
gives voluntary repatriation support for refugees
planning to return home; advocates for policy issues
regarding human rights for asylum seekers and refugees;
contacts authorities and political figures; and
participates and consults in committees for official and
parliamentary reports, public statements and
communications.

Protecting people's health
Health is an integrated part of most national
programmes. One specific project is the Noah's Ark
Foundation, a care centre where volunteers offer support
to HIV/AIDS sufferers and their families.

Developing social security
Visiting services: volunteers from local branches visit
lonely and isolated people, mostly the elderly, at home.
Visits are also made to detention centres and prisons,
and to patients in hospitals and other institutions.

Support for carers: professionals are trained to lead
support groups for carers; together with volunteers they
organize various activities to lighten the carers' load.

Telephone helpline: specially trained volunteers answer
calls from people needing advice and support.

Psychological first aid: the SRC offers training for
trainers and volunteers in psychological first aid.

Youth in action
The youth Red Cross carries out various contact
activities to combat xenophobia and racism and to
promote humanitarian values. In 2000, SRC youth
section consisted of 2,500 volunteers and 250 leaders.

Various other activities are carried out, including
campaigns against violence. The SRC also has
approximately 210 second-hand shops that not only
provide needed items cheaply but also provide an
informal environment for socializing.

International activities
In 2001, SRC support for international appeals
amounted to CHF 30.2 million, of which 81 per cent
went to humanitarian assistance and development and
19 per cent to emergency appeals. Just over half the
amount came from government funds.

The SRC supports the International Federation's global
appeals, country as well as regional assistance, and
emergency appeals. The society also supports the ICRC,
partly with government funds and partly with its own,

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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for delegated projects. An important part of the society's
contribution is in providing delegates, with special
emphasis on management, health, water and sanitation,
organizational and resource development, and finance.

The SRC works within the core areas of the
International Federation's Strategy 2010 and takes
special interest in community-based health care, first
aid, disaster response and preparedness, water and
sanitation emergency response units (ERUs), capacity
building, branch capacity building through twinning,
and mine awareness. The society has ERUs immediately
available for water and sanitation actions and plays an
active part in developing the International Federation's
field assessment coordination teams (FACT).

The SRC has four operations departments for integrated
national and international activities. There will be 26
permanent positions within these departments dealing
with international issues.

The society has cooperation relationships with National
Societies in Africa (Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Nigeria,
Sierra Leone, Uganda); the Americas (Guatemala); Asia
(Bangladesh, Cambodia, Nepal, Viet Nam); and Europe
(the Nordic and Baltic states, and Russia).

Of the society's 69 delegates in the field during 2001,20
were with the ICRC, 48 with the International
Federation, one bilateral and two staff on loan to the
International Federation's secretariat and one staff on
loan to the JCRC headquarters. In addition, the SRC
financed the recruitment of 12 delegates from around
the world.

5. Further information
Swedish Red Cross Society - Vision, Mission, Working
Methods and Organisation in the year 2005 (1999)
Strategy for the Swedish Red Cross s International
Cooperation
Web site: http.z/www.redcross.se B
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Swiss Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1866
350,000
4,000
CHF 500 million

1. National context
Switzerland has an area of 41,285 square kilometres,
with three distinct geographical zones: the Alps, the Jura
and the plain.

The 2000 census gives a population of 7,206,000, 1.4
million of whom are foreigners. At the end of 2000,
25,534 refugees had obtained asylum. At that same date
there were 98,480 people who came under the
legislation on asylum, including asylum seekers and
holders of humanitarian permits. Population density was
173 inhabitants per square kilometre.

Switzerland, a federal state, is a confederation of 26
cantons that exercise powers in given areas such as
health and education. The 2,900 communes exercise
local power and enjoy a high degree of autonomy. The
communes set up inter-communal or district
associations for certain tasks (managing public
hospitals, home-care services and homes for elderly
people).

The state's share of the gross domestic product is lower
than in most of European countries. The private sector
assumes a considerable part of humanitarian, social and
medical activities.

Both the unemployment rate (1.6 per cent) and the
inflation rate (1.6 per cent) are low. The service sector is
the largest part of the economy with 69.1 per cent of
employment, far ahead of the industrial sector (26.4 per
cent) and the farming sector (4.5 per cent). The main
economic and political challenges are controlling the
cost of health, the ageing of the population, the
integration of foreigners, strengthening social security,
regional inequalities and the role of Switzerland in
Europe.

http://http.z/www.redcross.se
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Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literary rate:

Bern
7.2 million (2000)
US$ 38,980
79 years
5 per 1,000 live births
95 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The Swiss Red Cross (SRC) fully adheres to the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement. It serves
people needing care and assistance, with no distinction
as to nationality, race, religion, social condition or
political beliefs. This private humanitarian organization
is active at the local, cantonal and national levels as well
as abroad.

It supports the authorities In their humanitarian
activities.

The Red Cross was born in Switzerland and the society
thus assumes a special role in the development of the
Movement.

Legal base
The society was founded in 1866 and recognized by the
ICRC the same year. Switzerland had already ratified
the first Geneva Convention in 1864.

The Swiss government officially recognized the SRC by
decree of the federal chambers in June 1903, amended
in January 1942 and June 1951. Federal legislation of
1910 protects the use of the emblem since that date.

The SRC statutes were approved by the federal council
and came into effect on 1 January 1999.

On 30 June 2001 the society adopted a charter and
strategy 2007.

Constituency
Two main principles determine the organization of the
society - democracy and federalism.

The society is a private-law association, governed by the
Swiss Civil Code. Its central bodies are the assembly,
which is the highest body of the society and comprises
97 delegates (64 from the cantonal associations and 33
from corporate members); the board, the society's
governing body comprising nine members; the national
conference of Red Cross cantonal associations,
comprising 64 delegates, which ensures collaboration
and cooperation between the cantonal associations, thus
contributing to the society's unity; the management
control commission, comprising seven members, which
ensures application of the Fundamental Principles, the
statutes, the charter and the decisions of the assembly;
and the monitoring body, at present an audit firm.

The society adopted the Swiss federal model for its
organization. In addition to its central organization, it
has two kinds of active members: 24 cantonal Red Cross
associations and six corporate members, national
organizations specialized in first aid, water safety,
emergency air transport for the injured, rescue with
dogs, civil defence, etc. These corporate members must
comply with the seven Fundamental Principles of the
Movement in their action and may use the Red Cross
emblem alongside their distinctive sign.

All the active members commit to apply the decisions of
the SRC bodies, and in particular to respect the
objectives, strategies and fields of activity defined by
the Red Cross assembly.

The society has private-law foundations for some
activities which involve substantial financing. This is
the case for the Lindenhof hospital-school in Bern, La
Source hospital school in Lausanne and Nottwil training
centre. The Red Cross board closely oversees these
institutions. The blood-transfusion service association
brings together the 13 regional centres, and the
Groupement sauvetage ("Rescue group"), all the
institutions active in rescue work.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The board defines the society's strategic orientations.
The society's president chairs the board and represents
the SRC and the board. His mission is to protect and
promote the unity of the SRC.

The board has a professional administration to carry out
its tasks. This administration is established at the
headquarters in Bern and reports to the director who
conducts the society's operations and coordinates the
activities of the administration with those of the active
members, the national secretariat, cantonal associations
and institutions.

Human resources
The society has approximately 275,000 active and
passive members in its cantonal associations. If the
45,000 Samaritans and the 25,000 people active in first
aid and rescue, both corporate members, are added to
this figure, the society has more than 350,000 individual
members. There are about 4,000 paid staff members.

In the coming years the society will give priority to the
recruitment and training of paid and unpaid volunteers,
in liaison with other organizations.

Financial resources
Funding comes from membership fees, fund drives, the
private sector, subsidies from cantons and the
Confederation, income from assets, payment of some
services provided, and donations and legacies.

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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Activities entrusted to the society by the authorities and
covered, in part or in full, by public funds include
professional health training, assistance to asylum
seekers, home care and Red Cross service (volunteer
medical assistance in the event of armed conflict).

Special appeals are made for relief operations and
foreign development aid, both of which benefit from
government contributions.

It is difficult to assess the society's finances due to its
complex structure and its different branches and
services. A good estimate of total annual expenditure of
this "humanitarian holding" is more than CHF 500
million: CHF 100 million for the headquarters (500 staff
members), including international assistance; CHF 130
million for the cantonal associations (2,100 staff
members); CHF 190 million for the corporate members
(350 staff members); and CHF 150 million for the
foundations and other institutions (950 staff members).

Material resources
The society has buildings, vehicles and different
equipment at headquarters and in the cantons. Most of
the communes have a first-aid post.

Organization/planning
The SRC is working on its "Strategy 2007" which
defines its main aims and its strategic priorities. It is
planning to add "humanitarian value" to several fields of
activity.

Its main aims are to preserve and protect life, to preserve
and protect or re-establish social integration and human
dignity and to preserve and promote or re-establish
health.

The society has three categories of strategic priorities.
The first, humanitarian action, encompasses blood
transfusion, rescue, social integration, primary health
care as well as disaster aid and aid for reconstruction.
The second, values, is the dissemination of humanitarian
values and principles among members, volunteers and
the population. The third, organization, is an efficient
institution and promotion of paid and unpaid
volunteerism.

Partnerships
Although the SRC is a private association, it maintains
close relations with the cantonal and federal authorities.
A 1951 decree by the federal chambers recognizes it as
the only National Red Cross Society on the Swiss
territory. This decree stipulates that the SRC is
responsible, among other areas, for voluntary medical
assistance in times of conflict and blood transfusion for
military and civilian needs. In retum, the government
guarantees the society regular financial support (an
annual general subsidy and specific subsidies) as well as
tax relief.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

For many decades the SRC has cooperated with the 26
cantons and half-cantons in the areas of social welfare
and health. The society collaborates with the other Swiss
NGOs on regular and ad hoc projects. It is a partner of
the Chaine de Bonheur, a body that collects donations
from the population following disasters in Switzerland
and abroad, through special Swiss public radio and
television broadcasts.

The society maintains special relations with the ICRC
and the International Federation. It cooperates with the
National Societies in the countries where it carries out
activities as well as with the public authorities and the
concemed population groups.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
As auxiliary to the public authorities, the society
intervenes to strengthen the existing health and social
system. It is active in four main areas:

Health
Through its 13 regional transfusion centres and with the
assistance of the local Samaritan societies (first aiders),
the society recruits donors, takes their blood (nearly
340,000 voluntary, unpaid blood donations each year),
and prepares and distributes it to the hospitals in the
country, at cost.

The society is responsible for professional training and
thus promotes, regulates and monitors training for non-
medical health professions; recognizes foreign
diplomas; and provides information on health
professions and further training in the health professions
(specialized advanced schools). It organizes courses for
non-professional Red Cross health auxiliaries.

The society also organizes health courses for the
population, care outside hospitals and occupational
therapy, and is responsible for the health care centres for
migrants.

Social welfare and medical and social care
The SRC helps the elderly at home (night guard
services, etc.) and disabled people (volunteer transport
service, etc.), and organizes guard services for sick
children, alarm services for the elderly and disabled,
visits at home or in homes, library-on-wheels services,
second-hand clothing shops, ad hoc material and
financial aid, payment of indemnities in the event of
natural disasters, in liaison with the Chaine de Bonheur,
and the tracing of missing people in collaboration with
the ICRe. The Red Cross youth is also involved in these
activities.

Assistance for refugees and migrants
This primarily includes health services at the border,
housing centres for asylum seekers, assistance when
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exarmmng asylum seekers, the therapy centre for
victims of torture, integration of refugees with asylum
status, general assistance for migrants, assistance and
advice in managing inter-cultural conflicts for the
specialized services, the migration and health service
(courses and publications for health professionals and
migrants), inter-cultural libraries, interpretation services
and assistance on leaving the country and on migration.

Relief and rescue
Certain corporate members of the society carry out these
two activities: the Swiss Samaritan Alliance (ASS), the
Swiss Rescue Society (SSS), REGA and REDOG.

The Samaritans are responsible for first aid and relief.
Created in 1888, with 45,000 active members in 1,310
local sections, the Samaritans regularly ensure the
following services: lifesaving and Samaritan courses;
special courses; health-post service at public events;
management of stores of medical supplies; organization
of blood-donation sessions; information on health and
major diseases; cooperation with local and cantonal
relief bodies (alarm switchboard); and protection of the
population.

REGA (Swiss rescue air guard), founded in 1952, is
responsible for air rescue.· It uses its helicopters and
ambulance-planes to rescue and repatriate injured and
sick people. In 2001 its 14 helicopters and three
ambulance planes made 9,211 interventions. It has 1.5
million donors.

Founded in 1933, the Swiss Rescue Society (SSS) is
responsible for water rescue. Its mission is to give
advice on how to react when someone is drowning and
to intervene, if necessary. It has 25,000 licensed
members grouped in regional sections.

REDOG (Swiss society for rescue dogs) forms rescue
teams with dogs and their guides. It coordinates their
work, in Switzerland and abroad, when searching for
people buried under debris and missing people.

The Swiss union for civil defence works for the
protection of the population. The SRC has become very
actively involved in setting up a civil defence
organization in the country, in conformity with the spirit
of the Geneva Conventions. People and groups who
support this idea join the civil defence organization.

The coordinated medical service supports the army
medical service (Red Cross service) and civil defence,
by recruiting, training and mobilizing volunteer
Samaritans.

International activities
The SRC tries to respond to appeals for solidarity
launched in the case of armed conflicts or natural
disasters. The society is also always committed to
development cooperation.

It is currently carrying out programmes in some 40
countries for emergency humanitarian aid, assistance to
displaced refugees and migrants, assistance in
reconstruction and rehabilitation, and development
cooperation as well as to strengthen National Societies
in Africa and Asia.

The society's two main objectives are meeting the basic
needs of the most needy population groups, in particular
public health, and encouraging their spirit of initiative.
The society stresses long-term development
cooperation. It tries to get to the root of poverty and
underdevelopment and to prevent the creation of new
dependencies by encouraging the populations concerned
to take their own future in hand. In recent years, the
society has strengthened its collaboration with the Swiss
government, in particular with the directorate for
development and cooperation aid (DDC) and with the
secretary of state for the economy (SECO).

The society earmarks nearly CHF 40 million each year
for these tasks, carried out and coordinated by the
department for international cooperation at the central
headquarters. It cooperates closely with the
International Federation and the JCRC.

5. Further information
SRC annual reports
Annual reports of the cantonal associations, the
corporate members and foundations
Annual statistics from the national secretariat for SRC
cantonal associations
Nous Samaritains review
Internal and external information bulletins
Strategy 2007
Charter 2001
Web site: http://www.redcross.ch •
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Red Crescent Society of Tajikistan

Red Crescent Society
of Tajikistan

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1927
4,923 (2001)
129 (2001)
CHF 13.9 million (1998)

1. National context
Since its independence from the Soviet Union in 1991,
Tajikistan remains one of the poorest country in the
Commonwealth of Independent States. With a
population of 6 million, and only 7 per cent of land
being suitable for human habitation and agriculture - the
rest being high mountainous regions - Tajikistan relied
heavily on inputs of fuel, capital, equipment, subsidies
and expertise from the rest of the former' Soviet Union.
The dissolution of the latter, coupled with the social and
economic disruption caused by the civil war between
1992 and 1994, has had a drastic effect on the welfare of
the country's population. In spite of its recent slight
economic recovery and three consecutive years of the
real GDP growth, effects of the civil war, destroyed or
damaged infrastructure, and natural disasters (floods in
1999, drought in 2000 and food deficit in 2001) have
deepened and diversified the general poverty of the
population. Vulnerability is high, both in urban and rural
areas. In towns, people live without any financial
resources, and with no possibility of growing their own
food. Pensions are extremely low, the minimum being
CHF 2.4 per month. Water and sanitation structures,
health services and social welfare are highly
dysfunctional or non-existent. A significant increase in
communicable diseases, such as malaria, TB,
HIV /AIDS, anthrax and brucellosis, has been noted in
recent years.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Dushanbe
6.1 million
US$ 370 (1998)
67.4 years (2001)
55 per 1,000 live births (1998)
99.1 per cent (1999)
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2. Foundation

Mission
The Red Crescent Society of Tajikistan (RCST) has no
separate mission statement. However, all activities are
guided by the Movement's Fundamental Principles,
which are clearly outlined in the society's statutes. The
society works closely with the authorities of the country.
Its image as an independent organization has improved
significantly during recent years.

The RCST adopted its own Strategy 2010 in 2001 which
outlines core activities of the society until 2010. All
working plans of the society should comply with this
strategy.

Legal base
The Red Crescent Society of Tajikistan was established
in 1927, and was accepted into the International
Federation in 1994.

Constituency
The RCST has headquarters in Dushanbe, four regional
branches and 65 local branches across the country.

Branch and institutional development activities have
been de facto neglected to the expense of other activities
linked to natural disasters. However, following the
central Asia regional institutional and resource
development review (carried out in mid-2000 and
followed up in mid-200 1), the RCST has been
prioritizing branch and institutional development.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The RCST's leading body is a congress convened once
every five years. The last congress (16th congress) took
place in March 2001. The central committee is an
operational unit and provides interim leadership
between meetings of the congress. The elected president
and vice presidents perform day-to-day leadership of the
RCST.

Human resources
The RCST has 59 members of staff at its headquarters
and 70 members of staff in its regional branches. There
are also 3,500 volunteers and 339 primary organizations.

The RCST has provided training for staff and volunteers
of the local Red Crescent branches and local authorities
in the municipalities close to the borders through the
disaster response and preparedness, population
movement and dissemination programmes.

Financial resources
Since the central Asia regional institutional and resource
development review, more attention has been given to
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increasing resources. Income-generation activities had
previously been neglected to the expense of natural
disaster-related activities.

Material resources
The RCST has five regional disaster preparedness
warehouses with stock that includes mattresses,
blankets, tents and hygiene parcels.

Organization/planning
Since 1999, the RCST has been gradually implementing
a strategic shift from a focus on relief programmes
towards the general strengthening of its organizational
capacity. Moreover, following the central Asia regional
institutional and resource development review, the
RCST has initiated a gradual shift from relief activities
to development activities, prioritizing the following
areas: disaster preparedness and response, general relief
programmes, health promotion and community-based
first aid, volunteer recruitment, as well as branch and
institutional development. The first steps towards a
more developmental approach were taken in the areas of
health by local Red Crescent branches and concentrated
on community-based health promotion and preventative
care. These initiatives have been implemented in
combination with a number of emergency relief
operations in response to natural disasters (floods in
1999, drought in 2000 and food shortages in 2001), as
relief operations are systematically being used as
opportunities for longer-term development. An example
of this is the successful completion of the 2000 drought
emergency operation, which left the RCST with an
increased organizational capacity at its grass-roots level,
a strengthened volunteer base, as well as a sense of
initiative and ownership of the implemented activities
within local communities. Well-established and well-
functioning sets of RCST monitoring teams will
obviously constitute valuable assets in any forthcoming
refugee operation.

Partnerships
Since the establishment of the International Federation's
delegation in Tajikistan in 1994, the RCST has been
provided with continuous support in building its
capacity to respond to the needs of the most vulnerable
population in the country.

In addition to the ICRC, other main partners within the
Movement are the British, Canadian, Finnish, German,
Netherlands, Norwegian, Spanish, Swedish and Swiss
Red Cross, as well as the Iranian Red Crescent Society.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness, response and relief
Since 1991, and more especially since the establishment
of a permanent International Federation presence in
Tajikistan in 1994, disaster preparedness and response

activities have been strengthened. The RCST has been
exposed to a variety of programme initiatives, including
disaster preparedness and response and a range of relief
programmes targeting the most vulnerable. However,
because of the frequency of natural disasters in
Tajikistan, and the rapid increase in the number of
vulnerable people, the RCST's participation in the
International Federation's programmes over the last
seven years has mainly been in the realm of disaster-
impact assessment, beneficiary selection and
registration, and relief distribution and monitoring.
Among the recent relief operations involving the RCST
are flooding in 1999, drought in 2000 and food
shortages in 2001.

Health
Since 1999, the RCST has placed more attention on
health issues. Activities in the areas of health include
community-based health promotion and first-aid
activities implemented by local Red Crescent branches.
These initiatives have been put into operation in
combination with a number of emergency relief
operations caused by natural disasters (floods in 1999,
drought in 2000 and food shortages in 2001).

The Red Crescent Society of Tajikistan is planning a
pilot anti- TB programme and launched an information
campaign on 24 March 2002, together with other
organizations.

Response to the Afghan crisis
In the wake of the military offensive on Afghanistan, the
International Federation and the RCST prepared for a
possible influx of 50,000 refugees from Afghanistan.
The focus was placed on shelter, clean water and basic
health care. In order to ensure fast and effective
alleviation of human suffering, it was agreed that a
special focus should be put on the coordination between
the various components of the Movement and other
organizations and agencies .•
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The president of the Turkish republic is the patron of the
society. The TRCS has good relations with the
government and cooperates with the govemment's main
structures. With a recent change in leadership, decided
at an extraordinary general assembly held in November
1999, the society has begun a process of restructuring
with a view to modernizing, improving and increasing
its disaster response capacity which was tested during
the 1999 earthquake operations.

Turkish
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1868
395,000 (1998)
2,028 (2002)
CHF 118 million

1. National context

Turkey's population is still largely involved in
agricultural activities. However, manufacturing and
services now dominate the country's economy and the
western part of Turkey is industrialized. Turkey became a
candidate for membership in the European Union in
December 1999, although it is expected to be several
years before it becomes a fully-fledged member. While
all of Turkey is prone to disasters, the eastern part of the
country is particularly susceptible to volcanic activity and
earthquakes. Two major earthquakes struck the north-
west industrial heartland in August and November 1999
causing some 18,000 deaths and severe destruction.
Flooding also affects large parts of the country.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Ankara
64.5 million (1998)
US$ 3,160 (1998)
69 years (1997)
37 per 1,000 live births (1998)
84 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Turkish Red Crescent Society (TRCS) is a legal
entity governed by statutes which were drawn up in
conformity with the Movement's Fundamental
Principles. Its objectives are to remain faithful to the
principles of international humanitarian law, to support
health and social solidarity, to contribute to the
development of social welfare and to cooperate with
international organizations. The TRCS is active in the
areas of disaster response, blood-transfusion services
and first-aid training.
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There is close cooperation between the TRCS and the
government, particularly with the ministiries of health,
defence and foreign affairs. The society is also a
member of the central coordination commitee on
disaster relief.

Legal base
The TRCS was founded in 1868. It was recognized by
the ICRC the same year and joined the League (now the
International Federation) in 1930. The TRCS's areas of
activity are defined in its statutes, which were last
updated by cabinet decision in April 1993. The last
general assembly took place in April 2001 and the next
is scheduled for April 2002.

There are 677 branches spread across the country and
directly controlled by the central committee. Some of
the branches are active, particularly in the field of health
and social welfare services, while the others need to be
developed. There are approxiamately 400,000 registered
volunteers.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The main bodies of the TRCS are the general assembly,
the central committee (30 members), the executive
committee (seven members) and the board of auditors
(five members). The general assembly is the supreme
decision-making body of the society. It is made up of
representatives elected by local branch congresses,
members of the central committee and auditors. It holds
its sessions once a year in April. The central committee
is made up of 30 members and meets monthly. The
executive committee is composed of seven members
and meets every week, while the board of auditors is a
five-member committee in charge of auditing the
accounts of the central committee. At branch level, a
similar structure exists consisting of a branch congress,
branch council and branch executive committee.

All members are volunteers and their term of office is
one year except for the central committee, where the
term of office is six years, with five members replaced
each year. Leadership training has not been
systematically carried out and decision-making tends to
be centralized. This critical issue is now being addressed
by the society.
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The executive body of the TRCS is the executive
committee, and the chief executive officer is the director
general; the secretary general is a member of the
executive committee.

Human resources
The society employs approximately 2,028 staff. Branch
staff are paid directly by branches. In recent years,
personnel expenditure has reached 23 per cent of total
expenditure.

Financial resources
The TRCS has financial independence due to its
revenue-generation schemes. Its total expenditure in
2001 was approximately CHF 118 million. Major
income sources include assests and revenue-generating
activities, blood-transfusion activities, donations, etc'.
The society does not receive subsidies from the
government; however, it has some financial advantages
established by law.

The society operates on a fiscal-year programme
budget. Accounts are produced and audited at the end of
the fiscal year by the board of auditors. The board has to
submit the accounts to the president at least a month
before the general assembly.

Until November 1999, TRCS branches were required to
send to headquarters 40 per cent of the funds raised,
which would then be redistributed. At the November
1999 extraordinary general assembly, this figure was
reduced to 20 per cent as part of a general policy
towards decentralization.

Material resources
The TRCS has seven warehouses, 23 blood banks, nine
blood stations, one nursing school, four homes for
elderly people, 37 dispansaries, seven student
dormitories, six youth camps, seven day-care centres
and two major industrial enterprieses - a syringe factory
and a mineral water factory. In addition, there is a
vehicle-maintenance unit and a tent workshop at the
central warehouse in Ankara. The construction of a
building, aiming at revenue generation in the most
central area of Ankara, is nearly completed. It is being
built by a construction company in which the society is
a major partner. The TRCS also owns some real estate
donated by the public.

Organization/planning
The society does not have an overall development plan
but has an annual action plan prioritizing disaster
preparedness, blood, first aid and institutional
development. This plan is discussed and reviewed each
year by the central committee before the general
assembly. The TRCS orients its actions within the
framework of the International Federation's Strategy
2010, focusing particularly on the four core areas
identified in the plan.

There are 30 staff in the finance section at headquarters.
Each year, the budget and the accounts of the previous year
are finalized following approval of the general assembly.

Partnerships
The TRCS has partnership relations with the
international organizations and NGOs working in
Turkey including UNCHR and UNDP. The society is
also a member of the Balkans, Meditteranean, Arab Red
Crescent and Red Cross and Black Sea conferences, and
participates in the International Crescent of Islamic
Committee, of which it is currently holding the vice
presidency. The TRCS contributes in cash and in kind to
various international relief operations. During the most
recent Balkan crisis, the society organized and managed
refugee camps in Albania, Kosovo and Macedonia.

An immediate and generous response to the
International Federation appeal in the wake of two
major earthquakes (August and November 1999) has
generated fresh oppurtunities for the TRCS to renew
partnerships with sister societies. Some 30 per cent of
the International Federation membership responded to
the emergency and a number of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies, including those from Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, Iraq, the Netherlands, Spain and
the United States have established programmes in the
country. The society has recently cooperated with the
International Federation on disaster preparedness and
response, blood and psychosocial programmes.

The TRCS, represented by its president, is currently a
member of the International Federation's Governing
Board.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief
Turkey is a disaster-prone country and the TRCS has
substantial practical experience of emergency relief
operations. A major strength of the society is its disaster
response capacity, which includes standby capacities for
temporary shelter and provision of hot meals to meet the
needs of 85,000 beneficiaries at any given time. The
society deals with frequent small-scale disasters and
according to statistics, a large-scale national disaster
happens every seven to eight years. In 1999, there were
two major earthquakes. In response, the TRCS has
provided over 97,163 tents, 307,626 blankets, 97,790
stoves, 55,318 sleeping bags, food for 14.8 million
people and a large amount of other relief items.

In 2001, after a flood in Hatay, the TRCS provided ten
mobile kitchens, 658 tents, 2,000 blankets, 350 beds and
food for 93,000 people.

In February 2002, an earthquake occurred in Afyon. In
response, the TRCS provided 20,000 tents, 50,100
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blankets, 11,682 stoves, food for 440,450 people and a
large amount of other relief items. The TRCS has also
provided health services to 2,198 victims of the
earthquake.

Disaster preparedness
A major disaster preparedness and management
programme started in 2000 which aims at modernizing
and strengthening the society's capacity in disaster
response. This programme is mainly funded by the
American Red Cross working under the umbrella of the
International Federation. The programme also includes
the training and establishment of search-and-rescue
teams funded by the German Red Cross.

Social welfare
Branches provide social services to the needy, such as
elderly people living in homes or attending day-care
centres. They also organize soup kitchens which provide
hot meals daily. In 1998, branches assisted 1.2 million
people, with 196 branches providing food and 101
branches supplying clothing items. Also in 1998, four
nursing homes provided assistance to 110 elderly
people.

Health services
In 37 branch-run dispenseries, health services are
provided to people who do not have any social health
insurance or who are on low incomes. The consultation
fees are either low or free of charge. In 2001, almost 3.5
million patients received treatment. Complementary to
the health services, the TRCS's senior high school for
nurses teaches theoretical and practical subjects, and
graduates are assigned to TRCS blood centres. The
TRCS also provided medicine worth CHF 83,000 to
5,257 people and other relief items, at a cost of CHF
7,547, to 120 people in 2001. The society has four
psychosocial centres in Avcilar, Duzce, Izmit and
Kaynash.

Blood services
The TRCS has been involved in banking blood since
1957. At present, it operates 23 blood centres and ten
blood stations throughout the country, collecting 46 per
cent (361 ,306 units) of all blood nationwide in 2001.

First aid
First aid is an important actrvity carried out by the
society. In 2001, 205 courses including training for
trainers were organized by TRCS, at which 3,105 people
participated.

Youth
Headquarters and some branches provide scholarships,
dormitories and organize summer camps for both
successful and needy students. One of the youth camps
operates on an international basis. In 2001, 2,805 young
people participated in youth camps. The TRCS provided
scholarships to 20,349 students in 2001, spending a total
ofCHF 3.7 million.
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Training
In 2001, 70 training sessions were organized by the
society's training department on disaster preparedness
and response, the Movement, project planning, first aid,
human resources, communication and information
technology. In all, 1,580 people participated in the
training sessions.

5. Further information
Kizilay (TRCS review, published four times a year)
Web site: http.z/www.kizilay.org.tr R

http://http.z/www.kizilay.org.tr
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Red Crescent Society
of Turkmenistan

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1926
38,760 (1998)
75 (1999)
CHF 538,920 (1998)

1. National context
Turkmenistan joined the Commonwealth of Independent
States in 1991 following the break up of the Soviet Union
and adopted a new constitution in 1992. It is largely a
desert country - 80 per cent of the country is covered by
the Karakum desert - with nomadic cattle-raising,
intensive agriculture in irrigated oases, and huge gas and
oil resources. The country has taken a cautious approach
to economic reform, hoping to use gas and cotton sales to
sustain its economy. However during the 1990s,
economic difficulties have resulted in a drastic fall in
living standards for the majority of the population, with a
decrease in purchasing power, food shortages and
increase in vulnerability. Turkmenistan covers an area of
488,100 square kilometres. Located in western central
Asia, the country is bordered to the north-west by
Kazakhstan and to the north by Uzbekistan. The Caspian
Sea lies to the west and Iran to the south. The border with
Afghanistan is 744 kilometres to the south-east. The
potential emergency situation of instability in
neighbouring Afghanistan threatens Turkmenistan with a
possible influx of refugees.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Ashghabad
5 million (2000)
US$ 650 (1998)
65.7 years (1998)
53 per 1,000 live births (1998)
98 per cent (1999)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Red Crescent Society of Turkmenistan (RCST)
carries out its activities according to the Fundamental

Principles of the Movement, which are also clearly
reflected in the mission statement outlined in the
society's strategic plan for 2001-2004.

The RCST works in close cooperation with the
government and is well known among the population.
The society pursues the vision of being self-sustainable,
successful in the expansion of its humanitarian activities
and a reliable supporter to the government in the
humanitarian field. '

Legal base
The RCST was established in 1926, and was accepted
into the International Federation in 1995.

Constituency
The RCST is present throughout the country with one
central committee, five regional offices in each of the
country's oblasts (regions), and one representative in each
of the 56 rayon (district), including in the border areas.
There are five regional branches and 56 local branches.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society's highest body is the congress, which
consists of delegates from all branches and which meets
every five years. The central committee elected by the
congress oversees the everyday management of the
RCST. The elected chairperson and appointed deputy
chairperson manage the work of headquarters personnel
and branch chairpersons. Quarterly meetings are held
with branch chairpersons to follow up on activities,
including plans for branches. The president of the
country is the honorary president of the society.

Human resources
A total of 75 people are employed by the RCST (25 at
headquarters and 50 in regional branches).

There are six people working in the disaster
preparedness department (one national programme
coordinator and one disaster preparedness officer in
each of the five regional offices).

Material resources
Each regional office has a warehouse with a small
supply of emergency stocks as part of the ongoing
disaster preparedness programme.

Partnerships
A delegate from the International Federation was based
in Ashghabad from July 1998 to December 2001,
operating a development programme involving
provision of preventive health, disaster preparedness,
youth and tuberculosis (TB) programmes.

The RCST also cooperates with the British Red Cross,
originally focusing on organizational development and
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youth, but recently extending its focus to TB and
disaster preparedness programmes.

Other partners are the American Red Cross (through the
International Federation's regional delegation on the
Aral Sea programme), the Iranian Red Crescent
(humanitarian relief for disaster preparedness stocks;
funding for the firs-aid training room), the Japanese Red
Cross (preventive health and visrtmg nurses
programme) and the Netherlands Red Cross (free hot
meals programme operation). The RCST has also
collaborated with the International Federation, UNHCR
and 10M (repatriation of Tajik refugees).

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and response
Since 1999, the RCST has a well-trained and equipped
search-and-rescue team with experience in rescue
operations (Spetak earthquake, for example).

Under the public safety campaign, the RCST has
founded local community-led disaster preparedness
committees to raise awareness on preparedness
measures and essential knowledge on behaviour in
emergency situations.

The RCST is well experienced in response to small-
scale natural disasters due to flooding and earthquakes.
The RCST's chairwoman is a member of the state
emergency commission under the cabinet of ministers.

Population movement
The RCST operates a population movement department
whose first experience was having a role in the general
refugee camp management during the crisis in 1997.
The department has also been involved in the voluntary
repatriation of Tajik refugees. This programme was
undertaken in partnership with the International
Federation, UNHCR and 10M.

The Afghan crisis
The aim of the International Federation and the RCST
was to mobilize tents and other relief items for 5,000
people during the initial stages of the crisis. Their
overall objectives were to assist refugees fleeing from
Afghanistan by providing them, in collaboration with
other humanitarian agencies, with adequate shelter,
health, water and sanitation services as well as basic
relief items (e.g., tents, blankets, kitchen sets, stoves).

The Red Cross Red Crescent action supported the pri-
mary response of the government of Turkmenistan, in
coordination with other humanitarian organizations such
as UNHCR, UNICEF and Medecins sans Frontieres
Holland .•
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Ukrainian

Red Cross Society
Founded: 1918
Members/volunteers: 1.5 million (200 I)
Staff: 3,408 (2001)
Expenditure: CHF 4.7 million (2001)

1. National context
Ukraine became independent in 1991 and the parliament
of Ukraine adopted the country's first constitution in
1996. The Ukrainian economy is in a period of
transition, with reforms having resulted in falling living
standards, high levels of unemployment, delays in
payments of pensions and salaries and a reduction in the
state budget contribution for social needs. Russia's 1998
financial crisis also brought about a severe devaluation
of the Ukrainian currency. One-third of the population
lives below the national poverty line.

The recovery of the economy began in late 1999 and
strengthened in 2000. The state finally tackled
agricultural reforms in early 2000 by breaking up
collective farms and withdrawing resource allocations.
Real GDP grew by 9 per cent over the first 11 months of
2001. However, the relatively solid growth expected
over the medium term will still be well below what is
needed for more rapid convergence with Western
Europe. Progress on crucial structural reforms remains
slow, and many sectors of the economy, such as energy,
remain in dire shape.

During the past two years, real wages have rebounded
and wage and benefit arrears have fallen sharply.
Nonetheless, average monthly wages remain low,
equalling only around US$ 62 in October 2001 and
comparing unfavourably to other countries in the region,
including Russia. In rural areas in particular, purchasing
power remains extremely low. Although wages represent
less than half of total incomes in Ukraine, widespread
impoverishment still remains a pressing concern.

Approximately 2.6 million people currently live in areas
contaminated by the Chernobyl accident; dealing with
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the aftermath of this tragedy still requires considerable
resources. Pollution of the country's rivers and air has
reached significant levels. Ukraine's mines are
considered to be among the world's most dangerous due
to insufficient funding and safety rules. In 2001, more
than 280 miners died in Ukraine.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Kiev
50.9 million (1998)
US$ 790 (2000)
67.9 years (2001)
16 per 1,000 live births (2001)
99 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The statutes of the Ukrainian Red Cross Society
(URCS) are based on the Fundamental Principles of the
Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement. The society's
mission is to protect lives, to prevent and alleviate
human suffering during armed conflicts, natural
disasters and technical accidents, as well as to assist the
health authorities and the medical services of the armed
forces. The URCS national committee works closely
with the government but it remains an independent
organization.

The society's public image needs strengthening and
great emphasis is put on information coverage of URCS
activities. Its main objective is to shape public opinion
to the benefit of humanism, charity and peace, and to
promote the Movement's principles and to keep the
public informed about the activities of the URCS.

To achieve this, the URCS works in close cooperation
with the state committee for information policy, TV and
radio broadcasting of Ukraine, mass media, educational
and cultural institutions, commercial structures
representatives, charity funds and organizations.

Briefings, meetings, press conferences, national charity
actions and campaigns are conducted. The following
Red Cross initiatives are in place: international
Chernobyl programme; diphtheria vaccination
campaign; the international marathon "Let's support the
vulnerable, help the suffering"; "Red Cross against
tuberculosis and AIDS"; and youth actions.

Informational support to the URCS humanitarian
programmes on TV, radio, mass media, publications,
audio and video film production, months of Red Cross
events, charity performances, concerts, exhibitions and
fairs have made a great contribution into popularizing
the URCS and further improving its image.

Since 1997, a journal, Red Cross Vistnyk, has been
published, providing information on internal and
external URCS activities, providing feedback to the staff

and activists of regional committees on activities
conducted by the most effective URCS branches.

Legal base
The URCS was founded in 1918 as part of the Soviet
Alliance of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies.
Since 1991, the URCS has been functioning as an
independent National Society. In October 1992, the
president of Ukraine issued a decree recognizing the
society as the only National Red Cross Society
authorized to assist the authorities in their humanitarian
activities. The URCS's main objective is to work as an
auxiliary to the public authorities in the humanitarian
sphere. In 1993, the society was recognized by both the
ICRC and the International Federation and became a
member of the International Federation the same year.

In July 1999, the Supreme Council of Ukraine passed
the law on the "Red Cross and Red Crescent Emblem in
Ukraine", giving sole use of the emblem to the URCS.

Also in July 1999, a meeting of the URCS's board
presidium bureau set up a commission to consider
changes and additions to the society's statutes, which
were subsequently adopted by the 18th congress of the
society on 5 April 2001. The governance and
management functions are clearly separated in the
revised statutes.

Constituency
The society consists of its headquarters (national
committee), 24 regional organizations, as well as the
Crimean Republic and Kiev City organizations which
are under its jurisdiction. Regional organizations are
separate legal entities and have separate bank accounts.
However, the activities of regional organizations are
coordinated with the national committee and its
representatives. The URCS has 668 town and district
(rayon) organizations and 34,062 primary organizations
totalling 1.5 million members. The URCS is the largest
humanitarian organization in the country.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The highest governing body of the society is the
congress, which is convened by the board every five
years to approve the statutes, to elect both the president
(for a five-year period) and members of the board and
auditing commission. The board elects the executive
director and members of the board presidium, which
coordinate the work of the society between meetings.
The board also elects the presidium bureau (national
committee), which is responsible for day-to-day
activities. The president heads the URCS. The executive
director heads the national committee and organizes
implementation of the society's programmes and
statutory tasks.
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The auditing commission is elected by open vote at the
congress. It checks and controls financial and
administrative activities of the society. A similar governing
scheme works at the regional level. The URCS's president
and its executive director, heads of regional Red Cross
organizations and their deputies are responsible for
implementation of the decisions of the governing bodies.

Human resources
As of January 2002, the Ukrainian Red Cross had 408
staff; 45 people work at the national committee level,
and nine are administrative personnel. In addition to its
headquarters and branch staff, there are also 3,200
visiting nurses whose salaries are funded by the state.

The URCS has approximately 71,000 active volunteers,
60 per cent of whom are women. The dominant
categories among volunteers are young people and
women.

Financial resources
Funding for the society's programmes comes from
membership fees (CHF 328,800), fund-raising
campaigns (CHF 253,200), investments (CHF 19,100),
donations from local authorities and other subsidies
(CHF 2,352,800). Additionally, income for programmes
comes from the International Federation, ICRC and
other National Societies (CHF 1,840,300).

The country's difficult economic situation is an obstacle
to fund-raising and, in recent years, assistance from
foreign donors has become increasingly important. The
new approach to fund-raising is one of the priorities of
the society, which is in the process of developing a
strategic plan for this activity.

Material resources
The URCS owns its national and regional headquarters,
332 medical and social centres and rooms. In most cases
however, the society has to rent premises, which is a
considerable expenditure. Not all the regional
organizations have vehicles, computers, fax and copying
machines. District organizations in most cases do not
have any equipment at their disposal.

Organization/planning
The society has developed ten-year and one-year plans.
The plans are developed at headquarters and branch
level. The URCS also adopted plan 2010 as a
development strategy.

There are seven departments at headquarters:
humanitarian department, public relations and
information department, tracing service, international
department, finance department, logistical and
administrative departments.

Partnerships
In organizing medico-social services for lonely, elderly
people and invalids, the national committee works in
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close cooperation with the ministry of health and local
communities.

In the field of HIV /AIDS and TB prevention, the
national committee works in close cooperation with the
Ukrainian Centre for AIDS Prevention and Control,
scientific research institutes, youth and religious
organizations, other NGOs and National Societies. In
the implementation of its programmes for refugees, the
URCS actively cooperates with the International
Federation, UNHCR, 10M, the state committee on
nationalities and migration and with various NGOs. IHL
dissemination is conducted jointly with the ICRC's Kiev
office, and in cooperation with the ministry of foreign
affairs and the ministry of defence. In the area of youth,
the national committee is developing contacts with the
state committees of youth and sport, ministry of health,
science and education, the children's fund and the union
of Ukrainian youth organizations.

The society works closely with the International
Federation and the ICRC and receives assistance from
other National Societies to implement its programmes,
particularly from the Austrian and German Red Cross
(disaster preparedness and Chernobyl programmes) as
well as the Canadian, British, Italian, Spanish and Swiss
National Societies.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster response
The National Society participates, together with local
authorities, in relief activities to cope with natural and
technical emergencies such as floods, hurricanes and
mining accidents.

According to the agreement with the mmistry of
emergency situations and protection of population from
the consequences of the Chernobyl accident, the URCS
provides aid to the people affected by emergencies.

Disaster preparedness
The URCS is included in the country's list of "first
response" non-government voluntary rescue
organizations. The URCS president is a member of the
state commission on technological, ecological safety
and emergency situations. Heads of Red Cross regional
organizations are members of regional commissions on
emergency situations.

The civil defence headquarters is helping to set up the
society's disaster preparedness service, which will assist
those affected by natural disasters. The National Society
started to develop its disaster preparedness (DP) service
in 1994 with support from the German Red Cross. The
URCS is constructing a building/warehouse to be used
as a disaster preparedness base and is setting up public
rescue services. Six rescue teams have been organized.
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One, at the heaquarters level, has been equipped with
the help of German Red Cross and is able to provide
social and medical aid to a camp of 300 victims. The
team has at its disposal vehicles, two mobile kitchens,
tents and the necessary equipment for relief
distributions.

With assistance from the German Red Cross, the second
DP warehouse has been built - but still requires both a
fire protection system and electricity installed. The
URCS has set up warehouse stocks of relief items at
regional level all over the country. An emergency stock
with relief items sufficient to assist some 1,000 people is
being maintained in Zakarpattya regional organization.
The URCS's governing board has adopted a plan of
action for regional organizations in the event of
emergencies. Similar plans were developed at the
regional level for branch and primary organizations in
each region.

The URCS DP service holds regular meetings and
discussions on volunteers involvement into the
assistance to the most vulnerable, organization of
voluntary rescue teams, improvement of governance
structure and development of methodical base. In 2001
a series of workshops for volunteers to improve their
knowledge of first-aid skills was held countrywide.

(hernobyl Humanitarian Assistance and
Rehabilitation Programme ((HARP)
This is a major activity of the society, which was
initiated in 1986. Activities are carried out to protect the
population living in areas contaminated by radiation,
provide them with radiation-free products and provide
medico-social assistance to lonely, elderly people and
the disabled. Each year two URCS mobile diagnostic
laboratories provide medical examinations and
ultrasound screening of the thyroid gland for 30,000
people living in remote settlements in areas
contaminated by radiation. Milk and vitamins are
distributed to children in affected regions on a yearly
basis. A psychosocial component for this programme
started in 1999.

Health and social welfare
The visiting nurses service (VNS) provides social and
medical assistance to the disabled and lonely, elderly
people in their homes and at local centres. More than
420,000 pensioners and invalids are registered with the
service, of which nearly 24,000 are bedridden. Currently
the service employs 3,200 visiting nurses. Local
authorities support the VNS by providing premises for
medico-social rooms and centres. In addition to home-
based services, the visiting nurses run 54 medico-social
centres, 352 medico-social rooms and 525 clothing banks
(mainly located in remote areas where no other medical
assistance is possible). The VNS provides assistance to
socially vulnerable groups of population such as lonely,
elderly people, veterans, the disabled, multi-child
families and orphans. There is also a visiting service for

tuberculosis patients, and the most vulnerable of these
patients are provided with food supplies, clothes and
footwear. The URCS is also currently trying to increase
its volunteer blood-donor base.

Since August 2000, the URCS has been implementing a
programme for the prevention of TB, HIV/AIDS and
STIs and for strengthening the VNS.

Assistance to refugees and IDPs
With the support of the International Federation and the
United States government, the URCS is providing
assistance to refugees and internally displaced people
living in Ukraine. In 1999, seminars were held for
"population movement" staff; medical assistance has
been provided for illegal migrants in the cities of
Mukachevo and Lviv; and a Red Cross summer camp
was organized for children from the former displaced
population and other vulnerable children in Crimea. The
summer camp provided psychological support and
improved the nutritional status for the most vulnerable
children from the displaced families.

A medico-social centre was set up in Odessa to provide
social assistance for refugees and asylum seekers.
Living conditions were improved at the detention
centres for illegal migrants in Mukachevo, Chop and
Lviv. The assistance was provided to 3,500 illegal
migrants, however the number of migrants has increased
greatly, and this has meant the URCS has to monitor
urgently the humanitarian needs in order to improve
assistance to refugees and asylum seekers. Food parcels
were distributed in Kiev.

The Red Cross mobile technical teams (MTTs)
continued to provide assistance to people in the Crimea
region who had been deported in the past and then
returned. The programme included roof and floor
repairs, restoration of furnaces and cutting firewood for
heating. In 2001 some 1,000 beneficiaries were assisted
by the three MTTs. Since November 1999, more than
5,000 have been helped.

Tracing
The URCS's tracing service works to re-establish family
links in all situations of armed conflict, internal violence,
natural disasters or other emergency situations.

The tracing service makes official enquiries on behalf of
families to trace relatives imprisoned, missing or moved
by force during the Second World War; it also issues
various certificates to confirm people's stay in ghettos,
death camps or if they were used as forced labour. Red
Cross messages are the principal means of
communication between family members separated by
conflict situations, and the society's tracing service
ensures the delivery of these messages. Governmental
archives, including that of the ministry of foreign
affairs, ministry of internal affairs and security service,
provide support to the service.
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The URCS tracing service works closely with the ICRC,
National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies and
other governmental and non-governmental
organizations.

Information and dissemination
These activities include developing contacts with the
general public through disseminating the Fundamental
Principles and coverage of URCS activities in the
media.

Youth
About 70,000 young activists operate through the Red
Cross network. They take an active part in the work of
charity teams and medico-social groups. They study
first aid and help visiting nurses to provide assistance to
their beneficiary caseload. Many youth actions on
HIV/AIDS/TB/STIs prevention were conducted and
will be conducted during 2002.

Relevance/effectiveness
Systematic analysis and control over implementation of
the programmes has resulted in improved quality and
effectiveness. However, funding remains an issue and
the URCS has had to downscale some of the planned
actions and to suspend others.

In 2000, the International Federation carried out a
review and mapping of the URCS's VNS in order to
assess the appropriateness of the service in its auxiliary
role to governmental activities in health, social support
and public awareness-raising on TB, HIV/AIDS and
STIs and as a supportive instrument for the general
health reform process. The review team concluded that
the Red Cross VNS performed well and admirably
implemented social functions and information work.
Their organizational structure for implementing
effective TB work was in place due to their widespread
representation at community level. The VNS system and
network were found to be well suited for strengthening
the organization of the URCS in general. Their
effectiveness could be improved by developing further
their role in mobilizing, supervising and coordinating
volunteers.

Following the floods in Zakarpattya region in 2001, the
International Federation made a review of URCS
disaster response activities, identifying strong and weak
positions for further improvement of work.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Ukraine
Report on the Annual Appeal 2001
Web site: http://http.redcross.org.ua •
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British Red Cross
Founded: 1870
Membersl volunteers: 46,674 (2001)
Staff: 2,923 (2001)
Expenditure: CHF 352.4 million (2000)

1. National context
The United Kingdom is an island nation located off the
coast of mainland Europe. The country is made up of four
parts, England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, and
partial devolution to these has taken place under the
Labour government elected in 1997. A new peace formula
was agreed in 1998 for Northern Ireland, which is in the
process of being implemented. The UK has generally
experienced a long period of political stability, and has a
democratic parliamentary system of government with the
monarch as head of state. The economy is highly
developed; manufacturing and agriculture however are on
the decline, with services now forming the fastest-growing
sector. The UK joined the European Union in 1973.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

London
58.6 million (1998)
US$ 24,410 (1998)
77 years (1998)
6 per 1,000 live births (1998)
99 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The British Red Cross (BRCS) has a clear mISSIOn
statement, which is to be the leading voluntary provider
of emergency help to people most in need, anywhere in
the world. Its vision is to be the "certain sign of hope in
crisis". The mission, vision and pledges were adopted
when the society was unified in January 1998 and have
been widely communicated to its staff and volunteers.

The society has carried out a review of its relations with
government. Findings indicate that 83 per cent of its
government contacts in 1999 are with local government;
though the international division in particular has strong

http://http.redcross.org.ua
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national government contacts. The society would like to
establish stronger partnerships with the key national
government departments as well as the Scottish
parliament, the assemblies in Wales and Northern
Ireland and the regional development agencies.

The BRCS makes a conscious effort to elicit awareness
information regularly from the public. The challenge is
to make key target audiences more aware of what the
society does and therefore more likely to either use the
services or support them.

Legal base
The British Red Cross was founded in 1870 and
incorporated by royal charter in 1908. The society
joined the International Federation in 1923.

The BRCS has undergone a process of unification into
one single charity. As part of this process, the statutes
were revised in 1997 and a new royal charter came into
effect in January 1998. The statutes and the new system
of governance also took effect as of January 1998. Prior
to the restructuring, each of the society's branches had
separate charitable status.

The last national assembly was held in March 2002.
Elections to the national board of trustees, the regional
councils and the branch councils are made on an annual
basis.

Constituency
The BRCS currently has 21 areas. Four territory offices
support the areas.

The board of trustees is currently made up of 15
volunteers. Five are women. Young people and ethnic :
minorities are not directly represented on the board at
the present time.

3. Capacity
Leadership
Governance is the responsibility of the board of trustees,
comprising one trustee elected from each of the former
eight regions and seven co-opted trustees for specific skills
or knowledge. The trustees are volunteers. Volunteers in
the territories and areas are presently represented by
regional and branch councils from the former regions and
branches, although the volunteer representation process is
under review. While the approval of policy is a matter for
the board, that body works closely with the paid chief
executive and the senior management team, which is
charged with the implementation of policy. The board of
trustees meets at least six times a year and the senior
management team meets every two weeks.

Human resources
There are approximately 290 paid employees at the UK
office in London and some 2,630 at territory and area

level. All areas have their own paid operations director,
who manages the following paid employees: senior
service managers, volunteer advisor, training and
development manager; branch retail manager;
commercial training manager; etc. Approximately three-
quarters of all employees are women.

There are 44,123 active volunteers and 2,551 link group
members (volunteers who no longer give active service,
but wish to stay in touch with the society, the majority
of whom are female). The society faces difficulties in
recruiting people from vulnerable communities. It has
been successful in recruiting volunteers to specific tasks
but finds it hard to attract volunteers able to provide help
during the day (evenings and weekends are easier). The
ageing population profile of its volunteer base is also a
concern.

Volunteers are involved in delivering services, fund-
raising, governance and administration. Several training
programmes are organized for paid staff and volunteers.
The society has an equal opportunities policy.

Financial resources
In 2000, the society's expenditure was CHF 352.4
million; 36 per cent of the budget was spent on UK
services; 40 per cent on international work; 11 per cent
on BRCS shops; 10 per cent on fund-raising, marketing
and communications; and 3 per cent on management,
administration and restructuring costs. A rise in
management and administration costs is largely
attributable to changes in cost allocation.

BRCS's income in 2000 was CHF 322.5million. The
principal source of revenue was grants (39 per cent),
followed by voluntary income including fund-raising,
donations and legacies (29 per cent). Other sources of
income were partnerships, including fees from first-aid
duties and training (15 per cent); shops (13 per cent);
investments (2 per cent); and other (3 per cent).

The cross-cutting income-generation priorities and a
specific strategy for each income stream are being
developed at present, some more advanced than others.
Both the UK operations division and international
division have set up project planning forums with the
income-generation division in order to attract more
restricted funds for specific projects, freeing up general
funds to be spent on activities for which it is
traditionally difficult to attract funding.

Material resources
The BRCS has 1,050 properties and 700 vehicles.

Organization/planning
The society has introduced a three-year corporate
planning process; the latest plan was approved in
December 1999. The strategy division produces
planning guidance which is circulated throughout the
society. Each BRCS business unit puts together a plan
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using a standard format and agreed objectives, in
consultation with staff, volunteers and other
stakeholders.

Partnerships
British Red Cross has significant partnerships at local
and national level in areas such as first aid, home from
hospital, refugees and asylum seekers, emergency
planning and international development.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
The two main elements of the UK service strategy are
together building and promoting humanitarian values, and
preparing for and responding to crises. The society seeks
to ensure that all services are needs-led, user focused.

The service strategy is based on five new service
priorities, which all areas will be expected to adopt.
Beyond these operations directors also have discretion
to focus specifically on crisis priorities in their locality.

Emergency planning and response
Active participation in and support to integrated
emergency planning arrangements locally, regionally
and nationwide.

First-aid training to the public
Building nationwide first-aid capabilities by facilitating
access and/or providing training for individuals and
influencing government policy.

Tracing and message services
Providing tracing and message services for those
separated by disasters.

Crisis needs
Meeting the crisis needs of those whose short-term
illness or disability prevents independent living by
offering practical and emotional support for individuals'
short-term health and social crisis needs. The society
will focus in particular on the crisis need of those whose
short-term illness or disability prevents independent
living,

Operational managers will have discretion to prioritize
available resources .to meet the most significant unmet
needs in their area.

International activities
In 2000, the BRCS spent CHF 142.6 million on
international activities. Of the budget for international
activities, 71 per cent comes from DFID.

The British Red Cross prioritizes its assistance to Africa,
India, the Middle East, central and eastern Europe and
the Newly Independent States. It has development
partnerships with nine National Societies of
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Bangladesh, Bulgaria, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Nigeria,
Russia, Sierra Leone, Turkmenistan and Uganda. Its
areas of specialization are strategic planning, health,
disaster preparedness, humanitarian policy, institutional
development/capacity building and partnership.

There are 66 people working in the international
division. At the end of 2001, the society had 87
delegates in the field, working in 52 different countries.
Of these, 60 per cent were under contract to the
International Federation and 28 per cent to the ICRC.

Relevance/effectiveness
The society will review the cost and effectiveness of all
its services in 2002 and 2003.

Regarding its international activities, the society carries
out evaluations of its support, looking at the impact of
the programmes it has supported and at BRCS
management of its support. The society is also involved
in multiparty evaluations, for example as a participant in
International Federation-led evaluations and in the
Movement's evaluation of its response in Kosovo. The
BRCS considers that its approach to evaluation could be
more systematic.

5. Further information
UK Service Strategy
International Strategy
Annual reports and accounts
Web site: http.swww.redcross.org.uk B

http://http.swww.redcross.org.uk


Red Crescent SOciety of Uzbekistan

Red Crescent Society
of Uzbekistan

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1925
213,700 (1998)
721 (1999)
n.a.

1. National context
Uzbekistan is the most populous state in central Asia.
Three-fifths of the country is desert or semi-desert and
almost all cultivated land must therefore be irrigated.
Large-scale use of agricultural chemicals and the drying
up of the Aral Sea have affected the health of people
living in the cotton-growing areas along the rivers that
once flowed into the sea. People in this area have
suffered particularly badly from respiratory illnesses.
The quality of medical service in the country is
deteriorating and has been unable to cope with the
demands of a rapidly growing population. For the last
two years, the northern parts of the country have been
significantly affected by water shortage. The climate is
continental with temperatures varying from minus 30°
to plus 45° Celsius.

The potential emergency situation of instability in
neighbouring Afghanistan may lead to a possible influx
of refugees into Uzbekistan. However, Uzbekistan does
not have refugee legislation and the current
governmental policy is to keep the borders closed.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Tashkent
23.6 million (1998)
US$ 950 (1998)
67.5 years (1998)
45 per 1,000 live births (1998)
88 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission statement of the Red Crescent Society of
Uzbekistan (RCSU) focuses its activities on the

following areas: assistance in emergency situations and
rescue service; medical and social assistance to the
vulnerable; disaster preparedness and response; first-aid
training and health education; dissemination of
international humanitarian law (IHL) and the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement; youth and
volunteer training; and institutional and financial
strengthening of the society.

The RCSU works in close cooperation with the central
government while retaining its autonomy. The society is
well known among the population through its medical
and social assistance to the vulnerable.

Legal base
Since 1995, the RCSU is a full member of the
International Federation. The president of the Republic
of Uzbekistan has been honorary president of the RCSU
since 1992.

Constituency
The society covers the entire country and consists of a
national council, 15 regional councils, 203 city and
rayon (district) organizations and 10,000 primary
organizations. The national council has 44 members,
including 18 women; its presidium has 13 members,
including five women. The congress meets every five
years, the national council at least once a year and its
presidium meets every quarter. The presidium has a
bureau of eight people (including five women) who
meet between meetings of the presidium when issues
need to be discussed.

3. Capacity
Human resources
The RCSU has 405 staff (209 are women). Additionally,
some 317 nurses (70 per cent are women) work in the
visiting nurses service. A total of39 people (21 men and
18 women) work at the national council in Tashkent; 25
are professionals and 14 are. support staff. There are 366
staff employed at regional, city and rayon level (289 are
professional staff and 77 support staff). The economic
situation makes it difficult for the society to attract new
people.

The RCSU has 200,000 active volunteers. There are no
statistics available on the background of volunteers, but
it is thought that most categories of the population are
represented.

Financial resources
The total income in 1998 was CHF 1.25 million.
Donations from enterprises and membership fees were
the main sources of internal income in 1998. The
forecast income for 1999 was CHF 1.8 million (inflation
is very high at approximately 50 per cent). The society
has reactivated the selling of membership stamps, which
had been abandoned due to lack of funds to print new
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4. Performanceones. A quarter of the annual income is raised during a
ten-day fund-raising exercise, which takes place every
year in December.

Material resources
Most of the regional councils have an office, telephone,
fax, video and other office equipment. District offices
usually have minimal equipment and are located in the
offices of local administrations, sometimes sharing
space with other organizations. The headquarters in
Tashkent are relatively well equipped and the national
council has obtained ownership of its building with
support from the International Federation. The society
has a new training centre building and also a medical
and social college for nurses' education. The national
council and some district councils own vehicles, but a
significant number of them are in bad condition.

The national council has several computers, a few with
modems for e-mail. The society possesses a network of
six regional disaster preparedness centres; equipped
with relevant radio and telecommunication equipment,
minor stocks and trained staff.

Organization/planning
The society works according to an annual plan put
together by the national council, which also provides
policy leadership, guidance and operational support to
regional councils and coordinates activities. The
national council controls the society's budget, but
activities are conducted in a relatively decentralized
manner, with regional councils responsible for
implementation of activities within the broad objectives
set by the society.

The headquarters has four main departments:
development; international relations; administration and
logistics; and finance. The finance department at
headquarters employs four members of staff, while
regional councils usually have two or three members of
staff in their finance department. All financial activities
of the society are controlled by the central inspection
commission and are carried out in accordance with
Uzbek legislation.

Partnerships
In 2000-2001, the RCSU received support from the
International Federation, the ICRC and the American
(Aral Sea programme), Belgian (TB hospital support),
British (health), Finnish (DP programme, youth),
German (water purification in Karakalpakstan; support
to medico-social programmes), Icelandic (information,
social welfare)Republic of Korea (development, youth),
Netherlands, Spanish (medico-social centres) and
Swedish Red Cross Societies (social welfare, youth).
The society also works closely with other sister societies
in the former Soviet Union. The RCSU is a member of
the International Federation's disaster relief
commission.
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Activities
For 75 years of its existence, the National Society has
run effective humanitarian aid programmes providing
short-term relief assistance to vulnerable groups. It is
now striving to cope with increasing and new forms of
vulnerability in the country. To do this, it is developing
new programmes and new directions. Most programmes
still aim at providing direct assistance to vulnerable
groups through traditional social welfare activities, such
as supplementary nutritional support through charity
canteens and staple food distribution, as well as delivery
of second-hand clothing.

Relief
In its daily work, the RCSU provides regular
humanitarian assistance to the most vulnerable,
including forced migrants. The RCSU in partnership
with UNHCR is currently providing social services to
approximately 3,000 Afghan refugees in the country.
The society has current stocks to serve 1,400 refugees
with mattresses, blankets, bedding, kitchen utensils,
tents, basic medical kits, water tanks, chloride tablets,
candles and soap.

The RCSU has a corps of trained visiting nurses who
could be deployed to health posts serving refugee camps
to promote basic hygiene training and to administer
basic medical care, in addition to the necessary
emergency health personnel needed. In many branches,
active volunteer groups have been formed, trained and
deployed in humanitarian distributions, disaster
response and the' dissemination of the humanitarian
values.

In an attempt to address some of the human suffering
resulting from the degrading environmental situation in
the west of the country, the RCSU has been involved in
a relief programme implemented as a "project
delegation" programme by American Red Cross with
assistance from the International Federation. This
programme covers the three countries bordering the Aral
Sea: Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. The
programme started in mid-1999 with a strong emphasis
on food relief. At the end of 2000, the second phase of
this programme commenced, focusing primarily on food
assistance to tuberculosis institutions, outpatients and
their families in the Aral Sea area.

Disaster management
The legal basis for the society's cooperation with state
agencies is based on the state emergency preparedness
and response system, which outlines clearly the RCSU's
role in nationwide disaster preparedness and response
activities. Specific cooperation with the ministries of
emergencies and health is ensured through the trilateral
plan on joint disaster preparedness and response
initiatives.
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There are several examples of new types of programmes
and ways of working with the vulnerable. One example
is the planned community disaster preparedness
programme, which involves working with communities
to address their own problems. A second example is the
rehabilitation programme in Shahimardan in which
1,150 flood-affected households have been helped to
develop new sustainable means of livelihood through a
sewing project.

Health
The tuberculosis prevention programme in the Gurlen
rayon of the Khorezm oblast (Aral Sea region) has
started with ten trained community nurses. The nurses
work in collaboration with Medecins sans Frontieres to
supervise patients to ensure they continue their
treatment.

In order to increase the effectiveness of assistance, and
to expand services for beneficiaries living in places
where there are no medical facilities, the society has set
up 70 social welfare centres and stations. These centres
are used for training volunteers and the general public in
first aid and prevention of infectious diseases. Together
with the ministry for public health, the society also
trains members of voluntary units. The Spanish Red
Cross funded six medical and social centres in six
regional branches. In addition, a first-aid manual was
produced in Uzbek.

Promotion of humanitarian values and the
Fundamental Principles
The RCSU is already working in the dissemination of
IHL and is starting to work in new areas of advocacy to
promote tolerance and a more supportive environment
for groups such as migrants, minorities and people
affected by HIV/AIDS. They are also working to
develop and promote new approaches to volunteering.

Organizational development
The Swedish Red Cross has a long-term development
cooperation partnership agreement with the RCSU. The
RCSU implements the following development
actrvrties: development of branch capacity;
development of a vibrant, active and effective youth
movement across the country which supports all
programme activities and in particular addresses issues
of concern to Uzbek youth; development of financial
sustainability through income-generating projects, fund-
raising and partnerships; upgrading of management
skills and approaches through the development of a core
group of management trainers; increasing internal
contact and knowledge sharing between branches at
oblast and rayon level through exchange visits,
exchange of information, joint workshops and other
methods .•

Yugoslav Red Cross
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1875
1,180,000 (1998)
690 (2000)
CHF 4.9 million (1998)

1. National context
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) was created
in 1992 and consists of two republics: Serbia and
Montenegro. The break-up of the former Yugoslavia in
1991 was followed by war in the newly independent
neighbouring states (1991-1995) and a conflict in the
Serbian republic's southern province of Kosovo (1999).
Already badly affected by the social and economic
impact of the wars, the failing Yugoslav economy is now
facing further constraints with the heightened
international isolation and tightening of sanctions
against the country. The country has the highest official
rate of unemployment in Europe with 2 million people
out of work. In 1998, more than 3 million Yugoslavs
were living below the poverty line. According to
UNHCR statistics, FRY is currently hosting more than
527,000 refugees from the 1991-1995 war in former
Yugoslavia and 240,000 internally displaced people
(IDPs) from the crisis in Kosovo.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Belgrade
10.6 million (1997)
n.a.
73 years (1997)
18 per 1,000 live births (1997)
98 per cent (1995)

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission and operational goals of the Yugoslav Red
Cross (YRC) are clearly stated in its statutes, which
were adopted in early 1993 and have been widely
disseminated to all branches. Years of emergency due to
the influx of refugees and their maintenance in FRY, the
1999 war in the country itself resulting in more than
240,000 IDPs, natural disasters such as floods and
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earthquakes as well as a constantly increasing number of
socially vulnerable people in need of assistance, have
determined the society's activities. The International
Federation's Strategic Work Plan was not officially
adopted as such but has been well implemented in
practice. The society has formulated and adopted its
own development policy and related action plan whose
implementation, however, has been delayed due to the
acute emergency situation.

The statutes refer to the relationship between the society
and governmental bodies, especially in the fields of
health, education and social welfare, as well as with the
military medical services. YRC activities are partly
funded from the federal budget, as provided for in the
Red Cross law adopted in June 1997. According to the
same law, the government has delegated tracing tasks to
theYRC.

The society has established good cooperation with the
ministries of health and social policy, foreign affairs,
defence and finance. However, there are no written
cooperation agreements between the YRC and those
ministries. On the municipal level, YRC branches are
highly dependent on the local authorities which makes
the relationship very complex.

The YRC enjoys a positive public image since it has
been at the forefront of all relief activities from the very
beginning of the crisis in the former Yugoslavia. It has
also been used by major international humanitarian
organizations as a distribution network for relief items
to beneficiaries, which has greatly contributed to the
positive image among vulnerable people. However this
image could be endangered as the YRC is currently
exposed to severe pressures, many of which are of a
political nature.

Legal base
The Red Cross of Montenegro and the Red Cross of
Serbia were recognized respectively in 1875 and 1876.
The continuity of the society was confirmed in 1993
when the YRC statutes were adopted. The statutes were
revised following the adoption of the 1997 Red Cross
law. In 1996, the federal parliament also adopted a new
law on the use and protection of the Red Cross emblem.

The latest elections at all levels (branchlheadquarters)
were held in 2001 and in the first quarter of 2002. The
YRC's last general assembly took place in March 2002.

Constituency
The Yugoslav Red Cross structure corresponds to the
FRY administrative framework, comprising two
constituencies: the Red Cross of Serbia and the Red
Cross of Montenegro. Within the former, there are two
provincial bodies in Vojvodina and in Kosovo and
Metohija. Municipal branches across the country
number 158 in Serbia (including 45 in Vojvodina but
excluding a handful still operational in Kosovo), with a
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further 21 in Montenegro. In the light of the latest
political developments, Red Cross structures in Kosovo,
comprising 29 municipal branches are to be redesigned
and the organizational modalities within the YRC
redefined. The YRC network covers all administrative
units/municipalities with a national headquarters based
in Belgrade. The Red Cross of Montenegro and the Red
Cross of Serbia have their headquarters respectively in
Podgorica and Belgrade.

The society has around 1 million registered members, of
whom half are younger than 27, and 70 per cent are
women.

The statutes define four governing bodies at the federal
level - general assembly, federal board, supervisory
board, and executive board - as well the number of
representatives in each of them. There is no provision
regarding the representation of different population
groups, women and youth. Following the recent
elections, the representation of different population
groups, women and youth has improved.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly is made up of 120 representatives,
of whom 80 are from Serbia and 40 from Montenegro.
According to the statutes, it meets every two years and
adopts the statutes, elects the president, two vice
presidents and a secretary general, as well as members
of the federal and supervisory board. The federal board
(41 representatives) meets at least twice a year, and the
supervisory board (five members) and executive board
(12 members) meet at least once every two months.

Serbia and Montenegro have their republican structure
similar to the federal one. The function of the Red Cross
president and/or vice president (at federal, republican or
branch level) is a voluntary one while the function of
secretary (again at all levels) is fulfilled by a paid staff
member.

The YRC carries out regular training seminars on the
Fundamental Principles, IHL and other topics and issues
of interest. From 1996 to 1998, the transition from an
emergency situation to more tradi-tional Red Cross
activities and institutional and resource development
programmes, allowed more extensive training in
governance matters to be initiated at all levels of the
society. However the focus of YRC activities in 1999
shifted once again towards extensive relief programmes.

Human resources
The YRC employs around 690 trained staff (620 in
Serbia and 70 in Montenegro). Of these, 35 are in the
national headquarters, 14 in the Montenegro
headquarters, 22 in the Serbia headquarters and from
one to five per branch. Due to the current emergency
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and an important increase in the scope of the relief
operation there is an increase of temporarily hired
personnel. There are 60 temporary warehouse staff and
truck drivers at the headquarters and in the central
warehouse alone.

There are some 280,000 active volunteers. Their number
has considerably increased since March 1999. Numbers
vary from one branch to another, with up to 1,000
volunteers in some branches.

The society has been able to mobilize large numbers of
volunteers rapidly for emergencies as well as for
traditional fund-raising drives and collection campaigns.
Also, the response of volunteers for training in specific
activities (first aid, psychosocial support, home care,
voluntary blood donation, etc.) and their subsequent
involvement in these programmes have proved
satisfactory. However, outside such programmes or
events, the society has still not found ways to include its
trained volunteers systematically in various local
community events.

Financial resources
The major sources of YRC income come from
federal/republics' budget contributions, municipal
budget contributions, membership fees, national lottery
contributions (which apply only to the two republics'
Red Cross organizations), private donations, fund-
raising activities, rental compensations and branch self-
reliance income. In accordance with the federal Red
Cross law, the Yugoslav government allocates funds for
the tracing service and contributes to the coverage of
humanitarian assistance needs. The society produces
annual accounts, which are subject to audit. Total
expenditure in 2001 was around CHF 14 million.

External financial support is received regularly from the
UNHCR, the International Federation, ICRC, and other
major international humanitarian organizations as well
as from several National Societies on a bilateral basis,
mostly for programmes in favour of refugees, IDPs and
particularly vulnerable social cases. YRC costs for
distributing relief items, based on a flat rate per tonne,
have been covered by UNHCR.

Ajoint YRC, International Federation and ECHO audit
was carried out during 2000 by the audit company,
ATAG Ernst & Young.

.Material resources
The YRC owns its headquarters building in addition to
several branch office buildings. It owns two warehouses
in Serbia and one in Montenegro, several Red Cross
hostel buildings (used as summer camps, conference
facilities, training centres for Red Cross activities and
for commercial purposes when available). There is also
a fleet of some 150 vehicles, vans, trucks, cruisers and
passenger cars (mostly donated by donor National
Societies, the ICRC or handed over by the International

Federation during the relief operations) as well as some
other real estate. The YRC, its constituencies and mu-
nicipal branches are well equipped with computers,
faxes and photocopying machines.

Organization/planning
Supported by the International Federation, the YRC
completed an extensive self-analysis process in 1998
which highlighted the need for a modernization
programme. An institutional development plan aimed at
improving governance, organizational development,
information systems, management, human resources
practices, public relations and fund-raising was
approved by the highest YRC bodies at the end of 1998.
The Kosovo crisis delayed the implementation of
scheduled activities in the course of 1999. However the
YRC remains committed to the institutional
development action plan as well as to the International
Federation's Strategy 2010.

Its activity programme for 2002 includes the provision
and channelling of aid to refugees, IDPs and socially
vulnerable people; organizational development
programmes, promotion of humanitarian values and
dissemination of IHL and the Fundamental Principles;
disaster preparedness; tracing service; and activities
aimed at upgrading traditional Red Cross sectors such as
social welfare, home care, health and youth in the light
of progress made within the overall development
activities.

A vulnerability and capacity assessment was undertaken
in Montenegro in 2000, and a broader assessment for the
whole of FRY will be finalized in spring 2002.

In recent years, the YRC has improved its skills in
preparing plans and related budgets and submitting
these to the International Federation, JCRC and other
external partners. However, further improvements and
standardization are needed in formulating project
proposals and in reporting. Currently, the YRC and the
International Federation are in the process of carrying
out training and implementing projects in this area.

The YRC headquarters' finance department currently
employs four professionals. Municipal branches are in
most cases financially dependent on their respective
municipalities in terms of branch functioning (office
facilities, staff salaries, etc.), and sometimes can also
benefit from municipal support for programmes and
activities. However, in general the society's
headquarters (federal and republic) channel funds to the
branches, especially for programmes and activities
funded by the international donor community.

Red Cross branch income-generating programmes are
intended to enable the YRC branches to overcome a
widening funding gap through small grants allocated for
"commercial" projects they implement, manage and run.
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lead to the signing of working agreements between the
YRC and the government. As a part of the DPP, the YRC
is developing water lifesaving and mountain rescue
programmes.

At the last general assembly, the YRC adopted the
society's strategy for the next three years.

Partnerships
A number of participating National Societies have
contributed either through the International Federation
or on a bilateral basis to the YRC relief operations
and/or to its development plans. The ICRC has mainly
provided support in the fields of tracing and
dissemination. However due to the war emergency in
1999, ICRC activities were expanded to cover some
relief programmes as well. UNHCR and ECHO help
finance the YRC distribution system used by WFP and
other international organizations for channelling relief
to beneficiaries. Besides the logistics and financial
support for relief work, the International Federation is
presently supporting a psychosocial programme, YRC
organizational development programmes, Red Cross
branch income-generating projects, youth programmes
and a disaster preparedness programme.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
The YRC manages a distribution system to assist
refugees, IDPs and the socially vulnerable consisting of
warehouses, transportation, offices, staff, equipment and
reporting which has been used by major international
humanitarian agencies operating in the country. The
implementation of the system and its maintenance are
supported both financially and logistically by the
International Federation and UNHCR. In 1999, a
considerable increase of beneficiaries and related
response of the international humanitarian agencies
resulted in an increase of relief goods distributed: from a
monthly average of some 3,000 tonnes at the beginning of
the year rising to 15,000-20,000 tonnes a month at its end.
During 2001 and the first quarter of 2002, the quantity of
assistance decreased, necessitating adjustments to the
YRC's distribution capacities. The society has also
handed all operational authority for relief distribution
over to the two republican organizations.

Disaster preparedness
As FRY is prone to natural disasters, in particular floods
and earthquakes, and is still at risk of potential conflict
situations, the National Society has begun work on
putting in place a disaster preparedness programme
(DPP). Though elements of disaster preparedness were
and are still incorporated into other Red Cross activities
such as the youth, health education, preventive health
and psychosocial support programmes, it was only in
mid-1999 that the YRC drew up a DPP action plan to be
implemented over the next two years. The
implementation of the DP action plan is under way and
has so far been successfully managed. Cooperation
between the YRC and concerned governmental bodies
have been successfully established and will hopefully
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Health
Activities include first-aid training of trainers,
competitions, publication of appropriate manuals and
the involvement of YRC first-aid teams in local
community events.

Blood
The society runs a voluntary blood-donation programme
to motivate and recruit blood donors as well as a number
of health education and preventive programmes.

Social welfare
The YRC provides psychosocial support and community
care to refugees and socially vulnerable people. This
includes counselling, secondary health care, recreational
workshops for target groups, as well as burn-out
prevention programmes, help lines and training.

Dissemination
YRC conducts dissemination programmes with the
Yugoslav armed forces in addition to its elementary
school programmes and emblem protection campaign.
The society has also set up a network of reference
centres throughout the country.

Youth
Though unstructured, this is a well-established YRC
activity and programmes include summer camps,
specialized workshops, field units and youth leaders'
training. The YRC's youth strategy was adopted at the
end of2001.

Organizational development
An ambitious organizational development (OD) action
plan is planned. It includes a number of projects, such as
a review of the YRC's mission, the harmonization of
legal documents, a reorganization at both headquarters
and branch level, computerization and computer literacy
training, the development of new fund-raising initiatives
and strengthening of both external and internal
communication systems including reporting and a
public perception survey, as well as a strategy
development. It is envisaged that the International
Federation will support OD for the next three years.

Income-generating projects
The YRC has been running this programme since 1998.
With donor support, 125 projects have been
implemented. A second programme evaluation will take
place in spring/summer 2002.

Tracing
The law on YRC public prerogatives, conferred to the
society tasks related to the tracing of missing people,
family reunions and channelling of family messages.
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Relevance/effectivness
All relief programmes benefiting from international
support are subject to an evaluation, included in the final
report to the donor. More consistent evaluation criteria
need to be applied for National Society programmes.

5. Further information
YRC activities in helping refugees, the internally
displaced and vulnerable people (2002)
International Federation country assistance strategy for
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (1999)
Inter-evaluation of the institutional development
programme (Cris Hurford, 2000)
Evaluation of the social welfare programme
(Chris Hurford and Ewa Johnson, May 2001)
Review of IFRC support to the Yugoslav Red Cross
(Peter Wiles, August 2001)
Web site: http.z/wwwjck.org.yu js
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Algerian Red Crescent

Algerian
Red Crescent

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1963
25,000 (2002)
120 (2002)
CHF 17 million (2001)

1. National context

Algeria is a North African country with close ties not
only to Europe but also to the Middle East. Four-fifths
of the territory is covered by the Sahara desert, hence
most of the population is based on the northern coast.
During the 1990s, Algeria experienced years of violence
and internal disturbances, which impacted on the
economy and adversely affected the social conditions of
the population. The country also suffers from natural
disasters, the worst recent event being the floods on 10
November 2001.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Algiers
31 million (2002)
US$ 1,550 (2000)
69.2 years (2000)
33 per 1,000 live births (2000)
31.9 per cent (2002)

2. Foundation

Mission
The Algerian Red Crescent (ARC) reviews its mission
and objectives at each session of the national board. In
1963, the society defined its institutional and
development strategy, reviewed every five years.

The ARC enjoys excellent relations with the Algerian
government, which respects the society's mission and
autonomy. The Algerian government has designated the
ARC as the humanitarian operational agency of the
Algerian state.

Following a low point due to internal difficulties, the
ARC now has an acceptable public image.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

Legal base
The Algerian Red Crescent was recognized by
government decree in 1962; this decree was
supplemented by an executive decree in 1998.

A law protecting the emblem has been proposed by the
Algerian Red Crescent and will shortly be submitted to
a council of government and subsequently proposed to
the council of ministers, before being submitted for
adoption by the national assembly.

The last general assembly was held in 1994, when the
statutes were revised and members of the national
bodies elected. Amendments to the current statutes are
to be proposed at the forthcoming general assembly.

Constituency
At present, the National Society covers all of the
country's 48 wilayas (districts) and can mobilize about
9,000 adults (6,500 men and 2,500 women) as well as
30,000 young people (22,000 boys and 8,000 girls).

The society has two female secretaries general
(members of the national board) and another member of
the national board. One-fifth of the national board and
one-eighth of the general assembly are women.

3. Capacity

Leadership
At the national level, the National Society is run by a
management committee comprising 12 elected
members, presided over by the elected president of the
ARC. This management committee meets once a month
to decide on what approach the society should take and
entrusts the president with implementing these decisions
via its permanent national structures (directorates for
finance and resources, development, communications
and operations).

The management committee is guided by a 65-member
national board which meets once a year between general
assembly meetings. The general assembly comprises
171 delegates.

At the district (wilaya) level, programmes are managed
by a wilaya committee elected at the wilaya general
assembly.

Human resources
At headquarters, the ARC has five directors, seven
assistants, 12 programme officers, four secretaries and
eight drivers and guards. In the wilaya committees, there
are 91 permanent staff (secretaries and drivers) and 63
unpaid volunteers (financial managers).

The society encounters difficulties in attracting qualified
staff capable of rigorous management. The control of
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certain programmes (in particular evaluation and
control) are entrusted to some of the volunteer members
in light of their recognized skills.

Financial resources
The society's income is CHF 6.5 million, of which 58 per
cent is made up of the estimated value of in-kind
donations; 35 per cent comes from the Movement, UN
agencies and other organizations; 6 per cent from subsidies
for specific programmes; 0.5 per cent from cash gifts; and
0.5 per cent from an annual government subsidy.

As regards expenditure, 67 per cent relates to
programme implementation; 15 per cent to headquarters
costs; 12 per cent to staff costs; and 6 per cent for
support to the wilaya committees.

The finance department is run by a director and five
financial management professionals. An annual audit is
conducted by the ARC national finance commission and
an accredited auditor controls and certifies the financial
balance sheets. The general inspection for finance
controls public subsidies.

The ARC intends to develop a range of resource
development activities, which are outlined in the
society's development plan below.

Material resources
The National Society has 46 rented premises, 11
warehouses and 36 vehicles.

Organization/planning
The ARC has a development plan and strategy with the
following main goals: implementing a modem and
effective communications policy and strategy;
establishing transparent financial management
instruments so as to ensure the society's credibility and
donor confidence; implementing a programme of
solidarity focused on vulnerable groups; developing
micro-projects to raise funds to finance humanitarian
activities; promoting youth activities and strengthening
first-aid training; greater institutional development to
enhance the society's effectiveness and impact;
increased international relations with both the Red Cross
Red Crescent network and the ICRC, and with bodies
involved in humanitarian activities; developing a major
programme to teach and disseminate humanitarian
principles; encouraging and developing a large network
of women with the society; and establishing a
partnership based on complementarity, transparency and
mutual respect in solidarity programmes with national
and foreign organizations.

Partnerships
The society works in partnership, in a spirit of
complementarity, with Algerian NGOs on programmes
of mutual interest (psychological and social
rehabilitation, assistance for prisoners, tobacco and drug
abuse, first aid, etc.).

The society actively participates in the International
Federation's statutory meetings and meetings of the
Mediterranean Conference, ACROFA and the Arab
Organization of Red Crescent and Red Cross Societies.

The ARC is interested in the development of
cooperation and promotion of partnerships with the
international humanitarian movement.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief
The ARC provides relief for people affected by natural
disasters and for the victims of conflict. Assistance is
also given to refugees and displaced people such as the
Western Saharan population in Algeria.

The ARC runs programmes to assist women and
children affected by violence in Algeria. There is a
psychological rehabilitation programme for children
traumatized by violence complementing the
programmes already established by the ministry of
health and population and the ministry of labour and
social welfare. A programme also helps the reinsertion
of women violated during the violence. There are many
women who must be helped to find an acceptable social
status. Both of these programmes are supported by the
ICRC and several sister National Societies.

Health
First-aid training is provided for young people, and first-
aid brigades are equipped and organized. The society
would like to expand its first-aid services in the
community, and have more involvement in health care
and HIV/AIDS.

Social welfare
The ARC conducts regular programmes to help the
neediest and the disabled (carried out more or less
successfully by the wilaya committees all year, within
the means available). Activities include gifts for the
neediest, provision of equipment to the disabled and aid
for elderly people without support.

There are annual programmes to provide school supplies
to needy schoolchildren, thus helping nearly 4.5 million
children whose families do not have the necessary
resources for them to attend school. In addition, summer
vacation camps are organized for 21,195 poor children
and children from families who are victims of violence.

The society provides assistance in training for the
rehabilitation of under-age prisoners.

Solidarity and sharing
Programmes are conducted during the holy month of
Ramadan. The Algerian Red Crescent provides more
than 4,300,000 meals during this month of fasting and
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visits more than 10,000 children during the week of Aid
E1 Fitr festivities.

Women's projects
Training is provided for girls in secretarial skills,
sewing, knitting, weaving and handicrafts. Sewing
rooms are created and activities designed for the
advancement of women in rural areas and poorer
districts in towns.

Communications/dissemination
The ICRC mobilizes funds for the society's
communication, documentation and IHL dissemination
programmes. IHL is disseminated in schools and
universities and among the public at large.

International activities
The ARC is responsible for all overseas aid and
assistance missions as established by the Algerian
government. The society has participated in activities to
resettle people from Mali and Niger who have recently
returned to their country.

Relevance/effectiveness
Leaders from the Algerian Red Crescent and the ICRC
regularly evaluate the implementation of the above-
mentioned programmes and adjustments are made as
necessary.

5. Further information
Web site: http://www.cra-dz.org.
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Bahrain
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1971
7,000 (1999)
35 (1999)
CHF 2.7 million (1999)

1. National context
The Kingdom of Bahrain is a constitutional monarchy that
gained its independence in 1970. For much of its existence,
the country was ruled by Amir Isa Salman Al Khalifa, from
1963 until his death in 1999. Bahrain's economy is based
on oil, the petrochemical industry and tourism. Over two-
thirds of the country's population are nationals. Expatriates
represent a third of the population. There is a need for the
rapid development of construction and small industries.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Manama
663,443 (1999)
US$ 7,589 (1999)
72.9 years (1999)
7.7 per 1,000 live births (1999)
86.5 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Bahrain Red Crescent Society (BRCS) has a
mission statement, which defines the society'S
objectives and makes clear reference to the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement.

The BRCS enjoys an excellent relationship with the
Bahrainian government. It has a positive public image
as a result of active involvement in assistance
programmes locally and internationally.

Legal base
The BRCS was founded in 1971. It was recognized by
the ICRC and became a member of the Federation the
same year. The statutes were also approved by the
general assembly in 1971.

http://www.cra-dz.org.
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Constituency
The BRCS has eight committees: public relations; first
aid; blood bank; women's activities; social support;
youth committee; health education; and membership.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The society has a governing structure in which the roles
of governance and staff are well defined. The general
assembly has 24 members, the board members, plus two
representatives from each committee. Itmeets every two
years to approve budgets and to discuss programmes. It
elects the president and the vice president of the society
as well as eight members of the executive committee,
which has nine members, including two women.

The central executive committee meets monthly to make
decisions on the running of the headquarters and take
action in order to respond to international appeals, listen to
reports from the committees and other related activities.
Training is provided at headquarters for members of the
public, in first aid, dissemination of the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement and IHL, and health education.

Human resources
Paid staff at headquarters includes drivers, guards, and
some staff that are on loan from various government
departments. In addition, there are volunteers, who work
in different committees. The society has 7,000 volunteers,
including over 4,000 trained volunteers in first aid, but as
there have not been any major emergencies in recent
years, the reserve has not been actively utilized.

Financial resources
In 1999, the society had total expenditures of
approximately CHF 2.7 million. The government
contributed CHF 1.6 million of total headquarters'
expenditure and the remainder was raised by headquarters.

The society's finances are based on annual budgets and
financial accounts. Financial resources are generated in
two ways: firstly, from activities such as fund-raising
events, interest on savings accounts, charging for
service programmes and membership fees; and secondly
from national institutional sources such as governorate
grants and corporations, trust funds and foundations.

Material resources
The BRCS's headquarters includes a modem training
centre. The society also has two ambulances and a
number of other vehicles.

Organization/planning
The BRCS approved a development plan in 1999, which
focuses on a disaster preparedness plan, which is updated
annually and linked to the national disaster preparedness
plan of the Bahrain civil defence directorate.

Partnerships
The society cooperates with the International
Federation, the ICRC, and on a bilateral basis with die
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates Red
Crescent. It also works with the ministries of health,
education, the interior and communication, with UN
agencies (WHO, UNDP, UNICEF) and with a number
ofNGOs in the country.

4. Performance

Activities
Relief and disaster preparedness
The society has a disaster plan that is linked to the
national disaster preparedness part of the Bahrain civil
defence. The BRCS first-aid teams have their specific
role to play in emergencies. The BRCS coordinates
NGOs and international contacts In disaster
preparedness and response.

Health
The BRCS health education committee carries out
several seminars and field visits to poor people. It also
joins other societies in health-related activities.

First aid
The BRCS organizes first-aid training courses at basic,
intermediate and advanced levels, with the aim of
having someone trained in first aid in every household.
The first-aid teams have a specific role to play in
emergencies. A community-based first-aid programme
was launched in 1981.

Social welfare
The BRCS and some branches operate nurseries, teach
sewing, embroidery and typing to disadvantaged girls,
distribute food, medicine and clothes to the poor in
villages, and in the winter visit hospitals and old
people's homes and raise funds in bazaars. The sewing
and embroidery centres at headquarters offer training
courses for 109 girls from poor families and issue
certificates that are recognized by the government.

Dissemination
The BRCS has a coordinating committee for the
dissemination of IHL, which has organized workshops
and seminars to disseminate IHL and the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement to physicians and teachers
in state schools. The ICRC provides support for
information and dissemination activities.

Elderly people
The elderly care mobile unit provides home visits to the
elderly at their homes. It complements other units (five
in the country) in recent activities and as a response and
in preparation for future demographic changes in the
kingdom.
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Youth
Regular youth camps are held, where people are
acquainted with and kept up-to-date with the latest
issues and developments of the Movement. Members
are involved in dissemination and organize first-aid
courses.

Fund-raising
Several annual fund-raising events and campaigns are
organized, such as bazaars and campaigns to support
humanitarian activities.

Relevance/effectiveness
There have not been any extensive evaluations or
assessments of the BRCS, but the self-assessment tools
for the society's activities have been completed.

5. Further information
BRCS annual reports
Web site: httpv/www.batelco.com.bh/brcs B
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Egyptian
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1912
27,000
2,500
CHF 1.5 million

1. National context
Egypt is located in the north-eastern comer of Africa,
bordered by Libya, Sudan and Israel. About 96 per cent
of the country's total area is desert. According to the 1971
constitution, Egypt is a democratic, socialist state, with
an elected president as head of state. The country has a
centralized economy, which relies heavily on exports (oil,
agricultural and industrial products, Suez Canal) as well
as remittance from expatriates and tourism.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Cairo
66 million
US$ 1,290 (1998)
66 years
51 per 1,000 live births (1998)
53.7 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Egyptian Red Crescent (ERC) is responsible for the
humanitarian care of disaster victims, in accordance with
the Geneva Conventions. It is the main organization that
assists the public authorities in disaster preparedness, and
is also concerned wi'th the promotion of international
humanitarian law and values. Good cooperation exists
between the society and the government and it enjoys
credibility and respect among the general public.

Legal base
The Egyptian Red Crescent was founded in 1912,
during the Italian/Libyan war. It was recognized by the
ICRC in 1924 and admitted into the League (now the
International Federation) in 1929. The society was
registered again under a presidential decree in 1967. The

http://httpv/www.batelco.com.bh/brcs
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ERC's general assembly formulates its bylaws, which
are revised every three to five years. The general
assembly and elections are organized annually.

Constituency
The society operates through 27 branches (one in each
governorate). Every branch IS registered at the
governorate administration and has its own general
assembly. Average membership of the branches IS

approximately 5,000. In most branches, the percentage
of women exceeds that of men. Volunteers of the
headquarters and branches exceed 20,000.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly is composed of elected members
from each of the 27 branches of the ERC and meets
every year.

The main governing body is the board. Ten members of
the board are elected by the general assembly for three
years according to geographical distribution among the
branch representatives. In addition, five recognized
people interested in public affairs are appointed as
members of the board by the minister of social affairs.
The president of the board is appointed by a presidential
decree. Representatives from the ministry of social
affairs and the ministry of health attend board meetings.

The board sets up specialized committees including the
executive committee, finance, youth, health, disaster
relief, social and international relations committees.

The board elects among its members the secretary
general and the treasurer. It appoints a director general,
who runs the daily managerial affairs and is accountable
to the elected secretary general.

Each branch has a similar structure, the number of board
members varies according to the size and activities of
the branch.

Human resources
At headquarters level, there are eight administrative
divisions: advocacy and public relations; external relations;
disaster management; health care; youth affairs; financial;
administration; and monitoring and evaluation. Several
consultants work with concerned divisions. Personnel at
headquarters level exceed 60, including 15 professional
workers, 25 administrative employees and 20 drivers and
aids; in addition to 50 staff working at headquarters youth
clubs and blood banks. Each branch has a similar structure,
which varies according to its activities.

Financial resources
In 2000, the society's expenditure was approximately
CHF 1.5 million. The ERC produces annual accounts,
which are audited by an external auditor. According to

Egyptian law, this is approved by the governmental
general accounting organization.

The ERC seeks to raise funds by the following means:
public motivation through mass media and volunteers;
national fund-raising campaigns; and attracting support
through the promotion of its social and health projects.

Material resources
The ERC owns an apartment building in Cairo, and
owns its new headquarters in Nasr City (a suburb of
Cairo), two social and health complexes, three youth
clubs, three warehouses and 20 vehicles. The branches
have additional resources.

Organization/planning
The society formulated a development strategy in 1990
and sets up a development plan every three years, which
is approved by the board. The plan is orientated towards
disaster preparedness and relief and serves vulnerable
groups and covers the society's current projects, which
include blood banks, support of sick children requiring
repeated transfusion, care for people living in slum areas
and others. The headquarters may also run certain social
activities including more than one branch such as social
support to villages in Upper Egypt. Each of the social
projects has its own account book and bank account.
Branches run their own projects within their governorates.

Partnerships
The ERC works in collaboration and coordination with
governmental organizations. The society also works
closely through joint projects with various UN
organizations such as WHO, UNICEF, UNHCR and
UNFPA, as well as with several bilateral donors and NGOs.

The ERC works closely with the ICRC, especially in
dissemination of IHL and external relief operations.

The ERC received external assistance from sister societies
and the International Federation during the Gulf war in
1990, the earthquake in 1992 and torrential rains in 1994
as well as several other minor disasters. There has also
been cooperation between the ERC and other National
Societies, e.g., youth exchange programmes, joint
meetings, regional conferences, capacity building, etc.

The society was elected twice as vice president of the
International Federation (1995-2000 and 2000-2004).
The secretary general of the Egyptian Red Crescent
chaired the 27th International Conference of the Red
Cross and Red Crescent Movement in 1999.

4. Performance
Domestic activities
Disaster relief
The society is involved in the rehabilitation of disaster
victims and cooperates, during wars, with authorities
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concerned with assisting prisoners of war and civilian
victims.

Disaster preparedness
The society coordinates training courses for young
people in the field of disaster relief and first aid. Relief
equipment and supplies are stored in ERC warehouses
and replenished annually. A communication system was
established through fax and telephone to all branches.

Health care
ERC activities include first aid and emergency work;
health and nutritional awareness; mother-and-child care;
prevention of epidemic diseases, especially AIDS; and
providing health care through ERC medical facilities.

Blood
The ERC established five blood banks in Alexandria,
Cairo, Geza, Qena and Tanta), and is active in
organizing blood-donation campaigns all over Egypt:

Social development
Activities include youth care; nurseries; female
empowerment; reproductive health care; care for the
elderly; combating addiction; vocational programmes;
income-generating activities; re-education programmes;
and integrated social development programmes for the
most vulnerable groups.

Tracing
The ERC carries out tracing activities and assists in
reuniting families in collaboration with the Movement.

Dissemination of IHL
The society works to promote IHL and the principles of
the Geneva Conventions in collaboration with the
ICRC. The ERC was instrumental in the government of
Egypt setting up a national committee to promote IHL,
of which the ERC is a member.

Youth
The ERC and its branches run more than 40 youth clubs
all over Egypt. Youth activities include first aid,
promotion of IHL, vocational training, recreational
activities and youth exchange programmes with other
National Societies.

International activities
The ERC provides disaster relief and services to Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies in affected countries
and participates in rehabilitation activities. It is also
involved in various regional and international
conferences and meetings.

Relevance/effectiveness
A yearly evaluation of social projects is carried out by
independent experts and a report is produced containing
the most important conclusions and recommendations .•
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Red Crescent Society
of the Islamic

Republic of Iran
Founded: 1922
Members/volunteers: 2,200,000
Staff: 6,929
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context

The Iranian plateau, comprising the main part of the
present country of the Islamic Republic of Iran, was
politically organized, mainly in its southern and south-
western regions, in the third millennium BC. It
developed into one of the great political powers of the
world in the first millennium BC and its culture was at
its apex from the ninth to the 14th centuries, with a
galaxy of scientists and literary men, whose
achievements were highly influential in the core of the
Islamic civilization as well as on the historical
development of the world culture.

In 1979, the country was declared an Islamic Republic.

Although the majority of the people speak Indo-
European modern Persian or one of its dialects, or
dialects developed independently from middle Persian,
approximately 30 per cent also have non-Indo-European
mother tongues: Azari, Arabic, Turkman, etc. This
historically integrated cultural diversity, which is a
strength of the Iranian culture, gives a multi-ethnic
flavour to the relief services provided by the society.

The economy is based on agriculture, stockbreeding,
and traditional and modem industries.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Teheran
63,660,000 (2000)
US$ 1,650 (1998)
69 years
32.7 per 1,000 live births
76 per cent



Red Crescent Society of the Islamic Republic of Iran

2. Foundation

Mission
The mission of the Red Crescent Society of the Islamic
Republic of Iran (RCSIRI), as stipulated in its statutes,
includes the following directives: alleviation of the
people's suffering; securing respect for people;
endeavouring to build up friendship, mutual understanding
and lasting peace among nations; and supporting the life
and health of the people without any discrimination.

The society, with a history of 80 years of wide-ranging
humanitarian services, enjoys a highly prestigious
image with the Iranian public at large.

Legal base
The Iranian Red Lion and Sun Society was established
in 1922, and recognized by the Iranian government. It
was recognized by the ICRC the same year, and joined
the League (now the International Federation) in 1927.
In 1980, the name of the society was changed from Red
Lion and Sun to the current Red Crescent.

The current statutes of the RCSIRI were approved by
the Iranian Islamic parliament in 1993. However, further
studies have resulted in the society's current endeavour
to revise its statutes along the lines recommended by the
Movement.

Constituency
The society has a network of 28 governorate
headquarters bases, along with 275 branches throughout
the country.

Total membership of the society is approximately 6,929
paid staff and 2,200,000 volunteers, as well as members
of the society's youth organization, mainly high school
and university students. Women account for 30 per cent
of total membership.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society's governance structure is based on an
executive council chaired by the president of the society,
who is introduced to the Iranian parliament by the
minister of health, treatment and medical education.
After approval by the parliament, he is appointed by the
president of the country. The society's secretary general
is the secretary of the executive council, which holds at
least one meeting a month.

Plans are under way to amend the society's statutes so
that its governance can be selected and function on the
structural basis of a general assembly.

Human resources
The present trend in recruiting the society's paid staff is

to introduce more specialized and theoretical knowledge
into its structures, a prerequisite for any organization if
it is to proceed towards strategic planning and thinking.
The society's education and research centre is also
holding courses to train and/or retrain the society's paid
staff. The process will ultimately result in the renovation
of the former system, which was mainly based on
practical skills.

Financial resources
As per parliamentary decisions, a percentage of income
from some public services are allocated to the society's
activities channelled through the ministry of finance,
thus enabling the parliament to monitor the relevant
funds. Furthermore, as the society is responsible for the
initial phases of all disasters that strike the country, the
Iranian government occasionally grants some funds
allocated for the society's capacity building as well as
supporting the relief services when any disaster strikes.
These national and financial supports are complemented
by cash contributions and donations of land, houses,
etc., from the public.

In addition, several manufacturing plants have been
successfully established by the society and are now self-
sufficient. They constitute another financial resource for
the society's humanitarian activities.

Material resources
The society's structure is based on its division into 28
provincial branches, which, in turn, are divided into
several sub-branches. In addition to the central relief and
warehousing complex in Teheran, there are similar, albeit
smaller, complexes in the 28 provincial headquarters, as
well as small warehouses in each of the provincial sub-
branches. The society's fleet of vehicles includes about
3,000 ambulances, heavy and light trucks and pick-Ups,
special relief vehicles and three helicopters.

The wide-ranging activities of the society are based on
its own material resources, such as manufacturing
plants, a network of orthopaedic centres, as well as
youth centres and pharmacies, etc.

Partnerships
The Iranian government has established a national
disaster response committee based in the ministry of the
interior, with several committees. The society is a
member of the committee and is head of its rescue and
relief subcommittee, which is responsible for providing
rescue and relief services in the initial phases of all
natural, man-made and technological disasters that strike
the country. This naturally leads to close cooperation with
various departments of the Iranian government.

The society has implemented many relief and
development projects in cooperation with the
International Federation, the ICRC, UN agencies, other
National Societies and several NGOs.
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4. Performance

Activities
Relief and disaster preparedness
The society's rescue and relief organization is in charge
of these core activities as well as disaster preparedness,
first-aid training and the training of relief workers at
various levels.

Volunteers and youth members
Two separate organizations of the society, the volunteers
organization and youth organization, handle the affairs of
their approximately 2,200,000 members. The youth
organization, with its countrywide network of youth
centres, organizes events and provides basic training in
professional activities (e.g., foreign languages, computer
skills, handicrafts), cultural activities (photography,
calligraphy, library facilities) and sports. Along with
these activities, youth members are encouraged to attend
first-aid classes and briefing sessions about the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement. This has
proved to be an effective way of making youth members
interested in joining the society later as full members, as
volunteers and/or relief workers.

The volunteer organization is also in charge of social
services, mainly by acting as a link between volunteers
interested in making financial contributions and those in
need of financial support, especially to purchase certain
expensive specialized medicines, or to support the
society's orphanages.

Health and treatment
The deputy secretary of the general division for
treatment and rehabilitation is in charge of the society's
services in the fields of treatment (hospital, clinics,
pharmacies) and rehabilitation (orthopaedics,
physiotherapy, vocational therapy, etc.). It also provides
training courses in various areas of rehabilitation for
Iranians and for rehabilitation staff of sister societies, in
accordance with cooperation agreements.

Training and research
Although it has been established for several years, the
training and research centre is now a very active
division of the society, especially in carrying out surveys
and training/retraining the society's staff.

Self-sufficiency programmes
Programmes to build up the society's income-generation
capacity have resulted in the establishment of several
manufacturing plants to produce medical devices
(syringes, dialysis filters, etc.), pharmaceuticals, tents
and blankets. The programmes were targeted at income
generation as well as manufacturing products that are
relevant to the society's range of activities .•
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Iraqi
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1932
5,000 (1999)
500 (1998)
CHF 5.4 million (1998)

1. National context
The Republic of Iraq is an Arab state, with an elected
national assembly. The health and nutritional status of the
population declined in the 1990s as a result of
international sanctions imposed on Iraq in the aftermath
of the Gulf war. It is estimated that some 3.5 million
people are adversely affected by the resulting
deterioration in economic conditions, with a malnutrition
rate of around 25 per cent reported among children under
five years old. Renewed bombing in 1998 and 1999 has
created an ongoing low intensity conflict which has
added to the hardship confronting the civilian population.
Iraq is prone to disasters such as drought and
humanitarian crises (refugees and displaced people).

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Baghdad
21.2 million (1997)
n.a.
62 years (1997)
94 per 1,000 live births (1997)
58 per cent (1997)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Iraqi Red Crescent Society (IRCS) has an approved
mission statement, which reflects the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement and has been distributed to all
branches. The society works closely with the ministries of
health, education, foreign affairs, communication and
industry. The IRCS's disaster preparedness plan is linked
to the national disaster plan of the country.

The society has traditionally been actively involved in
relief and emergency assistance programmes both in
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Iraq and in the countries of the region. The successful
IRCSlInternational Federation relief programme, which
has operated since late 1994, has strengthened the
positive image of the society.

Legal base
The IRCS was founded in 1932, recognized by its
government in 1934 and joined the Movement the same
year. The statutes were last amended in 1995. The last
general assembly and elections were held in April 1998.

Constituency
The society has a network of 18 branches, one in each
governorate of the country. The latest branch was created
in Baghdad in April 1997. The first branches, Basrah and
Mosul, were established in the 1950s, and the Kirkuk
branch opened in 1965. The other branches were set up in
1991-1992 after the Gulf war. The branches are led by
directors, most of whom are volunteers.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The IRCS is in the process of streamlining its structures
both at central and at branch level. The society, along
with Basrah and Mosul branches, hold regular general
assemblies with the election of a director and members
for the central and management committees. In the other
branches, directors are appointed by local government
and branch headquarters, and approved by national
headquarters.

The executive council has nine members, including two
women, and meets regularly. The president is in charge
of the general management of the society, while the
secretary general is responsible for the implementation
and follow-up of executive committee decisions.
Training is provided at headquarters level for
departmental staff, branch directors and youth leaders.

Human resources
There are 86 staff and nine volunteers working at
headquarters. Branches have a total of 121 staff and 16
volunteers. In addition, a number of staff are employed
at the society's medical establishments. Most branch
directors are volunteers. Staff training has been carried
out in relief distribution and warehousing, first aid,
community-based first aid (CBFA), dissemination of the
Fundamental Principles and IHL, prevention of
HIV /AIDS and drug abuse, health, water and sanitation
as well as development and rehabilitation.

The overall membership is estimated at 5,000, including
1,000 paid members and 1,650 trained volunteers.
Volunteers are highly valued and recruitment has been
relatively easy due to high unemployment and the
difficult economic situation in Iraq. Forty per cent of
volunteers are women.

Financial resources
In 1998 the society's expenditure amounted to CHF 5.4
million. Sources of domestic income include revenue
from rental of IRCS properties in Baghdad and income
generated by hospital services (IRCS maternity hospital
and general surgery hospital). There are also some
external funding and resources from donors. The IRCS
finances are based on annual budgets and audited
financial accounts, 'which are presented to the annual
general assembly for discussion and approval.

Material resources
The society has its own headquarters building, a general
hospital, a maternity hospital and several properties in
Baghdad. Most branches receive office and warehouse
space free of charge from various ministries or local
enterprises. The IRCS has a fleet of old vehicles and a
high-frequency radio communication network between
headquarters and branches.

Organization/planning
In the past, the IRCS has had general development plans
which have been made and modified according to needs
and circumstances concerning various activities. At the
moment there is no up-to-date development plan. All
branches are active as a result of the relief operation and
are ready to embark on new activities in the field of
rehabilitation, development and training. Headquarters
finances the salaries of branch staff. A number of new
project proposals have been discussed in meetings with
branch directors and some have been implemented since
1995.

Partnerships
The main cooperating partners of the IRCS are the
International Federation and the ICRC. The society also
collaborates with the ministries of health, education,
communication, foreign affairs and industry. The IRCS
has been designated by the government as the
coordinator of all external assistance coming from the
NGO sector. In this capacity it follows up work done by
CARE, Enfants du monde, the Middle East Council of
Churches (MECC) and several others. Other
organizations with whom it collaborates include UN
agencies (UNHCR, WHO, UNICEF and WFP) and
national organizations such as the General Federation of
Iraq Women and the Iraqi Youth Union. The UN, under
the humanitarian umbrella of UNOHCI, is providing
financial assistance for two IRCS projects: a water and
sanitation project and a revenue-generation project.

4. Performance

Activities
Relief and preparedness
In 1992, the IRCS was assigned responsibility by the
Iraqi civil defence department for the overall
management and coordination of disaster response
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within the country. Since 1994 the IRCS has assisted
some 23,000 destitute families in Iraq with food
distribution (rice, lentils and oil) and given medical kits
to selected hospitals. Between September 1995 and late
1997, the number of beneficiary families receiving relief
assistance decreased from 46,000 to 10,000 families.
Supplementary feeding is provided to malnourished
children. The branches have a special role in the national
disaster preparedness plan to provide volunteer teams to
distribute food, blankets, etc. First aid is a key part of
training competent teams. Basrah is also involved in an
early warning system for river floods which are the main
local disaster.

Health
The society runs a maternity hospital and a general
surgical hospital in Baghdad. Most branches are
involved in some health activities such as mother-and-
child health, health education, water and sanitation,
vaccinations, nutrition and circumcision campaigns with
the ministry of health, UNICEF and some NGOs. The
Mosul branch operates an orthopaedic workshop in
cooperation with the JCRC.

First aid
The IRCS headquarters organizes regular first-aid
training courses in Baghdad for staff and volunteers and
for employees of various organizations and enterprises.
First-aid training is seen by volunteers as a reward and
an incentive. A community-based first aid (CBFA)
programme started in 1996 by training of trainers at the
national level and, gradually, in branches, too.

Dissemination
Eight branches and headquarters are included in an
JCRC-supported dissemination programme. Each
branch has a dissemination volunteer supported by the
central level. Coordination meetings are conducted
quarterly. The youth department and several branches
are also involved in dissemination of IHL and the
Fundamental Principles of the Movement in joint
seminars with the ICRC, IRCS and International
Federation, in particular during World Red Cross and
Red Crescent Day celebrations.

Tracing
Most branches carry out tracing activities supported by
ICRC.

Youth
In addition to annual youth camps with recreational,
sports and first-aid training activities, youth members
organize lectures and campaigns on the prevention of
HJV/AIDS and drug abuse, and distribute pamphlets.

Relevance/effectiveness
The joint IRCS/International Federation operation has
been evaluated four times and adjusted accordingly. The
society has appointed counterparts to the International
Federation delegates to monitor branch activities and
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projects. An assessment of the relief operation is to be
fielded shortly to assess the programmes.

5. Further information
International Federation country assistance strategy for
Iraq (1999)
Iraq Emergency Assistance Programmes, Evaluation
Mission (September 1997) •
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Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1930
7,200
1,300
CHF 119 million

1. National context
The State of Israel was proclaimed in May 1948
establishing a homeland for the Jewish people after
2,000 years of dispersion. It is a parliamentary
democracy, consisting of legislative (the Knesset),
executive and judicial branches. Policy is set and carried
out by the government, led by a prime minister and the
cabinet. The head of state is the president. Israel's
capital is Jerusalem, but many Embassies are still
located in Tel Aviv. Israel became a member of the
United Nations in 1949 and maintains diplomatic
relations with the majority of countries around the
world.

Israel has a population of 6.2 million people -
approximately 80 per cent of them Jews, 16 per cent
Muslims and 3 per cent Christians or Druze. Israel is a
multicultural society with citizens from diverse cultures
and many ethnic, religious and social backgrounds.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Jerusalem
6.1 million (2000)
n.a.
78 years (1998)
6.4 per 1,000 live births (1999)
95.7 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The organization's objects are defined by Israeli law to
carry out the functions of a National Society, to be for
this purpose an auxiliary service of the medical service
ofIsrael Defense Force in time of war and to prepare for
this in time of peace; to maintain for the benefit of the

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership.

inhabitants general first-aid services; to maintain for the
benefit of the inhabitants a storage service of blood,
plasma and their byproducts; to carry out any additional
functions determined by the regulations of the society.

Magen David Adorn (MDA) regulations describe the
society'S additional objects, such as training of
professionals in pre-hospital emergency services,
training of volunteers in first aid and the running of
ambulance services. Quality is measured against
internationally recognized professional standards. MDA
can operate independently from the government within
the framework of the law and its regulations.

MDA is very well known by the public all over the
country while it holds a national emergency telephone
number (101) in its name for ambulance and mobile-
intensive-care unit services.

Legal base
The government adopted the Magen David Adorn law in
1950. Thise was followed by the MDA regulations in
1976, which were amended in 1992. MDA is a nonprofit
organization with a legal status and is operating as an
independent legal entity. The society is subject to the
supervision of the state comptroller.

The society is formally a National Society in formation
within the Movement. It has initiated a process for the
adjustment of its constitution in order to fulfill the
requirements for membership of the Movement.

Constituency
MDA has 3,700 adult volunteers and 3,500 youth
volunteers organized in branches that are closely related
to the MDA stations and ambulance dispatching points.
The MDA stations also serve as youth clubs for MDA
youth volunteers, fostering a high degree of social
consciousness among members.

Once every four years each branch elects representatives
to the branch directorates and to the MDA national
volunteer conference. The national volunteer conference
also meets, as a rule, every four years, the last one taking
place in June 2001. The purpose of the conference is to
encourage the volunteering spirit of MDA and to
improve relations with the public. The conference
receives a report of MDA activities, and elects the
volunteer representatives to the MDA council.

MDA does not differentiate between members and
volunteers.

Leadership
The governance of MDA is vested in the Council and
Executive Committee. The Council receives reports
from the Executive Committee and monitors its work. It
discusses the balance sheet, nurtures the external
relations national as well as international, encourages
volunteering to the society and molds the general policy
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MDA abroad and covers MDA's development in the
area of new projects: refurbishment of the MDA stations
and the command and control equipment, the
development of blood services, modernization of
ambulances, etc.

of the society. The MDA Council meets at least twice a
year and is chaired by the president of MDA, who is
appointed by the president of the State of Israel. There
are 45 Council members, of which 15 are chosen from
the volunteer conference, 15 are appointed by the
government while 14 members descending from the
local councils, medical association, health Insurance,
bar association, dean's council of medical faculties, etc.
are representing the public at large. One representative
is appointed by the MDA National Workers Committee.

The Executive Committee manages the society and
determines the ways in which operations and targets are
to be achieved. It approves the annual working plans,
maintains the external relations, approves the budget,
appoints the director general, decides on investments,
determines the wages of the employees, etc. The
Executive Committee meets at least every month. Six of
its members are elected equally from among the
volunteers, representatives and the public members of
the Council. Three members are appointed by the
ministers of health and finance. The chairman of the
Executive Committee is elected by the Council and the
director general is appointed by the Executive
Committee, with the approval of the ministry of health.

3. Capacity
Human resources
Magen David Adom employs about 1,300 workers
(physicians, paramedics, phlebotomists, laboratory
technicians, emergency medical technicians (EMT),
dispatch workers and administrative workers.
Volunteers are complementing the staff in MDA's day-
to-day operations, at times of emergency and in case of
particular needs.

Magen David Adom has youth volunteers from 15 to 18
years old, all trained in first aid. These MDA youth
volunteers serve as assistant medics and sometimes
support the work in the dispatching centre. Volunteers,
especially the religious female volunteers of 18 years,
have the option to serve at MDA for one or two years as
an alternative to their military service.

Financial resources
MDA's annual turnover is around US$ 80 million. The
society's major source of income is related to the
rendered services. These services include pre-hospital
treatment, transportation of patients and the supply of
blood units and blood components to hospitals.
Government and local authorities also contribute to the
income related to specific services in the communities.
Friends of MDA societies and individuals from Israel
and abroad contribute in kind by donating ambulances
and blood mobiles.

In addition, MDA also has a development budget. This
budget is based primarily on income from friends of
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Presently, there are 16 so called Friends of MDA
societies around the world. These societies maintain a
close contact with MDA and contribute to the
development of the society.

MDA is currently developing a Friends of MDA society
in Israel for fundraising in its own country.

Organization/planning
MDA adopted a three year development plan for 1999 to
2001. Based on the three years planning and the results
of the previous year, an annual work plan for the next
year is drafted in December. The annual budget is based
on the work plan. The annual budget is discussed and
approved in the Executive Committee after having
passed the finance committee of the Executive
Committee and the Council. Every three months the
Executive Committee discusses the progress on the
work plan and the expenditures against the budget.

All expenditures are managed and controlled in the
headquarters. The logistic department is responsible for
all tenders and purchases for the whole organization.
The financial department has tight control on the daily
expenditures.

MDA's medical department is in charge of the medical
protocols and standards and maintains close relations
with the ministry of health. MDA maintains regular
contact with the Israeli Defense Force Home Front
Command (civil defense), fire brigade, police and other
organizations on all matters concerning the coordination
and cooperation of public emergency services. The
blood services have direct contact with the ministry of
health and all hospitals in Israel. Incidental contacts are
maintained with other NGOs.

Partnerships
Despite the fact that MDA is not yet formally a member
of the Movement, the organization is aware of needs
throughout the world. MDA has made physicians,
laboratory and medical staff available for emergency
assistance to the victims of disasters. Repeatedly, relief
shipments with medical supplies, blood units, clothing,
food, blankets, etc., were dispatched to disaster areas.
MDA's international aid activities also include missions
of professional consultants on blood issues. Over the
last seven years, countries assisted by MDA included
Bulgaria, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Greece, India,
Indonesia, Kenya, Kosovo, Rwanda and Turkey.
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4. Performance

Activities
Ambulance services
MDA's operational fleet numbers approximately 665
vehicles. These include some 520 standard ambulances,
97 mobile-intensive-care-unit (MICUIICA) vehicles, 22
mass casualty response vehicles for large disasters, and
23 bloodmobiles (for collection of blood donations). Of
this fleet, some 200 standard ambulances are posted in
the peripheral kibbutzim, large public agencies, isolated
border settlements and Jewish settlements.

MDA's ambulances are modern and well equipped with
the latest advances in medical technology. Some are
armoured due to their work in conflict zones. In these
areas the ambulance workers are also equipped with
bullet-proof protective vests.

MDA stations
Ambulances are dispatched from and operated by MDA
stations on a 24 hour basis. About 90 MDA stations are
located throughout Israel. The II central and larger
MDA stations serve as communication and dispatch
centres and are the base for medical doctors,
paramedics, and emergency medical technicians
(ambulance drivers). Of all these stations, 22 also house
MDA's mobile-intensive-care-unit service and 26 run
intensive care ambulances. These modern, rapid
vehicles, staffed by physicians and paramedics work in
close cooperation with the intensive care wards of
nearby hospitals.

The central stations function at the same time as the
centre of the branches and facilitate training, meetings
and social activities of the volunteers.

Blood services
Magen David Adom National Blood Services are
responsible for the collection, processing, testing and
distribution of blood units and blood components to
hospitals throughout the country. Over 260,000 blood
units, which represents over 90 per cent of Israel's
requirement for blood, are collected annually, all donated
by non-paid volunteers. The units are processed into
components in the blood bank laboratories. All donations
undergo full blood type testing. To ensure the safety of
the blood, the units are tested to detect transfusion
transmittable agents (e.g., hepatitis, HIY/AIDS, syphilis).

MDA blood services operates the national laboratory for
rare blood groups. The national laboratory serves as a
reference centre for hospital blood banks by trying to
solve and diagnose unusual blood subtypes and to
provide them with rare blood. For the rapid supply of
special blood, the central blood bank maintains a
computerized list of donors with rare blood types and a
frozen inventory of such units.

In order to promote regular blood donations MDA has
introduced a system of blood insurance. Any donor and
herlhis immediate family in need of blood will receive
all needed blood, without being requested for
replacement donations, during a period of one year from
the date of donation.

Training
The training division of MDA organizes courses for
approximately 50,000 people each year. The participants
include MDA staff and volunteers as well as physicians,
nurses, factory workers, staff of institutions and the
general public. Different courses at different levels are
offered from basic resuscitation and first aid up to
advanced life saving for physicians, paramedics, nurses
and emergency medical technicians (EMT - ambulance
drivers). Since 1996, two paramedic courses are held
annually with 50 successful graduates each year.

In cooperation with Tel Aviv University, the training
division delivers advanced cardiac life support courses
and pre-hospital life support courses according to
American medical standards for medical and nursing
students as well as refresher courses for physicians and
other health-care workers every three years.

5. Further information
Magen David Adom in Israel
Magen David Adom Regulations, 1992
MDA 70th Anniversary - Special edition
Web site: http://www.mda.org.il •
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Jordan National Red Crescent Society

Jordan National
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1947
1.4 million (2001)
266 (2001)
CHF 2.13 million (2001)

1. National context
The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is a constitutional
monarchy, having gained its independence in 1946. For
much of its existence, the country was ruled by King
Hussein, from 1953 until his death in 1999. Jordan's
economy is based on agriculture, industry and tourism.
More than 60 per cent of the country's population are of
Palestinian origin, the majority of whom arrived as
displaced people following the Arab-Israeli wars of 1948
and 1967 and the Gulf war of 1991. Native Jordanians
come from 20 large Bedouin ethnic groups, of which
about one-third maintain a semi-nomadic lifestyle.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Amman
5.1 million (2001)
US$ 3,500 (2001)
70 years (2001)
20 per 1,000 live births (1997)
87 per cent (2001)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Jordan National Red Crescent Society (JRCS) has a
mission statement which defines the society's objectives
and makes clear reference to the Fundamental Principles
of the Movement. The mission statement is
communicated to all branches.

The JRCS enjoys an excellent relationship with the
Jordanian government. It has a positive public image as
a result of active involvement in assistance programmes
and disaster relief operations such as snowstorms and
the Gulf war crisis, which saw the influx of over 1
million evacuees and 350,000 returnees.
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Legal base
The JRCS was founded in 1947, recognized by the
ICRC in 1948 and became a member of the Inter-
national Federation in 1950. The statutes were approved
by the general assembly in 1970. The general assembly

. meets annually.

Constituency
The JRCS has a network of 12 branches, including the
headquarters, the youth and the student branches. The
policy is to have one branch in each governorate, which
will then open centres in their areas.

The society has a total membership of 1.4 million. The
figure includes students in schools as members of the
student branch, which is administered by a committee
from the ministry of education. Women are
underrepresented at all levels of the society, making up
only 40 per cent of the total membership.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society has a governing structure where the role of
the governance and the staff are well defined. The
general assembly has 600 members or delegates, and
meets at the beginning of every year to approve budgets
and to discuss programmes. It elects the president and
the vice president of the society as well as eight
members for the executive committee, which has ten
members including two women. The president has an
active day-to-day involvement in running the society,
while the secretary general is in charge of headquarters'
secretarial work and the branches.

The central executive committee meets monthly to take
decisions on the running of headquarters and to
formulate and supervise programmes and development
of the branches. All members of the central executive
committee are volunteers. Training is provided at
headquarters level for departmental staff, branch
presidents and sector leaders, and includes first aid,
dissemination of the Fundamental Principles and
international humanitarian law, health, water and
sanitation, disaster management and fundraising.

Human resources
There are 256 paid staff at headquarters including
drivers, guards and hospital staff. The JRCS hospital
employs several doctors, nurses and technical and
support staff. Some staff are on loan from different
government departments. In addition, there are
volunteers working at various levels at headquarters and
in the branches. The society has 1,600 volunteers,
including 200 trained volunteers, but without any major
emergencies in recent years the reserve has not been
actively utilized.
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Financial resources
In 2001, the society had a total expenditure of
approximately CHF 2.13 million. Headquarters
expenditure accounted for CHF 380,000, of which the
government contributed CHF 18,000 (2001) and the
remainder was raised by the national headquarters.
Programmes in branches were financed through bilateral
projects from other National Societies, totalling CHF
160,000. Expenditure for the JRCS hospital totalled
CHF 1.6 million. There is always a deficit in the hospital
budget and this is covered by funds raised from donors
locally or through the Movement.

The society's finances are based on annual budgets and
financial accounts. Financial resources are generated in
two ways: firstly, from activities such as fund-raising
events, interest on saving accounts, charging for service
programmes and membership fees; and secondly from
national institutional sources such as governorate grants
and corporations, trust funds and foundations.

Material resources
The JRCS headquarters also accommodates a
warehouse and a modem training centre. The society has
a hospital in Amman with 150 beds including a
diagnostic unit with X-ray department, and a new 78-
bed intensive care unit (lCU) equipped with the latest in
medical technology, patient wards and five operating
theatres. Some branches have health clinics and others
have commercial centres with rented-out shops as well
as vehicles. The society has a fleet of ambulances and a
number of other vehicles.

Organization/planning
The JRCS produced a three-year development plan in
1996, which focuses on branch development. It also has
a disaster preparedness plan, which is updated annually
and linked to the national disaster preparedness plan of
the Jordan civil defence directorate. Headquarters
provides financial support to branches. The society
presents the annual budget and the audited accounts to
the general assembly every year.

Partnerships
The society cooperates with the International
Federation, the ICRC and, on bilateral basis, with the
German, Japanese, Netherlands and Spanish Red Cross.
It also works with the ministries of health, education,
interior and communication, UN agencies (WHO,
UNICEF, UNRWA and UNHCR) and with a number of
NGOs such as Save the Children Fund and Oxfam.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief and disaster preparedness
The society has a disaster plan linked to the national
disaster preparedness plan of the Jordan civil defence.

The JRCS first-aid teams have their specific role to play
in emergencies. JRCS coordinates NGOs and
international contacts in disaster preparedness and
response.

Health
The JRCS hospital in Amman provides curative medical
services and charges patients since it is not subsidized
by the government. The hospital also offers blood bank
and laboratory services. The JRCS runs an ambulance
service in cooperation with the ICRC between Amman
and the Occupied Territories to transport the sick and
incapacitated. Some branches are involved in various
health-care activities (health clinics, mother-and-child
health centres and laboratories, free medical days,
ambulance and sea rescue services).

First aid
The JRCS organizes first-aid training courses at basic,
intermediate and advanced levels, with the aim of having
a first aider in every household. The first-aid teams have
a specific role to play in emergencies. A community-
based first-aid programme was initiated in 1997.

Social welfare
The JRCS and some branches operate nurseries and
orphanages, teach. sewing, embroidery and typing to
disadvantaged girls, distribute food, medicine and
clothes to the poor in remote villages and in winter, visit
hospitals and old peoples' homes and raise funds in
bazaars. The computer typing, sewing and embroidery
centres at headquarters offer training courses for 300
girls from poor families and issue certificates
recognized by the government.

Youth
Regular youth camps are held, where people are
acquainted and kept up-to-date with the latest issues and
developments of the Movement. The student branch
helps poor and needy students, carries out
dissemination, organizes first-aid courses and arranges
visits by school groups to JRCS headquarters, the
International Federation's regional delegation and the
ICRC office.

Dissemination
The JRCS and its student and youth branches organize
workshops and seminars to disseminate IHL and the
Fundamental Principles to students in schools and
universities. The ICRC provides support for information
and dissemination activities.

Fund-raising
Several annual fund-raising events and campaigns are
organized such as dinners, bazaars and concerts to
support the humanitarian activities of the JRCS.

Tracing
In cooperation with the ICRC, the society is involved in
tracing services, following up cases of detainees and
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delivering family messages between the two banks of
the Jordan River.

Water safety rescue service
With the assistance of the International Federation, the
JRCS's Aqaba branch is setting up a water safety rescue
service. At present, there are no lifeguard or first-aid
facilities for the public and each year many deaths occur
through drowning. The objectives of the programme are
to train volunteers in water safety in order to patrol
major public beaches during the summer season. The
programme also aims to generate income for the society
by providing first aid and water safety rescue services to
the hotels and tourism sectors in Aqaba.

Relevance/effectiveness
There have not been any extensive evaluations or
assessments of the JRCS, the headquarters or the
branches.

5. Further information
JRCSannualreports.
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Kuwait
Red Crescent Society
Founded: 1967
Members/volunteers: 4,508
Staff: 53
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
Kuwait is a constitutional Emirate which gained its
independence in 1961. Sheikh Jaber Al Ahmad Al Sabah
has been the ruler of Kuwait since 1980. Kuwait's
economy depends totally on the production of crude oil.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Kuwait City
1.6 million
US$ 20,200 (1998)
76.8 years (2000)
12 per 1,000 live births (1998)
90 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The Kuwait Red Crescent Society (KRCS) is a
voluntary humanitarian society providing help and
assistance to the most vulnerable people without
discrimination based on nationality, gender, colour, race
or religious and political beliefs.

The society aims at achieving the Movement's
Fundamental Principles, both inside and outside of the
country, based on the four Geneva Conventions and
their supplementary protocols. Other goals include
providing social welfare and health care to the needy;
contributing to disaster, first-aid and rescue operations;
assisting the victims of natural and man-made disasters;
aiding and protecting the wounded, prisoners of war and
victims of disasters; facilitating communication among
residents in conflict areas, prisoners of war and their
families; and enhancing the exchange of information
and communication with the ICRC and all other
National Societies.
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Legal base
The society was established in December 1965 in the
state of Kuwait. The KRCS enjoys an independent status
and has a separate legal entity while working as a
complementary organization to the official authorities in
the country in the humanitarian field.

3. Capacity
Human resources
There are 53 paid staff at the society's headquarters
including drivers, guards, heads of committees and
regular employees. Volunteers work at various levels at
headquarters.

Financial resources
The KRCS's income is received mainly from the
government, membership fees, investments made by the
society, interest on savings and charging for service
programmes such as the first-aid training programme.
The society's finances are based on an annual budget.

Material resources
The society owns a warehouse, real estate and a small
sewing workshop.

Partnerships
The society cooperates with the International
Federation, the ICRC, UNHCR and,on a bilateral basis,
with National Societies such as the Norwegian Red
Cross (Kabul, Afghanistan ambulance project), Iranian
Red Crescent (help for Iraqi refugees) and the Afghan
Red Crescent (assistance for displaced Afghans). Many
projects help to alleviate the misery of the Palestinian
people.

In addition, the KRCS made cash or in-kind
contributions to operations in countries such as
Afghanistan, Ethiopia, India, Indonesia and Venezuela,
amounting to just under CHF 750,000.

4. Performance
Activities
Relief and disaster preparedness
The society has a disaster plan linked with the civil
defence authority for national preparedness.

Health
The KRCS provides a free health-care service to the
needy through all hospitals in Kuwait. The medical
emergency department also offers its services to the
society whenever needed, free of charge.

First aid
The KRCS organizes first-aid training programmes all
year round for all paramedics, citizens and employees in

the private sector. This department takes part in social
and sports events whenever requested.

Social welfare
The KRCS's social welfare committee organizes regular
visits to hospitals, orphanages, homes for the elderly and
centres for handicapped people. Itprovides almost 2,000
needy families (mostly non-Kuwaitis) with food
supplies, medicine and clothes. The society has an
educational programme, which assists students who are
unable to pay their school fees.

Youth
Youth volunteers at the KRCS join international camps
every year.

They take part in civil defence operations and engage in
field studies related to the needs of vulnerable people.
They take part in visits to hospitals and care centres that
are organized by the social committee. They also take
part in all exhibitions and camps inside and outside of
Kuwait.

Dissemination
Workshops and seminars are organized throughout the
year. Subjects comprise all aspects of life with a
particular focus on IHL.

Fund-raising
Several annual fund-raising events take place such as
bazaars; exhibitions; primary health examination such
as blood tests; and rental of the society's auditorium to
humanitarian organizations for seminars, meetings and
workshops.

Tracing
In cooperation with the ICRC, the KRCS is directly
involved in tracing missing people in cooperation with
the ministry of the interior and the civil information
authority. The KRCS has established an office in the
main prison and appointed an employee to follow up the
cases of some prisoners and their families in case they
need help.

"BALSAM" project
This is a charity programme managed collectively by
Kuwait Airways, KRCS and the National Bank of
Kuwait. It depends on the donations of coins made by
the passengers on board Kuwait Airways flights.

Relevance/effectiveness
The KRCS was assessed in the first quarter of 2001 as
being in eighth place with respect to the amount of
donations given in collaboration with the International
Federation .•

Partnerships in profile 2002·2003
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Lebanese Red Cross
Founded: 1945
Members/volunteers: 7,000
Staff: 200
Expenditure: CHF 7.1 million (2000)

1. National context
Lebanon has a land area of 10,452 square kilometres.
The Lebanese constitution is republic, based on a
division of power between the different religious and
ethnic groups. The majority of the population living in
Lebanon are Muslims, consisting of the Sunni and Shia
communities. The second largest group are Christians,
with the Maronites as the largest community.
Approximately 200,000 inhabitants of Armenian origin
also reside in Lebanon as well as approximately 300,000
Druze and roughly 382,000 registered Palestinian
refugees. These refugees are not integrated or
recognized as part of the Lebanese population.

The county's medical and social situation is still
inadequate, with the population becoming increasingly
poor. Reports from ESCWA (the UN Economic and Social
Council for Western Asia) show for 1999 that 25 per cent
of families live on less than US$ 620 a month, and some
5 per cent live in absolute poverty, on less than US$ 310
per month (approximately 200,000 people). However, the
economic slow-down is considered temporary.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant.mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Beirut
3.8 million
US$ 5,000 (2000)
70 years (1996)
32 per 1000 live births (1996)
88 per cent (1996)

2. Foundation
Mission
Following the years of civil strife, the Lebanese Red
Cross (LRC) had to reorient its services towards post-
war requirements. In 1993, the society established a
long-term development plan leading up to 2000. An
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extension of the development plan is expected to take
place in 2002, to cover the period up until 2005. The
LRC mission is to spread and promote peace, serve the
society, alleviate human pain without any discrimination
as to nationality, social class or political commitments.
The National Society has a leading national role in first
aid and ambulance services, as well as providing blood
bank and primary health care and social services.

Legal base
The LRC was founded in 1945 and recognized by the
authorities in 1946. After the civil war ended in 1992, the
president of the republic nominated provisional central
and executive committees with a three-year mandate to
design new statues and regulations for the society. These
decrees were renewed in 1994 and 1997. From 2000 only
the president is appointed. Local elections and a general
assembly are planned for 2002-2003.

Constituency
The LRC has 32 local branches which cover the whole
territory. The society organizes the activities with a large
number of both male and female volunteers. The central
committee (or national board) consists of volunteers
representing the different regions. Both men and women
play an equal role in the leadership of the society at all
levels.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The governance of the LRC consists of the central
committee with 42 members, 27 women and 15 men,
and meets once a month. The executive committee has
14 members who meet each week. The function of CEO
is currently conducted by the president.

Human resources
In addition to the 200 staff members, the LRC has a total
of 7,000 volunteers who participate in several activities.
The first-aid ambulance teams consist of more than
2,000 active volunteers, and there are 125 volunteers in
the first-aid instructors programme. Youth activities
attract more than 1,200 active volunteers. Volunteers are
also used widely in social welfare activities such as
environment programmes, various social programmes
and national fund-raising campaigns in May every year.

Financial resources
The 2000 financial balance of the LRC was
approximately CHF 7.5 million. Main sources for
income were the ministry of health, the International
Federation, the ICRC and fund-raising activities. The
incomes and physical assets of the society are not
adequate to carry out its mission entirely.

Material resources
The LRC owns some of its centres, as well as plots of
land in different parts of the country. Most of the
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premises, however, are rented. The society has a large
car fleet of 250 vehicles, including 150 ambulances,
minibuses, city cars for headquarters and local
committees, mobile clinics, as well as some 4-wheel
drive cars and snow scooters.

Organization/planning
The National Society will continue to have a leading
national role in first-aid and ambulance services, as well
as providing blood bank and primary health care and
social services. Nonetheless, LRC will strengthen its
position and look to other areas where it will be able to
playa significant role, such as disaster preparedness, road
safety, preventive health-care services, and youth and
volunteer activities which are essential in order to
promote humanitarian values among the new generation
of citizens. Based on the above, and on the backdrop of
the International Federation Strategy 2010, the LRC
intends to establish a development plan with annual plans
of action in order to reach the objectives. The priorities of
the society in 2002 will be to continue the
implementation of institutional changes based on the
2000-2001 organizational development programme,
focusing on the governance structure, by reviewing the
organization and establishing a long-term development
plan for 2002-2005; to develop a resource development
strategy in order to become economically self-sufficient,
as an integrated part of the long-term development plan;
to support and further develop the activities and numbers
of volunteers in the National Society, through various
Red Cross activities and services; to strengthen the base
of volunteers through the youth as the future capital of
the National Society; to ensure quality performance of
the first-aid and ambulance service on a national level; to
continue assistance through the primary health care and
. social centres, supporting the most vulnerable part of the
population with health and social welfare services; to
ensure quality performance of the services performed
through the blood banks, to complete the technical set-up
of the blood banks and promote blood donations to the
general public.

Partnerships
The society works with the International Federation and
the ICRC, and on a bilateral basis with the Norwegian
and the French Red Cross. The LRC also works with the
relevant components of the Lebanese authorities, with
UN agencies and NOOs.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster preparedness and response
The LRC first-aid and ambulance teams are the only
national ambulance service covering the whole of the
Lebanese territory. The service operates 150
ambulances, with 16 permanent staff and 2,000
volunteers on a continuous basis in 38 first-aid centres.

The service is managed through a radio communication
system from two central operation rooms, one in Beirut
and one in Tiblin in the south of the country.

The first-aid and ambulance organization represents the
backbone of emergency medical disaster preparedness
in the country. Young volunteers from all religions and
social groups are united in their work under the Red
Cross emblem.

Health
There are 48 health centres and dispensaries throughout
the country plus 12 mobile clinics. The centres provide
social and medical health-care services, and in some
occasions dental services. Patients pay a small amount
for consultations and medicine. Social workers and
volunteers also organize social activities and services
within the local committeeslbranches.

In response to government and WHO requests for a safe
national blood service, an ambitious programme for the
complete establishment of nine LRC blood banks with
WHO standards was launched between 1992 and 1997,
covering most of the country. The blood banks are the
only ones in Lebanon providing blood to the most
vulnerable free of charge.

The LRC runs four nursing schools. The teaching is
organized according to a curriculum approved by the
ministry of health. The LRC is also the largest provider of
first-aid courses to the public in Lebanon. The service is
run by 125 voluntary trainers.

Humanitarian values and youth programmes
Some 25 youth centres are active with more than 1,200
active volunteers engaged in local social work, mine-
awareness programmes, promotion of humanitarian
values and fund-raising.

5. Further information
Cooperation agreement strategy 2002-2003
Programme updates 200 I ~nd annual appeals and
reports
Web site: http://www.dm.net.lb/redcross •
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the same year. The last general assembly took place in
January 2002.
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Libyan Red Crescent
Founded: 1957
Members/volunteers: 10,200 (2002)
Staff: 280 (2002)
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
Libya is a North African country, known as the Socialist
People's Arab Jamahiriya. Most of the country is desert,
and the population is concentrated along the coast,
where the official capital Tripoli and the main city
Benghazi are located. Oil is the main source of revenue
providing approximately 90 per cent of the country's
income. There is a welfare state system, which provides
medical care and education to the population.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Tripoli
5.2 million
n.a.
67.5 years (2000)
22 per 1,000 live births (1999)
78.1 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Libyan Red Crescent (LRC) is a legal entity
governed by its own statutes, which were drawn up in
conformity with the Fundamental Principles. Its
objectives are to support health and social solidarity,
though contributing to the development of health
services and cooperating with international
organizations. The LRC is particularly active in health,
the blood-transfusion service, first-aid training
(especially community-based first aid) and HIV /AIDS
prevention.

The LRC cooperates with the government, particularly
with the ministries of health, defence and foreign affairs.

Legal base
The LRC was founded in 1957. Itwas recognized by the
ICRC in 1958 and joined the International Federation
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Constituency
The society has 36 approved and active branches, and 12
branches which are not fully recognized. The branches
are spread throughout the country. Each branch is
composed of volunteers and the administration of the
branch headed by its secretary.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The general assembly is the highest legislative body in
the LRC. It. is made up of two delegates from each
branch, elected for two years by the congress of
volunteers within the branch. It holds its sessions once
every two years in which the strategies and long-term
policies are adopted.

The council of secretaries represents the executive body
of the LRC and is constituted by the secretary general
and the secretaries of branches. It works in the
intervening period between the sessions of the general
assembly.

The general secretariat IS headed by the secretary
general and is responsible for managing, directing,
implementing and monitoring the activities of the
branches, and ensures the execution of its programmes.

The general assembly elects the LRC president and vice
president for a term of two years. The secretary general
is the chief executive officer of the LRC and appoints
the branch secretaries for renewable terms of three
years. The branch secretaries are responsible for running
the branches.

Financial resources
The main sources of income include membership fees,
donations, health services income and contributions,
and income from properties.

Human resources
In 2001 the LRC employed 280 staff, including 50
people at the general secretariat (headquarters). Branch
staff and health personnel are paid directly by the
branches and medical centres.

Organization/planning
The general assembly of the LRC has adopted a strategy
for 2010, focusing on the following main activities:
disaster response, disaster preparedness, health and social
services, and dissemination of the Fundamental
Principles and IHL.

Partnerships
The LRC cooperates with sister socreties in the
International Federation, and has provided financial
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contributions to international relief operations. The
society is a member of the Mediterranean Arab Red
Cross and Red Crescent, and Africans conferences. The
society has signed agreements with UNICEF and
UNHCR, the latter in accordance with the council of
delegates' resolution in 2001 regarding refugees and
internally displaced people.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief/preparedness
The LRC participates in national disaster relief
operations, although in recent years Libya has not
suffered any serious disasters. Activities have, therefore,
focused on disaster preparedness including setting up
warehouses with disaster stocks, and recruiting and
training volunteers and field personnel for disaster relief
operations. The society also contributes to the
International Federation's relief operations.

Health
This is LRC's main activity and the society provides
medical services through its health centres in Tripoli,
Misurata and Benghazi, and also has out-patient clinics
in 48 cities around the country.

Primary health care
Health education, environmental sanitation and first-aid
training, especially using the community-based
approach, constitute important activities in this field.

Blood
The LRC contributes to blood-donation education and
awareness programmes, and also carries out blood
grouping and filling, screening for HIV/AIDS and other
infectious diseases. In the branches, the recruitment of
donors constitutes the main activity in the field of blood
services. The society would like to shares its experience
in this area with other sister societies and the
International Federation.

Youth and volunteers
At the central level, youth training camps for first-aid,
relief operations and sea rescue for staff and volunteers
are organized across the country. Exhibitions and
competitions are also organized. At the branch level, the
LRC forms youth teams in schools to promote the
society's role and objectives and organizes first-aid
training programmes.

Tracing activities and IHL
The LRC plays an important role in tracing activities
and IHL promotion and dissemination in cooperation
with the ICRC and other National Societies, as well as
in cooperation with the authorities in the field of IHL.
An office at national headquarters coordinates IHL and
dissemination work with officers at branch level.

HIVIAIDSprevention
In line with its mandate, the LRC works actively in
HIV /AIDS prevention and alleviating the suffering of
infected people. This activity is one of the society's
priorities.

International cooperation
The LRC works to enhance the solidarity with the most
vulnerable people worldwide and to promote
humanitarian values and the Fundamental Principles .•

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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Moroccan
Red Crescent

Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1957
56,200 (1998)
55 (2000)
CHF 860,200 (1998)

1. National context
The Kingdom of Morocco is located in the north-
westerem corner of Africa, with both Atlantic and
Mediterranean coastlines. Its people are predominantly
Islamic and the official language is Arabic. Morocco is
vulnerable to natural disasters, and a considerable section
of the population, especially those living in rural areas,
are affected by poor health conditions. Since 1956, the
country has been ruled by the monarchy; the current
monarch, King Mohammed VI, came to the throne
following the death of his father in 1999. The status of the
Western Sahara remains unresolved, although a
referendum on self-determination has been proposed.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Rabat
27.4 million (1998)
US$ 1,240 (1998)
67 years (1998)
57 per 1,000 live births (1998)
47.1 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Moroccan Red Crescent (MRC) is a voluntary relief
association, auxiliary to the civil and military public
authorities, and is active in the humanitarian and health
fields. It maintains close relations with different
government departments, and has signed cooperation
agreements with several ministries. No problems have
been encountered in maintaining the society's autonomy
and independence.

As a result of its disaster relief activities, assistance to
the needy and vulnerable and its services to young
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people, the MRC has managed, in a relatively short
period of time, to become a key national player and to
acquire a good reputation.

Legal base
The MRC was created in 1957 by royal decree,
recognized by the ICRC in 1958 and subsequently
admitted to the International Federation.

A decree on the emblem was passed in 1958. The
statutes were revised by the October 2000 general
assembly. Elections were held for the central committee
and the board of directors in October 2000.

Constituency
The MRC statutes provide for both central and regional
bodies. At the central level, there is the general
assembly, a central committee, a board of directors and
a general secretariat. At the regional level, there are nine
wilaya committees, 62 provincial committees and six
local committees. The regional bodies follow the
administrative divisions of the kingdom and the MRC
carries out its activities throughout the national territory.

All committee members are volunteers and there are
between seven and 52 volunteers in each committee. A
total of 1,197 active members are leaders in their
respective committees. Men constitute 92 per cent of all
committee members, 75 per cent of the central
committee, and 36 per cent of the central administration.

3,. Capacity
Leadership
The MRC is presided over by Her Royal Highness
Princess Lalla Malika, the central commission
determines the broad lines of the society's policy; it
meets monthly and comprises 16 people. The board of
directors meets twice a year. The central administration,
headed by a secretary general and adirector general for
administration, manages the society's activities and
ensures follow-up of decisions taken by the central
committee and the board of directors.

Human resources
At headquarters, the MRC has 17 professionals, 17
volunteers (the central committee) and 36 support staff.
In the branches, the are 1,012 volunteer professionals
and two paid professionals; however, retaining
volunteer staff is a problem. Volunteers are involved in
awareness campaigns, training workshops, seminars on
IHL and the organization of events with young people.

Financial resources
In 1998, the society's expenditure totalled CHF 860,200.
The main sources of income were special taxes (61 per
cent), contributions from external partners/members of
the Movement (13 per cent), government subsidies (7 per
cent), investment income (6 per cent), receipts from
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clinics (6 per cent), receipts from training centres (5 per
cent) and private donations (2 per cent).

The financial department at headquarters comprises a
treasurer general, a finance inspector seconded by the
ministry of finance and economy, an accountant and a
director also seconded by the ministry. Annual accounts
are established which are audited each year by the
finance inspector.

A finance commission reports to the central committee.
Its mandate is to promote the development of the
society's resources.

The branches of the MRC enjoy financial and
administrative independence. Headquarters grants
financially weak provincial and regional branches
subsidies and aid for certain programmes and support
for their infrastructure.

Material resources
The society's owns 15 headquarters and other buildings,
12 training complexes and centres, eight warehouses
and seven clinics and maternity wards. There are 35
ambulances and four other vehicles.

Organization/planning
The National Society is currently working on a
development plan. As part of this process, a number of
meetings of specialized commissions have been
organized in order to identify the problems facing the
needy and vulnerable.

Since the election of the new committee, a global self-
evaluation has been carried out to draw up the MRC's
strategy and to prepare a development plan consistent
with the expectations of the population. The conclusions
of the self-evaluation were as follows: the society has
been restructured; the population's social needs should
defined; new statues were approved in October 2000;
fund-raising should be developed and strengthened;
awareness needs to be heightened to attract and retain
volunteers; and the administrative services need to be
strengthened and modernized.

Partnerships
The MRC maintains close relations with the different
government departments of which it is an auxiliary, and
is part of the ORSEC (disaster emergency) plan. In
particular, the society works with: the ministry of health
on dialysis programmes for needy people suffering from
kidney diseases; the ministry of national education and
ministry of labour in vocational training for young
unemployed graduates and young people no longer in
school; and the ministry of social welfare to combat
illiteracy. Subsidies are received from the ministry of
health, the national defence administration, the ministry
of finance and the mmistry of post and
telecommunications. The state seconds a range of staff
to the MRC from various ministries.

The MRC has received aid from participating National
Societies and via the International Federation during
major disasters. The society works with the Spanish Red
Cross on health activities in the region of Tangiers.
Funds have also been received from the German Red
Cross, Red Cross of Monaco and the Arab Secretariat.
The MRC received aid from the American govemment,
the Danish government and the European Union during
the 1996 floods.

The Moroccan Red Crescent takes an active part in
international gatherings organized by the International
Federation. It has been a member of the International
Federation's Executive Council, is a member of
ACROFA and is often a member of ad hoc commissions.

4. Performance
Activities
Disaster relief
The MRC is active in responding to a range of disasters,
including earthquakes, floods, landslides, droughts and
train accidents. During its history, the society has also
provided assistance to large numbers of refugees from
neighbouring Algeria. Two national warehouses in
Rabat and Skhirat, together with some regional
warehouses serve the entire country.

There are more than 40,000 active volunteers recruited
from among young people upon whom the MRC can
call in emergencies, with trained first aiders organized
into teams specialized in road, water or mountain first
aid and assistance to displaced people.

The society also dispatched aid to disaster-stricken
countries (Algeria, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon,
Mauritania, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey and Yemen). During
the Gulfwar, the MRC organized a national fund-raising
drive for the people of Iraq via the ICRC.

Health
The MRC focuses its activities on preventive health, and
regularly participates in national campaigns organized
by the ministry of public health. More than 300 primary
health care centres are situated in regions lacking basic
health services, providing health education services to
vulnerable populations (mother-and-child health, family
planning, HIV /AIDS, etc.). In several cities, MRC
clinics offer specialized services including surgery,
obstetrics, radiology, ophthalmology and laboratory
tests; these clinics train their own paramedical staff and
are run independently. The MRC also has a national
ambulance fleet.

Blood
The society is involved in the recruitment of blood donors
from among the MRC volunteers, and assists the blood-
transfusion centres when there is a shortage of blood.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003
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First aid
First-aid training is a key MRC activity, and courses are
held at the regional and national levels. There are two
major training centres located in Rabat, with training
also provided in factories and schools.

Social welfare
The MRC provides care for poor families, children, the
sick and the elderly. Daily assistance for needy families
includes the provision of food, medicine and clothing.
Day-care centres take in about 1,000 pre-school-age
children in Rabat, Fez, Larache, Boujaad and
Khouribga, with priority given to children from
orphanages, sick children and children whose mothers
are in prison. Special assistance is provided to patients
during and after hospitalization, while day centres for
the elderly offer warm meals, clothing, hygiene, care
and recreational activities.

Vocational training
Training is organized for girls from deprived social
backgrounds in ten sewing rooms situated throughout
the country. The girls are taught certain traditional crafts
such as embroidery, knitting, traditional and modern-
day sewing, and weaving of traditional rugs, and receive
basic literacy and numeracy training. Other vocational
training centres focus on providing practical and
theoretical instruction to girls in secretarial work,
hairdressing, industrial sewing, nursing and cooking.
The centres in Rabat, Tetouan and Khouribga have
recently added specialized computer science training
open to both boys and girls.

Prisoner support
The MRC provincial committees carry out a range of
prisoner activities in cooperation with the ministry of
justice. These include exchange of letters between the
prisoners and their families; visits to prisons; purchase
of glasses and eye care; purchase of dentures; and
purchase of medicine.

Tracing
In close cooperation with the ICRC, the MRC has sent
thousands of family messages from prisoners, exiles,
refugees, migrants and their families looking for a
missing relative, primarily in regions suffering from
civil war and armed conflict.

Youth
Young people from school age to university are
recruited for activities generally related to dissemination
of Red Cross and Red Crescent principles, promotion of
a culture of tolerance, mutual aid and voluntary service
in the community. Activities also aim to develop young
people's artistic, cultural and sports capacities. The
MRC has over 10,000 youth volunteers and 5,000 youth
leaders, who provide support to all social, relief and
health activities in which the National Society is
involved.
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Dissemination
The MRC is active in the area of dissemination of
international humanitarian law and human rights,
working with the military, government ministries, the
media, health professionals, NGOs, youth organizations
and MRC volunteers. There is a special focus on
strengthening study and research in this area in
Morocco, working in close partnership with the ICRC
and university law faculties. With help from the ICRC,
the MRC has built up a library at its headquarters in
Rabat containing a number of reference works on IHL,
which is open to students, teachers and the public at
large. The MRC plans to develop these activities further
in the future, working with UN bodies and the Moroccan
government, and also intends to contribute to the
programmes being prepared in the country to teach these
disciplines .•
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Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Muscat
2.72 million ( 2000)
US$ 4,940 (1998)
71.3 years (1998)
15 per 1,000 live births (I998)
68.8 per cent (1998)

There is no National Society in Oman. Preparatory
activities and discussions with a view to establishing a
National Society have been initiated in coordination
with various focal points and with the Omani
authorities .•

• See Annex I on recognition and International Federation membership.
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Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1968
20,000 (2002)
3,560 (2002)
n.a.

1. National context
The Autonomous and Occupied Territories (A/OT)
consists of a population of 3.3 million Palestinians, of
whom 65 per cent live in the West Bank and 35 per cent
in the Gaza Strip. In the two areas 45 per cent of the
population are registered as refugees, of whom 43 per
cent live in refugee camps. The Palestinian population
outside A/OT is made up of approximately 4 million
people living in Jordan, Syria, Lebanon and other
countries. Although investments in the private and public
sectors have improved following agreements with Israel
in 1993, benefits are still unevenly distributed. In a total
work force of some 1.7 million, only 678,000 are labour
force participants (figures from September 2001). The
continuation and deterioration of the conflict between
Israel and the Palestinians has left A/OT with a dramatic
increase in terms of unemployment, leaving the people in
a very difficult economical situation.

Housing, water and sewage systems are among the
infrastructure requiring particular attention. After the last
incursions by the Israeli Defence Forces into the
autonomous Palestinian areas, most of the infrastructure
built up by the Palestinian Authority with funding from
abroad, including ministries and security structures have
been destroyed.

2. Foundation
Mission
The mission of the Palestine Red Crescent Society
(PRCS) is to provide humanitarian, health and social
services when and where needed. The mission, restated in
1996, will be reviewed by the society's general assembly
as soon as time and the political and security situation
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allow the leadership to call the elected members from
around the territories for a meeting. A new strategic plan
is being developed based on the latest events in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip, which had a dramatic impact on the
general expectations towards the PRCS and the need for
the National Society to respond to all requests.

Since its establishment the PRCS has worked closely
with the ICRC in times of crisis. Following the
declaration of principles between Israel and the
Palestinians in Oslo 1993, and the subsequent
establishment of the Palestinian Authority and the
autonomous areas, the PRCS began to develop the
features of a truly auxiliary society. This also signalled
the arrival of International Federation assistance
towards capacity and core programme development.
However, the current intifada have had a devastating
impact on all central structures, returning the situation
of the people and the National Society to where it was
years ago.

The PRCS has the mandate for the national emergency
medical services in A/OT, by presidential order.
Functional cooperation is carried out with different
ministries in the fields of health care, social welfare and
rehabilitation. Further cooperation is emerging in the
area of disaster preparedness. The good image of the
society is enhanced by increased partnership with the
communities.

Legal base
The Palestine Red Crescent Society was established in
1968, and in 1969 was given the responsibility for
health and social services for the Palestinian people by
the Palestinian National Council (PNC). However,
several Red Crescent Societies - now branches of the
PRCS - had been established from 1948 onwards,
including the Red Crescent Society in Nablus in 1950
and the Red Crescent Society in Jerusalem in 1951, with
the aim of providing emergency medical services and
other assistance to the population. Many of the branches
in the West Bank were then branches of the Jordan Red
Crescent Society. More were established in the mid-
1960s, such as the branch in Hebron. To date, the PRCS
continues its actives in AlOT (alongside the ministry of
health and local NGOs), Egypt, Lebanon, Syria and
other locations.

A Red Crescent law has been drafted and put to the
Palestine legislative council for approval. The statutes of
the society were approved by the 1996 general assembly
and were reviewed in part by the following general
assembly in January 2000.

The PRCS has not yet been recognized, but has enjoyed
observer status at the International Federation's general
assembly since 1996. This has, however, not prevented
the society from receiving financial and technical
support from sister societies and the Movement as a
whole, helping the PRCS to develop and become active
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and a very important provider of humanitarian aid to the
Palestinian people.

Constituency
Up until 1994, the Palestine Red Crescent had its main
administrative base outside the AlOT, with the branches
inside the A/OT very much left to their own
development efforts. In 1994, the society established its
temporary headquarters in Jericho, one of the first
designated autonomous areas. Two years later the
permanent headquarters was moved to Al-Bireh, 15
kilometres north of Jerusalem.

The society is now well established with its
headquarters and 22 branches in the West Bank, East
Jerusalem and Gaza. All branches except the one in East
Jerusalem are in autonomous areas. In addition, there
are three branches in Egypt, Lebanon and Syria. The
PRCS has approximately 20,000 members and
volunteers.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The present governing structure of PRCS consists of the
president and the honorary president, and by the general
assembly, the administrative council and the executive
committee which, in normal times meet every three
years, twice a year and every month respectively.
However, it has become difficult to stick to this meeting
schedule.

The general director handles the daily management, and
his staff is located at the headquarters.

Human resources
There are nine department offices at the headquarters in
Al-Bireh, each with a head and a varying number of
staff that totals around 60. The number of employees
within the 25 branches is approximately 3,500 inside
and outside the AlOT, making the PRCS at present one
of the largest institutions in the AlOT. A good gender
balance is kept among the staff, although more could be
done in order to support women seeking middle or top
management positions.

There are about 3,000 active volunteers aged between
15 and 30 years participating in all core programmes of
the society. The majority are school or university
students. Women account for 35 per cent of volunteers.
The volunteer base is also increasing steadily through
the work of the youth and volunteer department.

Financial resources
Financial management is a key element in the unification
and development process, and as such is given high
priority. The PRCS produces annual accounts, but the
accounts of branches are not yet fully integrated.
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The PRCS receives funding from both the International
Federation and the JCRC. The International Federation's
support is geared towards capacity building, primary
health care and core programme development, in
particular community-based approaches, whereas the
ICRC's assistance is earmarked for emergency medical
services and dissemination/information. At the same
time, concrete cooperation between the other components
of the Movement has increased in order to yield increased
benefits. External audits of the International Federation
support to PRCS are performed on a yearly basis.

Material resources
The PRCS owns and operates a community centre,
including a hospital in Khan Younis, Gaza Strip and four
more community centres in the West Bank. There are
two PRCS hospitals in the Gaza Strip and four in the
West Bank. On the whole, with the notable exception of
some big branches, most of the offices, primary health
care centres and other facilities have so far been located
in rented property. The trend is now to gradually move
towards ownership.

The PRCS owns and operates a fleet of around 95
ambulances, some regular and others equipped with
intensive care units, that serve across the West Bank and
Gaza. In addition, PRCS has a number of vehicles which
are used for the primary health care, rehabilitation and
social welfare programmes.

Organization/planning
At the VIIIth congress of the PRCS in January 2000, the
society launched its vision and plan for the next three
years, 2000-2002. Some aspects of the society's overall
organization, mainly related to cooperation with and
among branches, will be addressed at the next general
assembly.

It is a challenge for the PRCS to advance its capacity to
sustain and consolidate its wide range of services and
undertakings. A discussion on the scope of the society's
role and services will be encouraged from both
governance and management levels in the face of
financial constraints. However, in view of the many
needs still facing Palestinians and the aspirations of the
PRCS, it is not likely that the society will make any
drastic cuts in its programmes. Rather, the dramatic
development following the conflict in the territories will
necessitate an expansion of services into new areas and
increased emphasis on covering humanitarian needs of
the most vulnerable people. Due to the economic
consequences of the intifada the society will be obliged
to call on its partners for more financial support.

In 1999-2000 the society and the International
Federation carried out a full vulnerability and capacity
assessment (YCA) that has enabled the PRCS to further
define its priorities with regard to disaster preparedness
and response and to vulnerability.

Partnerships
The PRCS currently receives support from the
Norwegian Red Cross (organizational development), the
German Red CrosslEuropean Union (primary health
care), French Red Cross and the Australian Red Cross
(women and children's health care). The community-
based special education programme receives financial
support from the Norwegian Red Cross.

4. Performance
Activities
Emergency response
The PRCS is mandated by presidential order to provide
the national emergency medical services (EMS) in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip. Dispatch centres for 95
ambulances are located in the headquarters as well as in
another 27 ambulance stations. Emergency medical
technicians have been trained and certified in the PRCS
training schools.

Disaster preparedness
In 2000 the society completed a VCA for AlOT. The
overall objective was to define the PRCS's disaster
preparedness role in a national context. The VCA also
aimed at completing a country disaster profile and a
national conference on disaster preparedness, but due to
the political and security situation this became
impossible to implement.

Hospital services
The PRCS operates several maternity and general
hospitals in AlOT and in the diaspora. They are located in
the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and in Gaza,
Syria, Egypt and Lebanon, where a PRCS network of
hospitals and health centres cater for a refugee population
that cannot access adequate health care.

Primary health care
Integrated primary health-care services are carried out
through an extensive network of some 25 centres in the
West Bank and Gaza. Health education and mother-and-
child health has long been a key part of this programme.
Community health teams comprising nurses and social
workers will increasingly develop the outreach activities
in cooperation with community representatives. This is
a core priority for the society in 2000-2003.

Blood transfusion services
The PRCS has been mandated by the Palestinian
Authority to ensure a secure and efficient provision of
blood at all times for the population of the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. The plans to start building up a central blood
service has been delayed due to financial constraints as
well as the current political and security situation.

Social welfare
The society has begun a community-based special
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education programme aiming at developing the abilities
of disabled children. From six training centres the plan
is to gradually involve major urban areas in the West
Bank and Gaza. The PRCS also runs a school for
children with hearing loss and a speech therapy
programme. The society also assists the elderly, orphans
and other vulnerable groups throughout its branch
network. Home care, kindergartens and summer camps
are on the yearly agenda.

Dissemination/advocacy
The dissemination programme is a well-developed
activity coordinated by headquarters with resource input
from the ICRC. It is envisaged that the disaster
preparedness programme will also include advocacy
elements.

Organizational development
The agenda for further organizational development
gives priority to branch development, logical planning
and reporting systems, as well as financial and human
resource generation. Programme development will
include capacity-building components as much as
possible.

International delegates
Following the contribution of its health teams in the
Kosovo crisis, the earthquake in India and the floods in
Libya, the PRCS has established a roster of potential
international health delegates. Several PRCS staff
members have completed basic training courses.

Relevance/effectiveness
The International Federation and the Norwegian Red
Cross have carried out technical assessment and
assistance missions in some of the society's core areas.
In 1996, an International Federation mission focused on
institutional development and primary health care
resulting in an integrated proposal on actions required,
which subsequently became part of a development plan.
In early 1998, the International Federation assessed and
advised on possible avenues for diversification of
financial resource generation. Later the same year the
Norwegian Red Cross carried out an analysis of the
PRCS's institutional and administrative capacity.

5. Further information

Review of the Palestine Red Crescent Society,
Norwegian Red Cross (1999)
Country assistance strategy for the Palestine Red
Crescent Society, International Federation (1999)
Annual reports
Web site: http://www.palestinercs.org •
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Qatar
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1978
50 (2001)
76(2001)
CHF 2.6 million (2001)

1. National context

Qatar is a peninsula situated halfway along the west
coast of the Arabian Gulf. It has a number of islands, the
most important of which are the Hawar archipelago, and
the total land area is 11,437 square kilometres. Qatar has
a moderate desert climate and little rain. It is an Islamic
country with a population of almost 770,000, most of
whom live in the capital city of Doha. Islam is the main
source of legislation and Arabic is the official language.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Doha
769,152 (2001)
US$ 12,000 (1998)
72.6 years (2001)
21 per 1,000 live births (1998)
79 per cent

2. Foundation

Mission
The Qatar Red Crescent Society (QRCS) aims at
reducing the effects of catastrophes and relieving human
suffering while not practising any form of
discrimination. It contributes to social and humanitarian
services in agreement with the mission of the Red
Crescent. It also works on promoting the objectives and
principles of the Movement.

Legal base
The QRCS was established in March 1978 as a voluntary
non-profit and non-governmental organization. It was
recognized by the Movement in 1981 and joined the
International Federation the same year. The QRCS is a
member of the Arab General Secretariat of Red Crescent
and Red Cross Societies based in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

http://www.palestinercs.org
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3. Capacity

Leadership
The society has a governing structure in which the role
of the governance and the staff are well defined. The
general assembly has 82 members or delegates, and
meets at the beginning of every year to approve budgets
and to discuss programmes. It elects the society's
president and vice president, as well as members for the
administration council. The society's administration
council consists of no fewer than five and no more than
nine members. They are elected by the general assembly
from among its members and through closed ballots.
The board has a term of three years but any member can
be elected more than once. The majority of the board
members have to be Qataries.

The functions of the administration council include
establishing the means and methods required to achieve
the society's objectives, issuing the bylaws, preparing
the annual financial report and approving the possible
means of funding the society. The council also appoints
a general manager, who is responsible for the entire
management system, together with the directors of the
various departments (emergency relief and international
relations; social development; resource development;
administrative and financial affairs; medical and
training centre; volunteers centre; and technical
section).

Human resources
As of January 2002, there were 66 paid staff employed
in headquarters' eight departments and centres. The
society is currently undergoing a restructuring phase in
which a total staff of 84 people is suggested. The society
has 81 volunteers, 40 of whom are school students
belonging to the school Red Crescent. Volunteers
receive various kinds of training and are occasionally
utilized in the society's local programmes.

Financial resources
In 2001, the QRCS had total assets of approximately
CHF 23.1 million, of which total programme and
administrative expenditure was CHF 2.6 million. The
total income for the same year was CHF 4.7 million of
which public donations accounted for 14.2 per cent, and
the remainder was raised by investment profits and
selling assets.

Organization/planning
The QRCS has discussed strategic plans with an
emphasis on national social welfare programmes,
disaster preparedness, first-aid training, dissemination
of humanitarian principles, and mobilization and
development of volunteers.

Partnerships
The QRCS cooperates with the International Federation
and the JCRC. It is also a member of the Arab General

Secretariat of the Red Crescent and Red Cross Societies.
It also works with the ministries of health, education,
interior and communication, UN agencies (WHO,
UNICEF, UNDP, UNRWA and UNHCR) and with a
number ofNGOs in Qatar.

4. Performance

Activities
Emergency relief
As the first voluntary charity organization in the state of
Qatar, the society has become very active in providing
assistance and establishing relief programmes in disaster
areas around the world. In 2001, the QRCS donated
more than CHF 449,000 to several relief programmes in
different countries. It also participated with other NGOs
in Qatar in dispatching emergency relief to Afghanistan
(CHF 13.3 million). On a lesser scale, the QRCS
conducts local emergency relief programmes.

International relations
The society participates in the process of human
resources development through mobilization of
volunteers for field operations and training sessions. It
communicates with governments and NGOs in tracing
services and arranges workshops and participates in
conventions of mutual humanitarian interests.

Health and first aid
Most health programmes are planned and implemented
by the medical and training centre, whose main
objective is to present quality services to the community
at large. To achieve this objective, the QRCS works at
training and protecting the individuals, running blood
drives, raising public health awareness and providing
medical help at affordable prices to those who cannot
. otherwise afford them. The medical centre was
established in January 2001 and, during in its first year
of operation, ran 64 blood drives and concluded 22 first-
aid workshops. The society also established a first-aid
unit in one of Doha's malls and is currently studying the
setting up of a low-cost clinic to serve the public in a
busy area of the city.

Social welfare
The department of social development provides
assistance to needy families and individuals in Qatar in
the form of cash, food coupons, food packages in
Ramadan, furniture, medicine and medical assistance,
payment of school tuition, home rent, utility bills and air
tickets for non Qataries, support for female prisoners
and their children and support for handicapped people in
need. The department operates a computer laboratory to
train women from low-income families on basic
computer skills. It also runs a food laboratory that
produces spices and pickles which employs needy
Qatari women. Finally, it contributes to local social
activities organized by other NGOs and government
agencies. In 2001 alone, the society's expenditure on
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local social welfare programmes amounted to about
CHF 449,000.

Dissemination
The QRCS and its school branches organize workshops
and seminars to disseminate the Fundamental Principles
of the Movement to students in schools.

Youth
The volunteers centre arranges and holds regular
summer youth camps, where young people learn about
ethics, humanity and environment issues, receive
physical training and participate in fun games and
activities. Some of the young people attending these
programmes are then recruited to receive training and
participate in implementing welfare programmes
organized by the society.

Fund-raising
The QRCS has established a department responsible for
fund-raising for the society. The department of resource
development, with its two sections of research and
marketing, examines all issues related to investment,
fund-raising, programme marketing and quality
verification. Among other functions, the department is
responsible for preparing feasibility studies, advising on
investments, establishing means and methods of
marketing the society's programme for income and
helping the society's other departments to promote their
charity programmes.

Public relations
Through the public relations section, the QRCS
maintains good communications with individuals and
institutions of common interest with the society. The
section arranges the society's parties and ceremonies,
and receives its guests, facilitating their accommodation
and dealing with their paper work.

Relevance/effectiveness
There have not been any extensive evaluations or
assessments of the QRCS.

5. Further information

QRCS 2001 Annual Report
(currently available only in Arabic)
Web site: http.z/www.qrcs.net •
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Saudi Arabian
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1933
1,000
3,000
CHF 10.1 million (2002)

1. National context

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Riyadh
21. 7 million (2000)
US$ 6,910 (1998)
71.9 years (1998)
22 per 1,000 live births (1998)
75.2 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation

Legal base
The Saudi Arabian Red Crescent Society (SARCS) was
established as a charitable organization in 1933.
Following an increase in its humanitarian activities, the
society was recognized by the Red Cross and Red
Crescent Movement in 1963.

Constituency
The society has 14 branches across the country. It runs
the kingdom's main ambulance centre network (176
centres throughout the country), which is financed by
the Saudi government.

3. Capacity

Human resources
The society has 3,000 salaried staff members and 1,000
registered volunteers. Its staff members include 410
trained emergency medical technicians, who work for
the SARCS ambulance service, and 140 first-aid
instructors, who are based at 14 regional training
centres.

http://http.z/www.qrcs.net
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Financial resources
The society's budget for 2002 is CHF 10 million. This
figure includes funds provided by the Saudi government
to cover emergency medical services throughout the
country.

Partnerships
The SARCS has contributed to international
humanitaian operations in countries as diverse as
Afghanistan, Chechnya, Kosovo, Kenya, Pakistan and
Palestine, and among others. Contributions to aid in
food, medicine, clothes and shelter amount to a cash
value of over CHF 2 billion. Many private donors in
Saudi Arabia give funds for international relief
missions.

4. Performance
Activities
Emergency medical services
The society's resources have been directed primarily
towards emergency medical seryices rather than general
medical care. Emergency medical technician (basic)
training courses run at three regional training centers.

Disaster preparedness
The SARCS has developed effective disaster
preparedness plans, and gained valuable experience
from assistance provided during the annual Haj
pilgrimage season. MUltidisciplinary disaster
preparedness courses are conducted in cooperation with
the University of Wisconsin (US).

First aid
General first-aid courses are conducted. Over the past
two years, 29,000 people have been trained, including
some 4,500 women.

Health
Seventy health clinics operate during the Haj pilgrimage
season.

Road safety
The SARCS has road accident emergency services
every 50 to 70 kilometres.

Community activities
The society offers first-aid training to the general public
and runs first-aid, road safety and seat-belt campaigns.
It has first-aid programmes for women and aims to train
at least one first-aid provider per household .•

Syrian Arab Red
Crescent

Founded: 1946
Members/volunteers: 1,000
Staff: 8
Expenditure: n.a.

1. National context
The Syrian Arab Republic is a socialist democratic state
which earned its independence in 1946. The president of
the country has been the honorary president of the
Syrian Arab Red Crescent since 2000.

Syria's national resources are basically oil and
agriculture. The agricultural area covers almost half the
total area of Syria, and half the population lives in the
urban areas. Syria has a varied topography, a long
stretch of coast, as well as semi-arid areas, highlands
and valleys irrigated by the waters of several rivers,
mainly the Euphrates and EI Aasi. Syria is host to nearly
400,000 Palestinian refugees.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Damascus
18 million
US$ 1,020 (1998)
69.2 years (1998)
26 per 1,000 live births (1998)
72.7 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Legal base
The Syrian Arab Red Crescent (SARC) was established
in 1942 and was recognized by the ICRC in 1946 and
became a member of the League (now the International
Federation) in the same year. The society has its own
statutes, which determine the various roles and
functions in accordance with the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement, and maintains good
relations with other organizations, institutions and state
ministries.
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on donations, revenue from the rent of certain property
and the income from sales at bazaars and fairs, in
addition to some other activities and the annual
subscription paid by members.

Constituency
The society consists of 14 branches in addition to its
headquarters in Damascus. Each branch is financially
and administratively independent, has its own board and
committees (development, information/communication,
environment, volunteers, health, training, finance, etc.).
Each branch is entitled to establish health centres and
Red Crescent units accountable to the branch within the
precincts of its area of jurisdiction.

3. Capacity

Leadership
The organizational structure of the society is clear and
well defined, and consists of the general assembly
composed of 72 members and meets once a year. Its
function is to elect the society's governing board and to
approve projects, programmes and the society's budget.
The last elections were held in 2002.

The governing board consists of 28 members, two from
each branch. The board elects the members of the
executive bureau (the president, the vice president,
treasurer general, and three members), and takes
decisions which concern all the branches. The board
meets every two months. All board members are
volunteers.

Human resources
The total number of members is estimated to be nearly
10,000. Women feature prominently as they constitute
almost two-thirds of the membership. They are
remarkably active in all branches, and the same may be
said of youth volunteers.

Each branch has two salaried administrative personnel
and the general management has eight paid staff. In
addition, doctors, nurses and volunteers work in the
medical centres of the society and its branches. The
figure of 10,000 members includes nearly 2,000 youth
volunteers who are entrusted with the organization of
first-aid courses and the training of trainers. The SARC
relies heavily in all its branches on the efforts of young
volunteers who are the future backbone of the society.

Financial resources
The general management of the society has been located in
its headquarters since 1995. All branches have
headquarters and clinics which charge nominal fees.
Certain branches operate mobile clinics to serve residential
clusters scattered in the desert areas. Some branches have
cars and ambulances, and receive donations from friendly
organizations as well as government subsidies to cover
their expenses and pay their statutory contributions to the
international organizations.

Branches have their respective independent financial
and administrative systems. Financial resources depend
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Organization/planning
The society developed a work strategy for the period
2002-2007. The board and executive bureau monitor the
progress of work and development projects operated by
the society at the domestic level.

Partnerships
The JCRC and the International Federation are the two
major partners of the SARC. Other international
organizations which provide support and assistance
include UNICEF, the European Union, local
organizations including EI Tala'i and the Women's
Union. Other partners include Arab and non-Arab Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies.

4. Performance

Activities
Disaster preparedness
As of 1988, the society became aware of the need to
give special attention to disaster preparedness activities.
In 2000-2001, intensive courses were offered dealing
with disaster preparedness in all governorates in
cooperation with the International Federation. Young
volunteers in the society play a well-defined and
important part in emergency situations and in disaster
preparedness according to a plan coordinated with
governmental institutions such as the civil defence and
the ministry of health.

Health
All society branches undertake health activities which
are fundamentally based on preventive health. Health
services are provided to the most vulnerable through its
network of clinics, and health compounds spread all
around the country. Through the children's hospital in
Aleppo, mother-and-child care services are provided
and vaccination campaigns are launched in cooperation
with the ministry of health and UNICEF. Lectures are
given to raise awareness on mother-and-child care and
family planning.

The SARC implements a programme for sea rescue and
coastal safety in the popular seaside resorts of Latakia
and Tartus where rescuers operate during the summer
months.

A medical centre for residential groups in the desert
areas was opened to the public in early 2000. The centre
operates by means of mobile clinics which administer
medical treatment and provide consultations during their

. periodic visits to desert residents. Beneficiaries of such
services are estimated at 250,000 people.
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Information and publications
The SARC opened an information and publication
office in its headquarters in Damascus. In 1999, the
society's bulletin resumed its publication. A Red
Crescent calendar was also published with information
about the major activities of branches in 2002. A nine-
minute documentary film was produced in 2000, and in
2002, a 25-minute documentary was produced about the
background of the Red Crescent presenting the activities
of all its branches. The society offers courses and
lectures in all the branches to promote the Fundamental
Principles of the Movement and IHL in cooperation with
the ICRC, in addition to periodical lectures on more
specific topics which include AIDS, smoking and drug
abuse. Publications are sometimes issued In

collaboration with the ministry of health.

Youth
The society gives considerable importance to recruiting
young volunteers, designing programmes for their
engagement in addition to holding regular first-aid
training courses under the slogan "a rescuer in each
household". Courses are held to promote the
Fundamental Principles and IHL. For young volunteers,
camps and programmes are held at the central and
international levels. Youth launch annual campaigns to
help address juvenile delinquency, reduce child labour
and help poor families whose need forces them to send
their children to the labour market.

Social welfare
All branches distribute assistance in kind: wheelchairs,
medicines and food stuffs to poor households. Hospitals
and orphanages are visited and assistance from sister
societies is distributed to them.

First aid
Young volunteers in all branches give training courses to
achieve the objective of "one rescuer in each
household". There is a great shortage in first-aid training
equipment and materials in the branches.

Refugees
The SARC cooperates with UNHCR in providing all
kinds of needs to Palestinian refugees living in Syria.
Support includes material, medical, educational
assistance, clothes and vocational training.

Tracing services
The society cooperates with the ICRC in the exchange
of Syrians detained in Israeli prisons, and in tracing
activities.

Environment
A central committee was established concerning the
environment, to raise awareness on environmental
issues. The effort includes lectures, publications and
action programmes to help improve the state of the
environment by drawing on the experience gained in
2000. In that year, a group of young volunteers cleaned

the course of the River Barada on Arab Environment
Day. The events of the day engaged economic
institutions, and the launching of a large-scale media
campaign. A forest was planted by young volunteers on
the way leading up to the western entrance to Damascus,
which came to be known as the Syrian Arab Red
Crescent Forest. •
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eyesight, consultations to stop smoking, etc.),
promotion of blood donation, social assistance and food
and clothing assistance for the vulnerable, and
dissemination of the principles and humanitarian values.

Tunisian
Red Crescent

Foundation:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1956
100,000
20
CHF 250,000

1. National context
Tunisia has a population of 10 million inhabitants, 65
per cent of whom are under the age of 25. Per capita
income is over US$ 2,000. About 99 per cent of children
go to school. Life expectancy is about 71 years and
population growth is 1.1 per cent. The country has a
presidential form of government with a five-year term of
office. With more than 7,500 associations, one-quarter
of which are social and charitable, the country enjoys a
well-developed associative life, regulated by a law on
associations.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Tunis
10 million
US$ 2,000
71
25 per 1,000 live births (1998)
68.7 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation
Mission
The Tunisian Red Crescent (TRC) has a development
plan, drawn up in 1998, which takes account of the core
areas of the International Federation's Strategy 2010.
The society, as an auxiliary to the public authorities,
carries out its activities in close cooperation with the
ministry of public health, social welfare, foreign affairs,
the interior (civil defence), national defence and higher
education, whilst safeguarding its integrity and its
independence of action and decision. Its main areas of
activity are currently organizational development,
disaster preparedness and training of first-aid leaders,
disaster relief, health activities (first-aid courses,
prevention of ST!, vaccination, prevention of poor
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All the society's activities are based on voluntary unpaid
service, giving it a good public image. The society has a
good reputation and is a refuge for the most vulnerable
and people in need.

Legal base
The Tunisian Red Crescent was founded in 1956 and
was officially created by decree in May 1957.

Statutes were elaborated in conformity with the
principles of the Movement and the Geneva
Conventions. These statutes are now being revised,
based on the International Federation's guidelines and in
line with the new Tunisian law on associations of 1988.

Constituency
With its 24 regional branches and 220 local branches,
the society covers the entire territory and operates with
about 100,000 volunteers, 30 per cent of whom are
women. Men and women are well represented at all
levels.

The society has a pyramid structure, with 220 local
committees that elect 24 regional committees that, in
tum, elect a national committee, in general assemblies.
The term of office is three years and can be renewed.

3. Capacity
Leadership
The central committee has 16 members (11 men and five
women) and meets twice a month. A few leaders in the
national committee and in regional committees followed
the International Federation's last leadership training in
February 2001. This should be pursued and developed.

Human resources
The society has 20 staff for administration, finance,
social work, prevention, blood and first aid. Two doctors
and one social worker are seconded by the ministry for
public health. All activities are primarily based on
voluntary service.

Financial resources
The government provides an annual subsidy of CHF
100,000. Fund drives for food assistance also bring in
CHF 100,000. Other resources, such as income from
first-aid training, amount to CHF 50,000.

Material resources
The society owns its central headquarters in Tunis, a
medical consultation and fixed blood-collection centre,
a first-aid training centre, a big relief warehouse, a truck,
two pick-up trucks, one ambulance and one blood-



Tunisian Red Crescent

collection van. Headquarters in some regional
committees (Gabes, Gafsa, Sfax, Tataouine) have been
built and equipped in the context of development
programmes (supported by the Japanese embassy in
Tunis). This effort is being pursued and requires
assistance and the partnership of sister societies.

Organization/planning
The aim of the society's development plan is to build a
headquarters for each region and to train a first aider in
every home.

This is part of an effort to strengthen the society's
operational capacities and to enhance its performance.
Special attention needs to be paid to disaster
preparedness. A common strategy with civil defence and
the ministry for public health is under discussion. For
this, the regional committees must have a minimum of
human and material infrastructure.

Members are informed of the activity report and the
financial report, audited and accepted by two auditors, at
the annual general assemblies.

Partnerships
The Tunisian Red Crescent needs external assistance in
the following areas: construction of a national
residential leadership training centre; construction and
equipping of regional committees (Beja, Sidi Bouzid,
Sousse, Tozeur); leadership training for the committees;
training for relief managers; assistance with and supply
of relief items such as tents, blankets, camp beds,
vehicles, including a lorry (distribution of relief items to
the committees), a minibus (youth and first-aid
activities) and a delivery car (the society has no car).

4. Performance
Activities
Social
The TRC provides the most needy with food assistance,
stepped up during the month of Ramadan. It runs two
restaurants (Tunis and Ghardimaou) for needy families
and school-age children, distributes clothing and school
supplies in rural schools and provides different kinds of
assistance to people in need (the elderly, the disabled,
refugees, etc.). Red Crescent ladies also organize fairs.

Medical
The society provides free consultations for the needy,
consultations to stop smoking and consultations to
prevent poor vision among pre-school age children. It
also gives AIDS victims and their families medical and
social assistance and carries out a vaccination campaign.

Blood
The society is involved in blood-collection campaigns
(transfusion security guaranteed by the national bank
laboratory) and in the promotion of blood donation.

First aid
The TRC organizes all levels of first-aid training,
including specialization in all types of first aid, as well
as health posts (security on vacation), in partnership
with civil defence and public health.

Youth
The society organizes youth camps at national,
Mediterranean and Arab levels and is involved with
Tunisian scouts (in partnership with other
organizations).

IHL
The society organizes sessions for the dissemination of
the principles and ideals of the Movement and IHL (for
the general public, TRC committees, university and the
armed forces).

Relevance/effectiveness
The TRC provides useful complementary activities that
reinforce the government's efforts in the health, social
and emergency relief areas. Priority is given to rural
areas and schools.

The society is considered quite effective in light of the
human and material resources available. The
government, and other partners recognize its
effectiveness which is appreciated based on feedback
from regional committees, the regional information
system and activities carried out.

5. Further information
Reports from the general assembly 2001
Development projects for the regions.
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Red Crescent Society of the United Arab Emirates

Red Crescent Society
of the United Arab

Emirates
Founded: 1983
Members/volunteers: 300 volunteers
Staff: 105
Expenditure: CHF 98 million (2000)

1. National context

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Abu Dhabi
2.44 million (2000)
US$ 17,870 (1998)
75.4 years (1998)
9 per 1,000 live births (1998)
74.6 per cent (1998)

2. Foundation

Mission
The main activities of the Red Crescent Society of the
United Arab Emirates (UAERCS) are providing
sponsorship for orphans, medical and educational
assistance, and responding to internal and external aid
appeals.

Legal base
The UAERCS was established in 1983.

Constituency
The society has six departments at its headquarters
office in Abu Dhabi, countywide branches and ten
international offices.

3. Capacity

Human resources
The UAERCS has 105 employees and 300 registered,
active volunteers.
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Financial resources
The society's budget for 2000 was CHF 98 million. This
figure includes CHF 11 million for national costs and
programmes, CHF 11 million for orphan sponsorships
and CHF 70.7 million for international relief and
development programmes.

The society's main source of domestic income are
private organizations and donors.

Partnerships
The society has contributed to over 30 international
humanitarian operations, including those carried out in
countries as diverse as Bolivia, Chechnya, Greece,
Kosovo, Pakistan, Somalia and Zambia.

In addition, in 2000, UAERCS reported contributions in
kind and in cash totalling CHF 33 million. Contributions
included relief materials, medicine and food items,
among others.

4. Performance

Activities
The society's main services include first aid and rescue;
health-care education; dissemination of Red Cross Red
Crescent Fundamental Principles and humanitarian
values; Ramadan and Eid campaigns; an Emirates
Airline passenger donation campaign; assistance for
orphans, the elderly, prisoners and other vulnerable
people both within and outside the country; sewing
centres for handicapped girls; development
programmes; and building programmes for mosques,
schools and clinics .•



Yemen Red Crescent Society

Yemen
Red Crescent Society
Founded:
Members/volunteers:
Staff:
Expenditure:

1970
3,777
300
CHF 34,515

1. National context
The Republic of Yemen is the poorest country in the
Middle East and the Gulf. The country is prone to
disasters such as floods, earthquakes, desertification and
epidemic diseases. Most of its people work in
agriculture, fishing, shepherding, commerce and public
sector.

Plans of economic and infrastructure development were
disrupted by the Gulfwar in 1990 and the return of more
than 1 million Yemen is. In addition, a civil war broke
out 1994 and the country was host to 60,000 refugees
from Africa.

The recent shift in government policy towards
privatization and free market operations has reduced the
role that used to be played by the public sector in
providing basic health services. Inflation has increased
to 170 per cent.

Capital:
Population:
GNP per capita:
Life expectancy:
Infant mortality rate:
Adult literacy rate:

Sana'a
20 million (2001)
US$ 700 (200 I)
57.5 years (2000)
100 per 1,000 live births (2000)
51.5 per cent

2. Foundation
Mission
The Yemen Red Crescent Society (YRCS) adopted its
first mission statement in 1970 and the last amendment
to it was made in 1992. The YRCS has developed its
fifth strategic plan in 2001, and it enjoys excellent
relations with the Yemeni government which respects

the society's mission and autonomy. It has a very good
image among the general public due to its active
participation in responding to all disasters.

Legal base
The YRCS was founded by republican decree in 1970
and was recognized by the ICRC and became a member
of the International Federation in 1982. The last revision
of the YRCS statutes was made in 1992. The last general
assembly and national elections were held in 1999.

Constituency
The YRCS has a network of 12 branches and seven sub-
branches in addition to the headquarters in the capital
Sana'a. The total number of volunteers is 3,777 from all
community sectors, of whom 438 are women. The total
number of members/volunteers is 4,156 (3,621 male and
535 female).

3. Capacity
Leadership
The society has an accountable governing structure and
there is a clear distinction between the role of leadership
and staff management. The executive board meets once
a month to follow up on the society's affairs and plans.
The last training conducted for leadership was held in
March 2001.

Human resources
There are 300 fully paid staff, 18 of whom work at
headquarters (eight in administration, one secretary, four
drivers, three guards and two office-keepers). In
addition, 60 volunteers participate in other activities and
are paid incentives by the society and other participating
National Societies. The society encounters difficulties in
retaining staff and volunteers due to the decrease III

income and the increase in daily living expenses.

The YRCS is trying to keep its staff by paying some
incentives and developing their skills. As for volunteers,
the society is trying to develop their career by involving
them with advanced training courses locally and
internationally and taking part in planning and
implementation of activities.

Financial resources
The only two main sources of the society are from
members' annual subscriptions and local and
international donations.

Material resources
The society has seven health centres, one rural hospital,
two health units and two buildings which belong to the
headquarters include warehouses and training halls.

Organization/planning
As a result of close cooperation with the International
Federation's regional delegation in Amman, the YRCS
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Yemen Red Crescent Society

Relief
A small stock of some relief material exists in the
headquarters warehouse, which contains 200 old tents,
100 new tents, 500 kitchen sets, 12,000 blankets and
300 water barrels.

has developed a five-year strategic plan for 2001-2005.
The overall goal was to enable the YRCS to serve the
most vulnerable people in an effective and efficient way,
by working as a well-functioning National Society with
well-developed capacities in financial and human
resource development and organizational development.

The society reviewed its work for the last few years and
recognized the importance of looking for new income-
generation projects; reviewing and modifying its present
statutes; following up on the fixed income that it used to
receive from the government; and the importance of
planning programmes that meet the basic and actual
needs of vulnerable people.

The financial administration comprises six staff.
Headquarters distributes all donations and assistance
material received to branches, even though branches are
independent financially and administratively and they
do not assist headquarters, although the statutes indicate
that 30 per cent of branch income should be paid to
headquarters.

Partnerships
In line with its auxiliary role, the society works in
partnership with local ministries such as ministry of
health, ministry of the interior (civil defence) and the
ministry of social affairs.

At the international level, the society has partnership
agreements with the Saudi Arabian and United Arab
Emirates Red Crescent, and the Netherlands Red Cross
in the field of organizational development and health.

The society participates in most of the regional and
international training, workshops, conferences and
meetings.

The YRCS is working with the International Federation
on its capacity building and implements three projects
with the ICRC (psychiatric project for prisoners funded
by Netherlands Red Cross; tracing project funded by the
ICRC and a dissemination and information project
funded by the ICRC).

4. Performance
Activities
Health
First-aid training is provided to young volunteers, and a
plan is being development to conduct community-based
first-aid training for volunteers.

Primary health care services are provided through the
society's health centres and units.

Psychiatric services are provided by YRCS volunteers
to prisoners in three prisons.

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

Dissemination
In cooperation with the ICRC, the YRCS issues its
magazine every two months and conducts several
seminars on the promotion of IHL among volunteers,
students and soldiers.

Women's projects
Training in sewing and knitting is provided to women in
prison. It is hoped that this will allow them to become
independent when they leave the prison.

Relevance/effectiveness
The leadership of YRCS was obliged to develop the
programmes. according to the capacity of each branch.
All priorities are in line with the society's strategic plan
and Strategy 2010.

5. Further information
The annual report of the National Society
The YRCS Strategic Plan 2001-2005
The annual reports of the branches.
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Annex I - Recognition and International Federation membership

Recognition and International Federation
membership

Annex I

In order to become a member of the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, National
Societies first need to be recognized by the International Committee of the Red Cross. Recognition by the ICRC and
admission to the International Federation only happens once fulfilment of the Ten Conditions for Recognition, as laid
down by Article 4 of the Movement Statutes, has been jointly verified. Article 4 reads:

"The ten conditions for recognition are the following:

A National Society shall:
1) Be constituted on the territory of an independent State where the Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the

Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field is in force.
2) Be the only National Red Cross or Red Crescent Society of the said State and be directed by a central body which

shall alone be competent to represent it in its dealings with other components of the Movement.
3) Be duly recognized by the legal government of its country on the basis of the Geneva Conventions and of the

national legislation as a voluntary aid society, auxiliary to the public authorities in the humanitarian field.
4) Have an autonomous status which allows it to operate in conformity with the Fundamental Principles of the

Movement.
5) Use the name and emblem of the Red Cross or Red Crescent in conformity with the Geneva Conventions.
6) Be so organized as to be able to fulfil the tasks defined in its own statutes, including the preparation in peacetime

for its statutory tasks in case of armed conflict.
7) Extend its activities to the entire territory of the State.
8) Recruit its voluntary members and its staff without consideration of race, sex, class, religion or political opinions.
9) Adhere to the present Statutes, share in the fellowship which unites the components of the Movement and

cooperate with them.
10) Respect the Fundamental Principles of the Movement and be guided in its work by the principles of international

humanitarian law."

To date the International Federation counts 178 members. Eleven societies are pending recognition and admission, and
negotiations have been undertaken in three additional countries concerning the possible establishment of a society. The
following table gives basic status information on all of these.
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Annex I - Recognition and International Federation membership

Country

I Afghanistan'

National
Society
emblem

Foundation
dat~

Date nete.
recognized ",(ldmiJted to .'
by ICRC internatior,al

,Federati6n

1954.09.02 , ' 1954.11.1f c j
l Albania

I" Algeria

( f .,1934.04.09 ,

1923.08.02

1963.07.04 I.J963'.08.28 1

l.1921.12.~0 . '; j
( I ,:'1963.oh1 'I

1994.03.24

1986.10.01

1 . ',1995.11;27 I
1 :·~·1986.10.18' I

1.1941.10.20 J 1992.11.04

L .;188Q.06jO. :1 1882.01.10

" Armenia I,' .. 1995.1{27. 1L ." 1920.03.'19 ·1
1·;.)914.08;13 I

1995.11.01

1927.11.17

1880.03.14

Az<i:rbaijan ,,' . '.. I
r ' '.:1921 :04.0{' ,I

Bahamas' ., ....

Bahrain

( L 1920.03.00 1 1995.11.01

1976.12.16

1972.09.14 I· :1(172.09:27 1( I 1970.61.20 I
1973.09.20( ~.yJ973.Q3.31. 1

1984.08.30

1995.11.01 [:.1995.11;.n ~ 11 '•.1921.06:06 . I
1864.02.04

I. 1950.04:12 I

f . 1880.O:5~~7. . j

1984.03.15

1963.08.22

1923.01.10

2001.05.08

I . .l984 -;b~tl~. I

I·. 1968.93.01" I 1970.02.05 ",'J971.10:1;2 .•"1

"
._~~.,,:.C','"'.•.:' ..' _,_" , _, ,,' ,"U J
, .', ' ...... ,'. "", ]

1912.03.16

1996.11.06

1885.10.20

I·, 1997 .11;~6.•.1

I,'.Cam~roon

1 CapeVerde.·

I Central African'Repuplic .

I Chad '

I •..,' 1,961.()J,31 I
[ J 963.0i:~9 'J

1 ·1960:Q4'..30· I

I )984.11.0~ 'I
I ')966.10.25' j
1 ~j983.06.01 1

1962.11.01

1963.08.22

1960.10.06

1963.07.04

1927.11.15

1985.03.14

1973.10.24

1988.04.15

I::J963.08;,~'8.· I

I'· 1985.64.18"· I
I .. ,1975.100'29: " j
I '1989.10,21 1

I ,J 920.0~.Ol· II Chile ·····.1 1909.04.30

I· China' , .'. 1994.05.29: I 1912.01.15

I" :1922.05:29 : II COlbmbia
1.:0.. •

1 1915.06.30 I 1922.03.23

Comoros I .' pending· I
Congo , 1 1 '. 1964.02.22 1 1976.12.16

The D~mocratic: Republic of th~'Congo I 1 1960.07.01 .1 1963.07.04 I: 1963.08,.28:"1
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Annex I - Recognition and International Federation membership

Cook Islands

National Foundation Date Date
Society date recognized admitted to
emblem bylCRC International

Federation

pending

Country

+Costa Rica , I 1885.04.04 1922.03.16 1922.04.05

Cote d'ivoire l + 1960.10.13 I 1963.08.08 I 1963.08.28

Croatia + 1991.11.19 1993.08.24 I 1993.10.25

Cuba + I 1909.03.10 1909.09.07 1919.07.17

! Cyprus I pending
• Czech Republic + I

1919.02.14 1993.08.24 I 1993.10.25

Denmark j + 1876.04.27 1876.04.27 1919.07.12

Djibouti I C 1977.08.01 J 1986.10.15 I 1986.10.18

Dominica I + I 1983.04.07 1989.03.15 1989.10.21

Dominican Republic j + I
1927.04.23 1927.11.16 1931.01.19

I Ecuador I + 1910.04.22 1923.04.10 1923.06.09

Egypt I C I 1912.10.24 1924.02.01 ! 1929.05.30

EI Salvador j + I
1885.03.13 1925.04.25 ~ 1925.06.24

Equatorial Guinea I + I 1985.10.16 1994.09.28 1995.11.27

Eritrea pending I
Estonia ! + I

1919.02.24 1993.03.31 1993.10.25

Ethiopia I + 1935.07.08 1935.09.26 1950.10.16

Fiji I + 1971.09.27 1973.09.20 1973.11.02

Finland i + I
1877.05.07 1920.05.24 I 1922.01.05

France + 1864.05.25 1907.03.01 1919.05.05
I Gabon + I 1996.07.03 1999.08.19 1999.10.23 I

Gambia J + 1966.10.01 1974.10.10 1975.10.29

Georgia ! + 1918.00.00 1997.11.06 1997.11.20

Germany 1 + I 1950.02.04 1952.06.26 1952.07.24 I
Ghana + 1957.10.01 1959.02.05 1959.09.25

Greece + 1877.06.10 1877.10.06 1919.06.24

Grenada I + ~ 1981.08.21 i 1987.03.12 1987.11.23

Guatemala + I 1923.04.22 1923.08.15 1923.08.15

Guinea + 1984.01.26 1986.10.01 1986.10.18

Guinea-Bissau I + I 1977.12.02 1986.08.27 1986.10.18

Guyana 1 + 1967.12.30 1968.08.08 1968.09.05

Haiti + I 1932.05.29 T 1934.09.10 1935.06.15

Honduras ! + I
1937.09.24 1938.08.05 1945.11.27I

Hungary I + 1881.03.27 1882.01.20 1921.06.20

Iceland 1 + 1924.12.10 1925.04.09 1925.05.30
I India I + I 1920.06.07 1929.02.28 1929.08.07

Indonesia
j + 1945.09.17 1950.06.15 1950.10.16

Iran, Islamic Republic of I C 1923.04.03 1924.05.30 1929.01.21

Iraq I C 1932.02.28 I 1934.06.16 1934.06.23
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Annex I - Recognition and International Federation membership

- ICountry National Foundation Date Date
Society date recognized admitted to
emblem bylCRC International

I
Federation

Ireland + i 1939.09.05 1939.11.02 1945.11.24 I
l Israel pending I ,
I Italy + I 1864.06.15 I 1864.06.15 I 1919.05.05

Jamaica + 1964.07.09 1964.10.01 1964.10.02

Japan + 1877.05.01 1887.09.02 1919.05.05

I
Jordan C 1948.01.12 I 1948.12.09 I 1950.10.16

Kazakhstan pending

Kenya + 1965.12.21 1966.11.03 1967.09.05

Kiribati + 1989.12.12 1997.09.30 1997.11.20

Korea, Democratic People's Republic of + 1946.10.18 1956.02.02 1956.05.11

Korea, Republic of + 1905.10.27 1955.05.26 1955.09.29

Kuwait C 1966.01.10 1968.06.06 , 1968.06.11

Kyrgyzstan C : 1923.10.01 1997.03.19 1997.11.20

Lao People's Democratic Republic + ! 1955.01.01 1957.05.23 1957.10.25

Latvia + 1918.00.00 1923.01.10 1991.11.25

Lebanon + 1945.07.09 1947.01.30 1947.09.17

Lesotho + 1967.11.09 1971.09.07 1971.10.12

Liberia + 1919.01.22 1959.02.05 1959.09.25

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya I C 1957.10.05 I 1958.09.09 1958.09.25

Liechtenstein + 1945.04.30 1945.06.22 1945.12.05

Lithuania + 1919.02.10 1923.08.23 1991.11.25

Luxembourg I + ! 1914.08.08 1914.10.14 1922.01.03
I

Macedonia, The former

Yugoslav Republic of + 1945.03.17 1995.11.01 1995.11.27

Madagascar I + 1959.05.19 1963.08.26 1963.08.28

Malawi I + 1967.01.13 1970.07.23 1971.10.12

Malaysia 1 C 1957.11.22 1963.07.04 1963.08.28

Maldives no society

Mali + 1965.08.24 1967.09.14 , 1967.11.13

Malta + 1991.10.24 1993.10.21 I 1993.10.25

Marshall Islands pending

Mauritania C 1971.03.04 1973.06.06 I 1973.11.02

'- Mauritius + , 1973.12.18 I 1977.09.15 1977.10.07

Mexico + 1910.02.21 1912.01.03 1923.10.05

Micronesia, Federated States of ~ pending

Moldova, Republic of + 1924 2001.10.24 2001.11.07

Monaco I + I 1948.03.03 1948.03.20 1948.03.21

Mongolia + 1939.06.16 1959.09.15 1959.09.25

Morocco C 1957.12.24 1958.08.07 1958.09.25

I Mozambique + I 1981.10.07 1988.09.29 1989.10.21
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Annex I - Recognition and International Federation membership

Country National Foundation Date Date
Society date recognized admitted to
emblem bylCRC International

Federation

Myanmar + 1937.04.01 1939.04.20 1946.05.23

Namibia + 1992.02.08 1993.03.31 1993.10.25

Nepal + 1963.09.04 1964.10.01 1964.10.02

Netherlands + 1867.07.19 1868.09.21 1919.08.15

New Zealand + 1931.12.22 1932.06.16 1932.07.11

Nicaragua + 1934.01.10 1934.09.15 1934.10.17

Niger + 1963.07.16 1965.09.02 1965.09.28

Nigeria + 1960.09.29 1961.05.04 1961.10.02

Norway + 1865.09.22 1865.09.22 1919.05.27

Oman no society

Pakistan C 1947.12.20 1948.07.21 1948.08.18

Palau + 1995.06.02 1997.09.30 1997.11.20

Palestinian Territory, Occupied pending

Panama + 1917.03.01 1924.04.20 1925.02.13

Papua New Guinea + 1977.04.07 1977.09.15 1977.10.07

Paraguay + 1919.11.12 1922.03.22 1922.03.23

Peru + 1879.04.17 1880.05.08 1919.06.17

Philippines + 1947.04.15 1947.05.05 1947.09.17

Poland + 1919.04.27 1919.07.14 1919.09.16

Portugal + 1865.02.11 1887.07.13 1919.05.28

Qatar C 1981.08.27 1981.10.26 1981.11.02

Romania + 1876.07.04 1876.08.23 1919.07.14

Russian Federation + 1867.05.03 1921.10.15 1934

Rwanda + 1964.12.29 1982.10.06 1983.10.08

Saint Kitts and Nevis + 1942.03.22 1992.08.27 1993.10.25

Saint Lucia + 1949.03.16 1986.10.01 1986.10.18

Saint Vincent and The Grenadines + 1984.05.17 1989.10.04 1989.10.21

Samoa + 1983.01.01 1984.08.30 1984.09.09

San Marino + 1949.10.08 1950.10.19 1952.07.24

Sao Tome and Principe + 1976.01.20 1985.10.03 1985.10.20

Saudi Arabia C 1963.06.08 1963.08.08 1963.08.28

Senegal + 1963.01.29 1963.08.08 1963.08.28

Seychelles + 1987.10.29 1992.06.03 1993.10.25

Sierra Leone + 1962.07.01 1962.11.01 1963.08.28

Singapore + 1973.04.06 1973.09.20 1973.11.02

Slovakia + 1919.02.14 1993.08.24 1993.10.25

Slovenia + 1991.10.08 1993.08.24 1993.10.25

Solomon Islands + 1991.10.03 1991.10.03 1991.11.25

Somalia C 1963.04.27 1969.07.03 1969.09.01

South Africa + 1896.01.01 1928.05.10 1929.06.24
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Annex I - Recognition and Intemational Federation membership

"

Country National Foundetlon. Date Date
Society . date recognized edmittedto

_-_:.

emblem bylCRC International'
- Federation

-, ~."., , "~... - .-,", .t-. ' ~,

"I Spain

, "'j

I Sri Lanka

" 'Sudan

I 1864,07.06 I
I ,'1949.08,01., I

( 1 1956.10.30 1

1893.06.06

1952.03.06

1957.11.01

,J919.08.22, 'I

I Suriname

I ;Swazila~d,

I Sweden

1 ,.194.0·06.20 ' 1 1986.10.01

1979.04.04

1865.04.13 I., 1919.06.26 0 I
I Switzerland, " j

1 1865.05.24 1

1866.08.22

r Syrian Arab Republ ie' , ( 1 1942.05.3.0" ,I 1946.10.12

I Tajikistan"

, Thailand'

!- EasDimoc .' "

I Togo '
,'i<,- ••

Tonga
'" "

,0 Trinjdad and'Tobago-:' "t'

I Tuni~ia

( 1 '·19~7.12.00' ' I 1997.11,06

1963.08.08

1920.05.27

1961.09.07

1981,10.15

1963.08.08

1957.09.12

1868.08.08

1995.08.24

1965,09,02

1993.09.29

1986.10.01

1870.08.04

1882.09.20

1900.06.15

I, 1921.04,08,', '1

I' ,1,9~·7,1().'25, ,,".I
I, ,(:J9~Q:Q4.Qt1'J

I Uzbekisten -I

I ,Venezuela.

1 1959.02.26 1

1995.08.24

1993.09.29

1896.04.07

, Yugd~lavia

f Zimbabwe,'

( 1 . 1956..10.07 , " 1

1957.11.01

1982.04.22

1876,06.14

1966.12.08
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Annex II - List of contacts

Contact details for the members of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and National Societies
pending recognition and admission can be found below.
National Societies are listed alphabetically by International Organization for Standardization Codes for the
Representation of Names of Countries, English spelling.

Annex II

List of contacts

Afghan Red Crescent Society
Pul Artel
P.O. Box 3066
Shar-e-Now
Kabul
Afghanistan
Tel. (873)(628) 32537

Albanian Red Cross
Rruga "Muhammet Gjollesha"
Sheshi "Karl Topia"
C.P. 1511
Tirana
Albania
Tel. (355)(42) 25855
Fax (355)(42) 22037

Algerian Red Crescent
15 bis, Boulevard Mohammed V
Alger 16000
Algeria
Tel. (213)(21) 633956
Fax (213)(21) I 633690
Tlx 56056 HILAL ALGER
E-mail cra@algeriainfo.com
Web http://www.cra-dz.org

Andorra Red Cross
Prat de la Creu 22
Andorra la Vella
Andorra
Tel. (376) 825225
Fax (376) 828630
E-mail creuroja@creuroja.ad
Web http://www.creuroja.ad

Angola Red Cross
Rua 10 Congresso no 21
Caixa Postal 927
Luanda
Angola
Tel. (244)(2) 336543
Fax (244)(2) 345065
Tlx 3394 CRUZVER AN

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

Antigua and Barbuda
Red Cross Society
Red Cross Headquarters
Old Parham Road
P.O. Box 727
St. Johns, Antigua Wl.
Antigua and Barbuda
Tel. (1)(268) 4620800
Fax (I )(268) 4609595
E-mail redcross@candw.ag

Argentine Red Cross
Hipolito Yrigoyen 2068
1089 Buenos Aires
Argentina
Tel. (54)(114) 9511391
Fax (54)(114) 9527715
Tlx 21061 CROJAAR
Web http://www.cruzroja.org.ar

Armenian Red Cross Society
21 Paronian Street
375015 Yerevan
Armenia
Tel. (374)(2) 538064
Fax (374)(2) 151129
E-mail redcross@redcross.am

Australian Red Cross
155 Pelham Street
P.O. Box 196
Carlton South VIC 3053
Australia
Tel. (61)(3) 93451800
Fax (61)(3) 93482513
E-mail redcross@nat.redcross.org.au
Web http://www.redcross.org.au

Austrian Red Cross
Wiedner Hauptstrasse 32
Postfach 39
1041 Wien
Austria
Tel. (43)(1) 58900 0
Fax (43)(1) 58900199
E-mail oerk@redcross.or.at
Web http://www.roteskreuz.at

Red Crescent Society
of Azerbaijan
Prospekt Azerbaidjan 19
Baku
Azerbaijan
Tel. (994)(12) 938481
Fax (994)(12) 931578
E-mail azerb.redcrescent@azdata.net

The Bahamas
Red Cross Society
P.O. Box N-8331
Nassau
Bahamas
Tel. (1)(242) 3237370
Fax (1)(242) 3237404
E-mail redcross@bahamas.net.bs
Web http://www.bahamasrc.com

Bahrain Red Crescent Society
P.O. Box 882
Manama
Bahrain
Tel. (973) 293171
Fax (973) 291797
E-mail hilal@baletco.com.bh

Bangladesh
Red Crescent Society
684-686 Bara Maghbazar
G.P.O. Box 579
Dhaka - 1217
Bangladesh
Tel. (880)(2) 9330188
Fax (880)(2) 9352303
E-mail bdrcs@bdonline.com

The Barbados
Red Cross Society
Red Cross House
Jemmotts Lane
Bridgetown
Barbados
Tel. (1)(246) 4262052
Fax (I )(246) 4262052
E-mail bdosredcross@caribsurf.com
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Belarusian Red Cross Brunei Darussalam Red Cross of Cape Verde
35, Karl Marx Str. Red Crescent Society Rua Andrade Corvo
220030 Minsk P.O. Box 1315 Caixa Postal 119
Belarus Kuala Belait KA 1131 Praia
Tel. (375)(17) 2272620 Negara Cape Verde
Fax (375)(17) 2272620 Brunei Darussalam Tel. (238) 611701
E-mail brc@home.by Tel. (673)(2) 339774 Fax (238) 614174

Fax (673)(2) 335314 T1x 6004 CV CV
Belgian Red Cross· E-mail bdrcs@netkad.com.bn

Central AfricanCh. de Vleurgat 98
1050 Bruxelles Bulgarian Red Cross Red Cross Society
Belgium 76, James Boucher Boulevard Avenue Koudoukou, Km. 5
Tel. (32)(2) 6454545 1407 Sofia B.P.1428
Fax (32)(2) 6460439 (French); Bulgaria Bangui
6433406 (Flemish) Tel. (359)(2) 650595 Central African Republic
E-mail info@redcross-fr.be Fax (359)(2) 656937 Tel. (236) 612223

documentatie@redcross-fl.be E-mail secretariat@redcross.bg Fax (236) 613561
Web http://www.redcross.be Web http://www.redcross.bg Tlx DIPLOMA 5213

Belize Red Cross Society Burkinabe Red Cross Society Red Cross of Chad
1 Gabourel Lane 01 B.P. 4404 B.P.449
P.O. Box 413 Ouagadougou 01 N'Djamena
Belize City Burkina Faso Chad
Belize Tel. (226) 361340 Tel. (235) 523434
Tel. (501)(2) 73319 Fax (226) 363121 Fax (235) 525218
Fax (501)(2) 30998 T1x LSCR 5438 BF E-mail croix-rouge@intnet.td
E-mail bzercshq@btl.net OUAGADOUGOU

Chilean Red Cross
Red Cross of Benin Burundi Red Cross Avenida Santa Maria No. 150
B.P. No.1 18, Av. de la Croix-Rouge Providencia
Porto-Novo B.P.324 Correo 21, Casilla 246 V
Benin Bujumbura Santiago de Chile
Tel. (229) 212886 Burundi Chile
Fax (229) 214927 Tel. (257) 216246 Tel. (56)(2) 7771448

I
Tlx 1131 CRBEN Fax (257) 211101 Fax (56)(2) 7370270

Bolivian Red Cross
E-mail croixrou@cbinf.com E-mail cruzroja@rdc.cl

Web http://www.cruzrojachilena.cl
Avenida Simon Bolivar N° 1515 Cambodian Red Cross Society
Casilla No. 741 17, Vithei de la Croix-Rouge Red Cross Society of China
La Paz Cambodgienne (180) 53 Ganmian Hutong
Bolivia Phnom-Penh 100010 Beijing
Tel. (591)(2) 202930 Cambodia China
Fax (591)(2) 359102 Tel. (855)(23) 212876 Tel. (86)(10) 65124447
E-mail cruzrobo@caoba.entelnet Fax (855)(23) 212875 Fax (86)(10) 65124169
Web http://www.come.to/cruzroja.org.bo E-mail crc@camnet.com.kh E-mail rcsc@chineseredcross.org.cn

The Red Cross Society of Cameroon Red Cross Society
Web http://www.

chineseredcross.org.cn
Bosnia and Herzegovina Rue Henri Dunant
Titova 7 B.P.631 Colombian Red Cross Society
71000 Sarajevo Yaounde Avenida 68 N° 66-31
Bosnia and Herzegovina Cameroon Apartado Aereo 1110
Tel. (387)(71) 666009 Tel. (237) 3224177 Bogota D.C.
Fax (387)(71) 666010 Fax (237) 3224177 Colombia
E-mail rcsbihhq@bih.net.ba Tlx (0970) 8884 KN Tel. (57)(1) 4376339/ 4289423

Botswana Red Cross Society The Canadian
Fax (57)(1) 4281725/4376301
E-mail inter@andinet.com

135 Independence Avenue Red Cross Society Web http://www.crcol.org.co/
P.O. Box 485 170 Metcalfe Street, Suite 300
Gaborone Ottawa Comoran Red Crescent
Botswana Ontario K2P 2P2 Secretariat general CRCO
Tel. (267) 352465 CANADA B.P.240
Fax (267) 312352 Tel. (1)(613) 7401900 Moroni
E-mail brcs@info.bw Fax (1)(613) 7401911 Comoros

Brazilian Red Cross
E-mail cancross@redcross.ca Tel. (269) 733516
Web http://www.redcross.ca Fax (269) 730664

Praca Cruz Vermelha No. 10/12 Telex 241 Public KO
20230-130 Rio de Janeiro RJ E-mail croix-rouge@snpt.km :<'-

Brazil
'~L·' ,

.."~.~

Tel. (55)(21) 22210658
Fax (55)(21) 22210658
Tlx (38) 2130532 CVBR BR

I
I
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Congolese Red Cross
Place de la Paix
B.P.4145
Brazzaville
Congo
Tel. (242) 824410
Fax (242) 828825
E-mail: sjm@ficr.aton.cd

Red Cross of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo
41, Avenue de la Justice
Zone de la Gombe
B.P.1712
Kinshasa I
Congo, D.R. of the
Tel. (243)(12) 34897
Fax (243) 8804551
E-mail: secretariat@crrdc.aton.cd

Cook Islands Red Cross
P.O. Box 888
Rarotonga
Cook Islands
Tel. (682) 22598
Fax (682) 22598
E-mail nikratt@redcross.org.ck

Costa Rican Red Cross
Calle 14, Avenida 8
Apartado 1025
San Jose 1000
Costa Rica
Tel. (506) 2337033
Fax (506) 2237628
E-mail porinfo@cruzroja.or.cr
Web http://www.cruzroja.or.cr

Red Cross Society of Cote
d'ivoire
no. Box 1244
Abidjan 01
Cote d'Ivoire
Tel. (225) 22321335
Fax (225) 22225355
Tlx 24122 SICOGI CI

Croatian Red Cross
Ulica Crvenog kriza 14
10000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. (385)(1) 4655814
Fax (385)(1) 4655365
E-mail redcross@hck.hr
Web http://www.hck.hr/

Cuban Red Cross
Calle 20#707
Miramar Playa
C.D. 11300 Cuba
Cuidad de la Habana
Cuba
Tel. (53)(7) 225591
Fax (53)(7) 228272
E-mail crsn@infomed.sld.cu

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

Cyprus Red Cross Society
Compound Z
off Prodromos Street
P.O. Box 5374
Nicosia
Cyprus
Tel. 02 446 955
Fax 02 446 956
Web
http://www.geocities.com/athens/aege
an/9715

Czech Red Cross
Thunovska 18
CZ-118 04 Praha 1
Czech Republic
Tel. (420)(2) 51104111
Fax (420)(2) 51104261
E-mail cck.zahranicni@iol.cz

Danish Red Cross
Blegdamsvej 27
P.O. Box 2600
DK-2100 Kobenhavn 0
Denmark
Tel. (45) 35259200
Fax (45) 35259292
E-mail drc@redcross.dk
Web http://www.redcross.dk

Red Crescent Society
of Djibouti
B.P.8
Djibouti
Djibouti
Tel. (253) 352451
Fax (253) 351505
Tlx 5871 PRESIDENCE DJ

Dominica Red Cross Society
Federation Drive
Goodwill
Dominica
Tel. (1)(767) 4488280
Fax (1)(767) 4487708
E-mail redcross@cwdom.dm

Dominican Red Cross
Calle Juan E. Dunant No. 51
Ens. Miratlores
Apartado Postal 1293
Santo Domingo, D.N.
Dominican Republic
Tel. (1)(809) 6823793
Fax (1)(809) 6822837
E-mail cruz.roja@codetel.net.do

Ecuadorian Red Cross
Antonio Elizalde E 4-31
YAv. Colombia (esq.)
Cas ilia 1701 2119
Quito
Ecuador
Tel. (593)(2) 570424
Fax (593)(2) 570424
E-mail difusio@attglobal.net
Web http://irc.ifrc.org/irctools/
movementlmovframe.htm

Egyptian Red Crescent Society
29, El Galaa Street
Cairo
Egypt
Tel. (20)(2) 5750558
Fax (20)(2) 5740450
E-mail erc@brainyl.ie-eg.com

Salvadorean Red Cross Society
17 C. Pte. y Av. Henri Dunant
Apartado Postal 2672
San Salvador
EI Salvador
Tel. (503) 2227749
Fax (503) 2227758
E-mail crsalvador@vianet.com.sv

Red Cross of Equatorial Guinea
Alcalde Albilio Balboa 92
Apartado postal 460
Malabo
Equatorial Guinea
Tel. (240)(9) 3701
Fax (240)(9) 3701

Red Cross Society of Eritrea
no. Box 575
Asmara
Eritrea
Tel. (291)(1) 151693
Fax (291)(1) 151859
E-mail Asmara

Estonia Red Cross
Lai Street 17
EEOOOITallinn
Estonia
Tel. (372) 6411643
Fax (372) 6411641
E-mail haide.laanemets@recross.ee

Ethiopian Red Cross Society
Ras Desta Damtew Avenue
P.O. Box 195
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia
Tel. (251 )(1) 519364
Fax(251)(I) 512643
E-mail ercs@telecom.net.et

Fiji Red Cross Society
22 Gorrie Street
GPO Box 569
Suva
Fiji
Tel. (679) 314133
Fax (679) 303818
E-mail redcross@is.com.fj

Finnish Red Cross
Tehtaankatu 1a
P.O. Box 168
FIN-00141 Helsinki
Finland
Tel. (358)(9) 12931
Fax (358)(9) 1293326
E-mail
forename.surname@redcross.fi
Web http://www.redcross.fi
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French Red Cross
I, Place Henry-Dunant
F-75384 Paris Cedex 08
France
Tel. (33)(1) 44431100
Fax (33)(1) 44431101
E-mail contact@croix-rouge.net
Web http://www.croix-rouge.fr

Gabonese Red Cross Society
Place de l'Independance
Derriere Ie Mont de Cristal
BOlte Postale 2274
Libreville
Gabon
Tel. (241) 766159
Fax (241) 766160
E-mail gab.cross@intemetgabon.com

The Gambia Red Cross Society
Kanifing Industrial Area - Banjul
P.O. Box 472
Banjul
Gambia
Tel. (220) 392405
Fax (220) 394921
E-mail redcrossgam@delphi.com

Red Cross Society of Georgia
15, Krilov St.
38002 Tbilisi
Georgia
Tel. (995)(32)961534
Fax (995)(32) 953304
E-mail grc@caucasus.net

German Red Cross
Carstennstrasse 58
D-12205 Berlin
Germany
Tel. (49) (30) 85404-0
Fax (49) (30) 85404470
E-mail drk@drk.de
Web http://www.rotkreuz.de

Ghana Red Cross Society
Ministries Annex Block A3
Off Liberia Road Extension
P.O. Box 835
Accra
Ghana
Tel. (233)(21) 662298
Fax (233)(21) 667226
E-mail grcs@idngh.com

Hellenic Red Cross
Rue Lycavittou I
Athens 106 72
Greece
Tel. (30)( I0) 3250515
Fax (30)(10) 3250577
E-mail ir@redcross.gr
Web http://www.redcross.gr

Grenada Red Cross Society
Upper Lucas Street
P.O. Box 551
St. George's
Grenada
Tel. (1)(473) 4401483
Fax (1)(473) 4401829
E-mail grercs@caribsurf.com

Guatemalan Red Cross
3a Calle 8-40, Zona I
Guatemala, C.A.
Guatemala
Tel. (502)(2) 322026
Fax (502)(2) 324649
E-mail crg@guate.net

Red Cross Society of Guinea
B.P. 376
Conakry
Guinea
Tel. (224) 412310
Fax (224) 414255
Tlx 22101

Red Cross Society
of Guinea-Bissau
Avenida Unidade Africana, No. 12
Caixa postal 514-1036 BIX, Codex
Bissau
Guinea-Bissau
Tel. (245) 202408
Tlx 251 PCE BI

The Guyana Red Cross Society
Eve Leary
P.O. Box 10524
Georgetown
Guyana
Tel. (592)(2) 65174
Fax (592)(2) 77099
E-mail redcross@sdnp.org.gy
Web http://www.sdnp.org.gy/redcross/

Haitian National
Red Cross Society
I, rue Eden
Bicentenaire
CRH, B.P. 1337
Port-Au-Prince
Haiti
Tel. (509) 5109813
Fax (509) 2231054
E-mail croroha@publi-tronic.com

Honduran Red Cross
7a Calle
entre la. y 2a. Avenidas
Comayagiiela D.C.
Honduras
Tel. (504) 2378876
Fax (504) 2380185
E-mail honducruz@datum.hn

Hungarian Red Cross
Arany Janos utca 31
Magyar Voroskereszt
1367 Budapest 5, Pf. 121
Hungary
Tel. (36)(1) 3741338
Fax (36)(1) 3741312
E-mail intdept@hrc.hu

Icelandic Red Cross
Efstaleiti 9
103 Reykjavik
Iceland
Tel. (354) 5704000
Fax (354) 5704010
E-mail central@redcross.is
Web http://www.redcross.is/

Indian Red Cross Society
Red Cross Building
I Red Cross Road
New Delhi 110001
India
Tel. (91)(11) 3716441
Fax (91)(11) 3717454
E-mail indcross@vsnl.com
Web http.//www.indianredcross.org

Indonesian Red Cross Society
JI. Jenderal Datot Subroto Kav. 96
P.O. Box 2009
Jakarta 12790
Indonesia
Tel. (62)(21) 7992325
Fax (62)(21) 7995188
Tlx 66170 MB PMI IA

Red Crescent Society of
the Islamic Republic of Iran
Ostad Nejatolahi Ave.
Tehran
Iran, Islamic Republic of
Tel. (98)(21) 8849077
Fax (98)(21) 8849079
E-mail helal@mail.dci.co.ir
Web http://www.irrcs.org

Iraqi Red Crescent Society
AI-Mansour
P.O. Box 6143
Baghdad
Iraq
Tel. (964)(1) 8862191
Fax (964)(1) 5372519
Tlx 213331 HELAL IK

Irish Red Cross Society
16, Merrion Square
Dublin 2
Ireland
Tel. (353)(1) 6765135
Fax (353)(1) 6614461
E-mail redcross@iol.ie
Web http://www.redcross.ie

Magen David Adom in Israel
60 Yigal Allon Street
Tel-Aviv 67062
Israel
Tel. (972)(3) 6300222
Fax (972)(3) 6319589
E-mail
Web http.//www.mda.org.il

Italian Red Cross
Via Toscana 12
1-00187 Roma - RM
Italy
Tel. (39)(06) 47591
Fax (39)(06) 4759223
Web http://www.cri.itl
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Libyan Red Crescent
P.O. Box 541
Benghazi
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Tel. (218)(61) 9095202
Fax(218)(61) 9095829
E-mail libyan _redcrescent@

libyamail.net

Jamaica Red Cross
Central Village
Spanish Town, St. Catherine
76 Arnold Road, Kingston 5
Jamaica
Tel. (1)(876) 98478602
Fax (1)(876) 9848272
E-mail jrcs@infochan.com
Web http://www.

infochan.comlja-red-cross/

Japanese Red Cross Society
1-3 Shiba Daimon, l-Chome,
Minato-ku
Tokyo-l05-8521
Japan
Tel. (81)(3) 34377087
Fax (81)(3) 34358509
E-mail kokusai@jrc.or.jp
Web http://www.jrc.or.jp

Jordan National
Red Crescent Society
Madaba Street
P.O. Box 10001
Amman 11151
Jordan
Tel. (962)(64) 773141
Fax (962)(64) 750815
E-mail jrc@index.com.jo

Red Crescent Society of
Kazakhstan
Kunaev St. 86
480 I00 Almaty
Kazakhstan
Tel. (7)(3272) 916291
Fax (7) (3272) 918172
E-mail
kazrc2@yahoo.co.uk/kazrc@ru

Kenya Red Cross Society
Nairobi South "C"
(Belle Vue), off Mombasa Road
P.O. Box 40712
Nairobi
Kenya
Tel. (254)(2) 603593
Fax (254)(2) 603589
Tlx. 25436 IFRC KE

Kiribati Red Cross Society
P.O. Box 213
Bikenibeu
Tarawa
Kiribati
Tel. (686) 28128
Fax (686) 21416
E-mail redcross@tskl.net.ki

Red Cross Society of
the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea
Ryonwa 1, Central District
Pyongyang
Korea, Democratic People's
Republic of
Tel. (850)(2) 18333
Fax (850)(2) 3814644
Tlg.KOREACROSS

PYONGYANG

Partnerships In profile 2002-2003

The Republic of Korea
National Red Cross
32 - 3ka, Namsan-dong
Choong-Ku
Seoul 100 - 043
Korea, Republic of
Tel. (82)(2) 37053705
Fax (82)(2) 37053667
E-mail knrc@redcross.or.kr
Web http://www.redcross.or.kr

Kuwait Red Crescent Society
AI-Jahra St.
Shuweek
P.O. Box 1359
13014 Safat
Kuwait
Tel. (965) 4815478
Fax (965) 4839114
E-mail krcs@kuwait.net

Red Crescent Society
of Kyrgyzstan
10, prospekt Erkindik
720040 Bishkek
Kyrgyzstan
Tel. (996)(312) 222414
Fax (996)(312) 662181
E-mail redcross@imfiko.bishkek.su

Lao Red Cross
Avenue Sethathirath
B.P.650
Vientiane
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Tel. (856)(21) 222398
Fax (856)(21) 212128
Tlx 4491 TE via PTT LAOS

Latvian Red Cross
I, Skolas Street
Riga, LV-I01O
Latvia
Tel. (371) 7336650
Fax(371) 7336651
E-mail secretariat@redcross.lv

Lebanese Red Cross
Rue Spears
Beyrouth
Lebanon
Tel. (961)( 1) 372802
Fax(961)(I) 378207
E-mail redcross@dm.net.lb
Web http://www.dm.net.1b/redcross/

Lesotho Red Cross Society
23 Mabile Road
P.O. Box 366
Maseru 100
Lesotho
Tel. (266) 313911
Fax (266) 310166
E-maillesoff@lesred.co.za

Liberian Red Cross Society
107 Lynch Street
P.O. Box 20-5081
1000 Monrovia 20
Liberia
Tel. 888-330125
Fax (231) 330125
E-maillnrc@Liberia.net

Liechtenstein Red Cross
Heiligkreuz 25
FL-9490 Vaduz
Liechtenstein
Tel. (423) 2322294
Fax (423) 2322240
E-mail info@lieredcross.li

Lithuanian Red Cross Society
Gedimino ave. 3a
2600 Vilnius
Lithuania
Tel. (370)(2) 628037
Fax (370)(2) 619923
E-mail redcross@tdd.lt
Web http://www.redcross.lt

Luxembourg Red Cross
Pare de la Ville
B.P.404
L - 2014 Luxembourg
Tel. (352) 450202
Fax (352) 457269
E-mail siege@croix-rouge.lu
Web http://www.croix-rouge.luI

The Red Cross of The Former
Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia
No. 13
Bul. Koco Racin
91000 Skopje
Macedonia, The Former

Yugoslav Republic of
Tel. (389)(91) 114355
Fax (389)(91) 230542

Malagasy Red Cross Society
1, rue Patrice Lumumba Tsavalalana
B.P. 1168
Antananarivo
Madagascar
Tel. (261 )(20) 2222111
Fax (261)(20) 2235457
E-mail crm@dts.mg

Malawi Red Cross Society
Red Cross House
(along Presidential Way)
P.O. Box 30096
Capital City, Lilongwe 3
Malawi
Tel. (265) 775291
Fax (265) 775590
E-mail rnrcs@eomw.net

mailto:jrcs@infochan.com
mailto:kokusai@jrc.or.jp
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mailto:jrc@index.com.jo
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Malaysian Red Cross Society of Nepal Red Cross Society
Red Crescent Society the Republic of Moldova Red Cross Marg
lKR 32, Jalan Nipah 67a, Ulitsa Asachi Kalimati
Off lalan Arnpang MD-277028 Chisinau P.O. Box 217
55000 Kuala Lumpur Moldova Kathmandu
Malaysia Tel. (373)(2) 729644 Nepal
Tel. (60)(3) 42578122 Fax (373)(2) 729700 Tel. (977)(1) 270650
Fax (60)(3) 4533191 E-mail moldova-RC@mdl.net Fax (977)(1) 271915
E-mail mrcs@po.jaring.my

Red Cross of Monaco
E-mail nrcs@nhqs.wlink.com.np

Web http://www.redcrescent.org.my/
27, Boulevard de Suisse Netherlands Red Cross

Mali Red Cross Monte Carlo Leeghwaterplein 27
Route Koulikoro Monaco P.O. Box 28120
B.P.280 Tel. (377)(97) 976800 2502 KC The Hague
Bamako Fax(377)(93) 159047 Netherlands
Mali E-mail redcross@monaco.mc Tel. (31 )(70) 4455666
Tel. (223) 224569 Web http://www.croix-rouge.mc Fax (31 )(70) 4455777
Fax (223) 240414

Mongolian Red Cross Society
E-mail hq@redcross.nl

Tlx 2611 MJ Web http://www.rodekruis.nl
Central Post Office

Malta Red Cross Society Post Box 537 New Zealand Red Cross
104 St Ursula Street Ulaanbaatar 13 69 Molesworth Street
Valletta VLT 05 Mongolia P.O. Box 12-140
Malta Tel. (976) (1) 321864 Thorndon
Tel. (356) 222645 Fax (976) (1) 321864 Wellington 6038
Fax (356) 243664 E-mail redcross@magicnet.mn New Zealand
E-mail redcross@waldonet.net.mt

Moroccan Red Crescent
Tel. (64)(4) 4723750

Web http://www.redcross.org.mtl Fax (64)(4) 4730315
Palais Mokri E-mail jcs@redcross.org.nzMarshall Islands Red Cross Takaddoum Web http://www.redcross.org.nzl

P.O. Box 15 B.P. 189
Majuro Rabat Nicaraguan Red Cross
MH 96960 Morocco Reparto Belmonte
Marshall Islands Tel. (212)(7) 650898 Carretera Sur, krn 7

I
Tel. (692) 625 5236 Fax (212)(7) 759395 Apartado 3279
Fax (692) 625 3694 E-mail crm@iam.net.ma Managua

Mauritanian Red Crescent Mozambique
Nicaragua
Tel. (505)(2) 651307

Avenue Gamal Abdel Nasser Red Cross Society Fax (505)(2) 651643
B.P. 344 Avenida Agostinho Neto 284 E-mail nicacruz@ibw.com.ni
Nouakchott Caixa Postal 2488 Web
Mauritania Maputo http://www.nicaragua.cruzroja.org
Tel. (222) 6307510 Mozambique
Fax (222) 5291221 Tel. (258)(1) 490943 Red Cross Societyof Niger
Tlx 5830 CRM Fax (258)( 1) 497725 B.P. 11386

Mauritius Red Cross Society
E-mail cvm@mail.tropical.co.rnz Niamey

Niger
Ste. Therese Street Myanmar Red Cross Society Tel. (227) 733037
Curepipe 42 Strand Road Fax (227) 732461
Mauritius Yangon E-mail crniger@intnet.ne
Tel. (230) 6763604 Myanmar
Fax (230) 6748855 Tel. (95)(1) 296552 Nigerian Red Cross Society
E-mail redcross@intnet.mu Fax (95)( 1) 296551 11, Eko Akete Close

Tlx 21218 BRCROS BM off St. Gregory's RoadMexican Red Cross South West Ikoyi
Calle Luis Vives 200 Namibia Red Cross P.O. Box 764
Colonia Polanco Erf 2128, Independence Avenue Lagos
Mexico, D.F. 11510 Katutura Nigeria
Mexico P.O. Box 346 Tel. (234)(1) 2695188
Tel. (52)(5) 3950606 Windhoek Fax (234)(1) 2691599
Fax (52)(5) 3951598 Namibia E-mail nrcs@nigerianredcross.org
E-mail cruzroja@mexporta.com Tel. (264)(61) 235216
Web http://www.mexico.cruzroja.org Fax (264)(61) 228949 Norwegian Red Cross

Micronesia Red Cross
E-mail namcross@iafrica.com.na Hausmannsgate 7
Web http://members.xoom.com/ Postbox 1. Gronland

P.O. Box 2405 namcrossl 0133 Oslo
Kolonia Norway
Pohnpei Tel. (47) 22054000
Federated States of Micronesia Fax (47) 22054040
Tel. (691) 3207077 E-mail documentation.
Fax (691) 3206531 center@redcross.no
E-mail rnrcs@mail.frn Web http://www.redcross.no/

~
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Pakistan Red Crescent Society
Sector H-8
Islamabad
Pakistan
Tel. (92)(51) 9257404
Fax(92)(51) 9257408
E-mail hilal@comsats.net.pk
Web http://www.prcs.org.pki

Palau Red Cross Society
P.O. Box 6043
Koror
Republic of Palau 96940
Tel. (680) 4885780
Fax (680) 4884540
E-mail palredcross@palaunet.com

Palestine Red Crescent Society
Box 3
AI-Bireh
Palestine
Tel. (972)(2) 2406515
Fax (972)(2) 2406518
E-mail info@palextinercs.org637

Red Cross Society of Panama
Albrook, Areas Revertidas
Calle Principal
Edificio # 453
Apartado 668
Zona 1 Panama
Panama
Tel. (507) 3151389
Fax (507) 3151401
E-mail cruzroja@pan.gbm.net
Web http://www.panama.cruzroja.org

Papua New Guinea
Red Cross Society
Taurama Road
Port Moresby
P.O. Box 6545
Boroko
Papua New Guinea
Tel. (675) 3258577
Fax (675) 3259714

Paraguayan Red Cross
Brasil 216 esq. Jose Berges
Asuncion
Paraguay
Tel. (595)(21) 222797
Fax (595)(21) 211560
E-mail cruzroja@pla.net.py

Peruvian Red Cross
Av. Arequipa No. 1285
Lima
Peru
Tel. (51)(1) 4710701
Fax(51)(I) 4710701
E-mail cruzrojaperuana@

terra.com.pe

Partnerships in profile 2002-2003

The Philippine National
Red Cross
Bonifacio Drive
Port Area
P.O. Box 280
Manila 2803
Philippines
Tel. (63)(2) 5270866
Fax (63)(2) 5270857
E-mail secgen_pnrc@email.com

Polish Red Cross
Mokotowska 14
P.O. Box 47
00-950 Warsaw
Poland
Tel. (48)(22) 6285201
Fax (48)(22) 6284168
E-mail pck@atomnet.pl
Web http://www.pck.org.pl/

Portuguese Red Cross
Campo Grande, 28-6th
1700-093 Lisboa
Portugal
Tel. (351 )(21) 7822400
Fax (351 )(21) 7822443
E-mail intemaciona1@

cruzvermelha.org.pt

Qatar Red Crescent Society
P.O. Box 5449
Doha
Qatar
Tel. (974)(4) 435111
Fax (974)(4) 439950
E-mail qrcs@qatar.net.qa

Romanian Red Cross
Strada Biserica Amzei, 29
Sector 1
Bucarest
Romania
Tel. (40)(1) 6593385
Fax (40)(1) 3128452
Tlx 10531 romcr r

The Russian Red Cross Society
Tcheryomushkinski Proezd 5
117036 Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel. (7)(095) 1265731
Fax (7)(095) 3107048
Tlx 411400 IKPOL SU

Rwandan Red Cross
B.P.425
Kigali
Rwanda
Tel. (250) 585446
Fax (250) 585449
Tlx 22663 CRR RW

Saint Kitts and Nevis
Red Cross Society
Red Cross House
Horsford Road
P.O. Box 62
Basseterre
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Tel. (1)(869) 4652584
Fax (1)(869) 4668129
E-mail skbredcr@caribsurf.com

Saint Lucia Red Cross
Vigie
P.O. Box 271
Castries St Lucia, Wl,
Saint Lucia
Tel. (1)(758) 4525582
Fax (1)(758) 4537811
E-mail sluredcross@candw.lc

Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines Red Cross
Halifax Street
Ministry of Education compound
Kingstown
P.O. Box 431
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Tel. (1)(784) 4561888
Fax (1)(784) 4856210
E-mail svgredcross@caribsurf.com

Samoa Red Cross Society
P.O. Box 1616
Apia
Samoa
Tel. (685) 23686
Fax (685) 22(;76
E-mail samoaredcross@samoa.ws

Red Cross of the Republic of
San Marino
Via Scialoja, Cailungo
Republic of San Marino 47031
Tel. (37)(8) 994360
Fax (37)(8) 994360
E-mail crs@omniway.sm
Web http://www.tradecenter.srn!crs/

Sao Tome and Principe
Red Cross
Avenida 12 de Julho No. 11
B.P.96
Sao Tome
Sao Tome and Principe
Tel. (239)(12) 22469
Fax (239)(12) 22305
E-mail cvstp@sol.stome.telepac.net

Saudi Arabian
Red Crescent Society
General Headquarters
Riyadh 11129
Saudi Arabia
Tel. (966)(1) 4740027
Fax (966)(1) 4740430
E-mail redcrescent@zajil.net
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Senegalese Red Cross Society The South African Swiss Red Cross
Boulevard F. Roosevelt Red Cross Society Rainmattstrasse 10
B.P.299 1st Floor, Helen Bowden Bldg Postfach
Dakar Beach Road, Granger Bay 3001 Bern
Senegal P.O. Box 50696, Waterfront Switzerland
Tel. (221) 8233992 Cape Town 8002 Tel. (41)(31) 3877111
Fax (221) 8225369 South Africa Fax(41)(31) 3877122

Seychelles Red Cross Society
Tel. (27)(21) 4186640 E-mail info@redcross.ch
Fax (27)(21) 4186644 Web http://www.redcross.ch/

Place de la Republique E-mail sarcs@redcross.org.za
B.P.53 Syrian Arab Red Crescent
Victoria Spanish Red Cross AI Malek Aladel Street f
Mahe Rafael Villa, sin Damascus :\

Seychelles (Vue Ita Gines Navarro) Syrian Arab Republic
Tel. (248) 324646 28023 EI Plantio Tel. (963 )(11) 4429662
Fax (248) 321663 Madrid Fax (963)(11) 4425677
E-mail redcross@seychelles.net Spain E-mail SARC@net.sy
Web http://www. Tel. (34)(91) 3354444

Red Crescent Societyseychelles.netlredcross/ Fax (34)(91) 3354455
E-mail informa@cruzroja.es of Tajikistan

Sierra Leone Red Cross Society Web http://www.cruzroja.es/ 120, Umari Khayom St. '.l
\'6 Liverpool Street 734017, Dushanbe !I

P.O. Box 427 Sri Lanka Red Cross Society Tajikistan !i
II"Freetown 307,211 T.B. Jayah Mawatha Tel. (992)(372) 240374
"Sierra Leone P.O. Box 375 Fax (992)(372) 245378 IITel. (232)(22) 229384 Colombo 10 E-mail rcstj@yahoo.com

Fax (232)(22) 229083 Sri Lanka
E-mail slrcs@sierratel.sl Tel. (94)(1) 678420 Tanzania Red Cross

Fax (94)(1) 695434 National Society
Singapore Red Cross Society E-mail slrc@sri.lanka.net Ali Hassan Mwinyi Road, Plot
Red Cross House 294/295
15 Penang Lane The Sudanese Red Crescent Upanga
Singapore 238486 AI Mak Numir St/Garnhouria St. P.O. Box 1133
Tel. (65) 3360269 Plot No. I, Block No 4 Dar es Salaam

I
Fax (65) 3374360 P.O. Box 235 Tanzania, United Republic of
E-mail redcross@cyberway.com.sg Khartoum Tel. (7)(22) 2150881
Web http://www.redcross.org.sg/ Sudan Fax (7)(22) 2150147

Slovak Red Cross
Tel. (249)( 11) 772011 E-mail redcrosstz. foc@raha.com
Fax (249)( 11) 772877

Grosslingova 24 E-mail srcs@sudanmail.net Thai Red Cross Society
814 46 Bratislava Terd Prakiat Building
Slovakia Suriname Red Cross 1871 Henry Dunant Road
Tel. (421 )(7) 52923576 Gravenberchstraat 2 Bangkok 10330
Fax (421 )(7) 52923279 Postbus 2919 Thailand
E-mail headq@redcross.sk Paramaribo Tel. (66)(2) 2564037

Suriname Fax (66)(2) 2553064Siovenian Red Cross Tel. (597) 498410 E-mail webmaster@redcross.or.thMirje 19 Fax (597) 464780 Web http://www.redcross.or.thiP.O. Box 236 E-mail surcross@sr.net
SI-61000 Ljubljana East Timor Red Cross Society
Slovenia Baphalali Swaziland Bidau Santana Rua do Cristo Rei
Tel. (386)(1) 2414300 Red Cross Society Dili
Fax (386)(1) 2414344 104 Johnstone Street East Timor
E-mail rdeci.kriz-slo@guest.arnes.si P.O. Box 377 Tel. (670) 390 321 688

Mbabane Fax (670) 390 322 778 .'. ,"
The Solomon Islands Red Cross Swaziland

,'.,P.O. Box 187 Tel. (268) 4042532 Togolese Red Cross
Honiara Fax (268) 4046108 51, rue Boko Soga
Solomon Islands . E-mail bsrcs@redcross.sz Amoutive
Tel. (677) 22682 B.P.655 ..
Fax (677) 25299 Swedish Red Cross Lome
E-mail sirc@solomon.com.sb Hornsgatan 54 Togo

Box 17563 Tel. (228) 212110Somali Red Crescent Society SE-1l8 91 Stockholm Fax (228) 215228c/o ICRC Box 73226 Sweden E-mail crtogol@syfed.tg.refer.orgNairobi Tel. (46)(8) 4524600
Kenya Fax (46)(8) 4524761
Tel. (871 or 873) 131 2646 E-mail postmaster@redcross.se

(Mogadishu) / (254)(2) 723963 Web http://www.redcross.se/
(Nairobi)

Fax 1312647 (Mogadishu) /
715598 (Nairobi)
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Venezuelan Red Cross
Avenida Andres Bello, 4
Apartado 3185
Caracas 1010
Venezuela
Tel. (58)(2) 5714380
Fax (58)(2) 5761042
E-mail dimacsoc@cantv.net
Web
http://www. venezuela.cruzroj a.org

Tonga Red Cross Society
P.O. Box 456
Nuku'Alofa
South West Pacific
Tonga
Tel. (676) 21360
Fax (676) 24158
E-mail redcross@kalianet.to

The Trinidad and Tobago
Red Cross Society
7A, Fitz Blackman Drive
Wrightson Road
P.O. Box 357
Port of Spain
Trinidad and Tobago
Tel. (1)(868) 76278215
Fax (1)(868) 76278215
E-mail ttrcs@carib-link.net

Tunisian Red Crescent
19, Rue d' Angleterre
Tunis 1000
Tunisia
Tel. (216)(71) 862485
Fax (216)(71) 862971
E-mail hilal.ahmar@planet.tn

Turkish Red Crescent Society
Atac Sokak 1 No. 32
Yenisehir
Ankara
Turkey
Tel. (90)(312) 4302300
Fax (90)(312) 4300175
Tlx 44593 KZLY TR
Web http://www.kizilay.org.tr/

Red Crescent Society
of Turkmenistan
48 A. Novoi str.
744.000 Ashgabat
Turkmenistan
Tel. (993)(12) 395511
Fax (993)(12) 351750
E-mail nrcst@online.tm

Tuvalu Red Cross
P.O. Box 14
Funafuti
Tuvalu
Tel. (688) 20746
Fax (688) 20800
Telex 4800 TU
Telegram REDCROSS FUNAFUTI

The Uganda Red Cross Society
Plot 28/30 Lumumba Avenue
P.O. Box 494
Kampala
Uganda
Tel. (256)(41) 258701
Fax (256)(41) 258184
E-mail sg.urcs@imul.com

Partnerships In profile 2002·2003

Ukrainian Red Cross Society
30, Pushkinskaya St.
252004 Kiev
Ukraine
Tel. (380)(44) 2350157
Fax (380)(44) 2351096
E-mail redcross@ukrpack.net
Web http://www.redcross.org.ua

Red Crescent Society of the
United Arab Emirates
P.O. Box 3324
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel. (9)(712) 6419000
Fax (9)(712) 6420101
E-mail hilalrc@emirates.net.ae

British Red Cross
9 Grosvenor Crescent
London SWIX 7EJ
United Kingdom
Tel. (44)(207) 2355454
Fax (44)(207) 2456315
E-mail information@

redcross.org.uk
Web http://www.redcross.org.uk

American Red Cross
431 18th Street NW, 2nd Floor
Washington, DC 20006
United States
Tel. (1)(202) 6393400
Fax (1)(202) 6393595
E-mail postmaster@usa.redcross.org
Web http://www.redcross.org!

Uruguayan Red Cross
Avenida 8 de Octubre, 2990
11600 Montevideo
Uruguay
Tel. (598)(2) 4802112
Fax (598)(2) 4800714
E-mail cruzroja@adinet.com.uy

Red Crescent Society
of Uzbekistan
30, Yusuf Hos Hojib St.
700031 Tashkent
Uzbekistan
Tel. (988)(712) 563741
Fax (988)(712) 561801
E-mail rcuz@uzpak.uz
Web http://www.redcrescent.uz!

Vanuatu Red Cross Society
P.O. Box 618
Port Vila
Vanuatu
Tel. (678) 27418
Fax (678) 22599
E-mail redcross@vanuatu.com.vu

Red Cross of Viet Nam
82, Nguyen Du Street
HanOI
VietNam
Tel. (844)(8) 225157
Fax (844)(9) 424285
E-mail vnrchq@netnam.org.vn
Web http://www.vnrc.org.vn

Yemen Red Crescent Society
Head Office, Building No. 10
26 September Street
P.O. Box 1257
Sanaa
Yemen
Tel. (967)(1) 283132/283133
Fax (967)(1) 283131
Tlx 3124 HILAL YE

Yugoslav Red Cross
Simina 19
II 000 Belgrade
Yugoslavia
Tel. (381)(1l) 623564
Fax(381)(1l) 622965
E-mail jckbg@jck.org.yu
Web http://www.jck.org!yu

Zambia Red Cross Society
2837 Los Angeles Boulevard
Longacres
P.O. Box 50001 (Ridgeway 15101)
Lusaka
Zambia
Tel. (260)(1) 250607
Fax (260)(1) 252219
E-mail zrcs@zamnet.zm

Zimbabwe Red Cross Society
98 Cameron Street
P.O. Box 1406
Harare
Zimbabwe
Tel. (263)(4) 775416
Fax (263)(4) 751739
E-mail zrcs@harare.iafrica.com
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Annex III

List of publications
More details of National Societies' activities can be found in a number of newsletters, bulletins, reviews and other
publications. A number of these are listed below.

Africa

Drac Infos, a quarterly news bulletin published by the
International Federation's regional delegation for
central Africa.

Americas
Noticias de America Latina, a review published by the
International Federation's regional delegation for
Southern America.

Asia and the Pacific
Red Cross in the Pacific, an International Federation
publication, 2001.
ASia-Pacific Focus, a quarterly review published by the
International Federation's regional delegation for South-
east Asia.

Europe and central Asia
A profile of the Red Cross in the European Union, a CD-
rom produced by the International Federation's Red
Cross/EU Office, 2001.
European Union supplement to the magazine of the Red
Cross and Red Crescent Movement, International
Federation, 2001.
The Bridge, a quarterly review published by the
International Federation's regional delegation for
central Europe.
Compass, a news bulletin published by the International
Federation's regional delegation for central Asia.

Middle East and North Africa

Middle East and North Africa Review, an International
Federation publication, 2001.
Al Ittihad, a monthly newsletter published by the
International Federation's regional delegation for the
Middle East and North Africa.

Thematic publications
Donor Recruitment International, an International
Federation newsletter.
Psychological support: best practices from Red Cross
and Red Crescent programmes, an International
Federation publication, 2001.

For further information about these publications, please
contact the International Federation, P.O. Box 372, CH-
1211 Geneva 19; Switzerland, tel.: +41227304222; fax
+41 22733 0395; e-mail secreteriat@ifrc.org
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Afghanistan 226 Cote d'ivoire 43
Albania 322 Cook Islands 241
Algeria 460 Croatia 349

Andorra 325 Cuba 164
Angola 14 Cyprus 351

Antigua and Barbuda 136 Czech Republic 354
Argentina 138 Denmark 356
Armenia 327 Djibouti 46
Australia 228 Dominica 167
Austria 331 Dominican Republic 169

Azerbaijan 334 Ecuador 171
Bahamas 140 Egypt 464
Bahrain 462 EISalvador 174

Bangladesh 231 Equatorial Guinea 47
Barbados 142 Eritrea 49

Belarus 337 Estonia 359
Belgium 341 Ethiopia 51
Belize 144 Fiji 244
Benin 17 Finland 362

Bhutan 234 France 366
Bolivia 147 Gabon 54

Bosnia and Herzegovina 344 Gambia 56
Botswana 19 Georgia 369

Brazil 150 Germany 371
Bulgaria 346 Ghana 59

Brunei Darussalam 235 Greece 374
Burkina Faso 22 Guinea 62

Burundi 24 Guinea-Bissau 65
Cambodia 236 Grenada 176
Cameroon 27 Guatemala 178

Canada 151 Guyana 182
Cape Verde 29 Haiti 185

Central African Republic 32 Honduras 187
Chad 34 Hungary 377
Chile 155 Iceland 379
China 239 India 246

Colombia 157 Indonesia 249
Comoros 37 Iran, Islamic Republic of 466

Congo, The Democratic Republic of the 38 Iraq 468
Congo 41 Ireland 382

Costa Rica 161 Italy 383

~
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Israel 471 Nepal 279
Jamaica 190 Netherlands 407
Japan 252 New Zealand 281
Jordan 474 Nicaragua 195

Kazakhstan 386 Niger 93
Kenya 67 Nigeria 95
Kiribati 255 Norway 410
Korea, Oman 485

Democratic People's Republic of 257 Pakistan 284
Republic of Korea 260 Palau 287

Kuwait 476 Palestinian Territory, Occupied 485
Kyrgyzstan 388 Panama 198

Lao People's Democratic Republic 263 Papua New Guinea 290
Latvia 390 Paraguay 200

Lebanon 478 Peru 203
Lesotho 70 Philippines 293
Liberia 73 Poland 413

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 480 Portugal 415 ILiechtenstein 392 Qatar 488
Lithuania 394 Romania 417

I"Luxembourg 396 RussianFederation 420
Macedonia, Rwanda 98

The Former Yugoslav Republic of 398 Saint Kitts and Nevis 206
Madagascar 76 Saint Lucia 207

Malawi 78 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 209
Malaysia 267 Samoa 295
Maldives 269 San Marino 423

Mali 80 Sao Tome and Principe 100
Malta 400 Saudi Arabia 490

Marshall Islands 269 Senegal 102
Mauritania 83 Seychelles 105
Mauritius 85 Sierra Leone 107
Mexico 193 Singapore 297

Micronesia, Federated States of 270 Slovakia 424
Moldova, Republic of 402 Slovenia 426

Monaco 405 Somalia 109
Mongolia 273 Solomon Islands 299
Morocco 482 South Africa 111

Mozambique 86 Spain 428
Myanmar 276 Sri Lanka 302
Namibia 90 Sudan 114
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Suriname 211
Swaziland 116
Sweden 431

Switzerland 434
Syrian Arab Republic 491

Tajikistan 438
Tanzania, United Republic of 119

Thailand 305
East Timor 308

Togo 121
Tonga 309

Trinidad and Tobago 213
Tunisia 494
Turkey 440

Turkmenistan 443
Tuvalu 312

Uganda 124
United Arab Emirates 496

United Kingdom 448
United States of America 216

Ukraine 444
Uruguay 219

Uzbekistan 451
Vanuatu 315

Venezuela 221
Viet Nam 317

Yemen 497
Yugoslavia 453

Zambia 127
Zimbabwe 130
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Impartiality

The ifundamenta~
Prgncop~es of the
Interrnationcd Red Cr@ss
and Red Crescent
Movement

Humanity
The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, born
of a desire to bring assistance without discrimination to the
wounded on the battlefield, endeavours, in its international and
national capacity, to prevent and alleviate human suffering
wherever it may be found. Its purpose is to protect life and
health and to ensure respect for the human being. It promotes
mutual understanding, friendship, cooperation and lasting peace
amongst all peoples.

It makes no discrimination as to nationality, race, religious
beliefs, class or political opinions. It endeavours to relieve the
suffering of individuals, being guided solely by their needs, and
to give priority to the most urgent cases of distress.

Neutrality
In order to enjoy the confidence of all, the Movement may not
take sides in hostilities or engage in controversies of a political,
racial, religious or ideological nature.

Independence
The Movement is independent. The National Societies, while
auxiliaries in the humanitarian services of their governments and
subject to the laws of their respective countries, must always
maintain their autonomy so that they may be able at all times to
act in accordance with the principles of the Movement.

Voluntary Service
It is a voluntary relief movement not prompted in any manner
by desire for gain.

Unity
There can be only one Red Cross or Red Crescent Society in any
one country. It must be open to all. It must carryon its
humanitarian work throughout its territory.

Universality
The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement,
in which all societies have equal status and share equal
responsibilities and duties in helping each other, is worldwide.
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RED CAOSS REO CRESCeNT

The International Federation
of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies promotes the
humanitarian activities
of National Societies among
vulnerable people.

By coordinating international
disaster relief and encouraging
development support it seeks
to prevent and alleviate
human suffering.

The Federation, the National
Societies and the International
Committee of the Red Cross
together constitute the International
Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement.
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